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ABSTRACT

This report contains 40 papers that were presented at the Joint IAEA/CSNI Specialists' Meeting-
Fracture Mechanics Verification by Large-Scale Testing held at the Pollard Auditorium, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, during the week of October 26-29, 1992 . The papers are printed in the order of thei r
presentation in each session and describe recent large-scale fracture (brittle and/or ductile) experiments ,
analyses of these experiments, and comparisons between predictions and experimental results . The
goal of the meeting was to allow international experts to examine the fracture behavior of variou s
materials and structures under conditions relevant to nuclear reactor components and operatin g
environments. The emphasis was on the ability of various fracture models and analysis methods to
predict the wide range of experimental data now available. The international nature of the meeting is
illustrated by the fact that papers were presented by researchers from CSFR, Finland, France, Germany ,
Japan, Russia, U.S.A., and the U.K. There were experts present from several other countries wh o
participated in discussing the results presented . The titles for some of the final papers and the names of
the authors have been updated in this report and may differ slightly from those that appeared in the final
program of the meeting.
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FOREWORD

This report provides the proceedings of a Specialists' Meeting on Fracture Mechanics Verification b y
Large-Scale Testing that was held in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, on October 23-25, 1992 . The meeting was
jointly sponsored by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the Nuclear Energy Agenc y
(NEA) of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development . In particular, the
International Working Group (IWG) on Life Management of Nuclear Power Plants (LMNPP) was the
IAEA sponsor, and the Principal Working Group 3 (PWG-3) (Primary System Component Integrity) o f
the Committee for the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) was the NEA's sponsor . The
IWG/LMNPP is chaired by L . M. Davies of the U .K., and L. Ianko is its Scientific Secretary . K.
Torronen is chairman of the CSNI PWG-3 and J. Strosnider served (at the time of the meeting) as its
Scientific Secretary.

This meeting was preceded by two prior international activities that were designed to examine the state-
of-the-art in fracture analysis capabilities and emphasized applications to the safety evaluation of
nuclear power facilities. The first of those two activities was an IAEA Specialists' Meeting on Fracture
Mechanics Verification by Large-Scale Testing that was held at the Staatliche Materialprufungsanstalt
(MPA) in Stuttgart, Germany, on May 25-27, 1988 ; the proceedings of that meeting were published
1991 . 1 The second activity was the CSNI/PWG-3's Fracture Assessment Group's Project FALSIRE
(Fracture Analyses of Large-Scale International Reference Experiments) . The proceedings of the
FALSIRE workshop that was held in Boston, Massachusetts, U .S.A., on May 8-10, 1990, was recentl y
published by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) . 2

Those previous activities identified capabilities and shortcomings of various fracture analysis method s
based on analyses of six available large-scale experiments. Different modes of fracture behavior, which
ranged from brittle to ductile, were considered . In addition, geometry, size, constraint and multiaxial
effects were considered. While generally good predictive capabilities were demonstrated for brittl e
fracture, issues were identified relative to predicting fracture behavior at higher temperatures .

The meeting in Oak Ridge was designed to allow leading specialists to share and review recent large -
scale fracture experiments and to discuss them relative to verification of fracture mechanics methods .
The objective was to assess the ability of analytical methods that may currently be used to model th e
fracture behavior of nuclear reactor components and structures. The meeting was organized into si x
technical sessions.

Session I .

	

CSNI Project FALSIRE - Current Results

Session II . Large-Scale Experiments and Applications

Session III. Assessments of Fracturé Mechanics Analysis Methods

Session IV. Large-Scale Plate Experiments and Analyses

Session V. Fracture Modeling and Transferabilit y

Session VI. Large-Scale Piping Experiments and Analyse s

1 K . Kussmaul (Editor), Fracture Mechanics Verification by Large-Scale Testing, Proceedings of JAEA Specialists' Meetin g
Held at the Staatliche Materialprufungsanstalt, University of Stuttgart, FRG, May 1988, Mechanical Engineerin g
Publications Limited, London, 1991 .

2B. R . Bass, C. E. Pugh, J. Keeney-Walker, H . Schulz, and J . Sievers, CSNI Project for Fracture Analyses of Large-Scal e
International Reference Experiments (Project FALSIRE), NUREG/CR-5997 (ORNLITM-12307) Martin Marietta Energy
Systems, Inc., Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Gesellschaft fur Anlagen-und Reaktorsicherheit, June 1993 .
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This report records all the papers presented at this meeting along with two others whose authors coul d
not be present . While the report does not include session dividers, the table of contents shows th e
grouping of papers by session. The final chapter of this report provides summaries that rapporteur s
prepared on the day the papers were presented .

The organizing committee for the meeting included C . E. Pugh (Chairman), ORNL (U.S.A.), C . Z .
Serpan, U .S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (U .S .A.), L. M. Davies, Consultant (U .K.), K. Torronen,
Technical Research Center of Finland (VTT) (Finland), B . R. Bass, ORNL (U .S .A.), L. Ianko, IAEA
Headquarters, Vienna, and J. Strosnider, NEA Headquarters, Paris .

The organizing committee expresses appreciation to each of the contributing authors and thei r
employers for making the meeting a great technical success . Thanks are also given to the U.S. Nuclea r
Regulatory Commission and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory for providing funding support and th e
staff to arrange and conduct the meeting. A special acknowledgment is given to S . J . Ranney and M. J .
Woods of ORNL; their extraordinary efforts to arrange the details of the meeting and to process th e
technical papers into a comprehensive volume had a very positive impact on the success of the meeting .
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Opening Addres s

IAEA/CSNI Specialists' Meeting o n

"Fracture Mechanics Verification by Large-Scale Testing "

Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA, 26 - 29 October 1992

L. Ianko
Scientific Secretary, IWG-LMNPP

Division of Nuclear Power
International Atomic Energy Agency

Vienna

On behalf of the International Atomic Energy Agency, I would like to welcome yo u
to this Specialists' Meeting jointly sponsored by the OECD/NEA and the IAEA .

We are meeting at a time of profound political and social changes in the world .
Recent developments internationally portend the beginning of a new era of greater opennes s
and growing public engagement in environmental matters and energy policy . This opening
up of the energy decision making process offers unprecedented opportunities to rebuild public
confidence in nuclear power as safe, well regulated and beneficial to human health and th e
environmental well-being of present and succeeding generations . This is a challenge which
the nuclear community must - and can - meet .

Let me first express the Agency's gratitude to the Government of the USA for hosting
this meeting, and for providing the opportunity to participants from all over the world t o
exchange information and experience . I would also like to state my appreciation to the
OECD/CSNI for its traditional co-operation with the IAEA which has been demonstrated i n
the organization of this meeting .

The task you have before you this week - to enhance understanding of nuclear powe r
plants ageing and lifemanagement - is both important and timely .

In order to continue and further develop the nuclear power utilization, it is essential
to ensure safe and reliable operation of existing plants and at the same time lay foundation s
for excellent safety, reliability and economy of plants of the future . In view of the long lead
times siting problems and the high costs in bringing new plants into service, securing th e
continued operation of existing plants after taking care of their age related degradation an d
obsolescence may be very important for meeting electrical power demands .

All components of nuclear power plants are subject to some form of ageing
degradation ; however, the rates of degradation and therefore component lifetimes var y
considerably . Component deterioration due to ageing may significantly prejudice plan t
reliability and capacity factors unless failures are anticipated and prevented by timely
maintenance, repair or replacement of components . If a life management programme is not
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implemented to preserve ongoing reliability, then component failures may develop, which
may impair one or more of the multiple levels of protection, provided by the defence in
depth concept, as well as resulting in unavailability . This could result in a reduction i n
component safety margins, below the limits provided, and thus to the impairment of safety
systems. On the other hand many components operate at a significant margin below desig n
limit criteria, which are themselves significantly below safety limits . The ageing phenomena
must be closely monitored if high performance in terms of reliability and availability ,
accompanied with low operating and maintenance costs, are to be achieved . It has to be
ensured that the continued operation of, particularly, older plants does not pose an undue risk
to public health and safety owing to obsolescence of equipment or in the safety standards an d
requirements to which they were built .

There is a common requirement for information in many areas, such as methods o f
economic assessment, and the data necessary to predict time-dependent degradation . Some
problems, such as the ageing of pressure boundary components, have been studied for severa l
decades. The difficulties in studying the subject are aggravated by the inability to
realistically simulate the ageing environment in the laboratory . In addition, the process of
ageing is slow in comparison to the time span in which, one would desire to observe and
obtain data. Above mentioned realities have been taken into account for preparation of future
IAEA programme in this area.

The Agency's Nuclear Power Programme in the field of Plant Life Managemen t
promotes technical information exchange between Member States with major development ,
programmes, offers assistance to Member States with an interest in exploratory or researc h
programmes, and publishes reports available to all Member States interested in the curren t
status of devlopment. For countries with nuclear programmes, Agency activities , are co-
ordinated by the standing committee called the International Working Group .

In conclusion, it should be stressed that NPP life management is clearly a very
important area of concern recognized by the IAEA and its Member States .

The main objective of this meeting is to provide a forum for exchange of informatio n
among the participating experts from Member States through their interactions both at thi s
meeting and later through the publication of the proceedings which will reach a much wider
audience . I believe that the information exchange in the coming days will make an importan t
contribution to reaching our common goal of achieving a high level of nuclear performanc e
and safety . The results of this meeting should help to clarify the main issues for futur e
work, both for you and for us in the IAEA. I also hope that you will find some time to
enjoy this beautiful country and learn from its rich culture .
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Overview of the CSNI Project FALSIR E

by

H. Schulz

Geselischaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS)mbH ,
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Objective of the CSNI fracture assessment group

For the safety assessment of primary circuit components the predictive capability o f
fracture mechanics methods play an important role . Within the scientific communit y
active collaboration is going on in various fields of fracture mechanics . On behalf of
the Principal Working Group No . 3 of CSNI the Fracture Assessment Group (FAG )
has been given the task to review the capabilities of present fracture assessmen t
methods in view of their application to nuclear pressure vessels . The different
subtasks chosen to perform the work are shown in Table 1 .
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Project FALSIRE 1)

To meet the outlined objectives the CSNI/FAG planned an international project to
assess various fracture methodologies through interpretative analysis of selecte d
large-scale fracture experiments . The selected large-scale experiments are all
experiments which are directed to the structural response to combine mechanical an d
thermal loadings. These combined loading conditions - many times being refered to i n
the expression " thermal shock" or " pressurized thermal shock" - may arise in nuclea r
reactor pressure vessels as a consequence of the safety systems designed to cop e
with loss of coolant accidents . Furthermore these combined loading conditions ma y
also occur in different components as a consequence of the application of acciden t
management procedures . The relevance to nuclear safety was the main reason t o
select these experiments to evaluate present fracture prediction capabilities in thes e
cases. Choosing this as a main topic of a round robin analysis the FAG took
advantage that there was strong interest at the time into this topic and the number o f
experiments where not too large . It was also the intention to avoid any duplication o f
effort in the fracture mechanics area going on in different other international groups .

The CSNI/FAG established a common format for comprehensive statements o f
related experiments, including supporting information and available analysis results .
The format of the common statements has been proven to be very helpful) i n
organizing such work, it is summarized in Appendix 1 . Based on the information
available the CSNI/FAG selected reference experiments for detailed analysis an d
interpretation, these are summarized in Table 2 . Organizations which participated i n
the project FALSIRE are given in Table 3. The experiments utilized in Project
FALSIRE were designed to examine various aspects of crack growth in RPV steel s
under pressurized-thermal-shock (PTS) loading conditions . These conditions were
achieved in three of the experiments by internally pressurizing a heated vesse l
containing a sharp crack and thermally shocking it with a coolant on the inner (NKS- 3
and 4) or outer (PTSE-2) surface . In the series of spinning cylinder experiments, a
thick cylinder with a deep crack on the inner surface was thermally shocked with a
water spray while simultaneously spinning the cylinder about its axis in a
specially-constructed rig . The Japanese Step B test utilized a large surface-cracke d
plate subjected to combine mechanical loads of tension and bending coordinated with
a thermal shock of the cracked surface to model PTS loading conditions . Data from
the experiments provided in the CSNI/FAG problem statements included pretes t
material characterization, geometric parameters, loading histories, instrumentation ,
and measured results from temperatures, strains, crack-mouth opening displacement s

1J FALSIRE Fracture Analyses of Large-Scale International Reference Experiment s
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(CMODs), and crack-growth histories . A summary of the material toughness, loadin g
conditions, crack geometry and crack growth for each experiment is given in Table 2 .

Based on the CSNI/FAG problem statements, 37 participants representing 26
organizations performed a total of 39 analyses of the experiments . The analysis
techniques employed by the participants included engineering methods (R6,GE/EPR I
estimation scheme, DPFAD) and finite-element methods; these techniques were
combined with applications of JR methodology and the French Local Approach . The
finite element applications include both two-and three-dimensional models, as well as
deformation plasticity and incremental thermo-elastic-plastic constitutive formulations .
Crack growth models based on nodal release techniques were utilized to generate th e
application-mode and generation-mode solutions for several of the experiments . A
summary of the analysis methods applied to each experiment is given in Table 4 . For
each of the experiments, analysis results provided estimates of variables includin g
crack growth, CMOD, temperatures, strains, stresses and applied J and K values .
Conditions of crack stability and instability were identified in the experiments . Where
possible, computed values were compared with measured data.

All the information to the test itself, the performed analysis and comparison of the
analysis data as well as conclusions are given in a final report which is accepted b y
CSNI and will be published soon . Detailed presentations of the results are subject o f
the following sessions and therefore are not commented in this presentation . Beside
the results of . the exercise itself (see Table 5) there are a number of valuabl e
accompanying effects which could be summarized as follows :

A common format to collect comprehensive information on large-scale
experiments has been established which could also be used for other purposes .

The information collected are a good startingpoint for a documentation of large -
scale experiments related to combined thermal mechanical loading .

The work has been very beneficial for the individual organisations in judging o n
their own computer codes, their individual capabilities to handle these codes an d
the quality assurance to be applied for such kind of analysis .

The work to be performed in the future and in a phase II of the FALSIRE Project i s
subject of another presentation of this meeting .
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Documentation of large-scale experiments related t o
combined thermal mechanical loading

Large-scale experiments adressing the structural response to thermal shock-type
loadings have been performed in many countries . Most of these programs have
already been finished or will be finished soon . The compilation of information relate d
to these large-scale tests as well as relevant information on analyses performed to the
tests is within the objective of the CSNI/FAG . As already pointed out the FALSIR E
Project fills up a solid ground floor on which a database could be established t o
compile the, information available on thermal shock tests . The work is going on and
requires further cooperation by all the international partners . The NKS-3 experiment of
the MPA Stuttgart is presented as an example how this kind of documentation coul d
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be performed in a comprehensive way so that each user can easily assess the appli-
cability of certain boundary conditions and results to the problem he is presently look-
ing for. The example is summarized in Figures 1 and 2 . This type of presentatio n
shows the test cylinder geometry, the crack geometry, the loading and a materia l
characterization . Concerning the fracture assessment Figure 3 shows the calculated
stress intensity at the crack tip as a function of crack tip temperature and the mea-
sured fracture toughness (K,c) as a function of temperature as well as ASME-curve s
based on the NDT-temperature of the material . Furthermore a line is drawn to charac-
terize measured J,c values and the crack resistance (JR) at certain steps of crac k
growth (e .g. 1 mm) as a function of temperature . This kind of fracture assessment in a
comprehensive way is presented in Figures 4 to 9 for the thermal shock experiment s
NKS-1, 4, 5, 6 and PTSE-1,2, all with axisymetric thermal loading . Furthermore a part-
ly circumferential crack inserted into the HDR (Heil3dampfreaktor, Kahl) -RPV was
loaded by a thermal shock experiment with a guided injection into an artifical coolin g
canal (see. Fig . 10, comparison of measured and calculated CMOD see Fig . 11).The
fracture assessment confirmes the experimental results of no crack growth and tha t
the test stopped close to crack initiation (see . Fig . 12) .
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Reactor pressure vessel response to the thermal shoc k
loading condition s

The safety concept of light-water reactors (LWR) is based on the so called "design ba -
sis accidents". As part of the design basis accidents loss of coolant of the primary a s
well as the secondary circuit is postulated, assuming different leak sizes and locations
and boundary conditions . The goal of the safety analysis for design basis accidents
with primary or secondary blowdown i s

▪ to demonstrate sufficient cooling of the reactor core assuming the minimum injec-
tion capability according to safety criteria an d

• to demonstrate the integrity of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) assuming the in-
jection capability which causes the maximum load, using end-of-life (EOL) materi -
al conditions and postulated cracks of a limited size .

The basic requirements for the integrity assessment of reactor pressure vessels ar e

the evaluation of loads as a function of time and temperatur e

the evaluation of material conditions as a function of temperature, time and envi-
ronment with special emphasis on irradiatio n

evaluâtion of state of defects with respect to the applied NDT- methods and th e
influence of time, loads and environment .

The main load cases to be analysed in the integrity assessment of reactor pressur e
vessels are :

• hydro test

pressure-temperature limits
(cold overpressurization system aspect)
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ECCS injection in case of primary or secondary blow-down

rapid cooldown in case of secondary blowdown without ECCS injection .

Important . parameters in the definition of conservative loads are the primary loo p
design (2-,3-,4-,6-loops), the blowdown transients, injection geometry, -temperature
and rate, water level and temperature in the RPV as function of time and the width o f
the cold water path (tongue) along the vessel wall .

For the evaluation of material conditions distinctions have to be made betwee n
properties of base, weld and cladding material . Furthermore the directionality of th e
material properties have to be investigated . Major emphasis is given to the propertie s
of the irradiated material . For a detailed analysis of the reactor pressure vessel unde r
thermal shock loading conditions the dependency of the material properties from th e
temperature in the whole range has to be known quite well .

For the crack to be investigated (based either on design assumption or on indications
of the performed NDT) the important parameters are size, shape, orientation an d
certainly the question of near surface or surface crack .

As an example of detailed RPV-analyses an axisymmetric and a 3d-FE-model as wel l
as sector models with (partly) circumferential cracks, which are loaded by boundary
conditions calculated in the global model, are shown in Figs . 13 and 14. The
deformation of a vessel loaded by PTS with axisymmetric cooling assumption is
presented in Fig . 15. In case of asymmetric/strip like cooling the deformation is show n
in Figs. 16 and 17. The stress intensity of circumferential cracks with different
assumptions concerning the loading is compared with the fracture toughness of th e
investigated weld material at begin-of-life (BOL) and for the case of an assume d
highly irradiated condition at the end-of-life (EOL) in the same comprehensive way a s
discussed in chapter 3 (see Figs . 18 to 20) .

Looking to all the variables important as indicated above it is very clear that there ar e
a number of parameters and boundary conditions to be addressed as potentiall y
important areas in large scale tests. In the practical safety case we have normally to
judge a short near surface or surface crack surrounded by material showin g
considerable variations in properties in the thickness, axial and radial direction .
Loading conditions may vary between highly nonuniform up to axisymmetric startin g
with steep radial temperature gradients at the surface at the beginning of th e
transient, with developing overtime temperature differences over small or large
portions of the wall thickness in the axial and circumferential direction . Therefore the
investigations of practical RPV transients are three dimensional problems from
thermohydraulic, structural and fracture mechanics point of view .
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Summary and future need s

From experimental and analytical modelling of the fracture process we have learn t
worldwide a lot of details and have reached a certain state of the art to asses s
structural behaviour of specimens and components as well as fracture behaviour o f
cracks under thermal and mechanical loading. The database and the comparative
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evaluations developed in FALSIRE-Phase I have shown the capabilities of the applie d
analysis methods and the necessity to improve fracture assessment methods
concerning

the transferability of small specimen fracture properties to large specimens and
components (constraint problem)

the crack behaviour in the transition region of fracture toughness

non homogenous material (cladded and welded vessels) and

different stages of crack extension (ductile/brittle) .

Therefore a Phase Il of FALSIRE Project is planned starting in first half of 1993 .

The state of the art concerning assessment of RPV-integrity due to transient therma l
and pressure loading show the necessity of three dimensional thermohydraulic ,
structural and fracture analyses and the comparison with simplified models and
methods to quantify the safety margins .
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Activities of CSNI/Fracture Assessment Group (FAG)

• compilation of large scale test s

• round robin analyses of selected test s

• review of state-of-the-art

• recommendations to methods
applied in the safety review

Table 1
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CSNI: Fracture Analyses of Large-Scale International Reference Experiments (FALSIRE )

material toughness loading crack geometry

experimen t
(place)

NKS-3 A,„=95 J, TNDT=60 'C thermal shock, circumferentia l
(MPA, FRG) axial tension, (a/t a 0.3 )

internal pressure
(constant)

NKS-4 Ar=65 J, TNCT=120 °C thermal shock, partly
(MPA, FRG) axial tension, circumferentia l

internal pressure (a/t = 0.15 )
(constant)

PTSE 2A/B A!,'s=60 J, TNOT=75 'C thermal shock, axia l
(ORNL,USA) internal pressure (a/t=0.1/0.29 )

(transient)

Spin Cyl . I A!s=9O J rotation of axial

	

s4
(AEA,UK) the specimen (a/t = 0.e )

Spin Cyl . II Ar=110 J thermal shock axial
(AEA,UK) (a/t = 0.52 )

PTS (B) Ars=100 J, TNaT=139 'C thermal shock partly
(JAPEIC,Japan) tension circumferential

bending (a/t=0.14)

crack growth

ductile 3.8 mm
(average)

ductile 1.5 mm
(center)

ductile 2.8 mm
(average)

ductile 11.1/3.7 mm
brittle 16.8/32.7 mm
unstable -/68 .8 mm

ductile 0 - 0 .75 mm ,

ductile 0.3-1.0mm



CSNI/FAG: Workshop on Fracture Analyses of Large-Scale Internationa l
Reference Experiments (FALSIRE), Boston, May 199 0

Tests Number of Analyses Institutions

NKS-3 11 MPA, CENS (2x), Uni . Maryl., EDF, GRS, ABB-CE,
Batelle, CEGB, Novetech, IW M

NKS-4 6 MPA, CENS, Uni. Maryl., ABB-CE, Novetech, IW M

PTSE-2 8 ORNL, GRS, ABB-CE, SWRI, PSI, CRIEPI,
Novetech, ENEA

SC-I 6 AEA, ORNL, SWRI, VTT, Novetech, CRIEPI

SC-II 7 AEA, ORNL, B&W, VTT, Novetech, CRIEPI, IWM .

PTS (B) 1 MHI

Participants: USA 17, FRG 5, France 4, UK 3, Japan 3, Finnland 2, Switzerland 1, Korea 1 ,
Italy 1



Summary of Project FALSIRE analysis techniques'

NKS-3 NKS-4 PTSE-2 SC-I SC- II STEP B PTS
(10 analyses) (6 analyses) (8 analyses) (6 analyses) (8 analyses) (1 analysis)

FE; JR FE; JR FE; JR FE; JR FE; JR FE; JR
FE; JR, LA FE; JR FE; JR FE; JR FE; JR
FE; JR FE; JR FE; JR FE; JR FE; ES
FE; JR, LA FE; JR FE; JR ES FE; ES
FE; JR ES ; J/T FE; JR ES ES
FE; JR ES; R6/1 FE; JR ES; WF ES; R6/ 1
FE; JR ES ; Jff ES
FE; JR ES ES
ES ; Jff
ES; R6/1

'FE = Finite Element Method
ES = Estimation Scheme
Al = Analytic Solution with Numerical Integratio n
A2 = Handbook Analysis of Statically Indeterminate Model
JR = R-Curve Approach

J(f = J/Tearing Modulus Approach
LA = Local Approach

R6/1 = R6 Method/Option 1
WF = Weight Function Metho d



cD

Fracture Analyses of Large-Scale International Reference Experiments ( CSNI / FALSIRE )

Preliminary conclusion s

- improved instrumentation for structure mechanical parameter s
of future experiment s

- temperature dependence of material data necessary for thermal shoc k
analyses

- differences in approximation of stress strain data,thermal expansio n
coefficient,reference temperature and other boundary condition s
effect scatterbands in the FE-analysis results

- strong difference between 3D-FE-results and axisymmetri c
approximation,no important effect of model size (degrees of freedom)
on the same level

- crack resistance of some investigated materials show significant
dependence on temperature (PTSE-2) and specimen geometry (SC-VII )

- refering to the transferability of specimen results to a component :
consideration of stress triaxility parameters (q,T) in the frame
of the J-integral-concept or local approach is necessary



Test cylinder geometry
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Thermal hock experiment NKS-1 (MPA-Stuttgart) 	
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Thermal ock experiment NKS-5 (MPA-Stuttgart) 	
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Thermal ock experiment NKS-6 (MPA-Stuttgart)	
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Thermal shock experiment PTSE-2A/B (ORNA
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HDR-Thermal shock experiment THEL II at
the RPV, crack mouth opening of
partly circumferential crack (post analysis )

Figure 1 1
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Therm shock experiment THEL II (HDR)
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RPV 1 : Axisymm . model and sector model with assumed 360°circumf . crack



RPV-1 : 3-D model and sector model with
assumed partly circumferential crack

Figure 14
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RPV-1 : Cold water injection at low pressure
with axisymmetric coolin g

Figure 15
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RPV-1 : Coldwater injection at low pressure
with strip like cooling

Figure 16
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RPV-1 : Coldwater injection at low pressur e
with strip like cooling

Figure 17
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Parameters of the analyses :
Tc = 20°C - cooling temperature without mixing
Tc =130°C - cooling temperature with mixing

values of curve are about 4% lowe r
in the region of the maximu m

RPV-1 : Low pressure injection wit h
variation of cooling temperature

Figure 18

hisymumtnc model A
360° circumferential c rack (a =17mm)

°C 300
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Parameters of the analyses:
Tc = 20°C - cooling temperature without mixing
Tc =130°C - cooling temperature with mixing

RPV-1 : Low pressure injection (strip like) with
variation of cooling temperature

Figure 1 9
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Parameters of the analyses :
To = 288°C. - initial temperature at operatio n
To =150°C - initial temperature at shutdown

RPV-1 : Low pressure injection wit h
cooling temperature 20°C

Figure 20
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Appendix 1 :

	

Standard format for test and analysis documentation

GENERAL INFORMATION 1
• g.n«mf projed title

• "proi.d fitl.

• aim of the spaded proied
4 g muck Initiation. stable growth. erresO

• institution / company
(nome. address . c.ntodp.rson)

• dot.. of the spoeial project
QNtlot.d. completed)

additional Informations

reference's

GENERAL TEST INFORMATION 2
• i .t titi.

• dot. and location of the toss

• d.sartplion of ths test
64. specimen, boding. onvimm.nt. ttsot.rtaD

• institution / company
(nom.. address. eontodp.rson)

additional information

reference s

GENERAL INFORMATION ON
DOOUMBNTATION . DATE

• description of docum.ntotto n
(eup.rln.nt. pre/pottcakWotbn)

• Institution / company
(nom.. address. conladp.rson)

• dotes of the projec t
(initiated. compbt.d)

additional Intonation.

r.f.r nos

LOADING CONDITIONS

	

4
• initial conditions

4 .g pressa.. t.mp.roture . •nvf onm.nl

• boding during the test
t. .g. possum. t.mp.rotur.. said fora )

additional information.

3
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INSTRUMENTATIO N

• temperature distributio n

• heroes / pressures

• Nnssos / strdm

• deformation

• sock mouth opening

• Book tip opening angle

• sack growth

additional information

GEOMETRICAL
CHARAC ERIS71CS

• coaipo1Nnt g•ometry (figur•s)
{..g radius. t idmess)

• Sew d7aractetttiics (figure
t g sack profile. sanction)

• fatigue pre-saddng Y/N

• dodding Y/N
Ohiekn•ss)

additional information

5 6

MATERIAL
IDB ITFKATION

7 MATERIAL
MEO fANICAL PROPERTES 8

• testnwt•riol-Ide.w ication CAST/A. etc)

• cladding mokerid-IdenNfioetion CAST/A. etc)

• chemical analysis

• thermal treatment

additional information

• test temperatures

• engineering and true stress - strai n
tamile dota and curves. nusr•rkd approximation for
andysb (temperature dependence. muhVbilinex )

E-Modal [ MPa ]

R, [ MPa ]

Rr [ MPo ]

A, and Z

Poissen'ratio

Ramberg-Osgood-ooeff dentr

additional informatio n
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MATERIAL i
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

. heat œ.woc ton co .ffid. 8 9
h[W/br•2K J

• thermal conductivity +)

A[1ÇhnK ]

• specike heat oopodty )
ci,[ kJ/kg K ]

• density 1
p [kg/m"03 ]

• coefficient of thermal expensive '')
a[1/K ]

additional information,
') nu..r{od approximation for analysis

(t4n homp.roture d.p.ndonoe. multi/btlkaor)

9
MATERIAL

FRACTURE MECHANICS PROPERTIE S

• Chorpy energy versus tomporoture (nerve)

• Chorpy Ntpoà energy for upper shelf

• RT-NDT

• K worms 0smporatuno fair. .)

• Ç ..rats s.mperotur. (curvet

additional information,

10

MATERIAL :
FRACTURE MECHANKS PROPERTIES

• J, aine t) x specimen / geometry (a w

- fatigue prreroddng Y/N

• J, cure. determination metho d

- J, fracture initiation valu.

tJ, d•t.rminotion method

additional Iniormofwro
with ►.spot• to the dependence of J, - curves
on specimen geometry o series
of curves is desirable.

11 ANALYSIS i
PARAMETERS AND RESULTS

• kind of analysis (pro4mostodaiaHo O

• analysis wok

- FE-code (pre+ostprooenon)
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Spinning Cylinder Experiments SC-I and SC-Il : A review of result s
and analyses provided to the FALSIRE Project .

b y

E. Morland* and A. H . Sherry*

A series of six large-scale experiments have been carried out at AEA Technolog y
using the Spinning Cylinder test facility . Results from two of those experiments
(SC-I and SC-II) have been provided to Project FALSIRE and are reviewed in thi s
paper .

The Spinning Cylinder tests were carried out using hollow cylinders of 1 .4m oute r
diameter, 0 .2m wall thickness and 1 .3m length, containing full-length axial defect s
and fabricated from a modified A508 Class 3 steel . The first Spinning Cylinder tes t
(SC-I) was an investigation of stable ductile growth induced via mechanica l
(primary) loading and under conditions of contained yielding . Mechanical loading
was provided in the hoop direction by rotating the cylinder about its major axis
within an enclosed oven . The second test (SC-II) investigated stable ductile growt h
under severe thermal shock (secondary) loading again under conditions of containe d
yielding. In this case thermal shock was produced by spraying cold water on th e
inside surface of the heated cylinder whilst it was rotating .

For each experiment, results are presented in terms of a number of variables, eg .
crack growth, temperature, stress, strain and applied K and J . In addition, a n
overview of the analyses of the FALSIRE Phase-1 report is also presented with
respect to tests SC-I and SC-II .

* AEA Technology, Reactor Services, Risley, Warrington Cheshire, WA3 6AT ,
UNITED KINGDOM
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Spinning Cylinder project is concerned with the investigation of fracture behaviour in
thick-walled test specimens under severe thermal shock and simulated pressure loadin g
conditions . The facility, located within AEA Technology's Structural Features Test Facilit y
at Risley in the United Kingdom, has been designed to produce the appropriate loadin g
conditions . Pressure loading is simulated by the rotation of a test cylinder about its own
axis and the resulting hoop stress distribution resembles that in a larger diameter
pressurized vessel of the same wall thickness . With regard to secondary (thermal) stresses ,
cold water can be directed, at controllable flow rates at the inside surface of a test cylinder .
Test cylinders can be heated to temperatures of up to 350°C . These high flow rates ,
together with the centrifugal forces due to rotation, lead to very good heat transfer
conditions whilst at the same time providing uniformity of cooling .

A schematic of the test rig given in Fig . 1 shows the main features of the facility . The
central feature is the 8-ton cylindrical test specimen (1 .3m long, 1 .4m OD, 200mm wall
thickness) which is suspended from a flexible shaft from a single pivoted bearing so that i t
is free to rotate about the vertical axis . The test cylinders are rotated by a 375kW DC motor
through a 2:1 step up right angle gear box and are located in a heavily reinforced pit whic h
acts as an oven enclosure . The motor is capable rotating the cylinder to a maximum desig n
speed of 3500 rpm. A damping device (not shown) is attached to the bearing pivot t o
stabilize the rotor against aerodynamically-induced precessional motion . Eight 3kW heaters
mounted vertically within the cylinder enclosure allow the cylinder temperature to be raise d
to a maximum of 350°C . A stationary water spray system, capable of deliverin g
controllable flow rates of up to 300 gallons per minute, provides the mechanism for
thermally shocking the rotating inner surface of test cylinders . Instrumentation fo r
monitoring temperatures, strains and displacements within the test cylinder are mounte d
directly on the rotating specimen and signals are extracted via a 100-channel slip-ring uni t
mounted directly above the drive gearbox .

Within the Spinning Cylinder facility therefore, independent control of both primary and
secondary loading permits a variety of PWR fault conditions to be examined, includin g
large and small loss-of-coolant accidents . Extensive on-line data monitoring systems are
available within the facility to provide immediate and permanent records of temperatures ,
strains and defect extensions realised during Spinning Cylinder experiments . To date a
total of six Spinning Cylinder experiments have been performed . These have investigated a
number of different combinations of transient type (eg PTS, large LOCA etc), defect
configuration and fracture mechanism. Of these experiments, results from the first two
(SC-I and SC-II) have been provided to Project FALSIRE and are reviewed in this paper.

2. TEST OBJECTIVES AND CONDITIONS

The basic objective of both Spinning Cylinder tests SC-I and SC-II was to compare th e
progress of stable ductile tearing under simulated PWR plant conditions, against that
predicted from conventional fracture mechanics theory, based on data derived fro m
small-scale fracture toughness specimens . In both cases the tests were performed on
large scale test cylinders containing full-length axial defects penetrating over 50 %
through the 200mm wall thickness . Specimen details in respect of both tests ar e
presented in Fig 2 . The distinguishing feature between the two tests was the loading
condition. SC-I was an isothermal test performed at 290°C where the driving force for
crack extension was provided solely from specimen rotation (simulated pressurization) .
SC-II was a thermal shock test simulating a large loss-of-coolant accident, where th e
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driving force for crack extension was overwhelmingly provided by thermal loading .
Additional details in respect of both tests are presented below.

2.1

	

SC -I

The first spinning cylinder experiment was an investigation of stable ductile tearin g
under contained yield conditions for a thick section low alloy steel structure . The test
was isothermal, being carried out at 290°C and crack growth was generated b y
progressively increasing the rotational speed of the test cylinder. With respect to the
full length axial defect contained within the cylinder, this consisted of a machined notc h
with a sharpened tip produced via fatigue pre-cracking . The fatigue crack was
generated by subjecting the cylinder to cyclic diametral loading in the plane of the notch
using a 500-ton actuator. In order to avoid the possibility of brittle fracture, the tes t
cylinder was maintained at around 90°C throughout fatigue cracking . Some 80,000
cycles were applied using a maximum load of 420 tons . This resulted in a reasonably
uniform fatigue crack of mean depth 10mm over the central 1 .0m of the defect length.

The instrumentation arrangements for monitoring stable crack extension in SC-I are
shown in Fig 3. These consisted of three sets of alternating current potential dro p
(ACPD) probes situated 25mm above the bottom of the machined slot at different axia l
locations. The connections for the constant AC driving current (0.4A at 1kHz), were
on opposite sides of the slot so that the current between them passed around the crack
tip. Additional instrumentation on SC-I comprised five back-face strain gauges, thre e
pairs of clip gauges to monitor slot opening adjacent to the ACPD stations (thereby
providing a back-up indication of crack extension), digital and analogue tachometers t o
measure speed and an array of thermocouples to measure any cylinder temperature
variations .

2.2

	

SC-II

The second spinning cylinder experiment was an investigation of stable ductile tearin g
under contained yield conditions for a thick-section low alloy steel structure subjecte d
to a severe thermal shock. The test was designed in such a way as to ensure full y
ductile upper shelf conditions at the crack tip, throughout the course of the experiment .
With respect to the full length axial defect contained within the cylinder, as for SC-I thi s
consisted of a machined notch with a sharpened tip produced via fatigue pre-cracking .
Once again the fatigue crack was generated by subjecting the cylinder to cyclic diametra l
loading, the test cylinder being maintained at around 80°C throughout fatigue cracking .
Some 15,000 cycles were applied using a maximum load of 420 tons . This resulted in
a reasonably uniform fatigue crack of mean depth 5mm over the central 1 .0m of the
defect length . In order to prevent egress of water into the crack tip (and thus prejudic e
upper shelf conditions), the entire machine slot was packed with insulating wool an d
covered with a pleated steel shim.

As with SC-I, instrumentation for SC-II comprised ACPD, back-face strain gauges ,
clip gauges and thermocouples, although, in line with the different nature of the thermal
shock loading of SC-II, the number and location of these various instruments wa s
different to that employed in SC-I . The instrumentation layout for SC-II is shown i n
Fig 4.

3 . MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Comprehensive characterisation of the physical and mechanical properties of cylinde r
materials was carried out in respect of the test cylinders for both SC-I and SC-II, thes e
having been manufactured from separate large-scale forgings .
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3 .1 SC- I
After casting into a partially pre-formed geometry, the ingot used to produce tes t
cylinder I was centrally pierced and then forged . Following detachment of a stepped
end-piece (used for heat treatment studies), the residual forging comprised a centrall y
located test cylinder (SC-I) encompassed top and bottom by both AEA tes t
prolongations and manufacturer's "buffer" rings, Fig. 5. AEA prolongations were
parted from the test cylinder and buffer rings after forging, heat treatment an d
identification of a 0° datum line corresponding to the ultimate position of the full-lengt h
axial defect. Both top and bottom prolongations were subsequently bandsawn into fou r
equi-sized segments. Details of the chemical composition of the forging and its hea t
treatment are given in Table 1 .

All specimens used in the pre-test characterisation programme were extracted from th e
0° segment of either the top or bottom AEA prolongations and from positions whic h
were at least 50mm from cut surfaces . Tensile specimens were located on, or near to ,
the 0° datum line and extracted in either the circumferential (C), radial (R) or axia l
(Longitudinal (L)) orientations. A total of six tensile tests were performed, one
specimen of each orientation being tested from each of the two AEA prolongations .
Resulting values of 0.2% proof stress (a02), ultimate tensile strength (au), percentag e
elongation and reduction of area are presented in Table 2. Additional true stress-strain
data are given in Fig 6 .

Fracture toughness specimens were extracted so that all specimen crack tips lay exactl y
on the the 0° datum line, at a radial position and direction of crack advance in direct
correspondence to the defect in the cylinder (ie. all C-R orientation). A total of six 20%
sidegrooved 35mm thick compact specimens were tested, four from the top
prolongation and two from the bottom prolongation . The tests were performed usin g
combined multi-specimen/unloading compliance test techniques . Values of crack
length, crack growth and corresponding values of J are given in Table 3 . Individual
unloading compliance JR curves were characterized using power fits of the for m

J=A (6,a)B

	

( 1

values of the regression coefficients A and B are given in Table 4 . A "composite" JR

curve for the material as a whole was also provided to the FALSIRE project and i s
included in Table 4.

3 .2 SC-II

After casting into a partially pre-formed geometry, the ingot used to produce tes t
cylinder II and test cylinder III (not reported here) was centrally pierced and the n
forged . The forging consisted of the two test cylinders separated centrally by a test rin g
and encompassed top and bottom by test rings and buffer rings . A diagram of the
complete forging is shown in Fig 7 . Test rings were parted from the cylinders afte r
forging and heat treatment. Prior to any machining operations a 0° datum line was
established corresponding to the defect position in the cylinder(s) . Just as for SC-I,
test rings were subsequently bandsawn into four equi-sized segments . Details of the

	

chemical composition of the forging and its heat treatment are given in Table 5 .

	

'

All small-scale specimens examined in the characterization programme were extracte d
from the 0° segment of either the top, middle or bottom test rings and from position s
which were at least 50mm from cut surfaces . Tensile specimens were located on, or
near to, the 0° datum line and were extracted from up to three different positions acros s
the wall thickness . Specimens were extracted in either the circumferential (C) or axial
(A) orientations depending upon the test ring . A total of twenty-six tests were
performed . Specimens extracted from near the inner cylinder wall surface (t/8 position)
(where temperature drops during thermal shock would be largest) were tested at thre e
temperatures spanning the complete range of the thermal transient, ie . 20°C, 150°C and
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350°C. Specimens from other positions within the wall thickness were only tested a t
350°C. Individual exponential expressions of the form

a = a EXP((3T)

	

(2

where is a either 0.2% proof stress or ultimate tensile strength and T is the temperature ,
were fitted to the data via linear regression analysis . No effect of specimen orientation
on properties was observed and both circumferential and axial test results were include d
in the analyses, resulting in the expressions given in Table 6. Values of engineering
stress/strain and true stress/strain from these tensile tests are given in Table 7 . Physical
properties characterizing the behaviour of the test material under thermal shoc k
conditions are given in Table 8 .

Fracture toughness specimens were extracted so that all specimen crack tips lay exactly
on the the 0° datum line, at a radial position and direction of crack advance in direc t
correspondence to the defect in the cylinder (ie . all C-R orientation) . A total of eight
20% sidegrooved 35mm thick compact specimens were tested, two from the top, tw o
from the bottom and four from the middle test rings. Values of crack length (ao) an d
ductile crack extension ( .a) were estimated both from unloading compliance
measurements made during tests and from post-test fracture surface measurements .
Results are presented in Table 9 . For each test the data were characterized using a
power curve fit of the form of equation 1. Resulting values of the coefficients A and B
are given in Table 10. Composite JR curves for the different test rings are included .

4 . TEST RESULT S

4 .1 SC-I

The plan for test SC-I was to proceed directly to a target speed at which a usefu l
minimum amount of crack growth would be anticipated without incurring the risk o f
tearing instability, and then to proceed beyond that point as circumstances allowed . In
the actual experiment, three speed increments beyond the target speed of 2285rpm ,
were required to reach the intended amount of stable tearing (3 to 5mm), resulting in a n
eventual maximum (terminal) speed of 2600 rpm .

Initiation of stable tearing in the experiment was related to a pronounced change in th e
rate of increase of ACPD at about 2250rpm (see Fig 8) . Final crack extension at each
ACPD station was defined from physical measurements of stable tearing made on the
actual fracture surface of the cylinder, extracted after the test . The growth at the ACPD
stations varied from 2 .4mm to 3 .lmm, with a mean of 2 .75mm. The crack profile ,
based on post-test destructive examination of the entire full-length defect, is shown in ,
Fig 9. On the basis of the predicted initiation points and measured final crack
extensions at each ACPD location, angular velocity versus crack growth curves wer e
developed as shown in Fig 10.

4 .2 SC-II

Prior to commencement of SC-II, the cylinder was stabilized at a mean temperature o f
312°C. The cylinder was then rotated to 530 rpm to provide for uniform cooling of th e
inner surface upon application of the water spray . The inner surface of the cylinder
was then spray cooled with water of temperature 15°C and at a flow rate of 269 gallon s
per minute, thus producing an effective heat transfer coefficient in excess o f
20kW/m2°C and a large thermal gradient across the cylinder wall thickness .

Temperature data from the test are depicted graphically in Fig 11 .. The figure compares
measured temperatures with those predicted from a one-dimensional finite difference
analysis using a heat transfer coefficient of 22 .75 kW/m2°C. The extent of ductile crack
extension attained during the test was variable along the length of the defect but
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achieved a maximum growth level of approximately 2.0mm at a distance of around
400mm from one end of the cylinder. The crack profile, based on post-test destructive
examination of the entire full-length defect, is shown in Fig 12.

	

5 .

	

FALSIRE ANALYSES OF SC-I AND SC-I I

Within this section the analysis techniques used within Phase 1 of the FALSIR E
programme for assessment of SC-I and SC-II are described, as are their results . In the
interests of consistency, the terminology used to describe analysis methods and th e
numerical designation of individual analysts has been kept consistent with those used in
Reference [1] .

	

5 .1

	

Description of Analytical Methods

With respect to tests SC-I and SC-II a total of seven separate analyses were performed
within the FALSIRE programme . As Table 11 indicates, the primary structura l
analysis tool used was the finite element (FE) method . Additional details of the finite
element methods used are given in Table 12, which identifies the finite elemen t
programme, the model dimension (2 or 3-D), the size of the mesh as defined by th e
number of equations (degrees of freedom), the constitutive relation, material model an d
stress-strain approximation, and the solution scheme (integration rule and iteratio n
method) employed in the analysis of the model . Unfortunately, much of the information
regarding the FE methods used in the analysis of Spinning Cylinder Tests SC-I an d
SC-II, is unavailable (N/A).

From inspection of Table 12 it is apparent that the sizes of the various finite elemen t
models varied to a large extent . For example, in the analysis of SC-II analysis number
8, using the ADINA FE code, a mesh with 3,800 degrees of freedom was used . By
comparison, analysis number 16, using the ABAQUS FE code, used a mesh with onl y
890 degrees of freedom. One other variable of note is the stress-strain relation used a s
input data to the various analyses . In some cases, particularly analyses that utilised th e
ADINA FE code, a bilinear stress-strain relation was employed. In others a multilinear
stress-strain relation was used .

All of the FE analyses employed a J-resistance curve methodology for modelling stabl e
ductile crack growth . J was typically calculated within the FE code from a path-are a
integral or domain integral expression containing terms appropriate for the applie d
loading conditions (ie, mechanical loads, thermal gradients, centrifugal loads, etc.) .
Most analysts computed the J-parameter as a function of applied load for one or more
fixed crack depths . Analysts number 8 employed a node-release technique to perform
analysis of the ductile tearing process .

Several participating analysts performed structural analyses of the Referenc e
Experiments using engineering estimation schemes (ES) . These approaches, of specific
interest to the analyses of the Spinning Cylinder Tests are summarised in Table 13 . The
fracture analysis methodologies employed in the estimation scheme applications wer e
primarily based on the J-resistance curve approach, with the J parameter determine d
from a variety of published sources .

Analyst 11'determined KI values from influence coefficients for a vessel having a wall
thickness to inner radius ratio of 0.1 ; the corresponding ratio for Spinning Cylinder
Test 2 was 0.4. Analyst 12 used KI solutions from Reference [2], which wer e
modified using the Irwin plastic zone correction . The modified KI values were
subsequently converted to equivalent J values using the expression J=K 2/E', where
E'=E/(1-v2) and v is Poisson's ratio . Solutions provided by analyst 13 were based on
option 1 of the R6 method described in Reference [3,4] . Analyst 14 employed results
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from a statically indeterminate solution for a cylindrical shell to evaluate the J-paramete r
by defining it as the sum of elastic and fully plastic components . Analyst 16 used an
analytical solution for the hoop stress distribution in a rotating cylinder to determine J
from a weight function method. Further details of the analytical methods are contained
in Reference [1] .

5 .2

	

Results and Discussio n

Figure 13 illustrates the variation of the J-integral with the angular velocity , n, for
Spinning Cylinder Test 1 . The open circles denote the experimental variation of J with
a determined at AEA Technology and as described in Reference [1] . With the
exception of analysis 9, the scatter band of results is small . The stress-strain
approximation of the plane strain FE analyses 8 and 9 are multilinear . The curve of
analysis 9 has a weaker slope than the other analyses, a result which is still under
discussion. Comparison of the ES solutions reveals that analyses 12 and 16 show
differences of up to 50%, with analysis 12 overestimating the level of J for a give n
angular velocity . This difference is considered to be due to the ES's used, since the
variation hoop stress with a was almost identical in each analysis .

Figure 14 illustrates the variation of the J-integral with time through the thermal shock .
The weight function method used for analysis 16 gives a quite conservative result, an d
analysis 11, using the KI solutions specific to a vessel with wall thickness to interna l
radius of 0.1 (SC-I = 0.4) shows the lowest values . The remaining analyses are locate d
in a fairly tight scatter band. As in the analysis of SC-I, the fracture assessment is
strongly dependent on the estimation scheme used .

The reasons for the magnitude of the scatter associated with these analyses ar e
discussed in some detail in Reference [1] . Modelling requirements for the experiments
incorporate history-dependent mechanical, thermal and body-force loadings ,
temperature-dependent material and fracture toughness properties, specially designe d
materials, residual stress states and three-dimensional effects . For these reasons, it
could be anticipated that comparisons of analysis predictions with available structura l
data from the experiments would yield results that vary significantly .

However, a number of common explanations for some of the scatter are evident . One
of the major influences on the finite element solutions was the precise material s
property input data used in the analyses . Restrictions of some FE codes to use only
bilinear approximations of the stress-strain behaviour, compared with the use o f
multilinear stress-strain curves, was one major source of scatter . Another major source
of scatter was the use of temperature insensitive material properties data in the analysis
of the thermal shock experiments. Both of these sources of scatter highlight th e
importance of obtaining, and using, high-quality material properties data in order to
accurately model structural behaviour .
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Table 1 SC-I Heat Treatment & Chemical Compositio n

Heat Treatment

Austenitise

	

6 hrs @ 1065°C

Quench

	

Water quench from 1065° C

Temper

	

7hrs @ 590°C +/- 10°C

Chemical Composition : Steelmakers Ladle Analysis

C

	

Si

	

Mn

	

S

	

P

	

Cr , mo

	

Ni

0.22 0.20

	

1 .32

	

0.012 0.012 0.08

	

0.57

	

0.78
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Table 2

SC-1 Tensile Data at 290°C for First Spinning Cylinder Test Materia l

0 .2% Ultimate
Proof Stress Reduction

Spec . Prolgn , Orient . a Stress ' vu Elongn . of Area
Ident . Q0 . 2

(MPa)
(MPa) (%) b ($ )

HU1 TOP C 540 728 18 5 1
HU3 TOP R 548 709 17 4 9
HU5 TOP L 540 703 18 66
HW1 BOTTOM C 529 702 16 52
HW3 BOTTOM R 533 703 13 35
HW5 BOTTOM L 543 711 17 59

aC = circumferential

R = radia l

L = longitudina l

bNone of the specimens failed within the middle third of the gage
length .
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Table 3

3C-I, J vs Aa Values From Unloading Compliance Tests with Physica l
Measurements of Final Crack Extensions (T - 290°C )

Crack Growth J Crack Growth J
(mm) (MJ/m2 (mm) (MJ/m

Specimen HV1 (Top Ring)

	

Specimen iiV2 (To, Ring )
0 0 .012 0 0 .012
0 .02 0 .047 0 .03 0 .047
0 .08 0.071 0 .09 0 .071
•0 .11 0 .099 0 .16 0 .099
0 .27 0 .13 0 .23 0 .131
0 .43 0 .161 0 .4 0 .164
0 .66 0 .192 0 .72 0 .19 6
0 .99 0 .227 1 .24 0 .227
1 .9 0 .256 2 0 .26 6
2 .64 0 .292 2 .82 (2 .44) 0 .30 6
3 .62 (3 .34) 0 .327

Specimen HV3 (Top Ring) Specimen HV4 (Top Ring )
0 0 .012 0 .55a 0 .18 3
0 .07 0 .047
0 .1 0 .06 8
0 .15 0 .087
0 1.23 0 .10 8
0 .3 0 .13 4
0 .46 0 .16 1
0 .7 0 .1 9
1 .22 0 .21 6
1 .73 0 .243
2 .78 (2 .79) 0 .277

Specimen HX1 (Bottom Ring) Specimen HX2 (Bottom Ring )
0 0 .012 0 0 .012
0 .05 0 .047 -0 .01 0 .046
0 .08 0 .072 0 .04 0 .069
0 .15 0 .099 0 .09 0 .098
0 .24 0 .131 0 .23 0 .129
0 .47 0 .162 0 .44 0 :161
0 .77 0 .196 0 .68 0 .195
1 .12 0 .227 1 .43 0 .225

2 .22 0 .258 2 .21 0 .264
2 .88 0 .288 2 .89 0 .302
4 .52 (4 .32) 0 .323 3 .92 (3 .74) 0 .316

aMeasured final crack growth .

Note : () = measured value .
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Table 4

SC-1 Regression Coefficients for Power-Law Curve Fit t o
J vs Aa Data for First Spinning Cylinder Test Materialsa (T - 290°C )

Coefficient s

Specimen A

	

B

	

r
2b

HV1 0 .213 0,339 0,985
HV2 0 .215 0 .326 0 .996
HV3 0 .201 0 .356 0 .97 0
HXT 0 .207 0 .306 0 .991
HX2 0 .209 0 .314 0 .990

Composite curve 0 .208 0 .320 0 .976

a J = A(Aa ) B , where units of J and Aa are MJ/m2 and mm

bSquare of regression correlation coefficient (r )
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Table 5 SC-II Heat Treatment & Chemical Composition

Heat Treatment

Austenitise

	

6 tirs @ 1065° C

Quench

	

Water quench from 1065°C

Temper

	

7hrs @ 540°C +/- 10°C

Temper

	

7hrs @ 590°C +/-10°C

Chemical Composition : Steelmakers Ladle Analysis

C

	

Si

	

Mn

	

S

	

P

	

Cr

	

Mo

	

Ni

0.21 0.28

	

1 .39

	

0.009 0.008 0.03

	

0.53

	

0.79
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Table 6

SC-Il Tensile Data for Second Spinning Cylinder Test Material s

Young's modulus, E (GPa) 212 .35 - 0 .0063T
0 .2% proof stress, a0 .2

	

(MPa) 560 .3 exp (-3 .356 x 10-4 T )
708 .5 exp (-1 .889 x 10-4 T)Ultimate stress, au (MPa)
0 .275

Poisson's ratio, v

aTemperature T has units of [°C]
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Table 7 SC-II Engineering and True Stress/Strain Value s

JU21/JU3 20C

Strain Stress True
Strain

True
Stres s

MPa MPa

JU2 1
.0003 67 .0003 67
.0006 129 .4 .0006 129 . 5
.0009 191 .1 .0009 191 .3
.0012 252 .0012 252 .3
.0015 311 .7 .0015 312 . 2
.001 8
B

371 .8 .0018 372 . 5

.0024 503 .1 .0024 504 . 3

.0033 546 .0033 547 . 8

.0041 5 51 .4 .0041 5 53 . 6

.0049 557.1 .0049 559 . 8
.0070 586 .8 .0070 590 . 9
.0138 615 .7 .0137 624 . 1
.0202 637 .4 .0200 650 . 3
.0261 657 .8 .0258 67 5
.0325 675 .3 .0320 697 .3
.0389 687 .2 .0382 71 4
.0453 698 .0443 729 . 6
.0521 707.7 .0508 744 . 6
.0584 715 .6 .0568 757 . 5
.0652 720 .1 .0632 76 7
.0728 724 .4 .0703 777 . 1
.0800 724 .6 .0769 782 . 5
.0871 728 .3 .0835 791 . 7
.0947 728 .7 .0905 797 .7

JU5 150C

Strain Stress True
Strain

True
Stress

MPa MPa

.0024 456 .4 .0024 457.5

.0033 503 .1 .0033 504 . 8

.0041 514.6 .0041 516 .7

.0049 523 .1 .0049 525 . 6

.0082 552.9 .0081 557 .4

.0142 581 .7 .0141 590 .0

.0205 602.3 .0203 614 . 7

.0265 618.8 .0262 635 . 2

.0325 639.3 .0320 660 . 1

.0389 650.5 .0382 675 . 8

.0453 662 .7 .0443 692 . 7

.0516 670 .7 .0504 705 . 3

.0584 675 .0 .0568 714 . 5

.0652 680 .4 .0632 724 . 8

.0720 684 .6 .0695 733 . 9

.0791 688 .7 .0762 743 . 3
.0859 689 .7 .0824 748 . 9
.0935 694 .0 .0894 758 . 9
.1007 688 .7 .0959 758 .1

JU22/JU4 20C

Strain Stres s

MPa

True
Strain

True
Stres s
MPa

1[1
.0002 50.9 .0002 50.9
.0005 115 .3 .0005 115 .3
.0008 177 .3 .0008 177 .4
.0011 237 .8 .0011 238 . 1
.0014 297 .9 .0014 298 . 3
.0017 358 .8 .0017 359 . 4
~I4
.0021 45 5 .3 .0021 456 .3
.0030 548.3 .0030 550 . 0
.0038 552 .9 .0038 555 . 0
.0046 558 .7 .0046 561 . 3
.0082 598 .8 .0082 603 . 7
.0150 620.5 .0149 629 . 8
.0217 642 .2 .0215 656 .2
.0281 662 .8 .0277 681 .4
.0349 674 .9 .0343 698 . 5
.0417 686 .9 .0408 715 . 5
.0480 699 .2 .0469 732 . 8
.0552 706 .9 .0537 746 . 0
.0624 713 .3 .0605 757 . 8
.0696 715 .6 .0672 765 .4
.0771 719 .7 .0743 775 . 3
.0847 719 .1 .0813 780 . 0
.0926 719 .7 .0886 786 .4

JU24/JU6 150 C

Strain Stress Tru e
Strain

Time
Stres s

MPa MPa

.0003 59.4 .0003 59 . 4

.0006 115 .6 .0006 115 . 7

.0009 173 .5 .0009 173 . 6

.0012 231 .7 .0012 232 . 0

.0015 286 .0 .0015 286 . 5

.001 8
ELE

338 .9 .0018 339 . 5

.0024 466 .5 .0024 467. 6

.0033 504 .2 .0033 505 .9

.0041 517 .7 .0041 519 . 8

.0049 526 .6 .0049 529 . 2

.0101 558 .0 .0101 563 . 6

.0167 576 .7 .0166 586 . 3

.0229 603 .1 .0227 617 . 0

.0291 619 .9 .0287 637 . 9
.0357 632 .4 .0351 655 . 0
.0423 646 .2 .0415 673 . 6
.0485 656 .1 .0474 687 . 9
.0551 665 .8 .0537 702 . 5
.0621 674 .2 .0603 716 . 1
.0692 '678 .4 .0669 725 .3
.0766 681 .1 .0738 733 . 3
.0836 685 .3 .0803 742 . 6
.0910 687 .5 .0871 750 . 1
.0989 686 .7 .0943 754 . 6
.1051 690 .3 .0999 762 . 8
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Table 7 SC-II Engineering and True Stress/Strain Value s

JU25/JU7 350C

Strain Stress True
Strain

True
Stres s

MPa MPa
JU2 5

.0000 8 .1 .0000 8 . 1

.0003 59 .2 .0003 59 . 3

.0006 113 .1 .0006 113 . 1

.0009 169 .2 .0009 169 . 4
.0012 226 .5 .0012 226 . 8
.0015 283 .1 .0015 283 . 5
.0018 338 .1 .0018 338 . 7

.0024 431 .5 .0024 432 . 6

.0033 480 .8 .0033 482 . 4
.0041 507 .3 .0041 509 . 4
.0049 524 .2 .0049 526 . 8
.0130 559 .9 .0129 567 . 1
.0193 588 .4 .0191 599 . 8
.0265 608 .8 .0262 624 . 9
.0357 627 .2 .0350 649 . 5
.0444 642 .1 .0435 670 . 6
.0532 653 .9 .0518 688 . 7
.0731 660 .3 .0705 708 . 5
.0930 665 .8 .0889 727 .8

JU14 350C *

Strain Stress True
Strain

True
Stress

MPa MPa

.0029 470 .2 .0029 471 . 6

.0037 498 .9 .0037 500 . 8

.0045 517 .7 .0045 520 . 0

.0102 548 .7 .0101 554 . 3

.0157 574 .7 .0156 583 . 8

.0221 597 .9 .0219 611 . 2
.0289 614 .3 .0285 632 . 1
.0353 634 .2 .0347 656 . 6
.0416 643 .0 .0408 669 . 8
.0484 651 .2 .0473 682 . 7
.0556 655 .3 .0541 691 . 7
.0627 660 .7 .0609 702 . 2
.0703 663 .5 .0679 710 . 1
.0779 667 .5 .0750 719 . 5
.0858 669 .5 .0823 726 . 9
.0942 668 .9 .0900 731 . 9

Note: (1) Data up to strains of 0.2% taken
from small specimens, data from
0.2% to 10.0% taken from large
specimens .

(2) Elastic data for JU24/JU 6
exhibits a discontinuity . This
will lead to some errors in E
values determined from this
data.

* Small specimen data omitted -
alignment errors .
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Table 8

SC-II Physical Properties for Second Spinning
Cylinder Test Material

Heat convection coefficient ,
h(W/m2K)

Thermal conductivity, %(W/m2 K )

Specific heat capacity, cp (kJ/kg K )

Density, p(kg/m3)

Coefficient of thermal expansion ,
a(l/K)

22750 (during time relevant to crac k
growth )

38 .6 - 2 .2 x 10-2 T +
1 .67 x 10-5 T2

4 .1 x 1 0-4 T + 0 .43 2

7757 at 290°C

Instantaneous :
(11 .46 + 0 .0105T) x 10-6

Mean (20-T) :
(11 .59 + 5 .161 x 1 0-3 T) x
10-6

where T is temperature in•° C
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Table 9 SC-II J - Aa Values from unloading compliance and physical measurements offinal crack extension.

JT1 Btm. 290C

Da
mm

J

MJm-2

0.03 0.100
0.09 0.135
0.19 0.173
0.34 0.216
0.55(Pmax 0.264
0.86 0.314
1 .49 0.364
2.10 0.409
2.98* 0.437
3.67 0.473
5.44* 0.493
6.34*(6.23) 0.518

JT4 Mid.

	

150C

mm
J

MJm-2

0.01 0.019
0.01 0.032
0.03 0.049
0.09 0.068
0.16 0.085
0.16 0.113
0.23 0.136
0.28 0.162
0.37 0.193
0.54 0.228
0.73 0.25 8
0.95 0.294
1.19 0.329
1.58 0.363
1 .98 0.395
2.57 0.425
3.16 0.450
3.61 0.473
4.09(4.04) 0.501

() 9pt average measured values

JT3 Btm. 290C

Aa J

mm MJm-2

0.00 0.040
0.08 0.069
0.11 0.102
0.24 0.138
0.33 0.176
0.57(Pmax 1 0.216
0.74 0.257
1 .21 0.29 1
1 .35* 0.33
2.54* 0.373
3.73 0.406
4.27 0.436
4.66 0.467
5.92(5.72) 0.487

JT5 Mid. 150C

Da J
mm MJm-2

0.03 0.019
0.03 0.032
0.03 0.049
0.09 0.068
0.13 0.099
0.21 0.134
0.32 0.173
0.46 0.21 2
0.69 0.249
0.96 0.287
1 .24 0.32 1
1 .52 0.362
1 .95 0.394
2.23 0.428
2.66 0.459
3.21 0.491
3.81(3.27) 0.51 1
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Table 9 SC-II J - is Values from unloading compliance and physical measurements o f
final crack extension.

57

JT7 Mid. 290C

mm

J
MJm-2

0.08 0.090
0.12 0.126
0.26 0.168
0.40 0.21 3
0.65 0.265
0.90(Pmax 0.317
1 .73* 0.37 1
2.71* 0.414
3.22 0.459
3 .85 0.493
4.52 0.524

** (5.79) 0.568

** Last unloading line
not recorded

JT10 Top 290C

Da J
mm MJm-2

0.04 0.023
0.04 0.040
0.02 0.05 8
0.05 0.080
0.06 0.105
0.10 0.130
0.22 0.157
0.33 0.188
0.58(P~ 0.225
0.86* 0.264
1 .75* 0.302
2.36* 0.335
3.36* 0.360
4.65* 0.384
5.51* 0.404
6.31* 0.55 3
6.88*(6.71 )

	

0.534

() 9pt average measured values

* Plastic Instability

JT8 Mid. 290C

da J
mm MJm-2

0.01 0.050
0.02 0.07 1
0.03 0.092
0.11 0.114
0.24 0.15 1
0.35 0.19 1
0.49 0.233
0.79(P 0.275
1 .11 0.31 3
1.60 0.35 1
2.22 0.39 1
2.76 0.429
3 .48 0.463
4.33 0.496
5.64*(5.58) 0.521

JT11 TOP 290C

Da J

mm MJm-2

0.02 0.041
0.03 0.060
0.06 0.082
0.11 0.105
0.20 0.13 1
0.37 0.161
0.56 0.195
0.84 0.231
1 .07 0.270
1 .31(Pmax 1

	

0.31 3
2.58* 0.350
3.60* 0.374
5.25* 0.403
5.93 0.434
6.70*(6.23) 0.461



Table 10 SC-II Regression Coefficients in the expression J = A(ia)B

Specimen

Temp Ring

Individual Coefficients Composite Coefficients

A B r2 A B r2

JTI

JT3

290

290

Btm

Btm

0.317

0.265

0.32 0

0 .376

0.99 1

0.968
0.285 0.363 0.914

JT4

JT5

150

150

Mid

Mid

0.286

0.291

0 .429

0.458

0.98 5

0.996
0.289 0.442 0.98 9

JT7

JT8

290

290

Mid

Mid

0.300

0.289

0.375

0.392

0.98 1

0.988
0.294 0384 0.983

JT10

JT11

290

290

Top

Top

0.25 9

0 .248

0.32 3

0 .385

0.984

0.969
0.253 0.343 0.954

Notes (1) J has units (MJm-2) and Aa has units (mm) .
(2) Power curves performed using data within the limit s

0.2mm \a 5 4.5mm only.
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TABLE 1 1
Summary of Project FALSIRE analysis techniques used to assess SC-I & SC-Il [1 ]

SC -I"
	(7	 analyses)

FE; J R
FE; J R
Al ; FE
WF;FE
ES ;J/T

A2
ES;R6/1

FE

	

= Finite element method
ES

	

= Estimation Schem e
Al

	

= Analytical Solution with Numerical Intergration
A2

	

= Handbook Analysis of Statically Indeterminate Model
JR

	

= R-Curve Approach
J/T = J/Tearing Modulus Approac h
R6/1 = R6 Method/Option 1
WF

	

= Weight Function Method
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TABLE 1 2
Summary of finite element applications to analysis of Spinning Cylinder Tests 1 and 2 within Project FALSIRE (1 J

Materia l
Plasticit y
mode l

Von Misas, elastic-
plastic, isotropi c
hardening

Von Mises, elastic-
plastic, isotropic
hardening

Von Misas, elastic-
plastic, isotropi c
hardening

Von Mises, Isotropic
hardening . thermo
elastic-plastic

Von Misas, isotropic
hardening, thermo
elastic-plastic

Linear thermo-elasti c

Linear thermo-olastic

Experiment Analysis Finite

	

Element Modal Number o f
Number Program Dimension Equation s

Spinning 1 7 MMOJS 2-D N/A
Cylinder I (Plane Strain)

9 VISCRACK 2-D N/ A
(Plane Strain)

8 ADNA 2-D N/A
(Plane Strain)

Spinning 17 ABACUS 3-D -3800
Cylinder II

8 ADNA 2-D N/A
(Plane Strain )

1 1 ABAOLIS 2-D 89 0
(Plane Strain )

16 ADNA 2-D 32 9
(Axisym)

Crack not modeled ; K1 from VTTSIF program.
N/A . not available or not applicabl e
BFGS Brogden-Fletch r-Goidlarb-Shanno

Stress-Strain Intsrgration Equilibrium Fracture.
Relation Rule Iteration

	

Method Method

Multilinaar N/A N/A JR-curve

Multilinear N/A N/A J R -curve

Multilinear 2x2/ BFGS with line J R -curve
3x3 search

N/A N/A N/A JR-curve

Bilinear 2x2/ BFGS with lino JR-curve
3x3 search

N/A N/A N/A JR-curve '

N/A N/A N/A JR-curve



Table 13. Summary of estimation scheme applications to analysis of
Spinning Cylinder Tests 1 and 2

Experiment Analysis

	

Stress analysis
No.

	

methodology

SC-I

	

' 12

	

Analytic solution for hoop stress
distribution in rotating cylinder

	

14

	

Statically indeterminate solution for
circumferential force and bending
moment on end surface of cracked
cylindrical shell

	

16

	

Analytic solution for hoop stress
distribution in rotating cylinder

SC-II 12 Superposition of closed form solu-
tions for stress caused by pressure
and thermal loading

	

13

	

Thermal stresses calculated
analytically for LOTUS 1,2,3

	

14

	

Statically indeterminate solutions
for circumferential force and bending
moment on end surface of cracked
cylindrical shell

	

11

	

Analytic solution for stress in a
cylinder subjected to thermal gradien t
loading

	

16

	

Analytic and finite-element 1 solutions
for stress in a cylinder subjected to
thermal gradient loading

Fracture methodology

JR curve; J from handbook

JR curve; J from elastic and full y
plastic solutions

JR curve; J from weight function
method

JR curve ; J from handbook

R6, Option 1

JR curve; J from elastic and fully
plastic solutions

JR curve; J from influence
functions

JR curve; J from weight functio n
method
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Fig. 1 The Spinning Cylinder Test Facilit y
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Test 1107
Test II 104

All measures in m m

Fig . 2 SC-I , SC-Il Test Cylinder and crack geometrie s
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Crac k
openin g
displacemen t
gauge s

Scale :
3120th full siz e

Fig . 3 SC-I, instrumentation layout for the first spinnin g
cylinder experiment
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Fig. 4 SC-II, instrumentation layout for the second spinnin g
cylinder experiment
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Manufacturers Buffer/Test Ring s

TEST CYLINDER
finished wall thickness =200m m
finished O.D. = 1 .4 m

AEA End Test Rings

Fig . 5 Location of SC-I Test Cylinder within the large-scal e
forging
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Fig . 6 SC-I, representative stress-strain data for the firs t
spinning cylinder test specimen .
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Analysis Results of Reference Experiment Spin . Cyl.
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Fig . 13 SC-I, FALSIRE predictions of J-integral vs . angular velocity.
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FIRST SPINNING CYLINDER TES T
ANALYSIS BY USING LOCAL APPROACH T O
FRACTURE

C. ERIPRET, G . ROUSSELIER

Electricité de France (EDF), Service Réacteurs
Nucléaires et Echangeurs (RNE),
Les Renardières,BP 1, 77250 Moret s/Loing ,
FRANCE.

ABSTRACT,

In recent years, several experimental programs on large scale specimens were organized to evaluate
capabilities of the fracture mechanics concepts employed in structural integrity assessment of PW R
pressure vessels. During the first spinning cylinder test, a geometry effect was experimentally
pointed out and exhibited the problem of transferability of toughness data from small scale to large
scale specimens . An original analysis of this test, by means of local approach to fracture i s
presented in this paper. Both compact tension specimen and spinning cylinder fracture behaviou r
were computed by using a continuum damage mechanics model developped at EDF . We confirme d
by numerical analysis that the cylinder's resistance to ductile tearing was considerably larger tha n
in small scale fracture mechanics specimens tests, about 50 percent . The final crack growth
predicted by the model was close to the experimental value . Discrepancies in J-R curves seemed to
be due to an effect of stress triaxiality and plastic zone evolution . The geometry effect inducing
differences in resistance to ductile tearing of the material involved in the specimens can b e
investigated and explained by using local approach to fracture methodology .

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, several experimental programs on large scale specimens were organized to
evaluate capabilities of the fracture mechanics concepts employed in structural integrity assessmen t
of PWR pressure vessels [1,2,3,4] . Most of them aimed at investigate the upper shelf toughnes s
fracture behaviour of low alloyed steels, and to assess the validity of the J-integral and J-resistance
curve concepts regarding to ductile crack propagation .

Thus, it is now universally accepted that toughness may depend on thickness, loading patterns ,
degree of triaxiality, and geometry of the structure. The J-R curve concept was shown not to be an
intrinsic characteritic of the material properties, but may vary in some circumstances .

It is, therefore, very important to identify the different factors that can make this toughnes s
changing, and to quantify their influence . The following underlying questions should be posed :

- Is the J-R curve a representative measure of tearing toughness when crack propagation
occured ?

- Is it possible to transfer the J-R curve provided from laboratory specimens tests to an othe r
geometry or configuration ?

This paper doesn't fully answer to the questions mentionned above, but still highlights the
importance of the problem and proposes an explanation to the geometry effect pointed out in th e
first spinning cylinder experiment . An interesting analysis performed by using a local approach t o
fracture methodology showed the influence of the near crack tip stress and strain fields on th e
fracture behaviour of steels, and explained the geometry effect observed .
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THE FIRST' SPINNING CYLINDER EXPERIMENT ,

The first spinning cylinder test, performed by Northern Research Laboratories, involved th e
rotation of a 200 mm thick cylinder containing a full length axial flaw to an angular speed of 260 0
rpm at the temperature of 290°C [1] . This test aimed at generating ductile crack growth b y
increasing progressively the rotational speed, that created a membrane hoop stress loading acros s
the thickness.

The first objective of this test was to provide experimental data that would permit the constructio n
of a J-resistance curve. This has been achieved by using the measurement of an alternating curren t
drop potential to determine the crack growth, and by performing a finite element analysis in orde r
to associate to each rotational speed a corresponding value of J-integral .

In addition, a J-R curve was also derived from experimental results corresponding to small scal e
compact tension specimens tests and proved considerably lower J-values than the cylinder's J -
resistance curve (figure 1). A geometry effect (scale, load, or size effect ?), was experimentally
pointed out and exhibited the problem of transferability of toughness data from small scale to large
scale specimens .

ANALYSIS BY LOCAL APPROACH METHODOLOG Y

An original analysis of this test, by means of local approach to fracture is presented in this paper .

The model used in this paper refers to the generalised standard material constitutive relations [5] ,
and enables to model material tearing and crack propagation whithout using any numerica l
technique such as node release . The main advantage of this approach is to assess the crack
initiation and growth by using criteria derived from the near crack tip stress and strain fields (loca l
values), which control the material damage. The evolution of the damage is governed by the
competition of material hardening and softening . These effects are included in the constitutiv e
relations by modifying the expression of the plastic potential as follows :

F = Fhardening F

	

=

	

- R(p) + DB(8) exp (!!!L )hardening

	

damag

e 9

	

1
where

	

oeq = 2
a.. aid/

1/2

	

and

	

am = 3 (ail)

The constitutive relations are derived from F, and from the yield criterion Fes, through the help o f

the normality rule. In this expression, D and al are constants, p is the hardening variable, and 13

the damage variable . Material hardening is assumed to be isotropic, as well as damage . The second

term R(p) represents the true stress - true strain curve of the material, and function B((3) is equal t o

o1 f0 exp 8
8(8) _	

1 - fo +t exp 8

where fp is also a scalar that defines the initial volume fraction of cavities . Material softenin g
caused by cavities growth is taken into account through the third term Fammage, which competes
with the hardening part Fhardening •

As loading is increasing, the plastification effects make the cavities growing, and damaging the
material . When the damage becomes important, softening of the material takes place and the stres s
strain relation is going down (figure 2) . The material resistance becomes lower and lower, until the
failure occurs .
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From the calculation results, we can determine the instants at which the crack growth initiates, a s
well as the position of the crack tip during the propagation when the opening stress reach a
maximum just before collapsing (figure 3) . The first maximum observed defines the crac k
initiation, the second one occurs when the first element fails, the third maximum defines the failure
of the second element, an so on . . . [6] .

Then, combining numerical results and J-contour integral calculation provides a numerical J- R
curve characteristic of the structure behaviour regarding to ductile tearing .

Using Rousselier's model, one needs to identify the three parameters that control the fractur e
behaviour :

- the cavities initial volume fraction fo,

- the metallic matrix stiffness 61 ,

- and the characteristic length lc of the finite elements .

Usually, fo is estimated from the chemical composition of the material [7] . In fact, manganese
sulfides inclusions play an essential role in the cavities growth and we can directly relate the initial
volume fraction of cavities Ç, with the percentage of Mn and S elements through the Franklin' s
formula :

fo = fv = 0.054 ( S %-0.001/Mn% )

The second parameter 61 may be estimated from the flow stress value but this gives a poo r
evaluation of it. In practice, mechanical testing is necessary to calibrate 6 1 [7]. The basic
specimens used for it are axisymmetric notched tension specimens, for which the calibratio n
procedure is depicted in figure 4 . However, we couldn't follow the same procedure in this study ,
because we got neither coupons of material in which machining the notched specimens, no r
experimental results (provided from axisymmetrcal notched specimen tension tests) to be compared
to numerical computations . -

Thus, calibration was made with help of results provided from Compact Tension specimens, an d
the model's parameters were determined so that calculated J-R curve (determined from C T
specimen test simulation) fit the experimental one . The two curves, which are in a good agreement,
are plotted on figure 5 .

The mechanical properties were issued from [1] as well as the chemical composition of th e
material (table 1).

The parameters were found to be equal t6 :

fo=6.10-4 ,61 =350MPa,andlc =0.55mm.

Then, a two-dimensionnal finite element computation was performed to analyse the fract u
behaviour of the spinning cylinder . Obviously, the same parameters of the Rousselier's mo i
were used to make this computation . The same size of element was kept to mesh the crack tip arc. . ,
according to [6] . This condition ensures the crack propagation speed in the CT specimen and in th e
cylinder will be close .

As our finite element code did not enable to account for body forces, we replaced the rotation loa d
by internal pressure that provided an equivalent hoop stress profile for an uncracked structur e
[8](at most 3.6 percent error at inner surface) .

However, these loadings are not equivalent regarding to the radial stresses : the contractiw due to
pressure is very different from the contraction caused by spinning . This difference may influence
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the stress and strain fields in the vicinity of the crack, and also the damage's evolution . The
influence of the radial stress on ductile tearing will have to be clarified in further studies .

The equivalence between loadings provided from pressure or rotational speed is given by thi s
expression [10] :
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We performed the numerical simulation of the behaviour of the cracked cylinder under internal
pressure and translated results of both crack propagation and J-integral into values depending on
rotational speed.

Then, the J-R curve numerically obtained is presented in figure 6, and compared with the J- R
curve derived from CT specimens testing. We confirmed by numerical analysis that the cylinder' s
resistance to ductile tearing was considerably larger than in small scale fracture mechanic s
specimens tests, about 50 percent . The final crack growth (about 2 .5 mm) obtained at 2600 rp m
(corresponding to an internal pressure of 85 MPa) was close to the experimental value (2 .75 mm) .
Scatter in J-R curves seemed to be due to an effect of stress triaxiality and plastic zone evolution ,
which are very different in the two situations . It should be noted that we call stress triaxiality th e
ratio am/aeq.

The CT specimen tests involved a quasi-pure bending loading of the structure, which is totall y
different to withstand than a membrane loading as generated by internal pressure or spinning.

This loading effect can be responsible for changing the J-resistance curve level, at initiation point
as well as during crack propagation. The stress triaxiality around the crack tip is larger in the C T
specimen than in the hollow structure (figure 7). Then, the material damage will increase earlier i n
the crack tip area of a CT specimen : the cavities growth, which is directly depending on the stres s
triaxiality level [9], will be quicker . The steel resistance to ductile tearing will be lower in that case.

DISCUSSION ABOUT THE DEPENDANCE OF FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSE S
RESULTS ON MESH SIZ E

Through this numerical analysis carried out with local approach to fracture, it has been shown that
an essential parameter of this kind of models is the mesh size . This finite element size plays an
important role in local fracture mechanics concepts applications, and the dependance of finit e
element analyses results on it has to be highlighted and explained . In fact, this parameter is the
most controversial one because people intuitively think that increasing the mesh refinement wil l
provide more accurate results . Then, imposing to use a fixed mesh size, which is in some case s
large when compared to the microstructure scale or to the stresses and strains gradients might
shock.any physical reasoning.

However, it must be noticed that introducing a distance criterion for failure at crack tip is absolutel y
necessary when developping a model based on microstructured controlled fracture process . As far
as local approach modelling is based on microscopical observations of damage mechanisms, an d
tries to relate the macroscopic fracture behaviour of an homogeneous material on the microscopi c
metallurgical heterogeneities, this way of modelling obeys . to the rule and has to introduce a scale
factor that averages the microscopic mechanisms and microstructural effects .

°Pm =
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Previous works have already exhibited this conclusion. Rice and Johnson [11] and later Ritchie,
Knott and Rice [12] mentionned that for cleavage fracture, where failure occurs on microstructura l
initiation sites, the critical fracture stress has to be achieved at a distance which is characteristic o f
the material microstructure. More recently, Neville [13] introduced a new definition of that critica l
distance, but demonstrating the same conclusion : introducing microstructural effects on failure in a
continuum mechanics analysis requires a characteristic distance that relates the mechanica l
behaviour at microscopic scale to the macroscopic scale . The physical reason for it is that, for a
sharp crack as well as for a blunted crack, the stresses or strains in the highly strectched zone will
always overpass a critical value . Then, any failure criterion expressed in terms of critical stress for
cleavage or critical strain for ductile tearing will be achieved in a process volume near the crack tip .
Therefore, if no critical distance had to be introduced, the minimum toughness for any
microstructured material would be zero . .

As far as a scale factor must be introduced, the solution that has been retained for local approach t o
fracture models is to introduce it directly through the mesh size . This the simplest solution, bu t
may be not the most satisfactory one from a physical point of view. Recent works on strain or
damage localisation have shown that it is possible to make local models results independent on th e
mesh size by using a redistribution function in the finite element analysis [14] . Then, the critical
distance appears in the "delocalisation" procedure by determining the width of the Gaussian shape d
redistribution function. This way of modelling may be more satisfactory, but is still time
consuming in numerical analyses, makes the finite element code more difficult to operate, an d
lastly exhibits the same difficulties in relating this characteristic distance to any microstructura l
scale . Then, although it is not physically justified, introducing this scale trough the mesh size
seems to be the simplest solution and the most convenient for today's industrial applications . Thus ,
this parameter must be fitted numerically in order to account for coalescence of growing cavitie s
(interactions between elementary cells containing an insolated cavity) . The mesh size has therefore
a limited influence on crack initiation, and a large one on propagation .

Another point deserves to be highlighted : it concerns the role played by the microsructure o n
material or industrial structures resistance to fracture. In order to predict structural integrity i n
connection with microstructural fracture processes, four different scales of observations must b e
considered. The first one is related to microstructure and material microscopic heterogeneities, the
second one concerns the scale of continuum mechanics, the third one represents the scale of th e
process zone (damaged zone or yielded area), and the last one is the size of the structure. The
microstructural distance can be related to mean spacing between inclusions or carbides, or an y
other particles that play a role in the microsructure fracture process . When comparing this distance
with the process zone size, two cases must be considered. If the plastic zone, or crack tip openin g
displacement is niuch larger than the mean spacing between inclusions, the effect of microstructure
on material failure is very limited . It can be considered that the material, observed at the scale of
CTOD or mesh size, is rather homogeneous. In that case, the macroscopic tensile properties of the
material, even if including damage, are determined at a scale which already averages microstrucura l
effects . On the other hand, if the continuum mechanics scale and the mean spacing are within th e
same order of magnitude, the characteristic distance will obviously play a greater role on crac k
initiation as well as crack growth. Moreover, if the distance between initiation sites is greater tha n
CTOD or continuum mechanics scale, microstructure effects on fracture will be enhanced and an y
modelling attempt of the fracture process will have to include statistics on geometrical ditribution o f
inclusions in order to be able to account for structural resistance as well as for scatter associated t o
crack initiation and toughness measurements .

Once again, the simplest solution is to seize the opportunity that the mesh size is an averaging too l
for stresses and strains gradients, but also for the effects of microstructure on failure .

CONCLUSION

This modelling, instead of applying criteria based on global loading parameters, describes th e
damage evolution from local values of stress and strain fields . For this reason, this method is abl e
to account for local effects of the crack area loading factors, such as stress triaxiality .
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The geometry effect inducing differences in resistance to ductile tearing of the material involved i n
the specimens can be investigated and explained by using local approach to fracture methodology .
The Rousselier's model proved to be an efficient tgol for understanding ductile tearing behaviou r
of steels, and brings answers where classical fracture mechanics concepts fail .
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TABLE 1 - MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR SPINNIN G
CYLINDER TEST MATERIAL .

• TEST MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION

Nominally A508 Class 3 composition in a nonstandard quenched
and tempered condition

• CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

C

	

Si

	

Mn

	

S

	

P

	

Cr

	

Mo

	

N i
0.22 0.20

	

1 .32 0.012 0.012 0.08 0.57 0.78

• THERMAL TREATMENT

Austenitise 6 hours at 1065°C
Quench

	

Water quench from 1065°C
Temper

	

7 hours at 590 ± 10° C

• PROPERTI ES-TEST TEMPERATURE S

290°C

• ENGINEERING AND TRUE STRESS-STRAIN TENSILE DAT A

E-Modulus [MPa]

	

193,000 (measured using an electrostatic
resonance technique )

R p0 2 [MPa]

	

540

RM [MPa]

	

71 0

v, Poisson's ratio

	

0 .275 (determined from biaxial strain gage
measurements of material strip s
loaded in tension )
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TABLE 2 - TYPICAL STRESS-STRAIN DATA AT 290°C FOR FIRST SPINNIN G
CYLINDER TEST MATERIAL .

True Strain True Stress
% N/mm 2

0.003906 7 . 9

0.05662 111 . 1

0.1054 207

0 .1542 303. 5

0 .2007 393

0 .228 433 . 8

0 .2572 461 . 8

0 .3118 496. 2

0.3916 525 . 3

0 .4985 548 . 4

0.6054 564. 5

0.714 576. 4

0.8225 587 .5

0.9329 595 . 6

1 .043 . 604. 4

1 .153 611 . 8

1 .207 614. 4

1 .261 617 .9
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Figure 1 - Cylinder geometry for first spinning cylinder experiment .
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Figure 2 - Stress-strain curve accounting for damage .
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Figure 3a - Stable crack growth (damaged zone in grey) .

Figure 3b - Hoop stress at the crack tip (the symbols correspond toth e
locations of figure 3a) .

Figure 3
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A0 : Diametral contraction

A, A' : Crack initiation
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propagation
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Figure 4- Numerical load-displacement curves of a notched tension

specimen (schematic) .
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Figure 5 - Comparison of experimental and numerical J-R curve s
for CT specimens .
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Figure 9 - Mesh of the cylinder.
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Oak Ridge Tennessee
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Gesellschaft Cur Anlagen-und Reaktorsicherhei t

K81n, Germany

ABSTRACT

A comparative summary of Project FALSIRE Workshop analyses of the second pressurized-
thermal-shock experiment (PTSE-2) is presented . All analytical predictions are found to
underestimate the measured crack-mouth-opening displacement (CMOD) and crack propagation dat a
for the first loading transient . Additional analyses performed subsequent to the FALSIRE Worksho p
are described that examine some possible explanations for these differences in predicted and
measured structural response. Updated analysis results based on temperature-independent material
and physical properties are shown to substantially underestimate measured data describing tim e
histories of circumferential surface strains. No improvement in the comparisons is obtained by
incorporating temperature-dependent properties into plane stress or plane strain models . However,
two-dimensional models may not be adequate to represent the structural response of the vessel . A
pronounced axial dependence of the measured CMOD and crack extension data from the firs t
transient implies that significant three-dimensional loading effects may have played an important rol e
in the experiment.

1. INTRODUCTION

The pressurized-thermal-shock experiments [1,2) (PTSEs) in the Heavy-Section Stee l
Technology (HSST) Program are part of a carefully planned series of fracture mechanics experiment s
that are of a scale large enough to produce restraint at the crack tip similar to that of full-scale water -
cooled nuclear reactor pressure vessels (RPVs) . Hypothetical PTS transients, when imposed on the
thick-wall vessel, produce high tensile stresses on the cooled inner surface. In addition, irradiation
embrittlement is greatest near the inner surface, so that in the case of some pressurized water reacto r
vessels, preexisting shallow flaws on the inner cooled surface may propagate in a fast fracture mode .
If pressure is also present during the thermal transient, additional stresses are produced that become
more dominant as the crack advances through the wall, and vessel integrity may be threatened in th e
absence of crack arrest or an action to reduce the load. The positive gradient in temperature and
the lessening of neutron damage through the thickness provide increased material toughness t o
enhance crack arrest and terminate an incident without breaching the vessel wall . The primary
objective of the HSST PTSEs is to provide an experimental basis for the confirmation of curren t
fracture analysis methods or for the development of new methods .
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The following fracture phenomena can be investigated through these tests.

1. The ability of RPV steels to exhibit sufficiently high crack-arrest toughness to halt crack
propagation before instability.

2. The fracture mode transition as the crack propagates into ductile regions .

3. The propensity for ductile tearing, prior to initial cleavage crack propagation .

4. The inhibiting effects of warm pre-stressing on initiation of cleavage fracture .

5. The evolution of crack shape changes in clad vessels .

The second experiment [2] (PTSE-2) in this series was performed with a surface-cracke d
vessel having the geometry shown in Fig . 1. The PTSE-2 experiment was concerned, primarily, wit h
characterizing crack propagation in material with low Charpy upper-shelf energy levels, and ,
secondarily, with warm pre-stressing . The test material in PTSE-2 was a specially heat treated 2-1/ 4
Cr-1 Mo plate, meeting SA-387 grade 22 specifications with a low Charpy impact energy 50-70 J )
on the ductile upper shelf, which ensured low ductile-tearing resistance . Vulnerability of existin g
reactor pressure vessels to damage in over-cooling accidents is a potential problem mainly in instance s
of vessel steels that have high copper contents and, consequently, high susceptibility to fast-neutro n
embrittlement . Coincidentally, these high-copper steels have low ductile tearing resistance at
temperatures on the Charpy upper shelf.

The PTSE-2 experiment was designed to examine crack propagation and arrest in a materia l
that exhibits low tearing resistance . One phase of the experiment was defined to produce cleavage
arrest at temperatures above the onset of Charpy upper-shelf behavior followed by unstable tearing .
Another objective was to achieve cleavage initiation of a warm pre-stressed crack. A third
consideration was to evaluate tearing resistance models through interpretation of stable tearing tha t
occurs prior to cleavage initiation and after arrest .

This paper presents a brief description of the pressurized-thermal-shock test facility at ORNL,
a review of the test objectives, and a summary of the test results for PTSE-2 . Results from analyses
of PTSE-2 carried out in support of the CSNI/FAG Project FALSIRE are compared with th e
experimental observations . Consideration is 'given to the cleavage run-arrest events that occurred,
and to the various ductile tearing phases of each test. Finally, some conclusions are presented base d
on the outcome of the studies .

2. PTSE-2 PRESSURIZED-THERMAL-SHOCK EXPERIMEN T

2.1 PTSE-2A

The details of the PTSE-2 test vessel and the initial flaw geometry [2] are given in Fig. 1 and
in Table 1 . An HSST intermediate test vessel was prepared with a plug of specially heat-treated tes t
steel welded into the vessel. The 1-m-long sharp flaw was implanted in the outside surface of th e
plug by cracking a shallow electron-beam weld under the influence of hydrogen charging . For the
test, the vessel was extensively instrumented (e .g., see Figs . 2 and 3) to give direct measurements o f
CMOD, temperature profiles through the vessel wall, and internal pressure during the transient .
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In the experiment, the flawed vessel was enclosed in an outer test vessel (OTV) as show n
schematically in Fig . 4. The 01V is electrically heated to bring the flawed test vessel to the desire d
uniform initial temperature of about 290°C . A thermal transient is initiated by suddenly injectin g
a chilled methanol-water mixture through an annulus between the test vessel and the other vessel .
The annulus between the vessel surfaces was designed to permit coolant velocities that would produc e
the appropriate convection heat transfer from the test vessel for a period of about 10 min .
Pressurization of the test vessel is controlled independently by a system capable of pressures up t o
about 100 MPa. A detailed description of the ORNL PTS test facility, including the main coolant
and pressurization systems, as well as the computer-controlled data acquisition systems, is given in
Refs . 1 and 2.

In PTSE-2, the insert (test) material was taken from a 2 1/4 Cr-1 Mo plate, meeting SA-38 7
grade 22 specifications . The two pieces used for the insert and for properties characterization were
subjected to the same heat treatment following welding of the insert into the vessel . The hea t
treatment was intended to provide the tensile and toughness characteristics desired for th e
experiment. The tensile strengths were undesirably low, but other properties, although somewha t
uncertain, were satisfactory . True stress-strain tensile data are shown in Fig. 5 for the low upper-shel f
(LUS) test material (A) and the tough carrier vessel material (B) . (Concerning Fig. 5, note that the
LUS material (A) set 5 data were from the properties characterization piece and used in pretes t
analyses, while set 7 data were obtained from actual vessel insert material after completion o f
PTSE-2.) Tensile and physical properties for the test vessel are given in Tables 2-3 . Additional dat a
characterizing the fracture properties of the PTSE-2 material are given in Tables 4-5 and in Figs. 6-7.
Side-grooved specimens from the vessel insert and from the pretest characterization piece (PTC1 )
were tested at 175 and 250°C to obtain full JR-curves (see Fig. 7). These unloading-compliance
characterization tests were analyzed using procedures described in ASTM E1152, and the power-la w
curve fit parameters are given in Table 5 .

Pretest crack arrest (KIa) and crack initiation fracture toughness (KIc and KJ) data are shown
in Fig. 6. The KIa data were obtained from tests of 33- and 51-mm-thick specimens . KIc and KJ
data are from tests df 25-mm-thick specimens . The upper- and lower-KIa curves shown in Fig . 6(a)
were determined by least-squares fits to the raw data and to fi-adjusted [3] data, respectively . The
curves representing KIc at high transitional temperatures were presumed, in the absence of reliable
data, to be positioned - 30°K lower in temperature than the respective KIa curves. It transpired
that a KIc curve determined by the low-temperature KIc points and by the remaining (3 and rate -
adjusted KJ data [2] in the transition region was suitably related to the upper KIa curve. This fitted
KIc curve and a lower KIc curve, displaced upward by 30°K from the former (Fig. 6(b)), were
adopted for planning the PTSE-2 experiment .

The experiment was planned to consist of two transients, of which the first would induce war m
prestressing (KI < 0) 1 followed by reloading (It1 > 0) until the crack propagated by cleavage and
arrested . The second transient was planned to produce a deep cleavage crack jump with an arrest
occurring only after conditions conducive to subsequent unstable tearing were attained. The second
transient was also necessary to provide a measurement of KIc that was not strongly affected by war m
prestressing so that the effects of warm prestressing in the first transient could be evaluated . The
experimentally-determined temperature profile and pressure data for transient A, as well as some
material characterization of the test section, are given in Fig: 8 and in Table 6.

The time dependence of the heat transfer coefficient for transient A is given in Fig. 9. The
thermal shock in the PTSE-2A transient started about 112 s after the initiation of the data scan .
Subsequently and sequentially, the flaw experienced ductile tearing while KI was increasing ; tearing
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ceased, presumably when KI first decreased ; tearing resumed at about the time KI increased again ;
cleavage crack propagation and arrest occurred ; and, finally, ductile tearing resumed after crack arres t
until pressure was reduced. The succession of events identifiable from recorded transient data is
summarized in Table 7 . The most probable times of events were determined by detailed evaluatio n
of all relevant data .

CMOD behavior for the entire PTSE-2A transient is typified by the plot shown in Fig . 10.
More detail for the period of initial tearing that preceded the initial maximum KI is represented b y
two typical CMOD measurements vs time shown in Fig . 11. The first maximum KI was reached a t
point A, when CMOD reached a maximum. Examination of the fracture surface showed that ductil e
tearing enlarged the flaw depthwise with no significant axial tearing .

The second episode of ductile tearing transpired when CMOD again increased (from poin t
B to C in Figs. 10 and 12). The crack propagated by cleavage, causing the rapid change in CMOD
from C to C'. The final ductile tearing in PTSE-2A occurred while pressure and CMOD were
increasing (from point C' to D in Figs . 10 and 12).

2.2 PTSE-2B

The arrested crack from transient A was the initial crack geometry for transient B. Data
describing the thermal and mechanical loading conditions in transient B are provided in Fig . 8 and
Table 6 . The theripal shock in PTSE-2B started at about 155 s after initiation of the data scan .
Here, KI increased monotonically until about the time of the rapid cleavage crack propagation . The
extended crack that had developed during the PTSE-2A first tore depthwise and then converted t o
cleavage . The propagating cleavage crack arrested and then propagated by ductile tearing until the
vessel ruptured. The events in this transient are summarized in Table 7. The CMOD behavior

typical of the time before cleavage is shown by the CMOD at the center of the flaw in Fig .13. The
time of the start of the cleavage event is reasonably well defined by all of the active CMOD an d
strain gages .

The PTSE-2 experiment produced two fast crack jumps . The final crack propagation led to
rapid ductile tearing that penetrated the vessel wall . Prominent features of the flaw are identifie d
in Fig. 14 and Tables 8-9 . The average depth of the flaw at several stages is given in Table 9 . The
experimental records of CMOD vs time in conjunction with finite-element calculations o f
displacements displacements for a range of crack depths and times were the basis for identifyin g
fracture events . The time of vessel rupture is marked by a sharp drop in pressure and by abrup t
changes in CMOD and strain gage outputs. Times of all events are given relative to the time of
initiation of the computer-controlled data scans .

3. SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS RESULTS FROM CSNI/FAG WORKSHO P

In this chapter, the results of the finite-element (FE) and the estimation scheme (ES) analyse s
of PTSE-2 presented at the CSNI/FAG workshop in Boston in May 1990 and in Ref. 4 are discussed .
The following discussion concentrates on reasons for the discrepancies among the various analyse s
of the PTSE-2 experiment .
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3.1 PTSE-2A

The time histories of CMOD and the J-integral are presented in Figs. 15-16, and selected
characteristics are summarized in Table 10. The comparisons in Fig. 15 show that all analyses
underestimate the experimental results of CMOD . Note that the lack of temperature-dependent data
concerning the stress-strain curve and the thermal expansion coefficient (a), as well as the use of a n
a-value based on a reference temperature of 20°C, could be important factors in thi s
underestimation of CMOD. Also, recent evaluations of thé PTSE-2 data indicate that the measure d
CMOD values show a strong dependence on axial position in the vessel .

The FE results are strongly dependent on the approximation of the stress-strain data, th e
effect of whether crack extension has been considered, and the coefficient of thermal expansion .
Analysis 10 has - 30% lower CMOD at t = 185 s than analysis 5 and -40% higher J-value. The
reason is the different bilinear approximations of the stress-strain data . The measured onset of yield
is very low (70 MPa) compared with the engineering yield stress (255 MPa) quoted for the vesse l
insert . The value used in the calculations ranges from 200 to 495 MPa, dependent on whether the
small strain or the larger strain region of the stress-strain curve is approximated well . Furthermore ,
an increase of 50% in 00.2 was measured for the vessel insert after transients A and B . The artificially
high yield stress used in analysis 10 results in higher stresses on the ligament (Figs . 17-20, especially
Fig. 20), with smaller plastic zone and, therefore, smaller CMOD but higher J-integral . In analysis
5', the final crack length after the first period of stable crack extension (5 .1 mm after 185 s) was
used, which produces an increase of CMOD at t = 185 s of -30% compared with analysis 5 . Based
on the experiences with other calculations, a 20% higher coefficient of thermal expansion was use d
to demonstrate the effect of a change in reference temperature from room temperature to 300°C .
This change produces a CMOD increase of 13% . The change in the approximation of the stress -
strain data (pretest set 5) by a multilinear curve causes a CMOD decrease of - 13% . Perhaps
because of uncertainties concerning the loading assumptions as indicated by the axial dependence o f
CMOD, a 17% underestimation of the measured CMOD remains at 185 s. The scatterband of the
results is also enlarged because different assumptions concerning the crack depth have been chose n
(initial depth or depth after first phase of stable crack extension) .

Analysis 8 simulated the measured crack extension, but the higher yield stress makes th e
model more stiff, which results in lower CMOD values. ES analyses 15 and 15' used influenc e
coefficients based on infinitely long cracks and on finite-length 3-D cracks, respectively . Therefore,
when the fracture assessment is done excluding analysis 15 (because the latter assumes infinite crack
length) and analyses 5' and 8 (because the latter already took crack extension into account), a crac k
extension estimate of 1 to 2 .5 mm (measured 5 .1 mm) is obtained from isothermal CT-25 specime n
JR curves (Fig. 7). The, underestimation of crack loading and crack extension has to be considered
in connection with the underestimation of CMOD ; that is, without good structural mechanics
simulations, a good fracture mechanics approximation cannot be achieved . The temperature
dependence of JR is strong, and it is not known what thé effect of temperature gradient in the tes t
cylinder is on the crack resistance .

Oscillations of q (Figs. 21-24) in front of the crack tip (e.g., analysis 5) can be reduced by a
finer mesh on the ligament (e .g., analyses 7, 9, and 10) . The necessary material properties, especially
the temperature dependence, were not available totally. Therefore, reasons for the large difference

between results of the analyses and the experiments could be provided only partly . However, some
parameters that show significant influence on the analysis results have been identified .
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3.2 PTSE-2B

Figures 25 and 26 show the time dependence of CMOD and the J-integral, and Table 1 1
shows selected characteristics of the FE analyses . The FE analyses underestimate CMOD (as i n
PTSE-2A), which may be because of the same reasons just discussed [e .g., lack of temperature -
dependent material data for a and a] . Differences in the stress behavior on the ligament, especiall y
at the beginning of the transient (Figs . 27-29), are caused by the inclusion of residual stresses fro m
transient A in analyses 5 and 8 but not in analysis 7. Furthermore, different material property sets
were used, set 7 in analysis 5 and set 5 in analysis 7 (Fig . 5). These assumptions lead to differences
in CMOD and J-integral values.

Negative J values are calculated at the beginning of the transient in analyses 5 and 8 becaus e
of the compressive residual stresses in front of the crack tip caused by transient A . The hoop stresses
of analyses 12 and 15 (see Fig. 30) compare well, but the J values have large differences because o f
the ES methods applied .

A range of stable crack extension is calculated using isothermal JR curves and the J-integra l
scatterband obtained by excluding analyses 12 and 15 from the set given in Fig. 26 . Possibly, analysis
12 fails because of the deep crack and analysis 15 because of the assumption of infinite crack lengt h
(as compared with analysis 15', which assumed a finite crack length) . The calculated crack extensio n
ranges from 1 .4 to 2.9 mm (measured 3 .7 mm, i.e., 9% of the initial crack depth in PTSE-2B) . The
underestimation of the crack extension is not as large as in PTSE-2A, but another factor that could
reduce the crack extension has not been considered. The stress state in front of a crack that has
already seen transient (A) could be altered due to blunting and could lead to an increase in crac k
resistance compared to that of a standard specimen . To summarize, differences between the analysi s
results and the experimental data could not be clarified totally, but additional factors that coul d
influence the quality of fracture assessment based on JR methodology have been identified .

4. FURTHER ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Results presented in the previous section from the Project FALSIRE Workshop and from
Ref. 4 indicate that all analytical predictions underestimated the measured CMOD at the crack
midplane and the crack propagation data for PTSE-2. Subsequent to the FALSIRE workshop,
additional studies were performed at GRS to examine in more detail some of the possibl e
explanations for the differences in predicted and measured structural response . These studies focuse d
on the following factors related to the PTSE-2 experiment :

- Comparisons between measured and calculated circumferential strains in the vessel ;

- Consideration of temperature-dependent tensile and physical properties (i.e., stress-strain
curves, thermal expansion coefficient, etc .) ;

- Plane strain/plane stress approximation ; and

- Axial/circumferential dependence of measured displacements and strains (i .e., 3-D load
effects) .

In Figs. 31 and 32, measured circumferential strains are compared with calculated values o n
the inner and outer surface of the vessel wall, respectively . The strain gages providing the measured
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data are located in the axial plane of the crack, as shown in Figs . 31 and 32. The calculations were
carried out assuming temperature-independent material properties and a multilinear stress-strai n
curve. Results are shown for two fixed crack depths of a = 14.5 and 19.6 mm. For both crack
configurations, the computed values underpredict the magnitude of measured circumferential strai n
at both the inner and outer gage locations .

The potential influence of temperature-dependent material and physical properties o n
modeling the structural response of the vessel was discussed in the previous section . Additional
analyses were performed using the temperature-dependent tensile properties depicted in Figs . 33-35
and presented in Table 12 for the insert material and for carrier vessel respectively. The
temperature-dependent thermal expansion coefficient for the insert material is given by the relatio n

a(T)=(10.2+12.496 . 10-3 7)•10-6

within the range 0 to 350°C, where a is per Kelvin and T is degrees Celsius .

The updated analyses were performed for both plane stress and plane strain assumptions using
a fixed crack depth of a = 14 mm. In Figs. 36 and 37, results for calculated circumferential strains
are compared with measured data from PTSE-2A at two locations remote from the crack . Apparently
these results indicate that the discrepancy between measured and computed structural respons e
cannot be explained satisfactorily in terms of temperature-dependent properties or 2-D plane
strain/plane stress modeling assumptions .

Examination of measured data [2] from the PTSE-2A transient reveals an anomalou s
mismatch of the flows into and out of the shroud (Fig . 38) and a pronounced axial dependence i n
the measured CMOD and in the measured crack extension just prior to the first cleavage event . This
axial dependence of CMOD and of crack extension is depicted in Figs . 39 and 40, respectively. These
data imply that significant 3-D loading effects may have been active in the transient which preclude
the use of 2-D models to represent the structural response of the vessel .

5. CLOSURE

All of the PTSE-2 finite element analysis results from the FALSIRE Workshop provided
estimates of CMOD vs time that substantially underpredicted the measured data for the first phase
of stable tearing . Additional analyses were described herein that examined in detail some of th e
possible explanations for the differences in predicted and measured structural response . In these
updated analyses, calculated circumferential strains vs time for two different crack depths and fo r
temperature independent material properties significantly underpredicted the measured data at tw o
locations remote from the crack tip . When the analyses were repeated using temperature-dependen t
material properties and considering both the plane stress and plane strain assumptions, n o
improvement was observed in matching the measured data .

Published data indicate a pronounced axial variation in the measured CMOD and crack-
extension for the PTSE-2A transient, implying the existence of significant 3-D loading effects .
Additional studies should be performed to determine whether further advances in the understandin g
of events in the PTSE-2A transient can be extracted from models incorporating this axial dependenc e
in the measured data .
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Table 1. PTSE-2, geometric parameters o f
PTSE-2 vesse l

Parameter Value

Inside radius (mm) 343.0
Wall thickness (w) (mm) 147.6
Flaw length (mm) 1000.0
Flaw length (a) (mm) 14.5
a/w 0.098

Table 2. PTSE-2, tensile properties for PTSE-2 vessel

Material A'
(set 5)

Material A'
(set 7)

Material Bb

Elastic modulus, E (MPa) 2.111 x 105 1 .98 x 105 2.023 x 105
Poisson's ratio, v 0.3 0.3 0 . 3
Rr yield stress, ay (MPa) 255 375 430
RT` ultimate stress, a„ (MPa) 518 ? ?

' = Low upper shelf test materia l
b = Carrier vessel material

= Room temperature
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Table 3. PTSE-2, physical properties for PTSE-2 vesse l

Heat convection coefficient

	

(See Fig. 9)
Thermal conductivity

	

k = 41 .54 W •m- 1 K-1
Specific heat

	

c = 502.4 J-kg'1-K- 1
Density

	

p = 7833 kg-m- 3
Coefficient of thermal expansion

	

a = 14.4 x 10-6 K-1

Table 4. PTSE-2, fracture properties for PTSE-2 materia l

Property Value

NDT temperature (°C) 49
Onset of Charpy upper shelf 150

(100% shear fracture appearance) (°C)
Charpy upper shelf Energy (J) -50-75a
Charpy transition temperature (° C)

At 50% shear fracture appearance 90
At 0.89-mm lateral expansion 98

aRange for all depths in plate . The average at 1/4 depth is - 68 J .
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Table 5. PTSE-2, updated ductile-shelf fracture-toughness results for PTSE-2
2 1/4 Cr-i Mo Steel (TS orientation)

Test
Specimen'

	

temperature
(°C)

Jlcb
(KJ/m)

KJIc
(MPa•~)

Final
extension

(mm)
Tearing

modulus` A B C D

PTSE-2 Vessel Insert

PE75

	

175 34.7 82.7 8.54 33.5 . 136.0 0.0 0.235 -62 .18
PE77

	

175 47.4 96.7 8.92 26.9 164.4 0.129 0.181 -90.39
PD79

	

175 32.3 79.8 9.17 37.1 87.4 0.016 0.445 -14.72
PD81

	

250 41.6 89.6 9.49 18.4 68.9 0.032 0.257 -7.88
PE83

	

250 25.2 69.7 8.76 27.8 100.0 0.0 0.252 -43 .64
Characterization Piece, PTC1

PI230 100 40.6 90.4 11.57 126.6 164.9 0.176 0.543 -64.61
PI250 100 39.4 89.2 8.06 134.4 491.2 0.163 0.186 -377.80
PI228 175 36.6 85.0 8.23 110.6 148.4 0.032 0.443 -48.29
PI256 175 37.8 86.4 9.69 117.7 295.9 0.168 0.259 -198 .76
PI238 250 34.0 81.0 9.47 73.9 174 .3 0.065 0.224 -100 .48
PI235 250 43.0 91.7 9.86 77.3 236.0 0.288 0.216 -164.03

'25.4-mm-thick compact specimens .

bJlc determined by power-law curve intersection with 0.2 mm offset line ; J is deformation
theory J per ASTM E1152.

'Calculated using linear fit to data between exclusion lines.

dJ = A(Aa + B)C + D, where Aa = crack extension in millimeters; power law curve fit to data from beginning of test up to 1.5 mm
exclusion line, with obvious anomolous data in that region excluded from fit.



Table 6. PTSE-2, experimental pressure vs time values
for PTSE-2A and -2B at selected time steps'

PTSE-2A PTSE-2B

Time Pressure Time Pressure
(s) (MPa) (s) (MPa)

110 60.0 157.2 2.7
120 60.5 159.6 2.9
130 61.2 161 .9 3.0
140 61.8 164.3 3.0
150 62.2 167.9 3. 1
160 62.6 171 .5 3. 1
170 63.0 178.7 3.2
180 63.2 185 .8 3.4
185 62.8 193.0 3 .2
200 46.5 200.2 2 .9
220 31.5 214 .5 2.5
240 21.5 228.8 2.5
260 14.8 243.2 2.6
280 10.4 271 .8 2.4
310 10.8 300.5 3. 1
340 11.1 329.2 5.5
345 16 .7 350.7 9.3
350 26.5 365.0 11 .2
355 36.5 386.5 16 .3
360 45.8 400.8 20. 1
365 52.5 451.0 34.9
370 49.4 501.2 50.0

5513 62.9
572.8 , 66.9
575.7 67.3
576.0 65. 1
576 .7 623

aTime t = 112 s and 155 s at start of therma l
transient for PTSE-2A and -2B, respectively.
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Table 7. PTSE-2, events identified by transient data in PTSE-2A and -2B

Event
Times

(s) Evidence of even t

PTSE-2A

Initiation of thermal shock 112 Outside surface temperature
Initial tearing 112-184.6 Analysis and CMOD
First maximum KI 184.6 Calculated KI ; CMOD, pressure
Minimum KI 341.8 Calculated KI; CMOD, pressure
Precleavage tearing 341.8-361.4 Analysis and CMOD
Initial cleavage propagation 361.4 CMOD
Crack arrest 361.4b CMOD
Axial crack propagation 361.4 Strain and CMOD gages beyond

Postcleavage tearing 361.4-365.6
ends of initial flaw

Analysis and CMOD
Final maximum KI 365.6 Calculated KI, CMOD, pressure

Initiation of thermal shock

PTSE-2B

155 Outside surface temperature
Precleavage tearing 155-575.8 Analysis and CMOD
Cleavage propagation 575.82 CMOD
Crack arrest 575.82b CMOD
Postcleavage tearing 576.2-576.7 Analysis and CMOD
Rupture of vessel wall 576.7 Pressure, CMOD, strain

aTime after start of scanning by the data acquisition system .
bTime intervals <10 ms cannot be resolved by the data acquisition system .
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Table 8. Fracture features shown in Fig. 14.

Deeper
Area	 Boundary	 Description

G

	

Y&

H

	

Y7

Cracked electron-beam weld, smoot h
dark gray

Precleavage ductile tear in PTSE-2A,
dark gray, rough

Cleavage fracture in PTSE-2A, ligh t
gray

Postcleavage ductile tear in PTSE-2A,
brown or gray ban d

Precleavage ductile tear in PTSE-2B ,
medium gray

Cleavage fracture in PTSE-2B,
light gray

Narrow band of ductile tearing,
medium gray

Same as F

Postcleavage ductile tear in PTSE-2 B

Light-gray shear lip in rupture d
portion; unbroken ligament, very ligh t
gray, near both ends of flaw

I Ys

J Y9
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Table 9. PTSE-2, dimensions of fracture features
of the PTSE-2 flaw

Feature
Depths
(mm)

EB weld crack (y,) 14.5

Initial ductile tear (Y2) 22.5

39.3First cleavage crack (y3)

Intermediate tea r

First phase (Y4) 42.4
Second phase (y 3) 46. 1

Second cleavage crack (y,) 78.8

Momentary arrest siteb (y 6) 69.2

aAverage total depth of feature over the central part
(- 400 mm long) of the flaw .

bThis linear feature is distinct for 500 ,mm in both
directions from the beltline . It is generally an area
of ductile tearing from 0.5 to 1 .5 mm wide .
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Table 10: PTSE-2A, selected characteristics of FE analyse s

Analysis
Number

Degrees of
Freedom in
FE-Model

Crack Depth
in FE-Model

(mm)

Approximation of Stress-Strai n
Data of Vessel-Insert

Expansion
(10K'')

Reference
Temperature

(°C)T(°C)
Bilinea r

ay/Er(MPa)
Multilinea r
oy(MPa)

5 515
(2D-plane strain)

14.5 Averaged 200/12087
(set 5)

14.4 300

5' 515
(2D-plane strain)

19.6 Averaged 70
(set 5)

17.3 300

7 3200
(2D-plane strain)

19.6 Averaged 70
(set 5)

14 .4

8 3800
(2D-plane strain)

14.5-19.6 Averaged . 400/2637
(set 5)

14.4 300

9 1922
(2D-plane strain)

14.5-19 .6 Averaged 375
(set 7)

14.4 290

10 2419
(2D-plane strain)

14.5 Averaged 495/2300
(set 7)

14.4 300



Table 11 : PTSE-2B, selected characteristics of FE analyses

Degrees of

	

Crack Depth Residual
Approximation of Stress-Strai n

Data of Vessel-Insert Reference
Analysis Freedom in

	

in FE-Model Stress Bilinear Multilinear Expansion Temperature
Number FE-Model

	

(mm) Considered T(°C) ay/Er(MPa) ay(MPa) (10-6K-1) (°C) -

5 551 42.4 Yes Averaged 373/7313 14.4 275
(2D-plane strain) (set 7 )

7 3200 42.4 No Averaged 70 14.4
(2D-plane strain) (set 5)

8 3800 42.4-46 .1 Yes Averaged 40012637 14.4 275
(2D-plane strain) (set 5)



Table 12. Stress-plastic-strain modules H' for HSST wide-plate materia l
(HSST plate 13A of A 533 grade B class 1 steel)

Plastic strain interval Temperature interval H' = tia/niep
(%) (° C) (MPa/%)

<1 -125.00 < T < -72.78 0345
-72.78 < T < 37.78 16.044 + 0214 T
37.78<T< 148.89 21 .787 + 0.062 T

148.89 < T < 260.00 -24.407 + 0.372 T

1-2 -125 .00 < T < 260.00 37.23

2-4 -125 .00 < T < 260.00 26.579 - 0.00776 T

4-8 -125.000<T<37.78 11.228 - 0.0599 T
37.78 < T < 260.00 8.96

8-12 -125.00 < T < -17.78 -0.0276 - 0.0403 T
-17.78<T<260.00 0.689
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PTSE-2A, test vessel and crack geometry for transient A (ORNL, USA) .
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PTSE-2, locations of CMOD gages and strain gages near flaw on PTSE-2 vessel .
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PTSE-2, thermocouple thimble and near-surface thermocouple locations in PTSE-2 .
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PTSE-2, schematic view of pressurized-thermal-shock vessel inside shroud .
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Fig. 5

	

PTSE-2, stress-strain curves used in analyses of the PTSE-2 experiment .
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Fig. 6(a) PTSE-2, crack-arrest toughness data for characterization piece PTC1 .
toughness curve is least-squares fit to data shown . Lower-toughness
similar fit to p-adjusted data (points not shown) .
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Fig. 6(b) PTSE-2, fracture toughness data for characterization piece PTC1 . Two lowest points
are only valid K1c data . Upper-toughness curve is least-squares adjusted an d
rate adjusted points .
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PTSE-2, comparison of J-integral (Jm) resistance curves at three test temperature s
for TS orientation near plate surface of characterization block PTC5 .
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PTSE-2, temperature and pressure vs time data recorded by PTSE-2 transients :
(a) PTSE-2A and (b) PTSE-2B .
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Fig. 9 PTSE-2A, time-dependent values of h (heat convection coefficient) and TB (bulk
coolant temperature) established from pretest thermo-hydraulic measurement and hea t
transfer analyses. Final. ORNL pretest analyses included variants of h 10% above and
below normal .
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PTSE-2A, CMOD vs time at center of flaw for PTSE-2A transient .

Fig. 11 PTSE-2A, CMOD vs time during early phase of PTSE-2A measured at center o f
flaw (z = 0) and 100 mm below center (z = -100 mm) by gages YE84 and YE83 ,
respectively (see Fig. 2). The YE84 output was naturally biased by incorporation o f
a dummy gage in the bridge circuit . The YE83 output has been adjusted by
subtracting the output of a dummy gage (YE56) .
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Fig. 12 PTSE-2A, CMOD vs time for final phase of PTSE-2A. The effects of precleavage
tearing, cleavage crack propagation, and postcleavage tearing are shown . The output
of gage YE84 has been shifted by 0 .2 mm to facilitate comparison of the changes i n
CMOD at two proximal points while the crack was growing.
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PTSE-2B, typical CMOD behavior during the PTSE-2B transient . CMOD gage YE8 4
is at the center of the flaw.
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PTSE-2, photograph of a central segment of PTSE-2 fracture surfaces . The depths
(y) are described in Table 8 .
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PTSE-2A, J-integral vs time .
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PTSE-2A, effective stresses on the ligament t = 0 s .
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PTSE-2A, effective stresses on the ligament t = 30 s .
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PTSE-2A, effective stresses on the ligament t = 80 s.
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PTSE-2A, effective stresses on the ligament t = 190 s .
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PTSE-2A, stress triaxiality on the ligament t = 0 s .
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PTSE-2A, stress triaxiality on the ligament t = 30 s .
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PTSE-2A, stress triaxiality on the ligament t = 80 s .
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PTSE-2A, stress triaxiality on the ligament t = 190 s .
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PTSE-2B, CMOD vs time .
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PTSE-2B, J-integral vs time .
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PTSE-2B, effective stresses on the ligament t = 45 s.
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PTSE-2B, effective stresses on the ligament t = 145 s .
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PTSE-2B, effective stresses on the ligament t = 345 s.
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PTSE-2B, hoop stresses vs wall thickness.
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properties .
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Effect of temperature on longitudinal tensile properties for HSST plate 13A, A 53 3
grade B class 1 steel (specimens from center half of 18 .7-cm-thick plate) .
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Multilinear representations of uniaxial stress-strain behavior of HSST plate 13A o f
A533 grade B class 1 steel .
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Unsatisfactory recirculation pump flow-time response. This shows an anomalous
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PTSE-2A, measured CMOD vs time at two gage locations in Fig . 2 showing axia l
dependence of data : (a) gage YY-80; and (b) gage YY-86.
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Crack geometries of precleavage cracks in PTSE-2A .
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FALSIRE Results for NKS-3 and NKS- 4

Ludwig Stumpfroc k

MPA Stuttgart

University of Stuttgart, Federal Republic of German y

Abstract

In the framework of the project NKS funded by the Federal Minister of Research an d
Technology, MPA Stuttgart conducted up to now 7 pressurized thermal shoc k
experiments . The purpose of the experimental and numerical investigations in th e
research project was to study the crack propagation behaviour of circumferential flaws o n
the inner surface of the test specimens. Experiments NKS-3 and NKS-4 were selected
as reference experiments in the project FALSIRE.

in this paper we give a review of the experiments and the experimental results and a n
overview of the analysis results presented at the FALSIRE workshop in 1990 .

It is shown that the post calculations of the NKS 3 specimen during the CSNI projec t
FALSIRE provided fracture mechanics results in a relatively small scatterband . The NKS
4 results showed a greater scatterband, but the main reasons could be explained .

1 Introduction

The pressurized thermal shock (PTS) research in the Federal Republic of Germany wa s
initiated in the mid seventies . In the framework of the HDR-safety research program /1 /
cyclic thermal shock experiments on plates, intermediate-sized test vessels and later on a
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nozzle of the HDR pressure vessel, have been performed . In 1982, a research
program was launched at MPA /2/, to study the variation of material parameters like
upper shelf energy or nil ductility temperature, figure 1 . Also the crack configuratio n
was varied while cooling with the same temperature and the same pressure (except
one specimen), table 1 .

Beside the experimental investigations extensive numerical studies have been done to
verify fracture mechanics methods like the J-Integral method or the two criteria
method.

2 Description of the experiments

In all the experiments the test specimen was a thick walled hollow cylinder with origina l
(RPV) wall thickness of 200 mm, outer diameter of 800 mm and length of 1100 mm ,
figure 2, see e.g . /3, 4/. In the NKS3 experiment a 360° circumferential prefatigue d
notch with a/t = 0,3 was investigated . The NKS 4 crack form was semielliptical wit h
a/2c - 1/6 and a/t = 0,15,	 figure 3.

The actual specimen was lengthened with pass-throughs for the measurement cabel s
and the cooling pipes, resp ., and welded on grips for the 100 MN tensile machine . The
specimen was heated on the outer surface with an electrical resistance heating up t o
about 300°C at the inner surface . The cooling water flowed vertically from the lowe r
side to the upper side of the specimen . The relaxed cooling water flowed in a 100 m 3
water reservoir. A low pressure pump fed the high pressure injection pumps which
pressed the water into a spraying device, figure 4 . The cooling of the inner surface o f
the specimen via this spraying device was even in longitudinal and circumferentia l
direction, resp.

The behaviour of the specimens under the PTS, loading was recorded with variou s
measurement techniques . Measured data such as temperature profiles through th e
wall thickness, strains on inner and outer surface and crack mouth opening
displacement were used for the detailed post-test analyses during the researc h
program or afterwards in the FALSIRE project .

3 Experimental results

3.1 NKS 3

Figures 5a and 6a show the internal pressures and the outer axial load, resp ., vs. time .
The measured temperature profiles near the crack section is delineated in figure 7. A
similar distribution of temperature was provided in nearly all experiments . The axial
strain on the inner surface in a section 184 mm above the crack section is shown i n
figure 8 . The thermal strain is subtracted. The strain increases slowly proportional to
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the mechanical load. Following PTS a sudden increase in the strain measured on th e
inner surface is provided (as expexted) . The maximum values are reached after about
3 minutes and then the strains decrease slowly . The same performance shows the
measured CMOD, except the maximum was reached after about 7 minutes, 	 figure 9. ,

The crack depth measurement on the crack surface following the laboratory induce d
brittle fracture provides an averaged crack extension of 3 .6 mm. The crack depth
before PTS experiment was between 55 mm and 70 mm, and after the test betwee n
61 mm and 78 mm, figure 10.

3.2 NKS 4

Figure 5b and 6b show the internal pressure and the outer axial load, resp ., vs. time .
The measured temperature profiles near the crack section is delinated in figure 11 .
The axial strain on the inner surface in a section 184 mm above the crack section i s
shown in	 figure 12 . The thermal strain is subtracted . Following PTS a sudden increase
in the strain measured on the inner surface is provided (as expected) . The maximu m
values are reached after about 3 minutes and then the strains decrease slowly . The
same performance shows the measured CMOD except the maximum was reache d
after about 7 minutes,	 figure 13 .

The crack growth measurements on the crack surface provide maximum stable crac k
extension of about 1,5 mm and 0,8 mm for the two surface cracks, figure 14.

4 Numerical results

The following results were presented at the FALSIRE workshop in Boston, 1990, and
partly compiled in the Final Report /5/ .

4.1 NKS 3

Table 2a shows the summary of the finite element applications including the essential
data about the number of unknowns, the basic material law, the integration rule on
element level and the iteration method . All models are 2D axisymmetric (7
applications) . Different commercial and inhouse finite element packages were used .
The fracture mechanics analysis is based on the J-integral or local approach . Table 3a
shows the summary of the estimation scheme applications (2 applications) . There the
fracture mechanics analysis is based on JRcurve and on the R6-method .

Table 4a gives the material characteristics used in the different FE analyses.

Figures 15 - 17show the time history of CMOD, axial strain at the inner surface 18 4
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mm above the crack section and the J-Integral . The difference between the FE result s
are quite little . The J-Integral values calculated with estimation scheme methods lay i n
the scatterband of the FE results . In figure 18 the effective stress due to von Mises, aa ,
on the ligament of the crack section is given for one characteristic time step (5 minute s
after starting the thermal shock transient) . As expected, the stress distribution strongl y
depends on the approximation of the stress-strain data. In one analysis a very low
yield stress is used which results in lower stresses on the ligament during the transient .
The difference in the effective stress calculated are little in the ligament, except in fron t
of the crack tip .

Figure 19 shows the stress triaxiality parameter q in front of the crack tip for the sam e
time step. The stress triaxiality q is defined as q = 3 aH/aV, where 3oH is the first
invariant of the stress tensor @H is called the hydrostatic stress portion) . The course of
q in the ligament is similar for all time steps in all analyses .

For a typical CT 25-specimen and the NKS 3 specimen, resp., the stress triaxiality i s
depicted in figure 20, expressed by 13/q. The crack growth value is determined b y
comparing the JR-curve and the Ja plcourse vs . time, figure 21 . The q-values are
close to plane strain values, therefore, crack growth can be evaluated with crac k
resistance curves of CT 25 specimens . The analyses give crack growth values o f
about 3 to 4.8 mm similar to the scatterband of the other results .

The uncertainty of the calculated crack growth is about 3 % of the initial crack depth . I n
this case, therefore, the analysis results show a scatterband which is acceptable i n
comparison with the experimental data .

4.2 NKS 4

Table 2b shows the summary of the finite element applications including the essentia l
data about the number of unknowns, the basic material law, the integration rule o n
element level and the iteration method . All models are 3D, except 1 (4 applications) .
Different commercial and inhouse finite element packages were used . The fracture
mechanics analysis is based on the J-Integral . Table 3b shows the summary of th e
estimation scheme applications (2 applications) . There fracture mechanics analysis is
based on J Rand on the R6-method .

Table 4b gives the material characteristics used in the different FE analyses .

Figures 22 - 24 show the time history of CMOD, axial strain at the inner surface 18 4
mm above the crack section and the J-Integral . The difference between the FE result s
are considerable and result from missing rotational restraints, from an artificially high
yield stress or from different reference temperatures . The J-Integral values provided by
estimation scheme methods lay in the scatterband of the FE results. In figure 25 th e
effective stress due to von Mises, sv, on the ligament of the crack section at the
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deepest point of the crack is given for the time step 10 minutes after starting the
thermal shock transient. The stress distributions calculated are quite similar.

Figure 26 shows the stress triaxiality parameter q at the crack center in front of the
crack tip for the time step 10 minutes after starting the thermal shock transient . The
differences in q are greater than in the NKS 3 calculations . Only for the time step 1 0
minutes the coincidence in q is satisfactory .

The stress triaxiality values at the deepest point of the crack in front of the crack tip i s
very close to plane strain values as in a standard CT 25-specimen . In figure 27 the
stress triaxiality is expressed by s13/q. Near the surface there are nearly plane stres s
conditions, and therefore the crack resistance can be described by a CT 25-specime n
with reduced thickness of 10 mm, see figure 27 . The crack growth value is determine d
by comparing the JR and the JappIied course vs. time, figure 28 . The analyses give crack
growth values of about 2 to 3 .2 mm. The uncertainty of the calculated crack growth i s
about 4 To of the initial maximum crack depth .

5 Conclusions

The analysis of the PTS experiment NKS 3 via finite element methods or estimatio n
scheme methods represents an acceptable scatterband in the fracture mechanica l
parameters.

This is due to the relatively simple geometry of the test specimen (axisymmetric), an d
due to sufficient input data like material parameters, fracture mechanics parameter s
and due to the good description of the transient temperature data . Stable crack growt h
could be well predicted with the JRcurve based on the standard CT-Specimen due to
the comparable state of stress triaxiality .

In case of NKS 3 Loacal Approach as alternative to JRcurve performs well in fracture
mechanics evaluation too .

The analysis of the PTS experiment NKS 4 via finite element methods or estimatio n
scheme methods represents an large scatterband in the fracture mechanica l
parameters .

This is due to the complex 3D geometry of the test specimen . The input data like
material parameters, fracture mechanics parameters and the good description of th e
transient temperature data have been sufficient. Stable crack growth could be wel l
predicted with the JRcurve based on standard or modified CT-Specimen due to the
comparable state of stress triaxiality .
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energ y
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NO T
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crack geometrie

initial

	

crack

	

depth

(mm)

stable

	

crac k
growth

(mm )

NKS1 20 MnMoNi

	

5 5 175 - 5 3600

	

circum. crack 50 .9 0, 8

NKS2 20 MnMoNi 5 5 14 0 0 360

	

circum. crack 30 .0 0,46

NKS3 22 NiMoCr

	

3 7 95 65 360

	

circum. crack 62 . 8 3, 6

NKS4 22 NiMoCr

	

3 7 65 120
semi-elliptica l
surface

	

crack
crack A: 31 .2 crack cente r
crack B : 29.5 crack center

crack A : 3, 1
crack B : 1, 8

NKS 5
b m

wm

22 NiMoCr

	

3

	

7

S 3 NiMo

	

1

9 0

220

7 5
-30

semi-elliptica l

surface

	

crack

crack A: 27.0 crack center
crack B : 27.0 crack center

crack A, B :40, 0
220' circum .
direction

bm : base materia l

wm : weld materia l

Table 1 : Specimens in NKS programm e



Von Mises, isotropi c
hardening, thermo-
elastic-plasti c

Von Mises, isotropi c
hardening, thermo -
clastic-plasti c

Von Mises, isotropi c
hardening, thermo -
clastic-plasti c

Von Mises, isotropi c
hardening, thermo -
elastic-plastic

Von Mises, isotropic
hardening, thermo -
elastic-plasti c

Von Mises, isotropi c
hardening, thermo -
elastic-plasti c

Von Mises, isotropi c
hardening, thermo-
elastic-plastic

Von Mises, isotropi c
hardening, thermo -
clastic-plastic

Analysis Finite Element

	

Model

	

Number of Material/Plasticit y
Experiment

	

Number

	

Program

	

Dimension

	

Equations

	

Model

NKS -3 I ADINA
(Ref. 1)

2-D
Axisynt.

196 8

2 CASTEM 2000
(Ref. 2)

2-D
Axisym.

1938/4044

3 ADINA 2- D
Axisynt .

7054

4 ALIBABA
(Ref . 3)

2-D
Axisym .

4300

5 ADINA 2- D
Axisym .

886

6 BERSAFE
(Ref. 4)

2-I)
Axisym .

171 8

7 MARC
(Ref. 5)

2-D
Axisym.

88( 0

19 ABAQUS
(Ref. 6)

2-D
Axisym .

2500

Stress-Strai n
Relation

Integration
Rule

Equilibrium
Iteration Method

Fracture
Method

Bilinear 2 X 2 BFGS with
line search

JR-curv e

Multilincar 3 X 3 Initial stress (1) JR-curve
(2) Local

approach

Bilinear 2 X 2 BFGS with
line search

JR-curve

Multilincar 2 X 2 N/A (1) JR-curve
(2) Loca l

approach

Bilinear 2 X 2 Full Newton wit h
line search

JR-curv e

Multilincar 2 X 2 Full Newton -
Raphson method

JR-curv e

Multilinear 3 X 3 Secant stiffness,
residual loa d
correction

JR-curve

N/A 3 X 3 Modified Newton-
Raphson method

JR-curve

Table 2a : Summary of finite element applications (NKS 3)/5/



Von Mises, isotropi c
hardening, thcrmo -
clastic-plasti c

Von Mises, isotropi c
hardening. thcrmo-
elastic-plasti c

Von Mises . isotropi c
hardening, thcrmo -
clastic-plastic

Von Mises . isotropi c
hardening, thcrm o
elastic-plasti c

Analysis Finite Element

	

Model

	

Number of Material/Plasticit y
Experiment

	

Number

	

Program

	

Dimension

	

Equations

	

Model

NKS-4 I ADINA 3-D (90°) 2117 5

2 CASTEM-2(XX) 3-D (90°) 5094

3 ADINA 3-1) (90°) 35370

7 MARC 2-D
Axisym .

MOO

Stress-Strai n
Relation

Integration
Rule

Equilibrium

	

Fracture
Iteration Method

	

Method

Bilinear 2 X 2 X 2 BFGS with line

	

JR-curv e
search

Multilincar 3 X 3 X 3 Initial stress method JR-curve

Bilinear 2 X 2 X 2 BFGS with line

	

JR-curv e
searc h

Multilincar 3 X 3 Secant stiffness.

	

JR-curv e
residual loa d
correction

Table 2b: Summary of finite element applications (NKS 4)/5 /



Analysis

	

Stress Analysis

	

Fracture
Experiment

	

Number

	

Methodology

	

Methodology

NKS-3

	

12

	

Superposition of closed form

	

JR-curve ;
solutions for stresses due to

	

J from handboo k
pressure and thermal loading

	

(Ref. 32)
(from Refs . 11-13)

13

	

Thermal stresses calculated

	

R6, Option I
analytically from LOTUS 123

	

(Refs . 38-39)

Table 3a: Summary of estimation scheme applications (NKS 3)/5 /

NKS-4

	

12

	

Superposition of closed form

	

JR-curve ;
solutions for stresses due to

	

J form handbook
pressure and thermal loading

	

(Ref. 32)
(from Refs . 11-13)

13

	

Thermal stresses calculated

	

R6, Option I
analytically from LOTUS 123

	

(Refs . 38-39)

Table 3b: Summary of estimation scheme applications (NKS 4)/5 /
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Analysi s
Number

Degrees o f
Freedom of
FE-Model

Approximation of stress strain data Coefficient of Therma l
Expansion

Reference
Temperature

(°C)T(°C)
Bilinea r

oy/ET (MPa)
Multilincar
oy (MPa) T(°C) a(10 .610)

1 1968 20 563/3555 14 .4 330
(axisym .) 160 519/4388

26(1 536/5489
400 506/638 3

2 1938
(axisym .)

20 350' 14 .4 330

3 7054 20 607/1167 14 .4 355
(axisym .) 350 (143/469

4 2232 20 444 20 11 .2 330
(axisym.) 160 400 160 13 . 0

220 411 220 14 . 0

260 419 260 14 . 6

290 413 290 15 .2

320 406 320 15 .7

5 886 20 563/343 6
(axisym .) 160 519/3801 14 .4 332

260 536/4540
320 523/529 1

6 1718 20 563
(axisym .) 160 519 14.4 330

220 504
260 536
320 523

7 8800
(axisym .)

Table 4a: Material characteristics in FE applications (NKS 3)/5/



Analysis
Number

Degrees of
Freedom of
FE-Model

Approximation of stress strain data Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion

Reference
Temperature

(°C)T(°C)
Bilinear

oy/ET (NWa)
Multilincar

oy (MI'a) T(°Ç) a(104K' I)

1 21175 20 618/3013 20 12 .00
(3D-90°) 120 619/3013 120 12 .53

160 578/3013 160 12 .73 330
280 (>29/3013 280 13 .37
320 608/3013 320 13.58

2 5094 20 350* 14.4 330
(3D-90°) temperature independen t

3 35370 6922140 14 .4 20
(3D-90°) temperature independen t

7 8800
(axisym .)

engineering stress-strain curve

Table 4b: Material characteristics in FE applications (NKS 4)/5/
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Figure 2: NKS test specimen
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Figure 3: NKS 4 crack section
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Figure 5a: Internal pressure vs time (NKS 3)
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Figure 5b: Internal pressure vs time (NKS 4
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Figure 6a : Axial load vs time (NKS 3)
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Figure 6b: Axial load vs time (NKS 4 )
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Figure 15: Calculated crack opening displacement vs time /5/
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Figure 16: Calculated axial strain vs time /5/
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COMPLEMENTARY RESULTS FOR NK S

PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK ANALYSE S

J . BROCHARD

CEA, CE Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette, France

X .Z . SUO

EUROSIM SARL, Les Ulis, France

H . HOROWITZ

CEA, CE Fontenay, Fontenay-aux-Roses, France

INTRODUCTIO N

In the framework of the CSNI project FALSIRE, we performed

bidimensional and tridimensional finite element computations to analyse NKS 3

and NKS4 experiments respectively . Results were presented at the FALSIR E

workshop in 1990 . After the workshop, we performed a new calculation, for th e

NKS4 analysis, with a more refined mesh to try to explain some discrepancie s

between the fracture mechanics parameters we obtained and values presented b y

other participants . In this paper, we review briefly the NKS3 results and the n

we turn to the NKS4 problem .

COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUE S

Calculations of NKS tests were performed in two steps :

- incremental non linear computation to determine stress and strai n

fields at each time of the thermal transient ,

- from these stress ans strain fields, computation of the G energ y

release rate .
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The finite element computer code developped by CEA and calle d

CASTEM 2000 was used .

We didn't performe thermal computations to determine the temperatur e

distributions, but we interpolated the measured temperatures at each nodes o f

the meshes .

The meshes modelised a part of 550 mm high of the cylindrical vessels ,

and appropriate boundary conditions were used : symetry in the crack plane and

rigid movement in the axial direction in the upper plane .

Thq elastic-plastic computations were performed with the hypothesis o f

small displacements ans small strains, and consequently the engineerin g

stress-strain curve was considered . For plastic flow, the Von Mises criterio n

was used and isotropic hardening was assumed . Material properties dependanc e

with temperature was not taken into account, and we took the stress-strai n

curve at room temperature, which is almost the average curve .

The multilinear stress-strain approximation used in our analyses i s

plotted in figure 1 . The limit of linearity was defined by 2/3 the

conventionnai yield stress .

ANALYSIS OF NKS3 TEST

The bidimensionnal model used to analyse the circumferential defect i s

shown in figure 2 . The size of the quadratic elements near the crack tip i s

5 mm .

The computed G values are plotted in figure 3 . The G value exceeds th e

J1c value Plc = 43 N/mm) during the application of the tractive effort and

becomes maximum 7 minutes after the beginning of the thermal shock .

The evolution of the equivalent stress along the ligament at differen t

times of the transient is one of the additional informations used, in th e

Final Report [1], to compare the different numerical results . A typical curv e

five minutes after the beginning of the thermal shock is plotted in figure 4 .

Just after the peak, values are very low in comparison with results of othe r

participants : the small yield stress we put in the stress-strain relatio n

gives an explanation of this discrepancy .
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Another additional information is the stress triaxiality in th e

ligament (figure 5) . In front of the crack tip, values are high, almost equa l

to 6, as for a plane strain configuration .

An 'estimation of the stable crack growth was done, transferring th e

applied J values on a CT-25 specimen resistance curve . The predicted value ,

4 .2 mm, is in good agreement with the measured one : 3 .6 mm (figure 6) .

ANALYSIS OF NKS4 TEST

Due ,to the symetry of the defects, just a quarter of the vessel wa s

modelled, using quadratic elements . The first model presented at the workshop ,

in 1990, was very coarse, the ratio between the size of the smallest element

at the crack front and the crack depth being equal to 1/4 . The new 3D model i s

shown in figure 7 ; the size of each element is two times smaller than in th e

first mesh : almost 4 mm at the crack front (about 20000 degrees of freedom) .

Results of the new elastic-plastic computation are compared with th e

experimental values by means of comparison of displacements ans strains .

Figure 8 shows the axial strain at 184 mm from the crack plane versus time ,

and figure 9 the crack mouth opening displacement versus time . Like with the

initial mesh, the numerical analysis overestimates, by almost 15 %, the crac k

mouth opening displacement .

The computed G values at the deepest point of the crack front ar e

plotted in figure 10 . This figure explains' the discrepancy, pointed out at the

workshop, with values of the other participants . In fact, in the first study ,

the G-value was calculated with a virtual crack advance restricted to the nod e

at the crack front ; the evolution of G versus time was equivalent to th e

lowest curve of figure 10 . In the new study, four virtual crack advances wer e

tested . The first one is localized on the deepest point as previously, and the

others are more and more extended in the row of elements leaning on the

deepest point and perpendicular to the crack front . The maps, figure 10, ar e

iso-value representations of the 0-fields used to simulate the crack advance .

The corresponding evolutions of G versus time show up a stabilizatio n

tendency, but the G value obtained with the fourth 8-field is almost 30 %

higher than the initial value with the first 8-field . So the discrepancy i n

our first study was due to an underprediction of the G values because no t

stabilized .
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The equivalent stress and the stress triaxiality in the ligament ar e

plotted in figures 11 and 12 . In front of the deepest point of the crack, th e

stress triaxiality is almost equal to 6, characterizing a plane strai n

configuration .

According to comparison of the stress triaxiality values computed fro m

CT specimens and from NKS4 experiment, Huber and Guth [3] recognized tw o

resistance curves for the NKS4 experiment fracture assessment . Following thes e

indications, we put our stabilized G values, for the deepest point, on the

recommended (J, 6a) curve . The predicted crack growth is equal to 2 .8 mm ,

though higher, by a factor 2, than the measured value 1 .5 mm .

CONCLUSION

The global elastic plastic response measured during NKS3 and NKS 4

experiments is well predicted by finite element computations .

For NKS3, the JR methodology based on CT specimen data gives crack

growth assessment in good agreement with the measured values .

For NKS4, the CMOD is somewhat overpredicted by the FE analysis and ,

in correlation, the crack advance prediction using the JR concept is also

too high .
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Figure 8 : Axial strains at 184 mm from the crack plan e

for the new NKS4 analysi s
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Abstract

Step B test was carried out as one of the EPFM study in Japanese PTS integrity
research project. In step B test bending load was applied to the large flat specime n
with thermal shock. Tensile load was kept constant during the test. Estimated stable
crack growth at the deepest point of the crack was 3 times larger than the experimental
value in the previous analysis . In order to diminish the difference between them from
the point of FEM modeling, more precise FEM mesh was introduced . According to
the new analysis, the difference considerably decreased .

That is, stable crack growth evaluation was improved by adopting precise FEM model
near the crack tip and the difference was almost same order as that in the NKS4- 1
test analysis by MPA.
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1. Introduction

Reactor pressure vessels (RPVs) used for Japanese PWR plants have lower copper
contents and preliminary research showed that no PTS concern existed on Japanese RPV s
during their design service lives . However, it is required to get public acceptance about
the integrity by analyses and experiments and it is very useful to establish an analytica l
method and a database for life extension of Japanese RPVs . Japanese PTS integrity
study was carried out from FY 1983 to FY 1991 as a national project by Japan Powe r
Engineering and Inspection Corporation (JAPEIC) under the contract with Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (MITI) in corporation with LWR utilities and vendors .

This project is composed of model tests and fracture mechanics tests which include
PTS transient study. Model tests are planned to investigate crack behaviors under PTS
conditions, using flat plate specimens with an actual vessel thickness .

According to preliminary integrity analyses for PTS conditions, the following test
items were selected.

(1) PTS preliminary test
* Verification of fracture mechanics analytical method and our test methodology

by brittle crack initiation test
(2) Step A test

(a) A-1 test
* Verification of no crack initiation under PTS events at the end of design

service life (It corresponds to the neutron fluence of 6x 1019n/cm2 at the
inner surface of the typical PWR pressure vessel . )

(b) A-2 test
* Verification of no crack initiation under PTS events at the extended servic e

life (It corresponds to the neutron fluence of 1x10 20n/cm2 at the inner surfac e
of the typical PWR pressure vessel . )

(c) A-3 test
* Investigation of crack depth margin for crack initiation (2 times of crac k

depth margin for A-1 test was demonstrated.)
(3) Step B test

* Investigation of crack behavior in the upper shelf region and elastic plastic fracture
mechanics (EPFM) method

(4) Step C test
* Investigation of crack arrest behavior by using of fracture toughness gradient material

(5) WPS test
* Investigation of warm prestressing (WPS) effec t

Some of the above test results have been published elsewhere [1], [2], [3], [4] .
Our main concern is to verify no brittle crack initiation under PTS events at th e

end and some extended design lives and it has been verified by the Step A test series .
However, still we have an interest on crack behavior in the upper shelf region fro m
the viewpoints of reactor vessel integrity under level A and B conditions and genera l
fracture mechanics assessment for heavy section steel components .

There are some investigations on applicability of EPFM for RPV integrity in the
upper shelf region [5], [6], [7]. However, still more experimental data and analyses are
needed to verify and demonstrate the usefulness of EPFM . So, Step B test was carried
out in order to investigate fundamental crack behavior in the upper shelf region. We
have already published test data and analytical result using a new developed schemati c
EPFM method in Reference [3] . Its conclusion is that the stable crack growth of th e
Step B test is conservatively estimated using the J resistance curves obtained by 1TC T
specimens .

However, the estimated crack growth is almost three times larger than the experimenta l
value. This big difference may be caused by finite element mesh, triaxiality and scatte r
of fracture toughness . It is very difficult to discuss these three factors at the sam e
time. So, in this paper Step B test is reanalyzed using finer finite element than i n
the previous analysis and influence of the FEM breakdown on the estimation of stable
crack growth is discussed .
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2. Material Characterizatio n

An A533B cl .l type steel with low toughness and high strength was specially produce d
by controlling the chemical compositions and heat treatments . Chemical compositions
and heat treatments are shown in Table 1 .

Tensile tests, Charpy tests, drop weight tests and fracture toughness tests were carrie d
out at room temperature to 300°C . Fracture toughness data in the upper shelf regio n
were obtained by 1TCT specimens according to ASTM E813-81 . Table 2 shows typical
material properties for the test material . Obtained J resistance curves at 200°C, 250° C
and 300°C are shown in Fig .l. Lower bound of K« vs. temperature curve in the transition
region is expressed in Eq .(1).

KIC = 20.2 + 129.9exp{0.0161(T -138)}

	

(1)

where
KIC : fracture toughness [MPart ]
T : evaluation temperature [°C] .

Table 1 Chemical compositions and heat treatments

(wt . %)

C Si Mn P S Ni Mo

0.24 0.39 1 .53 0.030 0.002 0.56 0.60

Quenching

	

970-985°C x 6 hr 50'

	

Water Cooling
Tempering

	

545-555°C x 6 hr 35'°'°

	

Air Cooling

Table 2 Mechanical properties of the test material

Tensile Properties Charpy Value Drop Weight Test

*1 *2 *3 *4 *5 RTNDT

ay '50 vTr30 vTr50 vTr35 vTrs USE ThC>3 (°C) (°C)
(MPa) (MPa) (%) (°C) (°C) ô(Cs

1
(J )

777 943 19.4 95 130 151

(°

109

C)

101 139 70 139

*1 30ft-1 b (41 J) transition temperature *4 50% shear transition temperatur e
*2 50ft-lb (68 J) transition temperature *5 Upper shelf energ y
*3 35mils (0 .9mm) transition temperature

Fig.l JR curves of the low toughness A533B cl.l steel
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3. Experiment and Its Results

3.1 Experimental Facility
Fig.2 shows the experimental facility which consists of a tensile and bending loa d

test rig, a coolant storage tank, a refrigerator, a coolant pump, a steam line, piping and
equipments for welding and instrumentation of specimens .

Maximum capacities of tensile and bending loads are 19 .62MN and 4 .90MN, respectively .
Coolant is water or ethyleneglycol and temperature can be controlled from about 90° C
to 0°C by using the steam line or the refrigerator .

A test specimen is settled between two pin joints of the test rig . The joints have
ball bearings and the specimen is simply supported even under the tensile loading i n
engineering sense .

Fig.2 Experimental facility for the model tes t

3 .2 Test Specimen
A schematic drawing of the test specimen is shown in Fig.3. The specimen is

170mm in thickness, 750mm in width and 6900mm in whole length . An initial crack
was prepared at the center of the specimen surface by electric discharge machining an d
cyclic four-point bending load .

Initial crack depth by non-destructive inspection was 20.1mm. Thermocouples and
strain gages were installed and the cooled surface was sprayed with a kind of coating
material . A coolant channel was settled in order to cool the lower surface with the
initial crack and the whole specimen was wrapped in insulation .

Fig.3 Detail of a large scale flat plate specime n

COOLAN T
STORAC E

TANK AIR-COOLING CONDENSE R
REFRIGERATO R

ELECTRIC SOURC E
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3.3 Test Procedures and Result s
The test specimen was settled between two pin hole joints of the test rig and maintaine d

at a temperature about 322°C prior to the test . A tensile load of 17 .87MN was applied
and kept constant during the test. Bending load was applied with thermal shock loadin g
simultaneously. Coolant was water and initial temperature was 91°C. Bending load
was automatically controlled according to the intended loading program by the previous
analysis in order to generate stable crack growth .

Electronic potential output to check the crack initiation suddenly changed at 93 sec .
and it suggests that ductile crack initiation took place at that time .

Solid lines in Fig .4 are temperature distributions through the thickness at the cros s
section of 200mm away from the center of the specimen . At 140 sec. after the start
of thermal shock, bending load reached a load of 3 .13MN and 10 sec . later the bending
load was gradually decreased by manual control . Bending load was completely unloaded
at 200 sec . and tensile load also completely unloaded at 315 sec .. The above-mentioned
loading history during the ' test is shown in Fig .5 .

Fig.4 Time history of temperature distributio n

Fig.5 Time history of tensile load and bending load

A solid line in Fig.6 is a measured value of the deflection at the center of the
specimen . A strain gage output at the cooled surface is shown in Fig .7 by a solid
line. The location of the strain gage is also shown in the same figure .
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Fig.6 Time history of deformation at the center of the specimen

3.4 Fracture Surface
After the test, in order to distinguish the stable crack growth during the test fro m

the enforced fracture surface, cyclic bending load was applied . After generating fatigue

400

	

I

	

I

	

TIME (eec )

	

Py =3.13MN Py zO

	

Py =0

	

Py = 0

PH =17.87MN PH =17.87MN PH =17 .87MN PH = 0

- MEASURED
j -•- CALCULATED

PH : TENSILE LOA D
Py : BENDING LOA D

p,

	

Py -0
PH =17.87MN PH =17.87MN

P, =0
PH =0

100

	

200

	

300
TIME (sec)

Fig.7 Time history of a strain gage

: FATIGUE SURFACE (AFTER EXPERIMENT) o

: FATIGUE SURFACE (FOR INITIAL CRACK )
: STABLE CRACK GROWT H

ENFORCED FRACTURE SURFAC E
INITIAL CRACK DEPTH 23 .1 mm
INITIAL CRACK LENGTH 118.4m m

-1 8

Fig.8 Initial crack and stable crack growth (schematic drawing of the fracture surface )
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crack growth the specimen was broke n
at -34°C . A schematic drawing of
the fracture surface is shown in Fig .8 .
Measured initial crack was 118 .4mm
in length and 23 .1mm in depth an d
these values agreed well with the
above-mentioned non-destructiv e
inspection results . The maximum
stable crack growth was 0.9mm to
1 .0mm and it took place at the deepest
point of the crack or near by . The
stable crack growths at the crack edges
were 0.24mm and 0 .25mm, respec-
tively .

4. Analysis

Fig.9 shows the typical three -
dimensional finite element model used
for the new analyses. According
to the symmetry, one fourth of the
specimen is modelled. A three-
dimensional 20-node brick element
of MARC program was used. In
the new finite element model, element
number and node number are 111 4
and 5103, respectively . Crack front
is divided by twelve . The minimum

	

~~►-~ '.-~~ 10 N
node length near the crack is 0.5mm

	

11114 ELEMEENTS
and is almost 22% of that of the

	

UNIT : mm

previous finite element mesh size . Fig.9 Finite element breakdown of the test speci-
Fig.10 shows the history of th e

measured heat transfer coefficient o n
the cooled surface. As the first step,
temperature distribution during the test was calculated using the heat transfer coefficient .

Initial temperature of the specimen is 322°C and a coolant temperature of 91° C
is kept constant during the test . Boundary conditions for the analysis are shown in
Fig.11 . Material properties used for the analysis are shown in Table 3 .

Calculated temperature distribution is shown in Fig .4 by dotted lines . Again calculate d
values agree well with the measured values .

o
3000 -

NC
E

w 200 0 -
P.
o0
cc

1000
z

I-

W

=

	

0

	

~ 10

	

100

	

200

	

300
TIME (sec)

Fig.10 Time history of heat transfer coefficien t
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As the second step, thermo-elasto-plastic stress analysis was carried out . Same finite
element model as for the temperature analysis was used . Boundary conditions for the
analysis are shown in Fig .12.

Calculated temperature distribution in Fig .4 and loading condition in Fig.5 were used
for the analysis. Material properties for the analysis are shown in Table 4 and Table
5 .

D
CENTER O F

L/	PIN HOLE

0- COOLIN G
AREA

D

X(mm)

	

1500

	

2300

	

3450

•

	

INITIAL TEMPERATURE OF TEST SPECIME N
SECTION A-B 322°C
SECTION B-C LINEARLY DECREASE D

FROM 320°C TO 50°C
SECTION C-D 50°C

•

	

COOLANT TEMPERATURE 91° C
HATCHED AREA IS COOLED.

• OTHER PARTS OF THE SPECIMEN AR E
INSULATED .

Fig.l1 Boundary conditions of the thermal loa d

350

UNIT : mm

ONE FOURTH OF THE SPECIMEN IS MODELED
PH = 17.87 M N

TIME HISTORY OF Py IS GIVEN IN FIG . 5

Fig.12 Boundary conditions of mechanical load s

Table 3 Material properties for temperature analysi s

thermal conductivity

[W/m°C]

specific heat capacity
C , [KJ/kg°C]

densit y

p [kg/m3 ]

39 .54 0.502 7850
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Table 4 Young's modulus and coefficient of thermal expansio n

TEMPERATURE YOUNG'S MODULUS COEFFICIENT OF
(°C) (MPa) THERMAL EXPANSION

(1/°C)x 10- 3

30 205900 1 .106

75 204000 1 .178

100 203000 1 .210

150 200000 1 .280

200 197100 1 .35 1

250 194200 1 .420

300 190300 1 .484

Table 5 True stress-true strain relation

30°C
PLASTIC STRAIN

STRES S
(MPa)

75°C
PLASTIC STRAIN

STRES S
(MPa)

100°C
PLASTIC STRAIN

STRESS
(MPa)

0.0 677 0.0 647 0.0 628
0.0025 780 0.0025 760 0.0025 75 5
0.005 809 0.005 789 0.005 780
0.01 843 0.01 814 0.01 809

0.02 885 0.02 863 0.02 85 8
0.04 929 0.04 932 0.04 922
0.06 981 0.06 971 0.06 96 1
0 .10 1035 0 .10 1013 0.10 1000

150°C
PLASTIC STRAIN

STRES S
(MPa)

200°C
PLASTIC STRAIN

STRES S
(MPa)

250°C
PLASTIC STRAIN

STRESS
(MPa)

0 .0 598 0 .0 598 0 .0 59 8
0 .0025 740 0 .0025 736 0.0025 73 6
0.005 770 0 .005 760 0.005 780
0 .01 794 0 .01 792 0 .01 814

0.02 843 0 .02 836 0 .02 858

0.04 902 0 .04 897 0.04 912

0.06 941 0 .06 939 0.06 95 1

0 .10 983 0 .10 990 0.10 990

300°C
PLASTIC STRAIN

STRES S
(MPa)

0 .0 57 9
0.0025 726
0.005 76 5
0 .01 81 4
0 .02 87 3
0 .04 929
0.06 964
0.10 990
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A dotted line in Fig .6 is the calculated deformation at the center of the specime n
and it agrees well with the measured value . Also shown by a dotted line in Fig.7
is a calculated axial direction strain . The calculated strain agrees well with the measured
value but the value is slightly smaller than that in the previous analysis.

As the third step, using tlje thermo-elasto-plastic stress analysis results, fracture mechanic s
analysis was carried out . J-integral developed by Aoki and others [8] was used as a
fracture mechanics parameter. Paths to calculate J -integrals around the initial crack ti p
were taken as shown in Fig .13. Fig.14 shown J-integrals at the deepest point of th e
crack in three paths . Even in case of unloading, J-integral still has good path independenc y
as expected and path independency is improved than that in the previous analysis .

Y

250

200

PATH2 PATH 1

Fig.13 Paths for I -integral analyses

150sec
140sec

Ê 150

E
z

100

50

160sec

100se c

80se c

60sec
180sec

40sec
	 20sec
	 MECHANICAL

0

	

' LOAD (Osec )
PATH1

	

PATH2

	

PATH 3

Fig.14 Path independency of J-integral at the deepest point of the initial crac k
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Fig.15 shows the mean value of J-integrals at three paths on !he crack front . As
shown in Fig.15, J-integral is slightly oscillating but the configuration of J-integral distributio n
on the crack front is reasonable .

From these analyses, it is judged that FEM mesh size near the crack tip is sufficiently
small for stable crack growth analysis.

Y

150sec

120sec

100sec

80sec

240 -

60se c
40

40se c
-.-I	 _	 	 20sec

o	 MECHANICA L

A

	

B C D E F G H I J K L M LOADING ( )
LOCATIO N

i	 i	 I	 I	 I	 i

o

	

0.2

	

0.4

	

0 .8

	

0.8

	

1 .0

NORMALIZED DISTANCE ON THE CRACK
FRONT FROM THE EDGE OF THE CRACK

Fig.15 j -integral distribution on the crack front

Unfortunately we have no fracture toughness data corresponding to the crack edg e
temperature available . So only ductile crack growth at the deepest point of the crack
was analyzed. According to the previously developed schematic evaluation method o f
ductile crack behavior under mechanical and thermal loading, stable crack growth of the
Step B test specimen was again evaluated . The concept of the method is mentione d
in Reference [3] .

Crack shapes for the stationary crack model is shown in Fig .16. It is assumed
that the crack grows at the same ratio in the normal direction of the crack front as
the measured stable crack growth from the initial crack.

Same finite element models as that of the initial crack were used for the analyse s
to reduce numerical errors . Loading condition in Fig.5 was used. Fracture toughness
curves at upper shelf temperatures were prepared using Fig .l .

Average J -integrals of three paths at the deepest points for initial crack and postulated
crack configurations in Fig.16 are plotted as J -integral vs . crack tip temperature curves.
Obtained results are shown in Fig.17. From this figure stable crack growth is estimated
to be 2.0mm at the deepest point of the crack, while measured crack growth is approximatel y
0.9mm. On the while, in the previous analysis, the estimated stable crack growth i s
2.5mm [3]. It means that stable crack growth analysis is considerably sensitive to th e
crack tip mesh size and overestimation of the ductile crack growth reduces by adopting
finer mesh near the crack tip. In NKS4-1 analysis of one of the PTS experiments in
MPA, the experimental crack growth at the deepest point of the crack is almost 50%
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of the estimated value and that in average near the deepest point of the crack is abou t
40% of the experimental one . [5] These data have good coincidence with differenc e
between the experimental crack and estimated value in Step B test .

Fig.16 Models of crack shapes for stable crack growth analysi s

A
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Fig.17 Ductile crack behavior evaluation curves in the upper shelf temperature regio n
and predicted crack growth at the deepest point of the crac k

5. Conclusion

As one of the test items of Japanese PTS project, a fundamental study of EPF M
using a flat plate specimen was carried out . A semielliptical surface crack was prepared
by fatigue and tensile and bending loads were applied with simultaneous thermal shock
in the upper shelf region . According to the post test fracture surface observation, th e
stable crack growth at the deepest point was 0 .9mm .

In the previous analysis estimated stable crack growth at the deepest point of th e
crack was 2.5mm and it was considerably larger than the experimental value . This big

300

250

E
200

150

cc"
67

100

5o
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difference may be caused by finite element mesh, triaxiality and scatter of fracture toughness .
In this paper, from the point of mesh refinement, reanalysis was carried out . In the
new analysis, the minimum node length is 0.5mm near the crack tip and is almost 22 %
of that of the previous mesh size . Material properties for the analysis are exactly same
as those of the previous analysis .

According to the new analysis, path independency is improved and estimated ductil e
crack growth becomes 2 .0mm. That is, overestimation of the ductile crack growth reduce s
by adopting finer mesh near the crack tip. The difference between the experimenta l
crack growth and the estimated value is in the same order as that in the NKS4-1 tes t
analysis by MPA. To reduce overestimation still more, it is necessary to investigate
the effects of the other two factors .
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ANALYSIS OF JAPANESE PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK EXPERIMEN T
(STEP B TEST )

Charles W . Schwartz

Department of Civil Engineerin g
University of Maryland

College Park, MD 2074 2

INTRODUCTIO N

Two different 3D fracture analyses of the Japanese Step B pressurized thermal shoc k
experiment have already been performed by Okamura et al [1,2] . As it is unlikely that a thir d
3D analysis will produce results significantly different from these prior studies, the focus of th e
present investigation is on the reasonableness of 2D analytical approximations to the Step B
experiment . The evolution of crack tip constraint during the PTS transient is also evaluate d
using the 2D analytical approximation .

Details of the experimental configuration, mechanical and thermal loadings, materia l
properties, and measured results are described by Okamura et al. [1,2] and will not be repeated
in detail here.

ANALYSIS MODEL

The initial flaw in the Step B experiment was a semi-elliptical surface crack having a
half-width of approximately 59.2 mm and a maximum depth of approximately 23 .1 mm. In
the present investigation, this surface crack is modeled as an equivalent 2D through-thicknes s
crack. However, the crack depth is adjusted in the 2D case because the crack driving force s
(K or J) for a through-thickness crack will be greater than those for an equivalently dee p
surface crack under the same applied mechanical loading (tension and/or bending) . The
adjusted 2D crack depth is determined by equating the analytical LEFM K values for a through -
thickness crack and the deepest point for the actual surface crack (analytical solutions tabulate d
in [3,4]) . For the Step B test, this procedure yields an adjusted 2D crack length of 15 .5 mm,
a 33% reduction from the actual 23 .1 mm maximum depth of the 3D surface crack . The
computed adjustment is essentially the same for both tension and bending analytical solutions .

Note that for PTS loadings, such as those in the Step B test, the 2D crack dept h
adjustment outlined above can only be justified as a very crude approximation. The adjusted
crack tip location will now be shifted relative to the PTS temperature fields, and thus the
thermal stresses at the adjusted 2D crack tip will be greater from those at the deepest point in
the 3D surface crack. This should translate into higher crack driving forces in the 2D analysis,
even though the crack depth adjustment procedure is based upon equating the crack drivin g
forces caused by the mechanical loads .
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The finite element mesh used to analyze the cracked specimen is shown in Figure 1 .
Due to the symmetry of the problem geometry and loading about the crack plane, only one-hal f
of the specimen was modeled in the 2D analyses . The mesh contains 3141 nodes and 978 8 -
node reduced integration (2x2) plane strain isoparametric elements . The full specimen
geometry including the loading pins and tabs is modeled in the analysis (Figure 1 a) . Eight fan s
of elements converge on the crack tip (Figure lb) and the 17 initially coincident crack tip node s
are free to deform independently during the analysis . The discretization is sufficiently fine t o
permit adequate resolution of the stresses and strains within distances on the order of 5 crac k
tip opening displacements (CTODs) from the crack tip ; the radial dimension of the element s
at the crack tip is on the order of 0 .05 mm (r/a on the order of 0 .003). All finite elemen t
calculations were performed using the ABAQUS analysis code [5], and all pre- and post-
processing was performed using PATRAN [6] .

The material stress-strain behavior was modeled using a Ramberg-Osgood deformatio n
plasticity constitutive model :

c/E ° = a/a° + a(a/a° )°

Very little significant temperature dependence was found in the reported stress-strain propertie s
for the Step B plate material over a temperature range of 30 to 300°C . The material constants
were therefore assumed independent of temperature, with the actual values weighted toward th e
measured values at the higher temperature levels (appropriate for the Step B test conditions) .
The values used in the analysis for the material constants are as follows :

E = 192,250 MPa (2a)
v = 0.3 (2b)
a° = ay = 588 .5 MPa (2c)
a = 0.065 (2d)
n= 11 .9 (2e)

The thermal , expansion coefficient was set at 1 .452x1 0"`/°C . As shown in Figure 2, the
agreement between the Ramberg-Osgood uniaxial stress-strain curve and the measured stress -
strain curves at the various temperatures is quite good .

The measured PTS transient was used as the loading conditions for the analysis . A
transient thermal analysis was not performed; instead, the measured temperature profile history
was used as input to the analysis . The measured temperature profiles were assumed to apply
uniformly over the central heated/cooled section of the specimen and to vary linearly betwee n
the edge of this section and the remote loading tabs. The present study analyzed the PT S
transient up to the peak response of the specimen only .

A large displacement, small strain formulation was employed in all of the finite element
calculations . As will be shown later, the large displacement part of the formulation is require d
to model adequately the P-S bending moments in the specimen in the deflected condition ( P
= applied axial tension force ; S = centerline deflection). The small strain part of the
formulation was adopted in part to eliminate convergence problems often encountered in larg e

(1 )
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strain analyses of highly refined meshes loaded over large ranges . More importantly, the smal l
strain formulation was adopted because it provides an adequate model for the phenomena being
studied in this analysis . Although the small strain formulation cannot correctly model the stres s
and strain fields and crack tip blunting in the very high strain region immediately surrounding
the crack tip, the stress and strain fields predicted by small and large strain formulations ar e
similar at distances greater than approximately ('TODs from the crack tip under plane strai n
conditions [7,8] . This is sufficient for the purposes of the present study .

Because the ABAQUS code does not include a large displacement small strain analysi s
option, an iterative approximate method for including the P-8 effect was employed for th e
calculations. During the initial analysis, no P-S effects are included . The computed S values
from this analysis are then used to compute the first estimate of the P-S moments, the applie d
bending loads are reduced accordingly, and the problem is reanalyzed . The process is repeated,
with the computed S at each cycle used to update the P-S moments and applied bending loa d
corrections at the next cycle, until convergence .

J-integral values were computed using the virtual crack extension algorithm a s
implemented in ABAQUS [5,9] . Ten contours were evaluated to establish path independenc e
of the J-integral value . Variation of the computed J values among the contours was negligible .

RESULTS

The measured response parameters in the Step B experiment (in addition t o
temperatures) consisted of the centerline deflection, the extreme fiber axial tension strain (a t
a location midway between the surface crack and the edge of the plate), and the crack advanc e
(from post-experiment examination of the fracture surface) . Comparisons between the predicte d
and measured centerline deflections are summarized in Figure 3 . The measured values (soli d
line), predicted values by Okamura et al. [2] from a 3D elastoplastic finite element analysi s
(dotted line), and predicted values from the present 2D analysis (solid circles) are all in ver y
close agreement. Moreover, these values are also in very close agreement with results fro m
a 2D analysis of an uncracked test specimen (hollow circles in Figure 3) . As might be
intuitively expected, the presence of a small crack on the surface of a wide (750 mm) and deep
(170 mm) plate has little effect on a gross response measure such as centerline deflection .

Also shown in Figure 3 is the effect of the P-S moments on the predicted response. The
centerline deflections obtained from 2D analyses based on small displacement theory--i .e ., no
P-S effects included--are shown by triangles in Figure 3 . At the peak response, the centerline
deflections computed in the small displacement theory analyses are approximately three time s
larger than those computed in the corresponding large displacement theory analyses (circles i n
Figure 3) that incorporate the full P-S effects .

Comparisons between the predicted and measured extreme fiber tension strains ar e
summarized in Figure 4 . The 2D results are all from analyses of an uncracked test specimen
geometry because the through-thickness crack runs across the strain gauge location in the 2 D
approximation . However, as shown previously in Figure 3 for the centerline deflections, a
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gross response measure such as the extreme fiber tension strain at a location remote from th e
crack is little affected by the presence or absence of the crack . As was the case for centerlin e
deflection, the measured, 3D predicted (Okamura et al. [2]), and 2D predicted tension strains
are all in very close agreement . The differences between large displacement (circles) and small
displacement theory (triangles) analysis assumptions are also again clear in the figure .

J-integral values computed in the analyses are summarized in Figure 5 . The peak
response of the specimen occurred at approximate 140-150 seconds into the transient . The peak
J value computed by Okamura et al. [2] from their 3D analysis at the deepest part of the crac k
was approximately 220 N/mm . The corresponding value computed from the large displacemen t
theory 2D analysis is approximately 310 N/mm, or approximately 40% larger than the 3 D
value. It is .believed that much of this discrepancy is due to the shallower crack depth in th e
2D analysis, which places the crack tip in a higher thermal stress region than that at the deepes t
point of the 3D surface crack.

The computed J values can be combined with the measured J-R curves to estimate th e
crack advance during the test . The measured J-R data are shown in Figure 6 . Only a slight
temperature dependence is observed over the three sets of data in the 200-300°C range . The
predicted Aa at the deepest part of the surface crack using Okamura et al.'s 3D analysis results
and the data in Figure 6 is approximately 1 .5-2.0 mm (Okamura et al's own estimate is 2 .0
mm). This is 70-120% greater than the actual 0 .9 mm of crack advance measured at thi s
location from post-experiment examination of the fracture surface . The predicted Aa from the
large displacement theory 2D analysis is approximately 3-5 mm, substantially greater than bot h
the experimentally measured value and Okamura et al.'s prediction .

One possible explanation for the discrepancies between the measured and predicted
values of crack advance may lie in the different constraint conditions at the crack tip in th e
Step B configuration vs. the CT specimens used to derive the J-R curves . These difference s
in constraint can be quantified using the Q-stress approach of O-Dowd and Shih [10,111 :

Qq/ao = (aVau)ssl + Q(r/(J/a°))~.i(9 )

Equation (3) represents a two-parameter expansion of the near-tip elastic-plastic stress fields
in a power law hardening material . The first term represents the small scale yielding (SSY )
singular fields--e .g ., the fields obtained from a boundary layer analysis [12] (alternatively, thi s
can be taken as the HRR analytical fields [10,11]) . The second order term represents the
difference between the actual stress fields and the SSY (or HRR) reference fields . The second
order term, which has the dimensionless parameter Q as its amplitude, captures all constraint
influences on the in-plane near-tip stress fields . The â j(0) functions represent the angular
variation of the second order stress fields and are expected to depend also upon the materia l
hardening; the 6,(0) functions are normalized such that ei.oo equals 1 at 0 = O .

The second order fields are extracted by subtracting the SSY solution [12] from the numerica l
solution for the Step B crack tip stresses . Figure 7 illustrates the crack opening stress fields fro m
the 2D large displacement theory Step B analysis at several times during the PTS transient . Figure
7a shows the total stresses computed from the finite element analysis and the first-order SS Y

(3 )
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stresses . Figure 7b depicts the second-order stress fields computed by subtracting the SSY stresse s
from the total stresses . The crack opening stresses computed from the finite element analyses ar e
similar in functional form to the SSY distributions but are lower in magnitude at all radia l
distances ahead of the tip. These differences in stress magnitude increase with time during the PT S
transient--i .e., with increasing J. This is reflected in the increasingly negative second orde r
stresses in Figure 7b at later times during the transient .

The second-order stress field parameters Q and q in Eq. (3) can be obtained from regression
analyses of the form :

ln[(ar}./ao)- (a),},/ao)ssY] = ln(Q) + q ln[r/(J/aa)]

	

(4)

The regression for Eq. (4) was estimated over the range 1 .5 < r/(J/ao) < 10. Additionally, the
first three nodal points ahead of the crack tip were excluded from the regressions because o f
lack of fidelity of the numerical solution in this region . The fit of the computed regression s
was very good in all cases .

The evolution of J and Q during the PTS transient up to the peak response as compute d
using the above approach and the results from the 2D large displacement theory analyses i s
depicted in Figure 8 . Q has a small negative value at the start of the transient, but by the pea k
has decreased to a value of approximately -1 .0, indicating substantial loss of constraint at th e
crack tip at peak response. Part of this constraint loss is undoubtedly due to the shallow dept h
of the flaw. Detailed examination of the computed stress fields suggests that additiona l
constraint loss may be associated with the gross yielding of the cooled (cracked) face of th e
Step B plate at the peak of the response .

Virtually no experimental data exist on the influence of constraint loss on J-R curves
for ductile fracture, so it is impossible to evaluate quantitatively the influence of this constrain t
loss on the analytical predictions for crack advance . Some qualitative indications may be
obtained from the influence of constraint on cleavage fracture, however . Data from Theiss an d
Bryson [13] from cleavage-dominated SENB fracture tests on A533B steel suggest that a
reduction of Q from 0 (plane strain conditions) to -1 .0 may elevate the effective fracture
toughness K ç by approximately 80% (or, alternatively, reduces the effective driving force by
a similar amount) ; in terms of Jc, this increase in effective cleavage fracture toughness i s
approximately 200%. Re-examination of the J-R data in Figure 6 suggests that if ductil e
fracture follows these same trends and the ductile fracture resistance is increased by even only
a small fraction of the cleavage toughness increase, the crack advance predicted by the 3D and
2D finite element analyses may be well within range of the 0 .9 mm measured value .

CONCLUSION S

The principal conclusions drawn from this study are as follows :

(1)

	

Large displacement P-S effects are important for this experimental geometry and mus t
be considered in the analyses .
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(2) There was excellent agreement between the measured, 3D predicted, and 2D predicte d
values for the measured specimen response, i .e., the centerline deflection and th e
extreme fiber tension strain . These excellent predictions of the gross speciment
response can be a achieved without even including the presence of the crack .

(3) The predicted values of J from the 2D (large displacement theory) analyses ar e
substantially larger than those computed from the 3D analyses at the deepest part of th e
crack; much of this discrepancy is believed due to the shallower adjusted crack depth
in the 2D analysis, which places the crack tip in a higher thermal stress region .

(4)

	

The predicted values of J from both the 3D and 2D analyses substantially overpredic t
crack advance when using the J-R data obtained from small scale CT tests .

(5) There is a significant loss of constraint in the Step B specimen at the peak of the PT S
transient . This loss of constraint is likely due primarily to the shallowness of the fla w
and the gross yielding of the cracked surface of the specimen at the peak of th e
transient . Although there is virtually no data with which to evaluate quantitatively th e
effect of this constraint loss on the ductile fracture resistance of the material, intuitively
the qualitative effect should be to increase the effective fracture resistance . This in turn
may produce a smaller predicted crack advance that is more in agreement with th e
experimentally measured values .

The results from this study also suggest several recommendations for future large-scal e
reference experiments :

(1) Adequate instrumentation must be included in the experiment . Particular emphasis
should be placed on instrumentation to measure near-crack response, as opposed t o
gross specimen response . Examples include CMOD gauges, near-crack strain gauges ,
etc .

(2) From an analyst's perspective, phenomena such as the significant P-S effect in the Step
B experiment needlessly complicate the analysis (and do not necessarily have any
counterpart in prototypical RPV scenarios) and should be avoided in the experimen t
design .

(3) Additional small specimen fracture toughness data are required . Interpretation of th e
large-scale test predictions and results becomes very uncertain when only limited
fracture property characterization data are available . The intermingled influences o f
inherent variability, temperature dependence, constraint effects, etc . cannot be isolated
and interpreted unless sufficient small scale test data exist .
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(b)

Figure 1 . Finite element mesh for all analyses : (a) overall mesh ; (b) detail of the crack-tip
region .
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Strai n

Figure 2 . Stress-strain relations for Ramberg-Osgood material and for Step B test materia l
(at various temperatures between 30°C and 300°C) .
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Time (sec )

Figure 3. Measured and predicted centerline deflections vs . time for Step B PTS
experiment .
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Abstract

The analysis results of the recently completed Phase I for the Project Fracture Analysi s
of Large Scale International Reference Experiments (FALSIRE) are summarized in a compa-
rative manner. Thirty-nine analyses of the pressurized thermal shock experiments NKS-3 an d
NKS-4 from MPA-Stuttgart (FRG), PTSE-2 from ORNL (USA) and spinning cylinder SC-I and
SC-Il from AEA-Technology (UK) have been evaluated . The discussion of the results has
been focused on the discrepancies of the finite element results and on comparisons with th e
estimation scheme analyses . A set of quantities like crack mouth opening (CMOD), strains ,
stresses, J-integral and constraint have been selected and compared for the different analy-
ses to approximate the structural behaviour of the test specimens and the fracture behaviou r
of the cracks. A database of the results has been established. The influence of boundary
conditions, approximation of material properties and calculational methods is shown in detail .

The structure mechanics behaviour of the test specimens could be approximated well in cas e
of NKS experiments but not in PTSE-2. Most differences between the various analyses coul d
be explained. In SC tests structural mechanics results could not be compared with experi-
mental measures . The applications of J R methodology to predict crack extension was partiall y
successful in some cases (NKS experiments) but not in others (PTSE-2) . The quality of frac-
ture assessment is closely connected with the structural mechanics simulation . In all analy-
ses with a good structural mechanics approximation, the fracture prediction was reasonable .

Fracture assessments based on CT-specimens overestimate stable crack growth in th e
case of NKS-4 and SC-I/II, because the crack resistance in the large scale test specimens i s
bigger than predicted by small specimens (e .g. CT-25) . SC-I/II fracture results show that
crack growth can be described quite well with the J-integral and the J Rcurves of the large
scale test specimen . Therefore, future work has to be concentrated on extension of the J R
methodology by a parameter which controls the geometry and load dependence of the crac k
resistance. This can only be achieved by close connection between numerical simulation an d
fracture mechanics testing .
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Introductio n

Project FALSIRE was created by the Fracture Assessment Group (FAG) of Principal Workin g
Group No. 3 (PWG/3) of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD)/Nuclear Energy Agency's (NEA's) Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installation s
(CSNI) . The CSNI/FAG was formed to evaluate fracture prediction capabilities currently use d
in safety assessments of nuclear vessel components . Members are from laboratories and re -
search organizations in Western Europe, Japan, and the U .S.A. To meet its obligations, the
CSNI/FAG planned Project FALSIRE to assess various fracture methodologies through inter -
pretive analyses of selected large-scale fracture experiments . The six experiments utilized i n
Project FALSIRE (performed in Federal Republic of Germany, United States, United King -
dom, and Japan) were designed to examine various aspects of crack growth in reactor pres-
sure vessel (RPV) steels under pressurized-thermal-shock (PTS) loading conditions .

These conditions were achieved in three of the experiments by internally pressurizing a hea-
ted cylindrical vessel containing a sharp crack and thermally shocking it with a coolant on th e
inner (NKS-3 and-4, from MPA, Germany) or outer (PTSE-2 from ORNL, USA) surface . In a
series of spinning cylinder experiments (SC from AEA Technology, UK), a thick cylinder wit h
a deep crack on the inner surface was rotated about its axis in a specially-constructed rig
(SC-I) and thermally shocked with a water spray (SC-II) . A Japanese test (Step B from
JAPEIC, Japan) utilized a large surface-cracked plate subjected to combined mechanical loa -
ding of tension and bending, coordinated with a thermal shock of the cracked surface to mo -
del PTS loading conditions . A summary of the material toughness, loading conditions, crac k
geometry and crack growth for each experiment is given in Table 1 .

The CSNI/FAG established a common format for comprehensive statements of these experi-
ments, including supporting information and available analysis results . These statements for-
med the basis for evaluations that were performed by an international group of analyst s
using a variety of structural and fracture mechanics techniques . A three-day workshop was
held in Boston, MA (USA) during May 1990, at which thirty-seven participants representin g
twenty-six organizations (Table 2) presented a total of thirty-nine analyses of the experi-
ments . The analysis techniques employed by the participants (Table 3) included engineerin g
and finite-element methods, which were combined with J R fracture methodology and the
French local approach. For each experiment, analysis results provided estimates of variable s
such as CMOD, temperature, stress, strain, crack growth and applied J and K values and ha -
ve been stored in a results database. The comparative assessment of the analysis results i s
summarized and the discussion concentrates on reasons for the discrepancies among the
various analyses . Further details on the description of the reference experiments, the applie d
analysis methods and the comparative assessments of the analysis results are given in th e
recently finished final report on Project FALSIRE Phase I (Ref . 1) .

NKS-3 Pressurized-Thermal-Shock Experiment

The NKS-3 PTS experiment (Ref . 2) was performed with a thick-walled hollow cylinde r
(thickness 200 mm; inner diameter 400 mm) containing a 360° circumferential flaw on the in-
ner surface having an average depth of approximately 62.8 mm (see Fig . 1). The test piece
was first loaded with an axial tensile load of 100 MN and by internal pressure using water (30
MPa, 330° C) in the cylinder volume . Thermal shock cooling of the inner cylinder surface was
performed by means of two high pressure pumps, spraying cold water (20° C) towards the in-
ner cylinder surface over the whole test length of the cylinder through evenly distributed noz-
zels. Loading and test material data are summarized in Fig . 2 .
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Figures 3-5 show the time history of CMOD, axial strain at the inner surface 184 mm abov e
the crack ligament and the calculated J-integral . Analyses 1-7 used FE' methods and analy-
ses 12 and 13 used ES2 methods. The difference between the results from FE methods ar e
quite small . Table 4 summarizes some selected characteristics of the FE analyses . Due to re-
strictions of the FE-code versions, the approximations of the stress-strain data are different .
Multilinear temperature-dependent approximations in analyses 1 and 5 are very similar, a s
are the calculated results . The FE models differ in the number of degrees of freedom by a
factor of 10. This number ranges between 886 (analysis 5) and 8800 (analysis 7) . Therefore ,
the results in this case do not depend very much on the model size . The J-integral results of
the ES analyses are in the scatter band of the FE results . The stress distribution is strongl y
dependent on the approximation of the stress-strain data . In analysis 2, a very low yiel d
stress is used which results in lower stresses on the ligament during the transient . Crack
growth has been evaluated with crack resistance curves of CT-25 specimens, giving value s
of about 3 to 4 .8 mm (average measured : 3.6 mm, i .e. about 6 % of the initial crack depth )
due to the scatterband of the analyses results . The uncertainty of the calculated crack growt h
is about 3 % of the initial crack depth . Therefore, these analysis results show a scatterban d
which is acceptable in comparison with the experimental data. The neccessary material pro-
perties to calculate the structure mechanics behaviour were available . The J Rmethodology
based on small specimens gives suitable results for the analyses .

NKS-4 Pressurized-Thermal-Shock Experimen t

The PTS experiment NKS-4 (Ref. 3) examined crack-growth behaviour of two symmetricall y
opposed semi-elliptical surface cracks in a low-toughness material . Figure 6 shows the geo-
metry of the test cylinder and the two circumferential cracks located on the inner surface .
Each crack has a ratio of length to depth of 6:1 and a maximum depth of approximately 30
mm. The cracks were produced by means of spark erosion and fatiguing procedures .

The test rig and loading procedures used to test the NKS-4 specimen were essentially th e
same as for NKS-3. The NKS-4 experiment was performed using two thermal-shock trans-
ients, the first of which produced a reduced thermal loading due to mechanical problems with
the cooling water flow . In Fig . 7 the loading of the analyzed transient and the material charac-
terization is summarized .

Comparisons of calculated CMOD, axial strain and J-integral at the center of the partially cir-
cumferential crack versus time are shown in Figs . 8-10. Selected characteristics of the F E
analyses are summarized in Table 5 . Analysis 1 fits the experimental data best . Analysis 2
used a temperature independent stress-strain curve with a very low yield stress and a highe r
thermal expansion coefficient which produces higher CMOD . The J values of small evalua-
tion regions show about 30 % lower values than presented in Fig . 10 (very recent results) .
Analysis 3 is characterized by an artificially high yield stress and a reference temperature o f
20° C, contrary to the other analyses ; but most important are the differences in the deforma-
tion boundary conditions. Missing rotational restraints are responsible for the significantly hig-
her J-integral values . Analysis 7 is an axisymmetric solution of the 3-D problem with an ap-
proximation of the partially circumferential crack by a 360° fully circumferential crack. There-
fore the results overestimate the measured data . The J-integral results of ES analyses 1 2
and 13 are in the scatterband of the 3-D FE results . The crack growth at the center of the
crack calculated from an isothermal J Rcurve (T = 240° C) of a CT-25 specimen ranges from
2 to 3.2 mm (measured: 1 .5 mm, i .e. 5 % of the initial crack depth) .

' FE finite element

2 ES estimation sheme
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In conclusion, the results show that with the available material, properties, the structure an d
fracture mechanics behaviour of this 3-D problem were analyzed quite well . The scatter of
the results is quite large but the main reasons could be identified . Crack growth assessment
based on J R-methodology at the center of the crack overestimates the measured value .

PTSE-2A

	

Pressurized-Thermal-Shock Experimen t

The details of the PTSE-2 test vessel (Ref . 4) and the initial flaw geometry of the axial crack
in the outside surface are given in Fig . 11 . A test vessel was prepared with a plug of speciall y
heat-treated test steel welded into the vessel . In the experiment the flawed vessel was loa-
ded by outside cooling and an internal pressure transient (Fig 12) . Furthermore a summary o f
the material data of the test section are given . The tensile strengths were undesirably low ,
but other properties, although somewhat uncertain, were satisfactory . The flaw experienced
two stages of ductile tearing interrupted by a period of warm prestressing ( K 1 < 0) followed by
cleavage and arrest . The comperative assessment of the analyses has been concentrate d
on the first three minutes of the thermal transient with one period of stable crack growth . The
time histories of CMOD and J-integral are presented in Figs . 13-14 and selected characteri-
stics are summarized in Table 6 . In comparison with the experiment, all analyses underesti-
mate the experimental results of CMOD . In this connection it has to be mentioned that th e
temperature dependence of the stress-strain curve and the thermal expansion coefficient (a )
were not available for the analysts . Recent investigations show that the measured CMOD va-
lues are strongly axial dependent, i .e. the thermal loading conditions have to be checked i n
further detail .

The FE results are strongly dependent on the approximation of the stress-strain data, the ef-
fect of whether crack growth has been considered, and the coefficient of thermal expansion .
Analysis 10 has about 30 % lower CMOD at t = 185 s than analysis 5 and about 40 % highe r
J-value. The reason is the different bilinear approximation of the stress strain data . The mea -
sured onset of yield is very low (70 MPa) compared with the engineering yield stress (25 5
MPa) quoted for the vessel insert . The value used in the calculations ranges from 200 MPa
to 495 MPa, dependent on whether the small strain or the larger strain region of the stres s
curve is approximated well . Furthermore, an increase in a 0.2 of 50 % from the vessel insert
after transients A and B has been found . The artificially high yield stress used in analysis 1 0
results in higher stresses on the ligament (see Figs . 15-16) with a smaller plastic zone and
therefore smaller CMOD but higher J-integral . In analyses 5', the final crack length after the
first period of stable crack growth (5.1 mm after 185 s) was used which produces an increase
of CMOD at t = 185 s of about 30 % compared with analysis 5 . Due to the experience with
other calculations, a 20 % higher coefficient of thermal expansion was used to demonstrate
the effect of a change in reference temperature from room temperature to 300° C . This chan -
ge produces a CMOD increase of 13 % . The change in the approximation of the stress-strai n
data (pretest set 5) by a multilinear curve causes a CMOD decrease of about 13 % . The
scatter band of the results is also enlarged because different assumptions concerning the
crack depth have been chosen (initial depth after first phase of stable crack growth) .

Analysis 8 simulated the measured crack growth, but the higher yield stress makes the mo -
del more stiff, which results in lower CMOD values . ES analysis 15 and 15' used influence
coefficients based on infinitely long cracks and on finite-length 3-D crack, respectively. The-
refore, when the fracture assessment is done excluding analysis 15 (because the latter assu-
mes infinite crack length) and excluding analyses 5' and 8 (because the latter took crac k
growth already into account), then a crack growth estimation of 1-2 .5 mm (measured 5 .1 mm)
is obtained from isothermal CT-25 specimen JR-curves. The underestimation of crack loadin g
and crack growth has to be considered in connection with the underestimation of CMOD, i .e .
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without good structure mechanics simulations a good fracture mechanics approximation can -
not be achieved. The temperature dependence of J R is strong and it is not known what the
effect of temperature gradient in the test cylinder has on the crack resistance . The necessary
material properties, especially the temperature dependence, were not available totally . The-
refore, reasons for the large difference between results of the analyses and the experimen t
could be only partly provided. However, some parameters which show significant influence
on the analysis results have been identified .

PTSE-2B

	

Pressurized-Thermal-Shock Experiment

The arrested crack from transient A was the initial crack geometry for transient B . Data des-
cribing the thermal and mechanical loading conditions in transient B are provided in Fig . 17 .
The extended crack that had developed during the PTSE-2A first tore depthwise and then
converted to cleavage . The propagating cleavage crack arrested and then propagated b y
ductile tearing until the vessel ruptured . Figures 18-19 show the time dependence of CMOD
and J-integral and Table 7 shows selected characteristics of the FE-analyses . The FE-
analyses underestimate CMOD (as in PTSE-2A) which may be due to the same reasons dis -
cussed above, e.g . lack of temperature-dependent material data for a (e) and a . Differences
in the stress behaviour on the ligament, especially at the beginning of the transient, are du e
to the inclusion of residual stresses from transient A in analyses 5 and 8, but not in analysis
7. Furthermore, different material property sets have been used, the post-test set in analyse s
5, and the pre-test set in analysis 7 (see Fig . 12). That also leads to differences in CMO D
and J-integral .

Negative J-values are calculated at the beginning of the transient in analyses 5 and 8 becau-
se of the compressive residual stresses in front of the crack tip due to transient A . The hoop
stresses of analyses 12 and 15 compare well, but the J-values have large differences due t o
the ES methods applied .

A range of stable crack growth is calculated using isothermal J Rcurves and the J-integra l
scatterband obtained by excluding analyses 12 and 15 from the set given in Fig . 19. Possi-
bly, analysis 12 fails due to the deep crack and analysis 15 due to the assumption of infinite
crack length (as compared with analysis 15', which assumed a finite crack length) . The calcu-
lated crack growth ranges from 1,4 to 2,9 mm (measured 3,7 mm, i .e. 9 % of the initial crack
depth in PTSE-2B) . The underestimation of the crack growth is not as large as in PTSE-2A ,
but is again closely connected with the underestimation of CMOD and another factor whic h
could reduce the crack growth has not been considered . The stress state in front of a crack
which has already seen a transient (A) could be altered due to blunting and lead to an in -
crease in crack resistance compared to that of a standards specimen with fatigued crack .
Therefore, as in PTSE-2A, differences between the analysis results and the experimental da -
ta could not be clarified totally, but additional influence factors concerning the quality of frac-
ture assessment based on J R-methodology have been pointed out .
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SC-I

	

Spinning Cylinder Experiment

The first spinning cylinder experiment (Ref . 5) was an investigation of stable ductile crac k
growth in contained yield for a thick section low alloy steel structure . Crack growth was gene -
rated by progressively increasing the rotational speed of a cylindrical specimen with an axia l
flaw at the inner surface maintained at a uniform temperature of 290°C (see Fig . 20) . The
loading and material characterization data for SC-1 are summarized in Fig . 21 .

In Fig. 22 J-integral values are plotted versus the angular velocity which represents the loa-
ding of the test. The stress-strain approximation of the plane strain FE analyses 8 and 9 are
multilinear . Measured CMOD or strain values were not available to the analysts . Some CTO D
data were made available only after evaluation of the analysis results of the Project FALSIR E
Workshop. The J-integral results of the FE and ES analyses show a small scatterband
around the experimental curve extracted from the J R-curve measured with the SC-I test cylin-
der. The curve of analysis 9 has a weaker slope, which could not be explained . Analyses 1 2
and 16 show differences up to 50 % due to different ES-fracture methods used in the analy-
ses; it should be noted that the hoop stresses are the same .

In conclusion, only fracture results could be compared with the experiment . They show that
crack growth based on J R-methodology can be described with the crack resistance curve o f
the large scale test specimen quite well . However, the fracture toughness measured wit h
small-scale CT specimens is substantially lower than that obtained for the large-scale spin-
ning cylinder which should be explained by a constraint parameter controlling the geometry
dependence of crack resistance .

SC-Il Thermal-Shock Spinning Cylinder Experimen t

The second spinning cylinder experiment was an investigation of stable crack growth in con-
tained yield for a thick section low alloy steel structure subjected to a severe thermal shock .
The configuration of the cylindrical specimen used is shown in Fig . 20. In the SC-Il test, the
cylinder was stabilized at a mean temperature of 312°C . The cylinder was then rotated to
530 revolutions per minute to provide for uniform cooling of the inner surface . The thermal
gradient in the wall is given in Fig . 23 .

The time dependence of the J-integral is presented in Fig . 24. For the deep crack, the weigh t
function method used for fracture assessment in analysis 16 gives quite conservative results ,
primarily due to stress calculations resulting from the assumption of free-end boundary condi-
tions. Analysis 11, which used the Bamford and Buchalet K, solution given for a wall thick-
ness to internal radius (VA) ratio of 0 .1 (but SC-II, t/R = 0.4), shows the lowest values . Due to
the scatterband, the crack growth calculated from the SC-II specimen JR-curve ranges from
0.0 mm to 1 .4 mm (measured value in the middle of the crack, 0 .75 mm i .e., 0.7 % of the in-
itial crack depth), but the four analyses 8, 12, 13 and 14 range from 0 .2 to 0 .8 mm .

As in SC-I, the fracture assessment based on the large scale test specimen J Rcurve gives
suitable results, but the crack loading is strongly dependent on the estimation scheme me-
thod used and the boundary conditions assumed .for the model . In particular, free-end boun-
dary conditions, which best fit the test conditions, produce an axial decrease of crack loa-
ding. Measured crack opening and hoop strains were made available only after evaluation o f
the analysis results of the Project FALSIRE Workshop .
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Conclusion

Based on results from the Project FALSIRE Workshop, several observations can be mad e
concerning predictive capabilities of current fracture assessment methodologies as reflecte d
in the large-scale experiments described in the previous sections .

The discussion of the analysis results has been focused on the discrepancies of the finit e
element results and on comparisons with the estimation scheme analyses . Examples of the-
se comparisons were shown in CMOD vs time plots for experiments NKS-3, 4 , and PTSE-2
NB. The structural mechanics behaviour of the test specimens could be approximated well i n
case of NKS experiments but not in PTSE-2 (see Table 8) . In SC tests structural mechanics
results could not be compared with experimental measures . The largest differences are see n
to occur in the PTSE-2 A transient . The restrictions in some finite element codes to input
stress-strain curves only by bilinear approximations produced scatter bands in the result s
(CMOD and J-integral) dependent on the level of plasticity reached .

All the analyses of PTSE-2 assumed material and physical properties to be independent o f
temperature, because corresponding measured data have not been made available . These
analysis results highlight the importance of obtaining high-quality material properties and
structural response data (CMOD, strains, etc.) from the experiments to model structural be-
haviour of the specimen prior to performing fracture mechanics evaluations . In particular, va-
riables must be carefully selected and reliably measured to provide a minimum set of data fo r
validating these structural models . This requirement was not uniformly achieved in all of th e
large-scale experiments examined in the Project FALSIRE Workshop .

In applications of J R methodology based on small specimen data, all analyses correctly distin-
guished between stable crack growth and ductile instability conditions for each experiment .
These include both estimation schemes and detailed finite element analyses . However, as a
technique to predict crack extension, J R methodology was partially successful in some cases
(NKS experiments) but not in others (PTSE-2, spinning cylinder experiments) . The quality of
fracture assessment is closely connected with the structural mechanics simulation . In all ana-
lyses with a good structure mechanics approximation the fracture prediction was reasonable .
Fracture assessments based on CT-specimens overestimated stable crack growth in the ca -
se of NKS-4, SC-I/11, and Step B-PTS because the crack restistance in the large scale tes t
specimens is bigger than predicted by small specimens (e .g. CT-25) . SC-I/II fracture results
show that crack growth can be described quite well with the J-integral and the J Rcurves o f
the large scale test specimen . A summary of the fracture results are given in Table 9 .

In PTSE-2A, the first phase of stable crack growth is underestimated because the crack loa-
ding also represented in CMOD is underestimated . Recent investigations show a strong axia l
dependence of the measured CMOD value. Therefore especially the thermal loading condi-
tions have to be checked for further studies . Furthermore, differences between pretest cha-
racterization data and posttest in situ data for material and fracture toughness properties ga-
ve rise to questions concerning whether J R curves from CT specimens were representative o f
the flawed region of the vessel . None of these temperature-dependent J Rcurves were consi-
stent with all phases of ductile tearing observed in PTSE-2 . It should be pointed out that the
PTSE-2A transient included load-history (i .e., warm-prestressing) effects that were not incor-
porated into the JR methodology. The substantial differences between fracture toughness
curves generated from the spinning cylinders and from CT specimens focussed attention o n
other factors. These included the possibility that crack-tip behaviour in the spinning cylinder
is not characterized by a single correlation parameter. Alternative criteria under consideratio n
include two-parameter models in which K or J is augmented by the next higher-order in th e
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senes expansion of the stresses around the crack tip (Ref . 6) . Other measures considered in
dealing with the transfer of small specimen data to large structures include the stress triaxiali-
ty parameter, which is proportional to the rate of hydrostatic to effective stress (Ref . 7) .

Therefore, future work has to be concentrated on extension of the J R methodology by a para -
meter which controls the geometry and load dependence of the crack resistance . In fracture
analyses it has to be investigated how the crack resistance in large scale test specimens ca n
be approximated by small scale fracture test specimens . This can only be achieved by clos e
connection between numerical simulation and fracture mechanics testing .
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Table 1 : Summary of Project FALSIRE Reference Experiment s

Experiment
(Place)

Material '
Toughness Loading

Crack
Geometry

_Crack
Growth

NKS-3
(MPA, FRG)

NKS-4
(MPA, FRG)

PTSE 2A\B
(ORNL, USA)

Spin. Cyl . I
(AEA, UK)

Spin. Cyl. II
(AEA, UK)

Step B PTS
(JAPEIC,
JAPAN)

Ais = 95 J,
TNDT = 60°C

Avs = 60 J ,
TNDT = 120°C

AVS = 60 J
TNDT = 49°Cb

= 75°C`

Avs = 90 J

A5 = 110 J

Ais = 100 J,

Thermal shock
axial tension ,
internal
pressure
(constant )

Thermal shock
axial tension ,
internal
pressure
(constant )

Thermal shock ,
interna l
pressure
(transient)

Rotation o f
specimen

Thermal shock

Thermal shock

Circumferentia l
(a/t = 0.3)

Partly
circumferentia l
(a/t = 0.15 )

Axia l
(a/t = 0.1\0.29)

Axia l
(aft = 0.54)

Axia l
(a/t = 0.52)

Surface crack
(aft = 0.14)
bending

Ductile 3.6 mm
(Average)
Aa/a = 0.06

Ductile 1 .5 mm
(Center )
Aa/a = 0.05

Ductile 11 .1\3 .7 mm
Brittle 16.8\32.7 mm
Unstable -\6&8 mm
Aa/a = 035\0.09
(first phase of A\B)

Ductile 2.8 mm
(Average)
Aa/a = 0.03

Ductile 0.0 - 0.75 mm
A a/a = 0.01 (max)

Ductile 0.3 - 1 .0 mm
A a/a = 0.04 (max)TNDT = 139°C Tension, and

' Avus = Charpy V-notch upper shelf energy

b pretest

` posttest
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Table 2 : Organizations participated in the Project FALSIRE Workshop, Boston, May 1990

	Organization	 Country

Atomic Energy Authority (AEA)

	

UK
AZ/EPRI

	

USA
B&W Nuclear Services

	

USA
Battelle Columbus Division

	

USA
Central Research Institute of Electric

	

Japan
Power Industry (CRIEPI )

Centre D'Etudes Nucleaires de SacL .y

	

France
Combustion Engineering (CE)

	

USA
Electricite de France (EDF)

	

France
Fraunhofer Institut fur Werkstoffmechanik (IWM)

	

FRG
Gesellschaft fûr Anlagen-und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS)

	

FRG
Japan Power and Engineering Inspection

	

Japan
Corporation (JAPEIC )

Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety

	

Korea
Materialprûfungsanstalt (MPA)

	

FRG
Universitat Stuttgart

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI)

	

Japan
National Committee for Nuclear and

	

Italy
Alternative Energies (ENEA-DISP )

Nuclear Electric

	

UK
Nuclear Energy Agency-OECD

	

France
Nuclear Installations Inspectorate

	

UK
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

	

USA
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)

	

USA
Paul Scherrer Institut

	

Switzerland
Southwest Research Institute (SWRI)

	

USA
Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT)

	

Finland
University of Maryland

	

USA
University of Tennessee

	

USA
University of Tokyo

	

Japan

Participants : USA 17, FRG 5, France 4; UK 3, Japan 3, Finland 2,
Switzerland 1, Korea 1, Italy 1 ; Total 3 7
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Table 3: Summary of Project FALSIRE analysis techniques

NKS-3 NKS-4 PTSE-2 SC-I SC-II STEP B PTS
(10 analyses) (6 analyses) (8 analyses) (6 analyses) (8 analyses) (1 analysis )

FE; JR FE; JR FE; JR FE; JR FE; JR FE; JR
FE; JR, LA FE; JR FE; JR FE; JR FE; JR
FE; JR FE; JR FE; JR FE; JR FE; ES
FE; JR, LA FE; JR FE; JR ES FE; ES
FE; JR ES ; JIT FE; JR ES ES
FE; JR ES ; R6/1 FE; JR ES; WF ES ; R6/1
FE; JR ES ; J/T ES
FE; JR ES ES
ES ; PT
ES ; R6/1

FE = Finite Element Method
ES = Estimation Scheme
Al = Analytic Solution with Numerical Integratio n
A2 = Handbook Analysis of Statically Indeterminate Mode l
JR = R-Curve Approach
J/T = J/Tearing Modulus Approac h
LA = Local Approach

R6/1 = R6 Method/Option 1
WF = Weight Function Method



Table 4: NKS-3, selected characteristics of FE analyse s

Analysis
Degrees of
Freedom of

Approximation of stress strain data Coefficient of Thermal

	

Reference
Expansion

	

TemperatureBilinear Multilinear
Number FE-Model T(°C) oy/ET (MPa) ay (MPa) T(°C) a(104K'')

	

(°C)

1 1968 20 563/3555 14 .4 33 0
(axisym .) 160 519/4388

260 536/5489
400 506/6383

2 1938 20 350• 14 .4 33 0

3

(axisym.)

7054 20 607/1167 14.4 35 5
(axisym.) 350 643/469

4 2232 20 444 20 11 .2 33 0

(axisym .) 160 400 160 13 .0
220 411 220 14 .0
260 419 260 14.6
290 413 290 15 . 2
320 406 320 15 . 7

5 886 20 563/3436
(axiysm.) 160 519/3804 14 .4 33 2

260 536/4540
320 523/529 1

6 1718 20 563
(axisym.) 160 519 14.4 330

220 504
260 536
320 523

7 8800
(axisym.)

* Engineering stress-strain curve of NKS-4 material (stress values used are about 10% higher than e.g. in analysis 4).



Table 5 : NKS-4, selected characteristics of FE analyses

Analysis
Degrees of
Freedom of

Approximation of stress strain data Coefficient of Therma l
Expansion

Reference
TemperatureBilinear Multilinear

Number FE-Model T(°C) ay/ET (MPa) ay (MPa) T(°C) a(104K-1 ) (°C)

1 21175 20 618/3013 20 12.00
(3D-90°) 120 619/3013 120 12.53

160 578/3013 160 12.73 330
280 629/3013 280 13.37
320 608/3013 320 13.58

2 5094 20 350* 14.4 330
(3D-90°) temperature independent

3 35370 692/2140 14.4 20
(3D-90°) temperature independent

7 8800
(axisym .)

* engineering stress-strain curve



Table 6: PTSE-2A, selected characteristics of FE analyses

Analysi s
Number

Degrees of
Freedom in
FE-Model

Crack Depth
in FE-Model

(mm)

Approximation of Stress-Strai n
Data of Vessel-Insert

Expansion
(10'K-1 )

Reference
Temperature

(°C)T(°C)
Bilinea r

oy/Er(MPa)
Multilinear
ay(MPa )

5 515
(2d-plane strain)

14.5 Averaged 200/12087
(set 5)

14.4 300

5' 51 5
(2d-plane strain)

19.6 Averaged 70
(set 5)

17.3 300

7 3200
(2d-plane strain)

19.6 Averaged 70
(set 5)

14 .4

8 3800
(2d-plane strain)

14 .5-19.6 Averaged 4001263 7
(set 5)

14 .4 300

9 1922
(2d-plane strain)

14 .5-19.6 Averaged 375
(set 7)

14.4 290

10 241 9
(2d-plane strain)

14 .5 Averaged 495/2300
(set 7)

14.4 300



Table 7: PTSE-2B, selected characterisitcs of FE analyses

Degrees of

	

Crack Depth Residual
Approximation of Stress-Strai n

Data of Vessel-Insert Reference
Analysis Freedom in

	

in FE-Model Stress Bilinear Multilinear Expansion Temperature
Number FE-Model

	

(mm) Considered T(°C) oy/E,r(MPa) oy(MPa) (10-6 K- ') (°C)

5 551 42.4 Yes Averaged 373/7313 14.4 275
(2d-plane strain) (set 7 )

7 3200 42.4 No Averaged 70 14.4
(2d-plane strain) (set 5 )

8 3800 42.4-46.1 Yes Averaged 400/2637 14 .4 275
(2d-plane strain) (set 5)



Table 8: Comparative assessment of structure behaviour in Project FALSIRE Reference Experiment s
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Table 9: Comparative assessment of fracture behaviour in Project FALSIRE Reference Experiments
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PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK TESTS WITH MODEL PRESSURE VESSEL S
MADE OF VVER-440 REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL STEE L

by
H. Keindnen*, H. Talja* , R. Rintamaa* ,

R. Ahlstrand** , P. Nurkkala** ,
G. P. Karzov*** , A. A . Bljumin"* and B. T. Timofeev *** .

ABSTRACT

A reactor pressure vessel may be exposed to the most severe loading during its operational life,
when in emergency cooling cold water is injected into it . The very high thermal stresse s
combined with the stresses due to internal pressure may cause initiation of an existing crac k
and its propagation into the pressure vessel wall which in the worst case leads to catastrophi c
failure of the reactor vessel .

A joint pressure vessel integrity research programme between three partners has been going o n
since 1990. The partners are the Prometey Institute from Russia, the Imatran Voima Oy (IVO)
from Finland and the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VU) . The main objective of the
research programme is to increase the reliability of the VVER-440 reactor pressure vesse l
safety analysis . This is achieved by providing the material property data for the VVER-440
pressure vessel steel and by producing experimental knowledge of the crack behaviour in
pressurized thermal shock loading for the validation of different fracture assessment methods .

The programme is divided into four parts : pressure vessel tests, material characterization ,
computational fracture analyses and evaluation of the analysis methods . The testing programme
comprises tests on two model pressure vessels with axial surface flaws . The second model
vessel has an austenitic steel cladding . A special heat treatment is applied to the vessels prio r
to the tests in order to simulate the end of life toughness state of a real reactor pressure vessel .

The Prometey Institute conducts the pressure vessel tests, NO is responsible for the tes t
instrumentation and VTT performs the material characterization and the computational
analyses . The evaluation part is carried out together . The Finnish work is funded by the
Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety, Imatran Voima Oy and the Ministry of Trad e
and Industry . The pressure vessels have been manufactured in the Izorsky factory in
St. Petersburg. The same factory manufactures VVER-440 reactor pressure vessels .

In this paper, the results of the tests and the computational analyses considering the firs t
(uncladded) model vessel are discussed . Extensive three-dimensional finite-element analyse s
as well as simple engineering assessments are performed. The fracture behaviour of the mode l
vessel based on fractographic examinations and test measurements is described . Both the
results of pre-test analyses using initial material properties and post-test analyses using actua l
material properties are compared with the experimental observations . Finally, evaluation of th e
fracture assessment methods is performed .

*Technical Research Centre of Finland, Metals Laboratory, Metallimiehenkuja 10, 02150 Espoo, Finland
** Imatran Voima Oy, PL 112, 01601 Vantaa, Finland
***Central Research Institute of Structural Materials "Prometey", 193167, St . Petersburg, nab . reki Monastyrki 1 ,
Russia
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INTRODUCTION

Seven pressurized thermoshock tests were made with the first model pressure vessel (Fig . 1)
using five different flaw geometries, Table 1 . The initial flaws have all been shallow, outer -
surface, axially oriented flaws at the midlength of the vessel, partially in the base metal and i n
a circumferential weld. In the first three tests the flaw was actually a blunt notch made b y
grinding. In the following tests a sharp pre-crack was used .

1000
Pretest flaw

- 270°

1850

The first model vessel.

180° a = 25 mm
2c=140m m

Table I .

	

Different tests and flaw geometries. a is crack depth, 2c is crack length, p is
pressure, TT is coolant (water) temperature and Tim is initial temperature .

Test nr . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

a (mm) 12 12 25 26 30` 30° *d

2c (mm) 1000 1000 250 140 350` 350` *d

Flaw nr. 1 1 - 2 3 3 4

Type notchy crackb

P (bar) 60 300. .90' 335 300. .40` 560..0e 600 600

Tim (°C) 240 262 266 266 280 300 300

T~ (°C) 13 13 20 9 7 15 15

° Mechanical notch. b Sharp crack produced by a special crack initiating welding technique (Rintamaa et al .
1988) . ` Due to leaks constant pressure was not maintained . *d The old (extended) flaw was used. The values of
crack depth and length were determined by ultrasonic measurement .

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The pressure vessel material is VVER 440 type reactor pressure vessel steel 15X2MFA. The
circumferential weld has been made by submerged arc welding using wire Sv-10XMFT an d
flux AH-42. The vessel has been subjected to thermal heat treatment to simulate the radiation
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embrittlement of the steel : annealing 1000 °C, holding 4 hours, cooling in oil, temperin g
620 °C 10 hours, cooling in air.

The thermal material property values for the analyses were obtained from the Promete y
Institute, Table 2. The measured stress-strain curves for both base and weld material ar e
presented in Fig 2. Fig. 3 presents the Charpy-V impact energy at different temperatures .
Unfortunately, at the time of preparation of this manuscript, the results of J-R testing are no t
yet available .

Table 2 .

	

Thermal material property values . T is temperature, a is thermal expansion
coefficient, ? . is thermal conductivity and d is thermal diffusivity .

T (C°) 20 150 300

a (10-61/°C) (base and weld) 11 .7 12.15 12.7

(W/(m°C)) (base and weld) 37 37 37

d (mm2/s) (base and weld) 9.970 9.775 9.550

FLAW PREPARATIO N

In tests 1, 2, 3 and 4 the flaw was a blunt notch manufactured by grinding . In tests 4, 5, 6 and
7 a sharp crack was used. The crack was manufactured by filling the grinded notch by weld
deposites. Welding data and parameters are given in Table 3 .

Table 3.

	

Welding data and parameters for crack preparation (manual metal arc welding) .

Electrode Fox Dur 500 4) 3,25 mm

Chemical composition 0,4 % C, 1,2 % Si, 1,2 % Mn, 2,8 % Cr

Current and velocity 215 A DC, 12 cm/min

TEST CONFIGURATION

The pressure vessel is first heated to approximately 300 °C using resistors . At the same time
the vessel is pressurized by water. Just before the test the heating resistors are lifted up. The
vessel is subjected to sudden flow of cold (0 . . .20 °C) water around the outer surface . Due to
the capacity of cooling water tanks the coolant flow is effective during the first two minutes .
The test configuration is presented in Fig . 4 .

MEASUREMENTS DURING THE TESTS

The measurements were performed by Imatran Voima Oy (Nurkkala 1991a, 1991b) .
Temperatures were measured on the outside surface of the vessel and inside the vessel wall
using thermocouples. Strains were measured on the outside surface using weldable strai n
gages. In addition, crack opening displacement and pressure was measured in tests 6 and 7 . Al l
transducers were set to zero after pressurization before the beginning of the thermal transient .
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Fig. 2 .

	

The measured stress-strain curves for the base and weld materials .
IMPACT ENERGY (J)

BASE MRT .

Fig. 3 .

	

The measured Charpy-V impact energy at different temperatures .

Fig . 4 .

	

- The PTS test configuration .
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PRE-TESTS CALCULATION S

The temperature field calculations were made using a computer code based on the Fourie r

series (Raiko & Mikkola 1991) . As the next step, the hoop stresses due to internal pressure and
thermal transient were calculated analytically using the normal "thick shell"- formula . The
hoop stress due to temperature transient was obtained from (Timoshenko & Goodier 1982 )

1v

	

2 2
ah =

	

[	 r +a	 f T(r)rdr + 1 f T(r)rdr - T(r) ] ,
(b2-a2)r2

a

	

r2
a

where a is the thermal expansion coefficient (12,0 . 10"6), E is Young's modulus (195 GPa), v
is Poisson's ratio (0,3), T(r) is the function describing the temperature variation in the wall, b
is the outside radius, a is the inside radius and r is the radius of the location of interest .

Linear elastic fracture mechanics was applied to assess the severity of the flaws . The VTTSIF
program (Kantola 1986) based on the influence function method (Besuner 1977) was used to
calculate stress intensity factor values . For the calculation the stress distribution in an unflawed
structure and geometry-dependent influence functions were needed . Flaws 2 and 3 (Table 1 )
were considered as semi-elliptical flaws, and the stress intensity factor formulae presented b y
Newman and Raju (1983) were used .

The initial shape of flaw 2 (Table 1) was idealised as a semi-ellipse with semi-axes of 25 m m
and 70 mm. The calculated stress intensity factor values at the deepest point are shown in Fig .
5. Flaw 3 was idealised as a semi-ellipse with semi-axes of 30 mm and 175 mm . The result s
for the stress intensity factor value at the deepest point of the crack are shown in Fig. 6 .

K (MP R

200 . -

25 MM

b

	

r

(1)

o .
too .0 . 200 .

TIME (Si
300 .

Fig. 5 .

	

The values of stress intensity factor due to internal pressure 300 bar and therma l
shock, flaw 2 .
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45 M M

	 -135 M M
30 M M

0 .
0•

	

100 .

	

200 .

	

300 .
TIME (S l

Fig. 6 .

	

The values of stress intensity factor due to internal pressure 600 bar and therma l
shock, flaw 3 .

The calculated stress intensity factor for flaw 3 is presented as a function of crack tip
temperature for pressure loads of 300 bar and 600 bar (including thermal transient) in Fig . 7
together with the estimated fracture initiation toughness values of the weld material provided
by the Prometey Institute .

Fig. 7. The calculated stress intensity factor for flaw 3 as a function of crack ti p
temperature for different pressure loads (including thermal transient) togethe r
with the preliminary fracture initiation toughness values of the weld materia l
provided by the Prometey Institute .

200 . -
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FLAW BEHAVIOU R

According to the measurements and other observations, no crack initiation occurred in tests 1 -
5. In tests 1, 2 and 3 the crack was actually a blunt notch . In tests 4 and 5 a sharp crack wa s
inroduced but constant pressure was not maintained during the tests due to leaks . According
to the measured strain and crack mouth opening displacement values the crack already tested
in test 5 initiated and propagated in test 6. The crack initiation occurred at the time of roun d
155 s from the start of cooling. In test 7 no ob, Itions of crack initiation could be observe d
on the basis of the measurements .

On the basis of the macroscopic examination of the fracture surface (see Appendix) followin g
conclusions were made :

• Before test 6 the initial depth of the crack has been approximately 30-40 mm
in the middle area of the crack. The initial crack length has been 350 mm .

• The crack has initiated and arrested during test 6 . The fracture surface reveal s
brittle or brittle/ductile morphology .

• Considerable amounth of crack propagation has been developed in both ends of
the crack ('tunneling') .

POST-TESTS CALCULATION S

Numerical post-test calculation was made for studying the case of test 6, in which crac k
initiated to grow and arrested. In the finite-element calculation the ADINA-T and ADINA
codes were used. The VTTVIRT code (Taija 1987) was used to calculate J-integral values .

The temperature field was calculated using a fine meshed line model . The inside surface of the
vessel was assumed to be insulated . The heat transfer between the vessel wall and the coolan t
was modelled for the outside surface . The heat transfer coefficient h between the cooling water
and the vessel outside surface is presented in Table 4 . These values were determined on the
basis of pre-test experiments (Prometey) and the measured surface temperatures. These values
are consistent with those presented in literature (e .g. Kordisch et al . 1990) . The calculated
temperatures are compared to measured ones in Fig . 8 .

Table 4 .

	

The heat transfer coefficient between the cooling water and the vessel wall .

T (°C) 40 80 90 95 100 105 110 300

h (kW/(m2°C)) 2.5 3.3 6.0 8.0 15.0 20.0 30.0 40.0

The three dimensional model is presented in Fig. 9. Only the straight part of the vessel was
modelled (length of the model was 385 mm), because the end effects were small (Talja &
Keinanen 1991) . The flaw was modelled having a constant depth and quarter-circular ends. The
appropriate symmetry boundary conditions and the axial traction due to internal pressure wer e
modelled and the measured pressure-time-dependency was used. Fig. 10 compares the
calculated crack opening displacement to the measured one in the middle of the crack .
Fig. 11 compares the calculated hoop strain far from the crack to the measured one .
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TEMPERATURE (C)

Fig. 8.

	

Comparison of calculated temperatures to measured ones, test 6 . Dashed lines
present calculated values and solid lines measured values .

Fig. 9 .

	

The three dimensional model.
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Comparison of calculated and measured crack mouth opening displacement in the
middle of the crack .
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Fig. 11 . Comparison of calculated and measured (test 6, gage S14) hoop strain far from
the crack. The average of the hoop strain measurements in tests 2, 3 and 4 i s
also presented.

1-integral values were calculated using the VTTVIRT-code (Talja 1987) in which th e
calculation of the 1-integral is done by the virtual crack extension method . The stress intensity
factor was calculated assuming a plane strain condition and small scale yielding, thu s

o .

K = (2)
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The calculated stress intensity factors in two locations are compared to the preliminary materia l
fracture toughness data in Fig . 12. The reasons for that the stress intensity factor value
according to the finite-element calculation exceeds the analytical value are the larger crack are a
in the finite-element model and the linear elasticity in the analytical calculation .
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too .
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50 .0
0 .

	

100 .

	

200 .

	

300 .
CRACK TIP TEMPERRTURE 1'C )

Fig. 12 .

	

Calculated stress intensity factors (tests 6) and the preliminary material fractur e
toughness data .

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE PLAN S

The behaviour of a model pressure vessel made of a steel 15X2MFA has been studied in a
pressurized thermal shock loading . Seven PTS tests were performed with the same model
pressure vessel using five different flaw geometries . According to the measurements and a
post-test ultrasonic examination of the crack front, the successful sixth test led to remarkabl e
crack extension followed by crack arrest . Due to the lack of the relevant material property dat a
at the time of preparation of this manuscript only some preliminary conclusions can be made :

• Generally good agreement was observed between the calculated and measure d
values.

• The crack initiation time corresponded the time at which the calculated stres s
intensity factor reached its maximum .

• Main crack extension was observed near the crack ends. To clarify this effect
the actual crack shape should be modelled more precisely .

• The circumferential weld located at the midlength of the vessel was muc h
tougher than the base material .

The analytical stress intensity calculations showed that in the case of a PTS loading the crac k
geometry (aspect ratio (a/c)) has a strong effect on the arrest behaviour: a short crack has a
clear tendency to arrest because the K I value decreases with increasing crack depth . In the case
of a long crack, the situation is the reverse : an initiated crack would more probably penetrat e
the wall or at least extend significantly .
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The differences between calculated and measured crack mouth opening displacement value s
stem from two reasons. One is the uncertainty in the measurement due to large strains . The
other is the real initial depth of the crack which varies from 30 to 40 mm . In the analysis crack
depth was 30 mm .

The three-dimensional finite-element analysis will be repeated using a deeper crack . Also, the
measured material toughness properties, which are available in the beginning of October 1992,
will be used in the results interpretation . The conditions for crack arrest will also be studie d
in the near future.

The next PTS-test will be performed using a cladded model vessel . The results of the test an d
analyses will be available next year .
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APPENDIX

One half of the fracture surface of vessel I .

The real wall thickness is reduced (initially 150 mm). The initial crack is shown
by a solid line .
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LARGE-SCALE THERMAL-SHOCK EXPERIMENTS WITH CLAD AN D
UNCLAD STEEL CYLINDERS *

R . D. Cheverton
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee

Abstract

Flaw behavior trends associated with pressurized-thermal-shock (PTS) loading of
pressurized-water-reactor pressure vessels have been under investigation at the Oak Ridge Nationa l
Laboratory for nearly 20 years. During that time, twelve thermal-shock experiments with thick -
walled (152 mm) steel cylinders were conducted as a part of the investigations . The first eight ex -
periments were conducted with unclad cylinders initially containing shallow (8-19 mm) two -
dimensional and semicircular inner-surface flaws . These experiments demonstrated, in good
agreement with linear elastic fracture mechanics, crack initiation and arrest, a series of initia-
tion/arrest events with deep penetration of the wall, long crack jumps, arrest with the stress inten -
sity factor (KI) increasing with crack depth, extensive surface extension of an initially short and
shallow (semicircular) flaw, and warm prestressing with KI 0.

The remaining four experiments were conducted with clad cylinders containing initially
shallow (19-24 mm) semielliptical subclad and surface flaws at the inner surface . In the first of
these experiments one of six equally spaced (60°) "identical" subclad flaws extended nearly th e
length of the cylinder (1220 mm) beneath the cladding (no crack extension into the cladding) an d
nearly 50% of the wall, radially . For the final experiment, four of the semielliptical subclad flaw s
that had not propagated previously were converted to surface flaws, and they experienced exten -
sive extension beneath the cladding with no cracking of the cladding .

Information from this series of thermal-shock experiments is being used in the evaluatio n
of the PTS issue .

* Research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S . Nuclear Regulatory Commission

under Interagency Agreement 1886-8011-9B with the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC05-
840R21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc .

The submitted manuscript has been authored by a contractor of the U .S. Government under Contract No. DE-
AC05-840R21400. Accordingly, the U .S . Government retains a nonexclusive, royalty-free license to publish or
reproduce the published form of this contribution, or allow others to do so, for U .S . Government purposes .
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THERMAL-SHOCK EXPERIMENTS WITH LARGE, CLAD AN D
UNCLAD TEST CYLINDER S

1. INTRODUCTIO N

The pressurized thermal shock (PTS) issue pertaining to pressurized water reactor s
(PWRs) has been under intensive investigation by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) ,
reactor vendors, and utilities since the early 1970s, and these efforts resulted in issuance, by the
NRC, of the PTS Rule 1 and Regulatory Guide 1 .154 (Ref. 2). As an aid in formulating the rule
and Regulatory Guide, the NRC sponsored the Integrated Pressurized Thermal Shock (IPTS) Pro -
gram, which involved development of probabilistic models and the subsequent calculation of the
frequency of vessel failure for three specific plants . 3-5 The validity of the deterministic aspects o f
the probabilistic fracture mechanics model included in the IPTS methodology was established to a
large extent on the basis of a series of thermal-shock experiments conducted with thick-walled stee l
cylinders .6 These experiments were conducted without cladding, which normally exists on th e
inner surface of PWR pressure vessels and presumably influences the behavior of flaws in the
proximity of the cladding . An "acceptable" method for including cladding in the IPTS studies wa s
to account for its relatively low thermal conductivity in the thermal analysis and its relatively hig h
coefficient of thermal expansion in the stress analysis, and to assume that initial flaws penetrate d
the cladding (surface flaws) and that the cladding had the same fracture toughness properties, in-
cluding irradiation effects, as the base material . More recently, there has been a desire to obtain a
better understanding of the role of cladding . To address this need, "typical" cladding material ha s
been irradiated ,7 clad-plate8 '9 and clad-beaml0 tests with mechanical loading have been conducted ,
and thermal-shock experiments, similar to the earlier ones, but with cladding on the inner surface ,
have been conducted. 1 1

There has also been a growing interest in the effect of constraint on fracture toughness for
PTS-related conditions. The IPTS studies indicated that most flaws resulting in calculated failure s
were very shallow (crack depth <15 mm), and beam experiments 12 indicate that such flaws may
have elevated toughness (relative to plane-strain values) associated with them (attributed to reduce d
constraint) . Yet, there is some concern that out-of-plane tensile stress, a relatively high yield
stress, and/or a steep gradient in stress 13,14 could, at least to some extent, negate the elevation .
The thermal-shock experiments tend to address these phenomena because shallow flaws, steep
stress gradients, a relatively high yield stress, and a biaxial stress state are involved .

Another area of recent interest pertains to the possible existence and effects of low-
toughness sites, which, in principle, could result in a structure effective crack-initiation fracture
toughness as low as the crack arrest toughness of the material surrounding the low-toughnes s
site .15 The thermal-shock experiments tend to address this subject because of the extensive length
of crack front involved, which increases the chances of a low-toughness site existing . However ,
no welds, other than the cladding (weld deposition), were included in the test cylinders, and it may
be that low-toughness sites are more likely to exist in welds than base material .

The purpose of this paper is to review and compare the thermal-shock experiments wit h
and without cladding, particularly in light of present interests in flaw-depth, stress-gradient, yield -
stress, and stress-state effects on effective fracture toughness and the concern over low-toughness
sites . Detailed analyses of the experiments are still being conducted, and thus this paper does no t
represent a final evaluation. Presumably there is more to be learned from these experiments as our
insights and analytical tools are improved .
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2. OBJECTIVES OF THERMAL-SHOCK EXPERIMENT S

As indicated in Figs . 1 and 2 and discussed in Ref. 11, a linear elastic fracture mechanic s
(LEFM) analysis of a PWR vessel subjected to PTS loading indicates (1) essentially a biaxial stres s
state; (2) steep gradients in temperature, stress, stress intensity factor (KI) and critical values of KI
corresponding to initiation (incipient propagation) (Kip) and arrest (Kia); (3) a series of initiation
and arrest events ; (4) initiation of very shallow flaws ; (5) arrest with KI increasing with increasing
crack depth (in a standard crack-arrest test KI decreases with increasing crack depth); (6) warm

prestressing (WPS) with KI < 0; (7) the possibility of long crack jumps that might introduc e
dynamic effects; and (8) at least in the absence of cladding a short surface crack could extend o n
the surface to become a long flaw with an increased potential for propagating radially . These indi-
cated events and features raised questions about the applicability of lab-specimen Kic and Kia data
for PTS analyses (constraint effects associated with shallow flaws and steep stress gradients ;
arrested crack fronts; arrest with dKi/da > 0) and about whether warm prestressing, dynami c
events, and extensive surface extension would take place under PTS conditions . Obtaining
answers to these questions was a major part of the objective of the thermal-shock program .

The objective also included, of course, a determination of the behavior of flaws in the pres -
ence of cladding . By comparison with an unclad vessel, the presence of cladding (1) reduces the
severity of the PTS thermal shock (relatively low thermal conductivity) and thus tends to reduce th e
potential for propagation of flaws ; and (2) introduces high thermal stresses near the surfac e
(relatively high coefficient of thermal expansion) and thus tends to increase the potential for propa-
gation of surface flaws . As suggested in Refs . 16-18, the cladding provides a crack-mouth clos-
ing force for subclad flaws (Fig. 3) that reduces KI relative to that for a surface flaw. The crack-
mouth closing force is essentially equal to the stress in the cladding times the thickness of the
cladding, and for severe thermal-shock loading conditions this stress is the "yield" stress . The
possible benefit of cladding for a subclad flaw, relative to a surface flaw and in terms of reducin g
KI for the portion of the crack front in the base material, is dependent on the extent of stretching o f
the cladding over the crack . As the stretching increases, the benefit decreases . Because of com-
plexities associated with modeling of the crack tip at the clad/base interface, the accuracy of the cal -
culated extent of stretching is quite uncertain . Thus, an experimental determination is necessar y
and was included in the scope of the thermal-shock experiments with a clad cylinder . i i

Another cladding-related phenomenon that is difficult to model at the present time is th e
tendency for either a surface or subclad flaw to propagate beneath the cladding . If subclad propa -
gation (tunneling) is restricted, limiting the length of the flaw, the potential for radial propagatio n
will be less .

3. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT S

3.1 Test Cylinder s

Nine thermal-shock experiments (TSE-4, 5, 5A, 6-11) are discussed in this paper . Each
was conducted with a test cylinder fabricated from A508 steel with class-2 chemistry . Three dif-
ferent heat treatments were used, the difference being in the tempering temperature following
quenching in water from the austenitizing temperature (860°C) . At the time of quenching, the
cylinders were oversize so that final machining would preclude significant residual stresses . The
length of the cylinders was sufficient to eliminate significant end effects in the central portion of the
cylinder. New, unclad, test cylinders were used for each of the first five experiments (TSE-4, 5 ,
5A, 6, and 7), and one additional cylinder, clad on the inner surface, was used for TSE-8, 9, 10 ,
and 11 . Two cladding materials were used for the clad cylinder (Fig . 4), and both were applied b y
the strip-cladding, submerged-arc process . Stainless steel 304L was applied to a 90° segment,
while the remaining 270° was clad with Inconel 600. All test cylinders but the one for TSE-4 wer e
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the same in length and outside diameter . The test cylinder for TSE-4 was smaller and had a small
enough ratio of diameter to wall thickness to preclude deep penetration of the flaw . A summary of
descriptive material is provided in Table 1, and more detail is given in Refs . 6, 11, 19, 20, and 21 .
Photographs of a clad and unclad test cylinder are shown in Figs . 5 and 6 .

Table 1 . Summary of test conditions for ORNL thermal shock experiments

Experiment

Parameter

TSE-4 TSE-5 TSE-5A TSE-6 TSE-7 TSE-8,9,10,1 1

Cylinder dimensions, m m

Outside diameter 533 991 991 991 991 99 1

Wall thickness 152 152 152 76 152 152

Length 914 1220 1220 1220 1220 1220

Cladding thickness 5 . 6

Cylinder material
Designation

Tempering temperature, °C AQa 613

A508, Class 2 chemistry

620679 613 704

RTS, °C 75 66 10 66 -1 6 6

Yield stress at 22°C, MPa 900 682 581 682 449 520

Flaw (initial )
Type LSb LS, SSe LS LS SCSd SES,e SESC

Orientation axial axial, circum. axial axial axial axial

Length, mm 914 1220, 10 1220 1220 37 114, 38 Fig . 7

Depth, mm 11 16 11 7 .6 14 1 9

Thermal shock
Initial temperature of cylinder, °C 288 96 96 96 96 96
Initial temperature of coolant, °C -25 -196 -196 -196 -196 -196
Quench medium W/Ag LN2h LN2 LN2 LN2 LN2

aAQ = as quenched .

	

dSCS = semicircular, surface.

	

gW/A = water/alcohol .

bLS = long, surface.

	

eSES = semielliptical, surface.

	

hLN2 = liquid nitrogen.

eSS = short, surface

	

fSESC = semielliptical, subclad .

3.2 Flaws

Initial flaws for the experiments were "shallow" (<_19 mm) and were generated with th e
electron-beam, hydrogen-charge technique ,22 which results in a sharp, arrested crack for the initia l
flaw. All intended flaws were oriented in an axial direction . For experiments TSE-4, 5, 5A, an d
6, the intended initial flaws were surface cracks that extended the length of the test cylinder with
uniform depth . The flaw for TSE-7 was a semicircular surface crack . The test cylinder used for
TSE-8, 9, 10, and 11 had multiple flaws with arrestor holes in close proximity in an attempt t o
control interaction effects after flaw extension . As indicated in Figs . 4 and 7, there were six ,
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equally spaced (60 0), 6/1 semielliptical, subclad flaws for TSE-8 . Following TSE-8, two semi -
circular surface flaws were added, and following TSE-10 four of the subclad flaws in the Inconel -
clad area were converted to surface flaws by slitting the cladding ; these latter flaws had not propa -
gated previously .

3.3 Experiment Technique

To simulate radiation embrittlement and otherwise provide appropriate conditions for prop -
agation of flaws, it was necessary to use a low-temperature thermal-shock medium and, for some
experiments, a low-tempering temperature (both of which contributed to low-fracture toughness )
and a severe thermal shock (high stress intensity factors) . This is not surprising when we recal l
that flaw propagation in PWR vessels is predicted only when considering high fluences, high cop -
per and nickel concentrations, lower-bound fracture toughness, and severe transients .

The desired thermal-shock conditions were achieved for TSE-4 by heating the test cylinde r
to 288°C and quenching the inner surface with an alcohol/water mixture at -25°C . For all succes-
sive experiments the test cylinder was heated to 96°C and quenched with liquid nitrogen (-196°C) .
For the latter experiments, the ends and outer surface of the test cylinder were thermally insulated .
After heating, and with all instrumentation attached, the test cylinder assembly was lowered into a
tank of liquid nitrogen . (A special surface coating was used to promote nucleate boiling, which
provided the necessary high heat transfer coefficient .) The thermal shock was delayed, until full
submergence of the test cylinder, by a gas bubble, trapped in the cavity, that was released afte r
complete submergence was achieved . This procedure resulted in a very uniform thermal shock t o
the inner surface .

Instrumentation included 15 thermocouple thimbles with 12 thermocouples each for mea-
suring the temperature distribution in the wall during a transient ; weldable strain gages, as crack-
opening-displacement gages, for detecting the times of initiation/arrest events, and, indirectly, fo r
determining crack depth ; and ultrasonic instrumentation for detecting time of events and crac k
depth .

After the final experiment with a specific test cylinder, the flawed region was removed an d
the fracture completed, by mechanical means, at liquid-nitrogen temperature to reveal the fracture
surfaces . In some cases, examination of the fracture surfaces was aided by scanning electro n
microscopy .

3.4 Specific Purpose of Each Experimen t

Generic: to demonstrate that linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) is valid for appli-
cation to PTS loading. One way of doing this is to compare the thermal-shock-experiment critica l
values of KI corresponding to the initiation and arrest events with Kk and Kia data measured with
standard specimens. This could be an oversimplification, however, if, for instance, out-of-plan e
stress, a relatively high yield stress, and/or very steep stress gradients, all of which were character -
istic of the specific thermal-shock experiments, 6 nullified lack-of-constraint enhancement of frac-
ture toughness associated with the shallow flaws tested under uniaxial, shallow-gradient-stres s
conditions. 1 2

TSE-4 : to demonstrate initiation and arrest . It was not anticipated that more than one ini-
tiation/arrest event would take place because of the stiffness of the wall (low ratio of radius to wall
thickness) .

TSE-5: to demonstrate a series of initiation/arrest events with deep penetration of the wall
and with warm prestressing limiting the number of events .

TSE-5A: the same as that for TSE-5, with the addition of arrest with dKl/da > O . The
fracture toughness was purposely greater than for TSE-5 (RTNDT = 10°C for TSE-5A compared t o
66°C for TSE-5) .
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TSE-6: to demonstrate that as a result of a very long crack jump, dynamic effects woul d
not be large enough to drive the flaw completely through the wall . A thinner wall (higher radius-
to-wall-thickness ratio) was required to achieve the long crack jump .

TSE-7: to demonstrate that in the absence of cladding an initially short surface fla w
would extend on the surface in a single event to become a long flaw .

TSE-8: to evaluate the behavior of subclad flaws .
TSE-9: to evaluate the behavior of shallow, semicircular, surface flaws in the presence o f

cladding. The intent was to terminate the experiment after the first event so that the fracture con -
tour associated with the first event could be determined. (The occurrence of a subsequent even t
might prevent that determination . )

TSE-10: to evaluate the behavior of shallow, semicircular, surface flaws in the presenc e
of cladding . As opposed to TSE-9, the duration of the transient was to be sufficient for all pos-
sible events to take place .

TSE-11 : to evaluate the behavior of shallow, 6/1 semielliptical, surface flaws in the pres-
ence of cladding.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIO N

4.1 Temperature Transient s

The temperature transients achieved (Figs . 8 and 9) were such that within 2 min the inner-
surface temperatures dropped 270°C for TSE-4 and 170-240°C for the subsequent experiments .
The rather large variation for the latter experiments was not intentional but was due in part to unin -
tended variations in the surface coating that must be used to enhance the fluid-film heat transfer co -
efficient. The initial rate of decrease in surface temperature was greater for the clad test cylinder
because of the insulating effect of the cladding, and was greater yet for TSE-4 because of forced -
convection cooling. In all cases, the initial difference in temperature between test cylinder an d
quench medium was about the same (-300°C) .

4 .2 Fracture Behavio r

The evaluation of the actual flaw behavior involves a calculation of KI, KIc, and Kia. To
minimize uncertainties, these parameters were calculated using the measured temperature distribu-
tions. Also, some fracture-toughness data were obtained specifically for the test-cylinder mate -
rials, and these data were used in conjunction with an existing data base 23 to obtain best-estimate
values. LEFM two- and three-dimensional (2-D and 3-D) finite-element models were used for cal-
culating KI values for TSE-4, 5, 5A, 6, and 7, but for TSE-8, 9, 10, and 11 elastic-plastic fractur e
mechanics (EPFM) models were used to account for the large amount of plasticity in the cladding .
Values of KI/Kic mentioned below are consistent with this approach .

4.2.1 TSE-4

During TSE-4 there was one initiation/arrest event (Figs. 10 and 11). It took place at 152 s
into the transient, and the best-estimate value of KI/Kic at the time of initiation was 1 .06. A second
initiation event was prevented by WPS. The flaw extended 10 mm and arrested with dKi/da a 0 .
As indicated by the set of critical crack depth curves (Fig . 11),* there is reasonably good agreemen t
between predicted (using actual temperatures) and actual flaw behavior .

* A set of critical-crack-depth curves consists of a plot of crack depths corresponding to initiation and arres t
events and incipient WPS (K I = 0), all as a function of time in the transient .
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4.2.2 TSE-5

During TSE-5 there were three initiation/arrest events associated with the intended long ,
axial flaw, and WPS prevented a fourth event (Figs . 12 and 13) . As indicated in Fig . 13, the sec-
ond event was delayed, indicating an elevated toughness and thus resulting in a rather long crack
jump. The long jump introduced the possibility of dynamic effects, but the good agreement be-
tween calculated (static analysis) and actual arrested crack depth indicates dynamic effects were no t
significant.

An unintended and initially undetected surface flaw with a surface length of only 10 mm, a
depth of 16 mm, and a circumferential orientation (a cross crack in the EB-weld fusion zone use d
to generate the long axial flaw) extended on the surface, bifurcating many times, to become a ver y
long flaw (Fig . 14) . This confirmed a predicted behavior that was to be investigated in a later ex -
periment (TSE-7) . Propagation of this flaw occurred after propagation of the long axial flaw an d
thus did not influence propagation of the latter flaw .

4.2.3 TSE-5A

During TSE-5A there were four initiation/arrest events with WPS preventing a fifth even t
(Fig. 15). Following incipient WPS (K1 = 0), KI/KIc reached a maximum value of 2 .3, and yet

initiation did not take place. Thus, WPS (no initiation with K 1 < 0) was demonstrated in a reason-
ably convincing manner, and once again there was good agreement between prediction an d
experiment.

4.2.4 TSE-6

During TSE-6 there were two initiation/arrest events with a final arrest 95% of the wa y
through the wall (Figs. 16 and 17) . The static LEFM analysis predicted the deep arrest, but ther e
was concern that dynamic effects might drive the flaw completely through the wall . Apparently ,
dynamic effects were negligible .

4.2.5 Comparison of fracture-toughness data from TSE-4, 5, 5A, and 6

A comparison of standard-specimen Klc and Kia data* with the critical KI values corre-
sponding to the initiation and arrest events detected during the ORNL thermal-shock experiment s
and a similar French experiment24 (Figs. 18 and 19) shows good agreement and thus indicates that
LEFM is valiçl for PTS loading, assuming that the shallow initial flaws would not exhibit a sub-
stantially elevated toughness. Shallow-flaw data obtained with beams subjected to bendin g12 indi -
cate that the first initiation events for TSE-5 and TSE-6 were at too low a temperature to exhibi t
elevated toughness ; however, for TSE-4, TSE-5A and the French experiment, they were not .
Even so, there is no evidence in Fig. 18 of elevated toughness . A possible explanation is that out -
of-plane stresses (nearly equal biaxial stresses under thermal-shock loading), and/or the relativel y
high yield stress ,** and/or the steep gradient in stress over the depth of the flaw resulted in a re -
duction in fracture toughness based on the single fracture parameter KI (Refs. 13 and 14) . This
possibility is under investigation at ORNL.

*The data used for the comparison discussed herein are those used to define the ASME lower-bound KIc and

KIa curves23
**The room-temperature yield stress for the shallow-flaw beams was -420 MPa, which is low compared t o

the values for the test cylinders (Table 1) .
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The two relatively high data points in Fig . 18 correspond to the initiation events that pre -
ceded the two long crack jumps (TSE-5 and TSE-6), and in Fig . 19 it is not evident that the long
crack jumps had a significant effect on crack arrest (data points are within the scatter band) .

Two other data points of particular interest in Fig . 19 are those corresponding to arrest wit h
dKI/da > 0. There is not a discernible difference between these data points and data obtained fro m
a standard crack-arrest test (dKI/da < 0) . Thus, the latter data appear to be valid for PTS loading.

During TSE-5, 5A, 6, and 7, there were more than 12 initiation events involving crac k
fronts totaling more than 1000 mm in length, and yet the existence of low-toughness sites is no t
apparent; that is, Klc values deduced from the experiments do not fall below the ASME lower-
bound Ki curve. On the other hand, there is considerable overlap of the Klc and Kia scatterbands,
which implies that the lower part of the Klc scatterband includes the effect of low-toughnes s
sites . IS This is consistent with the notion that if a compact specimen containing a low-toughnes s
site fails, as opposed to exhibiting a pop-in, the existence of the low-toughness site results in a
relatively low value of Klc but otherwise is not recognized . A pop-in eliminates the low-toughnes s
site without failure and presumably is not recorded as a Klc value . Thus, perhaps the ASME
lower-bound'Kic curve includes essentially all low-toughness sites that can result in failures .

4.2.6 TSE-7

During TSE-7, the shallow, semicircular flaw experienced three major initiation/arres t
events and, during the first event, extended on the surface, bifurcating many times, to become a
very long flaw (Fig . 20) . The pretest analysis, which could not include the potential for bifurca-
tion, indicated that the flaw would extend on the surface nearly the full length of the test cylinder i n
a single event and subsequently experience two more initiation/arrest events with a fourth event
being prevented by WPS (Fig . 21) . (The 2-D analysis presented in Fig . 21 is reasonably accurate
because the maximum value of KI/Kic for the semicircular and 2-D flaws of the same depth are
about the same, and the first event extends the surface length of the initial flaw .) Thus, there was
good agreement between prediction and experiment.

4.2.7 TSE-8

During TSE-8, one of the six flaws (flaw 3) experienced two initiation/arrest events, ex -
tending both the length and depth of the flaw (Fig. 22). Although there were obvious stretc h
marks in the cladding over the extended flaw, there was no penetration of the cladding . The
maximum value of KI/Ki along the original crack front at the time of the initial initiation was at the
deepest point and was 0.8 . The maximum values achieved for the other five flaws occurred
somewhat later and were nominally 1 .0 (as a result of the extensive extension of flaw 3, there wa s
a loss of symmetry that increased KI slightly for some flaws and decreased KI slightly for others) .
This experiment demonstrated that even in the presence of tough cladding, a short flaw could ex -
tend in length beneath the cladding to effectively become a 2-D subclad flaw . Comparing TSE-8
with TSE-7 indicates that the presence of the cladding reduces the tendency for bifurcation and thu s
the extent of "surface" extension .

The calculation of KI for the portion of the crack front in the base material required model -
ing of the crack front at the clad/base interface, and this was done using a crack-tip blunting
model .ii The low calculated value of KI/Kic for the first event (0.8) indicates that stretching of the
cladding over the flaw was greater than calculated .

4.2.8 TSE-9 and TSE-10

TSE-9 and TSE-10 included two semicircular surface flaws, one of which extended
slightly during TSE-9. Immediately following this event, which was nothing more than comple-
tion of crack generation in the EB-weld fusion zone, the transient was terminated by withdrawing
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the test cylinder from the liquid nitrogen . Although of greater duration, the thermal transient for
TSE-10 was less severe (Fig. 9), and there was no further propagation . The maximum value o f
KI/Kic during TSE-9 for the portion of the crack front in the base material occurred at the clad/bas e
interface and was 1 .3. This value, however, is based on the toughness of the base material i n
essentially a quench-only condition, and it may be that the heat affected zone at the clad/base inter-
face was tempered to a higher toughness . In any case, because' the TSE-7 test cylinder was full y
temperated (RTNDT = -1°C), and because the TSE-9 transient was somewhat more severe (Figs . 8
and 9), it appears that the presence of cladding reduced the potential for propagation of the semi -
circular surface flaw . This is further supported by the lack of propagation during TSE-11, whic h
had a more severe transient.

4.2.9 TSE-1 1

The thermal transient for TSE-11 was substantially more severe than those for the othe r
experiments (Fig. 9). During the transient, the four 6/1, semielliptical, surface flaws propagated ,
extending in length and depth without penetrating the cladding (Fig . 23 and Table 2) . There was
some bifurcation that permitted flaw 6 to bypass the arrestor holes and extend nearly to the ends o f
the cylinder . There is evidence in Table 2 that at 124 and 230 s initiation of one flaw triggered
others, presumably as a result of stress waves . Values of KI/Kic at the times of the first initiations
were 1 .1 (clad/base interface) and 0 .8 (deepest point) at 86 s and 1 .3 (clad/base interface) and 1 . 1
(deepest point) at 124 s, all based on RTNDT = 66°C. The extension of flaw 2 at 86 s was re-
stricted, as intended, by arrestor holes and thus had a negligible effect on the events associate d
with the other flaws at 124 s .

Table 2. Events during TSE-1 1

Time (s)
Flaw

86 124 192 230 390

2

	

Ea
3

E
E E E E

4 E
5 E
6 E E

aE indicates initiation/arrest events .

Flaw 3, which had propagated during TSE-8, experienced four additional initiation/arres t
events, while the subclad flaw in the stainless-steel-clad region (flaw 1) and the two semicircula r
surface flaws (flaws 7 and 8) did not propagate. The maximum value of KI/Kic for flaw 1 prior to
WPS (-230 s) and prior to extensive propagation of other flaws (124 s) was 1 .0, and it was at the
deepest point . For the semicircular flaws, the corresponding value was 1 .5 at the clad base inter-
face (based on RTNDT = 66°C) and 0.8 at the deepest point.
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5. SUMMARY

The thermal-shock experiments confirmed the validity of LEFM for severe thermal-shoc k
loading conditions by demonstrating the following flaw behavior trends in good agreement with
analysis :

a. initiation of very shallow flaws;
b. arrest of both short- and long-crack jumps ;
c. a series of initiation/arrest events with deep penetration of the wall;

d. the inability of a flaw to initiate with KI < 0, even though KI/KIc » 1 .0 (Type-1 WPS) ;
e. arrest with dKI/da > 0;
f. extensive surface extension in a single event and in the absence of cladding of an initiall y

short and shallow surface flaw; and
g. extensive subclad extension at the clad/base interface of an initially short and shallow surfac e

or subclad flaw, although the analytical model for subclad propagation is suspect because of
geometric complexities .

The validity of LEFM is illustrated in a quantitative sense by the good agreement between
critical values of KI, corresponding to initiation and arrest events, and Kic and KIa values measured
with standard procedures. The good agreement in Kia values for a long crack jump should not,
however, be interpreted to mean that dynamic effects are necessarily negligible for PWR pressure
vessels, which have higher ratios of vessel radius to wall thickness . 25,26 Also, the good agree-
ment of Kic values should not be interpreted to mean that constraint effects associated with shallow
flaws will not be significant under more nearly typical PWR PTS conditions . This issue is
presently under investigation at ORNL .

There was no evidence of low-toughness sites other than the observation that some of th e
KIc values deduced from the thermal shock experiments approached the ASME lower-bound Ki c
curve .
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Fig. 14. Developed view of inner surface of TSE-5 test cylinder
showing surface extension of initially small (10 mm long x 16 mm deep) ,
circumferential, surface flaw.
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THE INFLUENCE OF FINITE-LENGTH FLA W
EFFECTS ON PTS ANALYSES*

J. Keeney-Walker
T. L. Dickson

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 3783 1

ABSTRACT

Current licensing issues within the nuclear industry dictate a need to investigate th e
effects of cladding on the extension of small finite-length cracks near the inside surface of a ves-
sel. Because flaws having depths of the order of the combined clad and heat affected zone thick-
ness dominate the frequency distribution of flaws, their initiation probabilities can govern calcu-
lated vessel failure probabilities. Current pressurized-thermal-shock (PTS) analysis computer
programs recognize the influence of the inner-surface cladding layer in the heat transfer an d
stress analysis models, but assume the cladding fracture toughness is the same as that for the bas e
material . The programs do not, therefore, recognize the influence cladding may have in inhibit-
ing crack initiation and propagation of shallow finite-length surface flaws . Limited experimental
data and analyses indicate that cladding can inhibit the propagation of certain shallow flaws .
This paper describes an analytical study which was carried out to determine (1) the minimu m
flaw depth for crack initiation under PTS loading for semicircular surface flaws in a clad reacto r
pressure vessel and (2) the impact, in terms of the conditional probability of vessel failure, o f
using a semicircular surface flaw as the initial flaw and assuming that the flaw cannot propagat e
in the cladding.

The analytical results indicate that for initiation a much deeper critical crack depth i s
required for the finite-length flaw than for the infinite-length flaw, except for the least sever e
transient . The minimum flaw depths required for crack initiation from the finite-length fla w
analyses were incorporated into a modified version of the OCA-P code . The modified code wa s
applied to the analysis of selected PTS transients, and the results produced a substantial decreas e
in the conditional probability of failure. This initial study indicates a significant effect on prob-
abilistic fracture analyses by incorporating finite-length flaw results .

1. INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) established the PTS rule r (10 CFR 50 .61) to
insure the integrity of reactor pressure vessels (RPVs) under PTS loading conditions based on re-
sults from the Integrated Pressurized-Thermal-Shock (IPTS) Program 2-4 and other studies .
According to this document, plant-specific analyses must be performed for any plant that i s
intended to operate beyond the screening criteria [limiting values of the reference nil ductilit y
temperature (RTNDT)] . Furthermore, Regulatory Guide 1 .1545 provides guidance on th e

* Research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U .S . Nuclear Regulatory Commissio n
under Interagency Agreement 1886-8011-9B with the U .S . Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC05 -
840R21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc .

The submitted manuscript has been authored by a contractor of the U .S . Government under Contract No . DE -
AC05-840R21400 . Accordingly, the U.S . Government retains a nonexclusive, royalty-free license to publish o r
reproduce the published form of this contribution, or allow others to do so, for U.S . Government purposes .
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methodology for performing plant-specific safety analyses and references the IPTS methodolog y
as acceptable for the probabilistic fracture-mechanics (PFM) portion of the analyses .

A typical methodology for performing deterministic and probabilistic fracture mechanic s
analyses is embodied in the OCA-P computer program ,6 which is referenced in the IPTS study .
The OCA-P program was developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) specifically fo r
simulating the cleavage fracture response of an RPV subjected to a PTS event . The program i s
based on linear-elastic fracture-mechanics (LEFM) theory and uses superposition techniques an d
influence coefficients for calculating stress-intensity factors (KI) for both two- and three-dimen-
sional (2-D and 3-D) flaws . In the IPTS studies2-4 the cladding was assumed to have the same
fracture-toughness characteristics as that for the base material . In an experiment performed o n
an unclad cylinder with RTT = -1°C (30°F) [TSE-7 (Ref. 7)], a 19-mm-deep (0 .75-in . )
semicircular flaw propagated extensively along the surface and in three initiation-arrest event s
propagated radially -40% through the 152-mm (6-in .) wall . Based on early 3-D calculations and
the results of TSE-7, it was concluded that, if the fracture toughness of the cladding were les s
than or equal to that for the base material, shallow semicircular surface flaws would extend o n
the surface to effectively become long flaws and that this would occur prior to the time that a
long flaw of the same depth would propagate radially . Thus, it was only necessary to calculat e
the potential for the long flaw to propagate (for subsequent initiation/arrest events the actua l
length of the flaw was considered) .

More recent analytical studies8 have shown that for more realistic PTS transients than
previously considered, KI for an infinitely long surface flaw may be greater than that for semi -
elliptical surface flaws of identical depth . Furthermore, a comparison of TSE-7 with a mor e
recent thermal-shock experiment9 and with a study' 0 that makes use of recent cladding irradia -
tion data indicate that the toughness of the cladding may be sufficient to prevent propagation i n
the cladding under PTS loading conditions . In the TSE-9 experiment9 [similar test cylinder t o
TSE-7 with cladding on the inner surface, base-material RTNDT = 66°C (150°F), and essentiall y
the same thermal shock] there was a single event with only 6 mm (0 .25 in .) of crack extension ,
and this event was attributed to completion of the initial flaw in the electron-beam-weld fusio n
zone created for generating initial flaws. Consequently, the IPTS methodology in Refs . 2-4
tends to predict a greater potential for propagation of initial shallow flaws than would actuall y
exist . For the present study, the possible benefit of using a finite-length surface flaw as the initia l
flaw, as opposed to a 2-D surface flaw, and of assuming no propagation of the flaw in th e
cladding was investigated . A semicircular flaw was selected for the finite-length flaw becaus e
earlier studies indicated that, at least in the absence of cladding, the maximum K ratio (KI/KIc) *
for a semicircular flaw was greater than that for longer flaws of the same depth during a PT S
transient . By contrast with the longer flaws, the maximum K ratio occurs at or near the surfac e
rather than the deepest point, and thus there is a tendency for the shorter flaw to extend in surfac e
length .

The specific objectives of this initial study are to determine for PTS loading condition s
(1) which surface flaw (semicircular or 2-D of the same depth) has the greatest potential for ini -
tiation, (2) the minimum flaw depth resulting in initiation of semicircular surface flaws in a cla d
RPV under PTS loading, and (3) the impact, in terms of the conditional probability of vesse l
failure, of using a semicircular surface flaw as the initial flaw . Part (2) provides a means for in-
corporating 3-D flaw effects in the ORNL PFM code, which at the present time does not includ e
stress-intensity-factor influence coefficients for the specific 3-D flaws of interest in this study .
With the 3-D capability at hand, it is then possible to perform Part (3) .

* KID = static crack initiation toughness .
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2. INPUT DATA

The transients included in the studies were defined by an exponential decay of th e
primary-system coolant temperature, a constant heat-transfer coefficient for the fluid film at th e
coolant-vessel interface, and a constant primary-system pressure. The coolant-temperature tran-
sient is described mathematically as

TC= Tf +(Ti -Tf)ént ,

where
Tc = temperature of primary-system coolant in downcomer (°C) ,
Tf = final temperature of primary-system coolant in downcomer (°C) ,
Ti = initial temperature of primary-system coolant in downcomer (°C) ,
t = time in transient (min), and
n = exponential decay constant (min- 1 ).

For this study the exponential decay constant (n) was 0.15 min- 1 , which, based on th e
IPTS studies, 2- -4 represents a typical rapid PTS transient; there were three final temperature s
[65.6, 100, and 119.4°C (150, 212 and 247°F)] and a single initial temperature [288°C (550°F) ]
for the coolant and vessel . The coefficient of convective heat transfer was 2839 W•m- 2•K- 1 (500
Btu/h•ft2•°F), which is typical for some reactors . The duration of the transient was 100 min in all
cases with a pressure of 6 .895 MPa (1 .0 ksi) . The pressure was obtained from a NRC/Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) PTS computer-code benchmarking activity * currently in
progress. Graphical representations of the thermal transients are shown in Fig . 1 .

The geometry and material properties of the vessel were obtained from the NRC/EPR I
PTS activity . The geometry of the vessel is given in Table 1 and the material properties in Table
2. The adjustment in reference temperatures caused by radiation through the vessel wall wa s
determined by the procedure in Regulatory Guide 1 .99 Revision 2 (Ref. 11) with the followin g
equations :

RTNDT = -6.67 + ARTNDT ,

	

(2)

ORTNDT =
[0(0.28-0.110 g0.56 (CF)

	

0)

o [e -0.0094 a) ] ,

where

a = crack depth measured from inner surface (mm),
(D = fast-neutron fluence (E > 1 MeV) at depth a/10 19 (neutrons/cm2 ) ,

(D0 = (D ata=0,
ARTNDT = increase in RTNDT at depth a (°C), and

CF = chemistry factor .

* Letter, T . J . Griesbach, Electric Power Research Institute, to T. L. Dickson, ORNL, "Definition of PTS
Benchmark Problem," dated March 3, 1992.
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The chemistry factor is a function of copper and nickel content and, assuming for these analyse s
a typical high value of copper (0 .3 wt%) and a typical value of nickel (0.75 wt%), was deter-
mined to be 217.3 from Ref. 11 . For b0 = 1 .73 (typical for some reactors near end of licens e
period), at the inner surface ARTNDT = 139°C (250°F) and RTNDT = 132°C (270°F), which cor -
responds to the screening criteria for axial flaws, as specified by the PTS rule . l (The specific
values for (Do, copper, and nickel are those used in the NRC/EPRI PTS activity . )

Predictions of crack initiation were based on a range of American Society of Mechanica l
Engineers (ASME)-based fracture initiation toughness curves. The mean KIc curve was the on e
used in the IPTS studies2-4 and is defined by assuming that the ASME lower-bound curve 12 rep-
resents the mean minus two standard deviations . One standard deviation is defined as 0 .15 (KIc
mean). The range of KIc curves used in these analyses were :

-3a = 0.787 (ASME lower-bound KIc curve) ,

-2a = ASME lower-bound KIc curve ,

-la = 1 .22 (ASME lower-bound KIc curve) ,

Oa = 1 .43 (ASME lower-bound KIc curve) ,

KIc (ASME) = 36.5 + 3.083 exp[0.036 (T-RTNDT+55.56)
,

where KIc is in MPaJ .
Vessel dimensions and material properties (in addition to KIc) used in this study are given

in Tables 1 and 2 .

Table 1 . Geometry of the vessel used in the PTS analyses

Inner vessel radius, mm (in .) 2286.0 (90.0)
Wall thickness (with cladding), mm (in .) 228 .6 (9.0)
Cladding thickness, mm (in .) 4 .1 (0.16)

3. DETERMINISTIC-ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY FOR LONG FLAW S

OCA-P was used to perform the fracture analysis for the 2-D flaws . OCA-P performs
one-dimensional (1-D) finite-element thermal and stress analyses to determine the time and wall -
depth-dependent temperatures and stresses that are required for a fracture analysis . OCA-P then
utilizes stress-intensity-factor influence coefficients and superposition techniques to calculate KI
values as functions of crack depth and transient time. OCA-P also calculates the time- and wall-
depth-dependent values of KIc based on the attenuated fluence, chemistry, and initia l
(unirradiated) value of RTNDT, and determines critical flaw depths and corresponding transien t
times.

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

and

(9)
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Table 2 . Material propertie s

Cladding Base metal

Modulus of elasticity (E), MPa (ksi) 186,160 (27,000) 193,050 (28,000)
Poisson's ratio (v) 0.3 0 . 3
Thermal expansion coefficient (a), per °C (per 17.82 x 10-6 14.49 x 10-6
°F)

	

(9 .9 x 10-6) (8.05 x 10-6)

Thermal conductivity (k), W/m•°C
17.3 (10) 41 .52 (24)

(Btu/hr•ft•°F) 502 (0 .12) 502 (0 .12)
Specific heat (cp), J/kg .°C (Btu/lb•°F)
Density (p), kg/m 3 (lb/ft3)

7833 (489) 7833 (489)

4. 3-D FINITE-ELEMENT ANALYSE S

Semielliptical axial surface cracks having length-to-depth ratios of 2 :1 and depths ranging
from 4.572 mm (0.18 in.) to 44.45 mm (1 .75 in.) were evaluated in this study. The 3-D finite-
element model of the cylinder was generated with the ORMGEN13 mesh generating program .
From symmetry conditions, only one-fourth of the cylinder (180° model) is included in the finite -
element model (Fig . 2). A detailed plot of the crack-tip region of a 12 .7-mm-deep (0.5-in .) flaw
is shown in Fig . 3. This model has a modified semicircular crack front in which the crack-front
profile through the thickness of the cladding is represented by a straight line normal to the sur -
face. This straight-line profile affects the modeling of shallow semicircular flaws . Comparisons
were made between the 3-D analyses and closed-form KI solutions 14 developed for semicircular
part-through surface cracks . There was good agreement between the two results for deeper flaws
[12.7 mm to 25.4 mm (0 .5 to 1 .0 in.)], but the solutions diverged as the flaw depth becomes more
shallow [6.35 mm (0.25 in .)] . This is because of the modeling assumptions discussed earlier (th e
deviation of the 3-D crack front from a semicircular configuration becomes more pronounced a s
the flaw becomes more shallow) . Hence the 3-D results will deviate from closed-form solutions
for a semicircular flaw . The comparisons are summarized in Table 3 for Tf = 119 .4°C (247°F) at
a time of 17 .5 min [3-D KI values were not available for the 4.572 mm (0 .18 in .) flaw with thi s
transient] . The vessel dimensions are given in Table 1 . The cylinder was analyzed with the
ADINA 15 finite-element program, using special constraints on the nodal displacements t o
approximate generalized-plane-strain boundary conditions opposite the symmetry plane . This
boundary condition is used to simulate the closed end of an RPV . The model depicted in Fig . 2
consists of 8161 nodes and 1688 twenty-noded isoparametric elements .

The 3-D model of the cylinder was analyzed using the material properties in Table 2 ,
which were assumed to be constant throughout the transient . Thermoelastic analyses were per-
formed using a 3 x 3 x 3 Gauss point rule to compute the global stiffness matrix . The tempera-
tures through the wall for each transient were obtained from the OCA-P thermal analyses an d
applied to the cylinder by interpolation . The "stress free" temperature was taken as the initia l
operating temperature of the RPV, which is a reasonable approximation to the lifetime load his -
tory effects .

The pressure of 6.897 MPa (1 .0 ksi) was applied to the model using 3-D element pressure
surfaces. For each time step of the calculations, energy release rates were determined around th e
crack front using a virtual crack-extension technique developed by deLorenzi 16 and implemented
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in the ORVIRT17 program. (The ORVIRT program functions as a postprocessor of a conven-
tional finite-element solution obtained from the ADINA program.)

The through-wall circumferential and axial stress distributions from the ADINA an d
OCA-P solutions were compared for Tf = 119 .4°C (247°F), and a time of 17 .5 min into the tran -
sient . This comparison is depicted in Fig . 4 and shows good agreement.

Table 3. Comparisons of 3-D finite-element analyses with closed-form KI solutions
of semicircular part-through surface cracks

a a a a a
25.4 mm 15 .875 mm 12.70 mm 6.35 mm 4.572 mm
(1 .0 in .) (0 .625 in.) (0 .5 in .) (0.25 in .) (0.18 in .)

Location
KI (MPaJ) KI (MPa') KI (MPa/) KI (MPavm) KI (MPa/)

% % % %

	

%
3-D

	

CP Diff 3-D

	

CF Diff 3-D

	

CF Diff 3-D

	

CF Diff

	

3-D

	

CF

	

Diff

Surface 98

	

99 1 82

	

80 3 74

	

72 3 46

	

52 12

	

-

	

44
Clad/Base 86

	

90 4 67

	

71 6 58

	

64 9 28

	

44 36

	

-

	

37

	

-
Interface
Deepest 62

	

65 5 55

	

59 7 51

	

54 6 36

	

41 12

	

-

	

36

	

-
Point

*CF = closed-form solution .

As mentioned in the introduction, to be able to perform the PFM analysis with OCA-P ,
considering 3-D as well as 2-D flaws, it was necessary to provide a means for including 3-D-flaw
effects in OCA-P for the specific flaws of interest . This was done by first calculating the mini -
mum flaw depth that would result in initiation during the specific PTS transients of interest for
the study. In so doing, the effects of warm prestress were neglected, consistent with the require -
ment in NRC Regulatory Guide 1 .154 and thus consistent with the way in which the OCA-P PT S
analyses are performed with 2-D and other 3-D flaws .

5. DETERMINISTIC COMPARISON OF POTENTIAL FOR INITIATIO N
OF 2-D AND 3-D FLAWS

Values of KI/Kic were calculated for flaw depths of 12 .7 and 25.4 mm (0 .5 and 1 .0 in.),
and for the two PTS transients corresponding to Tf = 65.6 and 100.0°C (150 and 212°F) . For the
3-D (semicircular) flaw, the maximum value of KI/Kic occurs at the clad/base interface, and thus
the 3-D flaw initially tends to grow in length . Thermal-shock experiments9 with clad cylinders
indicate that in a single event the flaw could grow in length beneath the cladding to become a
long (2-D) flaw. Thus, the interface point on the initial crack front was used in the present stud y
for the comparison .

Results of the analyses, shown in Fig . 5 (a)-(d), indicate that for a flaw depth of 25 .4 mm
(1 .0 in.) and Tf = 100.0°C (212°F) the maximum values of KI/Kic (maximum with respect t o
time) are somewhat greater for the 3-D flaws, and for the more severe transient the 25 .4-mm (1 .0
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in.) 3-D values are only slightly less than for the 2-D values, with the 2-D values occurring a few
minutes later in both transients . For shallower flaws, the maximum values for the 3-D flaws ar e
substantially less than for the 2-D flaws . Previous IPTS-type studies 2-4 using only 2-D flaw s
for initial flaws, indicate that most initial flaws resulting in vessel failure have depths less than
15 mm. Thus, use of the presumably more likely 3-D flaw could result in a smaller calculated
value of the probability of vessel failure . A preliminary estimate of the effect is included in
Section 8 .

6. CALCULATION OF MINIMUM CRITICAL FLAW DEPTH
FOR 2-D FLAW S

The minimum flaw depth that resulted in cleavage fracture as predicted by OCA-P i s
illustrated in Fig . 6 for infinite-length axial-oriented surface flaws and for the various transient s
and KIc curves, assuming RTT at the vessel inner surface of 132°C (270°F) . From Fig . 6 it
can be seen that as the toughness increases (-3a to Oa) and Tf increases, the minimum flaw
depth that will initiate increases, as would be expected for the specific transients .

7. CALCULATION OF MINIMUM CRITICAL FLAW SIZ E
FOR 3-D FLAW S

In performing a series of 3-D analyses for each transient to determine the minimum crac k
depth that would result in initiation, KI was calculated along all of the crack front . Values are
plotted as a function of time and selected points along the crack front in Fig . 7 (a)-(c) for crac k
depths of 25.4 mm (1 .0 in.), 10.16 mm (0 .4 in.), and 6 .35 mm (0 .25 in.), respectively, and for
Tf = 100°C (212°F) . As indicated, KI values are highest at the surface . For the deepest flaw, the
maximum value in the base material is at the clad/base interface, and for the shallowest flaw, it i s
at the deepest point.

In Fig. 8, values of KI and KIc at the clad/base interface for a = 15 .875 mm (0.625 in. )
and Tf = 100°C (212°F) are shown as functions of time . The KI curve is tangent to a KIc curve
slightly above the -la curve. The corresponding time and KI value are approximately 30 min
and 66 MPa/ (60 ksi in. ) . By interpolation, crack depths corresponding to tangent points
with each of the indicated KIc curves were obtained and are reported in Table 4 . These crack
depths are the minimum values that will result in initiation for the specified conditions, and th e
maximum KI value from along the crack front. All the initiations took place at the clad/bas e
interface except for the -2a and -3a cases and Tf = 65 .6°C (150°F), since KI was higher at th e
deepest point . As discussed earlier, there is a divergence from the closed-form solution for th e
shallow-flaw 3-D model at the clad/base interface . The results in Table 3 for shallow flaws indi -
cate that the value of KI at the clad/base interface is close to the value at the deepest point for th e
closed-form solution . Consequently, for these analyses, the minimum flaw depth that will resul t
in initiation would not change for the -3a case, but would decrease from 7 .37 mm (0 .29 in .) to
6.35 mm (0.25 in .) for the -2a case. For any subsequent analyses, it is recommended that a 3- D
model of a true semicircle be used .

The results from the 3-D and IPTS/OCA-P analyses are plotted together in Fig . 9. The
3-D results, using the -3a fracture toughness curve, predict that a much deeper minimum critical
flaw size (by 80%) is needed for initiation than is indicated by the 2-D results for the three tran -
sients. But, as toughness increases (-3a to Oa), and the final temperature increases, the 3- D
results predict flaws to initiate which are shallower than those predicted by the 2-D analyses .
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Table 4. 3-D finite-element result s

a

	

K

	

a

	

K
-2a

	

I

	

-3a
a

	

K

	

a
Temperature

	

Oa

	

~

	

-l a
°C

	

(°F)

65.6

	

(150) 10.92 63 9.14 53 7.37 47 5.08 36
(.43) (57) ( .36) (48) ( .29) (43) ( .20) (33)

100.0

	

(212) 21 .84 77 15.75 66 11 .68 54 8.89 45
( .86) (70) ( .62) (60) ( .46) (49) ( .35) (41 )

119 .4

	

(247) 42 .93 98 29.97 83 20.07 69 13.46 54
(1 .69) (89) (1 .18) (76) ( .79) (63) ( .53) (49)

Note: Values of a in mm (in . )
Values of K in MPa/ (ksi in . )

8. OCA-P PROBABILISTIC ANALYSE S

The possible net benefit of using 3-D as opposed to 2-D initial flaws in a PTS analysis i s
most accurately evaluated in terms of the probability of vessel failure . PFM calculations, using
OCA-P, were performed using both 2-D and semicircular flaws as initial flaws . The results ,
shown in Fig . 10, indicate that P(FIE) is substantially less for the semicircular flaw : a factor of 3
for the most severe transient considered and a factor of 20 for the least severe .

For these studies, the semicircular flaws was included in the OCA-P analysis in a n
approximate manner that underestimated the benefit of using the specific 3-D as opposed to th e
2-D flaw. [The minimum crack depths for initiation determined in the 3-D deterministic analysi s
(Section 7) were used as a filter to eliminate initiation of 2-D flaws of a shallower depth . Flaws
that were not filtered out were treated as infinitely long surface flaws .19 ]

9. DISCUSSION AND SUMMAR Y

Analyses were performed to determine the effect of using semicircular surface flaws a s
initial flaws in a PTS analysis as opposed to 2-D flaws . A deterministic analysis indicated that
deeper 3-D (semicircular) than 2-D flaws were required for initiation, except for the least sever e
transient . P(FIE) was reduced by a factor of 3 for the most severe transient and a factor of 20 fo r
the least severe transient . When the closed-form semicircular flaw KI solutions were evaluated ,
the minimum flaw depth required for initiation did not change significantly . Consequently ,
P(FIE) was not affected . This initial study indicates that incorporating finite-length flaw results
into probabilistic fracture analyses significantly affects the analyses .
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Fig. 1 . Postulated thermal transients with an exponential decay constant of 0 .15 min- 1 .
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Fig. 2. 3-D finite-element model of a clad cylinder subjected to PTS loading .
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Fig. 3. Detail of crack-tip region for the finite-element model of a clad cylinder with a
12.7-mm-deep (0.5-in.) flaw.
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Fig. 5 . Values of K1/KIc ratios as a function of time: (a) 25.4 mm (1 .0 in.), Tf = 100°C
(212°F); (b) 25.4 mm (1 .0 in.), Tf = 65.6°C (150°F) ; (c) 12.7 mm (0.5 in.), Tf = 100°C (212°F) ;
and (d) 12.7 mm (0.5 in .), Tf = 65.6°C (150°F) .
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LARGE-SCALE TESTING OF VVER REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL MATERIAL S
- VERIFICATION OF FRACTURE MECHANICS CALCULATION S

Milan BRUMOVSKŸ
KODA Concern, Nuclear Machinery Plan t

Czech and Slovak Federal Republic

ABSTRACT

Large-scale fracture mechanics experiments have been carried out in cooperation betwee n
MKODA Concern, OKB Gidropress and CNIITMASH (both former USSR) to establish reliable an d
precise fracture mechanics calculations for VVER reactor pressure vessel behaviour .

The programme included testing of base materials, electroslag and submerged arc weldment s
from both 15Kh2MFA (VVER-440) as well as from15Kh2NMFA (VVER-1000) types of steels . The
most important part of the experiments were performed on 150 mm thick specimens (with sectio n
of 150 x 600 mm in KODA tested in tension, and with sections 150 x 400 up to 150 x 650 m m
in CNIITMASH tested by spinning) with different surface defects . Testing temperatures were within
the interval of -30 and +80°C, with defect depths between 15 and 100 mm, all of semielliptical form .

Fracture behaviour of these tests varied between fully brittle (cleavage) to ductile, with/o r
without any subcritical crack growth .

These large-scale tests were completed by standard fracture mechanics tests, and in the cas e
of VVER-440 materials also by small-scale specimens testing .

Evaluation of results has been carried out on the basis of linear-elastic fracture mechanics ,
elastic-plastic fracture mechanics as well as two-criteria (R6) methods with respect to uniaxial as wel l
as biaxial loading.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important tasks with respect to ensuring reactor pressure vessel (RPV) saf e
operation is to eliminate any possibility of fast (brittle or semi-brittle) fracture . Nuclear codes used
nowadays are based on Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) only . This approach seems to
be very conservative, especially in the area of elastic-plastic loading. Such type of loading is
characteristic not only for normal operation conditions, but also for cases of emergency cooling -
pressurized thermal shock. Moreover, operating conditions (relatively high temperatures with respect
to material transition temperatures) as well as steels of medium strength create a situation such tha t
conditions of plane strain are not fulfilled even for high thicknesses of RPV walls . Thus, the LEFM
approach is no longer fully suitable and should be replaced by some more appropriate approach lik e
CEGB R6, for example .
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Tests of large-scale specimens of real thickness (equal to the thickness of RPV wall) are ver y
useful to determine real conditions of fast fracture initiation . In cases when these specimens have
surface semielliptical defects, their results can be compared with calculated parameters receive d
directly from Codes.

A coordinated research programme has been carried out mainly in KODA Concern, Nuclea r
Machinery Plant, Plzei , tSFR with the aim of checking conditions for fracture initiation in material s
of RPVs for VVER-440 and VVER-1000 MW units . This programme was carried out in a close
cooperation with the OKB "Gidropress", Podolsk, Russia (General Designer of VVER reactors) an d
CNIITMASH, Moscow, Russia (Material Research Organization) .

TESTED MATERIALS

Large scale specimens were manufactured from 150 mm thick plates taken from material s
used for RPV of VVER-440 (15Kh2MFA type) as well as for VVER-1000 MW (15Kh2NMFA type )
units. Base metals (BM) as well as welding joints were tested; included were electroslag (ES) and
submerged arc (AIS) welds .

Main characteristics if these materials are given in Tables 1 and 2 .

Table 1. Chemical composition of tested materials (mass % )

materia l

15Kh2MFA steel 0.15 0.48 0.35 0.013 0.016 2.77 0.14 0.60 0.34
15Kh2NMFA steel 0.13 0.41 0.23 0.010 0.018 2.06 1.32 0.63 0.07

Table 2. Mechanical properties of tested materials at 20° C

material RP 0.2 R. A5 Z KCV Ti. Kic
(MPa) (MPa) (%) (%) (Jcm"2) (°C) (MPavm)

15Kh2MFA steel 575 680 21 .2 72.8 210 -30 150-200
S/A weld metal 425 565 25.4 66.4 30 +30 80
ES weld metal 550 665 20.4 73.0 30 +40 80

15Kh2NMFA steel 570 660 21 .4 70.0 200 -30 220-250
S/A weld metal 500 610 21 .0 64.0 85 180
ES weld metal 650 750 18.5 71 .0 135
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Transition temperature T kO - critical temperature of brittleness - is, in principle, defined as
follows :

- mean value of KCV from three tests at temperature equal to T kO should be equal to 60 Jcm-2
(for +steels with yield strength at room temperature between 550 and 700 MPa) ,

- mean value of KCV from three tests at temperature equal to T kO + 30°C must not be lower
than 90 Jcm-2 and mean value of shear fracture appearance must be larger than 50% .

This transition temperature lies within an interval of RTNDT +/-10°C, as was demonstrated
for both types of steels .

TESTING EQUIPMENTS AND PROCEDURES

Large-scale specimens of two different types were tested :

- flat specimens in special testing equipment ZZ 8000 in t KODA Concern ,

- disc specimens in special spinning equipment in CNIITMASH .

Testing equipment ZZ 8000 in t KODA Concern was designed and made by KODA and is
in operation since October 1962, i .e., 30 years . Maximum tensile force is 80 MN, maximu m
dimensions of testing specimens -350 x 1,200 mm in section, and up to 4,000 mm in length . Specimen
are usually welded to the specimen heads by electroslag type of welding . For this programme, fla t
tensile specimens with testing section equal to 150 x 600 mm were chosen - see Fig . 1. This
thickness was chosen as a representative one for the whole programme, as it is very close to both
RPV wall thicknesses (thickness of RPV VVER-440 is 140 mm, while VVER-1000 is equal to 20 0
mm in their cylindrical parts) .

These specimens contained surface semielliptical crack-type defects with two different ai2 c
ratios:

- 1:3 for RPV VVER-440 materials, as the main purpose was to obtain supporting results fo r
a newly prepared "USSR Standard for strength calculations . .",

- 1:5 for RPV VVER-1000 materials, as comparison with ASME Code should have to b e
established .

Specimens were tested in temperature range of TkO +/-50°C in case of VVER-440 materials
or at room temperature for VVER-1000 materials . Defects in these specimens were manufacture d
using electric erosive spark method - it was shown, that behaviour of such defects is similar to fatigu e
cracks with respect to their fracture toughness values for tested materials .

Conditions of fast fracture initiation as well as of subcritical crack growth were determined
by measuring the following parameters : force, temperature, crack opening displacement, extension ,
strain field, acoustic emission and electrical potential drop . Also in some cases TV observation of
crack deformation was used .
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To obtain more complex information about tested materials and to be able to compare ol d
(transition temperature) and new (LEFM) approaches in USSR Standards, tests for determination
of Crack Arrest Temperature in flat type specimens of testing section equal to 150 x 1,200 mm were
also carried out and a Fracture Analysis Diagram was determined. For these tests the ESSO type
method was chosen with temperature gradient across specimen width .

Disc type specimens were tested in two testing machines in CNIITMASH, Moscow . Disc
models of diameter equal to 650 mm were tested in spinning machine VRD-1500, and models o f
diameter 400 mm in the machine VRD-500 . In both cases specimens had similar thickness - 150 mm .
Defects were prepared using electron-beam melting of titan wire in defect tip .

All these tests were carried out at room temperature . Loading of models was performed b y
rotation (spinning disc) using step-by-step increase of frequency of rotation by about 500 to 1,00 0
revolutions/minute. After every step in the region of expected fracture, all specimens were stopped
and their geometrical dimensions and defect depth were measured. Increase of rotation frequency
then continued up to specimen fracture.

In both types of testing, fracture type, subcritical crack growth value and its shape was
determined after failure and documented by photos .

While testing of flat tensile specimens was fully uniaxial, testing of rotating (spinning) disc was
characterized by biaxial type of loading - in disc centre, where fracture was mostly initiated, ratio o f
both stresses is equal to 1 :1 .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The relatively wide set of large-scale tests shows some interesting and important facts, th e
most pronounced are as follows .

Testing of flat tensile specimens

Fracture surfaces are in all cases (with the exception of one test of base metal at a
temperature equal to +75°C, where large subcritical crack growth through the whole thicknes s
followed by fast shear failure was observed - in this case testing temperature was equal to the FAT)
were of brittle or semi-brittle character with pronounced "half-moon" type of subcritical crack-growth .
Fracture surfaces are practically fully flat, in cases of weld metals of submerged arc welding join t
these surfaces are slightly undulated and corresponded to individual welding "beads" . Fracture
surfaces of base metal and electroslag welding metal are very similar (electroslag welding joint wa s
quenched and tempered after welding, i .e ., has practical similar structure of metal) . Initiation of final
failure started, in most cases, from the deepest point, i .e., from place with maximum value of stres s
intensity factor. In cases of submerged arc welds, only, this initiation point is often shifted to some
further bead, probably to the weakest point of the weld . There was practically no difference betwee n
fracture surface characteristics of 15Kh2MFA and 15Kh2NMFA types of steels .
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Main results from testing of 15Kh2MFA type of materials are shown in Fig. 2. In this figure
solid curves represent mean values of fracture toughness determined from tested materials b y
standard fracture toughness specimens (mostly of thickness 25 nd 75 mm), dashed line represents th e
design (allowed) fracture toughness curve according to the USSR Code /1/ . Experimental points
show, that, in most cases, an initiation of subcritical crack growth starts close to the mean valu e
curves. In the case of submerged arc weld, their initiation was observed at values lower than th e
mean curve, in general, as this weld metal is very nonhomogeneous and the initiation starts at the
weakest bead but practically in all cases at values beyond the design curve . These results fully
support the necessity of large-scale specimen testing, as standard specimens cannot catch suc h
weakest points, or, mean curves are of course higher as they include test results of tougher materials .

Figures 3 and 4 summarize results from the same steel but in the form of critical netto(net) -
stresses vs . initial crack depth for testing at room temperature. This type of diagram represents so -
called "Defect Analysis Diagram - DAD" ; it is an isotermic type of diagram . Figure 3 for base meta l
as well as Figure 4 for weld metals show that initiation netto(net)-stresses are practically equal to
yield strength of materials while fracture netto(net)-stresses are practically equal to ultimate tensile
strength of tested materials, if testing temperature was higher than critical temperature Tko. The
effect of a crack on these stresses is observed only for temperature below T ko , i.e ., the LEFM
approach can be observed only in this temperature region .

Similar results are shown in Fig. 5 for specimens from 15Kh2NMFA type of steel and its
welding joints. All tests were performed, in this case, only at room temperature, i .e., with relatively
high fracture toughness values (see Table 2) . Some effect of crack size on critical stresses is see n
only for electroslag weldment, i .e ., for materials with the lowest toughness values (only abou t
135 MPS). In all cases, for both types of steels, some effect of crack size on critical netto(net) -
stresses can be observed for conditions with lower fracture toughness values of materials, as well a s
for crack sizes larger than 40 mm in depth .

Quite different situations can be encountered when brutto(gross)-stresses are used in desig n
of such diagrams . Figure 6 shows the Defect Analysis Diagram for 15Kh2MFA type of steel teste d
at room temperature. Comparison of experimental values with calculated stresses (for fractur e
toughness according to Table 2) using LEFM approach is also shown . It is clearly seen that
practically all experimental data lie beyond the calculated curve . Moreover, as it was also seen i n
Figure 4, specimens with defects smaller than about 40 mm are not, at this temperature, practicall y
affected by these defects . Figure 7 shows further results for specimens with defect depths equal to
40 and 100 mm, tested at different temperatures . This diagram represents part of the Fracture
Analysis Diagram but in netto(net)-stresses .

Detailed Defect Analysis Diagrams for 15Kh2NMFA type of steels are given also in
Figs. 8-10; in all cases for room temperature testing, brutto(gross)-stresses have been used. Figure 8
summarizes results from base metal testing; Fig. 9 gives results from electroslag weld ; and Fig. 10 from
submerged arc weld . Experimental results are compared with calculated trends, using fracture
toughness values from Table 2. In all cases open symbols are used for subcritical crack initiation, ful l
symbols for fracture. Comparing experimental results with calculated trends, one can conclude tha t
experimental values lie beyond calculated ones, i .e., it is demonstrated that the LEFM approach eve n
for thick walled RPVs is conservative, especially in cases when the design fracture toughness curve s
according to Nuclear Codes are used. It was shown, for example, that for 15Kh2MFA type of stee l
with crack depth equal to 100 mm, its critical stress is higher than 400 MPa, i .e., more than twice
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design stress value of this material . For crack depth close to the "postulated defect" size (in case o f
VVER-440 RPVs it is equal to 35 mm), i .e ., 40 mm, this fracture stress is even higher than 500 MP a
for temperature close to critical temperature Tko. Thus, a sufficiently high safety factor wa s
demonstrated .

Comparing results from Figs . 8-10 (15Kh2NMFA type steel) with Fig . 6 (15Kh2MFA type
steel) it can be concluded that similar effects of crack depth on initiation/fracture stresses are found .
In principle, base metals defects of depth smaller than about 40 mm have no pronounced effect o n
brutto(gross)-stress, while for welding joints this crack depth value is somewhat smaller - between
15 and 30 mm.

Another evaluation of results was carried out using two-criteria approach - CEGB R6
method, Rev. 3 /2/. A design curve, according to this approach, is given as:

KR = (1-0.14 LR2) . (0.3 + 0.7 exp(-0.65 LR6)

where

KR = K I/KIc , and LR = Q/Re .

In Fig. 11 all results received for both types of steels and their welding joints are summarized .
For calculations only mean real fracture toughness values of tested materials (see Table 2) have been
applied, as well as mean yield strength values . Relatively good correlation of experimental points an d
the design curve has been established - practically in all cases initiation points are close to the desig n
curve. This conclusion has been reached independent of crack depth and testing temperatures .
Safety factors, determined with respect to stress intensity factors KI or with respect to stresses, lie i n
interval between one and two . Of course, if design fracture toughness values would be used, the n
all results would lie substantially higher than the R6 design curve and safety factors would be at leas t
twice as large, i .e ., safety would be fully reliable .

Comparison of tensile and spinning specimen s

Comparison of these two different type of testing (uniaxial and biaxial) can be performed only fo r
15Kh2NMFA type of steels, tested at room temperature . This fact was based on experimenta l
capabilities of spinning testing equipment .

Results from both types of testing are summarized also in Figs . 8-10 Practically in all cases, result s
from biaxial type of testing (i .e., from spinning disc specimens) lie lower in comparison with tensile
ones. Moreover, in some tests, like in Fig . 9, it can also be seen that size effect plays some role, i .e.,
specimens of larger diameter of 600 mm (i .e., with' conditions closer to plane strain) were fracture d
at lower stresses than specimens with smaller diameter of only 260 mm .

Thus, this small comparison shows that biaxial type of loading is less favourable than uniaxial loading .
Results from biaxial loading lie closer to calculated line than those from uniaxial testing . Situations
in RPVs are characterized by loading conditions that are mostly between these two boundary case s
- i .e ., between uniaxial (tensile flat specimens) and biaxial (spinning discs) with loading ratio 1 :1 .
Thus, use of LEFM approach with only the first type of loading (K I) is very conservative, closer
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results are received from biaxial type of testing. So, the LEFM approach is strongly conservative, and
an elastic-plastic approach is necessary to apply .

Subcritical crack growth

Testing of both types of specimens showed that final failure was preceded by some subcritica l
crack growth in most cases. This growth was mostly of "half-moon" type, i .e., it followed the cours e
of stress intensity factor values: largest values of KI for tensile tests lie in the deepest point, whil e
the lowest value is on the specimen surface. Dependence of maximum crack growth values on initia l
defects depth can be found practically in all diagrams . Special attention should be given to Figs . 6
and 7, their lower parts summarize crack growth values for 15Kh2MFA type of material, in Fig . 6 as
a function of initial defect size at room temperature testing, in Fig . 7 as a function of testing
temperature for two initial defect sizes : 40 and 100 mm. For this type of steel, this crack growth
value is increasing with initial defect size, independently on testing temperature (with exception o f
very low testing temperatures, where fully brittle failure occurred) . At the same time, with increasin g
temperature this crack growth value is, naturally, also increasing .

A different situation was found for 15Kh2NMFA type of steel as shown in Fig . 12. Crack
growth values are, on contrary, decreasing with increasing initial defect size . This trend is valid fo r
base metal as well as for submerged arc weld. For electroslag weld metal, results can be somewhat
different, but lack of further data caused these results not so fully representative .

Comparing these two different trends in crack growth data, it is necessary to compare also R-curve s
(J-da) for both materials . Both steels are, in principle, characterized by similar fracture toughnes s
values, not only at room temperature, but in the whole temperature region . While 15Kh2MFA type
of steel is characterized by somewhat lower strength properties, its R-curve is less steeper i n
comparison with 15Kh2NMFA type. These trends fully correspond with dependencies of crac k
growth values - steeper R-curve results in smaller crack growth values and vice versa .

CONCLUSIONS

Testing of large-scale specimens made of steels used for RPVs of VVER-440 and VVER-
100% MW units shows the following results :

- fracture behaviour in temperature transition region (around critical temperature T ko) is mostly
semi-brittle with some extent of subcritical crack growth,

- netto(net)-stresses for crack growth initiation are close to yield strength of materials whil e
netto(net)-stresses for final failure are close to ultimate tensile strength of tested materials ,

- critical brutto(gross)-stresses for crack growth initiation for "postulated defect" are muc h
larger than allowable stress values in given materials ,

- specimens with defects smaller than 40 mm in depth (for base materials) and smaller than 1 5
to 20 mm for weld metals behaved like without these defects - their initiation stresses do not
depend on crack size,
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- comparison of experimental results with calculated values based on LEFM approach show s
a large conservatism of the approach, as practically all tests failed in elastic-plastic region o f
loading, at higher stresses than calculated ones ,

- use of two-criteria CEGB R6, Rev . 3 approach was found to be well consistent wit h
experimental data if mean values of experimentally determined fracture toughness of materials
was used into calculation ,

- comparison of uniaxial tensile tests (flat specimens with section of 150 x 600 mm) with
biaxial tests (spinning discs with section up to 150 x 600 mm) shows that biaxial loading i s
less favourable : failure stresses are lower than for uniaxial loading and they are closer t o
calculated results from LEFM approach for uniaxial loading ,

subcritical crack growth values depend strongly on type of material and its R-curve : while for
15Kh2MFA type of steels these values are increasing with increasing crack size, on the
contrary, for 15Kh2NMFA type of steel these crack growth values have a decreasing trend ,
in both cases these values are growing with temperature increase ,

- main task of this coordinated programme has been achieved : these tests demonstrated that
USSR Code for strength calculations is conservative with a sufficient degree of additiona l
safety with respect not only to real but also to design values of fracture toughness .
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Fig. 2. Results of testing of 15Kh2MFA type of steel .
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FULLY PLASTIC J-INTEGRAL SOLUTION S
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HAVING SEMI-ELLIPTICAL SURFACE FLAWS
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ABSTRACT

The application of elastic-plastic fracture mechanics to safet y
analysis of pressurized vessels has been developed based on limited ,
published finite element solutions . These limited solutions have no t
necessarily been verified to be accurate . This paper presents new ,
accurate, finite element solutions . These solutions are based o n
ABAQUS fully-plastic finite element J-integral solutions presented i n
terms of calibration constants, h l . These calibration constants are a
function of crack depth to thickness, aspect ratio of the flaw ,
Ramberg-Osgood hardening exponent, and thickness to inside radiu s
ratio .

An evaluation of the published J-integral solutions lead to the
conclusion that these earlier solutions were not taken far enough out
in applied pressure to produce valid fully plastic J-integra l
solutions . This is shown to produce higher, more conservative h l
values than are presented in this paper .

In addition to comparisons with these published results, th e
effect of strain hardening was examined . The earlier work was limite d
to a strain hardening value of n=8 .6 . The work presented her e
includes the range of values of n=5, 7, 8 .6, and 10 representative o f
both austenitic and ferritic pressure vessel and piping steels .

INTRODUCTION

A critical part of the assessment of defects in power plant
components is the knowledge of the crack driving force . The crac k
driving force is measured by the stress intensity factor, K I , for
structures operating in the linear elastic range of applied stresses ,
or the J-integral for flawed structures operating in the elastic-
plastic stress regime . While the determination of KI or J is possibl e
using finite element analyses, finite element methods can be
prohibitive for many practical engineering applications . This is
especially true for part-through-the-wall flaws (semi-elliptical )
where three-dimensional finite element modeling is required .

An alternate approach referred to as the engineering approach o r
estimation scheme(l) allows the engineer to superpose solution s
obtained from linear elastic solutions such as from handbooks(2) an d
fully plastic solutions determined from the J-integral solutions . Fo r
a power law hardening material, Il'yushin(3) has demonstrated that th e
J-integral can be represented by a geometry factor times the remot e
applied load taken to the "n+l" power or as stated in (1) by an "h, "
calibration function times the ratio of the applied remote loa d
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strain hardening exponent for elastic-plastic problems . The value o f
"h," is a function of the geometry and hardening exponent . Genera l
Electric, under Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) support ,
developed and published many of these fully plastic solutions (1) fo r
2-D geometries in the h, format . However, there are few solutions i n
the literature for part through axial flaws in pressurized cylinder s
or flat plates (4), (5), (6), (7), and (8) . Of these solutions onl y
(4), (7), and (8) present solutions in a systematic format of the h ,
functions as presented in (1) .

The finite element program ABAQUS (9) was used to evaluate the J -
integral at the deep point of the axial interior part-through wal l
semi-elliptical flaw in a pressurized cylinder with pressure acting o n
the crack face . Several different flaw depths were modelled as a
fraction of the pressure vessel wall thickness, t (a/t=1/8, 1/4, 1/2 )
for a fixed aspect ratio of a/Q=1/6, where Q is the surface length o f
the semi-elliptical flaw . The cylinder geometry chosen had an inside
radius to thickness ratio of 10 . In addition, the range of strain
hardening values chosen for n was 5 to 10 which is representative o f
commonly used austenitic and ferritic steels . This range i s
consistent with the values given in the EPRI Elastic-Plastic Fractur e
Handbook (1) for both test specimen geometries (2D) and flawe d
cylinders (axisymmetric geometries) . From the J-integral value s
generated, h l functions were determined and compared to those found i n
(4) and (5) .

BACKGROUND THEORY

The J-integral procedure in ABAQUS is based on the virtual crac k
extension method of Parks (10) . The J-integral procedure is simple t o
use, adds little to the cost of the analysis, and provides excellen t
accuracy . ABAQUS provides a Ramberg-Osgood deformation theor y
plasticity model, which, when used with the J-integral evaluatio n
capability, allows the determination of fully plastic J solutions, J .
Convergence to Jp is generally rapid with this model, so that analyse s
in support of the simplified "engineering approach" are readil y
obtainable .

The finite element model was generated using a Fortran progra m
(ORMGEN-3D) developed at Oak Ridge National Lab (ORNL) . ORMGEN-3 D
(11)is capable of generating six different flaw geometries . Thes e
geometries include flat plates with straight or curved surface crack s
and cylinders with part-through flaws on the outer or inner surfaces .

Most fracture problems lend themselves to previously solve d
geometries and loadings contained in various references (1,2) .
However, elastic-plastic structural response in terms of h, for some
geometries and loadings are not available in the published literature .
For these cases, h, can be determined from the ABAQUS generated J -
integral analyses .

As ,described in Reference 1, the total J-integral ( JC ) can be
estimated by separating the J-integral into an elastic part and a
fully plastic part .

J, = J e + Jp

	

(1 )
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The fully plastic portion can be written as :

Jr- hl (a/t, a/Q , Ri /t, n) * (P/Po) 0+1'

	

(2 )

where :

	

a = flaw depth
t = cylinder wall thicknes s
Q = surface length of fla w
Ri = inside radiu s
n = strain hardening exponent
P = internal pressure
P o = reference limit pressur e

If h i is known as a function of a/t, a/Q, R i /t and n, Jp can be
calculated for any load level . The Jp expression contains other term s
such as yield offset (a), yield stress (ao ) ., yield strain (c o ), and
a/t . For the calculation of hi , the values used in ABAQUS for a, and a
will not effect the values of hi , so any reasonable values can be use d
to determine J .

The Ramberg-Osgood deformation theory plasticity material mode l
was used in conjunction with the J-integral evaluation capability to
determine the fully plastic J-integral . The stress-strain relation
for the Ramberg-Osgood model i s

e/euea/ao+a(a/a0 ) n

	

(3 )

The term a/ao is the elastic term and a(a/ao ) n is the fully plasti c
term . In order to determine the fully plastic J-integral, th e
structure must be stressed sufficiently such that the plastic portion
dominates and the elastic portion is insignificant .

DETERMINATION OF h, AND COMPARISON S
WITH PUBLISHED DATA

The fully plastic J-integral expression for a pressurized
cylinder with an axial interior surface semi-elliptical part-through
flaw was obtained from (7) as given b y

Jp = a*a0 *c o *a* (1- (a/t) ) *h i (a/t, a/Q , R;/t, n) * (P/P o ) n+l

	

(4 )

Po = (2/43) *a0 *(t-a') /(Ri+a*)

	

(5 )

a i = a*[ 1 - (1+(Q 2 /2t 2 ) )- ] /[ 1-(a/t) (1+(Q 2 /2t2 ) )-"]

	

(6 )

where :

	

a = flaw depth
t = cylinder wall thicknes s
Q = surface length of flaw
Ri = inside radiu s
n = strain hardening exponent
P = internal pressur e
Pp = reference limit pressur e
a = yield offse t
ao = yield stres s
co = yield strain

To obtain a fully plastic value ( Jr ) for the structure for a
Ramberg-Osgood material, a large load is applied such that the elasti c
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portion (Je) of Jt becomes insignificant compared to J, . Using the
calculated J-integral value from ABAQUS and equations (1) and (4), th e
value for hl can be calculated from equation (4) directly when J e in
equation (1) is insignificant .

An alternate approach is to determine Je directly (the stres s
intensity factor squared for a plastically adjusted crack size) an d
subtract Je from Jt to obtain J . The value of h l can then be
determined directly from equation (4) . This approach is used in (4 )
as well as in (7) and (8) .

ABAQUS calculates Jt along the crack front and for each define d
path . The calculated J, values provide the user with the variation in
Jt along the crack front from the surface point to the deep point . The
maximum Jt occurs at the deep point . Only results from the deep poin t
are presented here . The J paths used are illustrated in Figure 1 fo r
Case 1 . For Case 1 (a/t=1/4, a/Q=1/6, Ri /t=10) the mesh used allowe d
only 3 valid paths to be defined . The element transitioning from 2
elements to 1 element precluded the use of a fourth path . For the 3
paths defined only the results from paths 2 and 3 were used in th e
determination of h l . The exclusion of path 1, containing the crack ti p
elements, was based on recommendations found in guidelines given at a n
HKS Fracture Mechanics course . The h l values given in Table 1 ar e
based on an average of the J-integral values for paths 2 and 3 .

The following subsections describe the finite element models use d
as well as the J-integral (and h 1 ) results for each a/t ratio examined .
In all cases the crack aspect ratio was a/4=1/6 . This value of 1/6 i s
based on. a postulated flaw shape used in the ASME Nuclear Pressure
Vessel Code (Section III) . In all cases, strain hardening values o f
n= 5, 7, 8 .6, and 10 were run . Each case is presented in the order o f
analysis .

Case 1 : a/t=1/ 4

The finite element model, 36 inches in length, contained 480 8
nodes and 8 elements along the crack front .

Since the Jt results from the literature (4), (5) were for n=8 . 6
the results for n=8 .6 are presented and discussed first . Table 1
shows the calculation of h1 at each load level .

The finite element model was of the same length as used in (4 )
and (5) . This length was required to sufficiently isolate the
displacements at the uncracked end of the model from localize d
disturbances in the vicinity of the crack . The modeled length wa s
based on the comparison of the displacements at the uncracked end o f
the flaw model with those from an uncracked cylinder model . Based o n
(5), for the end effects to be small, the cylinder length must be a t
least 16 times the maximum crack depth or 2 .667 times the maximum
surface length for an a/Q=1/6 .
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Table 1

Axial Semi-Elliptical Flaw in a Cylinder
With Ri/t=10, a/t=1/4, and n=8 . 6

R;=

	

90 in .
t=

	

9 in .
1 =2c= 13 .5 in .
a=

	

2 .25 in .
a =

	

1 . 4
n=

	

8 . 6
E=

	

30 .0E06 ps i
v=

	

0 . 3

a0 = 60000 ps i
a `=

	

0 .8527 in .
P 0=

	

6212 .88 ps i

Length of Cylinder - 36 in .

P
(psi)

J 1
(in-lb/in 2 )

J2
(in-lb/int )

J3
(in-lb/in t )

J av g

(in-lb/int )
P/P0 (P /Po ) n +l h,

2260 149 .26 152 .3 152 .6 152 .45 0 .363 0 .0000607 8845 .
4520 735 .14 763 .1 772 .31 767 .705 0 .727 0 .0471754 57 .4 0
6780 5525 .9 5949 .7 6135 .3 6042 .5 1 .091 2 .3130879 9 .2 1
9040 57154 63464 66896 65180 1 .455 36 .610360 6 .2 7
11300 4 .319E5 484850 518780 501815 1 .818 311 .84596 5 .6 7
13560 2 .376E6 2 .684E6 2 .9212E6 28028E7 2 .182 1795 .0646 5 .5 0
15820 1 .019E7 1 .167E7 1 .2974E7 12323E7 2 .546 7884 .4114 5 .5 1
18080 3 .585E7 4 .197E7 4 .7588E7 447805E7 2 .910 28411 .356 5 .5 6
20000 9 .240E7 1 .1066E8 1 .2709E8 118875E8 3 .219 74864 .346 5 .60



The first column in Table 1 shows the applied internal pressur e
for that load increment . The next four columns show the J, values fro m
paths 1 through 3 and the average J t from paths 2 and 3, respectively .
Columns 6 and 7 show the ratio of the applied pressure to the limi t
pressure, and the pressure ratio to the n+l power, respectively . Using
the values in column 7, the geometry dimensions, and materia l
properties in conjunction with the equation for J p , h l is calculate d
and shown in column 8 .

Theoretically, h l should not be â function of pressure and
indeed, as the applied pressure increases, h, converges to a constan t
value . There was a small amount of variation at the higher pressure s
where hl begins to increase slightly, but the variation was small, o n
the order of 2% (5 .5 vs 5 .6) .

It can be observed from Table 1 that the J values are nearly pat h
independent . Based on discussions with Professor Dodds, difference s
between J values from each path should be within 5% . The significance
of this will be discussed in Case 3 .

The method for determining h l in (4) was based on the estimatio n
scheme formula (1) for J t . Jp was determined by subtracting the Je
value adjusted for the plastic zone correction . The problem with thi s
method is that the plastic zone correction (aeff) is a function of th e
internal pressure through the following expressions .

4) = 1/(1+(P /P0)2 )

aeff = a + W r Y

where ry is the Irwin plastic zone correction . This dependence of Je
on pressure, results in h, being a function of pressure .

The hl value reported in (4) of 7 .45 was determined at a pressure
of 5000 psi . From Figure 2 and Table 1 the converged h, value was 5 .5 .
It can be observed from Figure 2 that when h, is plotted against P/P o ,
h, levels out at about P/P o = 2 . This is equivalent to an applied
pressure of 12,500 psi . Reference (4) only went up to a pressure o f
5000 psi, not nearly high enough to eliminate the contributions due t o
Je . If the model from (4) would have gone to a higher pressure, thei r
calculated value of h, would have decreased . In other words, (4) di d
not go out far enough in pressure to obtain a fully plastic solution .
When the Ramberg-Osgood material strain hardening law is used (as i n
the this work and (4)), the pressure must be large enough to minimiz e
the amount of elastic contribution so that Jt is almost entirely mad e
up of Jp (fully plastic solution) . An alternate approach would be t o
use a pure power law material model (currently not available i n
ABAQUS) .

Note that only one strain hardening value of n=8 .6 was reported
in (4) . The present work includes values of 5, 7, and 10, a s
presented in Table 2 .

(12 )
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Table 2

hl' Versus a/t and n

a/t n
5 7 8 .6 1 0

1/8 7 .0 7 .5 7 .9 9 . 0
(6 .5) (7 .1) (7 .6) (8 .1 )

1/4 6 .3 6 .1 6 .3 6 . 4
(6 .1) (5 .8) (5 .5) (5 .2 )

1/2 1 .6" 0 .8 0 .4 " 0 .8 -
(1 .4) (0 .8) (0 .3) (0 .2 )

* values of h, determined using the 5% J-integral path
independency criteria
values in parentheses were determined by the constan t
value of h, vs P/P o plot s

10% J-integral path independency criteri a

The only other comparison for case 1 is found in (5) . As in
(4), the results in (5) are for n=8 .6 . In (5), the value of h, is no t
calculated directly . Therefore, comparison values using the J t -
integral results from (5) for h, were determined using the compute r
code PCFAD (12), a failure assessment diagram approach (7) . Reference
(8) discusses this approach . In (7), h, was determined as 6 .9 for
a/t=1/4 and n=8 .6, using the finite element J t-integral values in (5) .
In (5), the pressure used was not large enough to obtain a converge d
fully plastic J-integral value . However, the h, values shown in Tabl e
1 for pressures between 6780 and 9040 psi (note the maximum pressur e
in (5) was only 7500 psi) were between 9 .2 and 6 .3 .

Other possible reasons why h, values from both (4) and (7) (usin g
the Jt results from (5)) were different from the value found an d
reported in this paper may be due to grid refinement . Unless the mes h
is very refined, the crack tip elements do not provide sufficien t
accuracy to give good path-independent J t values . This is especiall y
true for nonlinear problems . The finite element grid for case 1
contains 4,808 nodes and 8 elements along the crack front . The mode l
used in (5) contained 2,983 nodes and 6 elements along the crac k
front . The model used in (4) contained 3,043 nodes and 6 element s
along the crack front .

Case 2 : a/t=1/ 8

Case 2 is the same geometry as Case 1 except a/t= 1/8 . The same
number of nodes and elements was maintained for case 2 as was used i n
case 1 . This means that the refinement around the crack was increase d
and the model length (36 inches) was twice the required length of 1 6
times the crack depth .
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As with Case 1 (a/t=1/4), comparisons for to n=8 .6, as reported
in (4) and (5) . The reported hl value from (4) of 11 .9 was based on a
pressure of 5000 psi . From Table 3, a converged value of 7 .6 wa s
obtained at a pressure of 16,000 psi . If (4) had used a higher
pressure, the resulting h l value would be lower . A pressure of at
least 16,000 psi would be required . Table 3 shows the value of hl at
each pressure level . Note that there was a small amount of variatio n
at the higher pressures where h l begins to increase slightly, but th e
variation was small, on the order of 1 .5% (7 .57 vs 7 .68) .

The models from (5) were limited to a/t=1/4 and 3/4 . The valu e
of hi determined from (7) for a/t=1/8 (a/Q=1/6) and n=8 .5 is 9 .06 .
This was based on engineering judgement and extrapolation of h l from
other a/t values . This hl value (9 .06) is consistent with the mor e
accurately calculated h l , (7 .6), from the present finite elemen t
analysis . Table 2 shows the results for n=5, 7, and 10 .

Case 3 : a/t=1/ 2

The geometry for this case was identical to Cases 1 and 2 excep t
a/t=1/2 . Three different finite element models were developed fo r
this case . The need for a more refined finite element grid for the
deeper crack (a/t =1/2) is discussed below . The initial finite elemen t
model used the same number of nodes and elements as in Cases 1 and 2 .
Table 4 presents the J-integral values for n=8 .6 as well as the
calculated h l values for the initial model (Model 1) . However, it ca n
be observed from Table 4 that the resultant h, values varie d
erratically with increasing pressure . This is thought to be due t o
the larger flaw depth configuration which produces an effectivel y
decreasing grid refinement along the crack front . Because of the
observed erratic behavior of hl , a second model (Model 2) was generated
with 12 elements (as opposed to 8) along the crack front . Thi s
resulted in an increased number of nodes from 4808 to 7166 . Thi s
second model was executed using smaller pressure steps (for improve d
accuracy) . The results for Model 2 for n=8 .6 are shown in Table 4 .
Note that the second model (Model 2) eliminated the erratic behavio r
observed in Model 1 .

For the pressure levels run (up to 13,5600 psi for model 2), th e
hl values appear to vary smoothly and converge to a value of 0 .33 .
However, on closer investigation of Table 4 (Model 2), the J t value s
from paths 2 and 3 exhibit large differences for pressure level s
greater than 7500 psi . These differences in J t were much larger tha n
observed in the previous cases (a/t=1/4 and a/t=1/8) . At a pressure
of 13,560 psi, Jt from path 2 is approximately twice as large as th e
value from path 3 . The variation between paths for Case 1 and 2 did
not appear to be a problem in the determination of converged hl value s
for these cases . The maximum difference in Case 1 between paths for Jt
was 15% occurring at a maximum pressure of 20,000 psi .

Due to these observed differences in the Jr-integral values for
the different paths in Model 2, a third more refined grid model (Mode l
3) was generated . A newly developed program ORMTIP (obtained fro m
ORNL) was used as the originally used grid generator ORMGEN-3D doe s
not easily allow the evaluation of the effects of refinement of th e
mesh around the crack tip . ORMTIP was used to create additiona l
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Table 3

Axial Semi-Elliptical Flaw in a Cylinde r
With Ri/t=10, a/t=1/8, and n=8 . 6

R 1 = 90

	

in .
t= 9 in .
t =2c= 6 .75 in .
a= 1 .125 in .
a = 1 . 4
n= 8 . 6
E= 30 .0E06 ps i
v= 0 . 3

a0 = 60000 ps i
a'= 0 .1474

	

in .
P 0 = 6803 .59 psi

Length of cylinder - 36 in .

P
(psi)

J1
(in-lb/in 2 )

J2
(in-lb/inZ )

J3
(in-lb/int )

Dav y
(in-lb/in t )

P/P0 (P/P0 )n+1 h 1

2000 51 .907 52 .923 53 .03 52 .9765 0 .294 0 .000 4 .07E4
4000 234 .2 241 .26 243 .11 242 .185 0 .588 0 .006 239 .9 8
7000 2838 .2 3032 .3 3108 .7 3070 .5 1 .029 1 .314 14 .1 2
10000 52309 57744 60464 59104 1 .469 40 .337 8 .8 6
13000 5 .690E5 6 .357E5 6 .736E5 6 .546E5 1 .911 500 .68 7 .9 1
16000 3 .873E6 4 .421E6 4 .790E6 4 .606E6 2 .352 3675 .0 7 .58
19000 1 .916E7 2 .297E7 2 .534E7 2 .415E7 2 .793 19131 . 7 .63
20000 3 .086E7 3 .780E7 4 .180E7 3 .980E7 2 .940 31303 . 7 .69



Table 4

Axial Semi-Elliptical Flaw in a Cylinde r
With Ri/t=10, a/t=1/2, and n=8 . 6

R,=

	

90 in .
t=

	

9 in .
Q =2c= 27 . in .
a=

	

4 .5 in .
a =

	

1 . 4
n=

	

8 . 6
E=

	

30 .0E06 ps i
v=

	

0 . 3
a. = 60000 ps i
a '=

	

3 .2806 in .
P o =

	

4247 .93 ps i

Length of cylinder - 81 in . (Model 1 )
8 elements along crack front .

P
(psi)

J1
(in-lb/in 2 )

J2
(in-lb/inz )

J3
(in-lb/in2 )

Ja g
(in-lb/in t )

P/P o (P/Po) n+1 h1

6000 7400 .1 7417 7162 .2 7289 .6 1 .412 27 .526 0 .701
12000 3 .761E6 3 .551E6 1 .977E6 2 .764E6 2 .825 21361 .5 0 .34 2
18000 3 .655E8 1 .806E7 5 .017E7 3 .411E7 4 .237 1 .047E6 0 .08 6
24000 6 .54E+09 6 .51E+09 8 .819E8 3 .69E+09 5 .650 1 .658E7 0 .58 9
30000 2 .40E+10 9 .92E+10 1 .51E+10 5 .72E+10 7 .062 1 .412E8 1 .07 1
36000 5 .36E+10 5 .97E+11 9 .12E+10 3 .44E+11 8 .475 8 .128E8 1 .11 9
42000 3 .30E+11 2 .07E+12 2 .80E+11 1 .18E+12 9 .887 3 .57E+09 0 .871
43500 5 .14E+11 2 .67E+12 3 .43E+11 1 .51E+12 10 .24 5 .00E+09 0 .797
45000 7 .60E+11 3 .40E+12 4 .02E+11 1 .90E+12 10 .59 6 .92E+09 0 .727

Length of cylinder - 81 in . (Model 2 )
12 elements along crack fron t

P
(psi)

J1
(in-lb/in 2 )

J2
(in-lb/in2 )

J3
(in-lb/in 2 )

J a g
(in-lb/in2 )

P/P o (P/P o ) n+1 h 1

600 24 .373 24 .655 24 .584 24 .6195 0 .141 0 .000 9 .41E6
1200 98 .224 98 .596 98 .369 98 .4825 0 .282 0 .000 48554 .
2100 306 .18 306 .64 304 .93 305 .785 0 .494 0 .001 700 .0 4
3450 904 .04 905 .56 894 .75 900 .155 0 .812 0 .136 17 .54
5475 4420 .9 4434 .1 4319 .2 4376 .65 1 .289 11 .428 1 .01
7500 40944 40955 37686 39320 .5 1 .766 234 .46 0 .44
9540 3 .834E5 3 .797E5 2 .868E5 3 .332E5 2 .246 2361 .34 0 .37
11580 2 .689E6 2 .552E6 1 .479E6 2 .015E6 2 .726 15173 .8 0 .35
13560 1 .458E7 1 .153E7 5 .779E6 8 .654E6 3 .192 69053 .6 0 .33



concentric rings of elements around the crack tip . By adding onl y
concentric rings of elements, the total number of additional nodes i s
minimized .

Figuré 3 illustrates the crack tip elements after ORMTIP divided
the original two rings of elements into six rings . The additiona l
paths provide a better average J t value than was obtained using onl y
two paths from the use of ORMGEN-3D . The refinement around the crac k
tip increased the number of nodes from 7166 . to 8950 .

Model 3, however, was run for n=7 ; results are presented in Tabl e
5 . Note the J-integral values are now within 5 percent for each pat h
up to the maximum pressure of 15,000 psi . Note that the corresponding
hl values are converged at the three pressures of 9000, 12,000 an d
15,000 psi .

For comparison with Model 3 results, Model 2 was also run fo r
n=7 ; results are presented in Table 5 . The Model 2 results (n=7) sho w
the path independence was not obtained (J2 versus J3) . Thus, Model 2
lacks path independence for both n=7 and n=8 .6 . Model 2 was also run
for n=5 and n=10 ; the same lack of path independence was observed .
The obvious conclusion is that Model 2 lacks adequate refinement fo r
the determination of accurate hl values for deep cracks (a/t > 1/2) .

Even though Model 3 was not run for n=8 .6, values from Model 2
(Table 4) were somewhat consistent with values of hl reported in (4) o f
0 .664 . A value of 0 .75 was reported in (7) . This value was obtaine d
from the finite element database from (5) which interpolated J -
integral results from a master curve approach . Both these values of h ,
are comparable to Model 2 results reported in Table 2 .

DISCUSSION OF RESULT S

Before discussing the accuracy of the h l values reported in Tabl e
2, a brief explanation of the importance of J-integral path
independence at high pressures is in order . According to Professo r
Dodds, ABAQUS calculation of the J-integral includes the results o f
the crack tip elements in the calculation of each J path . Thi s
produces path dependence at high loads . Due to the large strain
gradients in the vicinity of the crack tip, the error in the crack ti p
elements increases with load . Since this error is included in the J -
integral calculation for each path, the J t values lose pat h
independence at the higher pressures . However, for 2D models, this i s
not a problem only the elements contained in each path are used in the
calculation of J . The crack tip elements are only included in th e
first path . This path is usually excluded in the calcultion of J .
According to Professor Dodds, for path independence, if the Jt -integra l
values foi the various paths differ by more than 5%, the average J t-
value from the previous pressure should be used to calculate h l . The
selection of this value is referred to as Dodds' 5% J-integral pat h
criterion .

In addition to the three test cases discussed above, the impac t
of the strain hardening coefficients (n) on h l was studied . I n
addition to n=8 .6, Case 1 (a/t=1/4) and 2 (a/t=1/8), models were ru n
for n values of 5, 7 and 10 . These values cover the range of strai n
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Table 5

Axial Semi-Elliptical Flaw in a Cylinde r
With Ri/t=10, a/t=1/2, and n= 7

R;=

	

90 in .
t=

	

9 in .
f =2c= 27 . in .
a=

	

4 .5 in .
a =

	

1 . 4
n=

	

7 .
E=

	

30 .0E06 psi
v=

	

0 . 3
0o =

	

60000 ps i
a"=

	

3 .2806 in .
P o=

	

4247 .93 psi

Length of cylinder - 81 in .

	

(Model 2 using ORMGEN-3D grid generator )
8 elements along crack fron t
2 concentric rings of element s

P

	

J1

	

J2

	

J3

	

Javq

(psi)

	

(in-lb/in2 )

	

(in-lb/in z )

	

(in-lb/in z)

	

(in-lb/int )
P/Po (P/Po) n+l hi

6000

	

7404 .1

	

7415 .8

	

7179

	

7297 .4 1 .412 15 .841 1 . 2
12000

	

1 .219E6

	

1 .189E6

	

7 .990E5

	

9 .943E5 2 .825 4055 .34 0 .6 5

w 18000

	

3 .979E7

	

2 .797E7

	

1 .444E7

	

2 .120E7 4 .237 103934 . 0 .5 4
ô 24000

	

6 .341E8

	

5 .043E7

	

9 .489E7

	

7 .266E7 5 .649 1038169 . 0 .1 9
30000

	

4 .76E9

	

2 .28E9 .

	

4 .812E8

	

1 .38E+09 7 .062 6187970 . 0 .59

Length of cylinder - 81 in .

	

(Model 3 using ORMTIP grid generator )
12 elements along crack fron t
6 concentric rings of element s

P
(psi)

J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 Javq P/P o (P/P o ) n+i h i
(in-lb/int )

3000 673 .69 673 .93 674 .77 675 .06 675 .18 675 .24 667 .93 674 .83 0 .706 0 .062 28 .8 5
6000 7595 .9 7562 .6 7590 7598 .4 7603 .2 7606 .3 7353 .5 7592 .1 1 .412 15 .84 1 .2 7
9000 1 .220E5 1 .181E5 1 .197E5 1 .197E5 1 .197E5 1 .203E5 1 .049E5 1 .195E5 2 .119 405 .99 0 .7 8
12000 1 .2.61E6 1 .195E6 1 .211E6 1 .217E6 1 .225E6 1 .242E6 8 .486E5 1 .218E6 2 .825 4055 .34 0 .7 9
15000 7 .785E6 7 .655E6 7 .473E6 7 .617E6 7 .772E6 7 .841E6 4 .346E6 7 .671E6 3 .531 24171 .7 0 .8 4



hardening of interest for common pressure vessels and piping steels .
For Case 3 (a/t=1/2), n-8 .6 was run for Models 1 and 2 and n=7 was run
for Models 2 and 3 . In addition, n=5 and n=10 were run for Model 2 .
Table 2 presents the results in terms of h l values per a/t and n .

The h, values in Table 2 were based on three criteria :

• Dodds 5% J-path independent criterion at the highest
pressure run .

• Minimum or constant value of h, based on an h l versus P/Pa
plot given by numbers in the parentheses in Table 2 .

• , 10% J-path independence criteria at the highest pressure run
shown by ** in Table 2 .

For Cases 1 (a/t=1/4) and 2 (a/t=1/8), the Jt-integral values ar e
well behaved and converged values of h, for n=5, 7, 8 .6 and 10 wer e
obtained and are given in Table 2 . For Case 3 (a/t=1/2), Model 3 ,
n=7, the Jt-integral values were well behaved and the converged valu e
of h, is given in Table 2 .

The 10% criterion was needed to estimate an accurate h, value fo r
Case 3 (a/t=1/2, Model 2) for values of n=5, 8 .6, and 10 . This wa s
because no values of h, were available at high enough pressures to mee t
the 5% J-path independence criterion . Only for n=7 where Model 3 wa s
used did an h, value meet the 5% J-path criterion .

Note that for a/t=1/8, 1/4 the h l values do not diffe r
significantly using either the 5% criteria or the minimum/constan t
value criteria . Only in Case 3 (a/t=1/2, Model 2) do the h, value s
significantly deviate from each other using 'the different criterion ,
except, of course, for n=7 where the results from the more refine d
grid model were used .

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the discussion of the results, it can be concluded tha t
those values selected on the basis of the Dodds' 5% J-path
independence criterion are the most accurate . The values of h1 'based
on the minimum or constant h, criterion found from plotting h, versu s
P/P o give slightly lower values of h l with the exception of Case 3
(a/t=1/2) where only one value of n (n=7) met Dodds' criterion . A
larger hl value produces a slightly more conservative J-applied for th e
flawed structure .

In any case, the values in Table 2 give lower values than thos e
previously reported . The use of these newly generated values for
part-through-the-wall flaws in pressurized vessels and/or piping woul d
give more accurate flaw assessment with the attendant acceptance o f
larger defects found during inspection .
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FIGURE 2 . VARIATION OF h, WITH P/P o RATI O
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SUMMARY

The R6 Procedure for the assessment of the integrity o f
structures containing defects is widely accepted and used .

Continuing development includes validation work to both asses s
the methodology and to reduce inbuilt conservatisms . In thi s
paper pressure vessel and wide plate tests are reported . The
former tests address a defect in a repair weld, and a throug h
wall defect in a strain ageing steel . For each case the R 6
Procedure is shown to give reasonable assessments of performance .
The wide plate tests assess the interaction between multipl e
defects and show that the currently employed recharacterisatio n
rules can lead to over-conservative assessments .
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1 .

	

INTRODUCTION

The R6 Procedure for the Assessment of Structures
Containing Defects (1) was produced by the former Centra l
Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) and is now maintaine d
by Nuclear Electric plc, one of the successor companies t o
the CEGB . Development of R6, is now performed by Nuclea r
Electric plc, in collaboration with AEA Technology, Britis h
Nuclear Fuels plc and Scottish Nuclear plc in the UK .
Historically, assessment of a defective structure was based
either on Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics or on plastic
collapse . The R6 Procedure combines these two aspects
since in any real structure they will interact . The
overall objective in developing this procedure has been t o
produce an engineering tool which is relatively simple t o
use, .thus avoiding the difficulties associated with precis e
and detailed analysis .

R6 employs a two parameter Failure Assessment Diagra m
(FAD) . The user is required to calculate K,, a measure o f
proximity to elastic failure, and Lr a measure of proximity
to plastic collapse . Using these co-ordinates a datum
point is plotted ; if it falls within the diagram the n
"failure avoidance" can be claimed .

The procedure permits the user to choose from three FADs .

Option 1 - is a general curve, and its cut-off i s
determined by knowledge of the yield stress and th e
ultimate tensile stress only . This curve was chosen as a n
empirical but generally lower bound to a number of Optio n
2 curves . Thus in use it can be over-pessimistic . It can ,
however, be used for a first assessment of a problem . The
major restriction on its use relates to materials with a
large yield plateau ; for these materials the Option 2 curve
should be used, as in some area of the diagram Option 1 may
be non conservative .

Option 2 - is a material-specific curve and full stress -
strain characteristics for the material are required t o
calculate the boundary . In deriving this curve conser-
vative approximations were made . Thus Option 2 is expected
to give a closer assessment of performance than Option 1 ,
whilst remaining generally conservative for all materials .

The Option 3 FAD is based on the equivalence of the failur e
assessment curve to a J-integral analysis . It is thus not
only material specific, but also geometry specific . Its
generation requires computer modelling and its validit y
depends on the validity of the code used in th e
computation .

An additional FAD is included in R6 for materials, such a s
C-Mn(Mild) Steels, which exhibit a high rate of hardening
in the initial stages of the stress-strain curve . For
these a user would be expected to use an Option 2 approac h
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initially . However, in many instances the specific stress -
strain data may not be available . Hence an alternative FAD
is included in R6 specifically for application to C-Mn
steel structures . This diagram is based on typical Optio n
2 diagrams for these materials .

When using R6 the simplest route is to undertake a n
assessment using Option 1 (providing it is valid for th e
material) . Should the evaluated L,, Kr datum point not
provide an adequate margin, then it is legitimate to move
to Options 2 and/or 3 in order to calculate higher margins .

The Procedure offers advice on the determination o f
fracture toughness ; the calculation of stress intensit y
factors, plastic collapse solutions, the treatment o f
secondary stresses, fatigue, and mixed mode loading .
Appended to R6 are sub Procedures dealing with leak-
before-break and probabilistic fracture mechanics .

An important aspect of assessment is how to characterise a
defect, or collection of defects so that a calculation ca n
be performed . Here R6 also offers advice to the user .

A number of assumptions are built into the Procedure whic h
make it inherently conservative, and this results in the
calculation of lower margins than actual . This
conservatism is demonstrated in the Validation Section of
R6 which describes a number of structural experiment s
including pressure vessel tests . As leak-before-brea k
safety arguments become more important to plant operation s
it is necessary to move closer to predicting behaviou r
rather than failure avoidance . Thus further validation i s
important to the development of R6 . In this paper thre e
aspects of validation are addressed ;

• the performance of a defect in C-Mn stee l

• the performance of a defect in a repair wel d

• the re-characterisation of defect s

2 .

	

PRESSURE VESSEL TEST S

The work reported in this section was carried out i n
Nuclear Electric's pressure vessel testing facilities . Two
tests were conducted using vessels with section thicknesse s
and materials typical of those in the primary pressur e
circuit of the Magnox power stations . They have shown R 6
to be inherently safe in predicting failure loads .

2 .1 C-Mn Steel Vesse l

This vessel, figure 1, included a plate from th e
construction of a Magnox nuclear power station pressur e
vessel .
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This strain ageing material was welded to modern boile r
plate, and the whole formed into the barrel section of a
pressure vessel ; separate end caps were then added . An
axially orientated fully penetrating defect (Figure 3) wa s
cut into the strain ageing material, and lightly sealed o n
the inner wall with a foil cap . The machined notch wa s
fatigue sharpened by pressure cycling at 50°C . The vesse l
pressure test to failure was then conducted at 200°C, a
temperature at which strain ageing effects were apparent .
In this test, oil was used as the pressurizing medium to
minimize stored energy by avoiding boiling of the liqui d
once leakage occurred .

Destructive testing of the vessel stopped when the pumping
system failed to keep pace with leakage, as the foil sea l
became dislodged . The degree of stable tearing induced b y
the overpressure test was measured from the fractur e
surfaces, after these had been machined from th e
surrounding plate and broken open by fatigue (Figure 3) .

	

2 .1 .1

	

R6 Analyses of the C-Mn Vesse l

Mean material properties (Table 1) were used in the R6
analyses, to provide the best burst pressure estimates .
Failure assessments were based on the general purpose
(option 1) failure assessment curve, the material specifi c
(option 2) curve, and the carbon-manganese failure curve .
Stable tearing limits in the R6 analyses were the value s
measured from the fracture surfaces ; these were 3 .6 mm o f
stable tearing which occurred at each end of th e
penetrating defect . J integral versus crack growth (J-sa )
data were measured from fracture toughness specimens .

Failure estimates based on initiation (category 1) and wit h
stable tearing (category 3) appear in Table 2 and Figure 6 .
The point shown inside the diagram corresponds to the uppe r
pressure in the fatigue cycle (1769psi) .

The R6 analyses were conducted with the FRACTURE .TWO
computer code (Ref . 3), with limit loads based on th e
Battelle formulae (Ref . 4) and stress intensity factor s
computed by the weight function method .

	

2 .1 .2

	

Discussion

Failure pressure estimates in the strain ageing vessel ,
based on initiation (category 1), are all significantly
lower than the measured burst pressure, but in goo d
agreement with each other . The category 3 assessments ,
corresponding to 3 .6 mm of stable tearing, are nearer the
true burst pressure ; best agreement is obtained with the C-
Mn failure assessment curve, which marginally under -
estimated the failure pressure . Both the option 1 and 2
category 3 analyses give slightly conservative answers and
are in close agreement with one another .
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2 .2 Weld Repair Vesse l

The vessel was made from modern boiler plate (Figure 2) and
incorporated an axial repair weld, 50 mm deep and running
along the length of the barrel . Post weld heat treatment
was deliberately avoided, leaving significant residual hoo p
stresses in the repair weld (Figure 5) . A surface defect
was machined into the weld (Figure 4) and sharpened by
fatigue ; the vessel was failed at 50°C with water as th e
pressurising medium .

Destructive testing ceased when the pumping system faile d
to keep pace with leakage when the defect snapped through
the vessel wall . The extent of stable tearing induced b y
the overpressure was measured from the fracture surfaces .

	

2 .2 .1

	

R6 analyses of the weld repair vesse l

Mean material properties as included in (Table 1) were use d
in the R6 analyses, to provide the best burst pressure
estimates . In this instance failure assessments were base d
on the general purpose (option 1) failure assessment curve
only. The stable tearing limit in the analyses wa s
assessed from the fracture surfaces as 25 .4 mm (the
remaining ligament) at the bottom of the surface defect .
The J integral versus crack growth (J-sa) relationship fo r
the plate was only available from a handbook (Ref .2) .

Failure estimates based on initiation (category 1) and wit h
stable tearing (category 3) appear in Table 2 and Figure 7 .
Initiation is envisaged in the weld region, with the defec t
tearing through plate material, at the deepest point .

As before, the R6 analyses were conducted with th e
FRACTURE .TWO computer code (Ref . 3) . Limit loads were based
on the Battelle formulae (Ref . 4) and stress intensit y
factors computed by the weight function method . The effect
of secondary (residual) stresses in the cold weld repai r
vessel were most pronounced at the surfaces, and they ha d
little effect at the deepest point on the crack front .
Points inside the diagram correspond to the upper pressur e
of 3950 psi in the fatigue cycle .

	

2 .2 .2

	

Discussion

Failure pressure estimates in the cold weld repair vesse l
are considerably lower than the measured burst pressure .
Here the amount of stable tearing covered in the analysi s
was only 9mm, (compared with over 20mm in the test) an d
this was restricted by the cut off in the R6 diagram
(Fig .7) . This result suggests that either the limit loa d
solution or the flow stress (the mean of the yield an d
ultimate tensile stresses) is conservative .
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3 .

	

RE-CHARACTERISATION OF DEFECTS

The work reported in this section was carried out in th e
AEA Technology Structural Features Test Facility at Risley .

3 .1 Embedded Flaws in Brittle Fractur e

A series of four tests have been carried out on flat mild
steel rectangular specimens containing embedded flaws . I n
each case the R6 Procedure would require the flaws to be
recharacterised as surface breaking . The tests were
undertaken at low temperatures where failure occurred by
brittle fracture . The flaw geometries are illustrated i n
Fig . 8 and were as follows :

(a) A single circular embedded flaw .

(b) A single circular flaw as in . (a) above but located
nearer to the free surface and therefore having a
smaller ligament .

(c) An elliptical flaw at the same depth as (a) .

(d) Two adjacent coplanar flaws of the same radii and
depth below the surface as (a) .

The material used for the tests was a carbon steel
containing 0 .36% carbon with a relatively low fractur e
toughness of 38MPaVm, as assessed by Charpy impact tests ,
in relation to its yield stress of 310MPa .

Each specimen was manufactured from a pair of blocks eac h
containing appropriately sized surface breaking semi -
circular or semi-elliptical slot(s) cut by electro
discharge machining . The blocks were aligned to match th e
slots in each and the assembly diffusion bonded to form a
large block containing the required flaw(s) . After
bonding, end pieces were attached by' electron beam welding
to form the test specimen .

The test specimens were mounted in a 2 .5MN servo hydraulic
testing machine with constraints to minimise out of plan e
bending . The slots were sharpened into defects by cycli c
loading at a stress intensity factor range of approximatel y
20 MPa,/m .

The specimens were then cooled to a temperature between -3 0
and -35°C and loaded slowly in tension until failur e
occurred . Afterwards the fracture surfaces were cut fro m
the specimens and the final (post fatigue) dimensions of
the flaws were measured .

Although a small amount of yielding occurred prior t o
failure (as evidenced from the load/displacement an d
load/strain traces) examination of the fracture surfac e
confirmed that all specimens had failed by brittl e
fracture .
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3 .1 .1

	

R6 Analyse s

An assessment of the load to failure was undertaken usin g
the generalised R6 Rev 3 Option 1 Failure Assessmen t
Diagram. The flaws were first analysed in their tru e
geometry (i .e . uncharacterised) and then analysed as
recharacterised surface flaws according to Section 9 .4 .1(i )
of R6 . The two circular flaws in specimen (d) were als o
analysed as a combined embedded flaw according to Sectio n
9 .4 .1(iî) of R6 .

The stress intensity factor solution for these flaw
geometries were derived from standard published sources an d
the limit load was based on the reduction of cross sectio n
area .

Table 3 gives the actual failure loads from each of these
tests and the predicted failure load from the R6 analysis .

	

3 .1 .2

	

Discussion

From Table 3 the following observations can be made .

• The actual loads required to fail the specimen s
exceeded the failure loads assessed by R6 in all case s
demonstrating the R6 procedures to be conservative .
This was true also for the un-recharacterised defects
and suggest that the use of modern formulations fo r
stress intensity factors, in conjunction with net t
section stresses for collapse, adequately describ e
behaviour .

The actual failure loads and the assessed failure
loads for the non re-characterised flaws wer e
consistent with the different features of the fla w
geometries : the failure load reduced with decreasin g
ligament (specimens (a) and (b)) ; the failure load
reduced with increasing aspect ratio (specimens (a )
and (c)) ; the failure load reduced with the presenc e
of a second flaw in close proximity (specimens (a) and
(d ) )

• The assessed failure loads for the recharacterised
flaws were less than those assessed for the origina l
flaws thereby demonstrating conservatism in th e
recharacterisation procedures . However, the assesse d
failure load for specimen (b) was higher than fo r
specimen (a) contrary to the actual behaviour . This
could indicate an inconsistency in the treatment o f
deep flaws relative to shallow flaws which may resul t
in an overly conservative assessment . However, the
differences are small bearing in mind that the dat a
for specimen (a) have been adjusted for comparativ e
purposes, and definitive conclusions cannot be drawn
from this data alone .
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3 .2 Multiple Surface Flaws in Plastic Collaps e

A series of tests have been carried out on plates, 12 .5mm
thick by 125mm wide, containing pairs of identical co-
planar, surface breaking semi-circular flaws . Four types
of flaw configuration with varying separations were tested ,
Fig. 9 . The separations were such as to requir e
recharacterisation under the procedures of R6 .

Two materials were used in the tests, 0 .36% C mild steel
and stainless steel, representing materials with a distinc t
yield and with high work hardening, respectively . The mild
steel was tested at 80°C while the stainless steel wa s
tested at ambient temperature . At these temperatures, the
respective yield stresses were 308MPa and 339MPa . The
crack growth resistance of these materials indicated tha t
high fracture toughness was attained after a small amoun t
of tearing - a necessary condition to obtain failure b y
plastic collapse .

The flaws were spark machined into the plates and sharpene d
by fatigue . The flawed plates were mounted in a 100 tonn e
servo-hydraulic machine in such a way so as to minimise ou t
of plane bending . The plates were strain gauged with fla w
growth determined using an ACPD technique . The plates were
loaded in tension until through wall cracking had occurred
and the load was reducing . Two loads were determined from
the tests : the load at which tearing of the flaws initiate d
and the peak load. It is noted that high values o f
toughness are required to achieve plastic collapse and thi s
is consistent with the tearing resistance of the material .

3 .2 .1

	

Analyses

An analytical prediction of the failure load was made
solely on a simple reduction of area criteria . The failure
load of each flaw configuration was estimated in five
different ways :

(a) Single flaws - global section . Based on the actua l
area of both flaws as a ratio of the full cros s
section of the plate. This is the least conservativ e
treatment as it does not take account of the proximity
of the flaws to each other or to the back surface o f
the plate .

(b) Single flaws - local section . Based on the area o f
both flaws as a ratio of the total of the ligamen t
area associated with each flaw (as defined in Fig .
10)) . When the flaws are in close proximity such tha t
the ligament areas overlap, the area of the overlap is
only counted once .

(c) Recharacterised as through flaws - global section .
This case is based on a strict interpretation of th e
procedure outline in British Standard PD 6493 . The
pair of separate flaws are recharacterised as throug h
thickness flaws having an area equal to the loca l
section . Collapse is calculated on the basis of th e
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area of the recharacterised flaws as a ratio of the
full (global) cross sectional area of the plate . This
is the most conservative treatment .

(d) Recharacterised as a semi-elliptical flaw - loca l
section . This case follows the guidance given in R6 .
The pair of surface breaking flaws is recharacterise d
as a single semi-elliptical flaw when S < 2a .
Collapse is calculated on the basis of the area of the
semi-elliptical flaw as a ratio of the local sectio n
area .

(e) Recharacterised as a semi-elliptical flaw - globa l
section . This calculation is based on the flaw s
recharacterised as a semi-elliptical flaw (as in (d )
above) . Collapse is determined from the ratio of th e
area of the semi-elliptical flaw to the full (global )
cross section .

Table 4 details the experimentally obtained initiation an d
peak loads for comparison with the collapse predictions .

3 .2 .2 .

	

Discussion

The following observations can be made from Table 4 .

• The loads for initiation of tearing and maximum loads
determined in the tests increase with increasing flaw
separation .

• The separation effect is not modelled correctly by the
collapse loads assessed from recharacterising th e
flaws .

• All the approaches for estimating the collapse load
are conservative (i .e . give under estimates with
respect to the observed peak load . The approach based
on recharacterising the flaws as through thicknes s
flaws (BS PD 6493, Ref . 5) is the most conservative .
The R6 approach is less conservative and is consistent
with the other alternatives .

• This work does not resolve the issue as to when globa l
or local limit loads are appropriate for these
geometries and further study of this aspect i s
desirable .

4 .

	

CLOSURE

A number of experiments have been described whic h
underwrite the R6 Procedure for the assessment o f
structures containing defects . All results show the basi c
procedure to be conservative . The data also indicate areas
that permit more accurate assessments to be made and these
include :

• the use of stable tearing provided valid J-Da data i s
available
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• detailed attention to re-characterisation of defect s
and the calculation of stress intensity factors

• accurate definition of appropriate limit loads ,
although here there may be a paucity of data .
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TABLEi

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

STRAIN
AGEING

VESSEL (MEAN
DATA, 200°C)

COLD WELD REPAIR VESSEL
(MEAN DATA, 50°C )

WELD METAL PARENT PLAT E

YIELD STRESS (MPa) 249 442 277

ULTIMATE TENSILE
STRESS (MPa)

433 518 440

YOUNG'S MODULU S
(GPa)

162 208 208

POISSON'S RATIO 0 .3 0 .29 0 .29

INITIATIO N
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS
(MPa'm)

156 223 178

STABLE TEARIN G
RELATIONSHI P
J (MNm'') VS . Aa (mm)

J = 0.122 +
0 .068

	

.a
NOT USED J = 0 .113 +

0.129 Da

TABLE 2

FAILURE PRESSURE ESTIMATES

STRAIN AGEING
VESSEL FAILURE
PRESSURE (psi)

COLD WELD REPAIR
VESSEL FAILURE
PRESSURE (psi)

OPTION 1 - CATEGORY 1 2085 5250

OPTION 2 - CATEGORY 1 2124 NOT INVESTIGATED

C-Mn - CATEGORY 1 1995 NOT INVESTIGATED

OPTION 1 - CATEGORY 3 2627 6003

OPTION 2 - CATEGORY 3 2671 NOT INVESTIGATED

C-Mn - CATEGORY 3 2538 NOT INVESTIGATED

MEASURED DURING TEST 2542 7300
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TABLE 3

WERIMENTAL AND ASSESSED FAILURELOADS

ALL LOADS IN NN

Specimen R6 Option 1 FAD Experimenta l
Failure Load

Section
9 .4 .1(i)

Section
9.4 .1(iî )

No
recharac-
terisation

Defects recharacterise d
as :

Surface Embedded

(a) 1 .965 1 .977 2 .30

	

(2 .53 )

(b) 1 .991 1 .990 2 .447

(c) 1 .524 1 .308 2 .099

(d) 2 .076 1 .490 1 .655 2 .171

The load value in brackets has been derived from the actual
failure making an allowance for a difference in the size of th e
flaw relative to the flaws in the other specimens .

TABLE 4

COMPARISON OF INITIATION AND PEAK LOADS WITH COLLAPSE PREDICTION S

Material Flaw
Separation

Experimental Assessed Failure Load

Recharacterise d
Init. Load Peak Load Single

Semi-elliptical Through

Local Global Local
(R6)

Global Global
(BS )

mm kN kN kN kN kN kN kN

Stainless
Steel

0 480 773 558 698 558 698 454

Stainless
Steel

6 .25 490 814 587 698 545 683 379

Stainless
Steel

12 .50 680 850 608 698 535 683 303

Mild
Steel

0 470 610 473 591 473 591 385

Mild
Steel

6 .25 520 635 497 591 462 579 321

Mild
Steel

12 .50 653 676 516 591 453 566 256

Mild
Steel

25 .00 685 707 516 591 - - 385
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TEST OF LARGE-SCALE SPECIMENS AND MODELS AS APPLIED T O
NPP EQUIPMENT MATERIALS

Boris T . Timofeev, Georgy P. Karzov

Central Research Institute of Structural Materials "Prometey"
St. Petersburg, Russia, 193167

Abstrac t

The paper presents the test results on low-cycle fatigue, crack growth rate and fracture toughness o f
large-scale specimens and structures, manufactured from steels, widely applied in power engineerin g
industry and used for the production of NPP equipment with VVER-440 and VVER-1000 reactors .
The obtained results are compared with available test results of standard specimens and calculation
relations, accepted in "Calculation Norms on Strength ." At the fatigue crack initiation stage th e
experiments were performed on large-scale specimens of various geometry and configuration, whic h
permitted to define 15X2MFA steel fracture initiation resistance by elastic-plastic deformation o f
large material volume by homogeneous and inhomogeneous state . Besides the above mentione d
specimen tests in the regime of low-cycle loading, the tests of models with nozzles were performe d
and a good correlation of the results on fatigue crack initiation criterium was obtained both wit h
calculated data and standard low-cycle fatigue tests .

The scale factor effect on the fatigue crack kinetics stage for reactor steels and their welded joint s
was estimated on compact specimens of 20-100 mm thickness . It was noted that on the Paris part
of the fatigue fracture diagram a specimen thickness increase does not influence fatigue crack growt h
resistance by tests in air both at 20 and 350°C. The estimation of the comparability of the results ,
obtained on specimens and models was also carried out for this stage of fracture.

At the stage of unstable crack growth by static loading the experiments were conducted on specimen s
of various thickness from 15X2MFA and 15X2NMFA steels and their welded joints, produced b y
submerged are welding, in as-produced state (the beginning of service) and after embrittling hea t
treatment, simulating neutron fluence attack (the end of service) . The compact specimens of 25-
150 mm thickness - up to 120 mm) were used for these tests . The obtained results give evidence o f
the possibility of the reliable prediction of structure elements brittle fracture using fracture toughnes s
test results on relatively small standard specimens .
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Scale Factor Effect On Low Cycle Fatigue Resistance

Fatigue fracture initiation and development in real structures occurs, as a rule, in stress concentratio n
zones, and fatigue life to a crack nucleation is determined by the amplitude of local strains for loadin g
cycle . In spite of the sufficient accuracy and good experimental study of fatigue failure criteria, som e
problems, arising by service life estimation of real structures, should be discussed . It concerns, firs t
of all, the effect of absolute sizes of plastically deformed metal zone on service life to failure
initiation .

A series of experiments was performed on large-scale specimens of various geometry an d
configuration (Fig . 1). The specimens made from the type 15X2MFA steel (which is widely used fo r
pressure vessel production) were tested in MYG-3000 and ZDM-1200 machines by elastic-plasti c
deformation of material large volume both by homogeneous and inhomogeneous stressed states ,
which are characteristic to real structures . A sufficiently inhomogeneous stressed state, generate d
by the interaction between several stress concentrators and defects, was simulated by the test o f
specimens (Fig. lc) which contained the second stress concentrator in the form of a hole in the fiel d
of an outer concentrator action . To provide different concentrators effect on each other, the distanc e
between was varied .

Under the conditions of homogeneous stressed state and rigid loading low cycle fatigue tests of large -
scale specimens (net section - 4800 m m2) made from 15X2MFA steel showed that the material fatigu e
life to crack initiation is in good agreement with the results obtained from small specimens (ne t
section - 48 and 300 mm2). Figure 2 shows experimental results obtained on large-scale specimen s
from 15X2MFA steel as compared with analogous test results for ten melts of this steel on standar d
cylindrical specimens (curves 1-3) . The given results demonstrate the absence of special peculiaritie s
of the material fracture by low cycle loading with the increase of the deformed material volume .
More correct understanding of the dependence of fatigue life to crack initiation on specimen scal e
factor gives the comparison with the results of serial tests of similar in configuration specimens (ne t
section - 300 and 48 mm 2) represented in Fig. 2 in the form of real distribution fatigue life curves .
In this case the average values to crack initiation are practically similar for these types of specimen s
which differ in scale .

Thus, the increase of metal deformed volume by elastic-plastic loading approximately by 100 time s
did not change the value of fatigue life to crack initiation in the investigated material . By specimen
scale factor variation, a very small tendency to life decrease is observed which does not permit us t o
consider the effect of scale factor on fatigue fracture characteristics, associated with the averag e
statistic distribution of material structure imperfections to be reasonable (as it was done in earlie r
investigations) .

The effect of an inhomogeneous stressed state on fracture resistance by large volumes of deforme d
material, under the conditions of cyclic loading was experimentally and theoretically investigated o n
specimens, containing lateral notches (net section - 60 x 600 mm) . As related to the applied loading
regimes, the size of material elastic-plastic deformation zone in the field of stress concentrators wa s
equal to 20-70 mm . The typical distribution of longitudinal and transversa strains and stresses in th e
minimum section of specimens with concentrators, received with the use of transducer measurement s
and the finite element method analysis, is presented in Fig . 3 . The comparison of calculated an d
experimental results demonstrate the finite element method application permits to conduct th e
analysis of the stressed state in stress concentration zones with a sufficiently high degree of accuracy .
In this case, both in elastic and elastic-plastic deformation zones the complete coincidence of result s
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is observed. The stress-strain calculations by elastic-plastic deformation in stress concentration zone s
permitted to analyze the variation of the stressed/strained state in specimens by the steady regime of
cyclic loading. Figure 3 gives the stress and strain distribution at the moment when the load on th e
specimen is equal to zero by a pulsating loading cycle. The specimens stressed-strained state for three
regimes of loading is characterized by the generation of compression by stresses break dow n
exceeding the material yield strength . Thus, in the steady regime by a mild pulsating cycle of th e
loading variation in concentration zones, a symmetrical deformation cycle is realized with a given
deformation amplitude (rigid loading) . Such type of material deformation occurs in the concentrator
in the case when the maximum local strain exceeds 2E T, where ET is the strain corresponding to th e
material yield strength . It is confirmed with calculated results .

Elastic-plastic strain and stress values obtained as the result of experiments and calculations give th e
possibility to determine the strain concentration factors (K E - the relation of the maximum loca l
strains to the nominal ones) and the stress concentration factors (K0) - the relation of the maximum
local stresses to the nominal ones) and to observe their variation versus the material loading degree .
By elastic deformation, when the stresses in the concentration zones do not exceed the material yiel d
strength, the stress and strain concentration factors are equal to the theoretical concentration facto r
aa. The variation of KE and Ka versus the degree of operating nominal stresses is shown in Fig . 4.
By the increase of nominal stresses, Ka decreases and approximates to the unit, and K E attains the
value of 8 - 10. It is necessary to note some difference in the variation of K E and Ka by testing with
the monotonic and stepped (with intermediate break downs) loading increase . In the second case
a rapid development of plastic deformations and correspondingly the KE increase are observed (the
KE increase becomes slower by the high values of vnom/YS). Theoretical curves of the correlation KE
versus nominal stresses, calculated in accordance with the loading history of each specimen by testin g
process, agree with experimental results . The strain concentration factors in the steady regime o f
cyclic loading appear to be lower than he maximum value and differ sufficiently from a. . The
calculated and experimental values of lee for the steady deformation process are presented in Fig. 4 .

As at the stage of repeated static loading the material resistance of elastic-plastic deformation i s
defined by the generalized diagram of cyclic deformation (for which the cyclic yield strengt h
ST = 2 YS), then the corresponding values of ycle to compare with the static values should be
considered in the coordinates of anom (ST), i .e . anom (2 YS) .

cle
Based on this fact, Fig. 4 shows the location of steady I values. For the given loading condition s
one observes an agreement of KE values, obtained by static monotonous loading, with the
corresponding steady values of 1cle, calculated, based on the generalized diagram of cyclic
deformation. The variation of stress and strain concentration factors in the elastic-plastic zone is wel l
described by the equation, proposed by N . A. Makhutov.J' 1

For scale factor estimation and verification of deformation criteria, both local strain amplitudes an d
number of cycles to crack initiation were registered for all specimens . The experimental results were
compared with the 15X2MFA steel low cycle fatigue data, obtained on small specimens, from th e
crack initiation moment under the conditions of the homogeneous stressed state (Fig. 2). It i s
evident, that the life to fatigue failure of large-scale specimens in the inhomogeneous stressed state
regime is defined by the amplitude of local deformations and there is a good agreement with the tes t
results of small specimens by rigid loading . The performed investigations confirm that low cycle
fatigue crack initiation is independent of scale faétor both under the conditions of homogeneou s
stress field and in stress concentration zones .
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In real structures an interaction of two concentrators may occur, namely, for example, when a
production flaw is located in the zone of a design stress concentrator effect. The character of elastic -
plastic deformation and fracture resistance by cyclic loading, under the conditions of two stres s
concentrators interaction was investigated on specimens with 300 x 15 mm net section (Fig. 1). The
distribution of longitudinal, transversa and shearing strains and stresses in the concentrator s
interaction zone, obtained by the use of the finite element method calculation results, indicates tha t
a stressed and strained state for an inner concentrator depends greatly on the distance from an oute r
concentrator, which provides a constant field of stress and strain disturbance (Fig . 5). At the distance
between concentrators less than two diameters of an inner hole an evident concentrators interaction
may be observed . In this case, a sharp stress and strain increase occurs for the hole edge, nearest t o
the concentrator, especially by elastic-plastic deformation . At the largest distance from the outer
concentrator hole by elastic loading, the concentrators do not interact with each other ; at the same
time a joining of ductility zones occurs in the elastic-plastic zone and the stresses in the crosspiece
between concentrators exceed the material yield strength. However, it does not result in the
sufficient strain increase on the surface of the hole (Fig. 5). Thus, the analysis shows that the mutua l
effect of two concentrators in the elastic-plastic zone takes place by the interaction of their strai n
fields . The stressed state in the crosspiece between concentrators is practically not changed, becaus e
longitudinal stresses and stress intensity exceed the material yield strength by a sufficient degree.

The information about the stressed-strained state in the region of interacting concentrators permits
to analyze the variation of stress and strain concentration factors by the increase of nominal stresses.
Fig. 6 demonstrates the dependence of Ka and KE for the typical points of two concentrators on the
level of nominal stresses by the various distances of an inner hole from an outer concentrator. Here,
the variation of Ka and KE, illustrating only the outer concentrator effect, is also presented . Within
the material elastic deformation range a sufficient increase of stress concentration factor (aa) on the
surface of a hole is observed in the case when the interaction of two concentrators occurs . By other
investigation conditions the stress concentration factors near the hole are comparable with theoretica l
values, 1231 obtained by biaxial loading. By the development of elastic-plastic deformations within th e
zones of interacting concentrators K E increase and Ka decrease take place . The character of KE
versus anom/YS variation by the interaction of concentrators differs from the similar data, obtaine d
for non-interacting concentrators . Beginning with a definite moment the tempo of strain
concentration factor increase for a highly loaded point of hole surface becomes slower (Fig . 6). The
analysis of local strain variation versus outer concentrator range in to points corresponding to the
edge of an outer hole (Fig . 7), and also strain concentration factors KEi (calculated as related to local
strains, obtained with regard to the outer concentrator effect) showed that the strain concentratio n
in the vicinity of a hole after the general plastic deformation development in this region is decrease d
significantly. And it results in the retarding of strain concentration factors increase by static loadin g
for interacting stress concentrators .

By steady cyclic loading (Fig. 6), strain concentration factors ILÉ
Cie

appear to be lower than th e
maxim1um values, observed by static deformation . In this case (as it was mentioned before) the values
of Ie , calculated with the diagram of cyclic deformation, are in a good agreement with the value s
of K E , corresponding to the anom/ST coordinates, is indicated by arrows, parallel to axis of abscissas .
The material deformation analysis near the edges of interacting concentrators (Fig . 8) show that by
cyclic loading both for an outer (dot A) and for an inner (dot B) concentrators a rigid symmetrica l
cycle of material elastic-plastic deformation is realized . In this case the range of cyclic elastic-plastic
strains near the hole edge apple to be higher than for an outer concentrator, which is in an
agreement with the values of KÉ . In the case when the concentrators interaction does not take
place, in spite of high plastic strains in "O"-semicycle, the metal is elastically deformed near the inne r
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concentrator - by cyclic loading. The character of material elastic-plastic deformation near the side
of an outer concentrator is practically not changed. The variation of stress and strain concentratio n
factors in the elastic-plastic deformation region for the interacting concentrators is being compare d
with the calculation results with the use of the following equations : 11-5

Ka = 1 + (a ," - 1)
E1

where aa - theoretical stress concentration factor ;
El - secant modulus of nominal strain ;
E2 - secant modulus for the maximum strain in concentration zone .
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where anom - nominal stress ;
m - exponent by power approximation of strain diagrams ;
n - constant, equal to

	

0 .5 .

The dependence of KE /aa on aa. anom/YS parameter (Fig. 9) for an inner concentrator is no t
satisfactorily described with these equations by au variation in the investigated range . The strain
concentration change for single outer concentrator agrees with the results, obtained with Eq. (2) ,
which corresponds to the above described results for large-scale specimens . Thus, for the complex
conditions of some stress concentrators interaction in the elastic-plastic region, the availabl e
correlations, describing the variation of strain concentration factor with stress increase, appear to b e
unapplicable, as they give a mistake in the dangerous direction. The limited volume of performed
investigations does not permit to obtain the generalized correlations, reflecting the stress and strai n
concentration factors variation by the mutual effect of concentrators on each other . However, the
given results demonstrate that by the analysis of interacting concentrators effect on each other th e
simplest approaches basing on an arithmetical summation or multiplication of stress and strain factor s
can not be applied .

The experimental investigation of fatigue failure initiation under the conditions of inhomogeneous
stressed-strained state by interaction of stress concentrators, performed on the specimens bein g
considered, confirmed the theoretical results, described earlier . The results for fractured specimen s
containing two stress concentrators are given in Table 1, where the calculation data of strain rang e
in various points of a concentrator by steady cyclic loading are also presented . The character of
failure initiation reflects the conditions of interaction and uninteraction of stress concentrators . The
available fatigue life results to crack initiation depending on local strain amplitude are compared in
Fig. 2 with the low cycle fatigue test results, obtained on specimens from 15X2MFA steel b y
homogeneous stressed state. The results, discussed above, illustrate the possibility to use strai n
criteria for the determination of life to fatigue crack initiation under the conditions of inhomogeneous
stressed state by the presence of very high strain gradients . However, in this case the values of loca l
strains can be defined only on the basis of special calculation or strain measurement because the
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available analytical correlations do not permit to estimate reliably the strain concentration by such
complex conditions .

Table 1 . Test results of specimens with two interacting stress concentrator s

Number of
specimen

Distance

betwee n

concentrators

(mm)

Local strain range Number o f
cycles to

crack
initiation

Kind of fractureOute r
concentrator

Inner cross
piece side

concentrator
opposit e

edge

1 - 1 .47 - - 1600 Crack from oute r
concentrator

2 2 2 .21 4 .22 2.0 100 Crack from inne r
concentrator

3 4 1 .45 1 .67 0.9 430 Crack from inne r
concentrator

4 9 1 .50 0 .63 0 .58 1450 Crack from oute r
concentrator

5 14 1 .35 0 .52 0 .52 2540 Crack from outer
concentrator

The obtained results permit to estimate the effect of loaded components design forms and thei r
absolute sizes on the material fatigue failure resistance . A good agreement between the results,
obtained on specimens of various sizes and geometry, show the reliability of fatigue failure strai n
criteria, being obtained on small specimens to describe the performance of full-sized structure
components . In this case the construction of lines fbr permissible stresses could be carried out o n
the basis of the obtained mean square correlations, and the introduced safety factors should conside r
the dispersion of real materials fatigue failure resistance with regard to the effect of production an d
operation factors and also the possible inaccuracy in the estimation of the maximum amplitude range
of cycle deformation . This inaccuracy may be as a result of calculation errors and also as a result o f
the presence of initial production defects in real metal .

Along with large-sized specimens, the tests of pressure vessel models with nozzles were performe d
in the regime of low cycle loading . The model sizes are given in Fig. lo .16] The metal volumes i n
concentration zones exceeded the cross section area of specimens, tested on low cycle fatigue .
However, the moment of fatigue crack initiation in the concentration zone is well predicted base d
on test results of small specimens (Fig. 11). Consequently, the test results of large-scale specimen s
under the conditions of homogeneous and inhomogeneous stressed state, and also the test results o f
pressure vessel models showed that scale factor does not effect practically on low cycle fatigu e
resistance with the use of crack initiation criterium . 17 l

Scale Factor Effect On Fatigue Crack Growth Rat e

The published investigations l8-171 show that a specimen thickness, along with other factors, could effec t
fatigue crack growth . However, the authors express different views . Some investigators note th e
fatigue crack growth increase with a specimen thickness increase , 18-121 the others note its decrease ,113-151
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and some scientists consider the crack growth rate to be independent of specimen thickness . l161 As
a whole, the data indicate that specimen size effect on the fatigue crack growth regularities may be
revealed for all three zones of the fatigue failure diagram and has a complex character . In this
investigation the study of scale factor effect on 15X2MFA steel cyclic crack resistance was conducted .
The specimens of the thicknesses t=10, 15, 25, and 50 mm were tested with three-point bending a t
room temperature . By the selection of other specimen sizes the following requirements wer e
fulfilled : 1181 2t < b <4t; b> 15 mm; L = 4b, where b - specimen width, L - distance between
supports .

In this investigation the applied specimen width was always equal to two thicknesses . The
correlations between dl/dN and K for 15X2MFA steel, obtained on specimens of various thicknes s
are given in Figs . 12 and 13 and the characteristics of cyclic crack resistance are presented in Table 2 .

Table 2. The parameters of 15X2MFA steel cyclic crack
resistance at room temperatur e

R
t

(mm)
zKt~

(MPaVm)
LK(eft~

(MPa~/m) m C

0.05 10 10 .5 3.8 3 .2 2.3x10
15 7 .5 3.5 2.9 7.7 x 1 0
25 6.8 3.3 2.7 1.2x10
50 8.5 3.4 2.6 2.0x10

0.7 10 4.2 - 2.6 3.4 x 10
25 3 .4 - 2.0 1.5x10
50 3 .5 - 1 .8 2.5x10

The presented data demonstrate that for both coefficients of loading cycle asymmetry R experimenta l
data are considered in the narrow scatter band independent on a specimen thickness . And we may
speak about a cyclic crack resistance sensitivity to a scale factor in a second region of the fatigu e
failure diagram. At the same time in the range, being near to the threshold rates by R = 0 .05 a
sufficient specimen thickness effect on AKth (Fig. 14) is evident. This correlation has no monotonous
character. The minimum OKth value was obtained on 25 mm thickness specimens, the maximum -
for 10 mm thickness . By R = 0.7 in the range of low crack growth rates in a specimen of 10 mm
thickness, the maximum fracture development resistance was also found, the further specime n
thickness increase does not influence the threshold stress intensity factor value . The obtained result s
agree well with the data, t10.17I where the scale factor effect on crack growth rate was investigated i n
15X2MFA, 15X2NMFA steels and their welded joints (Figs . 15 and 16) . Compact specimens of 25
and 100 mm thickness were tension tested at room temperature . For metal after standard heat
treatment (YS = 600 MPa) the maximum effect was evident for the threshold OK th values with
specimen thickness increase the threshold z Kth values with specimen thickness increase the threshold
OKth increase was obvious . The high strength 15X2MFA steel (YS = 1000 MPa) did not show th e
remarkable difference in OKth by testing of specimens of 25 and 15 mm thickness.

As at present the precularities of fatigue crack growth (by low K values) in structural materials, a s
a rule, are analysed with the use of crack closing concept , 117,19 -21l by testing on cyclic crack resistance ,
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crack closing was estimated with the use of an electrotensometric displacement transducer of hig h
sensitivity, located on the both sides from the crack tip in previously drilled holes of 0 .2 mm depth .
The distance between was 4 mm, the distance from the crack tip was not more than 2 mm .

The value of stress intensity factor, by which a crack is opening, K 0 , the effective range AK(ef were
determined in accordance with the procedure, described in Ref . 22. The obtained values zIÇeff) at
R = 0.05 are given in Table 2 . By R = 0.7 the Kop values were lower than the minimum stress
intensity factor, independent of specimen thickness . Thus, the given results show the absence of scal e
factor effect when considering crack closing and it indicates that the scale factor effect is responsibl e
for K variation with specimen thickness variation .

Scale Factor Effect On Fracture Toughness

At present thère is no direct answer on the problem of scale factor effect on metal crack resistance .
In most published investigations, concerning the scale factor effect on metal crack resistance, the y
were performed mainly on specimens with thickness up to 60 mm . Based on these results it is
impossible to make a conclusion about the crack resistance of structure components of greate r
thickness . In this case "scale factor effect" means material properties variation by similar loading
conditions versus investigated specimen sizes by the retaining of geometrical similarity .

In accordance with the modelst23-261 (based on the main concepts of LMF) with the increase of a
specimen thickness (i .e . by the transition from fracture in plane stressed state to fracture by plan e
deformation) the stress intensity factor values decrease, approaching to the material constant - Km.
These models were experimentally confirmed for many aluminum and titanium alloys and steels .
However, in some investigations t27 - 301 KQ increase was observed with a specimen thickness increase.
As applied to reactor materials such experiment is described in Ref. 31. In our country for the type
15X2MFA steel the Scientific and Methodical Commission on Fracture Mechanics of
GOSTSTANDARD carried out the basic experiments on specimens of 16-150 mm thickness to verify
the comparability of test results obtained in six laboratories . Three-point bending and tension test s
were performed by the development of a standard for Km determination by plane deformation wit h
the use of the following testing machines : ZDM-300/600PY, ZDM-200/400PY, ZDM-100PY,
Instron-1255, IMC-30, and YME-10TM.

The application of 15X2MFA steel specimens of various types and sizes permitted to establish th e
correct boundaries of test results, obtained with different criteria . As a most stringent condition for
correctness a sharp loading break down on the diagram "loading - displacement" was taken . Figure 1 7
indicates with arrows the temperature boundaries for the fulfillment of this condition using the basi c
experiment results . In this case no difference was found between test results on bend and compac t
specimens . Figure 17 also shows the curves of K Q = f(T) parameter, determined with 5% secan t
from 16 to 150 mm as compared with the temperature K relation . The disagreement of KQ = f(T)
and KID = f(T) curves is associated with the plane deformation loss at the crack tip in specimens wit h
various thickness - t . In the right part of the figure the values of K Q correspond to the relation
K0 = Km. = C YSv -t: characterizing the plastic stability loss of specimens, having various sections .
In Fig. 18 the basic experiment data, corresponding to the correctness condition, are plotted on the
scatter band of experimental results for more than ten 15X2MFA steel melts after base and additiona l
heat treatment . The results for the melt, which was used for the basic experiment performance ar e
located in the coordinates "K 1 - (T - TK)" in the upper part of the figure, describing the scatter
between melts . The low envelope can be described by the equation K ID = 32exp • 0.024 *
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(T - TK) + 26. In Ref. 33, the estimation of static materials crack resistance was carried for nuclea r
power plants . The following structural materials were considered : - the type 08X18N10T steel of a
high ductility (YS = 272 MPa, UTS = 556 MPa, A= 54%, Z = 68% at 20°C), - the type 15X2MFA
steel after standard heat treatment (YS = 548 MPa, UTS = 700 MPa, A = 27%, Z = 75% at 20°C)
and the same steel after the embrittling heat treatment, simulating the neutron fluence attack fo r
VVER-440 reactors to the end of service life (YS = 981 MPa, UTS = 1069 MPa, A = 15 .5%, Z =
65.4% at 20°C) . The tension tests of these steels were performed on specimens with 25 to 150 m m
thickness. The testing procedure is presented in detail in Ref . 34. In Fig. 18 the diagrams in reduced
coordinates "load P - crack opening" are given, they are obtained by static loading of specimen s
manufactured from the above mentioned materials . The possibility to fulfill the plane deformatio n
conditions was verified with the criterium :' 35 1

KI 5 l/B •YS 2/2 .5 (3)

where B - specimen thickness, YS - the material yield strength ; and with the criterium :' 2si

(4)OB •
100% 5 1 .5%

B

where OB - specimen thickness variation in front of the crack tip .

The static test results analysis shows that the scale effect for the high strength 15X2MFA (KP100 )
steel, for which the plane deformation conditions are fulfilled with both criteria, is not revealed . For
the middle strength 15X2MFA steel and the low strength 08X18N10T steel, for which the plan e
deformation conditions are not fulfilled with two criteria at the same time, specimens thicknes s
increase results in Ko increase .

P - V diagrams for 15X2MFA steel (KP100) were linear for both specimen thicknesses, fp r
08X18HIOT steel - are sufficiently non-linear for both thicknesses . For 15X2MFA (KP60) steel the
diagram P-V was non-linear by fracture of 25 mm thickness specimens . It should be noted that i n
spite of the fact, that the values of K, obtained from 150 mm thickness specimens from 15X2MF A
(KP60) steel, are higher than the stress intensity factor values, by which the plane deformatio n
conditions are satisfied with the criterium (3), the diagram was linear up to fracture . The verificatio n
of plane deformation conditions with the criterium (4) confirmed that by the fracture of 15X2MF A
(KP60) steel specimens of 150 mm thickness, the plane deformation condition was fulfilled .

The values for 08X18H10T steel, defined with the approach of 5% secant on 150 mm thicknes s
specimens satisfy the criterium (3) . However, the sufficient non-linearity of P-V diagram, the tough
character of fracture and unsatisfactory of the criterium (4) indicate that for 08X18H10T the plan e
deformation conditions were not fulfilled by 25 mm and 150 mm specimens, and the criterium (3) fo r
08X18HIOT steel is not applicable .

Despite the fact that 15X2MFA steel (KP 100) at temperatures lower than room temperature i s
brittle (T = + 100°C) and the scale effect is not realized in this temperature range, by highe r
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temperatures, close to service temperatures, this effect may be visible . This is confirmed by the test
results of compact specimens (thickness - 50 and 150 mm), made from the above mentioned stee l
(Fig . 20). To obtain more reliable fracture toughness results for embrittled 15X2MFA steel, it i s
necessary to perform the investigation of thicker specimens . The results of such experiments o n
compact 150 mm thickness specimens containing a through thickness crack and 150 mm thicknes s
bend specimens with a semi-elliptical crack are given in Fig. 21. These are the results to consider by
pressure vessel brittle strength estimation.

The brittle strength test results of a pressure vessel are also of an interest . The tested pressure vesse l
sizes are given in Fig. 22 and Fig . 23, which compare the test results of these pressure vessel failures
with specimen test results . There is a good agreement between these results for an embrittled mode l
from 15X2MFA steel and a model with a circumferential weld . However, for the model fro m
15X2MFA (KP60) steel a significant safety margin is evident by the pressure vessel test as compare d
with the analogous specimens tests .
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4 4

O. b

Fig . 1. Types of large-scale specimens from 15X2MFA steel .

Nz ,cycle s

Fig. 2. Low-cycle fatigue resistance of 15X2MFA steel specimens by homogeneous and
inhomogeneous stressed state :

	

1, 2, 3 -

	

mean square life to failure values and boundaries of 95% scatter band ,
obtained on the base of 10 melts tests ;

	

•, +-A, 4)-0 -

	

smooth specimens with net sections 4800, 300 and 48 mm2, respectively;

	

q -

	

specimens with concentrators 60 x 600 mm ;

A, ♦

	

-

	

specimens with interacting concentrator s
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Fig. 3. Theoretical and experimental strain and stress distribution in concentration zone inthe minimum specimen section :
A - elastic deformation ,
B - elastic-plastic deformation .
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Fig. 4. The dependence of strain Ke and Ka concentration factors on the level of nomina lstresses
: dots - experimental results, - and --- -calculation results by monotonous and steppe

dloading .
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Fig. 6. The dependence of strain K and K stress K concentration factors on the level o fnominal stresses .
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Fig. 8. The character of material deformation near the inner concentrator edge for th e
investigated structure components :

- - deformation in dot A ,
--- - deformation in dot B .
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Fig. 10. Sketch of 12X1MF steel model for hydrocyclic pressure tests .

Fig. 11 . The comparison of test results of vessels and pipings, obtained in our country with
test results of full-scaled structures, obtained abroad in the coordinates "stress range - number o f
cycles to failure" :

//II . - scatter band of experimental data according to Ruiz [71 ,
3, 4, 5 - vessels from 12X1MF steel ,
1K, 3K - vessels from 22K steel ,
IT - vessel from 15X2MFA steel ,
1H - vessel from 15X3NMFA steel .
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Fig . 12. Specimen thickness effect on fatigue crack growth in 15X2MFA steel in ai r
(R = 0.05) .
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Fig. 13. Specimen thickness effect on fatigue crack growth in 15X2MFA steel in air

(R = 0.7) .
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I5X2MEA, 20°C
o - bond specih en ; a - compact specime n

R. =0-0,1;
., &- R. = 0,7;
e, t~, ♦ - experimental data
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Fig. 14. Specimen thickness effect on threshold stress intensity factor AK,h .
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Fig. 21. Fracture toughness temperature dependence of welded joints from 15X2MFA stee l
after embrittling heat treatment of 150 mm thickness specimens .
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Fig. 22. Model types tested to failure :
a = nozzle zon e
b = shell
c = shell complete with a circumferential weld sea m
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Fig. 23. Fracture toughness of materials based on the test results obtained on small-size d
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PERSPECTIVES ON FRACTUR E

MECHANISM-BASED
FIRST PRINCIPLES

Quantum Mechanics
Molecular Dynamics

MIXED APPROACH

Mechanism/ Correlation

CORRELATION APPROAC H
IRWIN

Stress Intensity Factor, K
J-integral

Constraint Correction
Dodds/Anderson

10'9 ti 10 -5 m
Cleavage fracture
Ductile tearing
Damage Mechanics
Local Approach

Two-parameter Approaches
J-T theory
J-Q theory



FIRST PRINCIPLES and LENGTH SCALES

• Physicists relate macroscopic behavior in terms of atomic and electroni c
structure and properties via Schrôdinger 's equation .

• Fracture involves competing physical processes too complex for this
approach .

• Fracture is not determined by the average behavior of the atoms, but
by the exceptional behavior of the relatively few atoms/defects situate d
at lattice/material irregularities .

• Develop concepts involving length scales 10 -9 ti 10 -5 m.

• Cohesion of a solid in terms of force-displacement relations between a
pair of atoms .

8 .0 '0. 0

6 '
Applications : ideal brittle fracture, interfacial debonding .

	

1o- 9 yn.

• Cohesion of a solid in terms of force-displacement relations derive d
from the relevant micromechanical processes .

__ _/~

	

o o o

o

Applications : brittle/ductile transition o
ductile fracture .

0.05 0.1 0
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Irwin's Approach

• K = K1,, J = Jig onset of fracture

This criterion is a physical postulate on material response ,

on the same level as the stress-strain curve, e .g . ,

onset of yield

However, fracture process occurs in a highly non-uniform
stress, strain field.

Therefore, a size scale must enter into the fracture de -
scription. Indeed, an important idea in fracture mechan -
ics concerns the size scale over which different phenomen a
dominate a fracture process . The idea is implicit in Irwin' s
stress intensity factor concept .

Scale of Observation : 6t or J/cro

• Focus on the prospective fracture region on the
length scale of the crack opening displacement o r
J/ais since St oc J/ao .

• Discuss fields which represent the environment i n
which the failure mechanisms are operative .
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One-Parameter J Theor y

• J scales the deformation and process zone size ,
and the stress triaxiality ahead of the crac k

Two-Parameter J-Q Theor y

• J scales the deformation and process zone siz e

• Q scales the stress triaxiality ahead of the crack

• J - Q locus is the fracture toughnes s

• J and Q are the load parameters

417

• JIC is the fracture toughnes s

• J is the load parameter



Two-Parameter Fracture Theory

Deformation and
are weakly coupled under plastic yielding

Stress Triaxiality
4

Near-Tip Deformation
cannot be scaled by KI or J alone

and Stress Triaxiality

Two Parameter Theory:

K or J scales near-tip deformatio n
A second parameter scales near-tip stress triaxialit y

Elasticity parameters : KI and T

Plasticity parameters : J and Q

Equivalence Under Small Scale Yielding :

J = 1 -
v2

K2n

	

z

Q = F(T/ ; n)

That is, a strict one-to-one correspondenc e
exists between Q and T .
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J-Q Fields

O'Dowd and Shih, JMPS 1991, 199 2
Xia, Wang and Shih, 199 2

J

	

1 /(n+ 1 )

= ~o

		

Qij (9 ; n) + higher order terms
acoaolnr

Difference Field : Qvoôii (O)

FORWARD SECTOR, e1 < it/2 :

Qrr &00 constant, err() <C &9 9

The difference field is essentially
a uniform hydrostatic stress stat e
of adjustable level .

5J/o o

2,-d 10St

Xia, Wang and Shih matched
a four term asymptotic serie s
to the form:

J

	

1 /(n+l )

(7ii(B ; n) + Q Qo bij
(acocioinr )

Qij = (oij )HRR + Qa0Sij

= ( oij )ssY + Qao 6ij

That is, Q scales the near-tip triaxiality relative to
a high triaxiality reference stress stat e

41 9

Crack

Qij = (70



Definition of Q
Q is evaluated just outside the finite strain zone

T o_9 9
F-- 2 J/oo --> o

1.

Two Reference Stress States :

X99 - ( 0-99)HRRQ =

= wee -(°99)ssY

Using standard SSY distribution as the reference state :

(Qij )SSY + Q QO sij

Reference State Difference Fiel d

. ' . Negative (positive) Q

	

hydrostatic stress level i s
lowered (elevated) by Quo from the reference stress state .

Q Based on the Mean' Stress:

at 0=0, r =2J/o-o

at 0=0, r =2J/o-o

Urn -('7m)SS Y

(To
at 0=0, r =2J/o-oQm

Qm differs insignificantly from Q .
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Construction of Q-Family of Field s

Modified Boundary Layer (MBL) Formulation

.v-2-Tr fii (B) + Tb libl;

Q -family of fields obtained by applyin g
different values of KI and T/cro

1-v2 2

E

Q = F (T/ n)
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Small Scale Yielding: Equivalence of J-T and J-Q

J=	
v2

Ka
E

Q = F(T/cro ; n)

That is -

the connection between Q and T
is similar to that between J and KI

Q. - TRelation

-0.5

-1.0

-1.5

-2.0

Q

0.5

0.0

o.o

	

0.5
T/oo

1.0-1.0 -0.5
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T Stress / Yield strength
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Cleavage Toughness Data - Sumpter and Forbes (1992)
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a

0.1 5

0.1 0
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0 .00
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o CCT specimens 2a/W = 0 .77

• CCT specimens 2a/W = 0 .63
D 3PB specimens 0.05 < a/W < 0.78
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Cleavage Toughness Locus

300.0

250.0

200.0

50. 0

0.0
0 .25 0.00 -0.25 -0.50 -0.75 -1 .00 -1 .25 -1.50

high

	

Q

	

low
constraint

	

constraint

Cleavage toughness data for ASTM A515 Grade 70 steels tested a t
20°C using edge-cracked bend bar for three thicknesses (KIRK et al. ,
1991) . + for B=10 mm, O for B=25.4 mm, 0 for B=50 .8 mm .
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Two Representations of J-Q Fiel d

for Engineering Analysis

HRR distribution as the Q = 0 solution:

= ( Qij )HRR + Q0-o Sij for lei < 7r/ 2

SSY (T = 0) distribution as the Q = 0 solution :

PA4.

	

d

. ' . Negative (positive) Q = hydrostatic stress is
reduced (increased) by Qoo from the reference stat e

NOTES :

i) The Q = 0 reference state is also referred to in the existin g
literature as the J-dominant state .

ii) The second representation provides a more accurate descrip-
tion of the Q-family of fields.

iii) The reference field (uij )ssY can be evaluated for an actual
stress-strain relation and finite deformation .

o.ij = (Qij)ssY + Qoo6ij

	

for 101 < 7r/ 2
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Q-Solutions Generated By Finite Element Analyse s
Are Available For Several Crack Geometries

Q-T-J Handbook, Editors : Bob Dodds and Fong Shih ,
will contain solutions to 2-D and 3-D crack problem s

Q-Solutions Available For These Geometries :
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J-Q Methodology

0

(a) Laboratory Testing

	

(b) Fracture Assessment



FRACTURE in the

BRITTLE/DUCTILE TRANSITION REGIO N

• Strain rate effects on flow strengt h

• Strain rate effects on competing fracture mechanisms

• Material inertia effects on stress and strain field s

• Temperature effects on flow strength

• Crack growth effects on constrain t
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FRACTURE in the BRITTLE/DUCTILE TRANSITION REGIO N

B

Inelastic processes acompanying crack propagation .
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1 . INTRODUCTION

Two fundamental concepts underlie both linear-elastic fracture mechanics and elastic -
plastic fracture mechanics : [1] the relevant crack-tip singularity dominates over micro-
structurally significant size scales and [2] the parameter Kb orJ, uniquely scales the ampli-
tude of the near-tip fields. In an actual structure, the crack-tip field must be perturbed b y
the external boundary and the loading distribution (from afar), and by the zone of inelastic-
ity and small-scale heterogeneities, e.g., grains, microcracks, crack face roughness (from
within) . However, when the zone of inelasticity and small-scale heterogeneities remain s
small compared to the external geometry, the asymptotic field is approximately unper-
turbed in an annulus which is larger than the zone of inelasticity and small-scale heteroge-
neities, but much smaller than the external geometry. Strain-stress fields in such an annu -
lus are determined completely by the singularity solution (see review article by Hutchinso n
[1]). Under this condition, the effects of remote loading and external boundaries are com-
municated to the crack tip through KI, or J, alone. Moreover, when linear elasticity prevails
at the macro-scale, then boundary loading as well as traction free boundaries exert their
influence on the near-tip field through KI alone, with no effect on the actual distribution.
Similarly, the plastic fields for well-contained yielding sense external boundaries and load-
ing only through J [2,3,4] . However, for large-scale yielding in finite bodies, the relation -
ship between the scaling parameter, J, and the near-tip fields loses the one-to-one corre-
spondence [5,6,7] This loss of uniqueness, often termed loss of constraint, produces the in-
creases in fracture toughness observed for tension geometries and for shallow notch bend
specimens. The mismatch of constraint conditions at the crack tip apparently plays a domi -
nant role in the often disappointing correlation between fracture specimen behavior [C(T),
SE(B)] and the behavior observed in large-scale, tension loaded tests .

Constraint effects are most pronounced for low-to-medium strength structural steel s
(and their weldments) operating in the ductile-to-brittle transition region where unstabl e
fracture occurs by the micromechanism of transgranular cleavage . Many nuclear, civil an d
marine structures operate in the transition region over significant portions of their life -
times. Unlike the more ductile mechanism of slow stable tearing, cleavage fractures mos t
often trigger catastrophic failure of even highly redundant structural systems . Extensive
experimental studies (see, for example [8-12]) have readily demonstrated the much great-
er sensitivity of cleavage fracture toughness, Jh , to constraint than is observed for ductile
initiation toughness, JIB , and for ductile crack growth resistance J-Da.

In the past three years, new approaches have appeared to quantify constraint and to
predict the effects of constraint changes on macroscopic (engineering) fracture toughnes s
characterized by J and the crack tip opening displacement, CTOD or b . Very detailed, elas-
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tic-plastic finite element analyses provide correlations of crack-tip stress fields over dis -
tances r _5.2-86 with loading level (J), loading mode (tension vs. bending), specimen geome -
try and strain hardening. Such computations stimulated development of the J-Q continu -
um mechanics framework [13-19] to describe the near-tip fields under very general condi-
tions of loading in finite bodies . Within this framework, the J-integral sets the scale of de -
formation at the crack tip (i .e ., the CTOD) while the hydrostatic stress parameter, Q, quan -
tifies the level of stress triaxiality over distances r -2-86 ahead of the tip in which th e
microseparation processes occur. Under increased loading, each fracture specimen for a
specific material/temperature follows a characteristic J-Q driving force curve which de -
fines the evolution of crack-tip deformation and constraint . Specimens fracture at a critical
J-value denôtedJJ which depends on Q (J, determined by laboratory testing, Q determine d
from analysis) . By testing fracture specimens that exhibit a wide-range of constraint condi-
tions (e .g. shallow-to-deep notch SE(B) specimens), the toughness locus for the material
is constructed, i .e ., the curve connecting all JJ vs . Q points .

Another two-parameter approach also receiving considerable attention utilizes J and
the elastic T-stress [7,20-25] . These studies propose to correlate crack-tip stress triaxial-
ity in contained and fully yielded cracked bodies using the the elastic T-stress. The J-T
and J-Q approaches are equivalent under well-contained yielding conditions [14-16] .
However, under fully-yielded conditions the T-stress becomes undefined ; moreover, T is
proportional to KI and near limit load KI (and thus T) approaches a saturation value inde-
pendent of additional plastic deformation. In contrast, the Q-parameter continues to
evolve over the entire range of plastic yielding. Numerical studies have shown that the J-T
approach overestimates the actual stress triaxiality for some geometries and underesti-
mates it in other cases so that there is not a consistent trend [16,26] . An extensive study
of the limits of applicability of the T-stress as a correlator of near-tip stress triaxiality can
be found in [26] . Readers are referred to the publications [7,20-25] and references therei n
for details of the J-T approach. This paper focuses on continuum and micro-mechanics ap -
proaches believed to have broader applicability.

The J-Q approach may become prohibitively expensive as the number of specimens an d
temperatures of interest increases. To reduce the cost, a micromechanics model for cleavag e
fracture is introduced to predict the toughness locus using the finite element stress field s
and the Jc values from a few fracture toughness tests . Recent developments [27,28] in the
formulation of a robust micromechanics model focus on the observation of a strong, spatia l
self-similarity of crack-tip principal stresses under increased loading and across different
fracture specimens . While the spatial variation remains self-similar, the magnitudes o f
principal stresses vary dramatically as crack-tip constraint evolves under loading . The mi-
cromechanics model employs the volume of material bounded within principal stress con-
tours at fracture to correlate Jc values for different specimens and loading modes . The simi-
larity of principal stress contours as constraint evolves under loading is entirely consisten t
with the J-Q description of the crack-tip stress fields . For an applied J-value, the size, but
not the shape, of principal stress contours is altered by the near-tip, uniform hydrostati c
stress states of adjustable magnitude characterized by Q . These observations imply that
values specified for metallurgical parameters in the micromechanics model, such as th e
critical fracture stress and the distance to the critical particle, have only a weak influence
on the relative variation of fracture toughness, Jc, with constraint for a given material and
temperature .

This paper explores the fundamental concepts of the J-Q description of crack-tip fields ,
the fracture toughness locus and micromechanics approaches to predict the variability o f
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macroscopic fracture toughness with constraint under elastic-plastic conditions . While
these concepts derived from plane-strain considerations, initial applications in fully 3- D
geometries are very promising. Computational results are presented for a surface cracke d
plate containing a 6:1 semi-elliptical, a=t/4 flaw subjected to remote uniaxial and biaxia l
tension. Crack-tip stress fields consistent with the J-Q theory are demonstrated to exis t
at each location along the crack front. The micromechanics model employs the J-Q descrip-
tion of crack-front stresses to interpret fracture toughness values measured on laboratory
specimens for fracture assessment of the surface cracked plate . The computational results
suggest only a minor effect of the biaxial loading on the crack tip stress fields and, conse-
quently, on the propensity for fracture relative to the uniaxial loading.

2. J-Q THEORY

Consider a cracked body of characteristic dimension L loaded remotely by a stress denoted
a 00 . The scale of crack-tip deformation is measured by J/ao where ao is the material's ten -
sile yield stress (6 OE J/ao) . At a sufficiently low load, L>J/ao and it can be shown from di-
mensional grounds that all near-tip fields are members of a single family of crack-ti p
fields. Each member field is characterized by its level of deformation as measured by J/ao
and by its level of crack tip stress triaxiality as measured by Q, which also identifies that
field as a particular member of the family. For example, the self-similar solution of Ric e
and Johnson [29] and McMeeking [30] (as well as the HRR field [3,4]) is the Q = 0 membe r
field. The Q-family of fields provides the proper characterizing parameter for the full rang e
of near-tip stress states .

In the following discussion, attention is directed to the prospective fracture regio n
ahead of the crack tip on the scale of several crack opening displacements, a, representing
the environment in which the failure mechanisms are active .

2.1 Q-Family of Fields-MBL Formulatio n

The Q-family of fields is constructed using a modified boundary layer (MEL) formulatio n
in which the remote tractions are given by the first two terms of the small-displacement-
gradient linear elastic solution (Williams [31]) ,

KI
ate = 2~r ? (0) + Td it6 id

	

(2 .1)

Here r and 0 are polar coordinates centered at the crack tip with 0= 0 corresponding to a lin e
ahead of the crack is shown in the insert in Fig . 2 .1. Cartesian coordinates, X and Y with
the X-axis running directly ahead of the crack, are used when it is convenient . Within the
MBL formulation,

J= 1 -v2K2
E

under plane strain conditions, where J is Rice's J-integral [1], E is Young's modulus and
v is Poisson's ratio .

Fields of different crack tip stress triaxialities can be induced by applying different com -
binations ofK and T. From dimensional considerations, these fields can be organized int o
a family of crack tip fields parameterized by T/ao :

aÿ = ao f~

	

r , 0 ; T/ao .
J/ao

(2.2)

(2.3)
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That is, the load parameter T/oo provides a convenient means to investigate and parame-
terize specimen geometry effects on near-tip stress triaxiality under conditions of well-
contained yielding. Such studies have been carried out by Betegon and Hancock [20], Bilb y
et al. [32] and Harlin and Willis [33] . Nevertheless, the result in (2.3) cannot have general
applicability since the elastic solution (2 .1), upon which the T-stress is defined, is a n
asymptotic condition which is increasingly violated as plastic flow progresses beyond well -
contained yielding.

Recognizing the above limitation, O'Dowd and Shih [13,14], referred to as OS, identifie d
members of the family of fields by the parameter Q which arises naturally in the plasticit y
analysis. OS write :

avao Jo' 0;Q , etf- eo

	

el/co

	

, u
. - ao hj J'0;Q . (2.4)

/ o

	

/ o

	

/oo
The additional dependence of gid and ht on dimensionless combinations of material pa-
rameters is understood. The form in (2 .4) constitutes a one-parameter family of self-simi-
lar solutions, or in short a Q-family of solutions. The annular zone over which (2.4) accu-
rately quantifies the actual field is called the J-Q annulus .

2.2 Difference Field and Near-Tip Stress Triaxiality

Using the modified boundary layer formulation, and considering a piecewise, power-law
hardening material, OS generated the full range of small scale yielding, plane strain solu-
tions, designated by (o,j)ssy. OS considered the difference field defined by

doth _ (aij)ssY - (oij) R

	

(2 .5)

where (oto )HRR is the HRR field. They systematically investigated the difference field within
the forward sector 10 I < as/2 of the annulus J/ao < r < 5J/oo , since this zone encompasses
the microstructurally significant length scales for both brittle and ductile fracture[34] . Re-
markably, the difference field in the forward sector displayed minimal dependence on r.
Noting this behavior, OS expressed the difference field within the forward sector in the for m

do it = Qaoc j0) ,

	

(2.6)
where the angular functions tr . are normalized by requiring a4(0=0) to equal unity. More-
over, the angular functions within the forward sector exhibit these features : orr =C%
constant and I ore I < I see I (see Figs. 3, 4, and 5 in [13]) .

Thus the difference field within the sector' 0 (< ac/2 and J/ao < r < 5J/o'0, correspond ef -
fectively to a spatially uniform hydrostatic stress state of adjustable magnitude, i .e.
dau=Qook. Therefore Q defined by

a96 -(608)HRRQ=	 oo

	

at0=0, r=2J/oo

	

(2.7)

is a natural measure of near-tip stress triaxiality, or crack tip constraint, relative to a hig h
triaxiality reference stress state . In words, Q is the difference between the actual hoo p
stress and the corresponding HRR stress component at r=2J/oo, the difference being
normalized by ao . The distance chosen for the definition of Q lies just outside the finit e
strain blunting zone . It is preferable that Q be defined at a distance which is some multiple
of the crack tip opening displacement ; the present definition suffices for our purposes .

OS also considered the difference field whereby the reference solution is the standard
small scale yielding solution, (ail )SSY•T=o which is driven by KI alone, i.e . ,
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Figure 2.1 Definition of the Modified Boundary Layer (MBL) problem .

Opening
Stress

J
n = 10
0= 0

coo

co

2

	

3
r/(J/go)

Figure 2.2 Plane strain reference fields for n= 10, E / a0=500, v=0 .3 . Table 2 .1 provides differ-

ences in the three fields for various n at each r/(J/ao) . The material stress-

strain curve has the form given in (2 .10) .
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daij = (° j)SSY

	

- (aij ) SSY;T=o

	

(2.8)
In this case the difference field in the forward sector matches a spatially uniform hydrostat-
ic stress state even more closely. Thus an alternative definition of Q is

a69 - (60O)SSY;T= 0Q =

	

ao

	

at O 0, r = 2J/ao .

	

(2 .9)

Representative stress distributions of the Q-family of fields can be found in [13,14] .

2.3 Choice of Reference Field

The value of Q is slightly affected by the choice of reference field . Thus a small increment
(or decrement) must be applied to the Q-values if the reference field is changed fro m
(a9e)HRR to (aee)ssY;T=o, or vice versa . The reference field distributions according to the HRR
singularity and the small scale yielding solutions for small strain and finite strain are give n
in Table 2 .1 . The material's uniaxial stress-strain response is represented by an elasti c

	

power-law model having the

	

form

a
E = {

e

0(a/ao) n

	

if a > ao ; Eo = ao/E

	

(2.10)

with values of E/ao=500, v=0.3 adopted in the computations . Figure 2.2 shows typical refer -
ence fields determined from the MBL formulation with T=0.

In practice it really does not matter whether we use (a8e)HRR (2.7), or (aee)SSY;T=o (2 .9) ,
for the definition of Q so long as it is applied consistently . In other words, the evaluatio n
and tabulation of Q solutions for test specimens, the determination of the toughness locu s
from test data, and subsequent applications of such data to predict fracture in structura l
components should be based on the same reference field. Nevertheless, use of (2 .9) can ex-
tend the range of applicability of the J-Q approach and is preferable when it is desired t o
assess the spatial extent of the J-Q annulus . A parameter which can ascertain the robust-
ness of the J-Q field is discussed in the next Section.

A reference distribution determined from a small-displacement-gradient analysis i s
adequate for most applications . However, accurate descriptions of fields near the zone of
finite strains may be desirable in some applications, e .g. computational studies on the mi-
cromechanisms of ductile initiation . In such cases it is preferable to calculate (aoe)SSY;T= o
by a finite deformation analysis and to use (2 .9) for the definition of Q. More importantly
for practical applications, the evolution of stress triaxiality in a finite-width, cracked bod y
can be evaluated for an actual stress-strain relation, not just the power-law relation, if th e
(a%)ssy;T=o reference field for the MBL model is determined with the same stress-strai n
relation . This extends the applicability of the approach to a much broader range of materia l
responses. In contrast, the reference field (aee )HRR is defined for an elastic power-law hard-
ening material and the calculations in the finite body also must employ an elastic power-
law hardening relation .

2.4 Variation of Q with Distance

Because Q scales the difference field relative to a reference stress state, it provides a sensi-
tive measure of the evolution of near-tip stress triaxiality in finite width cracked bodies .
It also can be used to detect changes in the stress triaxiality that deviates from the pattern
that develops under MBL loadings . For this purpose, we consider Q(T) defined by
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= a0e(r) - [aee(r)IssY;T=o
9 = 0 (2.11 )Q(r)

	

ao

	

~

	

at

where r = r/(J/ao) . Note that (aee)ssy;T=o is chosen as the reference field.

The mean gradient of Q over 1 < r < 5,

Q, = Q(r = 5) - Q(r = 1)
(2.12)

4
can be used to monitor changes in the pattern of the stress triaxiality ahead of the crac k
that do not conform to a spatially uniform hydrostatic stress field of adjustable magnitude .
Q' provides a measure of the robustness of the J-Q fields in the application of interest . For
example, Q'=0.04 means da% varies by less than 0.16ao over the interval 1 < r < 5 ; that
is, d aoo is effectively constant over those distances . On the other hand, an I Q' I much larger
than 0.1 implies that the variation of da% over the interval 1 < r < 5 can be comparable
to ao. This is unacceptably large if the theory is employed to predict cleavage fracture which
is very sensitive to changes in the hoop stress.

Table 2.1: Reference stresses, ooo/ao, for MBL problem, T /oo=0.

n r / (J/ ao) HRR Small Strain Finite Strain

1 5.99 5.46 5.95
2 5.04 4.53 4.72

3 3 4.55 4.06 4.19
4 4.24 3.76 3.85
5 4.01 3.53 3.61
1 4.77 4.42 4.83
2 4.25 3.90 4.06

5 3 3 .97 3.63 3.73
4 3 .79 3.44 3.52
5 3 .65 3.29 3.36
1 3 .83 3.57 3.79
2 3.59 3.35 3.52

10 3 3.46 3.22 3.33
4 3.38 3.12 3.20
5 3.31 3.03 3.11
1 - 2.83 2.50
2 - 2.80 2.97

co 3 - 2.77 2.91
4 - 2.74 2.86
5 - 2.71 2.52

2.5 Simplified Forms for Engineering Application s

Two simplified representations for the Q-family of fields within the forward sector hav e
been proposed by OS . The first is

_ (a i1)HRR + Qaob,,

	

(2.13)

where blé is the Kronecker delta. This form is consistent with (2.7). The second form is

(aÿ)ssY;T=o + Qaob~f

	

(2.14)

which is consistent with (2 .9). The physical interpretation of (2 .13) and (2 .14) is this : nega-
tive (positive) Q valu( ',ean that the hydrostatic stress ahead of the crack is reduced (in -
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creased) by Qao from the J-dominant stress state, or the standard small scale yieldin g
stress state . This interpretation is precise when I Q' I < 1.

Our numerical studies show that (2 .14) provides a more accurate representation of th e
full range of near-tip fields so that a fracture methodology based on (2.14) with (2.9) has
a greater range of validity. Q values presented in this paper are based on the definition in
(2 .9). To simplify subsequent discussions, the term small-scale yielding (SSY) will refer t o
the reference field (aij)SSY;T=o or equivalently (vil)sSY;Q=o• Fields corresponding to T ~ 0 o r
Q ~ 0 will be explicitly stated as such .

2 .6 Difference Field and Higher-Order Terms of the Asymptotic Serie s

The connection between the difference field and higher-order terms of the asymptotic se -
ries can be understood in the context of the MBL formulation . Here the stress fields obe y
the functional form

J
- (B n) + secondorder terms + higherorder terms

	

(216)au ,-- .

where eo is a reference strain, a a material constant (equal to unity for the stress-strain
response defined by (2 .10)) and In is an integration constant. By definition, the asymptoti c
series beyond the first term is equivalent to the difference field since (see Section 2.2 )

aÿ = (aÿ)HI2R + difference field .

	

(2.17)

Thus the HRR field and (only) the second-order term provide a two-term approximatio n
to the solution for the MBL problem and this point appears not always to be understood .

The higher order asymptotic analysis of Li and Wang [17] and Sharma and Aravas [18]
has been extended by Xia, Wang and Shih [19] . They have obtained a five term expansion
for the series in (2.16) for n = 3 and a four term series for n=10 . The four term series accu-
rately matches the radial and angular variations of the difference field given in Fig 3 and
Fig. 5 by O'Dowd and Shih [13] for an n =10 material. Indeed, in the forward sec -
tor B j < 7r/2, the collective behavior of the second, third and fourth order terms is effectivel y
equivalent to a spatially uniform hydrostatic stress state so that (2.16) can be approxi-
mated by the simpler form in (2 .13) .

Finally, it may be noted that an admissible range of stress states for an elastic-perfectl y
plastic material can be written in the form

alb = (aij)prandtt + Qaod u ,

	

I B I s T/4 ,

	

(2.18)

where(ajj)prandlt designates the Prandtl slip-line solution and the difference field corre-
sponds simply to a uniform hydrostatic stress state scaled by Q [14,21 ]

2.7 J-Q Material Toughness Locus

The J-Q theory provides the quantitative framework to characterize a material's fractur e
resistance over a range of crack-tip stress triaxiality. The experimental determination o f
the toughness locus and its utilization in engineering applications are discussed below.

= 6° (aEocroInr

a i f = Qo fÿ Joao ' 0 ; Q

	

(2.15 )

which also should apply to finite-width crack geometries as long as the characteristic crac k
dimension L is sufficiently large compared to J/ao. Now, if one assumes a product depen-
dence on the first argument in (2.15) and works with deformation plasticity theory with
power law hardening behavior, then one obtains a series in r/(J/ao) :

1/(n +1)
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The competition between fracture by cleavage and ductile tearing controls the fractur e
resistance of ferritic steels in the ductile-to-brittle transition region. Now consider test
conditions where both mechanisms are operative. Fracture by (stress-controlled) cleavage
generally requires higher crack-tip constraint while ductile tearing develops at lo w
constraint ; this is illustrated by the two distinct segments to the toughness locii shown i n
Fig. 2.3a. Since measured toughness values generally exhibit scatter, both the lower an d
higher toughness locii are indicated which define bands for brittle and ductile failure .
Toughness values over the full range of crack-tip constraints can be measured by using the
test geometries depicted in Fig . 2 .3a. As an example, deeply-cracked SE(B) specimens gen -
erate high crack-tip stress triaxiality, i .e ., Q = 0 . They produce driving force curves which
rise steeply and therefore intersect the toughness loch within a well-defined, narrow zon e
of the J-Q diagram. In contrast, center-cracked panels and single-edge cracked panel s
loaded in tension are low constraint crack geometries . They produce driving force curves
which rise with more shallow slopes and thus intersect the toughness locii over a broad zone
in the J-Q diagram. The shallow driving force curves of low constraint geometries imply
considerably greater scatter in cleavage toughness values (Je), a phenomenon commonl y
observed in, testing SE(B) specimens with small a /W ratios, for example.

Utilization of the toughness locus in fracture assessments is illustrated in Fig . 2.3b.
Suppose that the material's fracture resistance under service conditions is characterize d
by the indicated cleavage-ductile failure band . The driving force curve for a structure of
high crack-tip constraint, structure A, rises rapidly in the J-Q space so that cleavag e
fracture occurs when the driving force curve intersects the failure locus . In contrast a low
constraint geometry such as structure B, induces a gradually rising driving force curve s o
that ductile tearing is the likely event at overload .

Jcritical

Upper-Bound

Ductil e

Lower-Boundd
Cleavage

0

		

_ Q

(a) Laboratory Testing

Jcritica l

0

(b) Fracture Assessment

Figure 2.3 Application of the J-Q methodology in fracture assessments . (a) Laboratory test-
ing of specimens with varying constraint to measure the material's fracture resis-
tance . Circles indicate anticipated scatter which define upper-lower bounds . (b)
Evaluation of structural flaws using measured toughness locus and predicted J-Q
response for two structural configurations . Cleavage fracture is predicted fo r
Structure A; ductile tearing is predicted for Structure B .
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3. MICROMECHANICAL CONSTRAINT CORRECTION S

Dodds and Anderson [27,28] show that by quantifying the effects of finite size on the rela -
tionship between micro-scale crack driving force (e .g. near-tip stresses and strains) and
macro-scale crack driving force (e .g. J, CTOD), the apparent size effect on fracture tough-
ness can be predicted rigorously without resort to empirical arguments. These size effects
become steadily more pronounced as load increases due to the deviation of crack-tip regio n
deformations from the small scale yielding conditions essential for single parameter frac-
ture mechanics (SPFM) to apply. When SPFM becomes invalid, a micromechanics failur e
criteria is required to establish the near-tip conditions at fracture . Finite element analysis ,
or alternatively the near-tip stresses described by the J-Q theory, provides a means t o
quantify the geometry dependent relations between these micromechanical failure condi-
tions and macro-scale crack driving force . This permits (in principle) prediction of fractur e
in any body from toughness values measured using standard specimens .

For steels operating at temperatures where cleavage occurs after significant plastic de -
formation but before the initiation of ductile growth (lower to mid-transition), attainmen t
of a critical stress over a microstructurally relevant volume is an appropriate microme-
chanical failure criteria [35-37] . A number of important engineering structures can fail b y
this mechanism, including high strength rails, offshore oil platforms, ships, storage tanks ,
and nuclear pressure vessels after years of neutron irradiation embrittlement . Techniques
for predicting the apparent size effects on cleavage fracture toughness developed by Dodds
and Anderson are described in the following sections .

3.1 Transgranular Cleavage Mechanism

A number of micro-mechanical models for transgranular cleavage fracture have been pro -
posed, m9st derive from weakest-link statistics . The weakest-link models assume the larg-
est or most favorably oriented fracture-triggering particle controls the cleavage failure .
The actual trigger event involves a local Griffith instability of a microcrack which forms a t
a microstructural feature such as a carbide or inclusion ; satisfaction of of the Griffith ener -
gy balance occurs when the critical stress is reached in thé vicinity of the microcrack . The
size and location of the triggering microstructural feature(s) dictate the fracture toughnes s
and produces the scatter routinely observed in results of cleavage fracture tests .

The Griffith instability criterion implies fracture at a critical normal stress near th e
crack tip ; the statistical sampling aspect of the mechanism (i .e., the probability of finding
a triggering micro-feature near the crack tip) suggests a dominant role for the volume of
material within a process-zone over which the opening mode stress exceeds a threshol d
value sufficient to initiate cleavage . The probability of cleavage fracture in a cracked speci -
men may then be expressed in the following general form :

F = F[V(o. 1 )]

	

(3.1)
where F is the failure probability, al is the maximum principal stress at a point and V(cr i )
is the cumulative volume sampled over which the principal stress is equal to or greater tha n
ai. This form ofF applies to any fracture process controlled by maximum principal stress ,
not just weakest-link failure which is now being questioned [38,39] . In particular, the F
criterion of (3 .1) does not require material-specific assumptions for the distribution and
strength of cleavage triggering particles .

Unlike other micromechanics models, the present methodology does not attempt to pre -
dict absolute values ofJ, from metallurgical parameters that describe the distribution an d
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strength of cleavage triggering particles . Rather, the micromechanical model predicts th e
variation of fracture toughness with constraint changes for a given material/temperatur e
by scaling to a reference condition. The crack-tip stress fields in a test specimen are
compared to the limiting solution of SSY. A J-like parameter, denoted Jo, is obtained from
this comparison to the reference solution. Jo is the J to which the SSY model (infinite body )
must be loaded to achieve the same stressed volume, and thereby the same likelihood of
cleavage fracture, as in a finite body.

A critical value ofJo represents the fracture toughness of an infinitely large specimen ;
the ratio of applied J/Jo> 1 implies that the specimen has experienced a constraint los s
that causes the commonly observed increase in measured fractured toughness .

3.2 Constraint Corrections

By employing the family of near-tip states in the form of (2 .4), the maximum principal
stress also has the form

Q1=fl r , 0 . Qo

	

Jo/Q o

For any given value of Q and 0, al lao decreases monotonically once r extends beyond the
finitely deformed region of rs J/ao_ . Rearrangement of the above expression furnishes a
relation for the distance r as a function of 0 and a 1 /ao as

r = aog l (d ;c 1/ao, Q) .

	

(3 .3)

Consider a particular level of the principal stress al / ao. The areaA over which the principa l
stress is greater than al / ao is given by

A = 2 h(a1/a o ; Q), h = 2 Jg21(o;
a'1/QO, Q)dO .

0
- n

The area enclosed by the contour of level a1/ao depends on Jas well as the triaxiality of
the near-tip fields identified with Q . To fix ideas, let Ao and Jo designate the area and J
associated with the Q=0 field, and letAFB and JFB designate the area andJ associated with
a crack in a finite body with Q � O. Then we have

n

A0 = a2
ho(a 1/ao) ; ho = 2 J(O; a 1/ao, Q = 0)dd

	

(3.5)
0

- n

and
n

AFB =
FB

tFB(a1/a0 ) , hFB - 2 g2l(0 ; a1/ao, Q)do

	

(3.6)
0

- n

Upon initial loading of the finite body, Q=0 so that hFB=ho ; compare expressions (3.5b) and
(3.6b). As the load increases, plasticity spreads over the body, Q becomes non-zero, and hFB

begins to deviate from ho.

For a given material and temperature, the present micromechanics model requires th e
attainment of equivalent stressed volumes (A F B X thickness B) for cleavage fracture in dif-
ferent specimens. The ratio of applied J-values in a finite body and the reference Q=0 stress
state that generate equivalent stressed volumes is found by equating areas in (3 .5) and
(3 .6) to yield
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JFS
=

	

h0(al/a0)

	

(3 .7)
Jo

	

hFB(a1/a o )
The results thus far are generally applicable and do not rely upon any particular form o f
the J-Q fields .

The J ratios are evaluated using (3.7) at each loading'level and for a range of principa l
stress values . The ratio quantifies the size and geometry dependence of cleavage fracture
toughness. Consider, for example, a test specimen that fails at JJ=200 kPa • m. Suppose the
computed ratio JFB/Jo=2 at fracture (JFB=JJ ) in the test specimen; then a very large speci -
men made from the same material and tested at the same temperature is predicted to fai l
atJJ =100 kPa m. Similarly, the fracture toughness ratios for test specimens with the sam e
absolute size but varying crack-depths to specimen-widths, a / W, may be quantified . The
model predicts a sharp increase in fracture toughness with decreasing a / W ratio .

Self-Similar Principal Stress Contours

The character of the near-tip fields has been investigated by O'Dowd and Shih [13,14] an d
Xia, Wang and Shih [19] . From their results, e .g ., (2 .14), we writ e

ao -
fi Jo/ao '

B; Q

	

(3 .8a)

= fo	 r	 -,o) + Q

	

(3 .8b)
Jo/6 o

where the form in (3.8b) describes the fields in the forward sector, 10 f < ;r/2 and r < 5J/ao.
Detailed computational studies have shown thât principal stresses of sufficiently high lev-
el, say a1 /ao > 2.0, are found only in the forward sector . The form in (3 .8b) is applicable in
the preceding micromechanics analysis if we confine attention to al/ao > 2.0. Rearranging
(3.8b) yields

Q1 -= f0	 r	 8

	

(3 .9)ao

	

Jolao
The form in (3 .9) constitutes a self-similar field for a i /ao - Q . Moreover, the behavior of
ai/ao-Q obeys the form governing the Q=0 reference solution, which has been determined
by small-scale yielding analysis .

To understand the implications of (3 .9), we focus on a particular value of a 1 /a0, say
al /a0=3 . Consider the behavior of ai /ao - Q as the deformation level, measured by J, in-
creases. Suppose for the moment that Q remains constant ; then the contour for a fixed level
ofai /ao - Q, presented in the normalized distances X/(J/ao) and Y/(J/ao), remains unal -
tered in size and shape with increasing deformation level . As an example, the outermost
contour in Fig. 3.1 corresponding to the reference solution, fixed Q = 0, maintains its siz e
and shape as the deformation level is increased .

Now let Q evolve with increasing deformation as happens in a fmite size body . Q de -
creases gradually corresponding to a loss of stress triaxiality as the deformation level in -
creases ; a 1 /ao - Q must increase since a1 / go is fixed. Therefore the evolution (size reduc-
tion) of a contour, associated with a fixed value of a1 /ao, under increasing plastic yieldin g
can be described by contours, associated with increasingly higher levels of ai /ao - Q, gov-
erned by (3.9). The sequence of diminishing contours associated with increasing levels of
a1 /ao- Q, corresponding to a fixed level of o-1 / ao=3, is depicted in Fig. 3 .1 for a shallow notch
SE(B) specimen .
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Figure 3.1 Comparison of a maximum principal stress contour for SSY 0 with those for
an a/ W=0.15, n=10 SE(B) . SE(B) contours decrease in size with increasing de-
formation (i .e . with decreasing aao/J).
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FinallS, the asymptotic studies show f0 is nearly separable in r and 0 when r/(J/ao) i s
sufficiently small (HRR field) . Consequently, the shape of a contour is maintained as its siz e
diminishes . The self-similarity of al / ao - Q prevails only to the extent that the J-Q form
in (2.14) remains applicable .

Inverted Relationships

A specialized form of (3 .3) is developed by noting the dependence of r on al /a0 and Q involve
them in the combination a l/ao - Q, i .e . ,

r = ôg l(e ; al/a o - Q) .

	

(3.10)

The results in (3 .4) through (3 .7) are simplified by using the form in (3 .10) .

The key question to resolve with this approach concerns the sensitivity of the AFB/A0
andJFB/Joratios to al /ao. Let JFB denote the value associated with ( al /ao)*. Then to first-
order,

JFBJo JFB « Q (Cr0) _ (0ol . (3.11)

When Q 0, the ratio JFB /JO is insensitive to a l /ao since the quantity in [] is scaled by Q .
When Q is large (negative), the JFB /JO exhibits a small sensitivity to ai /ao. The weak de-
pendence of JFB/Jo on al /ao has been confirmed by analyzing the evolution of near-ti p
fields in common fracture specimens . Figures 3 .1-3.3 provide typical results obtained
through finite element modeling . The specimen is a single-edge notched bend bar contain-
ing a shallow notch, a/W= 0.15, with a strain hardening exponent of n=10 . Figure 3.2 shows
the area enclosed by principal stress contours ( AFB) . The SE(B) areas are normalized by the
area, A0, defined by the same contour of the reference solution (Q=0) when loaded to th e
same J as the SE(B) ; JO=JFB . The area ratios remain relatively insensitive to ai/ao until
the deformations become excessive . Jo is calculated for each line of this figure using (3 .7) .
JFB/J0 ratios are independent of the principal stress selected for computation over a wide
range as shown in Fig. 3 .3. In practice, the computation ofJFB/J0 ratios is terminated whe n
the values differ by more than 10% at the smallest and largest principal stress values as
indicated on the figure . A larger deviation indicates breakdown in the similarity of th e
SE(B) and SSY stress fields and thus an unacceptably large dependence on the critical frac -
ture stress .

To simplify applications of this methodology, the SSY areas within principal stress con-
tours are expressed as a function of principal stress (ai) and strain hardening coefficien t
(n) as :

where the curve fitting function is given by

(3 .12)
A0aosôa 2

= 1 0g/250000

) = Ho + H 1 (QO)
+ '2(ao)2 +

H3(crO) 3 + H4((O)a

with fitting coefficients Hi given in Table 3 .1 forà range of hardening exponents .

(3 .13)
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Figure 3.3 Influence of specified critical stress on the micromechanics prediction of frac-
ture toughness variation with constraint for an a/ W=0 .15, n=10 SE(B) .
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Figure 3 .4 Micromechanics prediction of a /W effects on cleavage fracture toughness for an
n=5, SE(B) fracture specimen .
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Table 3.1: Fit coefficients for (3 .13)

n Ho H l H2 H3 H4
Mini-
mum
al/co

Maxi-
mum
al/0'o

4.0 6.4306 -2 .4711 0.5037 -0.07975 0.00552 2 .0 4.0

5 .0 6.2579 -2.1653 0.3749 -0.06603 0.00505 2.0 4.0

10.0 7.6641 -4.3138 1 .7368 -0.43685 0.03560 2.0 3 . 6

20.0 -3.2613 14.4338 -10.2659 3.01033 -0.34420 2.0 3.2

These expressions are obtained by curve fitting the results of small-displacement gradient ,
finite element analyses conducted on the MBL problem with T/o0=0. The material stress-
strain curve employed in the analyses follows the conventional Ramberg-Osgood mode l
given by

so ôo + a ° o

	

(3.14)

which exhibits a slightly different behavior than the elastic power-law model defined i n
(2.10) .

3.3 Application of the Constraint Corrections in Fracture Testin g

The computational procedures outlined above have been applied to generate JFB/Jo ratio s
for a variety of test specimens and material properties [26,27] . Figure 3.4 provides the re-
sults of such computations for SE(B) specimens having a range of a / W ratios modelled with
an n=5 strain hardening material . Values ofJFB and J0 are plotted on separate axes to facil-
itate removal of the size effect in experimental data . Points on the curves describe (JFB, J0)

pairs that produce equal stressed volumes of material in the finite-size test specimen an d
in the SSY model . Upon initial loading, crack-tip plasticity is well contained within a sur -
rounding elastic field and identical values for JFB and Jo correspond to the same stressed
volume of material at the crack tip . This 1 :1 line is shown on the figure for reference . At
higher loads and as constraint relaxes under extensive plastic flow, the finite-size test spec -
imen requires more applied-J (JFB > J0) to achieve the same conditions for cleavage (same
stressed volume) as in SSY.

Information of this type is useful for both analysis of fracture test data and for assessing
the defect integrity of structures . Path A-B-C on Fig . 3.4 illustrates the procedure to re -
move geometry dependence from experimental cleavage fracture toughness data (JJvalue
at A) by determining the geometry independent cleavage fracture toughness (Jo value at
C) corresponding to a measured J, value . Alternatively, Fig .3.4 permits determination of
the apparent fracture toughness for an SE(B) with any a/W ratio from a known, Jo value
(path C-D-E for example) .

Figure 3.5a shows the JJ values measured by Sumpter and Forbes [10] for a BS436 0
43A steel (n=5) using SE(B) specimens tested over a wide range of a/W ratios . The data
readily demonstrate the dramatic increase in cleavage fracture toughness with decreasing
a/W ratio. To remove the constraint effect on toughness, each experimental data point is
processed using a path similar to A-B-C in Fig . 3.4 to obtain the corresponding J0 value.
Figure 3 .5b shows these "constraint corrected" toughness values . The toughness variation
with a/W ratio is effectively removed with this technique . The small remaining scatter in
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the experimental data for different a/W ratios maybe attributed to true metallurgical vari-
ations in the material and the unavoidable procedural variations in testing a large number
of specimens. Application of this technique to other materials including A36, A515 an d
A533B [40] have been equally successful in removing the geometry dependence of JJ val-
ues.
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Figure 3 .5 (a) Effect of initial crack depth on cleavage fracture toughness in a mild stee l
(Sumpter and Forbes [101) ; (b) Jo values (specimen size independent fracture
toughness) calculated from experimental J, data using the micromechanic s
constraint correction .

3.4 Engineering Use of J-Q Fields in the Micromechanics Model

When available, a J-Q description of the crack-tip stresses for a test specimen or structura l
component may be readily employed to generate the constraint corrections for fractur e
toughness of the type shown in Fig . 3.4. Here we outline a procedure that is computation-
ally simpler than the stressed volume approach defined by (3 .2)-(3.7) but which yields es-
sentially the same result .

Figure 3.6 shows the variation of opening mode stress on the crack plane with distance
from the crack tip for several deformation levels for an SE(B) specimen with a/W=0 .15,
n=10. The SE(B) stresses are normalized by the stress in the SSY model at the same rela-
tive distance ahead of the crack tip when the SSY model is loaded to the sanie J as the
SE(B). Distances are normalized by the similarity length-scale r/(J/(aa 1 e )) . The indepen-
dence of these normalized stresses with distance from the crack tip indicates again the simi -
larity of the SSY and SE(B) stress distributions . Jo is calculated at a number of points alon g
each line on this graph as the J value required in the SSY model to achieve the same open -
ing mode stress as in the finite body. The following equation is solved iteratively for Jo using
a simple nonlinear root solver :

(608 )FB = (QB6)SSY B = 0at (3.15)ao

	

co
where a closed-form fit to the crack-plane stresses in SSY is given b y

(a o )ssY = G 1(r) G2 exp(G3P ) (3.16)
0

where
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(a%%)FB

	

stress at distance r from the tip at loading JAB in finite body;
A

	

normalized distance from tip : =	 r	
Jo/aaoe o

'

Gi

	

SSY fit coefficients summarized in Table 3 .2 .
The finite-body stresses needed in (3 .15) are given by

(aee)FB = (aee)ssy + Q(r)

	

(3.17)
ao

	

ao

where the SSY term in (3 .17) is given by the expression on the right side of (3 .16) withJo
replaced by J . The potential for a small radial dependence of Q under large-scale yieldin g
is included in (3 .17) . The JFB/Jo ratio is computed over a range of distances ahead of th e
tip at each load level, typically 1-2 r/(J/ao) <- 4-5 with the specific values dependent upo n
the degree of strain hardening. The objective is to sample the stress field at locations out-
side the finitely deformed zone, r 26, but within the process zone applicable for cleavag e
fracture. Herrens and Read [41] ; Miglin, et al . [42] determined fractographically the limit
of the cleavage process zone as r 86.

Figure 3.7 shows the JET/JO ratios computed using this approach for each loading leve l
indicated in Fig. 3.6. The similarity between the SSY and finite-body stress distributions
makes the specific r/b value used in the calculations unimportant over a wide range of de -
formation. In practice, Jo calculated by (3 .15) is considered valid when the values calcu-
lated at r=36 and at r=86 differ by less than 10% . A larger deviation signals too great a
dependence of Jo on the critical distance selected and, consequently, a breakdown of the
method. Figure 3.8 compares the constraint corrections for fracture toughness compute d
using the simpler approach with crack-plane stresses given by a J-Q analysis and the mor e
complex approach requiring computation of stressed volumes within principal stress con -
tours. Differences in the constraint corrections are insignificant for engineering applica-
tions . .

Table 3.2: Fit coefficients for SSYQ=o in (3 .16)

n G 1 G2 G3 n G1 G2 G3

4.0 0.842 -0.2817 -0.926 10.0 1.801 -0.1169 -5.169

5.0 1.077 -0.2312 -2.181 18.0 2.219 -0.0668 -6.165

7.0 1 .422 -0.1687 -3 .952 50.0 2.646 -0 .0255 -6.810

4. SURFACE CRACKS UNDER BIAXIAL LOADIN G
Bass, et . al [43] recently outlined current deficiencies in the understanding of constrain t
effects on the crack-initiation toughness of shallow surface cracks subjected to uniaxial
and biaxial far-field tension loadings . In nuclear applications, the internal pressure alone
generates a 1 :0.5 biaxial tension loading while the pressurized thermal shock (PTS) event
may generate the more severe case of 1 :1 biaxial tension in addition to a locally severe bend-
ing field. The very few testing programs (see Bass, et . al [43] for a review) conducted on
biaxially loaded surface cracks report a 25-40% reduction in toughness values (Ke) relative
to the values obtained from SE(B) and C(T) specimens containing cracks of similar relative
depth. These results imply a significantly increased crack-tip constraint under biaxia l
loading relative to uniaxial loading. Moreover, the biaxial test results appear to negate the
now well established increases in fracture toughness for shallow notch, SE(B) specimen s
relative to deep notch toughness .
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Figure 3.6 Opening stress on the crack plane normalized by SSYQ =o at same J-applied.
a/W=0 .15, n=10 SE(B) .
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Figure 3.7 Variation of fracture toughness predicted by the micromechanics model usin g
crack-plane stress shown in Fig . 3 .6 . a/W=0 .15, n=10 SE(B) .
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Figure 3 .8 Comparison of Jo values determined using the crack-plane stress fro m
J-Q and stressed volume techniques for an a/ W=0 .15 n=10 SE(B).

Researchers currently frame discussions of the biaxial vs . uniaxial loading influence on
constraint in terms of in plane and out-of-plane effects . Shallow crack SE(B) specimens ,
for example, exhibit a strong in-plane effect on constraint ; the small crack depth relaxes
crack-tip stresses when plastic zones sense the nearby free surfaces behind the crack . Out-
of-plane effects refer to tensile stresses acting parallel to the crack front . While thes e
stresses exist and vary along the front of uniaxially loaded specimens, test programs dem -
onstrate the much smaller influence of thickness (B), which governs the out-of-plan e
stress, relative to the crack-depth effect once B exceeds a significant fraction of the speci -
men width (W), usually B W/2. The biaxial test results suggest that mechanically applied ,
remote out-of-plane stress restores crack-tip triaxiality lost to the shallow-crack in-plan e
effect . Strength-of-materials type models have been proposed to examine the interactio n
of in-plane and out-of-plane stresses . Such methods are severely limited since they rely
on superposition of stresses which does not apply under elastic-plastic conditions at th e
crack tip .

The scarcity of testing programs that address biaxial loading effects on fracture tough -
ness and their significant complexity (large plate specimens, scale-model pressure vessels ,
thermo-mechanical loading, etc .) leave open an experimental resolution of this issue. How-
ever, the J-Q and micromechanics concepts described in Sections 2 and 3 provide the ana -
lytical framework to clarify the in-plane and out-of-plane effects on crack-tip stress fields
(using J-Q) and on cleavage fracture toughness (using micromechanics) .

4.1 PartThrough Surface Crack Model

Figure 4 .1 shows a flat plate containing a part-through surface crack considered in an ini -
tial analytical investigation . The semi-elliptical surface crack has geometric parameter s
a/t=0.25, 2c/a=6 .0 . 0=0 and ¢=90° correspond to lines along the free surface and directly
ahead of the front at the point of maximum depth . Radial distances ahead of (and normal
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to) the crack front are denoted r. The plate is loaded by a remote uniaxial tension, az in
one case, and by a remote biaxial tension, azzoe = (IL in the second case . The material re-
sponse is modeled with small-strain, deformation plasticity ; the uniaxial flow properties
obey a Ramberg-Osgood relationship with hardening exponent n=10 and a=1 .

Symmetry conditions enable consideration of only one-quarter of the full specimen i n
the finite-element model as shown if Fig . 4 .1. The element mesh contains 1980 20-node ,
isoparametric elements and 9800 nodes . The level of mesh refinement in r at each point
along the crack front matches the refinement employed in previous models [14,27] of two -
dimensional specimens. The innermost ring of elements incident on the crack front con -
tains degenerate 20-node elements with edge nodes retained in the mid-point location. Ini-
tially coincident nodes along the crack front are unconstrained to permit blunting deforma-
tions. Uniform reduced integration (2x2x2) in all elements performed satisfactorily in thes e
models .

The intensity of local deformation at each point s along the front is given by [44]

4ca1(s) = lim Wn l - oÿ au j. dF

	

(4.1)
r,-.o

	

x i
r,

where, Wdenotes the strain-energy density, FE is a vanishingly small contour in the princi-
pal normal plane at s, n is a unit normal vector to FE , auk and uj are Cartesian component s
of stress in the crack front coordinate system . Numerical evaluation of (4 .1) is accomplished
with a domain integral method [44,45] .

Figure 4.2 shows the overall load-displacement response in terms of Crack Mouth
Opening Displacement (CMOD) . Under SSY, CMOD remains unaffected by the biaxial
loading. With the onset of gross plasticity, however, the biaxial loading provides a signifi-
cant stiffening effect; at o°°/ao=1 .1 the biaxial CMOD is only 55% of the uniaxial value .

A similar effect of the biaxial loading on the J-values can be seen in Fig . 4.3. At the point
of maximum crack depth (¢=90°), the uniaxial J-value is twice the biaxial value when both
models are loaded to 0°°/00=1 .1 . The comparison of biaxial and uniaxial distributions for
Jlocal along the crack front is shown in Fig . 4 .4. The distributions are identical under SSY
but reveal considerable differences under large scale yielding in the region of sharpest fron t
curvature (¢ < 30 0). The biaxial loading depresses the level of J relative to the uniaxial load-
ing in this region of the crack front.

4.2 Crack-Front Stress Triaxiality

Figure 4 .5 shows the behavior of near-tip stress triaxiality along radial lines normal to th e
crack front at 0=17° and 90° for the uniaxial and biaxial loadings . At 0= 90°, the variation
of Q with r remains negligible up to the maximum applied load of a œ /00=1 .1. At loadings

/ao < 0.4, the model lacks sufficient refinement to resolve stresses over the regio n
2 s r/(J1oca1/ao) s 5. The crack-tip constraint steadily decreases with increased globa l
loading and plastic deformation (Q becomes more negative) . The biaxial loading exerts only
a minor influence toward reducing the constraint loss under large-scale yielding at 0= 90° .

The ¢=17° location on the crack front has high curvature and lies a small distance fro m
the traction-free face of the plate (see Fig. 4.1). Under increased uniaxial loading, Q steadi-
ly decreases indicating a gradual loss of stress triaxiality. Q develops a weak dependence
on radial distance as the maximum applied loading is approached; Q varies by ± 6.7% from
the mean value over 2 r/(Jtocai/ao) 5 at o°°/00=1.1. The biaxial loading maintains
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Figure 4 .1 Finite-element model for investigation of constraint in surface cracked platesubjected to uniaxial and biaxial remote tension loadings .
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stress triaxiality at significantly higher levels as plastic flow progresses from well-con-
tained through large-scale yielding. The radial dependence increases to ± 17% over
2 s r/(Jtat/ao) s 5 at a°°/ao=1 .1. The radial dependence of Q when large-scale yieldin g
prevails is induced, in large part, by the nearby free surface .

Figure 4.6 summarizes the J-Q description of stress triaxiality at different points alon g
the crack front . Both the uniaxial and biaxial cases are taken to the same load level, i .e . ,
a°°/ao=1 .1 . Q is evaluated at r/(J al /ao) = 2 ahead of the crack front . Under uniaxial load-
ing, Q values for ¢ >. 45° saturate at -0.8 for large-scale yielding . Near the free surface, 0=0 ,
stress triaxiality is reduced to a level approaching the yield stress even at relatively lo w
loads (Q-s-2.0) . Biaxial loading promotes essentially uniform stress triaxiality, Q=-0 .7 ,
over much of the crack front . However, at the 0=2 .4° and 17° locations, the influence of biax -
ial loading is very pronounced. Final Q-values for these two locations reveal an increas e
in stress triaxiality on the order of the yield stress relative to the uniaxial loading response .

For crack front locations 0-40, the mechanically imposed biaxial stress, aa, corre-
sponds to a positive T-stress (a stress parallel to 1 , see Fig. 4.1). Under SSY conditions
in the surface-cracked plate, the T-stress elevates Q slightly above zero in accord with th e
discussion in Section 2 . Under LSY conditions, the T-stress brings about a higher level of
stress triaxiality near the free surface ; however, the Q-values are still negative indicating
a loss of stress triaxiality relative to the high constraint, reference condition of plane-strai n
SSYT_o. Thus, at an identical value of applied-J in uniaxial and biaxial loading, the th e
crack front region with maximum opening mode stress occurs near 0 =17° for the biaxia l
loading. However, the magnitude of remote loading required to generate the equivalent J -
values is larger for the biaxial case (see Fig . 4.3 and 4 .4; note the overall larger J-value s
for uniaxial loading) .

4.3 Matching Structural and Test Specimen Constrain t

Consider the fracture assessment of a structural configuration which is modeled adequate -
ly by the surface cracked plate subjected to uniaxial or biaxial loading. The J-Q and micro-
mechanics concepts provide quantitative frameworks to select a corresponding laboratory
test specimen, an SE(B) for example, which produces the same crack front constraint as th e
structural configuration . The cleavage fracture toughness, Jo, measured with such a speci -
men should then be employed in fracture assessments of the structure . These two ap-
proaches are illustrated in Figs . 4.7 and 4.8 .

Figure 4.7 compares the computed J-Q driving force curves for SE(B) specimens havin g
a range of a/ W ratios with the driving force curves at ¢=90° (uniaxial loading) and ¢=17°
(biaxial loading) for the surface cracked plate . An SE(B) with a/W=0 .05 best matches the
evolution of stress triaxiality for the uniaxially loaded plate while an a/W=0 .20 best
matches triaxiality for the biaxial loading . By using the J-Q description of crack front
stresses as input to the micromechanics model (as described in Section 3 .4), the effects o f
constraint on cleavage fracture toughness for the surface cracked plate and SE(B) speci-
mens of selected a/W ratios are predicted as shown in Fig. 4 .8. An SE(B) with a/W=0.05 very
closely matches the uniaxial loading curve for ¢=90° while an a/W= 0 .20 SE(B) specime n
closely matches the biaxial loading curve for 0=17° .

The potential advantage offered by the micromechanics approach becomes clear from
Fig. 4 .8. It is not necessary to determine which laboratory specimen matches the structura l
constraint; rather, any a/Wratio SE(B) can be tested to measure the size independent frac-
ture toughness, J° , from which the structural toughness, Je,, for each loading case (uniaxia l
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Figure 4.5 Evolution of stress triaxiality in surface cracked plate ahead of crack tip at 0=90°
and 17° .
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and biaxial) is predicted from the corresponding structural response curves shown in Fig.
4.8 . When deep notch SE(B) data is already available, from material qualification tests fo r
example, no additional shallow-crack testing is needed to apply the micromechanics ap-
proach . Such applications of the micromechanics model imply that the same fracture mode
(cleavage) occurs in both the laboratory specimen and the structural configuration . The cur-
rent model cannot predict the effects of specimen geometry and loading mode on the frac-
ture toughness (JIB ) which characterizes the initiation of stable, ductile tearing. However,
the model does predict when fracture by cleavage becomes highly unlikely. Consider the
response for the a/W=0.5 SE(B) specimen shown in Fig . 4 .8 ; if the Jo measured with this
specimen is sufficiently large, the driving force curve for a shallow notch SE(B) specimen
or for the surface-cracked plate never attain such a large value of Jo. The model predicts
that cleavage, without prior tearing, does not occur, i .e ., the interaction of crack-tip plastic
zones and nearby free surfaces prevents near-tip stresses from achieving the critical level s
needed to trigger cleavage .

The SE(B) responses employed in this discussion are obtained from 2-D, plane-strain
computations . In such cases, constraint matching with a structural configuration is accom -
plished by varying the absolute specimen size and/or the a/W ratio. For the same a/Wratio ,
large specimens increase constraint at a given J-value relative to small specimens . Simi-
larly, for A fixed specimen size, large a/Wratios increase constraint at a given J-value rela -
tive to small a/W ratios. Different thicknesses provide yet another means to vary constraint
in test specimens, although experimental and computational evidence suggest the thick-
ness effect is much less significant than absolute size or a/Weffects when specimens of usu-
al proportions are employed (B W/2) .

5. CONCLUSIONS
Our investigations have shown that two-parameters, J and Q, suffice to characterize the
full range of near-tip environments at the onset of fracture . J sets the size scale of the zone
of high strésses and large deformations while Q scales the near-tip stress level relative t o
a high triaxiality reference stress state . The structure of the J-Q fields has been estab-
lished by higher-order asypmtotic analysis and full-field numerical calculations withi n
the context of the modified boundary layer formulation . Detailed analyses of finite-width ,
crack bodies show that the J-Q fields dominate over physically significant size scales, i .e .
they represent the environment in which the ductile and brittle mechanisms are operative .
Therefore, the J-Q fields furnish the theoretical basis to address onset of clevage fracture ,
the initiation of ductile tearing, as well as the competition between cleavage fracture an d
ductile tearing. Indeed, the J-Q theory can provide a framework which allows the cleavage
and ductile toughness loci to be measured and utilized in engineering applications .

Constraint effects on cleavage fracture have been the subject of a number of recent stud-
ies. The J-Q theory together with a micromechanical model for cleavage predicts tha t
cleavage fracture toughness depends sensitively on near-tip stress triaxiality . The cleav-
age toughness locus has been measured, for example by Sumpter and Forbes [10] for a mil d
steel and by Kirk, et al . [40] for A515 steel. The toughness data do show a stron g
dependence on Q. Toughness elevations of about 5 or so have been measured in lo w
constraint crack geometries . Constraint is also expected to exert an influence on th e
initiation of ductile tearing; however, mechanistic studies of ductile tearing and the limite d
experimental data suggest that ductile initiation toughness depends less strongly on stres s
triaxiality. Systematic experimental studies are required to quantify constraint effects on
the initiation of ductile tearing .
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Figure 4.7 Application of J-Q methodology to select a /W ratio in SE(B) specimen for test-

ing that matches stress triaxiality in structural configuration represented by
a surface cracked plate loaded in uniaxial or biaxial tension .
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Figure 4.8 Application of micromechanics methodology to select a/ W ratio in SE(B) spec -
imen for testing that matches effective driving force for cleavage fracture i n
structural configuration represented by a surface cracked plate loading i n
uniaxial or biaxial tension .
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The experimental determination of a toughness locus can become very costly, requiring
considerable material and testing time, especially if toughness data are required for a
number of temperatures. An alternative approach for cleavage fracture appears feasible .
The constraint correction procedure advocated here uses a limited experimental databas e
to predict cleavage toughness over a broad range of stress triaxiality . The procedure has
been applied to several series experiments and the results are very encouraging . The
procedure and its theoretical basis are discussed in Section 3 . Though it has not been
discussed, a similar procedure can be developed (in principle) for the initiation of ductil e
tearing. Ars is the case for cleavage fracture toughness, the procedure can be used i n
conjunction with the J-Q fields to determine geometry- and load-dependent ductil e
fracture toughness data.

Procedures such as the one in Section 3 hold promise for predicting toughness loci for
cleavage and ductile fracture and can facilitate engineering applications of the J-Q ap-
proach. However, the incorporation of micromechanics failure criterion in a fracture me-
chanics methodology is not without its limitations . It is essential that the failure criterio n
be a sufficiently realistic model of the actual fracture process . In applications where
cleavage and ductile failure modes are operative, competing failure processes also must b e
considered. Unfortunately, the initiation of ductile tearing is also a process involvin g
several competing mechanisms, such as void formation vs . void growth and coalescence ,
void sheet formation and shear localization, and as yet there is no general agreement as
to the essential features of a realistic model . Micromechanical models for ductile tearing
are necessarily more complex, involving more metallurgical properties for a material, tha n
the models for cleavage fracture . Considering the enormous economic payoffs, however,
greater efforts are warranted to establish realistic, robust micromechanical models for
ductile fracture .
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FRACTURE TOUGHNESS DATA
FOR

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT S
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ABSTRACT

Large scale testing for the purpose of fracture mechanics verification is essentiall y
directed towards the validation of the transferability of material data obtained with
small specimens. Unfortunately the results are sometimes controversial, insinuating that
the transferability is imprecise at the very least. However, it seems that in many cases
the controversy is due to an improper application of the small specimen data .

Present testing standards do not give any recommendations for the correct applica-
tion of fracture toughness data and yet this is a crucial point for successful structura l
integrity assessment and fracture mechanics verification .

In this presentation the topic concerning recommendations is addressed, focussin g
on the application of brittle (cleavage type) fracture data . Simple guidelines for
obtaining optimum "best-" and "safe-" estimates of the behavior of the actual structure
based on small specimen data are presented .

' Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT), Metals Laboratory, P .O.Box 26, Espoo ,
Finland, SF-02151 .
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INTRODUCTION

Present testing standards do not give any recommendations for the correct applica-
tion of fracture toughness data for structural integrity assessments and yet this is a
crucial point for a successful assessment and fracture mechanics verification. Standard-
ization bodies have been reluctant to produce what they call application documents .
Their single interest have been the test performance. Unfortunately, this state of affair s
has reduced the credibility of fracture mechanical parameters due to a lacking verifica-
tion.

Large scale testing for the purpose of fracture mechanics verification has as a goal
the validation of the transferability of material data obtained with small specimens .
Unfortunately, due to the lack of application documents, the results are often controver-
sial, insinuating that the transferability is imprecise at the very least . However, in many
cases the controversy is only due to an improper application of the small specimen data .

In this presentation the topic concerning recommendations is addressed, focussin g
on the application of brittle (cleavage type) fracture data . Simple guidelines fo r
obtaining optimum "best-" and "safe-" estimates of the behavior of the actual structur e
based on small specimen data are presented .

General Considerations

Fracture mechanics parameters are widely used to determine materials' resistanc e
to fracture. Presently a number of both standardized as well as nonstandardized
parameters are used. Their main ambition is to be able to describe the material' s
fracture resistance with one single factor . Examples of such interrelated parameters ar e
the plane-strain fracture toughness, KID, the critical J integral, JIB, and the critical crack-
tip opening displacement (CTODc or Sc) .

The parameters can be divided into two different categories, namely those parame-
ters based on linear elastis fracture mechanics, (LEFM) and those based on elasti c
plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM) . LEFM requires that the plastic zone in front of th e
crack is much smaller than the smallest structural dimension, i .e . the structure behaves
in a linear elastic manner. EPFM allows the structure to yield to some extent. In
principle the EPFM parameters are valid also in the case LEFM, but not vice versa .

Parameter validity

All the different parameters are assumed to describe the critical stress and strain
fields ahead of a sharp crack at fracture, i .e . they are supposed to represent a material
characteristic. By definition, they should all be geometry independent for a constan t
stress state . A large number of investigators, however, have found a distinct effect o f
specimen size and geometry on the test results [1-5] . These geometry effects have bee n
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reported for both brittle cleavage fracture [6-8] and ductile fracture [9-11] . The
specimen size and geometry have also been found to affect the ductile/brittle transitio n
temperatures [1, 5, 12] . Many of the results are contradictory, with some indicating no
geometry and/or size effect and others indicating either an increasing or decreasin g
toughness.

Depending on the method and the parameter chosen, one may observe quit e
different specimen size and geometry effects . Different parameters also show different
characteristic scatter . Some frequently used toughness parameters and their characteris-
tics are listed in Table 1 [13] .

Table 1.

	

Commonly used fracture toughness parameters exhibiting different size
and geometry effects.

TYPE PARAMETER SCATTER SIZE
EFFECT

CRACK
LENGTH
EFFECT

USEFULLNESS

LEFM Kqc medium small small good

KQ small unpredictable medium poor

Km small unpredictable medium poor

K; small unpredictable medium good - poor

EPFM J1c medium small small goo d
preferable

J; medium small small good

CTOD;/&, medium small small good

Jc large
predictable

large
predictable

small good
preferable

CTODc/&c large
predictable

larg e
predictable

small good
preferable

Jm small large
unpredictable

large negligible

CTODm/Sm small large
unpredictable

large negligible

large large medium medium

CTOD,fS, large large medium medium

In Table 1, Kic and KQ are the valid and the invalid fracture toughness, respectivel y
determined by ASTM Method E 399 . Both parameters are determined by constructing
a 95 % secant to the load - crack mouth opening curve. K. and Ki are determined by
using the Kt c linear-elastic fracture mechanics LEFM-formulas together with the load
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maximum and load at ductile fracture initiation, respectively . Both K; and especially Kin
can be very inferior parameters and should not be used for integrity assessment . The
parameter Jic is the valid critical J-integral value determined by ASTM E 813 . The
parameters J, and &, are the values of the J integral and the crack-tip opening displace -
ment at ductile crack growth initiation. Jc and Sc correspond to the onset of brittl e
fracture occurring without ductile tearing . Finally, J„ and Su correspond to the onset of
cleavage fracture which has been preceded by some amount of ductile tearing . Not all
of the parameters are "valid" according to existing test standards and recommendations ,
but often results referring to invalid parameters are quoted without mentioning thei r
invalidity.

Furthermore, also parameters that are "valid" according to testing standards sho w
size and geometry effects . It should be pointed out that the characteristic scatter of a
parameter is not a direct measure of the usefulness of the parameter. The invalid
LEFM parameters KQ, Km and usually also K; show a small scatter but are yet unde-
pendable .

Most of the observed size effects are due to the poor nature of the parameters . The
only test parameters that correctly describes the material from a fracture resistance poin t
of view are Jc, 5c, Jx, J;, 5 1 and to some extent Ju and 5,,. The other parameters do
not correspond to the initiation of crack extension . Instead they rather describe the siz e
effects on specimen plasticity together with ductile crack growth . As such they cannot
be regarded to represent parameters describing the materials true fracture resistance .

One must remember that different parameters describe different fracture micro -
mechanisms, and that one must know which micromechanism is the relevant one for th e
structural detail in question.

Fracture micromechanisms

The two main micromechanisms encountered in fracture resistance testing are
ductile fracture and cleavage fracture . A third micromechanism i .e. grain boundary
fracture is also possible, but it is of lesser relevance . This is fortunate, because the
fracture mechanical modelling of grain boundary fracture is still incomplete .

There is a widely recognized view that ductile fracture proceeds by a continuou s
mechanism of microvoid nucleation and coalescence . Therefore it is impossible to
detect the first physical initiation point . The initiation point is instead usually taken as
a point at which there already has been some small amount of detectable ductile tearing .
Probably the best known example of such a method is the J IBdetermination procedure
in accordance to ASTM E 813 .

Microvoid coalescence is a critical strain-controlled mechanism . As such, it is
strongly governed by the maximum strain state along the crack front . For the crack t o
propagate macroscopically, microvoid coalescence must occur along the whole crac k
front. The macroscopic fracture resistance to ductile fracture is thus governed by the
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mean toughness properties of the material . This means that for a macroscopicall y
homogeneous material, the parameters related to ductile fracture (J ic, J,, Si) should show
only a small amount of scatter. Also, as long as the J-integral and crack-tip opening
displacement describe the strains in front of the crack, the parameters should also b e
specimen size and geometry independent .

Brittle cleavage fracture differs completely in mechanism from ductile fracture . It
is assumed that cleavage fracture is initiated by a weakest link type critical stress-
induced mechanism governed by locally situated cleavage initiators or "weak spots" [1 4
- 19]. As such, cleavage fracture will be affected, besides by changes in the stres s
distribution, also by the probability of finding a critical cleavage initiator . This weakest
link type statistical nature of cleavage fracture unfortunately denotes that fractur e
toughness in the case of cleavage fracture is not a simple material property . Firstly ,
cleavage fracture initiation toughness exhibits a large amount of scatter [20], an d
secondly, it shows a characteristic statistical size effect associated to the length of the
crack front [14] . Because of this statistical size effect one must always correct the
experimental toughness values to correspond to the relevant crack front length . A few
test results indicate that the statistical size effect may disappear at very low tempera-
tures, but since the findings are somewhat controversal, it is safer to assume the
existence of a size effect also in the case of lower shelf toughness.

FRACTURE RESISTANCE FOR LEFM APPLICATION S

Fracture resistance for LEFM applications is ordinarily expressed in the form of a
critical stress intensity factor KI, denoted "fracture toughness" . The validity of the stress
intensity factor to describe the stress field in front of a crack is well documented an d
also the stress intensity factor equations used in the different testing standard ar e
accurate. As such the stress intensity factor is well suited for determination of fractur e
resistance for LEFM applications .

The fracture toughness Kic is classically supposed to be a material constant, but i n
reality this is not the case . Ordinary K1c-tests according ASTM E 399 and related
standards apply LEFM-formulas and allow the use of the 95 % secant procedure. The
secant procedure is based on the assumption that the deviation from linearity in the
load-displacement trace is in practice only due to stable ductile crack growth . A Ki c
value corresponding to the 95 % secant is assumed to be related to a toughness value
corresponding to a 2 % crack growth in the ligament . The size criterions in the standard
are actually included to ensure that the load-displacement response of the specimen wil l
be unaffected by plasticity effects . Parameters violating the Kic size criterions (K Q, Kmu
and possibly K; ) usually describe mainly specimen plasticity effects and as such the y
should not be used. The problem with Kic is that it does not distinguish between ductile
fracture and brittle cleavage fracture .

In the case of ductile fracture the Kic will correspond to a 2 % crack growth in the
ligament. This causes that a larger specimen will correspond to more actual ductil e
crack growth . Because ductile fracture always has an increasing R-curve (dK/da > 0) ,
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a large specimen will yield a higher K,c than a small specimen, even for valid tests . On
the other hand, the validity criteria in the testing standards are such that a K ID value for
ductile fracture is obtainable only for materials whose R-curve is very flat. Thus the
size effect in the case of KID corresponding to ductile fracture is relatively small an d
therefore it can be regarded nearly as a material characteristic. If it is possible to
determine the true ductile initiation value K; it is more preferable than K1 provided that
it otherwise fulfills the validity criteria for K 1 .

For ferritic steels K ID corresponds usually to brittle cleavage fracture . In this case
K1 is a measure of a true critical event and as such it is a preferable parameter fo r
LEFM fracture resistance determination. However, because the probability of cleavage
fracture initiation is specimen and crack size dependent, one must always correct th e
fracture toughness to correspond to the relevant crack size . The need for statistical
modelling of cleavage fracture initiation has been acknowledged during the last fe w
years. A number of models for describing the behaviour of fracture toughness in th e
cleavage fracture temperature region have been presented [3, 7, 13-37] . Most of these
are based on the assumption of cleavage fracture initiation to behave according to
weakest link statistics i .e. one single critical event is sufficient to cause macroscopic
failure. Even though the models may differ quite a lot in their basic assumptions of the
microscopic ' fracture mechanism, macroscopically they still yield similar results .

In the case of brittle fracture, the fracture toughness can be thickness corrected wit h
an equation like [14]

KB (KB - K. • (B1/B2) /4
+ Kms„

2

	

D,

where Kw„ is a lower bound fracture toughness. The exact value of K. is not known,
but for steels a value of 20 MPaJm has been successfully used for describing experi-
mental test data.

The above equation has been validated for a large number of both low and hig h
strength structural steels and for specimen thicknesses ranging from 10 mm to 200 m m
[14] . Even though definitive proof of a statistical model based equation is very difficult ,
the successful application of the equation for more than 100 materials might be
considered as a comparatively strong validation .

Based on the same assumptions the scatter of brittle fracture toughness results ca n
be described with the equation [20]

Pf = 1-exp{ -(K'-Ka'in
K0-

	

)4)

where Pr is the cumulative failure probability at al load level K and Ko is a specime n
thickness and temperature dependent normalization parameter which is related to th e

(1)

(2)
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mean approximately by Ko = 1.1 - K .

With the help of equations 1 and 2 it is possible to handel cleavage fracture K1c

results in the assessment of component integrity by fracture mechanics .

The restricting property about the Kic test is the demand for linear elasticity. Linear
elastic Kic values are usually possible to obtain only on the lower shelf of the fracture
toughness transition curve. Often LEFM assessment of components may be performe d
also at higher toughness levels where it is impossible to measure a valid K1c value. In
such cases one must rely on an indirect determination of Kic or EPFM parameters
corresponding to cleavage fracture initiation.

FRACTURE RESISTANCE FOR EPFM APPLICATION S

The fracture resistance for EPFM applications must be determined by use of EPF M
parameters like the J-integral or the crack tip opening displacement . Analogous to the
LEFM case, the valid parameters should correspond to fracture initiation, ductile o r
brittle. If something else than an initiation parameter is desired for description of ductil e
fracture resistance, the whole tearing resistance curve (J-Aa curve) should be deter -
mined.

The accuracy of the equations for the determination of J and 5 from test records is
not as well validated as in the case of the stress intensity factor K 1, but their accuracy
seems to be of less concern than other experimental error sources . This is the case
especially for the determination of ductile tearing resistance .

Brittle fracture

EPFM parameters describing brittle cleavage fracture initiation are JJ , J,,, S, and 5,,.
Of the two definitions the one corresponding to cleavage fracture initiation after som e
ductile tearing is less reliable even though it relates to a catastrophic type of failure
event, for which the occurrence is not directly dependent on the load bearing capacit y
of the structural detail. The one thing that deteriorates the relevance of J„ and S u is the
ductile tearing preceding cleavage fracture, because this ductile tearing in itself affect s
the brittle fracture probability [38] . This effect has not been quantitatively clarified unti l
recently. Presently the CTOD-standards (the only testing standards applicable in the
transition region) do not even require the measurement of the amount of ductile tearin g
in the test .

Recently, a method to account for the effect of ductile tearing on cleavage fractur e
probability has been developed [38,39] . The methodology is originally developed for th e
J-integral and it results in a correction function for the ductile crack growth [38] as wel l
as a minimum specimen ligament size requirement [39] . The ligament size requirement
gives the maximum measuring capacity of the specimen regarding cleavage fracture . If
the ligament is smaller than given by the size requirement a corrected value of th e
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fracture toughness should be used in the crack growth correction expression . The
methodology has been shown to yield promising results, but it still needs some furthe r
validation and possible refining . Just recently, the size requirements have been furthe r
refined by detailed FEM-calculations by Anderson and Dodds [40] . Their size require-
ments are much more stringent than the ones deduced based on experimental data. Thus
there seem to exist some open questions regarding the size criterion in the case o f
cleavage fracture.

Otherwise the EPFM parameters describing brittle cleavage fracture are well suite d
for the determination of fracture resistance . The relation between J and S is usuall y
written as J = m•anow S, where ano., is the flow stress of the material and m is a
proportionality factor, which in theory is 1 for plane stress and 2 for plane strain . In
reality the value of m is mainly controlled by the testing standards used for determina-
tion of J and S. The value of m is dependent of load level, but it can still roughly b e
approximated by m = 1 .5 [41] .

Often one is forced to apply EPFM material parameters with LEFM integrit y
assessment procedures. In such cases it is relatively safe to estimate the critical stres s
intensity factor for cleavage fracture from Jc by the equatio n

KJC = .n/E' . Jc

provided that the fracture resistance is corrected to correspond to the relevant crac k
front length with equation 1 .

The validity of equation 3 has been comparatively well verified, both directly by
comparing small specimen EPFM data with large specimen LEFM data [42], as well a s
indirectly by showing that a Charpy-V - Kic correlation is equally valid for KIC and KJc

[43] .

Equation 3 also basically makes it unnecessary to use full thickness specimens i n
the fracture toughness tests, in the case of brittle fracture . The standard arguments why
full thickness specimens are required are based on constraint effects. It has however
been shown, both experimentally [14] and numerically [44] that the main reason for
thickness effects on cleavage fracture toughness is the statistical size effect

Ductile fracture

The parameters used in connection with ductile fracture are either representin g
ductile fracture initiation or the specimen load maximum .

It is commonly recognized that the load maximum fracture toughness is a geometr y
dependent toughness value . It has, however, been argued that under specified condition s
it is possible to use Jm or Sm values to obtain a safe flaw size evaluation [45] . A special
requirement is that the test must be performed with a full thickness specimen ie .
specimen thickness must be equal to the structural thickness .

(3)
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The maximum load occurs when the load increase caused by the increasing strai n
hardening is balanced by the reducing ligament area because of crack growth and/or
necking of the bend specimen [41] . Thus the load maximum toughness is a measure o f
the specimens tearing instability. Of the two causes for ligament reduction necking i s
normally not important in the case of fracture toughness testing . Necking becomes
possible only at load levels well beyond any validity criteria for fracture toughness . The
load maximum toughness can actually be used to determine the materials tearing
characteristics, but it demands that a full tearing instability analysis of the test specime n
is performed [41,46] . If an analysis allowing for crack extension is needed, it i s
preferable to use the whole tearing resistance (J-Aa) curve .

As noted before, there exists a variety of definitions for the ductile initiation
toughness. This is not however a very large problem as long as it can be shown that the
structure will not fail by brittle fracture . All the different definitions of ductile initiatio n
toughness will produce safe estimates with regard to ductile failure instability of th e
structure and therefore they can well be applied for failure assessment .

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DETERMINING "BEST- " AND "SAFE-" BRITTLE
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS ESTIMATES

The fracture toughness to be used in the fracture mechanics analysis can be base d
upon Jc, Sc, J„ or Su. Regardless of parameter it is preferable to express the fracture
toughness in terms of it's equivalent K-value (equation 3) . Equation 2 contains only two
parameters . Unfortunately, a reliable estimation of the minimum fracture toughness K.b,
from test results is impossible . This is the main reason for fixing it's value to 20
MPa1m. If it can be shown that the minimum fracture toughness is higher than 20
MPa-kim that value can be applied . Otherwise the use of lÇ, = 20 MPa- nIm is recom-
mended. Thus, the only entity requiring estimation is Ka. A bias corrected maximum
likelihood expression for Ko is of the form

1/4
[E(Kic)4 +(n r)•(Kc`IÇn)4

J +
-

	

r - 1 + log(2)

	

°m

where the summation is performed from i=1 to i=r . The equation denotes a so called
censored sample, where not all results are included in the analysis . The total sampl e
size is n and the uncensored sample size is r, which consists of all values that are lowe r
than the lowest censored value . Equation 4 is especially well suited for use with data
sets where part of the results have been affected by eg . large scale yielding .

Equation 4 yield a so called best estimate of K o, i .e . it corresponds to a confidence
level of 50 %. The standard deviation, corresponding to the lower tail of the K o
distribution is approximately aKo-K,run = 28 %I In. The lower tail of the Ko distribution
is well described by a normal distribution . Thus, a safe estimate corresponding to a
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desired confidence level can be determined (Figure 1) .

SAFETY FACTOR FOR Ko (a)

Fig. 1

	

Safety factor for K o .

If the major part of the data set is censored, or if the material is suspected to b e
macroscopically unhomogeneous, Ko can also be estimated directly from the lowest
measured fracture toughness value Kioa, according to

Ko = { K►owK. } • [-n/log(1-Pcon )]"4 + K.

	

(5)

where Proof is the desired confidence level eg . 0.9 (Figure 2) .
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Since the above Ko estimate is based on only one toughness value, it will have the

same scatter as a single test . Thus, the use of equation 2 is endorsed when eve r

possible.

ESTIMATION OF Ko BASED ON LOWEST TOUGHNESS VALUE Klo w
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Estimation of Ka based on lowest toughness value .

Often knowledge of the fracture toughness at a single temperature is not enough ,
but instead the temperature dependence of Ko is requested. The temperature dependence
of Ko in MPa'im can be described with [47]

Ko = a + [ exp[y (T - To)]

	

(6)

where a + a = 108 MPa'm (for 25 mm thick specimens), To is the temperature (in °C)
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at which the mean fracture toughness is 100 MPa.N/m and y is a material constant .

Experimentally it has been found that the shape of the fracture toughness transition
curve for steels is only slightly material and yield strength dependent . Therefore th e

values of a, a and y are practically material independent . The resulting equation for the
temperature dependence of K0, corresponding to 25 mm thickness, can thus be written

as [47]

K0 =31 +77•exp[0.019 . (T-T0)]

	

(7)

Verification of equation 7 is presented in figure 3 .
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Temperature dependence of K0 for 25 mm thick specimens [47] .
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If To is estimated based on equation 7, the estimate will have a standard deviatio n

aTo = 18 °C and it will be slightly biased towards higher temperatures (= 3 °C) . If the

upper tail of the T o temperature distribution is approximated by a normal distribution,

its standard deviation is a TQ' = 24 °C/.In and the safety factor AT corresponding t o

any desired confidence level can be determined (Figure 4) .
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Safety factor for estimate of To.

VALIDATION

Validation of the above recommendations require a validation of equations 1,2,3
and 7. Even though a rather comprehensive verification of the equations have alread y
been presented elsewhere e .g. [14,18,20,29-31,38,39,42,43,47,49], additional validation
is presented here . A number of large data sets including different size specimens were
thickness corrected according to equation 1 and the temperature T o was estimated for
each specimen size. If the equations are valid, they should correctly describe th e
materials scatter and temperature dependence . Furthermore, specimen size independen t
estimates for To, should be obtained . The validation is presented in figures 5-11 .
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Iwadate data A470 [48] . Only statistical thickness correction performed .
a) To fitted, b) To fixed
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Iwadate data A508 [48] . Only statistical thickness correction performed.
a) To fitted, b) To fixed
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VTT data A533B [49] . Only statistical thickness correction performed.
a) To fitted, b) To fixed
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VTT data A508 [49]. Only statistical thickness correction performed.
a) To fitted, b) To fixed
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ORNL data 72W [50] . Only statistical thickness correction performed .
a) Ta fitted, b) To fixed
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ORNL data 73W [50] . Only statistical thickness correction performed .
a) To fitted, b) To fixed
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Fig. 11

	

HSST 02 plate data. Only statistical thickness correction performed .

Considering the fact that no corrections regarding loss of constraint and/or ductil e
crack growth have been perforemed, the estimated To values are remarkably specime n
size indpendent. The largest discrepancy are shown by the 100 mm thick specimen s
corresponding to Japanese A533B C1.1 steel (JROJ tested by VTT (figure 7) . In this
case the discrepancy is likely to be caused by a observed toughness gradient through the
plate thickness . Figure 11 depicts both KIc test results as well as KJc test results . The
specimen thickness for the KID data varied in the range 25 mm - 300 mm . Both
parameters yield practically the same To estimate. Thus, also equation 3 is validated .
For all materials, the measured fracture toughness scatter follows comparatively well th e
theoretical scatter lines that have been included in the figures .

The reason why loss of constraint and ductile tearing effects do not seem to play a
major role upon the fracture toughness is likely to be due to the fact that the effect s
contradict each other . Thus, it appears to be possible to relax the existing specimen size
requirements quite considerably .

As an attempt to try to establish a new size requirement a large data set generated
by Ingham & al . was analysed. The specimens where square section bend specimen s
with B/(W-a) = 2. For this type of specimens the ligament is likely to be the critical
dimension limiting the specimens measuring capacity . The size corrected data are
presented in figure 12 . No significant specimen size effects are visible despite the fac t

PLATE
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that the fracture toughness levels are quite high . Figure 13 depicts the Ka values based
on equation 4. Even though a slight specimen size effect now is visible, no conclusion s
regarding size requirements can be drawn based on the results . Next, the lowest fracture
toughness values at each temperature were applied together with equation 5 (figure 14) .
Even, when analyzed in this way the estimated Ta values do not indicate any clear los s
of constraint effects. If any, the data indicate a reverse size effect with the smalles t
specimen yielding the highest transition temperature . The scatter of Ko is, however,
large, because each estimate relates only to one specimen. Comparing the To estimates
in figures 13 and 14 it is seen that equations 4 and 5 yield not too significantl y
differing results. This offers further validation of the recommendations .

At the highest test temperatures in figure 14 the estimated Ko values seem to rise
more rapidly than predicted. When the Ko estimates are normalized by a fixed tempera-
ture the rise is even more clear (figure 15) . Also, smaller specimens begin the rise at
lower toughness levels . For each specimen size it is possible to determine the highes t
toughness level where the rise have not begun and the lowest level were it has begun.
The specimen size requirement should then lie between these values . This selection is
presented in figure 16. Based on the results, the following size requirement seem s
realistic

b >_ 1/rc2 • {KJe/ay } 2

	

(8)

The materials yield stress is approximately 500 MPa. Thus, in terms of J, eqatio n
8 indicates an a-value of 46 . This is surprisingly close to a value of 50 as proposed
earlier for cleavage fracture [39,42] .

The above analysis validates effectively the presented recommendations . Equation
8 can be applied as a size criterion for elastic plastic brittle fracture toughness . If the
transition temperature To is determined it appears possible to relax the size criterio n
further, without significantly affecting the reliability of the analysis .
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Ingham data A533B [51] . Only statistical thickness correction performed .
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Ingham data A533B [51] . K0 estimated based on equation 4 .
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Ingham data A533B [51] . Ka estimated based on lowest fracture toughness .
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Ingham data A533B [51] . Ko estimated based on lowest fracture toughness .
To fixed .
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Ingham data A533B [51] . Size criterion based on behavior of lowest
fracture toughness.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION S

The topic concerning recommendations for the application of fracture toughnes s
data for structural integrity assessments have been addressed, focussing on the applica-
tion of brittle (cleavage type) fracture data . Simple guidelines for obtaining optimu m
"best-" and "safe-" estimates of the behavior of the actual structure based on smal l
specimen data have been presented and validated .

The following main conclusions can be mad e

Weakest link statistics based models produce realistic descriptions of th e
fracture toughness scatter and specimen size effects .

The elastic plastic KJc yield equivalent results with valid K Ic results.
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The following size requirement, for elastic plastic brittle fracture, seems
realistic

b > 1/n2 • (KJcJQy )2

If the transition temperature To is determined it appears possible to relax
the size criterion further, without significantly affecting the reliability o f
the analysis.
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CONSTRAINT EFFECTS IN HEAVY-SECTION STEELS *

B. R. Bass, D. K. M. Shum, J. Keeney-Walker, and T. J. Theis s

Heavy-Section Steel Technology Program
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 3783 1

Abstract

A focal point of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission-funded Heavy-Section Stee l
Technology (HSST) Program is the development of technology required for accurat e
assessment of fracture-prevention margins in commercial nuclear reactor pressure vessel s
(RPVs) . In a series of investigations, the HSST Program is seeking to obtain an improve d
understanding of the relationships governing transfer of fracture toughness data fro m
small-scale specimens to large-scale structures . Current pressure vessel fracture -
prevention technology relies on the use of fracture-correlation parameters such as the
stress-intensity factor (K) and the Hutchinson, Rice, and Rosengren intensity paramete r
(J) to characterize both the applied load and the resistance of material to crack initiation .
Shortcomings of these conventional one-parameter fracture-correlation methods, whic h
impact issues associated with the transferability of small-specimen toughness data to
large-scale structural applications, are being addressed through development of variou s
two-parameter methods. This paper describes two analytical approaches to th e
transferability issues that are being evaluated in the HSST Program . One is a continuum
correlative methodology based on two-parameter descriptions (K-T or J-Q) of the nea r
crack-tip fields that incorporate effects of the higher-order T-stress for linear-elasti c
fracture mechanics conditions or the Q-stress for more general elastic-plastic fractur e
mechanics conditions . The second approach utilizes a micromechanical predictiv e
methodology that relates cleavage crack initiation to the attainment of a critical volum e
enclosed within a selected maximum principal stress contour surrounding the crack tip . In
preliminary evaluations, these methodologies were applied to experimental data take n
from several intermediate- and large-scale testing programs . Results and conclusions
from these applications are discussed in the paper . Applications of the methodologies t o
analytical studies concerning biaxial stress effects on fracture toughness and safet y
margin assessments of an RPV subjected to pressurized-thermal-shock transient loading s
are also presented . While these fracture methodologies appear to show promise in bein g
able to differentiate among crack-tip constraint levels, numerous issues were identified i n
the HSST studies that require further investigation. Recommendations are given
concerning future work intended to resolve several of these issues .

1 Introductio n

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)-funded Heavy-Section Steel Technolog y
(HSST) Program seeks to develop the technology required for accurate assessment of fracture -
prevention margins in commercial nuclear reactor pressure vessels (RPVs) . Pressurized-thermal
shock (PTS) has emerged as a loading condition of primary concern in RPV fracture-margin

*Research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U .S . Nuclear Regulatory Commission

under Interagency Agreement 12886-8011-9B with the D.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC05 -

84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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safety assessments. A number of fracture-technology issues, which have the potential fo r
significant impact on analyses of PTS events, are being addressed in the HSST Program . The
issue of concern in this paper is the role of crack-tip constraint in fracture toughness dat a
transfer. In a series of investigations, ) the HSST Program is working to obtain an improved
understanding of relationships governing the transfer of fracture toughness data from small-scal e
specimens to large-scale structures .

Current pressure vessel fracture-prevention technology relies on the use of correlatio n
fracture parameters such as the stress-intensity factor (K) and the Hutchison 2 and Rice and
Rosengren3 (HRR) intensity parameter (J) to characterize both the applied load and the resistanc e
of material to crack initiation. The parameter K applies to linear-elastic fracture mechanic s
(LEFM) conditions, whereas J is the relevant parameter for either LEFM or more general elastic -
plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM) conditions . Provided that the near-tip stress and strain field s
display an annular region characterizable by K or J, and that the annular region is of sufficien t
size so that a continuum description is physically meaningful (Fig . 1), the magnitude of this
parameter at crack initiation is assumed to be a material property . The existence and/or
dimensions of these annular regions depend on structural geometry, crack geometry, materia l
properties, and loading conditions . The influence of these various factors on local crack-tip stres s
and strain fields is the primary consideration in the study of constraint effects on fracture .

These conventional one-parameter fracture correlation methods have been validated for
moderately deep-crack, high-constraint geometries loaded under LEFM conditions . However ,
difficulties associated with applications of the methods to cracks in relatively low-constrain t
geometries are well known .4 The impact of constraint conditions on apparent fracture toughnes s
is illustrated in Fig. 2 for deep- and shallow-crack beams in bending, respectively, that wer e
tested in the HSST Program and described in Ref. 4. Thirty-eight relatively large laboratory
beam specimens were tested to compare the behavior of specimens with shallow cracks with tha t
of specimens with deep cracks . All specimens were 100 mm deep (W) . Shallow-crack beams had

K-FIELDS
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Fig. 1 . Depiction of near-crack-tip fields displaying annular regions characterizable by K or J.
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Fig. 2. Fracture-toughness (Kc) data vs normalized temperature for shallow- and deep-crac k
specimens.

crack depths ranging from 9 to 14 mm (a/W - 0 .1 to 0.14), while deep-crack beams had 50-mm-
deep cracks (a/W - 0 .5) . The toughness data presented in Fig . 2 are expressed in terms of Kt vs
temperature (along with a material characterization curve for HSST Plate 13A 5). All of the
specimens failed in cleavage except the data point indicated with the arrow in Fig . 2. The
shallow-crack specimens tested on the lower shelf showed little or no toughness increase relativ e
to the material characterization curve . The results showed conclusively that shallow-crack bea m
specimens made of A 533 grade B (A 533 B) class 1 steel have a significant increase in crack-
tip-opening displacement (CTOD) or Jc toughness (-150%) and IQ toughness (-60%) in th e
transition region. Analysis results presented in Ref . 4 indicate that crack initiation for the deep -
crack beams occurred under essentially K-dominant conditions, whereas conditions in th e
shallow-crack beams are outside the domain of validity of the one-parameter characterizatio n
methods summarized in Fig . 1 .

The influence of crack-tip constraint on fracture toughness as manifested in the shallow -
crack effect may have important implications for PTS analyses . Probabilistic fracture-mechani c
analysis of RPVs have shown that shallow cracks dominate the conditional probability of vesse l
failure in PTS evaluations, 6-8 with up to 95% of all initial crack initiations originating fro m
cracks having depths of 25 mm or less (Fig . 3). Thus, a clear unci _standing of the constrain t
conditions associated with shallow cracks is required for an improved probabilistic PT S
assessment.

Shortcomings of the conventional one-parameter methods, as demon .trated in the deep-
and shallow-crack beam applications described above, are being addressed by the HSST Program
through development and evaluation of two different analytical approaches . One is a continuum
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correlative approach that addresses crack initiation by focusing on the near-crack-tip fields, alon g
the crack plane, within a region extending a few CTODs directly ahead of the tip . The two-
parameter descriptions of the near-crack-tip fields incorporate effects of the higher-order T-stres s
for LEFM conditions or the Q-stress for more general EPFM conditions . The T-stress parameter
is the second term in the Irwin-Williams9,10 series expansion of the opening-mode stress abou t
the crack tip . The Q-stress plays the role of higher-order terms in the HRR series expansion and
is readily interpreted as a hydrostatic stress superimposed on the HRR solution . 1 Detailed
results for these near-crack-tip fields are obtained using the boundary-layer method . A boundary-
layer method does not involve explicit consideration of loading and geometry but incorporate s
these factors through imposition of displacement and stress boundary conditions taken fro m
asymptotic solutions .

The second approach12 focuses on the development of parameters that relate fracture
toughness within a volume of material loaded above threshold values of nominal stress states .
Candidate parameters include, but are not limited to, those based on a critical maximum principa l
stress contour methodology. This methodology predicts the onset of cleavage crack initiatio n
based on the attainment of a critical volume enclosed within a selected maximum principal stress
contour surrounding the crack tip . A relationship between fracture toughness and thi s
numerically determined volume parameter is obtained through applications of the methodology
to cleavage-initiation data .

These two approaches are described in more detail in Sects . 2 and 3 and evaluated through
applications to a variety of HSST test data in Sects . 4 and 5. Section 3 includes a description of
the Ritchie-Knott-Rice (RKR) micromechanical fracture model that is used for predictions o f
cleavage fracture initiation in two of these applications .

As described in Sect . 4, the J-Q technique was employed extensively in posttes t
assessments of the HSST shallow-crack fracture toughness program . 4 The Q-stress paramete r
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was used to correlate crack-tip constraint in both deep- and shallow-crack specimens tested in th e
program. Both the J-Q and the stress-contour methodologies were applied to the cleavage -
initiation data obtained from the WP-1 series of HSST wide-plate crack-arrest tests . 5 , 13 Loads
required to initiate cleavage fracture in the Series I wide plates were substantially higher than ha d
been predicted from small specimen data, with Kc/K1c ratios as high as -4. The fracture
methodologies were used to quantify the discrepancy between predicted and observed crack -
initiation toughness . In the case of J-Q applications, the Jc(Q) toughness locus (described in
Sect. 2) from the wide-plate data is also compared with that determined from the shallow- an d
deep-crack beam data . For both the wide-plate and shallow-crack beam specimens, predictions o f
fracture toughness from the RKR model are compared with measured data .

In Sept. 5, another application 14,15 of the J-Q methodology is described that concerns the
development and validation of analytical methods for estimating the potential impact of out-of -
plane biaxial far-field stresses on crack-initiation toughness of shallow inner-surface cracks i n
nuclear RPVs . Motivation for this study comes from the observation that, while existing fractur e
toughness data are largely obtained under nearly plane strain conditions in compact tension (CT )
test specimens, far-field tensile stresses are present in RPVs that act in a direction parallel to th e
crack front for both axial and circumferential flaws . The components of a typical far-field stres s
distribution existing in the wall of an RPV during a PTS transient are shown in Fig . 4 (from
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Fig. 4. Components of far-field stress distribution existing in reactor vessel wall during PT S
transient.
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Ref. 16) . The thermal, pressure, and residual stresses are all biaxial, with both in-plane and out -
of-plane components . This biaxial stress distribution occurs both during the normal operation o f
an RPV and under postulated PTS conditions . In Fig. 5 (from Ref. 16), tensile out-of-plane
stresses acting parallel to a shallow longitudinal crack in an RPV are on the order of 350 MPa i n
a PTS transient . These far-field out-of-plane stresses have no equivalence in compact specimen s
used in conventional fracture toughness testing . Any potential increase in crack-tip constrain t
resulting from these out-of-plane biaxial stresses presumably would act in opposition to the in -
plane constraint relaxation that has been previously demonstrated for shallow cracks .4
Consequently, understanding of both in-plane and out-of-plane crack-tip constraint effects i s
necessary to a refined analysis of fracture initiation from shallow cracks under PTS transien t
loading. A summary overview of the HSST investigation of biaxial effects on constraint ,
including overall conclusions and recommended plans for further development and validation ,
are given in Sect. 5 .

Section 6 describes analyses that were performed to evaluate the utility of the J-Q approach
for characterizing the crack-tip fields in an RPV during a PTS transient. The PTS transient
simulates the pressure-temperature history during a small-break loss-of-coolant acciden t
(SBLOCA). In conjunction with these analyses, a methodology is described that incorporate s
small-specimen Jc(Q,T) toughness locus data into the safety-margin assessment of an RPV .

Finally, conclusions and recommendations concerning future work to resolve some
important RPV-related constraint issues are given in Sect . 7 .

Fig. 5. Vessel wall biaxial far-field stresses during PTS transient with one component aligned
parallel to front of longitudinal crack .
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2 Definition of T-Stress and Q-Stress Parameter s

2.1 Definition of T-Stress Paramete r

Within the context of LEFM, the asymptotic two-dimensional (2-D) near-crack-tip fields ,
as a function of position relative to the crack tip, can be expressed in the form of infinite series .
Let (r,A) denote the position of a material point relative to the crack tip in polar coordinates . The
infinite series denoting the Mode I stress components then take the for m
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2 l
	 a. . (A) + Tsijsil + . . . ,

where 2~;j(e) are functions that are dependent on the angular coordinate A only . These infinite
series are commonly referred to as the Irwin-Williams series .9,10 The first terms in these series
become unbounded as the crack tip is approached . The stress-intensity factor K is the amplitude
of the first terms in Eq . (1), and its value is undetermined from the asymptotic expansion .

The T-stress term is the next higher-order term in the series expansion for the opening -
mode stress component. The T-stress term describes a stress field that is independent of position
relative to the crack front and represents a uniform stress field parallel to the plane of th e
idealized 2-D crack . Within the context of three-dimensional (3-D) LEFM, the Irwin-William s
asymptotic expansion concept can be generalized, resulting in three T-stress-like terms . 17,1 8

2.2 Definition of Q-Stress Parameter

Within the context of EPFM, the counterpart to the Irwin-Williams series in tw o
dimensions is the HRR solution for a deformation-theory material, for which the uniaxial stress -
strain relation is of the Ramberg-Osgood form . 2 >3 The infinite series denoting the Mode I stres s
components have the form

1
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where 6;.(A) are universal functions dependent on the angular coordinate A only . In the HRR
solution, the first terms are also singular with an amplitude undetermined from the asymptotic
analysis, which corresponds to the value of the J-integral . Because the J-integral is path -
independent for all deformation-theory material, its value can be evaluated from locations remote
from the crack front. It is the path-independence of the J-integral, and its identification with the
amplitude of the HRR field, that forms the basis of conventional one-parameter EPFM theory .

In a manner somewhat analogous to T-stress, the Q-stress term 11 plays the role of higher-
order terms in the HRR expansion in the sense that the Mode I stress components in these serie s
are assumed to take the form

1

= 0'o
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Unlike the T-stress term, the Q-stress term is not an analytic consequence of the asymptoti c
expansion. Instead, use of the Q-stress parameter in the context of Eq. (3) follows from th e
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following numerical observation . Detailed finite-element analyses performed for power-la w
hardening materials indicate that the near-crack-tip solutions appear to be consistent with the
assumed expansion indicated in Eq . (3) . 11 This assumed form generally applies only to the
forward sectors symmetric about the crack plane ahead of the crack tip, extending -90° to either
side of the crack plane and over distances of the order 2 <_ r/(J/6o) <_ 5. Consequently, the utility
of a Q-stress description of the near-crack-tip fields requires that the physical micromechanism s
of fracture be confined to this same region . The Q-stress term is readily understood as a state of
hydrostatic tension superimposed on the HRR solution . As described in Ref. 11, the Q-stress i s
related to the T-stress under conditions for which the T-stress can be defined . The methodology
for extending the Q-stress concept into 3-D fracture analysis is still an open issue .

Due to the numerical nature of its definition, determination of the Q-stress term is no t
without ambiguity. In its original development, the Q-stress term was defined as the differenc e
between the full-field stress solution of a given problem and the reference HRR stress solutio n
along the crack plane. (The full-field solutions are the stress and strain distributions within a
structure obtained by explicitly considering the influence of the finite geometry of the structur e
and the crack .) It is observed that the Q-stress term thus determined is nearly constant over a
distance up to 5 J/ao ahead of the original crack tip . Definition of the Q-stress term is then made
more precise by identifying Q-stress as the difference between the opening-mode stres s
component of the full-field and reference solutions at a distance of 2J/ao ahead of the crack front .

A more recent approach 19,20 is to define a second form for the Q-family of fields using th e
small-scale yielding (SSY) solutions as the reference (Q = 0) solution :

= `a'j)SSY + Qa
o8 . - for 101 < n/2, 2J/ao 5 r 5 5 J/6o .

	

(4)

The Q-stress term is then defined as the difference between the opening-mode stress componen t
of the full-field distribution and the corresponding quantity in the associated SSY problem at a
distance of 2 J/ao ahead of the crack front .

Conditions of SSY are present in a fracture mechanics application when an annular regio n
surrounding the crack tip can be located for which the combined influence of geometry, materia l
behavior, and loading conditions can be expressed in terms of an "applied" value K tha t
characterizes the magnitude of the near-crack-tip fields . Plane-strain fracture toughness i s
identified with the magnitude of K at the onset of crack initiation under conditions of SSY .
Adoption of the SSY crack-tip fields as the reference distributions from which the Q-stres s
parameter is evaluated thus represents a natural measure of deviation from plane-strai n
constraint.

Shih* has presented an interpretation of the two-parameter J-Q theory that spans the rang e
of stress states extending from linear-elastic through elastic-plastic conditions . In this
interpretation, J is a measure of the deformation that scales the size of the fracture process zone ,
while Q scales the triaxiality level ahead of the crack tip . For essentially LEFM conditions, th e
deformation fields and triaxiality are tightly coupled, so that the imposition of tensile o r
compressive out-of-plane stresses can affect triaxiality . Under conditions of substantial plasti c
deformation, however, the deformation fields and stress triaxiality are independent parameters ,
with triaxiality being affected only by the imposition of a state of pure hydrostatic stress (Fig. 6).

*C. F. Shih, "J-Q Fracture Methodology," presented at the Workshop on Constraint Effects in Fracture ,
sponsored by U .S . Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Rockville, Md ., March 3, 1992 .
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Fig. 6. Interpretation of near-crack-tip stress state in terms of J-Q theory.

2.3 Jc (Q) Fracture Toughness Locus and J-Q Trajector y

It has been proposed that the conventional concept of fracture toughness expressed in terms
of a critical value of J, for example, be extended to a fracture locus involving combinations of J
and Q. As illustrated in Fig . 7 (from O'Dowd and Shih *), the Jc(Q) toughness locu s
characterizing the material resistance to fracture as a function of constraint is constructed fro m
application of J-Q methodology to measured toughness data from carefully selected specime n
geometries . Detailed fracture assessments of a crack in a structure under applied load are
performed by determining a J-Q trajectory that is compared with the Jc(Q) toughness locus to
determine the propensity for initiation .

Applications to deep- and shallow-crack small-scale fracture specimens demonstrate that
the J-Q approach can provide a unified description of crack-tip fields and fracture toughness, at
least for moderate levels of toughness . In Fig . 8, Jc(Q) toughness loci are compared for single-
edge-notched tension (SENT) and three-point bend (TPB) specimens from HY80 weld s
containing shallow through cracks. The Jc(Q) toughness loci were determined from relation s
between T-stress and Q-stress for the material and from T-stress data given in Ref. 21 . These
data exhibit progressively more negative values of Q-stress with increasing values of critica l
crack-tip loading. However, beyond moderate load levels, the trends from the two specimens in
Fig. 8 diverge, implying that the J-Q characterization is no longer valid .

* N. P. O'Dowd and C. F. Shih, "Two-Parameter Fracture Mechanics : Theory and Applications" (to be
published) .
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3 Fracture Prediction Models

3.1 Micromechanical Model for Cleavage Fracture

The RKR mode122 is adopted herein as one means for the prediction of cleavage fractur e
initiation in applications to measured data. This model was chosen because it has been applied to
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A 533 B material in the lower-transition and upper-shelf regions, respectively, with some succes s
under nonirradiated and irradiated conditions . - Successful application of the RKR model to
the analysis of fracture in the lower-shelf and in the ductile-to-brittle transition region for a
German RPV-grade steel is also noted .26 On the other hand, some recent investigations appear t o
cast doubt on the applicability of the RKR model to A 508 class 3, another RPV-grade steel, i n
the lower-shelf and transition regions . 27

The RKR fracture model hypothesizes that crack initiation can be expressed in terms of th e
attainment of critical values of global stress measures determined from a continuum elastic -
plastic fracture analysis . The RKR model postulates that cleavage fracture under Mode I
conditions is governed by the attainment of a temperature-independent critical level of opening -
mode stress over a minimum physical distance ahead of the crack front . The minimum distanc e
necessary for cleavage fracture is often identified with the distance from the original crack fron t
to cleavage-initiation sites . It has been suggested in Ref. 26 that both the steep gradient and th e
scatter in fracture toughness that are characteristic of the transition region can be attributed to th e
experimentally observed scatter in cleavage-initiation sites, thereby providing furthe r
justification for using the RKR model for examining cleavage fracture . However, available data
suggest that both the nature and location of the cleavage-initiation sites vary considerably fo r
nominally identical RPV-grade materials . 26,27 Consequently, a proper consideration of th e
micromechanics of fracture, along with continuum constraint effects such as the Q-stress, ar e
integral elements in applications of this fracture model .

3.2 Stress Contour Correlation Mode l

A second approach is employed to predict cleavage fracture initiation in test specimens .
The methodology applied herein is based on a procedure constructed by Anderson and Dodds28
to remove the geometry dependence of cleavage fracture toughness values for single-edge-
notched bend (SENB) specimens of A 36 steel for a range of crack depths . This procedure
utilizes a local stress-based criterion for cleavage fracture and detailed finite-element analysis .
From Ref. 28, dimensional analysis for SSY implies that the principal stress ahead of the crac k
tip can be written as

6 1
f 6

A

	

(5)
0

	

0

where ao is the 0 .2% offset yield strength derived from a uniaxial stress-strain curve, api is the
maximum principal stress at a point, and A is the area enclosed by the contour on which api is a
constant . The strategy employed in Ref. 28 utilizes a fracture criterion dependent upon achievin g
a critical volume VCR within which the principal stress is >api . For a specimen subjected t o
generalized-plane-strain conditions such that api does not vary in the thickness direction, the
volume is equal to the specimen thickness B times the critical area ACR within the api contour
on the midplane (VCR = B • ACR) . This technique was successfully employed by Keeney-Walker
et a1. 12 to correlate cleavage-initiation toughness data from CT specimens with data from th e
large-scale WP-1 series of HSST wide-plate specimens . 5
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4 Validation Experiences with J-Q Methodology an d
Fracture Prediction Models

4.1 Comparison of Unirradiated A 533 B Jc(Q) Toughness Loci fro m
Shallow-Crack and WP-1 Testing Program s

Detailed posttest 2-D plane strain analysis results for two specimen geometries ar e
presented in this section. The primary objectives of these analyses are to evaluate the utility of
the two-parameter J-Q concept to characterize the crack-tip fields up to the onset of crac k
initiation in specimens with different crack depths and to provide a framework for interpretin g
and ordering the observed toughness differences between the deep- and shallow-crac k
geometries ., Specifically, detailed 2-D finite-strain, finite-element analyses were performed for

1. seven specimens from the WP-l series of HSST wide-plate experiments, an d
2. six specimens from the production phase of the HSST shallow-crack fracture toughnes s

testing program. (Three of the specimens contain deep cracks with nominal crack depth to
specimen width ratio a/W = 0.5, while the remaining three are shallow-crack specimens with
nominal a/W = 0 .1 . )

The ORNL WP-1 tests5,13 provide a set of crack-initiation data against which comparison
can be made with the deep- and shallow-crack data obtained in the shallow-crack 4 study. The
WP-1 specimens were of single-edge-notched (SEN) geometry and fabricated from A 533 B
steel plate (HSST-13A) . The WP-1 specimens were 1 m wide, -10 .8 m long, and 0 .1 to 0 .15 m
thick. Each side of the specimens was side-grooved to a depth equal to 12 .5% of the specime n
thickness, and in most cases the crack front was cut into a truncated chevron configuration .

The shallow-crack beam tests 4 were performed to produce fracture toughness data tha t
would quantify the relaxation of crack-tip constraint associated with shallow-crack geometries .
Beam specimens were fabricated from A 533 B steel plate (HSST 13B and WP-CE), wit h
dimensions that varied from 40 .6- to 86-cm length, 10.2-cm depth, and thicknesses of 5, 10, an d
15 cm. Sharp cracks of depths 1 and 5 cm (a/W = 0 .1 and 0.5) were installed in the beams, which
were then tested in TPB loading at temperatures corresponding to the lower-shelf and the lower -
transition region of the plate material . Figure 2 summarizes the data from the testing program an d
illustrates the substantial elevation in effective toughness of the shallow-crack beams a t
temperatures in the lower-transition region when compared with those of the deep-crack beams .

Finite-element analyses of the wide-plate and shallow-crack beam experiments wer e
performed using loading conditions measured in the tests. Full-field finite-strain solutions based
on plane strain assumptions were generated from models having a highly refined crack-tip regio n
and a crack-tip profile with an initial root radius to facilitate numerical convergence .
Distributions of the opening-mode stress component for a deep-crack beam in bending, along th e
crack plane directly ahead of the crack tip, are indicated in Fig . 9 for three loading conditions u p
to crack initiation . The stress component is normalized by the initial yield stress, Q0 , and the
distance ahead of the crack tip is expressed in terms of the normalized distance parameter ,
r/(J/60) . In Fig. 9, J is the value of the J-integral associated with the given loading condition, and
Pc is the experimentally determined critical value of the applied load P at cleavage initiation . The
SSY distribution for the specimen material, obtained from a K-dominant boundary-laye r
formulation,4 is also given in this figure . The analysis results in Fig. 9 indicate that crack
initiation for the deep-crack beam occurred under essentially SSY conditions .

Figure 10 demonstrates an application of Eq . (4) to the near-crack-tip fields of a shallow -
crack beam for the determination of Q-stress as a function of applied loading . For the opening-
mode stress component, the Q-stress component is computed as the difference between the SS Y
and the full-geometry stress component at a given normalized distance ahead of the crack tip . For
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fields of a shallow-crack beam.
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a given value of applied load, the Q-stress component is relatively uniform over a distance o f
2J/a° < r < 10J/ao in front of the crack tip . The Q-stress component becomes more negative wit h
increasing load, reflecting a progressive loss of constraint in the shallow-crack beam .

Crack initiation for the WP-1 specimens occurred over a narrow temperature range tha t
envelops the test temperature of the deep- and shallow-crack specimens . Current understandin g
of the J-Q approach would suggest that the Jc(Q) toughness loci from the WP-1 and the deep -
and shallow-crack specimens should be very similar . Instead, reanalysis of the ORNL WP-1 test s
using the J-Q approach indicates a very different Jc(Q) toughness locus for the WP-1 tests a s
compared to the deep- and shallow-crack locus (see Fig . 11). The WP-1 results are based on 2- D
plane-strain assumptions . Toughness values are expressed in terms of K, and they are furthe r
normalized by the plate 13-A small-specimen characterization toughness KIc •

When the wide-plate and shallow-crack beam results are evaluated separately, each set o f
crack-initiation toughness data appears to support a J-Q interpretation . That is, higher toughnes s
values correspond to more negative Q-stresses, which imply a decrease in triaxiality and crack -
tip constraint. Collectively, however, results in Fig . 11 indicate that the WP-1 Jc(Q) toughnes s

A 533 B, HSST (1987, 1992)
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Fig. 11 . Comparison of shallow-crack and wide-plate crack-initiation-toughness data .
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locus is much steeper than that for the deep- and shallow-crack specimens . The presence of 3- D
effects in the WP-1 specimens is hypothesized to provide at least a partial explanation for th e
observed differences between the two Jc(Q) toughness loci . (Tests were performed on thre e
different thicknesses of the shallow-crack beams, and no 3-D effects were detected in the
toughness data. )

Preliminary results from analyses of CT specimens suggest that a 3-D methodology i s
needed to extend the J-Q concept to high toughness cases where crack-tip fields deviat e
significantly from 2-D plane strain assumptions .* In these analyses, the J-Q methodology wa s
applied to fracture-toughness data for A 533 B steel previously generated by McCabe an d
Landes29 for a study of thickness effects in the transition region . Analyses of 3-D models of C T
specimens having a common planform of a 4T specimen and thickness of 5 .08 and 10.16 cm
were performed and the results compared with those from a 2-D plane strain model . The 2-D
analysis results given in Fig. 12 indicate the absence of in-plane Q-stress constraint effects a t
measured fracture toughness values given in Ref . 29. However, results in Fig . 13 for a 3-D mode l
of the 10.16-cm-thick 4T specimen indicate a significant Q-stress constraint effect through th e
thickness of the model at the higher fracture load.

* D. K. M. Shum, "3-D Q-Stress Effects in Compact-Tension Geometry," Joint Task Group Meeting of
ASTM Committees E-24 .08 .03 and E24.08 .04, Pittsburgh, Pa ., May 1992.
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Fig. 12. Results from 2-D plane strain model of 4T-CT indicating absence of in-plane Q-stres s
constraint effects .
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4.2 Applications of Fracture Prediction Models to Measured Dat a

4.2.1 RKR Methodology

Results from application of the RKR prediction model to the WP-1 series of experiment s
are given in Fig . 14. Correlations of measured and predicted toughness for the experiments base d
on the Q-stress parameter are expressed in terms of K-factors normalized by SSY values. For the
WP-1 series (Fig . 14), toughness predictions are given for three values of the critical stress ratio,
6c/6p = 2.2, 2 .6, and 3 .4, where 60 = 465 MPa. Results for the WP-2 series of HSST wide-plat e
experiments are given in Ref . 15. For both series of experiments, the RKR-model predictions fall
substantially below the toughness values determined from the measured data . Fracture toughness
predictions from the RKR model for the shallow-crack beam specimens are compared wit h
measured toughness values in Fig . 15. Again the RKR model predictions fall below measured
values, but not to the extent indicated for the wide-plate specimens . Note that these results were
obtained based on 2-D plane strain assumptions, which were the basis for development of the J- Q
methodology. It has not been established to what extent these differences are due to problem s
associated with representing 3-D stress states by a 2-D model or to problems with the RK R
prediction model. As discussed previously, applications of the RKR prediction model to measure
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data have been confined to small-scale laboratory specimens . There may be difficulties with
applications of the model to large-scale structures subjected to nominal 3-D stress states tha t
have not yet been identified.

4.2.2 Stress Contour Correlation Methodology

In this section, correlations are developed between local crack-tip fields in CT and wide -
plate specimens utilizing parameters discussed in Sect . 3 .2. Specifically, a volumetric or area
maximum principal stress criterion, based on volume, V(a1), or area A(a1), and a critical stress,
al is applied to analysis results from CT and wide-plate specimen geometrie s12 that were tested
in the HS ST Program.

Two-dimensional plane-stress and plane-strain and fully 3-D finite-element models wer e
employed to generate the local crack-tip fields for the CT and wide-plate specimens . 12 The
numerical analysis techniques utilized both small- and large-strain formulations and th e
constitutive model representation for A 533 B steel described in Ref. 5 . Detailed descriptions o f
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Fig. 15. Correlation of measured and predicted toughness for shallow-crack beam specimen s
based on Q-stress.

these models are given in Ref . 12, as well as the loading conditions for each analysis performed .
Interpretations of the results are discussed in terms of the fracture parameters that were evaluate d
from the local crack-tip fields of the finite-element analyses .

The fracture model described in Sect . 3.2 is based upon achieving an ACR, within whic h
apt > al. This criterion was applied to the analyses of the CT and wide-plate specimens, and a
portion of the results is summarized in Table 1 . A maximum principal stress of api = 1400 MPa
was used to generate the contour areas in Table 1 . This critical stress is based on the averag e
maximum principal stress calculated for the 2-D and 3-D analyses of the CT specimens . Also,
Hahn et al .30 estimated that the cleavage microcrack propagation stress for individual grains o f
ferrite is 1380 MPa. In Table 1, the area within the stress contour api = 1400 MPa is tabulated as
a function of load for the 2-D and 3-D finite-element solutions . When these areas are normalize d
with respect to the factor (ao/J )2, the normalized values vary slightly for the 2T-CT specime n
over the range of loading . By contrast, the normalized results for the wide-plate specimen s
decrease significantly with increasing load after an initial increase, indicating loss of constrain t
with respect to SSY .
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Table 1 . Cumulative area within the maximum principal stress contour
6pl = 1400 MPa for CT and WP specimen s

Specimen Load
(MN)

J
(MJ/m2)

Area
(mm2)

Normalized area,
A*(ao/J)2

2T-CTa 0.144 0.0480 0.1316 13 . 4
0.158 0.0586 0.2166 14 . 8
0.162 0.0615 0.2278 14.0

2T-CTb
0.180 0.0775 0.3572 14 . 0

0.203 0.1075 0.2774 4 . 4

WP-1 .3c
0.207 0.1149 0.3002 4 . 4

7.63 0.0476 0.0328 3 . 2
8.44 0.0583 0.0328 2. 6
8.84 0.0640 0.1186 6.2
9.64 0.0764 0.1268 4 . 6

WP-1.6d
11.25 0.1044 0.1428 2.8

7.46 0.0455 0.0090 0 . 8
8.29 0.0563 0.0202 1 .2
8.70 0.0621 0.0338 1 .8
9.53 0.0748 0.0338 1 . 2

WP-1.2e
14.50 0.1754 0.2538 1 . 6

8.81 0.0512 0.0202 1 .6
9.48 0.0595 0.0212 1 .2

10.16 0.0685 0.0338 1 .4
10.84 0.0780 0.0506 1 .8
18.90 0.2440 0.2452 0.8

aTwo-dimensional elastic-plastic static analysis at T = -75°C .
bTwo-dimensional elastic-plastic static analysis at T = -18°C .
9'wo-dimensional elastic-plastic static analysis at T = -51 °C .
dTwo-dimensional elastic-plastic static analysis at T = -19°C.
e Two-dimensional elastic-plastic static analysis at T = -33°C .

In the 2-D analyses of the CT specimens, the area corresponding to the smallest initiation
load (0.144 MN) is given by ACR = 0 .1316 mm 2. Comparing this with the area from the wide -
plate analyses, the same critical area is achieved at an applied load of -15 .7 MN for WP-1 .2 ,
10.06 MN for WP-1 .3, and 10.83 MN for WP-1 .6; the critical areas corresponding to th e
initiation loads are 0 .2452, 0 .1428, and 0.2538 mm2, respectively . In Fig. 16, the applied J values
calculated from the 2-D analyses for the 2T-CT and wide-plate specimens are plotted vs the area
within the critical stress contour, 6p1 = 1400 MPa, at each load step . For given values of ACR
and temperature T, values of the J-integral for the wide-plate specimen lie above those for the CT
specimen, reflecting the differences in crack-tip constraint in these two geometries.

Using the critical areas at initiation for the 2T-CT specimen at -75 and -18°C, a predictio n
can be made for J at initiation of the wide-plate specimens . From the CT specimen results, the
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and WP specimens .

predicted ACR values at initiation, at -75 and -18°C, are 0.234 and 0.288 mm2, respectively.
This implies that the J value at initiation for the wide-plate specimen with a crack-tip temperature
of -33°C should lie in the interval (0.233, 0 .255) MJ/m2. The calculated J value at initiation for
WP-1 .2 was 0.244 MJ/m2. Thus, the 2-D analyses of the 2T-CT specimens at -75°C and at
-18°C provide contour areas corresponding to initiation that are consistent with the values
calculated from the 2-D of WP-1 .2 and -1 .6.

5 Biaxial Tensile Stress Effects on Fracture Toughnes s

5.1 Objectives, Scope, and Structure of the Study

In Ref. 15, the specific objectives of the HSST investigation concerning biaxial tensil e
stress effects on fracture toughness are summarized in the following elements :

1. identification and evaluation of existing biaxial fracture toughness data ,
2. selection of fracture parameters suitable for characterizing the fracture process ,
3. selection of fracture prediction models potentially capable of incorporating the effects of out-

of-plane stresses on fracture initiation ,
4. applications of the fracture prediction models to existing measured data in the plane stress-to-

plane strain domain and comparisons between the predicted and measured results, an d

0

V 2T-CT (T = -75°C )
O 2T-CT (T = -18°C)

ACR (MIN)
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5. applications of fracture prediction models from element (4) to the prediction of positive out-
of-plane stress and strain effects on fracture initiation toughness .

Assessments of studies devoted to each of these elements are given in the following sections .

5.2 Interpretations of Existing Experimental Dat a

This section provides a summary of experimental data from several testing programs that
were identified as potentially relevant to issues concerning the effects of out-of-plane biaxial
stress on fracture toughness . Only limited evaluations of these data have been performed usin g
the fracture methodologies described herein. Thus far, these data and evaluations have no t
provided a consistent and unambiguous basis for understanding the relationship betwee n
biaxiality and toughness .

Pennell16 has suggested that results from thermal-shock cylinder experiments 31 and
shallow-crack beam tests4 conducted in the HSST Program provide insight into the impact o f
biaxial far-field stress distributions on fracture toughness . Results from the shallow-crack testing
program, shown in Figs . 2 and 17, indicate that the lower-bound to the shallow-crack bea m
fracture data is -60% greater than that of the deep-crack data in the lower-transition region .
[Analyses32 of PTS transients have shown that crack initiation is most likely to occur at a
temperature relative to the reference nil-ductility transition temperature (RTNDT) associated with
the lower-transition region of the fracture toughness curve .] The thermal-shock experiments3 1
also employed shallow cracks having depths comparable to those in the shallow-crack bea m
tests, but with a very long crack front . In Fig . 17, results from these tests show crack-initiation
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toughness values from the thermal-shock experiments that are substantially lower in magnitud e
than toughness values that would have been inferred from the shallow-crack data .

Tensile out-of-plane biaxial stresses have been linked to a decrease in effective fractur e
toughness in other applications . Experimental and analytical studies33-38 were performed at
Bundesanstalt für Materialpriifung (BAM), Germany, to determine the influence tensile out-of -
plane biaxial stresses on fracture toughness of engineering structures . The program at BA M
utilized several different test specimens, beginning with a double-T-shaped geometry loaded i n
uniaxial tension . A biaxial nominal stress state was attained in the 50- by 80-mm cross section o f
the specimen via a transverse bending stress that develops in conjunction with the uniaxia l
tension component. The ratio of the tensile component to the transverse component of stres s
along the crack front had a maximum value of 1 :0.3 and a mean value of 1 :0.15 . For comparison
purposes, SEN specimens of the same cross section as the double-T specimens were fabricate d
from the same material (22 NiMoCr37 steel) and tested. Aurich et al .34 reported that fracture
toughness (I() values of the biaxially loaded specimen were -25% lower than those of the SE N
specimen .

A later study reported by Aurich et al . 38 focused on a plate-shaped specimen havin g
dimensions 1000 x 1000 x 140 mm with a canoe-shaped (flat-bottom) surface crack of depth a =
83 mm and length 2c = 480 mm. The plates were loaded in eight-point bending to produce a
biaxial stress state along portions of the crack front . For comparison, CT specimens from th e
same material as the plates were tested over the same temperature range as the plates . Toughness
data vs temperature for the biaxial plates are compared with CT-100 specimen data j8 ,* in
Fig. 18 . The toughness values of the biaxial plates are lower than those obtained from a very
limited number of uniaxially loaded CT-specimens tested at low temperatures, but the large
scatter in the CT specimen data precludes a similar interpretation at temperatures above -40°C .
Because the nominal bending stresses along the flat-bottom portion of the crack front wer e
compressive, cleavage-crack initiation always occurred at points on the end radius of the crack .
In this region, the far-field stress components were oblique (or normal), rather than parallel, t o
the crack front . These characteristics of the stress fields cast doubt on any interpretation of out -
of-plane stress effects on fracture toughness from the data in Fig . 18 .

Unpublished data from CNITMASH, Russia, concerning fracture toughness under biaxial
loading conditions were reported by M . Brumovsky. t Biaxial loading was produced in a
spinning-disk facility that utilized circular disks with a diameter of 450 to 600 mm, a thickness o f
150 mm, and surface cracks of 40-mm maximum depth and 200-mm length . In these
experiments, an estimated 37% reduction in Kc was reported for the biaxially loaded spinnin g
disks, as compared with data from uniaxially loaded specimens .

Figure 19 depicts the reduction in fracture toughness (in percent of Kc) expressed as a
function of biaxiality ratio (out-of-plane stress/normal stress) inferred from a portion of th e
testing programs described above . Detailed finite-element analyses employing the methodologies
described in this paper have not been performed to provide updated interpretations of the biaxia l
test results from BAM and CNITMASH . Some preliminary results from reanalysis of ORNL
thermal-shock data using the J-Q methodology are described Ref . 39 .

*Personal communication, D . Aurich, BAM, Berlin, Germany, to J . G . Merkle, Oak Ridge Nationa l
Laboratory, August 3, 1991 .

[Personal communication to W. E. Pennell, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, from M. Brumovsky, Skoda
Works, Czechoslovakia, May 11, 1992 .
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5.3 Status Assessment of Investigation on Biaxial Stress Effect s

Experimental data summarized in Sect . 5.2 from several different testing programs hav e
been proposed by researchers as evidence of a significant decrease in fracture toughness due t o
positive out-of-plane biaxial stress effects . Estimates of reduced toughness for specimen s
subjected to equilibiaxial loading have ranged as high as 40%, when compared to uniaxia l
loading conditions (Fig . 19). Some preliminary analyses employing the methodologies describe d
herein were performed to provide interpretations of biaxial test results from the thermal-shoc k
and shallow-crack beam data .

Two different analytical approaches to the biaxial stress problem were selected fo r
evaluation through applications to measured data from intermediate- and large-scal e
experiments . The K-T and J-Q fracture methodologies were employed to correlate fractur e
initiation in these experiments. Also, a stress contour methodology was used to relate cleavag e
crack initiation to the attainment of a critical area enclosed within a selected maximum principa l
stress contour ahead of the crack tip .
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In Sect. 4, the RKR model was applied to fracture-initiation-toughness data generated in
the HSST Program from large-scale wide-plate experiments and shallow-crack beam tests .
Comparisons of measured and predicted toughness for the WP-1 and -2 series of wide-plat e
experiments indicate that the RKR model predictions fall substantially below the toughnes s
values determined from analysis of the measured data . Fracture toughness predictions from the
RKR model for the shallow-crack beam specimens were compared with measured toughnes s
values for three values of critical stress . Again, the RKR model predictions were below measured
values, but not to the extent observed in the wide-plate specimens .

In Ref. 39, preliminary results from analyses of the TSE-5A experiment imply tha t
transverse loading of the cylinder due to thermal shock did not significantly influence crack-tip
constraint as measured by the in-plane Q-stress parameter . Also, fracture prediction models
based on attainment of a critical in plane stress would not predict a significant influence o f
transverse loading on fracture toughness of the cylinder. These results are consistent with the
experimentally observed toughness data from TSE-5A .

The maximum principal stress criterion based on achieving a critical area within a selecte d
principal stress contour successfully correlated the cleavage-initiation toughness values for wide-
plate tests WP-1 .2 and -1 .6 with measured toughness values from 2T-CT specimen tests .
However, attempts described in Ref. 15 to calibrate the stress contour model based on a very
limited set of measured data from 4T-CT specimens of A 533 B steel were unsuccessful . In the
latter case, the experimental data were not reported in sufficient detail to permit adequat e
modeling of the load vs load-line displacement curves of the test specimens .

The general finding is that applications of these fracture models to existing small- an d
large-scale fracture test results did not produce consistent results in predicting fracture behavior .
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Thus, the effects of biaxial out-of-plane stresses on fracture toughness cannot be predicted her e
on the basis of validated models. Notwithstanding these general findings, toughness prediction s
implied by these models for out-of-plane strain effects were provided in Ref. 15 for reference
purposes. Within the assumptions of the various models and analyses presented here, tensil e
transverse strains are predicted to produce a relatively small decrease in effective cleavage
fracture toughness when compared with that of identical specimens loaded uniaxially .
Applications of the RKR model (described in Appendix C of Ref . 15) and the stress contour
methodology (described in Appendix D of Ref. 15) support a reduction in cleavage toughness o f
-9 to 20% due to positive strains . However, because the fracture methodologies considered i n
this study have not been successfully validated using fracture data that involve out-of-plan e
straining, uncertainties remain with these estimates such that they cannot be applied wit h
confidence in addressing questions that affect licensing and regulatory issues for RPVs .

5.4 Proposed Biaxial Testing Program

Based on the foregoing assessment, it is apparent that testing of RPV steels is required
(1) to determine the magnitude of out-of-plane biaxial loading effects on fracture toughness an d
(2) to provide a basis for development of predictive models . The most desirable program would
involve suitable test specimens and loading conditions for which the only variables are imposed
biaxial loading components . This course of action is necessary to support a refined treatment of
in-plane and out-of-plane constraint effects on crack initiation from shallow cracks under PT S
loading conditions . As a consequence, a testing program is described herein that is designed to
provide data to explain differences between theoretical predictions and measured materia l
behavior .

The objective of the proposed biaxial fracture testing program is to obtain fractur e
toughness data under conditions of uniform far-field biaxial stresses for comparison wit h
toughness data from uniaxial loading conditions . In addition, the experimental data from the
proposed testing program will provide much needed data for the purpose of verifying an d
refining the fracture prediction methodologies that form the basis of the analytical predictions
described in previous chapters .

The configuration and dimensions of a biaxial bend specimen proposed for the HSS T
biaxial testing program are depicted in Fig. 20. The biaxial bend specimens are fabricated from
A 533 B steel plate previously employed in an HSST wide-plate testing program . The specimens
have a cruciform-shaped geometry with a cross section of dimensions -10.2 x 10.2 cm and a
straight through-crack of depth 1 .02 cm. A statically determinant five-point loading system
produces equibiaxial stresses on the crack. These dimensions and loading conditions allow for a
direct comparison of the biaxial bend specimen results with those from the previously teste d
HSST shallow-crack uniaxial bend specimens . 4 An assessment of the influence of out-of-plane
biaxial tensile stresses on fracture toughness can be made from a comparison of results fro m
biaxial and uniaxial loading conditions. A discussion of the test matrix, the structural and
fracture analysis results, and the interim test data will be given in future HSST reports .

6 RPV Analysi s

This section presents detailed 2-D plane strain analysis results for an RPV with an inner -
surface axial flaw subject to a postulated PTS transient .4 The PTS transient simulates the
pressure-temperature history of an RPV during an SBLOCA . The primary objectives of these
analyses are to (1) evaluate the utility of the two-parameter J-Q approach to characterize the
crack-tip fields in an RPV throughout a PTS transient and (2) present a methodology tha t
incorporates small-specimen Jc(Q,T) toughness locus data in the safety-margin assessment of an
RPV.
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6.1 Material Models and Analysis Assumption s

Three material models that simulate a wide range of tensile properties for RPV-grad e
materials have been considered . The first material model simulates the unirradiated tensil e
properties of A 533 B steel plate (HSST plate 13B) at -40°C and can be considered as a lower -
shelf temperature material model . 4 In subsequent discussions this material model is referred to a s
Case 1 . The second material model (Case 2) simulates the unirradiated tensile properties o f
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A 533 B steel plate (HSST plate 13A) at 180°C and can be considered an upper-shelf-
temperature material model . » The third material model (Case 3) simulates the irradiation-
embrittled .tensile properties of A 533 B (HSST plate 13A) .40 ,41 The uniaxial true-stress, true-
plastic-strain curves in tension are modeled for Cases 1, 2, and 3 as indicated in Fig . 21 .

The RPV being considered in this study has an inner radius of 1384 min and a wall
thickness of 200 mm. A 2-D inner-surface axial flaw with a depth of 10 .2 mm is assumed to exis t
in the vessel, representing a flaw-depth-to-wall-thickness ratio of a/W = 0 .05. The PTS transien t
indicated in Fig. 22 simulates the pressure-coolant temperature history of an RPV during an
SBLOCA. The operating pressure and temperature of the RPV before the onset of the transien t
are 14.1 MPa and 268°C, respectively . Analysis of the fracture response of the RPV was based
on the three material models depicted in Fig . 21 .

6.2 RPV Crack-Tip Stress Fields Under PTS Conditions

The effects of the PTS loading on the RPV as reflected in the J-integral vs time relation
is relatively insensitive to the material model adopted in the analysis . The magnitude of th e
J-integral at operating conditions Jop, and its maximum value at -1200 s into the transient Jmax ,
are listed in Table 2 for the three material models. The magnitude of the J-integral increases
monotonically with transient time up to -1200 s ; unloading of the crack tip as characterized by a
decrease in the magnitude of the J-integral occurs after that time .

Distributions of the "opening-mode" stress component for the RPV based on Case 1- 3
material models, along the crack plane directly ahead of the blunting notch tip, are indicated in
Figs. 23-25 for various times during the transient up to -1200 s . The stress distribution
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Table 2 . Magnitude of the J-integral at operating
conditions Jop and its maximum valu e

Jmax at -1200 s into the transien t
for Cases 1, 2, and 3

Jop
(kJ/m2)

Jmax at - 1200 s
(kJ/m2)

Case 1 2.05 20.3
Case 2 2.14 19.5
Case 3 2.2 17.9

associated with the RPV operating pressure and temperature is labeled as t = 0 s . Also, the SS Y
distribution for each material model is indicated in Figs . 23-25 .

Analysis results in Fig. 23-25 indicate that the crack-tip fields in the RPV have deviated
from the SSY distribution even under operating conditions . The extent of the deviation from SS Y
conditions increases as the transient progresses through time . These results indicate that shoul d
crack initiation occur for Cases 1 and 2 in the neighborhood of 1200 s into the transient, it would
do so under substantially non-SSY conditions . However, for up to 1200 s into the transient, th e
deviation of the crack-tip fields for Case 3 from the SSY distribution is not as significant a s
either Cases 1 or 2 .
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Fig. 23. Distributions of opening-mode stress component for Case 1 material model: SSY and
PTS loading up to maximum loading at -1200 s into transient .

The results from Figs . 23-25 indicate that a calculated value of the Q-stress, based on a
single location in the range of 2 <- r/(J/a0) <- 10, is somewhat sensitive to the exact location . Thi s
sensitivity decreases with increase in loading time and essentially disappears by 1200 s into th e
transient . A factor that may contribute to the observed sensitivity is that a PTS transient involve s
thermal-mechanical loads . Available analyses on the evaluation of the Q-stress thus far involv e
only mechanical loads. However, it is emphasized that the utility of the Q-stress approach is no t
per se dependent on the nature of the applied loading (e .g., mechanical vs thermal-mechanical )
but depends only on the existence of crack-tip fields of the J-Q type as discussed in Sect . 2 .

6.3 Effects of PTS Loading on the RPV in Terms of J-Q Values

Analysis results appear to support the applicability of the J-Q approach and interpretatio n
method under PTS conditions. Results from Figs . 23-25 indicate that the Q-stress parameter
[from Eq. (4)] can be defined up to maximum loading (t 1200 s) as characterized by the valu e
of the J-integral during the transient . The effects of PTS loading on the RPV in terms J-Q values
are indicated in Fig . 26 for all three material models up to -1200 s into the transient . Although
not explicitly indicated, both transient time and crack-tip temperature are parametric variable s
along the three J-Q trajectories indicated in Fig . 26. Also, values of the J-integral are onl y
slightly different for the three material models throughout the transient up to maximum loadin g
(see Table 2) . On the other hand, the differences in the assumed tensile response associated with
the three material models result in greater differences in terms of Q-stress values . Specifically ,
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Fig. 24. Distributions of opening-mode stress component for Case 2 material model : SSY and
PTS loading up to maximum loading at -1200 s into transient .

the absolute value of the Q-stress in Fig . 26 for Case 3 conditions (simulated irradiation
embrittlement) is much lower than for either Cases 1 or 2 (unirradiated) .

6.4 Incorporation of Small-Specimen Jc(Q,T) Toughness Locus Data in RP V
Safety-Margin Assessment

A methodology to incorporate small-specimen Jc(Q,T) toughness locus data in the safety-
margin assessment of an RPV is presented in this section . For simplicity, it is assumed that type- I
warm prestress (WPS) is operative during the unloading phase of this transient, so attention i s
focused on the PTS transient only up to 1200 s .42 It will be shown that the predicted margin o f
safety in RPVs under PTS conditions is then greater based on the two-parameter approach than
that based on the conventional one-parameter approach . A schematic illustrating the difference s
between the one- and two-parameter safety-margin assessment methods is given in Fig . 26, in
which the applied J-Q trajectories for Cases 1 to 3 illustrate possible RPV responses as a functio n
of (simulated) irradiation embrittlement of the vessel .

During a PTS transient, the crack-tip temperature, and hence fracture toughness, decreases
monotonically with transient time. A curve that schematically illustrates the locus of one -
parameter irradiated fracture toughness, denoted as Jc(T), is shown in Fig . 26. The one-parameter
Jc(T) toughness locus does not depend on the Q-stress parameter, but its indicated variation wit h
Q-stress is strictly an indication of the dependence Jc(T) on crack-tip temperature . The margin of
safety can then be established based on comparing the value of the applied J-integral to Jc(T) a s
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Fig. 25 . Distributions of opening-mode stress component for Case 3 material model: SSY and
PTS loading up to maximum loading at -1200 s into transient .

indicated in Fig . 26. Thus, the transient may be most severe, and the margin of safety at a
minimum, at the transient time associated with the maximum value of the applied J-integral .

Also schematically indicated in Fig . 26 is a curve denoted as Jc(Q,T) that, based on
available small-specimen unirradiated toughness data such as those from the HSST shallow -
crack testing program, is believed to qualitatively illustrate the anticipated Jc(Q,T) toughness
locus trend for irradiated RPV-grade materials . Available (isothermal) unirradiated result s
suggest that the Jc(Q,T) toughness locus depends weakly on the Q-stress for the approximat e
range of Q > -0.2 (see, for example, Ref . 21). This weak dependence is reflected in the nea r
coincidenqe of the Jc(Q,T) and Jc locus in that Q-st r ess regime. Further, it is assumed that
"shallow-crack" toughness enhancement dominates over the toughness degradation associate d
with decreasing crack-tip temperature . For values of the Q-stress in the range Q < -0.2, the
experimentally observed "shallow-crack" or Q-stress effects on toughness are reflected in th e
elevation of the Jc(Q,T) locus above the Jc(T) locus . The indicated Jc(Q,T) toughness locus i s
qualitative in nature due to the absence of irradiated experimental data . However, the point is that
the margin of safety, for example, at the transient time when the applied J-integral is maximum ,
is predicted to be larger based on the two-parameter Jc(Q,T) approach as compared with th e
conventional one-parameter MT) approach. Furthermore, depending on the actual shape o f
MT), Jc(Q,T), and the applied J-Q trajectory, the time at which the PTS transient is most sever e
in a J-Q approach, defined as the minimum margin of safety, might differ with that determine d
using the one-parameter J-only approach . Most importantly, a crack that is predicted to initiate i n
a PTS scenario based on the Jc(T) approach might be predicted to be stable based on the mor e
general Jc(Q,T) approach . However, it is emphasized that the requisite Jc(Q,T) toughness locus i s
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Fig. 26. Schematic illustrating margin of safety based on J-only or J-Q toughness data .

not yet available for either unirradiated or irradiated RPV-grade materials . Before the J-Q
analysis technique can be applied to RPV analyses, the technique itself needs further verification .
In addition, the determination and application of Jc(Q,T) toughness data involve the resolution o f
several issues, which are summarized in the final section .

7 Conclusions and Recommendations

Studies were described herein that seek to address shortcomings of the conventional one-
parameter (K or J) fracture correlation methods through development and evaluation of variou s
two-parameter methods . Two different analytical approaches to the problem were presented i n
the paper. The K-T or J-Q approach characterizes crack initiation in terms of descriptions of the
near crack-tip fields that incorporate effects of the higher-order T-stress for LEFM conditions o r
the Q-stress for more general EPFM conditions . The second approach is based on a stress
contour method, which correlates cleavage crack initiation with the attainment of a critical are a
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enclosed within a selected maximum principal stress contour surrounding the crack tip . In
preliminary evaluations, these methodologies were applied to experimental data taken from
several intermediate- and large-scale testing programs . Applications of the methodologies to
analytical studies concerning biaxial stress effects on fracture toughness and safety margin
assessments of an RPV subjected to PTS transient loadings were also presented .

While the fracture correlation methodologies appear to show promise in being able to
model different crack-tip constraint levels, numerous issues were identified in the FIS ST studies
that require further investigation. Recommendations for future work include the following :

1. Resolve different Jc(Q) data . Recent reanalysis of the ORNL wide-plate tests using a
2-D, J-Q analysis and the HSST shallow-crack beam J-Q analysis produced different sets o f
Jc(Q) data. According to the underlying theory of the J-Q technique, these data sets should hav e
been similar. This discrepancy will have to be explained before the J-Q techniques can be used i n
RPV fracture methodology .

2. Generate additional Jc(Q) toughness data . The Jc(Q) toughness locus for A 533 B stee l
needs to be better defined. In particular, Q-stress data between 0 and -0 .7 need to be collected .
Additional' analyses of HSST shallow-crack beams need to be performed. In addition, scatter in
the Jc(Q) data exists that needs to be quantified. Finally, the current Jc(Q) data are based on 2-D
finite-element analysis and 3-D specimen data . The introduction of 3-D effects not previously
considered needs to be assessed .

3. Perform sensitivity analyses of applied J-Q data . Analyses presented in this paper are
based on one RPV geometry using one particular transient . Sufficient analyses need to b e
performed on multiple RPV geometries and PTS transients to determine the sensitivity of th e
applied J-Q curve to important PTS parameters (such as pressure level and thermal-shoc k
severity) .

4. Determine applicability of J-Q approach to irradiated data . Available Jc(Q,T) toughnes s
locus data, including the HSST shallow-flaw data, are limited to unirradiated material propertie s
and simple laboratory-specimen geometries . Results from the HSST shallow-flaw testin g
program appear to indicate that the "shallow-flaw" or Q-stress effects on unirradiated toughnes s
might be amendable to some form of RTNDT shift. It remains to be determined if an appropriat e
temperature-shift methodology could be established for irradiated Jc(Q,T) toughness data .

5. Determine influence of biaxial loading . Currently the influence of out-of-plane (biaxial )
loading is inferred from HSST thermal-shock and shallow-crack data . The direct influence of
biaxial loading needs to be shown analytically and experimentally . Additional analyses and
alternate fracture criterion may be required to explain the HSST shallow-crack toughnes s
evaluation and the lack of toughness increase in thermal-shock data.

6. Determine applicability to cleavage/ductile fracture interaction . Studies should be
performed to evaluate dual parameter models for predicting ductile tearing initiation followed b y
cleavage fracture in the transition region . These capabilities are important for improved safet y
margin assessments of RPVs subjected to PTS loading .

7. Evaluate alternative fracture methodologies . Investigations should be initiated to develop
and evaluate other potential fracture correlation methodologies for characterizing constrain t
conditions .
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Abstract: For many years large-scale experiments have been performed world-wide t o
validate aspects of fracture mechanics methodology. Special emphasis has been given to
correlations between small- and large-scale specimen behaviour in quantifying the structural
behaviour of pressure vessels, piping and closures . Within this context, the first three
Spinning Cylinder Tests, performed by AEA Technology at its Risley Laboratory, addresse d
the phenomenon of stable crack growth by ductile tearing in contained yield and condition s
simulating pressurised thermal shock loading in a PWR reactor pressure vessel . A notable
feature of the test data was that the effective resistance to crack growth, as measured in terms
of the J R-curve, was appreciably greater than that anticipated from small-scale testing, bot h
at initiation and after small amounts (a few millimetres) of tearing.

In the present paper, two independent finite element analyses of the First Spinning Cylinder
Test (SC 1) are presented and compared. Both involved application of the Rousselier ductil e
damage theory in an attempt to better understand the transferability of test data from smal l
specimens to structural validation tests . In each instance, the parameters associated with the
theory's constitutive equation were calibrated in terms of data from notched-tensile and (or )
fracture mechanics tests, metallographic observations and (or) chemical composition . The
evolution of ductile damage local to the crack tip during SC 1 was thereby calculated and ,
together with a crack growth criterion based on the maximisation of opening-mode stress ,
used as the basis for predicting cylinder R-curves (angular velocity vs . Aa, J -integral vs. isa) .
The results show the Rousselier model to be capable of correctly predicting the enhancemen t
of tearing toughness of the cylinder relative to that of conventional test specimens, given a n
appropriate choice of finite element cell size in the region representing the crack tip . As
such, they represent a positive step towards achieving the goal to establish continuu m
damage mechanics as a reliable predictive engineering tool .
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Introduction

During the last decade, several large-scale test programmes have been mounte d
world-wide to validate the fracture mechanics principles employed in the structural integrit y
assessment of LWR pressure vessels . In particular, the Spinning Cylinder Test Facility [1]
was designed and constructed to validate the fracture mechanics principles used in UK civi l
PWR pressure vessel safety cases . To date, six spinning cylinder tests have been conducted .
The first three tests were aimed at a progressive demonstration of stable crack growth b y
ductile tearing in contained yield and conditions simulating pressurised thermal shoc k
loading . Each involved a full length axial defect (fatigue precracked to a0/W = 0 .55) in a
cylindrical test specimen of modified A508 Class 3 pressure vessel steel preheated to a
temperature of 290°C. In the first test ductile crack growth was generated by progressivel y
increasing the rotation speed to simulate pressure loading . In the second it was generated by
thermally shocking the inner surface of the cylinder with water at ambient temperature . In
the third it was generated by combined rotational and thermal shock loading . In each case a
notable feature of the test data was that the effective resistance to crack growth, as measure d
in terms of the J R-curve, was appreciably grèater than that anticipated from small-scal e
(compact specimen) testing, both at initiation and after small amounts (up to a fe w
millimetres) of tearing. This effect, whilst not explainable in terms of the conventiona l
theory of J-controlled growth [2], must be ultimately understandable in terms of the variation
of crack-tip stresses and strains as a function of geometry and loading configuration, and th e
materials response to these variations . On this basis, the transferability of data from standar d
compact fracture mechanics specimens to spinning cylinder tests may be investigated
numerically by simulating the evolution of ductile damage caused by the nucleation and
growth of micro-voids in response to crack-tip stress and strain fields . This enables direct
predictions to be made of crack initiation and subsequent growth . By combining the results
of the numerical simulation with independent J-integral calculations, J R-curves may be
calculated. By performing separate computations for compact specimen and cylinder it i s
possible to see if their respective crack growth responses may be reconciled in terms of a
transferable constitutive equation representing the ductile crack growth process .

The purpose of this paper, then, is to compare two recently-published finite element analyse s
[3,4] of the First Spinning Cylinder Test (SC 1), both of which used the above damage
mechanics approach. Each involved application of the Rousselier ductile damage theory [5 ]
in an attempt to address key questions regarding the transferability of fracture toughness test
data to structures . In both instances, the parameters associated with the theory's constitutive
equation were calibrated in terms of data from notched-tensile and (or) compact specime n
tests, metallographic observations and (or) chemical composition . The evolution of ductile
damage in response to the local (crack-tip) values of stress and strain during SC 1 wa s
thereby calculated and, together with a crack growth criterion based on the maximisation o f
opening-mode stress, used as the basis for predicting cylinder R-curves (angular velocity vs .
Aa, J -integral vs. Aa). The results of these studies are therefore examined to see whether the
continuum damage mechanics approach has potential for becoming a reliable predictive tool
for the transfer of ductile tearing test results to structures .
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Outline Details of the First Spinning Cylinder Test

The experimental details of Spinning Cylinder Test 1 are described fully in [1] .
Briefly, the general arrangement of the apparatus is shown in Fig . 1, where the central feature
is an 8-ton cylindrical test specimen (1 .3m long, 1 .4m OD, 200mm wall thickness) suspended
by a flexible shaft from a single pivoted bearing so that it is free to rotate about the vertical
axis. The driving power is provided by a 375 kW DC motor mounted on a horizonta l
pedestal, and is transmitted via a right-angle gearbox with 2:1 step-up ratio (maximum design
speed of 3500 rpm at the rotor) . A damping device (not shown) is attached to the bearin g
pivot to stabilise the rotor against aerodynamically induced precessional motion . The
cylinder is suspended in a reinforced underground enclosure for safety containment . Eight 3-
kW heaters mounted vertically within the test enclosure provided the necessary therma l
energy to raise the temperature of the cylinder to a pretest value of 290°C.

The rotation speed of the cylinder was measured by three independent devices . The primary
speed indication was an analogue tachometer, which also provided the control signal for th e
motor servo system . The back-up systems were two digital counters, one electromagneti c
and the other optical .

The primary method employed to measure crack growth during the test was the alternatin g
current potential difference technique (ACPD) . Three sets of ACPD probes were situated
25mm above the bottom of the machined slot in different axial locations . The crack tip wa s
located at the bottom of this slot. The connections for the driving current (0 .4A at 1kHz)
were on opposite sides of the slot so that the current between them passed around the crack
tip. The voltage probes were deployed similarly . Back up measurements of crack growth
were obtained from five back face strain gauges welded on the outer surface of the cylinde r
behind the slot. Additional instrumentation comprised three pairs of clip gauges to monitor
changes in the slot gap closely adjacent to the ACPD stations, and an array of thermocouples
to measure the cylinder temperature variations axially, circumferentially and through th e
thickness.

All instrumentation signals were routed through a data logging system that processed and
recorded them at preselected frequencies of up to 0 .17Hz. All data were stored to hard dis c
on line and buffered to a printer. Selected data were also displayed on a visual display unit ;
in particular, the crack growth signals were further processed by satellite microcomputers to
provide a graphical display of growth as a function of speed .

In order to generate a J R-curve from the test result the relationship between rotation spee d
and crack growth was established by a process of calibration . In particular, the temperature -
corrected ACPD signal was plotted against the square of the rotation speed and the point at
which a pronounced change of slope occurred was identified as the point of tearing initiation .
Values of the J-integral corresponding to a particular value of crack growth were obtained b y
finite element analysis using the ABAQUS (1984) Code . Version 4.5 was used, in whic h
values of the J-integral are evaluated by the Virtual Crack Extension method using Parks' [6]
stiffness derivative method . The cylinder was modelled in two-dimensional plane strain
using eight-noded biquadratic quadrilateral elements with reduced integration .
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The Rousselier Continuum Damage Mode l

The Rousselier continuum damage model [5] provides a description of ductile tearin g
behaviour based on the plastic potential F and the yield criterion F = 0 . The resulting
constitutive equations, derived using the normality rule [5] are :

F =Fh + F

Fh = `9 - R(p)
P

F = DB((3)exp .
Q
~'

Here, Fh denotes the hardening term and Fs denotes the softening (or damage) term. The
quantity p is the material density . R(p) is representative of the material true-stress vs . true-
strain curve, D is a constant, am is the mean normal stress and al is related to the materia l
flow stress . The term B((3) is given by :

B(t;)
1 f~- +fo exp(J3)(

where

[3=ln[f(1- fo) /fo(l-f)]

	

(5)

and 1 is the damage variable . The quantities f and f0 are respectively the current and initial
values of the void volume fraction . Equivalently, 13 may be calculated from the formula :

(3 = IDexp Q0 d dp

P6~

where d, denotes the equivalent plastic strain rate .

The evolution of damage in the above model reflects the competition between materia l
hardening and softening behaviour. A dilatational plasticity represents the growth of voids
and leads to softening with increasing deformation . Thus, as loading is increased, the term
Fh increases and reflects the increase in crack-tip stresses due to work hardening . With
further increases in loading, Fs increases at the expense of Fh such that the crack openin g
stress (ayy) reaches a maximum and thereafter sharply declines (Fig . 2) . In conjunction wit h
a finite element model, this effectively allows crack initiation and propagation to be modelle d
as a progression of discrete steps without recourse to the more usual technique of noda l
release (Figs . 3 and 4) . Because the above equations do not model the actual linking of voids
as the material fails, a crack growth criterion based on stress is invoked . The crack growth
criteria used in Ref. 3 and Ref. 4 respectively are :

(1 )

(2)

(3)

(4)

(6)
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1.

	

When the opening stress reaches a maximum in element n+l, the crack tip i s
considered to move to the boundary of element n, for n = 1, 2, 3,	 Thus
initiation occurs when the stress reaches a maximum value in the secon d
element and the crack always moves in steps of L .

2. When the opening stress reaches a maximum at the centroid of element n, th e
crack tip is considered to move to this location, for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . Thus
'initiation occurs when the stress reaches a maximum in the first element . The
crack moves 112 and thereafter by increments of L.

The L values in 1 and 2 above refer to the size of the deformed mesh.

Calibration of the Rousselier Mode l

In order to use the Rousselier model, it is necessary to determine the followin g
parameters :

• the initial void volume fraction, f0

• the characteristic length, Xe, describing the ductile fracture proces s

• 6l and D

In Ref. 3, and also in Ref. 4, the value of f0 is equated with the volume fraction of critical
inclusions . In both cases, this is taken as the volume fraction of MnS inclusions estimate d
from Franklin's formula as :

f = 0. 054 S(%) -
Mn(% )

For the modified A508-3 steel in question, S = 0 .012% and Mn = 1 .32% and so fV = f0 =
6.07x 10-4.

There has been general criticism of damage theories used with finite element calculations
because the values of fitted parameters depend on the mesh size, L . Notwithstanding suc h
criticism, the view is taken in Ref . 3 and Ref. 4 that the selection of a particular mesh size
represents a process of averaging over an appropriate damage cell relevant to the failur e
mechanism under discussion . Consequently, the mesh size L is equated with th e
characteristic length, ?, describing the ductile fracture process . This in turn equates with the
spacing of the MnS particles controlling the failure process . In Ref. 3 the value of Xe is
estimated to be 5501.tm, based on data published in Ref. 7. This value was therefore used fo r
the finite element mesh size in modelling ductile damage . In Ref. 4, the best estimate of Xe is
250µm, based on more detailed metallographic evidence than that available in Ref . 7 .
However, for the purpose of assessing the sensitivity of predictions to the value of Xe, finit e
element mesh sizes of 500, 250 and 1251= were used in Ref . 4 in modelling the ductile
damage process . Subsequent further evidence suggested that a size less than 250µm migh t
well have been chosen .
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The determination of al is generally made via mechanical testing of axisymmetric notched -
tension specimens . However, data from such tests were not available at the time Ref . 3 was
published, and so the authors of that paper calibrated Equation 3 in terms of al with
reference to the J R-curve data for 35mm-thick side grooved compact specimens presented i n
Ref. 7. The test temperature was 290°C, corresponding to the temperature at which SC 1 was
carried out. A value of al = 350MPa with f0 = fV = 6.07x10-4 and L = 550µm gave the best
overall prediction of this data - Fig. 5 .

In Ref. 4 values of al for a temperature of 290°C were determined (D = 243) to i be 443, 51 6
and 571MPa for L = 500, 250 and 125µm respectively . These values represent a
compromise resulting from predicted curves 'tuned' 'to fit not only AE10, AE4 and AE 2
notched tensile results t but also the results from 35mm-thick side grooved compac t
specimens - Figs . 6 and 7 .

Comparison of Predictions

The finite element analyses in Ref. 3 and Ref. 4 reflect the same set of relevan t
dimensions for the test cylinder . However, the analysis of Ref. 3 using the ALIBABA Code
did not model centrifugal loading ; instead, the cylinder was loaded by an internal pressure
that would produce in a linear elastic material the same average hoop stress as that in a n
uncracked rotating cylinder . The numerical simulation of the behaviour of the cracked
cylinder thus reflected internal pressure loading; predicted values of crack growth and the J -
integral were correlated in terms of the equivalent rotation speed. In the TOMECH Code
calculations in Ref. 4, a distribution of body forces was applied to the finite element nodes t o
simulate the centrifugal loading due to the rotation of the cylinder . Values of the J-integral
were obtained by the virtual crack extension method using an area integral and an
interpolation function . No significant differences were found in comparisons wit h
corresponding values of the conventional J-integral; moreover, for the particular type of body
force loading applied during SC 1, the latter was found to be path independent to within a
few percent, even where the integration path passed through plastic regions, provided th e
path was not too close to the crack tip . Predictions of crack growth are also reported in Ref.
4 as a function of rotation speed . These involve the use of the J-integral in the compact
specimen calculations only, where values conform very closely to values using the paramete r
obtained by standard measurements of load and load-line displacement . The predictions of
crack growth as a function of rotation speed are thus independent of any complications tha t
may result from the use of the J-integral in relation to body force loading .

The J R-curves derived for SC 1 are shown in Fig . 8 and Fig . 9. These figures relate to Ref . 3
and Ref. 4 respectively. In addition, Fig. 10 shows the Ref. 4 predicted and experimental
curves for rotation speed vs . crack advance. An important point to note is that in Ref. 4 the

t Three sets of standard axisymmetrically notched bar specimens were tested ; all had a bar diameter of 18mm

and a minimum diameter of 10mm . The notations AE10, AE4 and AE2 denote notch radii of 10, 4 and 2m m

respectively. Unfortunately only load vs . axial displacement data were available on these notched bars. Figure

6 shows data in respect of AE10 specimens only.
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predictions of rotation speed vs . crack advance were made `blind', with the best estimate
being for L = 250µm. In all cases the predictions confirm that the cylinder's resistance t o
ductile tearing is significantly greater than that measured on 35mm-thick compact specimens .
Overall, the predictions represent a significant improvement compared with previou s
predictions based on standard fracture mechanics techniques and small specimen J R-curv e
data [7] . The best predictions are for mesh sizes > 2501.um. In Fig. 8 the prediction of the
initiation of ductile tearing and the slope of the tearing resistance curve is in good agreement
with the experimental measurements . However, there is an underprediction of the overall
extent of ductile tearing. In Figs. 9 and 10 there is a deviation from experiment in the region
of crack initiation, although' the slope of the tearing resistance curve and the total crac k
extension is accurately predicted. These latter results suggest the possibility that initiation i n
the cylinder may occur at a similar J-integral level to that found in the compact specimens ,
notwithstanding the slope of the J R-curve being greater in the cylinder . This point i s
currently the subject of an ongoing study that is involving quantitative metallograph y
including detailed post-test measurements of stretch-zone width in both the test cylinder an d
compact specimens [8] .

Lastly, it is noted that in both Ref. 3 and Ref. 4 comparisons are made of the fields ahead o f
the crack tip in the cylinder and the compact specimen at different stages of crack advanc e
using damage theory . In both cases a higher value of the ratio, am/aeq, of the mean norma l
stress to the equivalent stress, is reported in the compact specimen compared with th e
cylinder, albeit after crack initiation in the case of Ref. 4. Whilst this is consistent with the
observation of a higher resistance curve slope in the cylinder, the full explanation of thi s
effect again remains the subject of an ongoing study .

Conclusions

Using the standard Rousselier ductile damage model, comparative predictions have bee n
made of crack growth in the First Spinning Cylinder Test carried out by AEA Technology a t
its Risley Laboratory . The following conclusions may be drawn :

1. Two independent analyses have correctly predicted the enhancement in tearin g
toughness of the cylinder relative to that of standard small-scale fracture toughnes s
specimens . This is a significant improvement compared with previous prediction s
based on standard fracture mechanics techniques and small specimen J R-curve data .

2. The accuracy of predictions is most sensitive to the selection of the finite elemen t
mesh size L to represent the process of averaging over a damage zone relevant to th e
failure mechanism under consideration . In the present case this has meant equating L
with a characteristic length ?c representative of some average spacing betwee n
dominant MnS inclusions .

3. The potential for models based on continuum damage mechanics to address more
complex materials and structural circumstances requires further validation . However,
the present results represent a positive step towards achieving the goal to establish
damage mechanics as a reliable predictive engineering tool .
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Figure Captions

1.

	

General view of spinning cylinder test rig .

2.

	

Stress-strain curve showing competition between hardening and softening behaviour .
From Reference 3 .

3.

	

Normalised hoop stress versus rotation speed. From Reference 3 .

4.

	

Normalised hoop stress versus rotation speed. From Reference 4.

5.

	

Predicted and experimental J R-curves for 35mm-thick side grooved compac t
specimens . From Reference 3.

6.

	

Predicted and experimental load vs . displacement curves for the AE10 notched tensile
specimen. From Reference 4.

7.

	

Predicted and experimental J R-curves for 35mm-thick side grooved compac t
specimens . From Reference 4.

8.

	

Predicted and experimental J R-curves for the first spinning cylinder test . From
Reference 3 .

9.

	

Predicted and experimental J R-curves for the first spinning cylinder test . From
Reference 4 .

10.

	

Predicted and experimental curves for rotation speed vs . crack advance in the first
spinning cylinder test. From Reference 4.
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Fig. 1 The Spinning Cylinder Test Facilit y
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softening behaviour. From Reference 3 .
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From Reference 3.
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Full Thickness Crack Arrest Investigations o n
Compact Specimens and a Heavy Wide-Plate

K. Kussmaul, R. Gillot, T . Elenz

MPA Stuttgart

University of Stuttgart, Federal Republic of German y

Abstract - In order to determine the influence of specimen size and testing procedure
on the crack arrest toughness Kra at various temperatures, investigations were carried
out on a ;wide-plate and compact specimens using a highly brittle material. Test inter-
pretation included static as well as dynamic methods . The comparison of the measured
Kra-values shows good agreement although there is a distinct difference in specimen
size. In general, the (static) ASTM test method yields a lower and thus conservative
estimate of the crack arrest toughness Kra .

1 Introduction

Brittle dynamic crack events under special consideration of the crack arrest phenomenol-
ogy are being investigated within the research project "Behavior of a Low Toughnes s
Pressure Vessel Steel at Fracture Initiation, Unstable Crack Propagation and Crack Ar -
rest". For this program, a MoV-steel was specially heat treated . This heat treatment
[1] yielded an isotropic, highly brittle so-called model material (briefly called KS 22 )
with low upper-shelf C„-energy and high yield strength . KS 22 represents a worst-case
material state with regard to the toughness, being even worse than that which may be
found in a reactor pressure vessel at the end of service due to radiation by fast neutrons .

To prove the transferability of crack arrest values determined by small compact spec-
imens, [2], to component-like large specimens, wide-plates are tested .' In this case a
sophisticated data acquisition system is necessary to exactly measure all boundary con-
ditions during crack propagation as well as the time dependent position of the crack tip .
This is of crucial importance with regard to interpretation of test results and numerical
calculations .

Similar wide-plate tests - carried out in the USA - have shown that a number o f
crack run-arrest events can occur during the experiment . This was also intended for the
wide-plate experiment GP 1 described here .
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2 Material

Special austenitization and temper treatment produced an isotropic material with a n
upper-shelf C„-energy of approx . 60 J, a high yield strength (cry, = 1085 MPa, cy,/c„c, =
0.93) and fracture appearance transition temperature FATT 50 •~ 250° C . The chemical
composition is shown in Table 1, the mechanical properties in Table2. Fig . 1 shows a
micrograph with details on heat treatment, as well as values of hardness and grain size .

3 Investigations on Compact Specimens

3.1 Static Analysis According to ASTM E 1221-8 8

The crack arrest toughness is the characteristic parameter which describes the very end
of unstable crack propagation . It can be determined by means of modified compact
specimens, wide-plates, rotating disks, and component tests . The investigations on
transverse wedge-loaded compact specimens have proved to be the simplest and mos t
favorable method with regard to material quantity and costs . The implementation and
evaluation of the tests are delineated in ASTM test method E 1221-88 [3] . From sped-
men dimensions, crack opening and crack length the (static) crack arrest toughness Kra
is calculated as defined in [3] . Kra represents the stress intensity factor at the crack ti p
some milliseconds after crack arrest . According to [3], it is considered as the lower an d
thus conservative estimate of K IA , which is generally agreed to be the minimum valu e
of KID , the velocity-dependent fracture toughness of a rapidly propagating crack .

Altogether, 20 specimens of various dimensions and orientations were tested at tem-
peratures 20° C < T < 435° C . A picture of the four specimen sizes is shown in Fig. 2 .
The dependence of the Kr°-values on test temperature is plotted in Fig. 3 . It is of great
significance to realize that according to present results,,not only the C„-energy, but als o
the crack arrest toughness is attaining an upper-shelf plateau . This is in contradiction t o
results from HSST wide-plate tests which provide Kra-values of more than 500 MPav
without indicating the formation of an upper limit, e .g . [4] .

3.2 Dynamic Analysis (FEM)

Dynamic analyses described here are two dimensional plane stress finite element calcula -
tions carried out using the computer code VISCRK [5,6] . This program has quasi-static
as well as dynamic capabilities and allows the use of thermal as well as mechanica l
loads . Crack propagation was realized with the node release technique according to th e
prescribed crack length versus time correlation. The postprocessor uses the T'-integral
developed by Atluri, Brust et al . [7,8,9] and calculates the stress intensity factor Kr for
mode I crack opening with

Kr = 3E•T`•
BN

This is the conventional plane stress formulation taking the existence of side groove s
with the correction factor /B/BN into account . Because of the extrem low tough-
ness of the material KS 22, the linear-elastic model could be used . In this context the
T'-integral is identical to an enlarged J-integral formulation with additional terms fo r

(1)
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dynamic and thermal effects .

Compact specimen KS22CW31 was tested at 350° C according to ASTM E 1221 -
88 [3] with additional instrumentation to allow for elastodynamic posttest analyses .
Youngs modulus was determined from tensile tests to 181,500 N/mm 2. Crack length
measured at arrest gave a crack propagation Da of 124 .6 mm, the interpretation of
strain gage signals yield a crack velocity v = 200 m/s while the reference curve fro m
Battelle Columbus, USA, for tough materials [10] gives v = 550 m/s .

Considering the knowledge on spurious wave reflections [11] the finite element ide-
alization of half the specimen was realized as shown in Fig. 4 . The structure is char-
acterized by small elements in the region of the crack path, a transition region an d
larger elements for the other areas. In addition, Fig . 4 shows the applied load and the
displacement boundary condition at fracture initiation .

Two elastodynamic posttest analyses were carried out using v = 200 m/s (550 m/s )
and the displacement was hold constant at the load point during crack propagation .
Figs. 5a and b show the resultant KI-curves as function of the dimensionless crack
length a/W together with the static (FEM) solutions and ASTM-calculations : KIQ
(ASTM) = 141 .8 MPa/, Kia (v = 550 m/s) = 174.9 MPaÿm, Kt' (v = 200 m/s )
= 167.1 MPa/. Therefore, the elastodynamic analyses give results at arrest tha t
exceed the (static) value according to ASTM E 1221-88 by 18% (v = 200 m/s) or 23 %
(v = 550 m/s) .

4 Crack-Arrest Test GP 1

4.1 Specimen Preparatio n

The test plate of material KS 22 having the dimensions 1500 x 1680 x 172 mm3 (width
x height x thickness) was welded to the upper and lower pull plate . To prevent out-
of-plane deviation of the pull plates, welding was done alternately on each side of th e
specimen and bending of the specimen was continuously measured and corrected . The
overall dimensions of the wide-plate specimen GP 1 are shown in Fig. 6 .

The total initial crack length, notch plus fatigue crack was 543 mm (a/W = 0 .36) ,
and the flaw was parallel to the rolling direction . That is a specimen in T-L orientatio n
according to ASTM E 399-81 . The fatigue crack was produced by internal pressure
acting on the flanks of a slot with a length of 51 mm and a height of 9 mm, machine d
through the thickness of the plate by spark erosion . At the elevated temperature of 160 °
C the fatigue crack was produced by alternating internal pressure (f = 4 Hz, 50 bar <
p < 800 bar) . After 194,000 cycles the fatigue crack had reached the length of 43 mm
(average), being shorter at the plate surface .

Completion of specimen preparation included :

• The cross section of the ligament was reduced by 25 % through side grooves on
each face of the specimen, Fig . 7 (plate thickness B=172 mm, notched thickness
BN=129) .
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• The ' opening of the ligament between the original notch of length 290 mm and th e
slot produced the initial crack length a° , Fig . 8 .

4.2 Instrumentation

The complex, dynamic behavior of the wide-plate and the numerical calculations us-
ing finite elements made extensive instrumentation necessary . Altogether, there were
eleven different types of devices : thermocouples, strain gages, piezoelectric sensors fo r
indirect force measurement, clip gages, accelerometer, electric-optical extensometers ,
optical displacement transducer, inductiv displacement transducer, force measuremen t
of the maschine, accustic emission, and high speed camera .

Altogether, 58 thermocouples were attached to the test plate of material KS 22 an d
the upper and lower pull plate to get information of the total temperature field, Fig. 9 .
The results were monitored periodically and recorded on magnetic tape . Additional
thermocouples were used to control heating of the wide-plate . 23 uniaxial strain gages
were positioned on the test plate for determination of the crack tip position as functio n
of time, Fig. 10 . Because of the temperatures, T > 240° C, special high temperature
strain gages of length 28 mm were used .

The lower pull plate was instrumented around the 600 mm borehole with seven strain
gages and two piezoelectric sensors . The sensors are shaped like a cylindrical pin an d
were installed in the depth of a borehole . They were recorded as one signal (labeled
QMD) . This provided far-field strain measurements for assessing boundary conditions ,
Fig. 11 . The crack opening measurements included clip gages at a/W=0 .0 (labeled
CMOD), 0.1 (COD2) and 0 .3 (COD1) on side B, and two extensometers for detectio n
of the crack opening as function of time at a/W=0 .1 (EXD1) and 0 .3 (EXD2) on side A.
The accelerometer (BS1) was positioned at a/W=0 .0 and 67 mm below the crack plane .
Two transducer (PSD1 and PSD2) measured the vertical displacement of the specime n
relativ to the large columns of the machine, Fig. 12 . The inductive transducer (INW )
was positioned to provide the horizontal displacement of the crack plane . The high
speed camera and the accustic emission system did not provide additional information .
They will not be discussed further .

Monitoring fast fracture events was possible through a sophisticated data acquisitio n
system. This includes amplifiers and filters, sample and hold equipment, analog-digita l
converters . The use of a hard disc having 684 MByte of storage made the problem o f
triggering the signals obsolete and allowed the continuous data recording . The signals
were recorded with an overall sampling rate of 1 MHz . This yields a time difference of
44 As between two measurements .

4.3 Test Procedure

Heating the specimen and imposing a temperature gradient was achieved with 20
electric-resistance heaters . These cassettes were fixed on the plate of material KS 22
and were oriented in axial direction of the specimen . The desired gradient could b e
established without cooling devices due to the effects of radiation and convection .
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First, the specimen was heated from room temperature to 200°C with a rate of 10° /
h. Then, the desired temperature gradient was imposed . This was done with a compute r
aided control system that allowed to define the temperatures as function of time and
position. After completion of an additional system check, heating was switched off t o
prevent a short-circuit during the test, the high speed camera was started and the tensile
load of the 100 MN machine was increased with a rate of 20 MN/min . At a load of 11.9
MN the fracture event began and lasted about 12 seconds . The measured data and the
fracture surface indicate that five cleavage crack run-arrest events occured prior to the
onset of ductile tearing .

4.4 Test Result s

Testing the tension-loaded single edge notched wide-plate specimen GP 1 took place at
August 2, 1990. It was the first test of this kind at MPA Stuttgart and at the same
time the first crack arrest experiment with this type of specimen employing the low
toughness material KS 22.

Fig. 13 is a schematic representation of the temporal sequence of the events during
the test. At the time labeled t o quasi-statid loading began . After 35 seconds the crack
initiated at the load of 11 .932 MN (time t1) . Then, five crack run-arrest events (labeled
A to E) occurred within 2 .4 seconds (t10 - t i = 2.4 s) prior to ductile tearing of the re-
maining ligament . During the test a number of run-arrest events could be clearly heard
and could be distinguished by the ear . That means there were at least 20 millisecond s
between single events .

Temperature distribution:

The temperatures across the crack plane were in the range of 195° C to 337° C, tha t
is a thermal gradient of 142° C, Fig. 14 . At the crack tip there was a temperature of
230° C, 20 K below the FATT 50 of 250° C . In the direction of the pull plates the
temperatures were lower . The approximation of the 58 meassured temperature dat a
yield the temperature field shown for the upper half of the specimen in Fig. 15 .

Fractografical examination:

Fig. 16 shows the fracture surface for the specimen bottom half. The fatigue crack
and the positions of crack-arrest are specially marked . As can be seen, five crack run-
arrest events have occured . According to their temporal and geometrical order the y
are labeled A to E. The crack initiated in the plane of the side grooves . As the crack
propagated it deviated from its, predetermined path . At a = 850 mm (a/W=0 .57) it
reached the maximum offset of 23 mm. Then the crack returned gradually reaching the
plane of the side grooves again at a = 1350 mm (a/W=0 .9) .

In addition, the fracture surface was investigated using a raster electron microscop e
(REM) . Fig. 17 shows the microscopic characteristics of crack arrest for run-arrest event
A . Crack arrest is characterized by a ductile zone stretching over the plate thickness
from one face of the specimen to the other, Fig . 17a. Unstable crack propagation took
place in the cleavage mode for all crack jumps . The width of the ductile zone at arres t
A is approximately 10 to 30 µm being bigger with arresting at higher temperatures (u p
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to some millimeters) .

Test results during loading and during fracture :

Besides the aforementioned data acquisition system, experimental data were als o
stored separatly with a frequency of 1 Hz . These data are shown in Figs. 18a - d with
time 0 s (35 s) being equal to the moment labeled to - that is starting of loading -
(t 1 , fracture initiation) in the scheme of Fig . 13 . In Figs. 18 - 20 the ordinate shows
the experimental data relative to time to . This corresponds to a zero offset at time to .
Tension force (F), crack mouth opening (CMOD) and horizontal displacement of th e
crack plane (INW) vary linear with loading time as shown in Figs . 18. In addition, the
test material exhibits nearly linear elastic ,behavior . This can be seen from the relation
of force F to crack opening near the crack tip, Fig . 18d.

A number of result histories during fracture are presented in Figs . 19 and 20. In these
figures time = 0.062 s represents the moment of fracture initiation to see the influence
of fracture initiation on the signals . Acceleration BS1 is shown in Fig .119 at two levels
of time resolution to make clear that crack jumps A to E occured within 2 .4 seconds
after fracture initiation . At time 12.4 s the specimen completly broke in two parts .
Therefore, the following figures have a time axis of three seconds . The tension force
varies during the test as can be seen from Fig . 20a. In addition, the time dependent
behavior of other signals are presented in Fig. 20. The piezo-electric sensor QMD shows
general agreement with force F and will be used in the next section to derive the forc e
acting on the specimen during the fast crack jumps . The relative displacement (PSD 1
+ PSD2) increases from 2.4 to 3 mm as a result of crack jump A and B . Afterwards the
two points remove approximately with 60 mm/min. Time dependence of crack opening
at a/W=0.3 and of the horizontal displacement INW is shown in Fig . 20d-f.

Determination of the boundary conditions:

The boundary conditions must be determined to realize numerical calculations with -
out idealized assumptions and the specimen instrumentation was already chosen to ease
this task. Crack arrest test GP 1 has two time-dependent boundary conditions :

1. External force F at the bore-hole

2. Crack length a (derivative is crack velocity v) .

The experimental data show that crack jump A and B occured within four millisec-
onds while crack jump C, D and E can be regarded as separate events . In addition, the
specimen geometry with its distance between crack plane to bore-hole of 2500 m m
yields a run time for the elastic wave of 500 µs . This means 1000 as after the begin of
a crack event the crack tip will be influenced by possible load adjustment . Therefore,
the numerical simulation of fast crack propagation with emphasis on crack arrest using
the FEM needs the force - time relation during crack jump events A and B . Due to th e
short time (less than 1000 µs) of crack jump C, D and E the force is constant for th e
calculation of the latter events .

To gain the true behavior of external force F during the first event (fracture initiatio n
up to crack arrest B) the signal of sensor QMD was used . First the correlation of forc e
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F and QMD during quasi-static loading gives the slope m shown in Fig. 21 . Then, the
signal of QMD during fracture was multiplied with this value and gives the true force .
Fig . 22 summarizes the force boundary conditions for all run-arrest events . As could
be shown, there is considerable load decrease after some milliseconds and there is n o
increase of force F to its value at fracture initiation during the fracture event .

Strain gage records, accelerometer signal BS1, and fracture surface were used t o
deduce the crack length as function of time during the fracture process . Signal BS1
did exactly show the moments of fracture initiation and reinitiation, except for crack
jump B . The strain gage records gave further insights and defined the moments of crac k
arrest. The crack length at arrest documented here and used for the finite elemen t
calculations is the averaged value of the crack length at five positions of variing plat e
thickness (0, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 1) . This gives the second boundary condition as shown i n
Fig. 23.

4.5 Dynamic Analysis (FEM)

The strategy of the numerical calculation is shown in Fig. 24. The moment of fracture
initiation was calculated in one quasi-static time step including the influence of the tem-
perature field. Dynamic effects during crack propagation and at arrest were considered
by using the dynamic capabilites of VISCRK. Simulation of run-arrest events C, D and
E was done with one quasi-static calculation of the moment of reinitiation and dynami c
calculation of crack propagation. The linear-elastic material model was used with ma-
terial properties at 230° C : Youngs modulus is 193,210 N/mm 2 and a = 13 .7 x 10-8 1/K.

The finite element idealization of one half of the specimen was developed unde r
consideration of further perceptions on spurious wave reflections. The 2-D plane stress
model, Fig. 25 consists of 402 eight-noded elements and 1298 nodes . In addition, Fig . 25
shows the load at the bore-hole and the area of integration for calculating K I.

As far as known to the authors it is the first time that posttest analyses of a wide -
plate experiment were carried , out using the true boundary conditions . Fig. 26 shows
the resulting KI-curves during all crack run-arrest events . The identical feature is that
arrest occurs during decreasing KI-curves. The values at initiation, Kr0, and at arrest ,
Kra, are summarized in Table 3 .

5 Comparison of Test Result s

The stress intensity factors at fracture initiation/reinitiation, K IO7 are relatively high
compared with the scatter band from small scale specimens . Especially the value at
fracture initiation, when there are no dynamic effects present, is not totally plausible .
The same .behavior has been observed at similar wide-plate tests in the USA (HSS T
Program, WP-1 series, material A533B C1 .1), however a clear explanation is not know n
so far . According to Keeney-Walker and Bass [121 an explanation of this behavior may
be possible by applying a maximum principal stress criterion .

Five crack arrest toughness values Kra , 3406 < KIa < 6146 N/mm3/2 at temperatures
250° < T < 306° C (0° < T - FATT 50 < 56°) could be calculated from test result s
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by using the finite element based computer code VISCRK, Fig. 27. Kra from wide-
plate GP 1 is calculated including dynamic effects, Kra from small compact specimens
is calculated according to ASTM E 1221-88 [3] and is considered (static) crack arres t
toughness. As could be expected, K Ia from wide-plate tests (dynamic FEM) are 10 %
to 20% higher than K Ia from compact specimens. This behavior is in agreement with
the common interpretation, i .e. Kalthoff [13], that E 1221-88 yields the lower bound
of KIa . The numerical calculation of compact specimen KS22CW31 [14] with thicknes s
170 mm is an additional verification of the statement mentioned before, Fig . 27. In this
test KIa according to ASTM is 18% lower than the value calculated with FEM .

6 Summary

Dynamic crack events, that is initiation, unstable crack propagation and crack arrest of a
highly brittle model material have been studied both experimentally as well as by using a
sophisticated computer program. To prove the transferability of crack arrest toughness
determined from small compact specimens to component-like specimens, wide-plate GP
1 has been tested at 195° < T < 337° C . The results are as follows :

• Crack velocity of material KS 22 is approximately 200 - 500 m/s for wide-plate and
compact specimens at temperatures 200° < T < 350° C. There may be a decrease
in crack velocity with increasing temperature .

• Unstable crack propagation Da of 125 mm (compact specimen) and 39 < Da <
291 mm (wide-plate) was observed .

• Raster electron fractographs of various regions on the fracture surface show that
there was fracture initiation in cleavage . During unstable crack propagation the
dominant mode was cleavage . At crack arrest there is an abrupt change from
cleavage to ductile tearing .

• The (dynamic) calculated crack arrest toughness of wide-plate GP 1 is higher tha n
the (static) Kra from small specimens . The same is true for static versus dynami c
calculation of crack arrest toughness from compact specimen .

The investigations are being continued at MPA Stuttgart by testing a second wide -
plate specimen at temperatures 50 K higher than in the first test .
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Table 1 : Chemical composition of material KS 22 in weight-percent

C Si Mn P S Cr Mo Ni Cu V

0.16 0.3 0.69 - 0 .004 0.026 0 .32 1 .01 0.25 0.08 0.31

Table 2 : Mechanical properties of material KS 22

temperature cry, crut, A5 Z E FATT 50
° C MPa MPa % % MPa ° C

21 1085 1166 11 41 211 000
100 1038 1120 12 39 206 000
250 980 1082 , 10 39 191 300 250
350 929 1025 13 45 181 500
450 859 961 13 51 172 000

Table 3 : Values at initiation and at arrest for wide-plate test GP 1 .
Dynamic finite element calculations using VIS CRK

event temperature

T

° C

crack
length

a

mm

stress intensity factor

KI° eta

MPa~%m N/mms/2 MPa/ N/mm3/ 2

Fracture
initiation 230 543 174.5 5518 - -

1. crack arrest 250 834 - - 107.7 3406
1. reinitiation 250 834 222.6 7039 - -
2. crack arrest 272 995 - - 165.5 5233
2. reinitiation 212 995 226 .8 7172 - -
3. crack arrest 286 1071 - - 175.8 5559
3 . reinitiation 286 1071 249 .6 7893 - -
4. crack arrest 299 1137 - - 194.3 6145
4. reinitiation 299 1137 220 .4 6969 - -
5. crack arrest 306 1176 - - 187.3 5924
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Fig. 1 : Microstructure of material KS 22

	

Fig. 2 : Specimen dimensions (millimeter)
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Fig. 4 : FE-idealization of compact specimen KS22CW31 and displacement boundary
conditions at fracture initiation (dimensions in millimeters)
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b.) side viewa.) front view, side A

Fig. 6 : Overall dimensions of crack-arrest specimen GP 1 (dimensions in millimeters)

ab = 543 mm (a./W=0.36)

Fig. 7 : Geometry of the side groove s
(part B in Fig. 6)
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Fig. 8 : Geometry of the initial crack
(part A in Fig. 6)
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Fig. 12 : Additional instrumentation : test GP I
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Fig. 13 : Schematic representation of crack-arrest test GP 1 with a tension-loaded
single edge notched specimen (t lo - t i = 2.4 s)
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b .)

	

a .)

	

c . )

Fig. 17 : Microscopic examination of the fracture surface in the region of

crack arrest A : transition fast fracture (cleavage) - crack arrest A (ductile) -

fast fracture (cleavage)
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Fig. 21 : Correlation of force F
and sensor QMD during
quasi-static loading
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EFFECT OF LOADING ON STABLE TEARING OF WIDE PLATES

BY

A M CLAYTON *

A series of wide plate tests using a 0 .36% carbon steel have been carried out i n
the AEA Structural Features Test Facility to determine the stable tearing behaviour o f
cracks under different loading conditions, typical of pressurised components . The
majority of the plates were edge cracked . They were tested in pure in-plane bending,
pure ligament tension, nominal tension and cyclic tensile loading . These tests can be
compared with large centre cracked wide plates, described in a companion paper at
this conference. Small scale fracture toughness tests were also made of the sam e
material .

It was found that Failure Assessment Diagrams (FADs) could be used to plot :out
the results and showed that the assessment line gave a good failure prediction or was
conservative . The very conservative evaluation of a plate in bending cannot currentl y
be explained., Where there was combined fatigue and tearing, linearly adding crac k
growth due to the different processes well predicted the results . F6r a surface
breaking defect, initiation is well predicted from using a local limit load in the FAD ,
but that as loads increase towards net section yield, the global limit load is more
appropriate .

* AEA Technology, Risley, Warrington, UK WA3 6AT
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INTRODUCTIO N

Nuclear pressure vessels need to be shown to be resistant to failure from the unstabl e
growth of flaws in the vessel . Failure depends on the material ; for ferritic steels at low
temperatures or following extensive irradiation the failure is brittle and crack growth i s
rapid . For ferritic steels at higher temperature, or for austenitic steels the failure
process is ductile . Increasing loads are then needed to cause the crack to extend in a
tearing process . Most safety cases for nuclear plant limit loads to those to cause crack
initiation and no account is taken of the considerable margins available in tearing . In
some instances, for example during a pressurised thermal shock sequence during
emergency cooling or due to irradiation reducing the load needed to induce tearing ,
some allowance for stable tearing is made . This is usually limited to an amount o f
crack extension which can be shown not to significantly influence the stress fiel d
around the region of intense deformation at the crack tip, so called J-controlle d
growth .

In order to obtain a better understanding of stable tearing, a series of wide plate test s
have been carried out in which the loading conditions were varied to cover a range o f
conditions experienced in pressure vessels . The plates were mainly tested in a 20M N
servo hydraulic test machine, Fig 1, now in the Structural Features Test Facility of
AEA Technology .

TEST CONDITIONS

The plates were made from a 0 .36%C steel, used because of its low upper shelf
toughness (a crack initiation toughness of about 100 MPaIm) with moderate strengt h
(yield typically of 250 MPa) . This combination enables tearing to occur in moderatel y
sized plates before next section yield. This is important because at temperatures below
150°C,, the ferritic steels exhibit an elastic - perfectly plastic stress-strain respons e
before subsequent hardening, and thus there are instantaneous major extension s
occurring once yield is reached . Since ductile conditions could only be assumed abov e
100°C, this was used as the test plate temperature . The plates were 70mm thick, an d
generally of 750mm width. Most were tested with a through thickness crack from on e
edge. The plates were welded into extension pieces which terminated in flanges so
that, end-on, the complete assembly was I-shaped . Loading was between the top and
bottom flanges, with two loading stacks, each of up to 500 tonnes (5MN) on each sid e
of the plate. Each loading stack incorporated a servo hydraulically operated actuator,
and the control system to each actuator was independent .

Notches were machined in the plates and fatigued to sharpen them prior to the fractur e
tests being carried out .

The plates were extensively instrumented with strain gauges which were used t o
determine when yielding from the cracks was nearly across the whole plate . In
addition, plate deformation was determined from linear transducers, on the plate itsel f
and in the loading stacks. Crack extension was determined visually when it occurred
on the plate faces, and by alternating current potential drop measurements for tearing
in the mid-thickness position .
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Material from the same batches as the test plates was used for supporting tensile an d
fracture toughness tests carried out at 100°C . The fracture toughness was found to b e
somewhat variable from test plate to test plate. The fracture toughness tests produced
a resistance curve of crack extension toughness -v- crack extension using unloadin g
compliance techniques on 40mm compact tension (CT) specimens with 20% sid e
grooves . In addition a standard ASTM 3 point bend full thickness fracture toughness
test was carried out on one plate . In the CT tests some 2mm of crack growth woul d
be considered as valid and the bend test 3 .7mm of crack growth would be valid. The
wide plate tests carried out were (Fig 2) :

(a) A 3 point bend test on a 500mm wide plate (GNSR2) .

(b) A tensile test aimed at producing no net bending in the ligament behin d
the crack. This was produced by using two loading stacks loaded
across the remaining ligament in displacement control and two smal l
actuators attached to the edge of the plate at the crack mouth whic h
had a fixed load ratio (1 :10) of the main actuators (GNSR3) .

(c) A uniform tensile end load, obtained by making all four main actuator s
of equal load, 3 following one actuator which was displacement
controlled (GNSR7) .

(d) A similar test to (c), but with cyclic loading of constant amplitude . This
amplitude was increased after blocks of constant amplitude cycles, unti l
the cycles induced tearing as well as fatigue . All loading was tensil e
(positive R-ratio) (GNSR4) .

(e) A plate with a surface breaking thumb nail crack on one face, loaded i n
monotonic tension (GNSR8) .

In addition, there were tests on a centre cracked plate of the same material in uniaxial
and biaxial tension, which are described in a companion paper to this conference .

STRESS ANALYSI S

For many of the tests, finite element analysis was carried out, using the large strain
option in ABAQUS, in which the J-integral is obtained using a domain integra l
procedure .

The stress-strain response in tensile test specimens . results from the formation of
Lüders bands, which cannot be readily modelled in the finite element analysis. The
material model used allows for the virtually perfectly plastic initial response beyon d
yield, but not the localised Lüders band response .

Checks were made to compare loads, displacements and strains with those ; measured
and was found to give generally good agreement. In addition, for GNSR2 the J
calculations were compared with J values obtained from the load/load lin e
displacement record using ASTM E813, and again reasonable agreement was obtained .
It was found that near maximum load, the J values could be calculated accurately as a
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function of load line displacements, but not as a function of load, because of the rapi d
change in J value with load .

CRACK GROWTH EVALUATIO N

Considerable reliance is placed on the alternating current potential drop (acpd)
measurements to determine the onset of cracking in the tests (final crack size is
obtained from breaking open the specimen after the test, which also shows an y
unloading beachmarks) . A detailed study has been carried out of acpd behaviour as i t
is affected by local straining along the electrical path along the crack flanks. However,
these effects have saturated in the tests before crack initiation takes place, and apar t
from problems due to noise on the signal, the onset of crack growth can be reasonabl y
well determined . In all cases, the crack initiates at the mid thickness before surface
growth is observed .

RESULTS

General Approac h

The results of the tests have been interpreted in terms of a Failure Assessment Diagra m
methodology, used by Bloom in the US and developed extensively in the 'R6 '
procedures in the UK. The Failure Assessment Diagram is a plot of Crack Tip Stress
Intensity Factor, K, (normalised to the fracture toughness, Kc to give a ratio Kr) ,
against the load (normalised to the limit load, to give a ratio L r) .

This form of presentation has a number of advantages :

1.

	

It enables the different plate materials properties to be taken int o
account with no confusion .

2.

	

It enables the data to provide a validation of FAD methods .

3.

	

It enables the onset of cross section yielding to be readily identified
(Lr = 1) .

4.

	

Stable tearing response can be shown as a curve on the diagram .

The shape of the failure assessment diagram is dependent on the shape of the material
stress-strain curve, but is not greatly dependent on geometry . In the R6 procedure, it
is usual to use a lower bound diagram calculated from :

Kr = (1 -0.14 Lr2 ) (0.3 + 0.7 exp (-0.65 Lr6 ))

This is known as option 1 . Where the stress strain curve is known option 2 is use d
calculated from :
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Kr = [(EErcfl-r cry) + (Lr36y/2EEref)] -½ for Lr < Lrma x

Kr = 0 for L r > Lrmax

Where E is Young's Modulus, Bref is the true strain and cry the 0.2% proof
stress .

Points that lie in the region bounded by the, Kr, Lr axes and the FAD line are safe; any
test causing failure should therefore lie outside the diagram . As tearing occurs, the
locus ofKr, Lr points should move along the FAD line .

Test data

The main test data is given in table 1 . Values of the effective fracture toughness Kc are
calculated from :

Kc = [JE/(1-v2)]° . 5

where J(Aa) is given by CAam
and v is Poisson's ratio .

Stress Intensity factors and Limit loads are calculated from handbook relationships .

The resulting Kr, Lr data is plotted in figures 3 and 4 .

Edge crack plates in Monotonic Loading

The three edge cracked plates GNSR2, 3R and 7 are shown in Figure 3 . These
indicate that whilst the tension tests 3R and 7 give results generally very close to th e
assessment line, the initiation of the tension test 3R and all of the bend test 2 is ver y
conservatively predicted. Since the bend test is the most constrained geometry, and
thus most likely to be well predicted from compact tension fracture data, this result i s
surprising and currently cannot be explained . GNSR7 underwent a control syste m
instability at low load, which continued up to the final load where stability wa s
regained. The marginally unconservative result at this load giving data inside the curv e
for test GNSR7 is probably due to minor variations in material properties, which ar e
being confirmed by further testing .

Edge crack plate in Cyclic Loading

The data shown for GNSR4 in figure 3 are obtained by taking the total crack growt h
due to fatigue and due to tearing and subtracting the contribution due to fatigue t o
give Aa values. This gives results very close to the identical geometry but monotoni c
loading in GNSR7 and therefore is consistent with the contention that in tearing -
fatigue, the contributions , to crack growth from both processes can be linearly added .
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Surface breaking crac k

For a surface breaking crack, there are two possible limit load solutions which could be
used, one developed by Merkle for the HSST ITV programme based on a loca l
collapse of the material in the vicinity of the crack using a slip line solution in whic h
the limit load is calculated from :

Lr = 6bt/{6y[(2c+t)t-'Anac] }

where 6 is the nominal stress in the unflawed section

c is the semi-surface crack length
a is the crack depth
t is the plate thickness

and b is the plate width

The alternative is to assume that all of the remaining area in the plane of the crack ca n
carry a uniform yield value (a global solution) . This gives :

Lr = 6bt/{6y(bt-'/2nac) }

These two possible options are plotted in figure 4 . It is clear that at crack initiation,
the local solution provides a good prediction (ie is near the FAD line), but a global L r
would be very unconservative. However, once the load has reached the conditio n
where general yielding occurs in the remaining area in the plane of the crack, the globa l
Lr is more appropriate .

CONCLUSION S

Provisional analyses have been made of a series of wide plate tests in which stable
tearing occurs in different loading configurations . Further materials evaluation and
assessment, using more advanced fracture assessment methods is ongoing, but fro m
Failure Assessment Diagram (FAD) evaluation, the following conclusions can b e
drawn :

1. The R6 FAD gives a good representation of stable tearing response, o r
is conservative. In the case of pure bending, the results are greatly
conservative and the reasons for this are not clear.

2. The results from combined fatigue and tearing loading with tensile loa d
cycling are consistent with linearly adding crack growth due to both
processes .

3. For ferritic materials containing surface breaking cracks, initiation i s
best predicted from using a local limit load, but as the net section
containing the crack reaches yield, the global limit load is mor e
appropriate .
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TABLE 1

Summary of Test s

plate plate crack yield** ultimate** constants in load at max load++ Da at

Ref
width

b
(mm)

thickness
t

(mm)

size
ao(co)
(mm)

stress
ay

(MPa)

stress
au

(MPa)

J=CO m** initiation

(MN)

max load
C m

(MN) (mm)

GNSR 2 500 68 270 264 478 0.12 0.569 0.62* 0.85* 1 6

GNSR 3R 750 70 420 264 478 0.109 0.605 5 .4 5.9 5 . 9

GNSR 7 850 70.5 250 294 533 0.085 0.398 N/A 6.48 18 . 5

GNSR 4 850 70 200 264 478 0.109 0.605 5 .5+ 5.85+ 14+

GNSR 8 750 70 56(183) 222 483 0.140 0.512 >4.0 9.5 13

*

	

3 point bend load on span of 1 .5m. All other loads are total axial loads .

Part of fatigue test with increasing load amplitude cycle blocks . Load at initiation is first load producing stable tearing ; actual max load
was higher, but not used in analysis, crack extension is the total crack extension less fatigue crack growth . At 'initiation', total crack size
was 50.6mm with 2mm due to tearing; at 'max load' total crack size was 77 .4mm with 14mm due to tearing.

Provisional values ; to be confirmed by further testing .

Maximum load is instability load in tests GNSR2, 3R and 8 and is load at termination of test in GNSR7 and 4 .

+

**
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Fig 3 Results of edge crack plate tests
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REACTOR VESSEL INTEGRITY ANALYSIS BASED

UPON LARGE SCALE TEST RESULT S

by

Dr. David J . Ayres* and Mr. Raymond J. Fabi * *

The fracture mechanics analysis of a nuclear reactor pressure vessel is discussed to illustrat e
the impact of knowledge gained by large scale testing on the demonstration of the integrit y
of such a vessel . The analysis must be able to predict crack initiation, arrest and re -
initiation . The basis for the capability to make each prediction, including the large scale tes t
information which is judged appropriate, is identified and the confidence in the applicabilit y
of the experimental data to a vessel is discussed . Where there is inadequate data to make
a prediction with confidence or where there are apparently conflicting data, recommenda-
tions for future testing are presented .

*

	

ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Services
Windsor, CT 06095 U.S.A.
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INTRODUCTION

Fracture mechanics analysis is performed to demonstrate that nuclear reactor vessels ca n
safely withstand normal and severe loadings . For some routine evaluations, such as for th e
normal startup and shutdown of plants, the analysis procedure is well established and
codified in detail in the ASME Code [1] and U .S. NRC regulations [2] . For the evaluation
of severe transients, such as the pressurized thermal shock of a highly irradiated vessel ,
there are yet some uncertainties in the analysis method which need to be resolved before
it can be comfortably accepted by the entire industry .

The Regulatory Guide 1 .154 ' [3] prescribes a philosophy for a probabilistic analysis of a
vessel if the material is anticipated to reach the PTS screening criterion of 10CFR50.61 [4] .
Prior to reaching the screening criterion, a vessel is essentially pre-evaluated to b e
acceptable by analyses performed during the early 1980s .

A probabilistic analysis is the compilation of results from a large number of deterministi c
analyses performed with varying inputs . Therefore, the probabilistic analysis is only as goo d
as the deterministic analysis assumptions, procedures, and data on which it is based . The
regulatory guide presently does not prescribe in detail all of the inputs and procedures fo r
the analysis, so considerable latitude is given to the analyst .

The potential for disagreement between different analysts on what are appropriate input s
and procedures was illustrated by the Yankee Atomic attempt to perform analyses to justif y
the continued operation of the Yankee Rowe vessel in 1991 . After prolonged discussions
and revisions of analyses, Yankee Atomic withdrew its efforts to justify the Rowe vessel an d
the NRC determined that the regulatory requirements and guidance documents neede d
clarification. Observers throughout the industry, perceived the failure of analysis to justif y
continued operation at Rowe to be an indication that analysis was an unacceptable metho d
for demonstrating the integrity and continued operability of a reactor vessel .

During the recent NRC/Industry meeting on Coordination of Reactor Vessel Integrit y
Efforts (September 1992) [5], the NRC reaffirmed that :

a) they intend to revise all the regulatory documents relating to vessel integrity ,
and

b) analysis will be an acceptable integrity demonstration tool once the details o f
the methods and inputs are resolved .

To hasten the resolution of the analysis issues, the NRC has requested industry help.
Industry, via NUMARC, has agreed to work toward resolution and a state of regulatory
stability in the area of reactor vessel integrity .
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There are many unsettled issues, some large and some small, and limited resource s
throughout industry to work on them. Therefore, it is vital that the most important issues
be given the highest priority so that the greatest benefit can be attained .

The purpose of this paper is to aid in identifying the issues which, if resolved, would provid e
the greatest enhancement to the acceptability of the analysis option . In order to do this ,
some typical deterministic vessel analyses will be addressed, and points of uncertainty will
be identified. The impact of the' uncertainty on the credibility and acceptability of the
results will be discussed so that the various issues can be evaluated with respect to degree
of impact and therefore, prioritized for industry attention.

VESSEL ANALYSI S

To make comparisons to other work easier, several generic analyses will be used fo r
discussion. A typical analysis addressing these issues is presented in a recent paper by J .
Keeney-Walker and B. R. Bass [6], and several other analyses have been presented durin g
the EPRI/NRC Research Benchmarking meetings [7] . These analyses consider typical
severe PTS transients in embrittled vessels . In the analyses, the key issues are :

a) does the crack initiate ,

b) if the crack initiates, does it arrest and at what depth into the vesse l
wall, and

c) if it arrests, will the crack reinitiate due to dynamic response of th e
structure or at a later time in the transient.

The issues of crack initiation, arrest and reinitiation will be addressed separately in order
to focus clearly on one issue at a time. Reference 6 provides a good point of discussion .
It analyses a typical PTS transient with a variety of analysis methods .

CRACK INITIATION

Figure 1, which is taken from Reference 6, shows that KI first exceeds KID at a time fairly
late in the transient. The value of KI at this time, is in the range of 60 to 90 ksidin and th e
crack depth is 0 .3 to 0.9 inches. Values of this magnitude are also typical of those foun d
in the probabilistic benchmarking exercise . The issue to be addressed is what is the
confidence that a prediction of crack initiation at these conditions is accurate, conservativ e
or unconservative .

Reviewing the variety of large scale test results available from the HSST Wide Plate an d
PTS tests, we see that, in general; it is hard to initiate a crack, and specifically, the KI
required for initiation is often significantly higher than KID which is determined from smal l
specimen tests or is given in the ASME Code . One example of this can be seen in th e
PTSE-2 experiment [8], where the crack initiation toughness had to be shifted so that the
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post test analysis could be compared to the experimental results . A comparison of th e
potential KID values is shown in Figure 2 . In the HSST wide plate tests [9], the ratio of th e
actual load required to initiate the crack to the predicted value is shown in Figure 3 .

The cracks of concern for initiation in a PTS transient are typically very small . Mayfield and
Wichman [10] indicate that new insight into the behavior of shallow cracks and the apparen t
toughness elevation of these shallow cracks emphasizes the need for more work in this area.
These observations lead to the recognition that an elastic calculation of KI = KID will very
conservatively estimate crack initiation .

One phenomenon which could lead to a less conservative prediction of initiation, is th e
potential for ductile crack extension prior to cleavage . This phenomena was observed in th e
PTSE2 test, but the values of KI were considerably higher than in the PTS example (abov e
150 ksi,Ïin) . These higher KI values are typically not the values of concern during the firs t
crack initiation due to a PTS transient . They may be seen for deeper cracks which may b e
subject to reinitiation which will be discussed later .

•

	

Assessment of Uncertainty

Based on the data from large specimens, crack initiation appears difficult to predict
with a high degree of certainty. However, the error is characteristically on th e
conservative side for reactor vessel materials in that the load to crack initiation i s
much higher than predicted . Therefore, two conclusions can be drawn. First, the
analysis methodology at present is conservative so it could be used with confidenc e
that a prediction of no initiation would result in a safe structure . Second, more study
on this issue may provide sufficient understanding to lead to more accurate
predictions and the potential removal or at least quantification of the conservatism s
in the existing analysis .

CRACK ARREST

The crack arrest issue has been vigorously discussed since researchers began to synthesiz e
the results of the CE/EPRI Crack Arrest Program and the HSST Wide Plate Test Progra m
[11] . Reference 6 contains the last word in that discussion which indicates that excellen t
agreement between the results of the CE/EPRI and HSST Programs has been achieved wit h
respect to the prediction of crack arrest. Clearly, crack arrest is a dynamic phenomeno n
which can best be predicted by dynamic analysis . However, the "static analogy" method
provides a good approximization of the dynamic results and is so simple that it can be
included in a probabilistic analysis .

•

	

Assessment of Uncertainty

The agreement of analysis and experimental results of crack arrest tests, indicate tha t
crack arrest may be the best understood phenomenon in the entire analysis chain .
Although there is some uncertainty with respect to the precise values of K I., the
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ASME Section XI Appendix A curve [12] prescribes â lower bound which appear s
to be conservative . Therefore, present crack arrest analyses per References 6 an d
11, can be used to obtain conservative crack arrest predictions .

CRACK REINITIATION

Reinitiation of a crack is an important issue if the acceptance criterion for a vessel allow s
some amount of crack extension . At the present time, Regulatory Guide 1 .154 stipulates
that the crack must extend no further than 75% of the way through the wall .

Reinitiation of an arrested crack could occur vathin milliseconds after arrest due to th e
dynamic structural response to the presence of the extended crack, or it may occur later i n
the transient due to higher loads caused by system repressurization .

The difficulty in predicting reinitiation due to the dynamic structural response is discusse d
in Reference 6 . The key issue is the sensitivity of toughness to loading rate which can be
very high following arrest . One source of data [13], Figure 4, suggests that the initiation
toughness, KId , decreases significantly with rate, especially at relatively higher temperatures .
On the other hand, dynamic analyses of both, the CE/EPRI crack arrest specimens and th e
HSST Wide Plate tests indicated that reinitiation did not occur until significantly higher
values of KI were reached than would be predicted by Reference (13) . These analyses were
discussed in an EPRI/NRC meeting in San Diego in June of 1991 [12] but were neve r
published .

Two examples of large scale tests which appear to be inconsistent with the Shabbits data ar e
the MMCT tests and the Wide Plate tests . The stress intensity factor, as a function of time
after crack arrest, is computed for a MMCT specimen test in Figure 5 [15] . The crack tip
loading rate is very high at about 6x10 5 ksidin/sec. The rate sensitive KId from Figure 4 is
on the order of 120 ksidin which is significantly lower than the calculated value o f
approximately 360 ksidin when reinitiation was observed to occur . In fact, the computed
value is higher than KIc predicted from the ASME Section XI curve which is consistent with
previous observations .

Another example is Wide Plate Test numbers (WP1 .5) for which dynamic analyses were also
performed [11] . The KI as a function of time for both an elastic and an elastic-plasti c
analysis, is shown in Figure 6 . In this case, the crack tip loading rate is about 1 .8x105
ksi,Ïin/sec, and the rate sensitive K id is estimated to be 170 ksiiin . The KI at the time o f
crack reinitiation is again very much higher than the rate sensitive value would predict .
Additional analyses of crack reinitiation in Wide Plate tests result in similar conclusions .

The HSST Wide Plate and CE/EPRI programs were primarily concerned with studyin g
crack arrest . Since they did not focus on reinitiation, the test specimens were no t
specifically instrumented to provide the kind of data necessary to characterize crack ti p
conditions at reinitiation. There is, however, enough large scale test data to demonstrat e
that the rate effect data [13] are not applicable for predicting reinitiation in these tests .
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If a crack does not reinitiate due to the dynamic response of the structure, it may reinitiat e
later in the transient due to repressurization or some other increased loading. In this
situation, since the material is likely to be fairly tough (deeper in the wall, less embrittle d
and perhaps warmer), ductile tearing may precede cleavage as was observed in PTSE2B [8] .
Ductile tearing may also lead to through wall crack extension, also observed as the las t
phenomenon of PTSE2B .

•

	

Assessment of Uncertainty

Use of the rate dependent material toughness of Figure 4, appears to underpredic t
the loading required for reinitiation . Inclusion of this in a vessel analysis would
result in a very conservative prediction of crack reinitiation and, therefore, crac k
extension in the vessel wall . Additional studies may lead to insights which would
enable a more realistic reinitiation prediction and therefore, a more useful vessel
analysis method.

Reference 6 suggests that the development of an effective model for the complete fractur e
event is dependent upon substantial progress being made in several of areas including
dynamic initiation toughness and pre-cleavage ductile tearing .

SUMMARY OF ISSUE S

The critical parts of the fracture analysis of a vessel are the prediction of crack initiation ,
crack arrest and reinitiation. Present analysis methodology can provide a conservative
assessment of initiation, possibly a very conservative assessment of dynamic reinitiation, an d
a realistic prediction of crack arrest . Therefore, it is clear that a conservative analysis o f
vessel integrity can be performed. The conservatisms in initiation and reinitiation, however ,
may result in a failure to be able to demonstrate vessel integrity which could result in th e
shutdown of a safe vessel. In order to preserve the analysis option as a means o f
demonstrating that a vessel is safe, conservatisms in the analysis must be eliminated o r
quantified.

Based on the discussions in this paper, it is clear that the key issues which need to be
addressed to enhance the credibility of the present analysis option for reactor vessel integrity
demonstration are :

1. Initiation of small cracks in brittle material of large structures ;

2. Dynamic reinitiation of deep cracks of brittle or ductile material to test the
rate dependence hypothesis; and

3. Static reinitiation of deep cracks in ductile materials with emphasis on th e
effect of pre-cleavage ductile tearing.
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Typical Crack Initiation Prediction for a PTS Transien t

J. Keeney-Walker, B . R. Bass, "An Evaluation of Analysis Methodologies for Predicting
Cleavage Arrest of a Deep Crack in an RPV Subjected to PTS Loading Conditions" ,
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Fracture Toughness Values Considered for PTSE-2 Crack Initiation Predictio n
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Table 5 .1 . Initiation stress intensity factor comparisons

Tes t
designation

Crack tip
temperature ,

(°C)

Calculated stati c
KÎ (MPa-~)

Property correlation

K Ic (11Pa•/) KI/Klc

WP-1 .2 -33 251 .5 87 .5b 2 .8 7

WP-1 .3 -51 173 .5 70.1b 2 .4 8

WP-1 .4 -62 213 .0 63 .9b 3 .3 3

WP- 1 .5 -30 179 .8 91 .6b 1 .9 6

WP-1 .6 -19 233 .8 111 .2° 2 .1 0

WP-1 .7 -22.7 280.6 103.7 b 2.71

aCoputed froc 3-D static analysis using ORMGEN/ADINA/ORVIRT .

bCalculated from K Ic = 51 .276 + 51.897 ,0 .036(T - RT

	

using crack
tip temperature of initial flaw .

Figure 3 :

	

Ratio of Predicted Klc to Post-Test Computed Value for Wide Plate Tests o f
533B Material

D. J . Naus, et al, "Summary of the Eleventh Heavy-Section Steel Technology (HSST)
Wide Plate Crack Arrest Test (WP1.7)"; Oak Ridge National Laboratory, December
7, 1987
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Dynamic Fracture Toughness as a Function of Loading Rate

W. O. Shabbits, "Dynamic Fracture Toughness Properties of Heavy Section A533 Grade

B Class 1 Steel Plate", Westinghouse R&D Center, WCAP-7623, HSST Technica l
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APPLICABILITY OF LABORATORY DATA TO LARGE SCALE TESTS

UNDER DYNAMIC LOADING CONDITIONS

by

K . Kussmaul * , A . Klenk *

Abstract

The analysis of dynamic loading and subsequent fracture mus t
be based on reliable data for loading and deformation history .
This paper describes an investigation to examine the applica -
bility of parameters which are determined by means of small -
scale laboratory tests to large-scale tests . The following
steps were carried out :

- Determination of crack initiation by means of strain gauge s
applied in the crack tip field of compact tension specimens .

- Determination of dynamic crack resistance curves of CT-spe -
cimens using a modified key-curve technique . The key curves
are determined by dynamic finite element analyses .

- Determination of strain-rate-dependent stress-strain rela-
tionships for the finite element simulation of small-scal e
and large-scale tests .

- Analysis of the loading history for small-scale tests wit h
the aid of experimental data and finite element calcu-
lations .

- Testing of dynamically loaded tensile specimens taken as
strips from ferritic steel pipes with a thickness of 13 mm
resp . 18 mm . The strips contained slits and surface cracks .

- Fracture mechanics analyses of the above mentioned tests an d
of wide plate tests . The wide plates (960x608x40 mm 3 ) had
been tested in a propellant-driven 12 MN dynamic testin g
facility . For calculating the fracture mechanics parameter s
of both tests, a dynamic finite element simulation conside -
ring the dynamic material behaviour was employed .

The finite element analyses showed a good agreement with the
simulated tests . This prerequisite allowed to gain critica l
J-integral values . Generally the results of the large-scal e
tests were conservative .

* Staatliche Materialpriifungsanstalt (MPA )
University of Stuttgar t
Pfaffenwaldring 3 2
D 7000 Stuttgart 80
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1 Introduction

The linear-elastic and elastic-plastic fracture mechanics
concepts are used in the safety analysis of cracked compo-
nents . The methodology for the performance and evaluation o f
fracture mechanics tests is subject to standards and is highl y
developped in the case of quasi-static loading conditions /1/ .
Investigations on the applicability of laboratory data to com -
ponents and methods for the application in this loading cas e
are established . In the case of dynamic and impact loadin g
conditions only first approaches exist for a complete methodo -
logy which allows a quantification of the safety margi n
against catastrophic failure /2-5/ . Impact loading conditions
can often be found in energy, traffic or manufacturing techno -
logy; in the design of nuclear power plants some dynami c
loading events are taken into account .

The present investigations comprise the determination o f
laboratory data with compact tension (CT-) specimens and
three-point-bend (TPB-) specimens as well as tests with
specimens which are in size and shape similar to component s
(Fig .	 1) . The tests with small-scale specimens are used t o
determine crack initiation and crack resistance curves by
means of special measuring and evaluation techniques . They
were performed in servohydraulic testing machines, a hig h
energy rotating disk impact machine (Fig . 2) an inverted
instrumented impact machine, and a split-Hopkinson-pressur e
bar . The loading rates varied from 1 MpaJm/s to 1 07 MPa'Im/s .
Dynamic tensile tests with specimens machined in longitudi-
nally oriented strips from a pipe were performed on a servo -
hydraulic testing machine (Fig.3) . The -wide plate tests wer e
carried out on a 12 MN propellant-driven dynamic tensil e
testing facility (Fig.4) .

Fine-grained structural steels with different values of uppe r
shelf Charpy-V notch impact energy (Fig . 5) and the austenitic
steel X6 CrNi 18 11 with a Charpy-V notch impact energy of 30 0
J at room temperature were examined (Table1) . The ferritic
specimens were machined from seamless pipes with differen t
diameters the austenitic ones .from a plate . The chemical
composition of the materials is shown in Table 2 .

The fracture mechanics analyses comprise the investigation o f
crack initiation values and crack resistance curves by mean s
of small-scale specimen tests . A fracture mechanics analysi s
of the large-scale specimen tests was employed using dynami c
finite element calculations . A material characterization by
stress-strain-relationships is necessary for an assessment o f
the results and for the modelling of material behaviour fo r
the numerical analyses . If the applicability of laboratory
data to components is to be investigated, an additional analy -
sis of the loading and deformation history will be necessary .
In addition to the critical values for crack initiation an d
the crack resistance curves a characteristic loading rate ha s
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to be determined . The shift of the transition temperature fo r
ferritic steels under dynamic loading has to be taken int o
account . Therefore a detailed investigation in the temperature
range -100 °C to +100 °C was carried out for the materia l
17 MnMoV 6 4 . Other tests and simulations were carried out at
room temperature .

CETERMINATION OF
CRACK INITIATION USING
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R
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Fig . 1 : Schematic

	

representation
investigations

Material orien-
tation

NDT-
tempe -
rature

specimen
forms

machined
from

inner
dia -
meter

wall
thick-
nes s

20 MnMoNi 5 5
(similar to
A508B~ C1 .3 )

TL -50 °C CT25 seamles s
pipe

704 mm 48 mm

17 MnMoV 6 4

(WB35)

LS

LT

TL

-40 °C

-10 °C

-10 °C

TPB
stripe s
CT10, TPB
stripes
CT 10

seamles s
pipe

346 mm 11 mm

15 NiCuMoNb 5
(WB36)

LT 0 °C CT 10 ,
stripes

seamless
pipe

434 mm 18 mm

X6 CrNi, 18 11 TL - CT 25 plate - 40 mm
wide plates

Table 1 : Materials and specimen forms
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Material C Si Mn Cr Mo Ni Al Cu Nb

20 MnMoNi 5 5 0 .20 0 .22 1 .32 0 .08 0 .50 0 .72 0 .02 0 .02 -
17 MnMoV 6 4 0 .14 0 .34 1 .63 0 .11 0 .37 0 .05 0 .03 0 .07 <0 .0 1
15 NiCuMoUb 5 0 .14 0 .30 1 .04 0 .17 0 .36 1 .18 0 .01 0 .65 0 .0 2
X 6 CrNi 18 11 0 .05 0 .56 1 .40 18 .4 0 .02 10 .2 0 .03 0 .06 0 .05

Table 2 : Chemical composition of the material s
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2 Dynamic stress-strain curve s

The stress-strain curves have to be determined as a functio n
of the strain rate /6,7/ . The maximum strain rate usuall y
occurring in structures without defects can be estimated to b e
in the magnitude of 1 0 1 s -l . The mean value of strain rate at
the boundary of the plastic zone at a crack tip can be te n
times higher than that of the component without defect . Thus
strain 'rates of about 1 0 3 can be found in the plastic part o f
the crack tip region /2/ . The simulation of cracked structures
needs therefore reliable material data for strain rates up t o
this value . The strain rate should be constant during each
test . This prerequisite was fulflied owing to an optimized
testing technique /8,9/ . Smooth round bar specimens with a
diameter of 6 mm in the gauge length and gauge lengths o f
30 mm resp . 10 mm were used . Dynamometer sections instrumented
with strain gauges served to determine the stress c o via
quasi-static calibration . This sections of the specimens were
deformed purely elastically during the test . Because of the
nonlinear stress-strain behaviour of the austenitic steel, th e
dynamometer sections were made from a ferritic steel and
welded on by electron beam welding . Strain e was measured wit h
a post-yield strain gauge which allowed the measurement o f
strain up to 20 percent . By means of an electro-optica l
extensometer resp . contact-free opto-electronic sensors the
strain for larger plastic deformations could be gained . True
stress a and true strain 4) were calculated using

a = a o ( 1 + E )

= In ( 1 + E ) .

These relations are valid up to the ultimate tensile strength .
Fiq .	 6 shows the true stress-true strain relationship for the
material 17 MnMoV 6 4 as a function of strain rate . Al l
materials show an increasing flow stress with increasin g
strain rate . The increase of stress at the onset of yieldin g
is higher than that for higher strain values . To determine a
material model which can be used for the finite elemen t
analyses the mean value of the quotien t

k* = odyn (E ,) / a stat (E )

between the lower yield strength and the ultimate tensil e
strength was determined for each strain rate E . The material
model for each material comprises a complete quasi-stati c
stress-strain-curve and the following approximation using the
Symonds-Cowper-equation :

= D ( k* - 1) P .

The parameters D and p are shown in Table 3 . The strain rat e
sensitivity is smaller for materials o-gher strength and
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material Re

	

stat. Rm

	

stat D P

N/mw 2 ) N/mm2 s- I

20 MnMoNi 5 5 530 658 2 .27 x 1 08 7 .7 4
17 MnMo V 6 4 520 690 4 .54 x 1 06 7 .2 9
15 NiCuMoNb 5 574 730 4 .70 x 1 0 6 6 .7 3
X6 CrNi 18 11 280 590 3 .19 x 1 04 4 .33

Table 3 : Parameters for the quasi-static and dynamic materia l
characterization

vice versa (Fig . 7) as shown for a variety of materials in
earlier investigations /2/ . The characteristic of the rat e
sensitivity is similar for all the ferritic steels, the
austenitic steel shows a stronger increase of flow stress a t
strain rates greater than 10 s- 1 .

3 Determination of crack initiation and crack resistanc e
curves with small-scale specimen s

Quasi-static tests according to the method of partial unload-
ing were compared with dynamic tests with compact tensio n
specimens (Fig . 8) with a thickness of 10 mm (pipe material s
with wall thicknesses of less than 20 mm) and 25 mm and
three-point-bend specimens of Charpy-V-notch specimen size .
All specimens had a crack depth ratio of 0 .5 to 0 .6 and
fatigue cracks . A number of CT-specimens with eroded "crack "
front (notch radius R = 0 .15 mm) served for comparison wit h
the large-scale specimen which also had eroded notches of th e
same radius . The instrumentation of the compact tensio n
specimens comprised strain gauges attached to the bottom an d
top faces of the specimens for load measurement . This method
was optimized for elastic-plastic material behaviour /2/ .
Quasi-statically determined calibration functions showed a
linear relationship between measured strain and load for th e
ferritic steel . For the austenitic steel the load was calcu-
lated via a calibration function which was determined by a
quasi-static experiment and was modified by means of dynami c
finite element calculations /7/ . Crack opening displacemen t
was measured by an opto-electronic extensometer /6,7/ . The
time of crack initiation was determined from the signal of a
strain gauge near the crack tip which shows a significant dro p
after changing the slope of increase (Fig .9) . The J-integra l
evaluated according to ASTM E 813-88 at this time is taken a s
critical value Ji . The quasi-static evaluation by measuring
the stretched zone width is described in /10/ . Additionally
the method of DVM proposed in /11/ was used . The critica l
J-value is calculated with the aid of a theoretical bluntin g
line .
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The calculation of the theoretical blunting lines wer e
performed using the dynamic material characteristics . The
three point bend specimens were tested in an inverted impac t
tester /12/ . Crack initiation was determined from the crac k
opening displacement(COD)-time curve, the COD was measured by
means of an optoelectronic sensor /13/ .

The relationship

KI J = (Ji E / (1-p2) )1/ 2

was used for the calculation of the values shown in th e
following figures . The time derivative of the stress intensity
factor proved to be a useful parameter for the description o f
the loading rate . Mean values for K and Jo were determined
according to BS 7448 . K describes the elastic increase of loa d
and Jpl characterizes the loading rate in the plastic range .
All the tests showed a similar relationship between g and Jp 1 .
Thus K was used as a characteristic parameter for the test .

Ernst et al . /14,15/ proposed a Key-Curve-Method for the de-
termination of crack resistance curves . This method is sui -
table for the application under dynamic loading . The determi -
nation of the key curves by means of finite element analyse s
applied in /5/ was optimized using calculations considerin g
inertia effects and a strain-rate-dependent material mode l
/7/ . The principle is shown in Fig .	 10 . The comparison of
quasi-static and dynamic crack resistance curves showe d
different results for different materials (Fiq . 11) . The
dynamic J-integral values for the steel 17 MnMoV 6 4 ar e
higher than the quasi-static ones . For the optimized steel 2 0
MnMoNi 5 5 quasi-static and dynamic J-R-curves lie within th e
same scatter band .

4 Fracture mechanics analyses of dynamic longitudinal stri p
tension tests

Specimens machined in longitudinally oriented strips from th e
pipes made of 15 NiCuMoNb 5 and 17 MnMoV 6 4 were used in a
large test program to prove the' reliability of evidences fo r
the integrity of structures /16/ . Additional tests with strai n
gauge instrumentation were carried out to determine reliabl e
boundary conditions for the numerical simulations . Besides
specimens without defect, the specimens (Fig . 12) tested at a
ram speed of 8 m/s disposed of a surface notch or slit . The
notch depth to thickness ratio was 0 .2 for both geometries .
The load measurement by a piezo quartz and a strain gauge
dynamometer in the upper specimen. grip was controlled by
strain 'gauges attached to the elastic part of the specimen an d
by quasi-static calibration analogously to the small-scal e
specimen tests . The results show that the load values measured
externally are the same but the force time curve is not exac t
enough . The crack opening displacement was measured by mean s
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of an electro-optical extensometer . The specimen elongation
measured by an opto-electronic bar code sensor /8/ served a s
boundary condition for the finite element calculations . Strain
gauges in the notch tip area were used to determine crac k
initiation similar to the CT-specimens .

The finite element calculations were performed with ABAQU S
/17/ using an implicit time integration scheme . The dynamic
J-integral was determined within the program using the metho d
of virtual crack extension . Due to the symmetry half resp . a
quarter of'the specimens were modeled with 8 noded isopara-
metric continuum elements . The comparison of the quarter- an d
half model (with full length) showed that the inertia effect s
of the second half of the specimen is negligible . Inertia
effects due to the lower specimen grip are included in th e
boundary conditions . Fig . 13 shows a comparison of measure d
load and calculated reaction forces for specimens with surfac e
notch and slit . Both types of specimens show the same force -
-time curve . A good agreement between measured and calculated
values even in details is visible . After crack initiation th e
simulation is not correct any more, because of the missin g
modelling of the crack propagation . Critical values for crac k
initiation are determined by the near tip strain gauges . Thi s
measuring method is very sensitive and yields lower boun d
values which are shown in the scatter band in Fig . 14 . A
second possibility is to take advantage of the differenc e
between measurement and calculation at the onset of crac k
propagation . This more integral approach yields the uppe r
bound values . The loading rate K is determined analogously to
the CT-specimens and 'amounts to 5 .0 . . . 8 .2 x 10 5 MPa'Im/s .
The comparison with small-scale specimen results in Fig . 14
shows the conservativity of these values . The materia l
15 NiCuMoNb 5 (WB36) shows higher values at small- and large -
scale tests than the material 17 MnMoV 6 4 (WB35) as expecte d
from the technological material data . The results of the
small-scale tests show a slight increase with increasin g
loading rate . The initiation values. determined for notched
CT-specimens are higher than those found for fatigue pre -
cracked ones . The difference is more significant for th e
material 17 MnMoV 6 4 . The values determined by means of th e
theoreti,cal blunting line (designated with DVM) are higher fo r
notched , specimens and agree with the results of the crack ti p
gauge method for fatigue precracked specimens . At high loading
rates (> 1 0 6 MPa'Im/s) the specimens with fatigue crack of bot h
materials show a decrease of K 1 . An increasing part o f
brittle fracture can be found at the fracture surface of thes e
specimens . This shows that the transition temperature i s
reached at these loading rates . The fracture surfaces of the
strip specimens and notched CT-specimens do not show an y
cleavage fracture . A more detailed comparison of transition
temperatures /18/ for the material 17 MnMoV 6 4 is presente d
in Fig . 15 .
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Emanating from the Charpy V-notch impact energy with a tran-
sition temperature of -40 °C (orientation LS) resp . -10 ° C
(orientation LT and TL) the transition temperature of quasi -
static fracture mechanics values is shifted to lower tempera -
tures by about 40 K, that of the dynamic fracture mechanic s
values to higher temperatures by about 20 K . Elongation afte r
fracture of the dynamic strip tension tests /16/ is shown in
Fig. 15 . The elongation determined for a notch depth ratio o f
0 .2 has the same transition temperature as the Charpy energy .
The transition determined for a ratio of 0 .12 is shifted to
-80 °C . These specimens show nearly the same results tha n
smooth specimens .

5 Numerical simulation of the dynamic wide plate test s

Quasi-static and dynamic tensile tests /19/ with wide plate s
made of the austenitic steel X6 CrNi 18 11 (Fig .	 16 ) were
simulated numerically . The simulation was done for plate s
without defects as well as plates with surface notches o f
length 21 = 60 mm and a depth of 4 mm and slits of length 21 =
60 mm . The radius of the eroded notches was 0 .15 mm . ABAQUS
/17/ with implicit time integration was used . Two- and
three-dimensional models consist of isoparametric continuum
elements . Fig . 16 shows the model of the plate with sli t
exemplarily . The strain-rate-dependence described in section 2
was used . The experimentally determined displacements of th e
accelerated specimen grips were prescribed as boundar y
conditions . The discretization could be qualified using th e
quasi-static calculations and the calculation of the smooth
specimen .

A prerequisite for using numerically determined fracture
mechanics parameters is a good agreement of experimental an d
numerical data . As already found for the smooth plate force s
and strains coincide well for the plates with defects . Fig .17
presents the longitudinal strain-time curves of a wide plat e
with slit . The strain in loading direction was measured by
means of strain gauges at 4 measuring points on the upper ( 1
and 3) and lower (2 and 4) surface of the specimen . In the
load-strain-curve (Fiq . 18) the pure time shift is eliminated .
Up to a strain of 5 % the numerically determined course con -
curs with the experiment . The beginning of stable crack growt h
was determined experimentally by the potential drop method
/19/, Table 4 . Stable crack growth occurs before the numeri-
cally and experimentally determined time courses diverge . Thus
the specimen behaviour of the plate with slit can be said t o
change at higher amounts of crack growth only . Within the
ABAQUS program the J-integral is determined with the method o f
virtual crack extension under consideration of dynamic terms .
In Fig . 19 the load of the plate with slit versus the numeri-
cally determined J-integral is plotted . The value at the onset
of stable crack growth is marked and shown in Table 4 .
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Experiment defect load F
MN

time t
ms

COD
mm

J
N/mm

D14 slit 6 .2 89 .7 1 .8 58 0
D13 surface

notch
9 .1 41 .4 2 .1 420

Table 4 : Numerically and experimentally determined values fo r
the onset of stable crack growth

The simulation results for the plate with surface notch
deviate from the experimental values nearly at the same tim e
as determined by the potential drop method . The J-integra l
value increases along the notch front and has a maximum a t
position 1, Fig . 20 . The value in table 4 is determined at
this position .
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6 Conclusions

The dynamic finite element simulations revealed that it i s
possible to determine fracture mechanics data for dynami c
large-scale tests which can be compared with results fro m
small-scale tests . Further evaluations will be made to compar e
the results with engineering approaches and to prove thei r
applicability to numerical simulations of components .
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EFFECT OF BIAXIAL LOADING ON THE FRACTURE BEHAVIOU R
OF A FERRITIC STEEL COMPONENT

Mr D J Wright, Mr J K Sharples, Mr L Gardner

ABSTRACT

The effect of biaxial loading on the ductile tearing behaviour of a
through-wall crack in a ferritic steel structure under contained yield i s
of particular interest to the structural integrity argument for reactor
pressure vessels . This results from the fact that there are many instance s
in practice, (for example a crack in a circumferential weld), where a
significant applied stress is present in the direction parallel to the
crack as well as in the perpendicular direction .

Two large plate ductile tearing tests have been performed on centr e
through-crack specimens (75 mm by 2 m by 2 m) manufactured from a ferritic
steel . The first test specimen was loaded in uniaxial tension and the second
test specimen was loaded biaxially . This paper presents experimental detail s
and results of the two wide plate tests and describes the analysis work bein g
undertaken which is required to interpret the experiments satisfactorily .
Preliminary results of this analysis work are presented .

AEA Technology, AEA Reactor Services, Risley, Warrington WA3 6AT
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1. INTRODUCTION

Pressure vessels by their very nature are subjected to biaxial stres s
fields . In assessing the significance of a known or postulated flaw in th e
circumferential direction of a vessel, the contribution to the fracture
process of the hoop stress, parallel to the crack, having a magnitude twic e
the value of the longitudinal, crack opening, stress is currently no t
properly understood . The R6 method (1) is used in the UK nuclear industry
and elsewhere for carrying out such fracture assessment work . Although some
guidance is given in this procedure for evaluating limit loads for a biaxia l
stress field, no account o f , the stress parallel to the crack is available fo r
fracture toughness data .

In order to examine the influence of biaxial loading ori fracture behaviour ,
AEA Technology has carried out two wide plate tests in the Structura l
Features Test Facility at Risley . The tests were performed on centre
through-crack specimens manufactured from renormalised 0 .36% carbon steel ,
employing a geometry of plate sufficient to provide contained yiel d
conditions in the uncracked ligaments . The first test specimen, designated
GNSR1 .OU, was loaded in uniaxial tension. The second, designated GNSRI .OB ,
was loaded in biaxial tension with the higher load acting parallel to th e
crack to maximise biaxiality effects . Both tests were conducted at an upper
shelf temperature of 100°C .

This paper presents the experimental details and results of the two wid e
plate tests and describes the analysis work being undertaken which i s
required to interpret the experiments satisfactorily . Preliminary results o f
this analysis work are presented .

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

2 .1 Test Specimen Design

The two test specimens were manufactured from a renormalised 0 .36% carbon
steel plate . In each case the specimen was fabricated from two paren t
plates welded together to give the required width . The dimensions of th e
uniaxial specimen were 2 .3 m by 1 .8 m by 75 mm (Fig 1), and the dimensions
of the biaxial specimen were 2 .5 m by 1 .8 m by 75 mm (Fig 2) . The
effective width of the biaxial specimen after manufacture was 2 .3 in ,
consistent with the uniaxial specimen . Each test plate contained a
centrally machined through-thickness crack, 1 .15 m in length lying across
the seam weld in the test plates . The crack tips were generated with a saw
cut and then sharpened by fatigue cycling .

The uniaxial specimen, GNSR 1 .OU, was welded between two cast stee l
cross-heads (Fig 1) . The cross-heads were then cut through to the plate i n
four places to allow unrestricted crack opening along the crack length . In
the test, this was achieved by loading each of the equally sized segments i n
the crosshead independently with five pairs of hydraulic actuators .

The biaxial specimen, GNSR 1 .OB, was welded between four cast stee l
cross-heads (Fig 2) and, in the same way as 1 .0U, saw cuts were made
through to the test plate . The four corners of the 1 .OB specimen wer e
machined to a 100 mm radius and the saw cuts in the cross-heads running
parallel to the crack were extended by 100 mm into the plate thus providin g
a test plate geometry consistent with 1 .OU .
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2 .2 Test Facilitie s

The 100 MN wide plate rig (Fig 3) in the Structural Features Test Facility
at Risley was used to execute both tests . The machine, weighing more tha n
600 tonnes, has the capability of applying loads up to 100 MN uniaxially or
to apply loads biaxially up to 50 MN on each axis . The rig is a mult i
actuator machine offering twenty 5MN hydraulic actuators with a stroke o f
300 mm each. Each actuator is served by a high response two stage servo
valve and controlled by state of the art three term controllers . The 20
controllers are grouped into pairs and run from a central computer . The
two actuators in a pair are those from either side of the test plate ,
loading through the same cross-head segment . The control software has been
designed to make each actuator pair behave as a single actuator to minimis e
unwanted bending in the test plate . This effect is achieved by maintaining
a fixed total load in each actuator pair but keeping the two displacements
the same . When the rig is operated in this fashion the control is said to
be in group mode .

Load is transferred from the hydraulic actuators to the test plate via a
series of loading beams . There are ten uniaxial beams, designed to carry
two or four actuators in pairs horizontally . The ten biaxial beams accep t
two actuators running vertically . Each of the loading beams are bolted t o
a single cross-head segment with a pair of actuators mounted across the
plate and between the beams as indicated in Figures 4 and 5 .

The test plate, cast steel cross-heads, hydraulic actuators, loading beams ,
and instrumentation form the complete test assembly which is supported b y
the bottom uniaxial beams sitting on four rollers . This decouples th e
assembly from the rest of the machine and gives total freedom for both
horizontal and vertical displacement of the test plate .

2 .3 Instrumentation

Each of the twenty hydraulic actuators is equipped with a strain gauge ful l
bridge load cell calibrated to 0 .1% FSD .

An array of 27 strain gauge rosettes and 13 single strain gauges was use d
on test GNSR 1 .0U . The gauges were compensated for mild steel and had an
active length of 2 mm . Figures 6 shows the strain gauge pattern adopted
during the test to measure plate strains for comparison with the
theoretical analysis and allow a yield criterion to be applied when
necessary . Test GNSR 1 .0B had five extra rosettes to allow for a plasti c
zone extension moving away from the 45° lines extending from the crack tip
as occurs under uniaxial loading, Figure 7 .

Thirteen displacement transducers of the potentiometric type were fitted t o
GNSR 1 .OU as shown in Figure 8, to monitor displacement perpendicular t o
the crack . Seventeen displacement transducers were used for the GNSR 1 .0B
test, Figure 9 ; the four additional to GNSR 1 .OU were mounted parallel t o
the crack .

The remaining instrumentation for crack growth and temperature monitorin g
was identical in both uniaxial and biaxial tests . The data logging system
was also a common feature .

Crack growth was monitored by the alternating current potential differenc e
(ACPD) technique using probes fitted as shown in Figure 10 . Remote visual
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observations of the notch tips on either side of the plate was carried out
continuously during the fracture test using video cameras with the image s

recorded on tape . Still photography was also used to capture details of
surface crack extension .

Temperature was maintained at 100°C throughout the fracture tests, t o
ensure ductile behaviour, using twelve flat plate heater elements arranged
so as to generate a uniform temperature . Temperature was monitored and
controlled from eight thermocouples .

2 .4 Test Procedure

Both tests followed the same procedure for establishing a fatigue crack ,
approximately 5 mm long, from each of the machined notch tips before th e
ductile tearing test was undertaken . Fatigue crack sharpening was carried
out using a loading cycle having a corresponding stress intensity facto r
range ARI , of approximately 25 MPadm . With a through crack geometry, the
crack tip plastic zone was therefore minimal . The cyclic load was applied
at ambient temperature and in the case of GNSR 1 .0B, using only the
horizontal hydraulic actuators .

For GNSR 1 .0U, the ductile tearing test consisted of a monotonic slow ram p
increase in the applied tensile force, uniformly distributed across the
plate width through the five pairs of actuators . The ramp rate wa s
50 KN/actuator/minute . The actuators were operated in group mode as
described earlier and the total applied load was allowed to peak at 18 .4 MN
before the specimen was unloaded . The criteria for termination of the tes t
was based on maintaining contained yield conditions for an applied load up t o
80Z of the theoretically predicted limit load .

Test GNSR 1 .0B was loaded with a monotonic slow ramp tensile force, in bot h
the vertical and horizontal actuators . The ratio between the crack opening
horizontal force and the vertical force in line with the crack was fixed a t
1 :1 .35 . This ratio was evaluated to give a crack tip stress field similar t o
that of an infinitely large plate . The horizontal load peaked at 17 .5 MN
before the specimen was unloaded . The same criteria used for terminating th e
GNSR 1 .OU test was again employed here .

A computer controlled data acquisition system was used to monitor an d
record all the instrumentation signals during the two tests . In addition ,
an on-line computer graphics display of selected data was available t o
assist in the assessment of plate behaviour and crack extension .

On completion of the tests, the specimen crack tip sections were broke n
open to permit measurement of the crack extension .

3 .

	

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Displacements and strains were carefully monitored throughout the test t o
assess whether any significant in-plane or out-of-plane bending was eviden t
in the test plates . This in fact confirmed that a small degree of bending ha d
occurred in both test plates but it was considered that this would have n o
significant effect on the test results . An example of this bending is shown
in Figure 11 where displacements from transducers 6, 10, 12 and 13 ar e
presented .
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Assessing crack growth initiation using ACPD is not a simple task in
elastic-plastic fracture . This is due to the uncertainties associated wit h
isolating crack growth induced changes in PD from those due to stress .
Nevertheless, significant work, so far unpublished, undertaken in the UK in
recent years has enabled crack initiation to be monitored by ACPD with a
high degree of confidence in large scale structural tests of ferritic steel
specimens of the type under consideration in the present study . The ACPD
plots all exhibited typical features of response during fracture testing on
ferritic materials . An example is given in Figure 12, taken from the
GNSR/1 .OU test . During initial loading, a sharp increase in voltage occurre d
which corresponded to the unbutting of the fatigue crack surfaces at each en d
of the machined defect . This phase was complete at about 4MN applied load .
The increase due to crack opening was followed by a reduction in the ACP D
with increasing load caused by the effect of material straining on the
conducting skin depth. This effect eventually saturated and the subsequent
increase in voltage may be attributed to crack growth.

By careful processing of the ACPD results therefore, the initiation load
for the uniaxial GNSR/1 .OU test was evaluated to be between 15 .5 MN and 1 6
MN at the upper crack tip and 13 .5 MN at the lower crack tip . In the same
way, the initiation load (in the horizontal direction perpendicular to th e
plane of the crack) for the biaxial GNSR/1 .OB test was evaluated to be 15 . 5
MN at the upper crack tip and 16 MN at the lower crack tip .

After the specimens had been broken open, it was evident that some crack
"tunnelling" had occurred at each of the four crack tips . The nine point
weighted average values of ductile tearing for the GNSR/1 .U test specimen
were 3 .5mm and 5 .3mm at the upper and lower tips respectively . The
corresponding values for the GNSR/1 .OB specimen were 3 .2mm (upper crack tip )
and 1 .3mm (lower crack tip) .

4 .

	

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSI S

A programme of elastic-plastic finite element stress analysis is currentl y
being performed for both GNSR/1 .OU and GNSR/1 .OB test specimens using the
ABAQUS code (2) . The edges of the GNSR/1 .OU specimen were welded via 100mm
thick transition pieces to loading heads which were slotted to form fiv e
independent sections (Figure 1) . Equal loads were applied to each section,
enabling what approximates to a uniform distributed load to be applied to th e
specimen . The loading head slots stop approximately 50mm short of the actual
specimen . An initial finite element model therefore included a strip 100mm
thick and 50mm high across the "top" of the model to which the uniform load
was applied .

Figure 13 shows the mesh used initially for the GNSR/1 .OU analysis . The
mesh, which consisted of second order (eight-noded) quadrilateral plane
stress elements with reduced integration, modelled only a quarter of the
specimen assuming geometric and material symmetry about two axes . The mesh
was refined in the crack tip region and extending away from this at 45
degrees, the expected direction of the spread of plasticity with increasing
applied load . The crack length modelled was 1 .15m which was that in the
experiment prior to the fatigue crack growth .

As with more sophisticated meshes currently being developed, the initia l
mesh referred to in Figure 13 was designed so that as many nodes a s
possible would coincide with strain gauge and displacement transduce r
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locations so that output could be compared directly with the test results .
These locations are indicated in Figure 13 .

The same mesh as shown in Figure 13 was used for the initial finite elemen t
analysis of the GNSR/1 .OB test plate . This time of course, the loading wa s
applied in the direction parallel to the crack, as well as perpendicular t o
the crack, in order to model the biaxial loading with the required load rati o
of 1 .35 . As may be noted from Figure 3, the loading parallel to the crack i n
the GNSR/1 .OB specimen was not distributed over the entire edge of th e
plate and this was allowed for in the modelling .

Figure 14 gives an example of strain results compared with those obtaine d
experimentally for GNSR/1 .OU for the direction perpendicular to the crack .
Reasonably good agreement is shown between the experimental and finit e
element calculated values .

Figure 15 shows applied load (perpendicular to the crack) plotted agains t
the finite element calculated J-integral values obtained for both GNSR/1 .OU
and GNSR/1 .OB specimens . As can be seen, the effect of the biaxial loadin g
is shown to result in the J values being reduced from the uniaxially loade d
case of GNSR/1 .OU .

The finite element work currently being undertaken as part of thi s
programme models the test plates more accurately by using actual materia l
properties obtained from samples cut from the same plates as the GNSR/1 .OU
and GNSR/1 .OB specimens were manufactured from . Plane strain as well a s
plane stress analyses are also being considered . This will lead to accurate
J-Resistance curves being evaluated by relating the finite elemen t
calculated J values to the experimentally determined crack growth versu s
applied load or plate displacement values for both crack tips in each o f
the test plates

5 .

	

FRACTURE MECHANICS ANALYSI S

R6 Category 3 (1) analyses have been carried out for each of the "crac k
tips" in the GNSR/1 .OU and GNSR/1 .OB test plates . The crack growth (Ba )
versus applied load predictions obtained by this method were then compare d
with the experimental results . In all cases, the general Option 1 and mil d
steel Appendix 8 failure assessment diagrams (FAD's) were employed .

Figure 16 gives an example of an assessment plot . This relates to the bottom
crack tip in the GNSR/1 .OU plate . (Both the tensile and fracture toughnes s
material properties used in the assessment were obtained from samples cu t
from the plate relevant to this crack tip) .

Crack growth versus applied load "predictions" were obtained by scalin g
assessment points such as those presented in Figure 16 to the FAD's . In
making direct comparisons between the uniaxial test of GNSR/1 .OU and the
biaxial test of GNSR/1 .OB, the bottom crack tip results of the former ma y
be compared with the top crack tip results of the latter, since th e
material properties for the plates of these two cases were shown to b e
exactly the same . The GNSR/1 .OU specimen was 5mm thicker than the GNSR/1 .OB
specimen, as it is more meaningful therefore for the comparison to be base d
on applied nominal stresses rather than applied loads . The results of thi s
comparison are given in Fig 17 which shows crack growth versus applie d
stress for both the experimental and R6 results . The R6 results for the
GNSR/1 .OU and GNSR/1 .OB specimens are identical when based on applie d
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stress since no attempt was made to take account of biaxiality for the
latter . It can be seen that the "observed" initiation applied stress fo r
GNSR/1 .OB was approximately 20Z higher than that for GNSR/1 .OU . However ,
the maximum stresses are very similar in the two tests, with that for the
biaxial test being slightly higher ; 106 .7 MPa in GNSR/1 .OU for 5 .3mm of
tearing and 108 .7 MPa in GNSR/1 .OB for 3 .2mm of tearing .

It can be seen that the R6 results conservatively underpredict the applie d
stress for the amounts of ductile tearing obtained in the tests for the
crack tips considered in Figure 17 . This was also shown to be the case fo r
the other crack tips (Figures 18 and 19) . (Note that for the upper crack
tip of GNSR/1 .OUB, material specific option 2 and material and geometry
specific option 3 analyses were performed . FAD options were also
considered, Figure 18) . It would seem likely that the conservatism of th e
R6 results would still apply even if the cracks had been grown up t o
instability . However, it can be seen from Figure 10, that for the GNSR/1 .OU
top crack tip, it is likely that the R6 results would be non-conservativ e
for crack extensions of a few millimetres more than was obtained in the
test .

Finally, it is worth remembering that all the experimental data point s
presented in this report have been based only on two results ; (i) the
initiation load, based on ACPD measurements, and (ii) the maximum load point ,
based on nine point average measurements taken of the fracture surface .
Although this maximum load point measurement is an accurate assessment of th e
amount of ductile tearing obtained during the tests, further rigorou s
analysis of the ACPD data will enable more crack growth versus applied loa d
or stress to be obtained by "back-calibrating" from this point .

6 .

	

CONCLUSIONS

The following main conclusions may be drawn from the work contained in thi s
report :

1) The initiation applied stress, evaluated by the ACPD method, for th e
biaxial specimen, GNSR/1 .OB, was approximately 20Z higher than that for th e
uniaxial specimen, GNSR/1 .OU indicating an effective benefit of biaxia l
loading .

2) The maximum applied stresses were similar in the two tests with tha t
for the biaxial test being slightly higher than that for the uniaxial test ;
106 .7 MPa in GNSR/1 .OU for 5 .3mm of tearing and 108 .7 MPa in GNSR/1 .OB for
3 .2mm of tearing .

3) All the R6 results conservatively underpredicted the applied load fo r
the amounts of ductile tearing obtained in the tests (ie . 3 .5mm and 5 .3mm
in GNSR/1 .OU and 3 .2mm and 1 .3mm in GNSR/1 .OB) .

4) For the GNSR/1 .OU bottom crack tip and both crack tips in GNSR/1 .OB ,
it would seem likely that the conservatism would still apply even if th e
cracks had been grown up to instability . However, for the GNSR/1 .OU top
crack tip, it is likely that the R6 results would be non-conservative fo r
crack extensions of a few millimetres more than was obtained at that crac k
tip in the test .
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5)

	

Preliminary elastic-plastic finite element analyses carried out fo r
the test plate designs have shown that the effect of the biaxial loading i s
to reduce the J-Integral values from the uniaxially loaded case of
GNSR/1 .OU .
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VERIFICATION OF DUCTILE FRACTURE MECHANIC S
ASSESSMENT METHODS BY A WIDE PLATE TES T

by

H. Kordisch*, H. Talja**, L . Hodulak*

Abstract

In order to simulate the behaviour of a circumferential crack in a
RPV-cylinder wall under pressurized thermal shock (PTS) condition s
a large plate made of RPV-steel 22NiMoCr37 was tested under fou r
point bending. The depth of the surface crack was 35% of the wall
thickness with a c/a-ratio of 2.5. JRcurves for the material were
measured from side-grooved and smooth CT-specimens of different
dimensions .

The aim of the test was to achieve crack initiation and some amount
of ductile crack growth and to verify ductile fracture mechanic s
analysis and assessment methods, including the transferability o f
material parameters measured on small-scale specimens to the plate .
Therefore, analytical and three-dimensional elastic-plastic finite
element analyses had been carried out to predict and to simulate th e
initiation and stable crack growth . Based on the J-integral concept the
agreement between the experiment and the numerical simulation wa s
improved if "constraint-modified" JR-curves were taken into account.

* Fraunhofer-Ins titut fiir Werkstoffmechanik, Wohlerstr. 11, D-7800 Freiburg, Germany

** VTT, Metals Laboratory, P .O.Box 26, Kemistintie 3, SF-02151 Espoo, Finland
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1 INTRODUCTION

For a reactor pressure vessel (RPV) under emergency conditions the most severe loading case
is the "pressurized thermal shock" (PTS) with a striplike cooling situation beneath the inle t
nozzles. Due to the toughness requirements and the prevailing temperatures, elastic-plasti c
fracture mechanics methods seem necessary for a realistic analysis and assessment, includin g
the transferability of material parameters measured on small-scale specimens to the rea l
structure .

Therefore at Fh-IWM a method has been developed to take the constraint dependence of th e
crack growth resistance along the crack front into consideration in the numerical simulation
of stable crack growth [3] . The degree of the triaxiality of the stress state is described by a
constraint factor h defined as

h = ah/a,,

quotient of the mean or hydrostatic stress ah to the equivalent stress (von Mises referenc e
stress) a,, . To describe the effect of the geometry three-dimensional finite element analyse s
have to be performed for the specimens from which the crack growth resistance curves ar e
defined. The over the crack front averaged calculated values h. are then correlated to the mea -
sured JR-curves. This is consistent with the fact that similarly a JR-curve also essentiall y
presents the dependence between average J-integral and average crack growth .

In a first stage a linear relationship between and the slope dJ/da is established and used t o
simulate the local crack growth and it is assumed that the constraint effect does not influenc e
the initiation value J;, whereas new investigations show a triaxiality influence on J; [7] .

In order to simulate the behaviour of a circumferential crack in a RPV-cylinder wall under
pressurized thermal shock (PTS) conditions a large flawed plate made of the reactor pressure
vessel steel 22NiMoCr37 was tested under four point bending at the temperature of 70 °C. JR-
curves for the material were measured from side-grooved and smooth CT-specimens having
different dimensions .

The aim of the test was to achieve crack initiation and some amount of ductile crack growth
and to verify ductile fracture mechanics analysis and assessment methods . Therefore,
analytical assesssments and three-dimensional elastic plastic finite element analyses had bee n
carried out to predict and to simulate the initiation and stable crack growth .

2 DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL PAR T

The plate test was performed under four point bending to obtain a stress gradient resemblin g
to that in a RPV wall loaded by a pressurized thermal shock . Stable crack growth of a fe w
millimeters was planned to be reached in the test . The test configuration is illustrated in
Figure 1 . A semi-elliptical flaw was produced in the plate by machining and sharpened by
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fatigue. The depth a of the final surface flaw shown in Fig . 2 was 27 .7 mm which is 35 %
of the thickness . The length 2c of the flaw was 140 .4 mm (a/c = 0.4) . The test was performed
at a temperature of 70 °C in order to assure upper shelf behaviour.

The plate was extensively instrumented . The values of load, load point displacement and crack
mouth opening displacement (CMOD) were measured during the test . Strain fields were
measured with strain gages to validate the numerical results . Acoustic emission measurements
were made to detect the initiation of crack growth .

The test was stopped at an expected stable crack growth of about 1 . . .2 mm. The final load
value was 1 .59 MN, the load line displacement as measured from the cylinder was 24 .9 mm
and CMOD 2.37 mm. Acoustic emission measurement did not show any signal of crack
initiation. For further testing of the acoustic emission technique, the plate was fatigued and th e
test was repeated with the larger crack size . Comparisons can only be made between the
calculation and the experimental results from the first test phase.

Stress-strain curves were defined for the material at the test temperature . The yield stress was
443 MPa and the ultimate strength 572 MPa . JR-curves (shown in Fig. 3) were measured
using the partial unloading compliance technique from smooth and side-grooved CT -
specimens of different dimensions (Table 1) . Additionally, potential drop measurements were
made to detect the initiation .

The test programme and the analytical and numerical simulations of the tests are described i n
[4, 5] .

3 DESCRIPTION OF ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL PART

Analytical calculations and extensive elastic-plastic three-dimensional finite element analyse s
have been performed for the plate before and after the test . Three CT-specimens were chosen
from the test series for further analyses . Two of them were smooth specimens with differen t
thickness values and one specimen with 20 % side-grooves . The dimensions are given in
Table 1 . The finite element mesh for the side-grooved CT-specimen is shown in Fig . 4 .

To assess the fracture behaviour of the plate analytically the IWM-VERB program wa s
adopted. Three-dimensional elastic-plastic finite element (FE) calculations were made usin g
the FE-program ADINA [1] with IWM-CRACK routines [2] to simulate stable crack growth.

For the plate test three different finite element calculations have been performed : one analysis
with the stationary crack and two different analyses simulating stable crack growth, using onl y
the lower bound JR-curve obtained from a side-grooved CT-specimen and with 'constrain t
modified' JRcurves .

Normal 20-noded volume elements were used in the whole model including the crack ti p
region which is often modeled with collapsed elements to describe the singular strain fields .
They can not describe the blunting of the crack tip which is the most important geometri c
nonlinear effect in the present case. Thus the 'materially nonlinear only (MNLO)' -
formulation was used .
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The present simulations of crack growth are based on the h-variation calculated at th e
Gaussian integration points located nearest to the crack front, at the load level corresponding

to initiation. It is assumed that the h-value is not essentially affected by a moderate amoun t
of crack growth . CT-specimens and the plate are modeled using 'finite elements of equal size
at the crack front . So the h-values used for the CT-specimens and the plate are consistent .

In a side-grooved CT-specimen the local J-value and triaxiality of stress state do not var y
much along the crack front. Thus it is appropriate to use only one JR-curve in simulatin g
crack growth . This is depicted in Fig . 5 where the estimated and measured crack growth are
compared for the side-grooved specimen AED02 at the end of the experiment . The agreemen t
is good even near the bottom of the side-groove which was modeled rather coarsely .

The situation is very different in a smooth specimen . In the analysis for the smooth CT -
specimens the effect of the varying constraint was considered . One difficulty was caused b y
the very low triaxiality level at the Outer surface where the stress state is near plane stress.
The stress state does thus not correspond there to the average hm in any of the CT-specimens .
In a first stage the ASTM blunting line was used as the JR-curve at the outer surface . A
comparative analysis was made using only the J R-curve obtained from the thicker smoot h
specimen AEF01 . The results for the specimen AEF01 are compared in Fig . 6. A very clear
tunneling can be seen in the middle of the specimen in the experimental result. None of the
simulations was able to reproduce this effect accurately, but a clearly better agreement wa s
achieved when the constraint dependent crack growth resistance was considered. At the outer
surface the new model improved the agreement remarkably. In case of the thinner specime n
AED04 the situation was more complicated because shear fracture occurred at the oute r
surfaces .

Figure 7 represents the finite element model used in the analysis for the plate with the surfac e
flaw. Due to symmetry only one quarter of the plate was modeled . Equal prescribed vertical
displacements were imposed along the load line .

Calculated and measured strains at the crack side of the plate, near the crack end, are .
compared in Fig. 8. The agreement between those results was good. As shown in Fig. 9, the
calculation somewhat overestimated the load . Main reason for that is probably the rather
coarse mesh . At the same CMOD level, the calculated load point displacement was clearl y
smaller than the measured one (Fig . 10). The discrepancies between load, load point
displacement and CMOD results may be caused by following reasons :

The displacement was measured directly from the hydraulic cylinder whereas the finit e
element model did not include the compliance of the loading.
The model was somewhat too stiff against bending, because it was rather coarse in th e
length direction of the plate . The nearest Gaussian integration points had therefore a rathe r
large distance from the support lines and so the model could not consider the local plasti c
effects there.
Because the MNLO formulation was used, the possible increase in the distance betwee n
support lines making the plate more flexible was ignored. The actual displacement of the
support rollers was not measured but the finite element calculations indicated that thi s
displacement is at most 5 mm affecting the load line displacement by less than 1% .
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Figure 11 shows calculated h-variations along the crack front in the plate at different loa d
levels . The constraint parameter had a quite uniform value along the front except very near th e
outer surface. The value was almost the same as in a side-grooved CT-specimen [4] . Thus
the lower bound JR-curve could be applied in the main part of the crack front . Figure 1 2
compares J-variations at the end of the experiment. As in the case of the smooth CT -
specimen, both simulations of crack growth led to very similar results as regards to local J -
values. A stationary analysis yielded higher local J-values especially in the middle of th e
specimen . Thus it may be concluded that a stationary analysis tends to overestimate crac k
growth at the deepest point of the flaw .

As the final result the estimated and measured crack growth are compared in Fig . 13. The
amount of stable crack growth was quite small in the experiment . Thus it was difficult to
separate apparent crack growth due to blunting from actual stable crack growth . Therefore the
crack extension values in Fig. 13 contain the stretch zone. The agreement between calculatio n
and measurement is good. The consideration of the constraint effect improved the result
especially near, the outer surface .

Table 2 compares measured stable crack growth (excluding blunting) at the deepest point o f
the flaw with analytical and numerical results. Different alternative loading parameters were
considered. Only the lower bound crack growth resistance curve obtained from a side-grooved
CT-specimen was used . Due to the discrepancies between load, load point displacement and
CMOD results, which were discussed above, they led to different results . Stable crack growth
is underestimated by analytical methods, numerical methods yielded a good agreement whe n
the measured force was used as loading parameter and to an overestimation when CMOD or
load line displacement was used .

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The work was aimed as a supplementary link in assuring the applicability of numerical and
analytical fracture mechanics methods to the assessment of the behaviour of real structures .
Additionally it was aimed as validation of nondestructive examination methods .

For this purpose a large flawed plate made of a reactor pressure vessel steel was tested . The
loading and temperature at the deepest point of the crack as well as the material behaviou r
during the test were planned to simulate those during a pressurized thermal shock . The
material was characterized using stress strain and crack growth resistance measurements . A
number of simulations of stable crack growth in the plate test and tests with CT-specimen s
were made with analytical and numerical methods .

As regards to the plate test, neither the potential measurement method, which has proved very
reliable in fracture resistance testing, nor the acoustic emission gave an indication of crack
growth. However, some crack growth could be seen in the fracture surface . In calculating
stable crack growth, the use of only the lower bound crack growth resistance curve obtained
from a side-grooved CT-specimen led to different results when different methods were used :
to an underestimation by analytical methods, by numerical methods to a good agreement whe n
the measured load was used as loading parameter and to an overestimation when CMOD or
load line displacement were used. In the calculation for a side-grooved CT-specimen, it wa s
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TABLES

Table 1. Dimensions of the CTspecimens .

specimen thickness
(mm)

width
(mm)

a/W
(-)

side-grooves
(%)

AED04 12.5 50 0.60
AEF01 40 80 0.61
AED02 40 80 0.61 20

Table 2. Estimated and measured stable crack growth in the plate . Stretch zone excluded.

method loading
parameter

stable crack growth
(mm)

test 0 .3
analytical load 0. 1
FE load 0.3
FE CMOD 1 . 1
FE

	

load line displacement 1 .4
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appropriate to use only the lower bound crack growth resistance curve, whereas in the case o f
smooth CT-specimens it proved to be necessary to consider also the differing local stress stat e
triaxiality .

Good results were achieved in the numerical simulation of local stable crack growth unde r
mechanical loading, especially when the constraint dependent crack growth resistance wa s
considered. Stationary analyses overestimated local J-values especially in the middle of th e
specimen and proved thus to be somewhat conservative .

Unfortunately, the planned verification during a PTS loading was not achieved in the HD R
programme [6], because the actual crack size in the long duration PTS test (THEL) was to o
small to obtain stable crack growth . Thus a similar test with a deeper crack should b e
performed. Another interesting task would be to try to apply the presented constrain t
parameter on cleavage fracture for shallow cracks. For that purpose further experimental
investigations combined with numerical assessments are necessary .
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Fracture surface of the steel plate.
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Finite element mesh for the side-grooved CT-specimen AED02 .
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Estimated and measured crack growth in the side grooved specimen AED02 .
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Estimated and measured crack growth in the smooth specimen AEF01 .
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Finite element mesh for the flawed plate .
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Comparison of measured and calculated strains in the plate near crack end .
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h-distribution along crack frônt in the plate .
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J-distribution along crack front in the plate .
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ABSTRACT
The Heavy Section Steel Technology Program (HSST) is investigating the influence of fla w

depth on the fracture toughness of reactor pressure vessel (RPV) steel . Recently, it has been
shown that shallow cracks tend to exhibit an elevated toughness as a result of a loss of constraint a t
the crack tip . The loss of constraint takes place when interaction occurs between the elastic-plastic
crack-tip stress field and the specimen surface nearest the crack tip . An increased shallow-crack
fracture toughness is of interest to the nuclear industry because probabilistic fracture-mechanic s
evaluations show that shallow flaws play a dominant role in the probability of vessel failure durin g
postulated pressurized-thermal-shock (PTS) conditions .

The HSST investigation is a joint analytical/experimental study combining the use of shallow -
cracked laboratory specimens with RPV analysis . All tests have been performed on beam
specimens loaded in 3-point bending using specimens about 100 mm deep . Primarily two crack
depths have been considered : a = 50 and 9 mm (a/W = 0 .5 and 0.1) . Test results indicate a
significant increase in the fracture toughness associated with the shallow flaw specimens in th e
lower transition region compared to the conventional fracture toughness . The testing has produced
a limited database of fracture-toughness values as a function of crack depth which can be used in
probabilistic or deterministic fracture mechanics analyses of pressure vessel integrity. Final tes t
results from the shallow-crack fracture toughness program will be included in this paper .

Examination of previously tested thermal shock data reveals that no toughness elevation appears
to be present even though the thermal shock cylinders were tested with shallow flaws .

INTRODUCTIO N
The Heavy-Section Steel Technology (HSST) program sponsored by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC), is investigating the influence of crack depth on the fracture toughness o f
A533B material under conditions prototypic of a pressurized-water reactor (PWR) vessel .
Specifically, HSST is investigating the significance of the increase in fracture toughness associated
with decreasing flaw depth. The elevated toughness associated with shallow-flaws (i .e. shallow-
flaw effect) is the result of a loss of constraint at the crack-tip because of the proximity of th e
crack-tip to the specimen surface . This paper presents the final toughness data from the HSST
shallow-crack fracture toughness testing program and posttest analysis of the results . More
detailed information on the motivation and objectives of the program, experimental set-up, an d
verification of the test techniques used can be found in previously published reports [1-4) .

* Research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U .S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
under Interagency Agreement 1886-8011-9B with the U .S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC05 -
84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc .

The submitted manuscript has been authored by a contractor of the U .S . Government under Contract No.

DE-AC05-84OR21400 . Accordingly, the U .S . Government retains a nonexclusive, royalty-free license to publish or

reproduce the published form of this contribution, or allow others to do so, for U .S. Government purposes .
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The primary application of the HSST shallow-crack fracture toughness program is th e
pressurized-thermal-shock (PTS) accident scenario which in some cases limits the operating life of
a PWR reactor pressure vessel (RPV) . Probabilistic fracture-mechanics analyses of an RPV have
shown that shallow rather than deep flaws dominate the conditional probability of vessel failure i n
a PTS evaluation [5-71 In fact, up to 95% of all initial crack initiations originated from flaws wit h
depths of 25 mm or less . Thus, PTS analyses require that the behavior of shallow flaws be
understood . In addition to investigating the shallow-flaw effect for PTS analyses, the shallow -
flaw investigation is studying the general influence of constraint on fracture toughness . The HSST
shallow-crack program is investigating the influence of both a loss of in-plane constraint (i .e .
shallow-flaw effect) and a loss of out-of-plane constraint (i .e . thickness effect) . The
understanding of constraint is vital to the transferability of small-specimen toughness data t o
various structural applications (including RPVs) . Furthermore, ASTM validity requirements i n
standard fracture toughness determinations may be appropriately relaxed based on a bette r
understanding of the influence of constraint on fracture toughness .

The HSST shallow-flaw program is a joint experimental/analytical program which has produce d
a limited data base of shallow-flaw fracture toughness values and analysis to aid in the
transferability of the specimen data to an RPV . The experimental portion of the program wa s
divided into two phases: a development phase and a production phase. The development phas e
established the techniques appropriate for shallow-crack testing, verified the existence of a
shallow-flaw effect in A533B beams, and compared beams of three thicknesses to choose th e
thickness for the production phase of the program. Broken ends of the development-phase beam s
were subsequently remachined and tested, yielding six additional deep-crack beam tests . The
production phase involved developing a limited data base of shallow-crack toughness values a t
various temperatures . The analytical portion of the shallow-flaw program consisted of both pretes t
and posttest analyses of the test specimens . The pretest analysis was used to size th e
instrumentation for the tests and to select an appropriate shallow-crack depth .

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRA M
The specimen configuration chosen for all testing in the shallow-crack program is the single-

edge-notch-bend (SENB) specimen with a through-thickness crack (as opposed to the 3D surfac e
crack) . A beam approximately 100-mm deep (4-in .) was selected for use in the HSST shallow -
crack project. To maintain consistency with ASTM standards, the beams were tested in three-poin t
bending. All testing was conducted on unirradiated reactor material (A533 Grade B, Class 1 steel )
with the cracks oriented in the thickness (S) direction to simulate the material conditions of an axia l
flaw in an RPV. Specimens were taken from the center, homogeneous region of the source plat e
to minimize metallurgical differences between the material surrounding a shallow and deep flaw .

The specimen thickness was varied in the development phase tests to examine the influence o f
thickness on toughness . Three beam thicknesses were used : B = 50, 100, and 150 mm (2, 4, an d
6 in .) . The span for the 50-mm-thick beam was 4W or 406 mm (16 in.) . The spans for the 100 -
and 150-mm beams were increased to assure failure without exceeding the load capacity of th e
beam loading fixture . Figure 1 shows three of the beam sizes used in the shallow-crack testing .
Both shallow- and deep-crack specimens were tested at each th ; - 1 -ness . Beams 100 mm thick (4
in.) were used for the production phase tests .

The development and production phases of the HSST shallow-crack testing program resulted i n
14 and 18 data points, respectively, and an additional 6 deep-crack beams of varying thicknes s
were tested providing a total of 38 data points . All but one of the development phase-tests were
conducted at -60°C, and the 6 additional deep-crack beams were tested at -45°C. The production -
phase tests used one beam geometry (100 x 100 mm) but were conducted at various temperatures .
Two crack depths (one shallow and one deep) were used for the shallow-crack fracture toughnes s
testing program. The nominal shallow crack depth chosen was = 10 mm (a ^ 0 .4 in .), which i s
representative of the flaw depths teat resulted in a majority of the initiations in the IPTS studies [5 -
7] and yields a normalized crack depth (a/W) of 0 .10. All deep-crack specimens were cracked to
an a/W value of approximately 0 .5 . The total test matrix for the HSST shallow-crack fractur e
toughness program is shown in Table 1 .
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Instrumentation was attached to the specimens to permit independent determination of both J-
integral and crack-tip opening displacement (CTOD) . The J-integral was determined from the load-
line-displacement (LLD) vs . load diagram. The LLD was determined using a reference ba r
attached to the beam fixture and a micrometer attached to the neutral axis of the beam . CTOD was
determined from crack-mouth-opening-displacement (CMOD) gages mounted directly on the crac k
mouth of the specimen. Toughness data are expressed in terms of CTOD according to AST M
E1290-89, Crack-Tip Opening Displacement (CTOD) Fracture Toughness Measurement . ASTM
E399, Plane-Strain Fracture Toughness of Metallic Materials, was used to analyze the deep-crack
specimens to determine if the test results could be considered "valid" plane-strain (Kic) data .
ASTM E813, JIc, A Measure of Fracture Toughness, is not applicable to these tests since typically
the failures were cleavage events; however, critical J-integral cleavage values (Jc) were determined
for each test. The shallow-crack toughness formulations are as similar as possible to the deep-
crack ASTM standard toughness formulations .

Material Properties
Two heats of unirradiated A 533 B material were tested in this program. The developmen t

phase and six additional deep-crack beams were taken from the HSST-CE plate and were tested in
the T-S orientation . The production-phase beams were taken from HSST Plate 13B, were given a
final heat treatment (620 °C for 40 hrs) prior to machining, and were tested in the L-S orientation .
Material properties used in the analysis of the shallow-crack test results for both the developmen t
and production phases are included in Table 2 . Additional information on the shallow-crac k
production-phase material characterization and source material properties can be found in
References 8-10.

Crack-Tip Opening Displacement (CTOD), Sc, Determination
The plastic component of CTOD is determined experimentally from the plastic component o f

CMOD and the rotation factor (RF), according to ASTM E1290. The plastic displacement of the
crack flanks is assumed to vary linearly with distance from the plastic center of rotation. In this
way, the plastic CMOD can be related to the plastic CTOD . The plastic center of rotation is locate d
ahead of the crack tip a distance equal to the rotation factor multiplied by the remaining ligamen t
(W-a) . The rotation factor in ASTM E1290 is 0 .44, but is a function of specimen geometry an d
material. RF values determined for deep-crack beams are not necessarily applicable for otherwis e
identical shallow-crack beams .

An experimental technique was utilized in this program to locate the neutral axis of the beam
ahead of the crack tip, using strain gages on each face of the beam . Assuming the plastic center o f
rotation is locat'ed at the neutral axis of the beam, the RF can be determined. Since the rotation
factor relates the plastic component of CMOD to the plastic component of CTOD, only plastic
strains were used to determine the rotation factor. The rotation factors determined using thi s
technique were relatively insensitive to load once plastic , strains became nontrivial and were
consistent on each face of the beam. The RF for a beam was taken as the average calculated RF
from each face . Four deep-crack beams were strain gaged yielding an average RF of 0.44. Eight
shallow-crack beams were gaged to yield an average RF of 0.49. The rotation factor used for the
CTOD toughness calculation is the average of the values from this technique for the two crac k
depths .

A parametric evaluation was performed to assess the sensitivity of the calculated CTO D
toughness on the RF . This evaluation indicated that the plastic component of CTOD is not
sensitive to the value of the rotation factor . Shallow-crack beams are less sensitive to the rotatio n
factor than deep-crack beams. A 25% increase in rotation factor increases the plastic CTOD by
about 5% and 17% for the shallow and deep-crack geometries, respectively . The rotation factor is
insensitive to beam thickness and absolute beam dimensions, varying only with a/W ratios for a
given material and specimen depth . Based on the comparison of deep and shallow RF and the
insensitivity of CTOD to RF, the ASTM E1290 value of the RF of 0.44 would appear to b e
appropriate for deep and shallow-cracked A533B specimens .
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Critical CTOD (6c) values calculated using the RF values just described and ASTM E1290-8 9

are included in Table 3. The ratios of the shallow-to-deep-crack lower-bound Sc at T-RTT = -25
°C and -10 °C are 3 .3 and 4 .9 respectively, which is consistent with the A36 and A517 results [11 ,

12] Further examination of these data indicate little variation of Sc as a function of beam thicknes s
for either the deep-crack or shallow-crack beams .

J-Integral, Jc, Determination
The critical J-integral value (Jc) was determined for each beam using LLD data. Little or no

crack growth took place in these tests so ASTM E813 was not applicable . The J-integral was
calculated by dividing the elastic and plastic components of J and using only the plastic area under

the load v . LLD curve and a plastic factor as proposed by Sumpter [13] . The equations used to
determine the shallow-crack J-integral toughness are as follows [13] :

Jc = Jel + Jig where

	

(1)

Jel = Kc2(1-v2) /E and

	

(2)

Jp1 = liplUpi / (B(W-a))

	

(3)
where Up' is prastic area under load v. LLD curve .

The J-integral toughness values for each beam are given in Table 3 . J-integral results are
consistent with the CTOD results . The ratios of the shallow-to-deep lower bound Jc at T-RTT =

-25°C and -10°C are 2 .4 and 2 .9 respectively, which is consistent with the Sc results .

Comparison of S0 and Jc Values
CTOD toughness values can be converted into J-integral values [14] according to Jc = m•6f•Sc ,

where 6f is the average of the yield and tensile strengths, and m is the constraint parameter . Since

Jc and Sc are known for each specimen, comparison of Jc and Sc allows m to be determined as a
function of crack depth . Plots of J v . CTOD show a linear relationship between the two toughnes s
expressions . The constraint parameter, m, for each test was determined using the critica l
toughness (Jc and Sc) values . The constraint parameter as a function of crack depth yields
repeatable results as shown in Fig . 2. The average deep-crack constraint parameter is 1 .5. The
average shallow-crack constraint parameter is 1 .0 except for three beams which resulted in a
significantly elevated m value . These three shallow-crack beams were tested on the lower shel f
where linear-elastic behavior takes place regardless of the crack depth . An average constraint
parameter of 1 .9 was found for these beams . This value is anticipated on the lower shelf since th e
elastic CTOD equation is based on conversion from J of 2Y and the plastic component of CTOD
is negligible . The constraint parameter values found experimentally are consistent with publishe d
analytical results [15] . Critical CTOD was converted into J-integral expressions using the averag e
values of m shown in Fig. 2. J-integral values converted from CTOD will be referred to as Jc
(CTOD); Jc (LLD) refers to J-integral values determined directly from LLD records .

Stress-Intensity Factor, Kc, Determinatio n
Typically RPV fracture toughness values are expressed in terms of the critical stress-intensit y

factor, KJc . The two J-integral toughness expressions were converted into elastic-plastic KJc
values according to KJc= J(J E') [14] . The plane-strain value of E', E / (1-v 2), is justified because
thickness had little influence on the resulting toughness values . Figure 3 and Table 3 contain
comparisons of KJc from the two J estimation techniques used (CTOD and LLD) . As shown in
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Fig. 3, the two J estimation techniques give similar values of Kjc . The maximum differenc e
between the two techniques is about 10%. The average difference is less than 1% .

The toughness data expressed in terms of Kjc (CTOD) vs . normalized temperature (T-RT T)
are presented in Table 3 and Fig. 4. The data show a significant increase in the fracture toughnes s
for shallow-crack specimens in the transition region of the A533B toughness curve . All but one of
the specimens failed in cleavage (the data point indicated in Fig . 4 with the arrow). As expected,
the shallow-crack specimens on the lower shelf, where linear-elastic behavior occurs, showed littl e
to no toughness increase. The specimens had crack depths that were deep (a -- 50 mm) or shallo w
(a -10 mm) except for one beam with a crack depth of 14 mm . This intermediate crack-depth
specimen also appears to show the shallow-crack-toughness elevation .

The shallow-crack toughness increase can be quantified in terms of a ratio of toughness value s
at one temperature or as a temperature shift . In terms of Kjc, the shallow-crack toughness increas e
is approximately 60% at T-RTNT= -25C. Figure 4 shows the shallow-crack and deep-crack test
data with apprgximate lower bound curves . The shallow-crack lower-bound curve was forme d
using the deep-crack lower bound curve shifted by 35°C (63 T) . The shifted deep-crack lower-
bound curve fits the shallow-crack data well at all test temperatures .

Toughness data in terms of Kjc (CTOD) are plotted as a function of beam thickness for all o f
the tests conducted at T - RTNDT = -25C and -11C (-45F and -20F) in Fig. 5. As indicated i n
Figs. 4 and 5, the toughness values for the shallow- and deep-crack specimens from the 100- and
150-mm-thick (4- and 6-in.) beams generally are consistent with the 50-mm-thick (2 in .) data .
However, there appears to be slightly more data scatter associated with the 50-mm-thick (2 in . )
beams than with the 100- and 150-mm-thick (4- and 6-in .) beams. None of the deep-crack tests
strictly meet the requirements of ASTM E399 for a valid plane-strain Ki result because of
insufficient crack depth. The beams which had otherwise linear-elastic test records and wer e
sufficiently thiclç for valid results are marked in Fig . 5 .

POST-TEST SPECIMEN ANALYSI S
This section presents detailed post-test two-dimensional (2D) plane-strain analysis results for a

select number of specimens from the production phase of the shallow-flaw fracture toughnes s
testing program. Specifically, detailed finite-strain, finite element analyses were performed for si x
specimens that were tested at -40°C . Three of the specimens (Beams # 36, 31, & 25) are deep -
flaw specimens with nominal a/W = 0.5, while the remaining three are shallow-flaw specimens
(Beams # 38, 37, & 21) with nominal a/W = 0.1. As shown in Table 3, the three shallow-flaw
specimens exhibited higher toughness levels than the three specimens with deep flaws . One of the
primary objectives of these analyses was to evaluate the J estimation techniques developed to
determine shallow-crack toughness .

Material Model s
Two material models have been adopted in the analysis of the test specimens. The first material

model simulates the unirradiated tensile properties of A533B (HSST Plate 13B) at -40°C (-40°F)
as determined from material characterization . The linear-elastic portion of the true stress-true strai n
curve is characterized by a yield strain of magnitude ep = 6p/E = 0 .0022, where the Young's

modulus E = 207 .2 GPa (30x106 psi), the uniaxial yield stress in tension ao = 454 MPa (65.8 ksi )

and Poisson's ratio v = 0.3 . The uniaxial true-stress true-plastic-strain curve in tension is modele d
in a multi-linear fashion as indicated in Fig. 6. In subsequent discussions this material model i s
referred to as the unadjusted model .

Post-test analysis results to be presented indicate that finite element models based in part on th e
unadjusted material model underestimate the displacements of the specimens as compared to
experimentally measured values . Various reasonable analysis options to reduce the stiffness of th e
finite element models have been attempted. One option that, in conjunction with other analysi s
techniques to be described later, results in good agreement between calculated and measure d
mechanical responses of the specimens is to reduce both the Young's modulus and the uniaxia l
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yield stress in tension from their pre-test characterization values . The magnitudes of the reduction
are consistent with anticipated variability in tensile material properties . In subsequent discussions
this material model is referred to as the adjusted model .

The adjusted material model incorporates adjustments to the unirradiated tensile characteristic s
of A533B (HS ST Plate 13B) in the following manner. Within the linear-elastic region the Young' s
modulus is reduced by 5% such that E = 196 .5 GPa (28500 ksi) . The yield stress was reduced b y

9% such that 60 = 413 MPa (59 .9 ksi) . A 9% variation in yield and a 5% variation in E ar e

reasonable based on the scatter of material properties . The adjusted yield strain is thus ep =

0.0021, and Poisson's ratio remains v = 0 .3. The uniaxial engineering-stress engineering-strai n
curve in tension beyond yield is the same as the unadjusted model . The uniaxial true-stress true-
plastic-strain curve in tension for the adjusted model is also indicated in Fig . 6 .

Minimal differences are observed between the stress-strain curves of these two material model s
when they are presented in the form indicated in Fig . 6. However, an indication of the relative
plastic response of these two material models can be obtained with the stress-strain curve s

presented in the form indicated in Fig . 7. In Fig . 7, the instantaneous yield stress 6 is normalized

by the initial yield stress 6p. The effects of the differences between the two material models o n
analysis results are expected to become significant as the loading conditions in a specime n
approach elastic-plastic behavior .

Finite Element Models and Analysis Assumption s
The finite-strain, elastic-plastic post-test analyses are performed using the finite element cod e

ABAQUS [16] . The analyses assume a rate-independent, J 2 (isotropic-hardening) incremental
plasticity theory as implemented in ABAQUS . The planform for both the shallow- and deep-fla w
specimen is 102 mm x 610 mm (4-in . x 24-in .) . The initial flaw-depth is 10.2 mm (0.4 in.) for the
shallow-flaw specimen and 50 .8 mm (2 in.) for the deep-flaw specimen . The shallow-flaw
specimen geometry is modeled with the finite element mesh indicated in Fig . 8 (a, b and c), which
is made up of 914 10-node generalized-plane-strain isoparametric elements with a total of 288 3
nodes. The deep-flaw specimen geometry is modeled with the finite element similarly refine d
mesh made up of 922 10-node generalized-plane-strain isoparametric elements with a total of 2903
nodes . These 10-node elements behave as conventional 8-node isoparametric elements except fo r
an extra degree-of-freedom (DOF) that allows for uniform straining in a direction perpendicular t o
the plane of the mesh [16] . In a plane strain analysis the out-of-plane DOF is not active . The
integration order of the elements is 2x2.

A unique feature of the finite element meshes is the highly refined crack-tip region. The
rectangular crack-tip region is made up of 29 (shallow-flaw) or 31 (deep-flaw) "rings" of element s
as indicated in Fig . 8(b) for the shallow-crack geometry. The mathematically-sharp crack-tip
profile associated with small-strain fracture analysis is replaced, in the present finite-strain context ,
with an initial root radius prior to the imposition of external loading as indicated in Fig . 8(c) . The
assumption of a finite value of the initial root radius is necessary to facilitate numerical convergenc e
of the finite element results . The magnitude of the initial root radius is rp = 0 .6 p.m (2.36 x 10-5

in .) for the shallow-flaw mesh, while for the deep-flaw mesh rp = 1 .3 p.m (5 .03 x 10-5 in.) . The
high degree of mesh refinement is necessary in order to obtain an accurate determination of th e
crack-tip stress and strain fields ahead of the blunting notch tip .

J-integral values are determined from up to 29 (shallow-flaw) or 31(deep-flaw) path s
surrounding the crack tip to verify path independence . A measure of the mesh refinement is that
the elastically determined K value using these meshes is within 99 .5% of the reported value in the
literature [17] . Convergence requirements of the elastic-plastic finite element results to be
presented are specified by means of limiting the maximum value of the residual nodal force per uni t
thickness at any node . Specifically, the maximum value is required to be less than 0 .1% of the
product between the yield stress and the smallest element dimension in the finite element mesh .
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Comparison of Calculated and Measured Mechanical Response s
Experimental measurements for the load (P), LLD and CMOD are available for the si x

specimens considered in these analyses . Comparison of the calculated and measured mechanical
responses provides a means to gage the general accuracy of the analysis results, and provide a n
additional basis fbr establishing confidence in the calculated fracture mechanics parameters .
Results of the comparison can be found in Ref . 4. As an example, Fig . 9 indicates the extent of
the agreement between the calculated and measured P-LLD response for the shallow-fla w
specimens .

Figure 9 presents two sets of calculated responses along with the measured responses for th e
three shallow-flaw specimens (Beams # 38, 37, 26) . The measured responses of these specimens
appear to indicate the presence of general-yielding conditions at the onset of crack initiation. The
two sets of calculated curves correspond to two cases of analysis conditions labeled as Case A and
B. The calculated P-LLD curve corresponding to Case A was determined based on a/W = 0 .1 and
the unadjusted material model . The finite element analysis was carried out under "load-control" i n
that reaction forces were specified along the back-side of the specimen ahead of the crack tip .

From Figs . 9 it is observed that at a given value of applied load the calculated LLD response i s
below the measured values both in the elastic and plastic regimes . Analysis options that have been
attempted to reduce the stiffness of the finite element models include reasonable adjustment of th e
material model and/or refinement of the flaw depth . Post-test examination of the fracture surface s
for the three shallow-flaw specimens, along nine locations on the crack front, indicate that th e
actual flaw depth is 10 .8 mm (a/W = 0 .106) rather than the assumed value of 10 .2 mm (a/W =
0 .10) .

Analysis results for Case B were determined based on a flaw depth of a = 10 .8 mm and the
adjusted material model described previously . The finite element analysis was carried out under
"displacement-control" as displacements were specified along the back-side of the specimen ahea d
of the crack tip . As evident from Fig . 9, analysis conditions for Case B appear to result in bette r
agreement between the calculated and measured mechanical responses both in the elastic and plasti c
regimes .

Comparison for the a/W = 0.5 geometry have been carried out in a similar fashion with detail s
presented in Ref. 4. Discrepancies are observed between results based on the unadjusted materia l
model, a/W = 0.5 and the measured responses. Post-test examination of the fracture surfaces fo r
the three deep-flaw specimens indicate that the actual flaw depth is 51 .6 mm (a/W = 0.502) rather
than the assumed value of 51 mm (a/W = 0.50) or an increase of only 1% . Analysis results
determined based on the nominal flaw depth of a/W = 0.50 and the adjusted material model appea r
to result in better agreement between the calculated and measured mechanical responses both in th e
elastic and plastic regimes . In subsequent discussions these are referred to as Case D conditions .

Comparison of J-Integral Values From Finite Element Analysis and J-Estimatio n
Schemes

Fracture toughness is often expressed as the magnitude of the J-integral or the stress intensity
factor (K) at the onset of crack initiation . The J-integral values have been determined as a part o f
the post-test analysis of the specimens . The magnitude of critical values of P and LLD (P c, LLDc)
for the three shallow-flaw specimens at crack initiation are indicated in Table 4 . The magnitude o f
the analytical J-integral based on attaining LLDc are denoted as JLLDc• Since the calculated P-LLD
curve for the shallow-flaw specimen under-estimates the measured value of LLD at a given valu e
of P, LLDc can be regarded as an upper bound to the actual value of the J-integral at the onset o f
crack initiation. On the other hand, the magnitude of the J-integral based on attaining P c can be
regarded as a lower bound to the actual value of the J-integral. These J-integral values are denote d
as Jpc. In terms of the stress intensity factor, magnitudes of KLLDc and Kpc are also listed in
Table 4. Analogous results for the deep-flaw geometry based on Case D conditions are listed i n
Table 5.

J-estimation schemes based on the magnitude of the experimentally determined LLD and CMOD
for both the shallow- and deep-flaw geometry have been presented . The J-integral values based on
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these estimation scheme, denoted here as JEXp (LLD) and JEXp (CMOD) are listed in Tables 4 and
5 for the shallow and deep-crack beams. In terms of the stress intensity factor, magnitudes of
KEXp (LLD) and KEXp (CMOD) are also listed in Tables 4 and 5 .

Results in Tables 4 and 5 indicate that both values of JEXp calculated from measured values of
LLD compare favorably with the finite element results . The general accuracy of the LLD-based J-
estimation scheme for the deep-flaw geometry is verified by the observation that all of the deep -
flaw JEXp (LLD) values are between JLLDc and Jpc . A similar degree of accuracy is observed for
the case of the shallow-flaw geometry, although one of the JOT (LLD) values is slightly higher
than the upper-bound JLLDc value. The J-integral estimation scheme based on CMOD appears to
overestimate the fracture toughness for these shallow-flaw specimens since all three values of EXP
(CMOD) were above the upper-bound value of JLLDc•

THERMAL SHOCK TESTS
Reexamination of previous HSST thermal-shock experiment (TSE) data [18] is necessary whe n

considering the implications of the shallow-flaw effect on RPVs during PTS transients . Thermal-
shock tests were conducted to determine the fracture response of an RPV to thermal-shock loadin g
with various flaw configurations and depths . The initial flaws ranged from 11 to 19 mm deep in a
vessel wall that was 152 mm thick. These flaws are roughly the same depth as those tested in th e
HSST shallow-flaw program. The key result of the TSE data is that the initial initiation values were
mostly within the scatter band of the ASME data base . In other words, the TSE data appear to
show no substantial increase in the effective fracture toughness due to any shallow-flaw effect .

The first crack initiation in the TSE and the shallow-flaw data are presented in Fig . 10 with th e
ASME lower-bound curve . As can be seen, the TSE data fall near the ASME lower-bound curve ,
while the HSST shallow-crack data are elevated over both the deep-crack data and ASME lower-
bound curve . Figure 10 also indicates that the HSST deep-crack data are significantly elevated over
the ASME lower-bound curve .

A possible explanation for the lack of a shallow-crack elevation in the thermal-shock data is the
presence of out-of-plane stresses, which are not present in the HSST shallow-flaw specimens .
Out-of-plane (biaxial) loading has been shown to decrease the effective fracture toughness in other
applications [19] . The current hypothesis being investigated is that the thermal shock tests were
subjected to two offsetting influences : a "shallow-flaw effect," which increases the toughness, an d
a "biaxial loading effect," which decreases the toughness . The net result is that the TSE data
appear consistent with the uniaxially loaded deep-crack data used to generate the ASME lower -
bound curve .

SUMMARY
Results from the HSST shallow-crack fracture toughness program to date can be summarized a s

follows :
1) Thirty-eight relatively large laboratory beam specimens were tested to compare the behavior o f

specimens with shallow-flaws to that of specimens with deep flaws .
2) The results showed conclusively that A 533 B shallow-flaw beam specimens have a significan t

increase in CTOD or Jc toughness and Kjc toughness in the transition region . All specimen s
were approximately 100 mm deep (W) . Shallow-crack beams had crack depths ranging fro m
9-14 mm (a/W - 0 .1 to 0.14), while deep-crack beams had 50 mm deep cracks (a/W - 0 .5) .

3) There is little or no difference in toughness on the lower shelf where linear-elastic condition s
exist for specimens with either deep or shallow flaws .

4) Varying the beam thickness from 50 to 150 mm had little or no influence on the toughness in
both the shallow- and deep-crack specimens in spite of the fact that the ASTM E-39 9
requirement for valid plane-strain results were not met .

5) In the transition region, the increase in shallow-flaw toughness compared with deep-fla w
results appears to be well characterized by a temperature shift of 35°C (63°F) .

6) Post-test two-dimensional (21)) plane-strain analyses were performed on both shallow-fla w
and deep-flaw specimens . The analytical J-integral results were consistent with experimental J -
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integral results confirming the validity of the J-estimation schemes used and the effect of fla w
depth on fracture toughness.

7) Previous HSST thermal-shock data failed to show any substantial toughness increase in spit e
of the fact that the tests were conducted on large, unclad cylindrical vessels with a shallow,
initial flaw. There is no reason to believe that the thermal-shock cylinders would not hav e
shown a toughness elevation if the cylinders had been subjected to the same loading condition s
as the shallow-crack beams, namely, no biaxial stress .
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TABLE 1--Test matrix for the HSST shallow-crack program

Phase
Temp
(°C)

Crack Depth
(mm)

Thickness
(mm)

No. Tested
Beams

Total

Development -60 -50 50 3
-60 -50 100 1
-60 -50 150 1
-60 -50 50 3
-60 -10 100 2
-60 -10 150 2
-60 -14 50 1
-35 -10 50 1 14

6 Add. Beams -45 -50 50 2
-45 -50 100 2
-45 -50 150 2 6

Production -105 -10 100 3
-40 -50 100 3
-40 -10 100 3
-23 -10 100 3

-6 -50 100 3
-6 -10 100 3 18

38

TABLE 2--Material properties for A 533 B steels used in HSST shallow-crack progra m

Development phase and six deep-crack beam s

HS ST CE-WP
E = 202 - 0.0626 T, GPa

v=0. 3

ap = 211 + 55,000 / (T + 273), MPa

au = 371 +55,000 / (T + 273), MPa

af = 1/2 (ao + au)
RTNDT = -35°C

T = temperature, °C.
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Production phase

HSST Plate 13B after postweld heat treatmen t
E = 202 - 0.0626 T, GPa

v=0. 3

ap = 430 - 0 .223 T + 0.014 T2, MPa

au=609+ 0.618 T + 0.00927 T2, MPa

of = 1/2 (ap + au)
RTNDT = -15°C (center material)



TABLE 3--HSST shallow-crack test data

HSST

	

Failure CTOD

	

ICS from
beam Temperature

	

S

	

B

	

W

	

a

	

load

	

total

	

J integral

	

Ke from j

No .

	

(°O)

	

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (k) (mm) (MPa-mm)

	

CTOD

	

(MPa•~)
(MPa•~)

Development phase

3 -36 406 51 100 10 .0 600.0 0.586 261 265 243
4 -61 406 51 100 51 .8 128 .1 0 .048 42 96 97
5 -55 406 51 99 51 .2 139 .7 0.049 48 97 105
6 -59 406 51 100 51 .9 184 .6 0.117 102 149 152
7 -59 406 51 94 10 .2 483 .5 0 .137 92 132 144
8 -60 406 51 94 9.6 657 .4 0 .476 284 245 254
9 -62 406 51 94 9.5 552.4 0.352 173 212 198

10 -60 406 51 94 14 .0 489 .3 0 .235 143 180 180
11 -57 864 102 94 8.4 472 .4 0 .196 101 157 152
12 -57 864 102 95 49.8 116 .5 0 .061 50 108 106
13 -60 864 102 94 8.8 501 .7 0.357 208 213 217
14 -60 864 152 93 8 .7 723.2 0.346 225 209 226
15 -59 864 153 94 8 .7 684 .1 0.146 85 136 139
16 -58 864 153 94 50.0 170 .4 0.060 46 107 102

Six deep-crack beams phase

12A -44 406 102 94 51 .0 251 .8 0.077 60 120 117
13A -46 406 102 94 50.8 293 .1 0 .111 86 144 140
14A1 -44 406 51 93 50 .2 135 .2 0 .121 93 150 14 5
14A2 -44 406 51 93 . 50.8 102 .7 0 .043 39 90 9 4
15A -47 406 153 94 50.7 435 .0 0.096 79 133 13 4
16A -43 406 153 94 51 .9 348 .3 0 .062 51 107 108

Production phase

17 -6 • 610 102 102 52 .6 245 .1 0 .116 98 144 14 7
18 -24 610 101 102 10 .6 777.1 0 .468 238 239 23 1
20 -4 610 101 101 10 .8 823 .3 1 .733 987 453 469
21 -23 610 101 102 10 .7 724 .1 0.306 152 194 18 5
22 -7 610 101 102 10 .9 793.5 0.942 566 334 355
24 -7 610 102 102 52.0 269 .1 0 .367 270 255 245
25 -39 610 102 102 52.0 238.4 0.110 85 145 13 8
26 -40 610 102 102 11 .0 740.1 0.355 175 213 199
27 -22 610 101 102 10 .7 787.3 0.559 242 261 233
28 -6 610 101 102 10 .3 832.7 1 .242 788 384 419
31 -40 610 102 102 51 .5 205.5 0.063 51 110 108
32 -103 610 102 102 11 .1 417.7 0.016 20 69 68
33 -103 610 102 102 10 .7 339.8 0.009 13 53 54
34 -106 610 101 102 10 .4 431 .0 0.017 21 72 70
35 -7 610 102 102 51 .7 244.2 0.121 97 147 14 7
36 -38 610 102 102 51 .6 . 176 .1 0 .042 35 89 89
37 -39 610 102 102 10 .8 745.9 0.263 135 183 175
38 -39 610 102 102 10.8 755 .3 0.206 106 162 155
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TABLE 4--Experimental and analytical results of fracture toughness for the shallow-fla w
(a/W = 0.1) specimen based on Case B condition s

Beam Pc LLDc JI J J c JPc JEXP (LLD) JEXp (CTOD )
No . (kN) (mm) (kN/m) (kN/m) (kN/m) (kN/m)

38 756 2.71 115 112 106 116
37 746 3.08 142 108 135 148
26 740 3.45 169 105 175 201

TABLE 5--Experimental and analytical results for the fracture toughness for deep-fla w
(a/W = 0.5) specimens based on Case D condition s

Beam Pc LLDc JLLDc JPc EXP (LLD) JEXp (CTOD)
No . (kN) (mm) (kN/m) (kN/m) (kN/m) (kN/m)

36 176 1 .24 44 35 , 35 34
31 206 1 .41 57 49 51 53
25 238 1 .82 91 71 85 93
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Fig . 1--Three specimen thicknesses used in the shallow-crack program to investigate
rr_
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Fig. 6--Uniaxial true stress-true plastic strain curve in tension for unadjusted and
adjusted material models .

Fig. 7--Normalized stress-strain curves for unadjusted and adjusted material models .
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STABLE CRACK GROWTH BEHAVIORS
IN WELDED CT SPECIMEN S

- FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES AND SIMPLIFIED ASSESSMENTS -
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This paper describes stable crack growth behaviors in welded CT specimens made
of nuclear pressure vessel A533B class 1 steel, in which initial cracks are placed to b e
normal to fusion line .

At first, using the relations between the load-line displacement (S) and the crac k
extension ambunt (Aa) measured in experiments, the generation phase fmite elemen t
crack growth analyses are performed, calculating the applied load (P) and various kinds
of J-integrals .

Next, the simplified crack growth analyses based on the GE/EPRI method and th e
reference stress method are performed using the same experimental results . Some
modification procedures of the two simplified assessment schemes are discussed to
make them applicable to inhomogeneous materials .

Finally, a neural network approach is proposed to optimize the above modificatio n
procedures.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear fracture mechanics based on the J-integral concept [1] is widel y
utilized in the assessment of structural integrity of ductile materials [2, 3] . The J-
integral was originally derived on the assumption that materials and structures b e
homogeneous . This is not always the case in practical situations . The assessment of
Elastic-Plastic fracture phenomena of Inhomogeneous materials and structures, name d
here as "BPI Problems", is one of critical issues to assure the structural integrity o f
nuclear structural components such as irradiated, welded and cladded pressure vessel s
and welded piping . Thus various studies have been performed in these respects [4-12 ]

Among,others, the researchers belonging to the EPI Subcommittee (Chairman :
G. Yagawa) of the Japan Welding Engineering Society have performed a series o f
numerical and experimental studies on stable crack growth in welded CT specimens
made of a nuclear pressure vessel A533B class 1 steel [7-11], aiming at th e
development of the simplified estimation schemes for crack growth resistance i n
inhomogeneous materials and structures . In the experiments, it was intended that crack
grows in the direction normal to the phase boundary of the base metal (BM) and the
weld metal (WM) . This configuration of specimens was selected to simulate crac k
growth across irradiated pressure vessel, crack growth across the clad/base materia l
interface and crack growth across the weld/base material interface . In the previou s
studies, elastic-plastic finite element analyses of stationary cracks in the welded CT
specimens were first performed by parametrically varying the material properties of the
weld metal and the distance between the crack-tip and the phase boundary . The
influences of these factors on the J-integral evaluations were examined in detail . Next,
using the relations among a crack extension amount (Oa), an applied load per unit
thickness (P) and a load-line displacement (8) measured in experiments, generation
phase crack growth simulations were performed using the finite element metho d
(FEM), and detailed discussions were made on the behaviors of fracture mechanic s
parameters during crack growth phenomena in the welded CT specimens . In the third,
round-robin studies on simplified assessment of the above crack growth behaviors were
performed .

This paper first summarizes generation phase crack growth analyses of th e
welded CT specimens using the finite element method . Then, simplified crack growth
simulations based on the GE/EPRI method [13] and the reference stress method [14 ]
are presented . Some modification procedures of these simplified assessment schemes
are discussed to make them applicable to an inhomogeneous material . Finally, a neural
network approach [15, 16] is proposed to optimize the modification procedures of th e
conventional estimation schemes .

2. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES

2.1 Materials and Structure s
The one homogeneous CT specimen which is denoted here as M5G, and the two
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welded CT specimens D5G and H5G were analyzed . The details of experimental
results of these specimens are given in EPI report (III) [17] . In experiments, a fatigue
precrack was introduced by a servo-hydraulic testing machine under the stress intensit y
factor range AK of 25MPa'm and the stress ratio R of 0 .05 . The final location of the
precrack was about 0 .6 in terms of a/W, where a is an initial crack length and W is a
specimen width. After the precracking, side grooves of 20 % depth were machined. In
the analyses, the welded specimens were simply modeled to be bimaterial as shown in
Fig. 1 . In the H5G specimen, an initial crack-tip was placed about 3mm behind th e
phase boundary, i .e. in the heat affected zone (HAZ), while in the D5G specimen, abou t
3mm ahead the phase boundary .

The materials #1 and #2 in the figure correspond to the base metal (BM) and th e
weld metal (WM), respectively . The orientation of crack is normal to the phase
boundary .

The uniaxial stress-strain relation of the material #1, i .e. BM, was given as
follows :

<aYS

	

e =É

	

(la)

a >Gys , E p 0.02153

	

É+1(É,

	

(E,S°j

	

(lb)

a >ays , eP>0.02153

	

£ É+jE„ ° - (EYS I Î

	

( l c)

where E = 206GPa, aYS = 55OMPa, n = 2 and E' = 500MPa, E" = 85OMPa, n' = 10, aYS,
= 554.9MPa and op = 0.02153.

For the material #2, i .e. WM, the following relation was used :

£ E

E_ E + ;($ 1 ° ( E s n /

ways

a >Gys

(2a)

(2b)

where E =175GPa, ays = 63OMPa, n = 8 and E' = 95OMPa. The stress-strain relations
of both materials are shown in Fig . 2. The Poisson's ratio v was set to be 0.3 for both
metals .

2.2 Analysis Procedure
The generation phase crack growth analyses were performed using the measure d

load-line displacement (S) vs Aa curves as input data . The eight-noded isoparametric
plane strain or plane stress elements were used . The line integration technique was
used for the J-integral calculation . The nodal release technique was employed to
simulate the stable crack growth. The following four different J-integrals wer e
evaluated :
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Jpath : the J-integral calculated by the above finite elerhents ,
JM-c : the J-integral of the Merkle-Corten 's formula [18] defined as :

J

		

2A (l+a)
M-c = bB (1+a 2)

JM : the modified J-integral of Ernst [19] defined as :
a

JM = JM.C+ mJ pl da
ao

b

JD : the deformed J-integral of Ernst et al . [20] defined as :

	

D(i+1) = (J D(i) +

	

Ai,i+1 ) (1 - (Y) (a1+l - ai))b

	

b ;

where
A : Area of load vs load-line displacement curve
B : Specimen thickness
ao and a : Initial and current crack lengths, respectively
W : Width of CT specime n
b = f W - ao for JM-c

	

: Uncracked ligament length
W - a for JM and JD

a : A positive solution of a2 + 2a (2a/b + 1) - 1 = 0
m = 1 + 0.76(b/W)
J pl = JM-c - G
G : Elastic strain energy density
rl = 2 + 0 .522 (b/W )
y=1+0.76(b/W)
JD(,), (rl/b) i, (y/b) i : Values at i-th ste p
Ai, i+l : Area of load vs load-line displacement curve between (i) and

0+1)-th steps

It is well known that the Jpath looses a physical meaning and a path independen t
feature when large-scale crack growth occurs . Nevertheless, we calculated the values
along various integration paths because one of the purposes of the present analyses was
to study the correlation of Jpath with other empirical formulae such as JM-c, JM and JD

during crack growth in inhomogeneous materials .

2.3 Results and Discussions
Figures 3(a) through (c) show the measured and the calculated P-8 curves of th e

three specimens. The experimental results agree relatively well with the numerica l
ones under the plane strain condition . Figures 4(a) through (c) show the calculated an d
the measured J-sa curves of the same specimens, where solid circles indicate th e
measured values of JD, and the others are the calculated J values, i .e . JD (open circles) ,
JM (open squares), JM-c (open triangles), Jpath calculated along the farthest path (dashed

(3 )

(4)

(5)
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line). The Jpath values showed a reasonably good path independence feature (no t
shown here) and agreed well with calculated JD, JM and JM-D values in small crack
growth even for welded CT specimens. The calculated and measured JD values agree d
well with each other within 10 % difference. The order of magnitudes of the three J

values was as follows : JM > JM-c > JD.

3. SIMPLIFIED ASSESSMENTS

To study the applicability of some conventional simplified estimation schemes
to crack growth phenomena in inhomogeneous materials, simplified crack growt h
analyses were performed on the three CT specimens of M5G, D5G and H5G mentione d
previously . Among others, the GE/EPRI method [13] and the reference stress metho d
[14], both of which are applicable to the assessment of three-dimensional cracks,wer e
examined here.

3.1 GE / EPRI Metho d
3.1.1 Analysis Procedure

The GE / EPRI estimation scheme is based on the J2-deformation theory of
plasticity and the power-law hardening constitutive relationship . In this scheme, the J-

integral (J) and the load-line displacement (8) are defined as follows :

J=Je+Jp

	

7

	

(6a)

8 =8e+8p

	

(6b)

where Je and Jp are the elastic and the fully plastic solutions of J, and 8e and 8p are th e
elastic and the fully plastic solutions of 8, respectively . Jp and 8p are defined as
follows :

Jp =ax Goxeoxbxhi(a/W,n)x(P/Po) '1

	

(7a)

8 p = a x eo x a x h3(a/W, n) x (P/Po) n

	

(7b)

where
a, n

	

: Constants of the Ramberg-Osgood type relation
a o

	

: Proportional limit stress of material (= yield stress)
e o

	

: Proportional limit strain of material (= . yield strain)
a

	

. Crack length
W

	

: Width of CT specimen
b = W - a : Uncracked ligament length
hl, h3 : Fully plastic solutions of J and 8, respectively
P

	

s : Applied load per unit thicknes s
P o

	

: Limit load per unit thicknes s
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The material constants of the base and the weld metals corresponding to Fig . 2,
a, n, ao and e o, are given in Table 1 . The present analyses were conducted under the
plane strain condition . To analyze crack growth behaviors in the D5G and H5 G
specimens, we tested several combinations of material properties described later .

The Generation Phase Simulations (GPS) were performed as illustrated in Fig . 5 .
Using the measured S vs Da curve as input data, the applied load P was iteratively
calculated from Eq . (6b), and then the J value was calculated by substituting the applie d
load P into Eq. (6a).

3 .1 .2 Results
(1) M5G Specimen (Homogeneous )

Figure 6(a) shows the comparison of the measured and the estimated P-6 curves .
The estimated curve under the plane strain condition agrees relatively well with th e
measured one. Figure 6(b) shows the comparison of the measured and the estimated J -
Aa curves . The measured J values here are JD or JM-c, which are almost the same. The
J-Da curve estimated under the plane strain condition also agrees rather well with th e
measured one . It is concluded that in the present homogeneous case, the GE / EPR I
method assuming the plane strain condition gives us good estimation .

(2) D5G Specimen (Inhomogeneous)
The simplified generation phase crack growth analyses were performed unde r

the plane strain condition. Figure 7(a) shows the comparison between the measured
and the estimated P-6 curves. Figure 7(b) shows the measured and the estimated J-D a
curves. In the analyses, the following three kinds of analyses were performed wit h
different material constants as :

(a) Materials constants of the base metal
(b) Material constants of the weld metal
(c) Simply averaged values of the material constants of the base and the wel d

metals

It is noted from Figs . 7(a) and 7(b) that the estimated values obtained with th e
material constants of the base metal underestimate the applied load and J value, whil e
those with the material constants with the weld metal are larger than the experimenta l
values. On the other hand, the estimated values obtained with the simply average d
material constants seem to give appropriate results .

The detailed observation of the P-S curves in Fig . 7(a) gives us more interesting
features. The measured P-S curve is rather close to the curve estimated with th e
material constants of the base metal in the beginning stage of crack growth, and then i t
gradually approaches the curve with the material constants of the weld metal as th e
crack grows . Such a behavior of P-6 curve seems reasonable from the materia l
arrangement as shown in Fig . 1 (b).
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(3) H5G Specimen (Inhomogeneous )
Figure 8(a) shows the comparison between the measured and the estimated P- S

curves, and Fig . 8(b) the measured and the estimated J-Da curves . The tendency of the
H5G specimen is basically the same as that of the D5G specimen, irrespective o f
different crack-tip locations .

Although it is difficult to obtain a general conclusion only from the above tw o
cases, the utilization of averaged material properties could make the GE / EPRI scheme
applicable to crack growth phenomena in the welded CT specimens .

3.2 Reference Stress Method
3.2.1 Analysis Procedure

The flow of. the reference stress method employed here [14] is as follows . At
first, we determine the applied load P corresponding to the measured load-line
displacement S by means of the GE / EPRI method as described in 3 .1.1 . Then, we
determine the reference stress a r and the elastic stress intesity factor K corresponding
to the applied load P . Finally, the J value is obtained as follows :

J=Je Er /(ar /E)

where e r is the reference strain and E the Young's modulus . The present analyses were
conducted under the plane strain condition .

3 .2.2 Results
(1) M5G Specimen (Homogeneous )

Figure 9(a) shows the comparison of the measured and the estimated P-S curves .
The estimated curve under the plane strain condition agrees well with the measure d
one. Figure 9(b) shows the comparison of the measured and the estimated J-Da curves .
The J-0a curve estimated under the plane strain condition also agrees well with th e
measured one. It is concluded that in the present homogeneous case, the referenc e
stress method assuming the plane strain condition gives us good estimation .

(2) D5G Specimen (Inhomogeneous)
Figure 10(a) shows the comparison between the measured and the estimated P-S

curves. Figure 10(b) shows the measured and the estimated J-Da curves . The three
different analyses were performed using, respectivel y

(a) Materials constants of the base meta l
(b) Material constants of the weld meta l
(c) Simply averaged values of the material constants of the base and the wel d

metals

As the results, the estimated values obtained with the material constants of th e
base metal underestimate the applied load and J values, while those with the materia l
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constants of the weld metal agree well with the measured ones . The analysis result s
using averaged material properties of both metals are inbetween the other two results .

(3) H5G Specimen (Inhomogeneous )
Figure 11(a) shows the comparison between the measured and the estimated P- 8

curves, and Fig . 11(b) the measured and the estimated J-Da curves . The tendency of
the analysis results of the H5G specimen is basically the same as that of the D5 G
specimen.

The comparison between the results of the GE / EPRI method and those of the
reference stress method shows that the latter method is slightly less sensitive to th e
difference of material properties .

4. NEURAL NETWORK FOR MODIFICATION OF SIMPLIFIED ASSESSMEN T
SCHEMES

As shown previously, there are some possibilities that some mixture of differen t
material constants makes the conventional simplified assessment schemes applicable t o
an inhomogeneous material . However, it is easily expected that the degree of the bes t
mixture of material constants might depend on that of inhomogeneity of specimen . To
find the best or optimum mixture of material constants, we propose here an invers e
analysis approach based on the hierarchical neural network [15, 16] . The main features
of the hierarchical neural network may be summarized as follows .

(1) One can construct automatically a nonlinear mapping relation between one
multiple data and the other multiple data in the network through a learning process of a
number of sets of learning patterns .
(2) The network has a capability of the so-called "generalization", i .e. a kind of
interpolation, that the trained neural network can estimate appropriate output data eve n
for unlearned patterns .
(3) Once the network is trained, it operates quickly in an application process . The
CPU power required for the operation of the trained netv'ork may be equivalent to onl y
that of a personal computer .

The flow to determine the optimum combination of different material constant s
by the neural network is illustrated in Fig . 12. By fixing the stress-strain relationships
of two materials, i .e. base metal and weld metal, and changing 8-Aa curves and the
ratios of mixture of material constants, we parametrically calculate P- 8 curves and J-D a
curves by means of the GE / EPRI or the reference stress method (Part 1) . The obtained
data sets among the 8-Aa, P- 8 and J-Da curves and the ratio of mixture are called her e
the "learning data". A hierarchical neural network is trained then using a number o f
learning data above (Part 2) . In this training process, the 8-sa, P- 8 and J-Da curves are
given to the input units of the network, while the ratio of mixture is given to the outpu t
units of the network as teaching data as shown in Fig . 13. By providing the measured 8 -
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Da, P- 8 and J-Da curves to the input units of the trained network, we can determine th e
best ratio of mixture (Part 3) . By accumulating such data, we will be able to formulat e
the correlation between the best ratio of mixture and the degree of inhomogeneity of
specimen, such as volume fraction of base metal and weld metal .

5. CONCLUSIONS

(1) The use of simple average of material constants of the base metal and weld meta l
may be effective to make the GE / EPRI method and the reference stress method
applicable to the assessment of crack growth behaviors in the welded CT specimens .
(2) The mixing procedure above could be optimized by using an inverse analysi s
approach based on the hierarchical neural network .
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Table 1 Materisal Constants of Base and Weld Metals

Base Metal Weld Metal

6o 550 MPa 630 MPa

Eo 0 .267 % 0.360 %

OG 6.478 0.892

n 9 .997 24 .50

, 8 (COD) - A a Curve (measured)

GE /EPRI Method

P (estimated)

	

P (measured)

J (estimated) -a-r- J (measured)

Fig. 5 Flow of Simplified Generation Phase Crack Growth Analyse s
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Preparation Par t

Part 1
Preparation of Learning Data
(Relations among P, &, J and /la )

by

Parametric Simplified Crac k
Growth Simulation
Using GE / ERR/ or
Reference Stress Methods

Part 3

Utilization of Neural Network :

Determination of Optimum
Combination of Two Materials
in the Simplified Assessments

Fig. 12 Flow of Neural Network for Determination of Optimum Combination
of Different Material Constants in Simplified Assessment s

Output :
Ratio of Mixture
to be Determined

Input :
Crack Growth Behaviors

Fig. 13 Schematic View of Present Neural Network
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LARGE-SCALE FRACTURE MECHANICS TESTING -
REQUIREMENTS AND POSSIBILITIES .

Milan BRUMOVSKŸ
$KODA Concern, Nuclear Machinery Plan t

Czech and Slovak Federal Republi c

A B S TRAC T

Application of fracture mechanics to very importan t
and/or complicated structures, like reactor pressure
vessels, brings also some questions about the reliability
and precision of such calculation$ . These problems become
more pronounced in cases of elastic-plastic conditions of
loading and/or in parts with non-homogenous materials (bas e
metal and austenitic cladding, property gradient changes
through material thickness) or with non-homogenous stres s
fields (nozzles, bolt threads, residual stresses etc .) . For
such special cases some verification by large-scale testing
is necessary and valuable .

Paper discusses problems connected with planing of such
experiments with respect to their limitations, requirements
to a good transfer of received results to an actual vessel .

In the same time, an analysis of possibilities of
small-scale model experiments is also shown, mostly i n
connection with application of results between standard ,
small-scale and large-scale experiments . Experience from 3 0
years of large-scale testing in gKODA is used as an example
to support this analysis .
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INTRODUCTION

Development of nuclear power together with othe r
manufactiuring directions (aeronautics, austronautics, ship -
building etc .) initiated further development of many othe r
scientific disciplines, one of the most important of them i s
fracture mechanics . From the point of view of `KODA Concern ,
we concetrated to the most important parts of primary
circuit of nuclear power plants - nuclear reactor and
expecially to the reactor pressure vessel and its internals .

One of the most important task at this time is t o
ensure a sufficient reliability and safety of nuclear
reactors and especially of their pressure vessel . Thus ,
large requirements are then put on realization of prope r
calculations and supporting research programmes that might
support the aforementioned requirements .

In case of reactor pressure vessels, it is not
possible, from the technical and economical point of view ,
to simulate all operational regimes on geometrical similar
models in scale 1 :1, the only possibility is to carry ou t
tests on some large-scale specimens (or models) ,
supplemented by standard type of tests .

For realization of such important but complex testing
there is necessary to design and built several special large
testing equipments .

PROBLEMS OF MODEL TESTING

Requirement of nuclear reactor pressure vessel safet y
are concentrated, first of all, to ensure their resistanc e
against brittle and fatigue failure during complex loading
conditions during whole nuclear reactor operation . Solving
this problem is complicated by large dimensions of pressur e
vessels and large thicknesses of their walls on one side ,
and by not fully corresponding calculation methods on th e
other one . Calculation of structural resistance agains t
failure is based mainly on standard characteristics o f
materials received by testing of small, standard specimen s
of small dimensions . Codes and standards for calculations o f
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strength and reliability of pressure vessels and othe r
components, as well, contain so-called guaranteed values o f
individual material characteristics . These values represent ,
as a rule, boundary (upper or lower) curves of materia l
properties on safe side, they are received by testing of a
large set of material products of the same type . In some
cases, these values are valid only for certain class o f
materials or type of welding joint . Results of calculations ,
carried out using these characteristics are in most case s
considerably conservative . On contrary, some components ,
working raliably for long time, appear to be non-acceptabl e
according to these calculations . For some complicate d
structures only approximated methods can be used, it is no t
fully understood if they are conservative or optimisti c
ones . from these reasons it is necessary that thes e
calculations must be supplemented by suitably chose n
experiments to serve for precising up-to-date calculatio n
methods and at the same time to be a basis for new ones .

Another reason for carrying out tests of large-scal e
testing specimens (up to thicknesses of real products) an d
models is to eliminate the size effect (material and
geometrical ones) on received results .

"Material size effect" represents the existence of :

- non-homogenity of properties and microstructures of bas e
material, welding joint and austenitic cladding (thi s
effect is normally pronounced in cases when :
- small specimens are cut from different places of
material thickness ,

- surface, non-through defects are situated in specimens ,
- through-thickness defects are situated in larg e
specimens

- residual stresses that are mostly released during cutting
and machining of small testing specimens (they exis t
mainly in welding weldments and bimetallic joints -
cladding materials etc .) ,

- statistical distribution of defects in material (effect o f
defects in standard specimens testing is not taken int o
account as results of such specimens are excluded fro m
their evaluation) .
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"Geometrical size effect" includes the following :

- effect of the ratio between base material and austeniti c
cladding thicknesses and of absolute values of bot h
material thicknesses ,

- effect of the ratio between welding metal and heat
affected zone widths to the total width of testin g
specimen ,

- effect of plastic zone size in case of testing specimen s
and model with stress concentrators (holes, nozzles ,
artiticial defects, etc .) ,

- aspects of linear elastic fracture mechanics

- plane strain conditions (for which, only, fractur e
toughness KIC is valid) are fulfilled only, i f

a,B >_ 2 .5 ( KIC / Rp O .2)

	

(1 )

where a - characteristical crack size in direction o f
thickness ,

B - thickness of testing specimen or model in
the place of defect ,

- fracture stress should fulfill the relation :

QC <_ 0 .8 ( Rp0 .2 )

	

(2 )

- stress intensity factor KI depends on defect size a s

KI = o . C ( 71 a / Q2 ) 1/2

	

( 3 )

where a - nominal stress in specimen ,
thus plastic zone size in the vicinity of crack tip i s
equal to :
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1

	

KIC

	

2	 (	 )for plain strain
6 7r

	

RpO .2
(4 )

1

	

KI C(

	

)2 for plain stres s
2 Ir

	

RpO . 2

It means that for testing of geometrical reduced
specimens failure will occur at substantial higher
stresses than in cases of real structures, in mos t
cases these specimens will fail under conditions of
elastic-plastic loading conditions . At the same tim e
the ration between plastic zone size at crack tip and
specimen (structure) thickness will be different, not
mention that conditions (1) and (2) are very difficul t
to realize . Very complicated will be also a transfer of
results from testing of model with defects in th e
region of stress concentrators such as in nozzles ,
threads etc . Generally, it can be concluded that for
obtaining approximately same critical stresses on
models and structures it is necessary to realize test s
of models . at substantially lower temperatures i n
comparison with operational ones, in most cases even
below - 100 oC, it is is necessary to fulfil l
conditions of linear elastic fracture mechanics, i .e .
(1) and (2) . This temperature shift is not so large in
the cases of elastic-plastic region of loading, but i t
is also not negligible . At these case it is necessary
to take into account different stress-strain diagram s
of tested materials at different temperatures, first of
all their different yield strengths and strai n
hardening . Example of such situation is demonstrated in
Fig.l, which represents the "Fracture Analysis Diagram "
for 15Kh2MFA type of steel . This diagram was received
by testing specimens of 150 mm thickness as well a s
small-scale specimens in scale 1 :8 and 1 :12, all with
surface defects of different depths .

ry
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- aspects of fatigue failure :

- crack growth rate during repeating loading depends on
fulfillement of conditions (1) a (2), i .e . on specimen
thickness ,

- in case of testing specimens and models with stress
concentrators, main role plays not only crack size bu t
also crack placing in stress gradient, and in some case s
also the effect of austenitic cladding ,

- "geometrical size effect" takes place in testing of
reduced models with defects . Failure stresses will be
generally higher in reduced models than in rea l
structures and for the same nominal stress its crack
growth rate will be also higher ,

- during testing of large-scale specimens and model the
following effects and situation can take place :

- dependence of crack arrest temperature on specime n
thickness, i .e . basement of "temperature approach of
safety" ,

- possibility of testing the "leak-before-break" type o f
failure and approach ,

- effect of plastic zone size in crack tip in stres s
field ,

- testing of complex operational conditions and their
influence of material and structurel behaviour (
transients, pressurized thermal shock, etc .) ,

- effect of tolerances from specimen (structure )
manufacturing, first of all of bolts and nuts .

Besides these effects, during testing of large-scal e
specimens it is also possible to measure and estimate (in
comparison with small specimens) :

- distribution of stresses and strains in the vicinity o f
stress concentrators,
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- redistribution of stresses in the region of stres s
concentrators during loading in elastic-plastic region of
loading ,

- interaction of close defects in the field of stres s
gradient or even in the field of non-monotonic stres s
field etc .

TESTING POSSIBILITIES - EQUIPMENT S

Large-scale testing requires unique testing
equipments, mostly of special design and with high loading
capacities . Of course, additional requirements can arose ,
for example need of fast loading, biaxial loading etc . Thus ,
for such experiments special equipments are designed an d
manufactured, mostly only as prototypes .

In. tKODA Concern three equipments were designed and
manufactured and still are used in our laboratories :

-

	

ZZ 8060 : hydraulic tensile testing machine with maximum
capacity of 80 MN in tensio n
maximum section of specimen (connection by
welding) is 1,200 x 350 mm
maximum length of specimens - up to 4 m
flat tensile specimens are commonly used, bu t
also crack arrest temperature on plate
specimens were determined, as well as repeating
loading of large bolting joints (M 240 mm) ca n
RPV parts like nozzles etc .

-

	

ZÛ 1000/1000 servohydraulic testing machine fo r
repeating loading with maximum capacity +/- 1 0
MN in tension and compression, maximum
specimen elongation is +/- 200 mm
specimen are welded to specimen heads or
mounted directly to machine plane s

-

	

Zg 1000 servohydraulic tensile testing machine wit h
maximum capacity of 10 MN in tensio n
this machined is designed for testing by
uniaxial tension of axisymetrical type o f
specimens, mainly bolting joints (up to M 140 m m
for RPV of VVER-440 MW unit )
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i

CONCLUSIONS

There exists a unreplàceable role of large-scal e
material testing, mainly from the existence of :
- material size effect ,
- geometrical size effect .

Such type of tests can also demonstrate special loadin g
conditions and lifetime of complicated structures and their
parts, particularly in elastic-plactic type of loading .

Large-scale testing should be used also for
verification of calculation models as well as for
preparation and/or backfitting of new codes fo r
calculations .

Planning of such type of tests needs fulfillment of
some special requirements to their defect size ,
configuration, defect ratio and to specimen genera l
dimensions - all these parameters depends on aspects of
testing, material conditions and overall geometry of
specimens and structures .
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M 1:1

	

11 1 :1 2

B 150 18,75 12,5 m m

Fig.1 . Fraoture Analysis Diagram of 151h2MFA

type of steel . 150 mm thickness
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3D-CALCULATIONS OF A TYPICAL NUCLEAR PRESSURE VESSE L
SUBJECTED TO THERMAL SHOCK LOADIN G

Dr . Seth Swamy*, Mr . John Schmertz*, Mr Mario Recinellay*, Mr Joseph Boucau#

*Westinghouse Nuclear and Advanced Technology Divisio n
P.O. Box 355, Pittsburgh, PA 15230 USA

*"Westinghouse Energy Systems Internationa l
73 Rue de Stalle, 1180 Brussells, Belgiu m

ABSTRACT

The phenomenon associated with High Pressure Safety Injection (HPI) following a Smal l
Break LOCA has received considerable attention in recent years . Particularly, therma l
mixing following an accident condition such as a Small Break LOCA has been examine d
experimentally throughout the world . Data from various experiments are available now ,
some on scale models while others are full scale tests . Specifically, tests conducted b y
Battelle Institute at the HDR facility and the tests conducted by Kraftwerk Union at th e
UPTF facility in Germany were full scale tests . Available test data indicate localize d
cooldown or a stratified condition in the reactor vessel following the safety injection . Such
behavior cannot be described by a traditional simple thermal hydraulic model . The need
to simulate observed test data in the analysis has led to the development of multi -
dimensional computer codes such as TEMPEST, COMMIX-1B, SOLA-PTS and othe r
regional mixing models based on a fundamentally oriented zonal approach, such a s
REMIX, NEWMIX[1] .

In this paper the results of a Small Break LOCA evaluation for a typical PWR ar e
presented . The effect of High Pressure Safety Injection was evaluated using th e
TEMPEST code. The axial and azimuthal fluid temperature distributions were determine d
following the safety injection . The temperature distribution clearly indicated localize d
temperature gradients directly below the primary loop cold leg, indicating a stratifie d
condition . A 3-dimensional finite element model was constructed to evaluate the therma l
and stress 'response. The effects of the stress fields on the fracture behavior of th e

reactor vessel were investigated .

X1285 :1 bî092892-1
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INTRODUCTIO N

In Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) plants the accidents of concern with regard to th e
reactor pressure vessel are known as the pressurized thermal shock (PTS) which allo w
cool water to come in contact with the hot inner-surface of the reactor vessel, where th e
fast-neutron fluence and thus the radiation-induced reduction in fracture toughness in th e
wall is a maximum .

In addition to postulated accidents, PTS events can result from a variety of causes .
These include system transients, some of which are initiated by instrumentation an d
control system malfunctions, e .g., stuck open valves in either the primary or secondar y
system .

Specifically, the PTS events are system transients in PWRs that can cause sever e
overcooling followed by immediate repressurization to a high level . The thermal stresses
caused by rapid cooling of the reactor pressure vessel inside surface combine with th e
pressure stresses to increase the potential for fracture if an initial flaw is present in lo w
toughness material . Low fracture toughness material can be a result of the neutro n
irradiation in the beltline region of the reactor pressure vessel .

The phenomena associated with High Pressure Safety Injection (HPI), and associate d
stratification/cooldown effects when this injection is under stagnant loop flow conditions ,
have received considerable attention in recent years . Particularly, thermal mixing
following an accident condition such as a Small Break LOCA has been examined
experimentally throughout the world . Data from various thermal mixing experiments
related to pressurized thermal shock are available now. These include [1] :

• Tests conducted by Creare, Inc . for EPRI on a 1/5 scale model

• Tests conducted by Imtram Voima Oy (Finland) for USNRC on a 2/5 scale mode l

• Tests conducted by Purdue University for USNRC on a 1/2 scale mode l

• Tests conducted by Creare, Inc . for EPRI/NRC on a 1/2 scale model

• Full scale tests conducted by Battelle Institute at the HDR facilit y

• Full scale tests conducted by Kraftwerk Union at the UPTF facility in German y

A unified interpretation of the data obtained from the above tests is presented i n
Reference 1 . None of the fluid system codes such as TRAC, RELAP and RETRAN hav e
the ability to account for thermal stratification and thermal mixing phenomena [1,2] . The
need to simulate observed test data in the analysis has led to the development of multi -
dimensional computer codes such as TEMPEST, COMMIX-1B, SOLA-PTS [5,9,10] and
other regional mixing models such as, REMIX and NEWMIX [1,3,4] .

X1285 : 1 b/092892-2
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In this paper the results of a Small Break LOCA evaluation for a typical PWR are
presented . The reactor pressure vessel thermal, stress and fracture mechanics
evaluation procedure and the associated steps of evaluation are pictorially depicted i n
Figure 1 .

THERMAL HYDRAULIC ANALYSI S

In this analysis a Small Loss-of-Coolant Accident (Small LOCA) is evaluated . A small -
break LOCA is characterized by a rapid cooldown and depressurization of the Reacto r
Coolant System (RCS) . The primary temperature remains just above the steam generato r
saturation temperature for a while until the combined effects of cold Safety Injection (SI )
water addition and energy loss from the break exceed the energy addition rate from deca y
heat production . After that time, RCS pressure and temperature should both decreas e
slowly. If the SI flow is less than the break flow, the RCS experiences a net loss o f
inventory, leading eventually to flow stagnation in the cold leg/downcomer region . The
fluid temperature in this region drops rapidly as the cold SI water replaces the warme r
RCS water through the break . While the fluid temperature in the downcomer regio n
continues to decrease, the RCS pressure remains fairly high when the break is small .

For this evaluation, a system code was used to determine the transient conditions as long
as national circulation does exist . During loop flow stagnation, a three dimensiona l
thermal hydraulic analysis was performed using the TEMPEST computer code, which i s
described in References 5 and 6 . Figure 2 shows a typical circumferential flui d
temperature distribution at the core mid-plane, plotted at one-hundred seconds into th e
small break LOCA transient . The figure shows the abrupt drop in the water temperatur e
below the inlet cold leg nozzle centerline .

FINITE ELEMENT THERMAL ANALYSI S

A three-dimensional (3D) finite element model (see Figure 3) of a typical reactor pressur e
vessel was constructed to perform the finite element thermal and stress analysis . In the
thermal version, the external surface is insulated and the internal surface is subjected t o
the LOCA fluid temperatures, which vary with time and location . Material properties for the
vessel are obtained from Section III of the ASME Code ('89 including '90 addenda) .

Heat transfer coefficients developed by TEMPEST vary with space and time . A typica l
surface temperature distribution is shown in Figure 4 .

FINITE ELEMENT STRESS ANALYSI S

Obtained in the stress analysis are the thermal stresses due to the thermal expansio n
effects associated with the temperature gradients and the mechanical stresses due t o
internal pressure. A plot of internal pressure versus time is given in Figure 5 . A
representative stress contour plot is shown in Figure 6 . This plot corresponds to the tim e
for which the temperature distribution of Figure 4 was provided. Figure 7 shows the
through-wall hoop stress distribution at a selected location for the Small LOCA transient .

X1285 :1 b/092892-3
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Mechanical properties are obtained from Section III of the ASME Code ('89 including '9 0
addenda) .

FRACTURE MECHANICS EVALUATIO N

For the fracture evaluation, linear elastic stress intensity factor (Ki) solutions were used .
The computed Ki values are compared with the toughness (K ic) values to determine th e
critical flaw sizes .

Shown in Figure 8 is the geometry of the reference flaw used in developing the Stres s
Intensity Factor (SIF) expression applicable to typical PWR vessel beltlines . The flaw i s
semielliptical in shape and its depth and length are denoted by a and 2c, respectively .
The aspect ratio, defined by the ratio of 2c/a, is assumed to be 6 consistent with industry
practice. The beitline inside radius and wall thickness are denoted by R and t ,
respectively .

The crack opening through-wall stress a is represented by a third degree polynomial a s
follows :

a(x) =A3 +A1 x +A2 x2 + A3 x3

where A0, A1, A2, and A3 are the coefficients of the polynomial and x is the linea r
coordinate as shown in Figure 8 . Denoting the dimensionless distance a by

a = )(It

the crack opening stress defined above can be written as :

v (a) = B0 + B 1 a + B2 a2 + B3 a3

where :
Bo
B 1
B2
B3

The stress intensity factor, Ki, at any point P on the crack front (Figure 8) can b e
expressed by the relation :

1/2

	

a2
K I = (-) (cos 24) +

a2
sin

24)v4
[B0H0 +

2 B H1 +
2

Z2 B2 H2
+ 3n

3 B3
H3,Q

	

c
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where k = alt, and the influence functions H0, H 1 , H2, and H3 are obtainable from th e
methods given in reference 7 .

The lower bound toughness Kic curve as defined in Reference 8 was used as allowable
toughness, in this evaluation, as follows :

K i c = 33 .2 + 2.806 exp [0 .02 (T-RTNDT)]

	

ksi Vi n

where

	

RTNDT = reference nil-ductility transition temperature (°F )
T = material temperature (°F)

Neutron irradiation has the effect of shifting the RTNDT of the beltline material to highe r
temperatures . When the RTNDT values are known, the allowable Kic at any location of th e
reactor vessel can be easily obtained by the equation. The upper shelf toughness value i s
chosen to be 200 ksi Vin consistent with the industry practice .

Figure 9 shows a typical plot of the stress intensity factor for ,a finite circumferential flaw
during the small LOCA transient . It is easily seen that the critical flaw size is very large -
more than 80% through the wall .

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A vital ingredient for performing integrity analyses is the knowledge of the stresses tha t
develop in the structure when subjected to various loadings such as the transien t
loadings. In recent years thermal mixing phenomena following an accident condition suc h
as a small break LOCA has been examined throughout the world . Data from various
experiments are available now, some on scale models while others are on full scale tests .
Specifically, tests conducted by Battelle Institute at the HDR facility and the test s
conducted by Kraftwerk Union at the UPTF facility in Germany were full scale tests .
Available test dâta indicate localized cooldown or a stratified condition in the reacto r
vessel following the safety injection . Such behavior cannot be described by a traditional
simple thermal hydraulic model .

The input temperatures used in this evaluation were obtained by three-dimensiona l
thermal-hydraulic analysis . Thus, the vessel wall was subjected to fluid temperature s
which varied both in the axial as well as the azimuthal direction, thus providing a mor e
realistic representation of the transients .

A three dimensional finite element model was constructed for the thermal and stres s
analyses. Analytical results clearly indicated the plume effect caused by localize d
cooldown or a stratified condition as was observed in the experiments. The maximum
stresses occurred in the reactor vessel practically along the centerline of the inlet nozzle .

Fracture mechanics analyses were performed . Both longitudinal and circumferential flaws
were considered . Location of the lowest toughness in the reactor vessel identified by th e
highest RTNDT was also evaluated by postulating flaws at such a location . The calculated
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critical flaw sizes were rather large, mainly because in this case the material KNOT was
on the low side . The smallest critical flaw size was about 80 percent through the wall .

In conclusion, realistic thermal hydraulic and finite element thermal and stress analyse s
were performed for a typical reactor pressure vessel . Using the results of stress
analyses, fracture mechanics evaluations were performed as discussed above . The
results demonstrate integrity of a typical reactor pressure vessel when subjected to a
small LOCA transient .
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Perform Thermal Hydraulic Analysis to Determine
Pressure-Time, Temperature-Time , Loop Flow-Time an d
Heat Transfer Coefficient of Flùid-Time History for th e

Small LOCA Transien t
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Perform Material Characterizatio n

r

Perform Finite Element Thermal Analysis
to Obtain th e

Through Wall Temperature Distribution s

r

Perform Finite Element Stress Analysi s
to Obtain the Through Wall Stress Distribution s

Perform Fracture Mechanics Evaluation

Figure 1 : Thermal, Stress and Fracture Mechanics Evaluation Procedure
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Figure 3 Finite Element Model Inside View
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THE CAUSES OF GEOMETRY EFFECTS IN DUCTILE TEARIN G

by

Dr. Robert J. Dexter' and Dr. Tim J. Griesbach"

An adequate understanding of geometry effects in ductile tearing can only b e
achieved when the different causes of the effects are distinguished and these geometry effects
are linked to particular micromechanical fracture processes or global deformation mechanisms .
It is shown that the micromechanical process of ductile (fibrous) fracture is dependent o n
achieving a critical strain, which is only slightly dependent on the stress state for the range o f
triaxiality conditions in pressure vessels and through-cracked plates . Under certain conditions ,
the crack tip strain can be shown to scale with the value of the J integral and there is a direct
connection between J and the underlying micromechanical process . This connection is lost
for significant crack extension or large-scale plasticity . Nevertheless the J integral may still
be used on an empirical basis under some conditions . Under fully-plastic conditions th e
primary source of geometry dependence in the J-R curves is due to the geometry dependence
of the shape and volume of the plastic region that develops around the uncracked ligament .
This occurs because J is essentially proportional to the total plastic work done on the specimen .
If it can be assured that the fracture mode in both the test specimen and the structure wil l
remain fully fibrous, it is conservative to extrapolate J-R curves generated from small compac t
specimens for the analysis of pressure vessel crack stability .

*Lehigh University, Center for Advanced Technology for Large Structural System s
117 ATLSS Drive, Bethlehem, PA, USA 18015-4729

**Electric Power Research Institute, 3412 Hillview Ave ., Palo Alto, CA, USA 9430 3
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INTRODUCTION

The recent report on project FALSIRE [1] noted the significant uncertainty asso-
ciated with the effect of geometry on the analyses of large-scale fracture experiments [1] . Most
recent ductile fracture analyses in the electric-power industry have been based on the J integral
[2]. The J-integral methodology allows a prediction of ductile crack initiation in variou s
components using the value of J at crack initiation (J IB) as a material property that can be
measured in small specimens [3-4] . (The J integral is directly proportional to the crack-tip-
opening displacement (CTOD) [5-8], therefore the two approaches for crack initiation ar e
essentially equivalent . )

A plot of the J integral vs . crack extension (J-R curve) has also been used as a material
property to predict ductile crack extension (tearing) in various components [9,10] . To evaluate
possible specimen geometry effects, J-R curves from various specimen sizes are required .
Such data for reactor pressure vessel (RPV) materials up until 1987 included J-R curves fro m
A533B and A508 base plate material and the Linde 80 weld metal in the original and irradiate d
conditions, e .g. references [11-13]. The J-R curves in Figure 1 [11,13] were measured o n
standard compact (CT) specimens . The specimens are different sizes but the proportions are
constant. The 0 .5T specimen is nominally 13 mm (0 .5 inch) thick and the distance from th e
initial crack tip to the back face of the specimen (the ligament) is also nominally 13 mm (0 .5
inch) . The thickness and the ligament of the 4T specimen is nominally 100 mm (4 inches) .
The slope of a linear fit to the J-R curves between the dashed lines (i .e. for the first few
millimeters of crack extension) is called the tearing modulus . The apparent JIc and tearin g
modulii for these test specimens are shown in Table 1 . As shown in Table 1, the JIB values
vary by less than 25 percent and the tearing modulii vary by less than 36 percent . The standard
for what constitutes reasonable agreement in fracture mechanics is very generous due to th e
high degree of natural variation that would be exhibited between replicate specimens. This
level of agreement is typical for most moderate toughness steels, i .e. steels that can meet the
specimen size requirements of the ASTM specification [10] .

If the J-R curves are given in terms of a modified J proposed by Ernst [12], even
better agreement is obtained . In any case, it is important to note that the trend in the siz e
dependence is that larger specimens have a higher tearing modulus, i .e . that larger specimens
have a higher apparent resistance to crack extension . Therefore, under these conditions an d
for these materials, the ASTM J-R curve is an empirically demonstrated material property tha t
can be conservatively applied to predict crack extension (up to 10% of the ligament size) a s
a function of load and displacement in larger geometrically-similar specimens . For example ,
Table 1 shows the crack extension in each size specimen at a particular level of applied J . The
J level for each material for this example is the J level which would cause 3 mm of crac k
extension in the smaller specimen . As shown in Table 1, the crack extension at this applie d
J level in the larger specimen is 1 .5 mm in the A533B (at J of 625 kJ/m2) and 1 .7 mm in the
Linde 80 weld metal (at J of 220 kJ/ m2) . The actual crack extension is only 50 to 57 percen t
of predicted crack extension, i .e . 3 mm .

A distinction must be made between variation of specimen "geometry" (changes in
shape and ratio of tension to bending as well as size) and specimen "size" (proportiona l
specimens of a particular type) . Note that the data in Figure 1 do not show that the J-R curve
for this material is independent of geometry, only that the J-R curve is reasonably independen t
of size for a particular proportional geometry . In a CT specimen, the remaining ligament i s
loaded primarily in bending, with a small axial tension component . Similar J-R curves are
also obtained from single-edge-notched bend bars (SENB specimens) in which the remainin g
ligament is loaded entirely in bending . In a center-cracked tension panel (CCT specimens )
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the ligament is loaded entirely in tension . When J-R curves are obtained from CCT specimens ,
the resulting tearing modulus is typically significantly greater than the tearing modulu s
measured on CT or SENB specimens .

Figures 2 and 3 show J-R curves from CT specimens compared to J-R curves fo r
CCT specimens for two different pipeline steels [22] . These steels are very tough and the
specimens were only 9 mm thick . Therefore tests on this material cannot meet the ASTM siz e
requirements . The bottom plot in these figures shows the same data on a much larger range
of crack extension . The J1, and tearing modulus values are shown in Table 1 . The tearin g
modulus for the CCT specimen is 72 to 85 percent greater than the tearing modulus for th e
CT specimens. Table 1 shows the crack extension in the CCT specimen at a level of J whic h
would cause crack extension of 3 mm in the CT specimens . The actual crack extension in the
CCT specimens at this J level is only 1 .0 mm in the X46 steel and 0 .6 mm in the X70 steel .
These calculations show that applying the J-R curve from the CT specimen is unreasonabl y
conservative, the actual crack extension is only 20 to 33 percent of the predicted crac k
extension . Similar differences between CCT and CT specimens have been shown by Garwoo d
[14] and by Zahoor and Kanninen [15] .

The trend in the geometry effects depends on the micromechanical failure mode .
For example, in 1988 Hiser and Terrell [16,17] reported the results of many tests on an A302 B
plate . This particular A302B plate was specially rolled to be similar to plates used in earl y
reactor pressure vessel construction and to yield a low upper-shelf Charpy energy, i .e ., below
68 J. The minimal cross rolling applied to the plate and the high sulfur content (0 .025% )
resulted in a high proportion of longitudinally oriented manganese-sulfide inclusions . In the
fracture tests in the T-L orientation (the crack extends in the rolling direction), these inclusion s
manifest as separations (often called delaminations or splits) perpendicular to the fractur e
surfaces and parallel to the plate surfaces .

The J-R curves for a series of proportional specimens for this material at 82°C are
shown in Figure 4. The thickness and initial remaining ligament of the 0 .5T specimen i s
nominally 13 mm (0 .5 inch) while the thickness and the remaining ligament of the 6T specime n
is nominally 150 mm (6 inches) . The geometry dependence of these curves is very significant .
But, of much greater concern, the trend in the tearing modulus with specimen size that can b e
seen in Figure 4 is the opposite of that for the Linde 80 welds and the A533B steel as show n
in Figure 1 . Table 1 shows that the tearing modulus for the 6T specimen is only 30 percen t
of the tearing modulus for the 0 .5T specimen. If the J-R curve from the 0 .5 specimen were
used to predict 3 mm of crack extension in the 6T specimen, the actual crack extension woul d
exceed 80mm (the limit of the data in Figure 1) and the result would be unconservative by a
factor of greater than 27 . Data from Joyce for an HY-100 material (reported in referenc e
[18]) that also became available in 1988 showed the same trend as the A302B steel . This steel
also revealed separations perpendicular to the fracture surface [18] .

Tearing stability analyses have been applied to several critical safety problems i n
the nuclear power industry. The stability of a part-through crack in piping is assessed to
demonstrate that the pipe will develop a noticeable leak before break so that it can be detecte d
and repaired before catastrophic bursting [19-21] . Another critical application is the assess-
ment of surface cracks in pressure vessels [19] . It is necessary to analyze ductile tearing i n
the pressure vessel for up to 200mm of crack extension [16] . In this case, the restriction of
valid J-R curves to 10% of a test specimen ligament would require full-scale specimens . Since
the data must be obtained from small surveillance (irradiated) specimens, it is necessary t o
use J-R curves beyond the range considered valid by the ASTM specifications . In fact, it ma y
be necessary to extrapolate the J-R curve to crack extension greater than the ligament size of
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the test specimens. Obviously, under these conditions, there is no theoretical basis for using
the J-R curve. However, an empirical basis for the J-R curve can be established for engineering
purposes. If there is to be confidence in this empirical basis, the geometry effects must b e
predictable . This paper discusses the causes of geometry dependence of J-R curves an d
attempts to outline the conditions under which the trends in the geometry effects will be
predictable .

FRACTURE MICROMECHANISM S

Fracture criteria can only be effective if there is some connection to the microme -
chanical processes leading to fracture . For ductile fracture (also referred to as fibrous fracture) ,
these processes are void initiation, growth, and coalescence [23] . Other mechanisms can
intervene during the course of an otherwise ductile process to cause premature separation o f
part or all of the fracture surface, e .g. separations or cleavage . Fracture criteria are generally
not applicable to more than one type of fracture mechanism . Therefore, if one or more of
these other mechanisms intervene, the geometry independence and validity of the fracture
criteria will generally be adversely affected .

Void Growth from Inclusions
Ductile fracture mechanisms and models were recently reviewed in a book by

Thomason [23] . In order to hypothesize the connection of global fracture criteria to the
mechanics of ductile fracture, mathematical models of these ductile fracture processes ar e
required. There are independent models for void initiation, growth and coalescence [23] .
However, the void initiation phase typically represents less than 15 percent of the total strai n
at fracture (for C-Mn pressure vessel steels [24,25]) and is therefore commonly ignored in th e
development of fracture criteria .

Void coalescence can occur either by impingement of growing voids or by sudden
void sheeting. The criteria for void impingement generally involve non-continuum model s
that account for the actual voids rather than smearing out the effects of the voids . The
development of void sheets depends on the loading and structural configuration as well as th e
strain hardening, strain-rate hardening, and plastic anisotropy [26] . Therefore, mathematical
criteria for void coalescence are difficult to implement in the type of numerical simulation s
employed in fracture research . Therefore, fracture criteria are typically developed empiricall y
as some critical value of a parameter related to void growth.

Numerous micromechanical models have been developed to characterize the void
growth process [27-34] . Atkins and Mai [35,36] and Clift et al [37] have recently reviewe d
most of the published models . The useful models are variations of an incrementally define d
function of the effective plastic strain that is postulated to be a controlling factor in void growth .
The increment of effective plastic strain is typically multiplied by some nonlinear function o f
the constraint factor or other stress quantities that can be derived from the constraint factor .

There are various definitions of constraint factors which are all derivable from on e
another [38] . The term "constraint" is often used with many different meanings . In this paper
it will have a very specific meaning according to the following definition of the constrain t
factor :
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6
constraint factor =

m

6e

where : 0m is the mean or hydrostatic stress = 3 a k

and 6e is the Von-Mises effective stress =

	

S,jSi,

where S is the deviatoric stress = - 6m &,i

where S;, = 1 when i = j, and 0 otherwise .

The constraint factor reflects the ratio of the stress quantity that effects the dilatationa l
growth of voids (the hydrostatic stress) with respect to the stress quantity that effects their
distortion (the effective stress) [36] . Table 2 shows some typical values of constraint facto r
for various test specimens as well as surface cracks in pressure vessel geometries [39-43] . In
fracture test specimens and surface cracks in pressure vessels, the constraint factor typically
ranges from one to two. (Note that this definition of the constraint factor is equal to one thir d
the triaxiality coefficient "q" that is used in the project FALSIRE report [1]) .

In this paper the term strain will be taken to mean the effective plastic strain unles s
specifically stated otherwise. The effective elastic strain increment is defined as follows [44] :

dc = s dEPdE

	

(2)

The results of analyses by McClintock [27,28] and Rice and Tracey [29] have bee n
used to formulate a simplified model for void-growth intended primarily for relatively high
constraint factors only . The Rice and Tracey analysis represents the growth of the averag e
diameter of an isolated two-dimensional void in an infinite medium .

ln(R/Ro) = 0.283 * D

where R = average radius of the void,

Ro = original average radius of the void ,

0.283 is an empirically derived constant, an d

EP

	

1 .56,n
D = exp	 d Epf

o

	

ae

(1 )

(3 )
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The integral D often appears in the form of a hyperbolic sine or hyperbolic cosin e
(with an appropriate change in the constants) rather than the exponential and is postulated t o
be a measure of damage [27,28] . Local failure is predicted when the level of D, i .e . the leve l
of damage, reaches a critical value associated with void coalescence. Thus the fracture criterion
is stated as an integral which depends on the history of the deformation . As a fracture criterion ,
the critical value should therefore be independent of the history of constraint during defor -
mation. For example, the critical value of the integral should be the same for an experimen t
with high constraint resulting in low fracture strains and an experiment with low constrain t
resulting in high fracture strains .

The strain-energy density has been used by Sih [45,46] and Nemat-Nasser [47] a s
a fracture criterion . Often, this criterion has been employed as simply a critical plastic-wor k
density [48-52] . This criterion is readily calculated and can be related to macroscopic fracture
criteria as discussed later . Gillemot [53] has suggested that a critical strain energy density o f
plain carbon steels is from 500-700 MJ/m3 and for vacuum-remelted steels is from 10001050
MJ/m3. For large strain, the strain energy density is approximately equal to plastic wor k
density, i .e . :

SED (t) = Jô 6;;d e,1 = WP (the plastic work density)

	

(4)

t

	

r

WP =f
6,~dep=

0
5e 1

	

6ff dep=6
fP

where e°
= 3

e;e for proportional straining and 6f = flow stress = engineering ultimate stress .

Atkins and Mai [36] show that for the special case of constant constraint factor
(proportional loading), all of the integrated functions of stress and strain reduce to a constan t
(reflecting the hydrostatic stress term) times the critical plastic work per unit volume (W") .
This relationship may be approximately correct for loading that is roughly proportional .
Therefore, for loading that is roughly proportional, there is approximately a one-to-one cor -
respondence between the damage integral, the plastic-work density, and the effective plastic
strain . It is therefore approximately equivalent to specify a critical value of a damage integral ,
the critical plastic-work density, or the critical effective plastic strain .

Various investigators have evaluated the applicability of these models [37,54-56] .
It can be concluded from these investigations that simple damage integrals (void growt h
models) can, in certain materials over a limited range of strain states, approximately capture
the influence of the important variables in fibrous fracture . The applicability of a particula r
void growth model to a given material and loading condition must always be carefully con-
sidered. The void growth models have been used successfully in C-Mn steels with relativel y
high impurities (by modern standards) and relatively large and closely spaced Mn-S inclusions ,
like most pressure vessel steel . However, there are sometimes conflicting successes an d
failures of the void growth models which indicates that the appropriate choice of void growt h
criterion is dependent on the material .
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Empirical Fracture-Strain/Constraint-Factor Locu s

Hancock and Mackenzie [57] and others [58-63] have found it useful to correlate
fracture strains from various tensile tests according to some function of the constraint factor .
Hancock and Mackenzie show that at least at the higher values of constraint factor, the data
can be fit by:

-1.56
ef = Cexp a

e

where: c1 = effective plastic strain at fracture (typically obtained from the reduction in area )

and C = a constant .

Equation 5 implies the Rice and Tracey [29] model (Equation 3) applies and the loading i s
proportional, i .e ., the constraint factor is constant and can be taken outside the integral of
Equation 3 .

Figure 5 shows some data for various steels from Hancock and Mackenzie [57,60] ,
Miyata et al [61], Reuter et al [59], and from Dexter and Roy [64] . Some of the data, particularly
those with low fracture strains as studied by Hancock and MacKenzie, form an approximatel y
straight line on the semi-log plot, i .e., these data can be fit with Equation 5 . However, data at
higher fracture strain levels do not fit Equation 5, in fact the data of Dexter and Roy are no t
significantly affected by the constraint factor. This indicates that a particular functional for m
of a void growth model may only be adequate for a narrow range of materials .

Miyata et al [61] make the useful observation that many of these steels exhibit a
plateau for constraint factors greater than 1 .0. (The plateau is much more apparent on a linear
plot.) This observation leads to the conclusion that a critical strain (actually only appropriate
for high constraint conditions) could be conservatively used in simplified fracture models . As
shown in Table 2, the range of constraint factors for the pressure vessel [41-43] and tes t
specimens [39-42] is always greater than 1 .0 and typically less than 2.5. Therefore, the critica l
strain value for ductile fracture in these geometries would not be expected to be very sensitiv e
to changes in stress state in these geometries .

Many investigators have noted approximate relations between the fracture strai n
and global fracture criteria such as J and CTOD . Green and Knott [65] expressed the CTOD
as the product of the fracture strain times a microstructural gage length equal to the participatin g
inclusion spacing (the critical distance for ductile fracture) .

CTOD 1 *1f

	

(6)

This simple relation is based on the notion that the process zone is approximately triangula r
with a base equal to the CTOD and a height equal to the critical distance . Ritchie and Thompso n
[66] pointed out that if this relation is multiplied by the flow stress it expresses a link betwee n
the plastic work density in the fracture process zone (which relates these quantities to Sih' s
strain-energy density theory [46,53]) and J Ic :
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afCTOD= 1*6/=1*SED Sc

Equation 7 rationalizes the empirical correlation between J1 , and the product of the
flow stress and the fracture strain (i .e. an approximation of the strain energy density or the
plastic work density) . These relationships show the fundamental importance of the fractur e
strain (or equivalently the plastic work density) as a fracture criterion . Equation 7 is quite a
useful relationship because it would allow an estimate of JIB based on tensile test data alone .

Miyata et al [61] showed that J,,, ought to be a linear function of the fracture strai n
times the yield stress. They plotted the correlation for various steels at upper shelf temperature s
and found the data could be described by two lines, i .e. one for alloy steels and one for
low-carbon steels . Figure 6 shows their correlations along with data from two very toug h
pipeline steels. (The J-R curves for these pipeline steels were shown in Figures 2 and 3) . The
data from the pipeline steels fit very well along an extrapolation of their line for low-carbo n
steels .

Cleavage

The mechanisms of cleavage fracture have been reviewed in detail [67-70] . Cleavage
propagation is governed by a critical principal stress [71,72] . The cleavage stress is inde-
pendent of temperature [71-73,75] and constraint [73,74] . (Note that the constraint may still
have an indirect effect in being responsible for raising the stress to the level of the cleavage
stress. However, the cleavage will occur at a particular stress level, regardless of the level o f
hydrostatic stress at that stress level .) Strain rate may have an effect on the cleavage stress .
For example, a change from slow-bend to impact strain rates had the effect of raising the
cleavage stress of pressure vessel steel from 9 to 15% [75] . Orowan [72] discussed the statistical
"weakest-link" argument for a size effect in cleavage fracture . It has recently been recognized
that there is a statistical size effect and that the critical cleavage stress is maximum for sharp
crack specimens, decreases for blunt notch specimens due to the higher volume exposed t o
the cleavage stress, and decreases further for uniaxial tensile specimens [76] .

Formation of Separation s

Formation of separations (delaminations or splitting) is one example of how limited
cleavage can influence a ductile fracture process. Separations are generally parallel to the
plate surface and appear perpendicular to the fracture surface when specimens are tested i n
the T-L orientation in a temperature range including the transition and lower temperatures o f
the upper-shelf region [16,77,78] . Separations are given special attention here due to thei r
key role in the unusual geometry dependence exhibited by the A302B steel J-R curve s
[16,18,78,79] . There are many possible causes for the appearance of separations : 1) decohesion
of long thin (lamellar) inclusions, 2) a transgranular cleavage due to a preferred crystallographi c
texture parallel to the plate surface, or 3) cleavage of banded microstructures (regions o f
coarse-grained and/or alloy rich ferrite lying parallel to the plate surface) [80-83] .

Separations in hot-rolled steels is usually due to inclusions [81] or banded micro -
structure [84] . Both of these causes have been mentioned in the discussion of the A302B plat e
[17] . The decohesion of inclusions leaves a unique fracture surface that is described as "woody "
[81] and persists into the upper-shelf ductile fracture region [81,83] . The transition in the
Charpy energy curve is abrupt when the separations are caused by inclusions and there is littl e
difference in the transition temperature between orientations [81] . The transition is quite
gradual when the separations are caused by microstructure [83] . The Charpy transition in th e

(7)
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T-L orientation was not gradual for the A302B plate [16] . The fracture surface of the A302 B
has been described as woody and otherwise seems to be consistent with decohesion of Mn- S
inclusions, although probably the banded microstructure also plays a role [16,17] . There are
several cases of separations reported in the literature in which inclusions and microstructur e
played a combined role in separations [80,82] .

Baldi and Buzzichelli studied the cleavage stress in three directions for a steel
exhibiting separations due to inclusions and microstructure [80] . These experiments showe d
that separations appeared at a critical level of through-thickness tensile stress independent o f
temperature. Their analysis explained the disappearance of separations at low temperature s
due to the exceedence of the normal cleavage stress prior to the attainment of the through -
thickness separation stress in this case [80] .

The Local Approach to Fracture

The local micromechanical criteria for fracture can be expressed in mathematica l
models, e.g. critical stress or a more complex statistical model for cleavage and critical strai n
or a more complex void growth model for ductile fracture. If these local criteria are
implemented in numerical models of fracture specimens [56,85-92], the problems with
geometry effects in global criteria like the J integral can be avoided [89,91] . However, such
simulations of fracture are currently impractical for extended quasi-static crack propagation
[88,89] . Therefore the J integral and related global fracture criteria are currently the onl y
practical method of predicting ductile crack extension . Problems arise with global criteria
when sufficient attention is not given to the underlying micromechanical fracture mode an d
how the fracture mode and the global criteria might be affected by changes in specimen an d
structure size. The best approach to the pressure vessel problem is to use global criteri a
supported by the local approach, i .e. the local approach may be used to define the limitation s
and expected geometry effects in the global criteria . Multiple criteria will be required when
there is a possibility of transition of fracture modes . The optimum criteria for fracture will i n
general depend on the material, the history and condition of the material (irradiation, war m
prestressing, and strain ageing), and temperature [75] .

THE EFFECT OF SPECIMEN GEOMETRY ON THE J INTEGRAL

Table 3 shows a summary of the causes of geometry effects in J-R curves . The list
in Table 3 is not exclusive, and some simplifications have been made . The list reflects the
difference between causes that can be attributed to micromechanics as well as those attribute d
to the global deformation mechanism . It is convenient to discuss the effects of specime n
geometry in terms of two-dimensional generalized plane strain conceptual models . Therefore ,
it is useful to define a group of "three-dimensional" effects that cannot be discussed in term s
of two-dimensions and to discuss these effects later. Much of the literature pertaining to siz e
effects in fracture is motivated by these three-dimensional effects, e .g. crack tunneling an d
the development of shear lips . In this paper, it is useful to distinguish these phenomena, whic h
arise from variations of stress-state through the thickness and are defined as "three -
dimensional", from the "two-dimensional" effects on a particular plane . For example, a change
in the stress state at a particular plane in the specimen, e .g. the center plane at midthickness ,
is considered as a two-dimensional effect even if this change in the stress state were brough t
about by a change in thickness . Obviously, there are complex interactions between the
three-dimensional and two-dimensional effects . However, if the interactions are ignored and
these three-dimensional effects are treated separately, it becomes much easier to rationaliz e
geometry effects in terms of simple two-dimensional idealizations .
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Each manifestation of geometry effects can be associated with and rationalized b y
one or more of these local modes and/or global mechanisms noted in Table 3 . It is submitted
that if the local mode and global mechanism can be assured to remain the same between tes t
specimen and structure, that J-R curves can be used and possibly even extrapolated wit h
confidence. The confidence is not that J-R curves will be a true geometry independent materia l
property, but rather that the trend in the tearing modulus with changing specimen size (an d
application of test data to the pressure vessel) is known . For example, if it is known that in
certain material and test-specimen/component systems that the test specimen will always give
a lower bound to the tearing modulus, then this tearing modulus can be used without a n
excessive factor of safety. If this trend cannot . be assured or if the test specimen will alway s
give an upper-bound tearing modulus (which is sometimes the case), then taking advantag e
of an increase in tearing resistance above JIc cannot be easily justified in a safety assessmen t
unless full-scale test specimens are used .

Two-Dimensional Micromechanical Effects
As discussed above, ductile fracture is controlled by the attainment of a critical strai n

at some small distance from the crack tip. (The magnitude of the critical strain is mildl y
dependent on the state of stress over the range of stress states associated with surface crack s
in pressure vessels and single through cracks in plates .) Since local crack-tip strain is difficul t
to compute and measure, various global fracture parameters have been used as indices of thi s
crack-tip strain.

Figure 7 shows the crack-tip stress and strain fields for a single-edge-notch-ben d
specimen in plane strain computed using large-deformation finite-element analysis [8] . As
shown in Figure 7, for specimens larger than certain minimum specimen ligament size, th e
stress and strain fields at the tip of the crack scale approximately with the magnitude of J .
Since both the stress and strain scale with J, it is clear that J (or equivalently CTOD) shoul d
be a useful fracture criterion for ductile crack initiation under these conditions . These con-
ditions are incorporated in the ASTM test specification [4,10] as restrictions on minimum
specimen size that are proportional to J .

The theoretical basis of the J integral as a fracture criterion derives primarily fro m
the relationship between J and the crack tip fields . The relationship between J and the crack-tip
fields can only be established for small-scale yielding (SSY), but the J integral is still usefu l
and geometry independent (transferable) beyond SSY conditions . However, the variation i n
the relationship between J and the crack tip fields can lead to geometry effects . These effects
are most significant for cleavage fracture and low-toughness ductile fracture . For the fully-
plastic conditions for very tough steel, this effect is usually not very significant .

Most of the research on "size effects" or "constraint effects" in fracture pertains t o
cleavage or to mixed cleavage/ductile fracture crack initiation . On a micromechanical level ,
cleavage is controlled by the attainment of a critical stress at a particular distance from th e
crack tip. pince the stress fields scale with J, cleavage fracture may also be predicted usin g
the value of the J integral at the initiation of fracture . However, as shown in Figure 7, the
stress fields are more sensitive to changes in specimen geometry . Therefore, in order to have
geometry independent J values for cleavage fracture, test specimen size must be about eight
times bigger than specified in the ASTM standard for J Ic [93,94] . (This may account for the
greater interest in size effects for cleavage fracture . )
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Despite the fact that the same parameter (J) may be used to predict both ductile an d
cleavage fracture, it is very important to remember that cleavage and ductile fracture are
completely different phenomena governed by different micromechanisms . Too often in the
literature this distinction is not made, and generalizations are made about size effects i n
"fracture" . In fact, the effect of inadequate specimen size are typically completely opposit e
for cleavage than for ductile fracture . Typically, for ductile fracture, the smaller the ligament
size the smaller the J value at crack initiation . (There are exceptions to this generalizatio n
which will be explained later .) For cleavage fracture, the smaller the ligament size the greate r
the apparent fracture toughness [93,94] .

This difference in trends in specimen geometry effects on the apparent fractur e
toughness is easily explained by looking at the effect of inadequate specimen size on the
crack-tip fields in Figure 7 . As the specimen size decreases, the crack-tip strain increases
above the ideal fields . Therefore, smaller J values will be required to cause the initiation of
ductile crack extension at a particular critical-strain value . On the other hand, crack-tip stres s
decreases as the specimen size decreases . Therefore, larger J values will be required to caus e
cleavage fracture at a particular critical-stress value. This argument illustrates the importance
of considering the underlying micromechanics of fracture .

Another reason that ductile fracture is less sensitive to loss of SSY is that ductil e
fracture is controlled by an integral of the product of stress and strain as in Equation 3 .
Therefore, for ductile fracture, there are two opposing effects of loss of constraint that wil l
cancel each other out to a certain extent [95] . As the specimen size decreases and condition s
of SSY are gradually lost, the strain increases . This would tend to make the smaller specimen s
yield lower critical J values as the fracture strain is attained at a lower value of J in the smalle r
specimens. However, the fracture strain may be increased in the smaller specimens due to the
decrease in the hydrostatic stress [96,97] .

Cleavage may be induced in highly constrained specimens of one material where
other specimens of the same material behave in a ductile manner . Generally, this material
would have to be close to the lower shelf of the transition region for such a transition . This
effect is due to a loss in SSY in the ductile specimens, where in the highly constraine d
specimens, ' the SSY fields are achieved and the stresses are higher, thus the critical stress for
cleavage can occur instead of yielding . Three-dimensional analyses of test specimens show
that it is conservative to use a CT specimen in most cases . Specifically, as shown in Table 2 ,
the CT specimen produces a maximum constraint factor that typically ranges from two [42 ]
to three [41] . In most test geometries including the CT specimen, the constraint factor typicall y
drops off to slightly greater than one across most of the ligament . On the other hand, the
DENT specimen can produce a constraint factor which may peak as high as three and remai n
higher than 2 across the small ligament between the cracks [39,40] . At certain temperatures
some materials that exhibited ductile fracture in compact specimens failed in cleavage in suc h
a DENT geometry [38-40] . However, the high a/W DENT is an extreme case and is no t
applicable to most structural geometries .

The competition between micromechanical criteria for cleavage and ductile fractur e
modes explains the effects of temperature, constraint, strain rate, irradiation, warm pre -
stressing, and strain ageing on the transition between different fracture modes (brittle-ductil e
transition behavior) [75,98-100] . However, sorting out the effect of specimen size for mixe d
cleavage/ductile fracture in the transition region may be hopelessly complicated and is beyon d
the scope of this paper .
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Correction and Indexing Schemes for SSY Effec t

Kirk et al [101] have recently reviewed the many schemes that are being investigate d
for dealing with geometry effects on the global criteria which arise from loss of SSY. The
schemes generally can be classified as either correction schemes or indexing schemes . Cor-
rection schemes seek to correct the measured toughness data back to some transferabl e
geometry-independent value . The transferable toughness value is usually equivalent to that
which would be obtained under SSY conditions. The SSY value can then be uncorrected i f
necessary if the application is not essentially SSY . A correction scheme often requires accurate
determination of the stress and strain fields in both the test specimen and structure and therefore
is computationally intensive .

If this level of analysis is required, the correction scheme offers little advantag e
relative to the local approach . In other words, a global fracture criterion is a vehicle to expres s
the more complex actual underlying local fracture criteria . If the underlying criteria must be
used to correct the global criterion the global criterion has lost its usefulness . It would make
more sense to abandon this troublesome vehicle and deal directly with the local fracture criteri a
in a computationally intensive scheme .

It should be noted that a factor which is used in a correction scheme could also b e
used in an indexing scheme. Indexing schemes categorize fracture toughness data according
to some measure of constraint. In this "two-parameter" approach, a locus of fracture toughnes s
values is obtained in terms of J (or equivalently CTOD) and the index parameter which
corresponds to the particular conditions under which the J was measured . A measure of the
index parameter in the application is required and a fracture toughness value that was generate d
in a specimen with a similar value of the parameter is selected . Indexing schemes obviously
are experimentally intensive because data are requiréd for the entire range of index parameter s
encountered in the application. Significant computations may also be required to define th e
index parameter for the test specimens and the applications .

Indexing schemes are close to demanding that the conditions of the test and th e
application are the same, i .e ., that full-scale elements must be tested . However, the indexing
schemes offer the advantage of correlating constraint effects from different sources, e .g . ,
loading, in-plane dimensions, or crack length . For example, a small bend specimen can b e
used to simulate the conditions in a large tension specimen .

Irwin's R,, correction for thickness effects on Klc [102] is an early example of a
correction scheme . The N. factor is essentially proportional to the plastic zone size divided
by the thickness . Kirk et al [101] proposed a modified factor which is the ratio of the SS Y
equation for the plastic zone (half) height to the smallest of the crack length, the ligament, o r
half the thickness. The plastic zone size equation is used even for fully-plastic cases when
the plastic zone has engulfed the ligament and thus represents only an index of the deformation .
A corrected J value is obtained by dividing the apparent J by one plus this factor . Kirk et a l
showed this to be an effective correction scheme for cleavage fracture of A515 and A36 steel .
It has the advantage of requiring only minimal computations .
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Anderson and Dodds [93,103] have developed the concept of equivalent stres s
contour areas described above . A ratio J/J SSY is used to quantify the J required to achieve a
stress contour area equal to that which would be achieved by JssY under SSY conditions . Using
this technique J values measured in a variety of configurations could be converted to equivalent
JSSY values . It is actually a critically stressed volume of material that is required, therefore thi s
correction must be used between specimens and applications that are the same thickness . The
Anderson and Dodds correction scheme [94] is equally effective as the Kirk et al scheme but
has the disadvantage of being computationally intensive .

O'Dowd and Shih [104,105] have proposed that the amplitude of the second term
in the expansion for the crack-tip fields for power-law hardening material can be used as a n
indexing parameter. The first term is the HRR singularity and this second term was shown to
be approximately constant and given the name Q . Under a slightly different definition, th e
product of Q times the yield stress is the difference between the SSY fields and the actual
fields for a given finite specimen geometry. Like the Anderson and Dodds scheme, th e
evaluation of Q requires a detailed elastic-plastic finite element analysis of the crack-tip field s
for both the test specimen and the application . Kirk et al [101] evaluated the usefulness of Q
in a correction scheme where the fraction 1-Q was used in a manner analogous to the ratio of
J/JSsy . They found the Q based correction scheme to be less effective than the modified (31c

scheme or the Anderson and Dodds scheme.

Al-Ani and Hancock [106] have suggested the first nonsingular term in the expansio n
of the elastic stress field, the T stress, is an effective index parameter . The T stress is a constan t
stress parallel to the crack but has an effect on the actual crack-tip stresses normal to the crack .
It has the advantage of being relatively easy to calculate because only a linear-elastic analysi s
of the test specimen and application are required [107] . However, it cannot be used in a
correction scheme because the connection to the crack-tip fields is not direct .

The above schemes treat only the stress and are therefore only applicable to cleavage .
Various schemes have been devised to treat fibrous initiation and even tearing. Anderson e t
al [95] extended the concept of J/J SSY ratio by comparing the profile of the damage parameter
given by Equation 3 in finite specimens to that in SSY. The ratio of the distances from the
crack tip to the profiles at 45° at a particular value of the damage parameter was equated to
J/JSSY. This ratio was not very sensitive to the value of the damage parameter at which it wa s
evaluated. The value of the damage parameter for the evaluation was chosen such that th e
distance associated with the damage parameter was between 2 and 4 CTOD . This approach
was based on small-strain analyses and thus was only qualitative in view of the fact that ductil e
fracture typically takes place in the large-strain zone . The results confirmed that ductile fracture
would be less sensitive to constraint than cleavage .

Sun Jun et al [108] have proposed a correction scheme for fibrous initiation value s
of J IB. The correction factor is a simple function of the Poisson ratio and the maximum
constraint factor in the ligament at the instant of crack initiation. Their corrected J values were
able to correlate some data generated with different notch angles (and corresponding differen t
levels of constraint) .
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The Effect of Crack Extension (Modified J)
The way J is defined, J values increase during the test due to the increase in the

applied displacements . At the same time, J values decrease slightly due to crack extensio n
[12] . This decrease due to crack extension evolves in a way that is dependent on the ligament
length. For the moderate toughness steel for which J can be applied, the effect of crac k
extension may be the dominant geometry effect in CT specimens . As shown in Figure 1, the
J-R curve from the smaller (0 .5T) specimens seems to level out as the crack extension exceed s
2 or 3 mm. The limit of 10% of the ligament size for these specimens is about 1 .3 mm. The
levelling out is due to this decrease in J due to crack extension, which becomes noticeabl e
when the crack extension limits are exceeded .

As the crack extends, the connection between J and the crack-tip strain field i s
difficult to establish analytically or numerically . However, some work has shown that unde r
certain conditions the rate of increase of the strains at a fixed point ahead of the crack i s
proportional to the rate of increase of J [109,110] . This expanding J-dominated strain fiel d
ahead of the crack can be thought of as similar to the strain field that would occur if the loadin g
had continued without crack extension . The actual strain field ahead of a propagating crack
can be thought of as a combination of the J-dominant strain field and disturbance of that strai n
field due to the local unloading associated with the crack extension . The conditions for J
dominance [66] require that the rate of increase of J must be large enough such that the
J-dominant zone has expands more rapidly than the disturbance from unloading . The con-
nection between J and the crack-tip strains (and therefore the validity of J as a material property
for tearing) is therefore tenuous . However, if an empirical basis can be established, the J- R
curves can be used outside the range of J dominance for engineering purposes .

In specimens where the loading is predominantly bending (bend or compact-tension
specimens) the crack extension effect can be avoided through the use of Ernst's modified J
[12] . The modified J is a history dependent parameter that essentially does not allow th e
decrease in J for crack extension . A J value obtained from a load-displacement record involvin g
crack extension is transformed by Ernst's procedure into the J that would have been obtaine d
had the crack length always been equal to the current crack length. Within the 10% ligament
crack extension limits the difference between J and modified J is negligible . It is important
to note that outside these limits, neither parameter is fundamentally based . Therefore, the bes t
parameter to use is that which can be shown empirically to correlate crack growth amon g
different size specimens to the greatest crack extension . Joyce et al [111-113] have investigated
the possibility of using J-R curves with crack extension beyond these limits and eve n
extrapolating the J-R curves from small specimens [113] .

The Effect of the Shape of the Remote Plastic Region

The global fracture parameters discussed above and the schemes for correcting or
indexing the geometry effects are applicable to elastic-plastic fracture mechanics, i .e. for
materials of moderate toughness where the strains are small if not elastic on most of th e
remaining ligament. Another type of geometry effect arises in fully-plastic fracture, i .e . for
very tough materials where there are large strains across most of the ligament . The geometry
effect dominating such fully-plastic fracture is due to the geometry dependence of the remote
plasticity . The J-R curves for the two pipeline steels shown in Figures 2 and 3 are an exampl e
of fully-plastic fracture . Often the ASTM specimen size requirements for elastic-plasti c
fracture mechanics cannot be met due to the limited dimensions of the product or other practica l
considerations . It is still necessary to make fracture predictions for these situations .
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When the specimen size requirements are violated, the effect due to the geometr y
dependence of the remote plasticity becomes increasingly apparent . It is easiest to discuss
this effect for specimens that are far too ductile and too thin to be characterized by valid J
procedures . However, the size dependence mechanism involved may sometimes be involve d
(albeit in a less apparent way) in fracture that is within the valid J limits .

Dependence of J on Total Plastic Wor k

In order to understand this effect, it is useful to adopt the simplifications of rigid -
plastic fracture mechanics as proposed by Atkins and Mai [36,114,115]. In rigid-plastic
fracture mechanics, the elastic contributions to the total fracture energy are deemed small an d
can be ignored . Broberg [116-118] suggested that the plastic region can be separated into a
process zone and a remote plastic region which screens the process zone . Following Broberg' s
work, Cotterell and Reddel [119] suggested that only the energy consumed in the process zon e
was independent of specimen geometry and this was called the essential work of fracture. The
essential work of fracture is practically equivalent to J Ic [120,121] .

Figure 8a shows the load-displacement curve for a typical J-R curve test. The
load-displacement curve can be thought of as the projection of the general curve in loa d
displacement crack-extension space . The sectors shown on the curve show the differentia l
change of energy with crack extension or dU/da . The differential dU/da is the definition of
J [2] . Following the above argument, the energy in fully-plastic cases can be separate d
into essential work of fracture and energy for remote plasticity, and this separation is show n
in the differential energy sectors in Figure 8a .

The J values can be computed from the load displacement curves in terms of th e
energy and complementary energy integrals [79,122] . The J and modified J for the case o f
the growing crack can be derived from these expressions for the stationary crack [79] . Smith
and Griesbach [79] have shown that for the CT or bend specimens, the expressions for th e
plastic component of J for the growing crack can be approximately expressed as a singl e
function (eta factor) times the area under the load displacement curve or the work done on th e
specimen . (For tension specimens, they showed these relations were only reliable for small
ligament length . )

The area under the J-R curve is therefore a monotonic function of the total energy .
For the purposes of identifying the effects of specimen geometry, it is useful to conceptuall y
separate this relationship between the J-R curve and the total energy into parts due to essentia l
work of fracture and parts due to remote plasticity as shown in Figure 8b . For the purposes
of this illustration, three-dimensional effects such as shear lip formation are ignored . It has
been shown empirically [120,121] that J Ic times the crack area is equal to the essential wor k
of fracture. The energy consumed by remote plasticity corresponds conceptually to the tearing
modulus times the crack area, as shown in Figure 8b .

The effect of remote plasticity is most apparent after significant crack extension ,
although remote plasticity may influence initiation values as well . The effect of remote
plasticity occurs form interactions of the plastic field with the boundaries of the test specimen
and the structure . Figure 9 shows qualitatively the shape of the region of large plastic strain s
in CCT, CT, and DENT specimens . Assume for the sake of argument that the average
plastic-work density in the plastic zones in these specimens is approximately constant . Then
it is clear that the total plastic work to deform and grow a crack through these specimens wil l
increase with ligament length . It is also clear why it takes additional work to fracture CC T
specimens than CT specimens with an' equal ligament area .
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By this argument, the plastic work in the remote plastic region is dependent on th e
specimen geometry and is responsible for the geometry effects . Figure 9 shows the shape o f
the plastic flow fields for various specimen configurations . Various specimen configuration s
exhibit different shapes of these plastic regions . If the average plastic work density in these
regions is approximately constant, then this variation in shape could explain how the total
work of fracture depends on specimen geometry . Further, through the connection betwee n
the work and the J-R curve, one effect of geometry (the effect of the shape of the flow fields)
on the J-R curves can be rationalized .

Figure 10 shows some results of total fracture energy per original ligament area fo r
DENT and CT specimens as well as a conventional J-R curve for a ductile aluminum alloy
[121]. The total energy scales linearly with the ligament length in both specimens . The
intercept in either case is equal to Also note that for any specific ligament length, th e
DENT specimen requires less energy than the CT specimen .

Rigid-plastic fracture mechanics is valid only for very ductile materials . The elasti c
energy may not be negligible in many of these experiments . Analysis of the scaling of the
total energy does not reveal the development of this energy as a function of crack extensio n
as a J-R curve does, although the theory is being extended for crack extension [36,115] .
However, rigid-plastic fracture mechanics is not dependent on the vagaries of J control and i s
not subject to limitations on crack extension .

Indexing Fully-Plastic Fracture

The only schemes to account for the effect of remote plasticity that are applicabl e
to the fully-plastic case are variations on indexing schemes . Figure 11 shows the results of
Holmes, Priest, and Walker [123] from bend tests on specimens of various ligament lengths.
The results for these ductile pipeline steels are generally plotted in terms of the total fractur e
energy divided by the ligament area as a function of ligament length or area. After a ligament
length of about 20mm, the results are usually remarkably linear suggesting that the fracture
energy per unit area increases linearly with ligament length as was shown in Figure 10.
Different lines are obtained for dynamic drop weight tests and static tests .

These investigators have named the intercept Rc and stated that this must be the
work to create fracture surface and should scale directly with ligament length (i .e., crack area) .
The slope, Sc, is the rate of increase of fracture energy due to remote plasticity . Sc scales with
ligament length squared as does the volume of the remote plasticity region in Figure 9 . The
total fracture energy (U) is given by :

U
=R~ +S~b

Bb

where B is the thickness and b is the ligament length .

Other investigators have found similar results and given different names to the tw o
terms. Atkins, Cotterell, and Mai have developed an area of fracture they refer to as fully-plasti c
fracture mechanics [36,96,97,114,115,119,120] . Their studies are based on the scaling
principles shown in Figure 10 and rigid-perfectly-plastic analysis methods . Cotterell et al [96]
have used this scaling method and found that Rc is equivalent to the CTOD at initiation and
that Sc is related to the rate of increase of CTOD with crack extension or CTOA . Atkins et al

(9)
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have also made the connection between the Rc and the essential work of fracture [36] . Rc and
the essential work to fracture can therefore be related to the J at initiation or the energy i n
region A in Figure 8 .

Researchers at CSM in Italy have observed these trends and equated the Re to a
parameter they call "neck" or a necking displacement equivalent to an initiation CTOD
[124,125] . The Scparameter is equal to the CTOA in their analysis . Various researchers have
shown the relation between the CTOA and the tearing modulus [126] . Thus these parameters
of fully-plastic fracture can be related back to J and the tearing modulus from conventional
elastic-plastic fracture mechanics. Therefore, elastic-plastic fracture mechanics is a specia l
case of the fully-plastic fracture mechanics wherein J-dominance can be assured and th e
convenient laboratory techniques can be used to measure geometry independent J-R curves .

The above approaches appear to be new fracture criteria. It is important to note that
they all involve a parameter such as the ligament length to account for the effect of geometry .
Therefore, these are indexing schemes . Zahoor and Kanninen [15] emphasized the importance
of using a J-R curve that is appropriate for the "constraint" of the application in their tearin g
instability analyses of circumferentially cracked pipe . Brocks et al [41,43] and Kordisch e t
al [42] have taken the constraint factor as an indexing parameter . Brocks et al take the maximum
value of the constraint factor from a large-strain analysis. Kordisch et al have extrapolated
the linear part of the constraint factor profile from a small-strain analysis back to the crac k
tip .

The constraint factor may not be the best indexing parameter, however. For example ,
the peak constraint factor for the DENT and the CT specimen are approximately equal wherea s
the MPA data show that lower tearing modulii can be obtained with the DENT specimens .
The additional plastic work done on CT specimens can account for this difference.

The Variation in Plastic Flow in Weldments
In fully-plastic fracture the height of the zone of plastic deformation increases wit h

increasing specimen width as shown in Figure 9 . Due to the relationships between plastic
work and J discussed above, the additional plastic work is reflected in larger J values at a give n
level of crack extension, i .e., a larger tearing modulus. Remote plasticity can also cause a
geometry effect in tests with a weld zone of different strength than the base metal. Because
of the strength difference, the plastic work density in the weld will be different than in th e
base metal . The weld zone will comprise different proportions of the plastic region as th e
specimen size changes . Therefore, the proportion of the plastic work from the weld zone wil l
change and have an influence on the J-R curve [127-129] .

Kirk and Dodds [130] have reviewed many finite-element analyses of welds wit h
different strength weld and base metal. The objective of these analyses was to calculate the
applied J integral as a function of applied load or displacement. Consideration of the appro-
priate test specimen and J-estimation scheme was treated in this report . It was concluded that
the only simple means to determine J for welds is by testing deeply cracked bend specimen s
where only the weld metal is plastified. In this case the specimen can be idealized as a
homogeneous monolithic bend bar made entirely of weld metal . The total plastic work (and
therefore J) will depend in a geometry dependant way on the flow stress in both the base and
weld metal . Therefore, any configuration besides the deeply cracked bend bar requires comple x
analysis including explicit consideration of the size and properties of the weld and base metal .
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Kirk and Dodds' conclusions have wide implications. Unless the structure that the
J analysis is applied to is also deeply cracked, the application will also require complex analysis .
In most cases, the structural integrity analyses will involve shallow cracks . Since the J and
CTOD are proportional, any of these conclusions about the measuring or application of the J
integral also apply to the CTOD . The connection between the CTOD and remote plasticity
is not as easily seen as it is for the J integral . The primary reason the CTOD is affected by
remote plasticity and therefore will not be independent of test specimen and applicatio n
configuration is that the simple formula for calculating CTOD from CMOD will also b e
strongly dependent on the plastic properties of both the weld metal and base metal . Finally ,
since the testing and analysis for cracks in weld metal is so problematic, the fracture testin g
and analysis associated with cracks in the HAZ must be even more uncertain .

Separations

The data on steel exhibiting separations are unusual and add to the controversy over
geometry effects . It was shown in Figure 4 that these separations lead to a unique fractur e
mode. Because of this unique fracture mode, the size effects in this steel are unique and d o
not fit the above explanations . However, if it can be assured that the fracture mode in both
the test specimen and the structure will remain fully fibrous, it will be conservative to use J- R
curves generated from small compact specimens for the analysis of crack stability in large r
structures . If the fracture mode in the structure is partly cleavage or includes other unusual
characteristics such as separations, the effect of hydrostatic stress (constraint effects) in the
larger specimens may reduce the apparent tearing modulus in larger specimens . This trend
would make the use of small specimens unconservative as was shown in Table 1 . The pos-
sibility of change in the fracture mode must be considered when applying data from smal l
specimens to larger structures .

Lereim [131] developed a conceptual micromechanical model that can be used t o
explain the J or CTOD values during crack propagation for material which exhibits separations .
As shown in Figure 12, the material in front of the main crack behaves like a set of laminates .
Lereim's model can be extended to predict the reduction in tearing modulus as the delami-
nations propagate farther ahead of the main crack . As shown in Figure 12, the separation s
occur well in front of the main crack . In general, specimens with larger width or thicknes s
build up greater through-thickness stress over greater distances ahead of the main crack [9,93] .
Furthermore, if only a small level of through thickness stress is required to open the separation s
(as was likely the case of this A302B steel), the separations may extend over most of th e
tension zone of the remaining ligament . The extent of the through-thickness tension zone i s
limited by the location of the neutral axis on the remaining ligament of the specimens, whic h
will obviously be a direct function of the size of the remaining ligament. Thus the separation s
travelled farther ahead of the main crack in the bigger specimens . The sequence in which th e
events occurred is not apparent on the fracture surface, hence the lack of fractographic clues
for the reasons for this size effect [16,17] .

The tangent of the bending angle for these specimens is defined by the critica l
displacement (which should be independent of specimen geometry) and the depth of the
separations ahead of the crack . The depth of the separations is governed by the strain gradien t
or the specimen width . In the case of these necking laminates, the bending angle is practicall y
equivalent to the crack-tip-opening angle (CTOA) . The CTOA is equal to the rate of change
of the CTOD at the initial crack tip with respect to crack extension . Therefore, as the CTOD
is directly proportional to J, so the CTOA is directly proportional to the tearing modulus .
Therefore, since in the wider specimens the bending angle is less than in the smaller specimens ,
the tearing modulus would be expected to be less in the larger specimens . This mechanism
explains the trend of decreasing slope of the J-R curves with larger specimens in this specia l
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steel. There might also be an effect of the thickness on the development of through-thicknes s
tension and therefore on the depth of the separations. Since the thickness was varied with the
width, it is not yet possible to separate these effects. It is important to note that there is n o
theoretical connection between J and the strains ahead of the crack in this material . In fact ,
the process zone becomes so diffuse that it would be impossible to precisely define the location
of the crack tip . While it may be possible to use the J-R curve on an empirical basis in some
materials, use of J-R curves for this material is not recommended .

Three-Dimensional Effects

Researchers at MPA in Stuttgart have questioned the present understanding of th e
trends in geometry effects (i .e . bigger specimens give greater tearing modulus such as in Figur e
1). These researchers presented some J-R curves where the tearing modulus decreased as th e
thickness only was increased in compact specimens with and without sidegrooves . The effect
was most significant in the specimens without sidegrooves . In the specimens with sidegrooves ,
there is a small effect of increasing thickness which saturates (i .e . there is no further effect for
greater thickness) for specimens thicker than 50mm . These trends in the J-R curves and th e
influence of sidegrooves on the severity of the trends are consistent with typical three -
dimensional effects in fracture .

The maximum constraint factor at the center plane decreases as the thicknes s
decreases and this may lead to a "two-dimensional" effect, i .e . loss of small-scale yielding ,
that was discussed above . For reasonably thick specimens, the constraint at midthicknes s
reaches a constant and the effect of thickness on the constraint at the midthickness saturates .
As previously discussed, the peak constraint at midthickness is significant for cleavage an d
low toughness ductile fracture but is not expected to be significant for fully-plastic fracture .
The primary influence of the thickness of laboratory specimens on the J-R curve for elasto-
plastic and fully-plastic fracture arises not from changes in the peak constraint but from th e
variation in constraint through the thickness . The stress state through most of the specime n
is nearly plane strain . However, even in sidegrooved specimens, there is a decrease in constrain t
near the plate surfaces. The decreased constraint means the strain required for void growth
and fracture at that location along the crack front is increased. Due to compatibility
requirements, the strain is essentially constant along lines perpendicular to the plate surfaces .
Therefore the crack front at the plate surfaces tends to lag behind that at the center of th e
specimen .

This curved crack front is referred to as crack tunnelling . In specimens without
sidegrooves, the thin region lagging behind the crack front often fails like a thin sheet and a
region of slant fracture called shear lips may develop on the surfaces . In a series of tests on
C-Mn steel compact specimens without sidegrooves similar to the series run at MPA, Gibson,
et al [132] showed that the presence of these shear lips could account for the thickness effec t
on the J-R curves. The constraint gradient and associated lagging crack front and shear lips
are confined to a region close to the surfaces . Therefore, the proportion of the length alon g
the crack front influenced by the constraint gradients is significant for thinner specimens. This
proportion and the significance of the thickness effect diminish as the thickness increases .

Changes in crack shape are an obviously important geometry effect and must be
dealt with in fracture assessments . However, sidegrooved specimens meeting ASTM
requirements [10] on the thickness and the maximum deviation of the crack front fro m
straightness should be in the regime where these thickness effects have saturated .
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CONCLUSIONS

1. The conflicting observations regarding the effect of fracture test specimen geometr y
on J-R curves and other related fracture criteria can be rationalized by separatin g
phenomena according to the underlying physical cause of the geometry effect.

2. The case of the A302B steel shows that compliance with ASTM specifications doe s
not preclude unconservative application of the J-R curve and emphasizes that it i s
imperative to examine the local fracture mode and possible changes in fracture mod e
with geometry before any fracture criteria may be employed with confidence .

3. The dominant size effect for fully-plastic fracture is düe to additional work of remot e
plasticity, and therefore higher J values, in larger specimens or in specimens loade d
primarily in tension rather than bending .

4. None of the various schemes to correct J for geometry effects can account for thi s
particular geometry effect due to remote plasticity .

5. If it can be assured that the fracture mode in both the test specimen and the structure
will remain fully fibrous, it is conservative to extrapolate J-R curves generated fro m
small compact specimens for the analysis of pressure vessel crack stability .
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Table 1
Evaluation of Geometry Dependence of J-R Curves for Severat Types of Stee l
Material Specimen Jic Tearing Modulus Example : 3 mm Crack Extension

Jic Variation* dJ/da Variation* Applied J** Crack
Extension

Actual da**
Predicted da

(kJ/m"2) (% of smal l
specimen)

(MJ/m**3) (% of small
specimen)

(kJ/m**2) (mm) (%)

A5338 41-CT
0.5T-CT

300
240

125
-

260
190

136
-

630
630

1 .5
3.0

50
-

Linde 80 41-CT
0.5T-CT

11 0
100

11 0
-

83
62 .

133
-

220
220

1 . 7
3 .0

57
-

X46 CCT
CT

490
490

100 .
-

190
110

172
-

800
800

1 .0
3.0

33
-

X70 CCT
CT

1200
930

129
-

260
140

185
-

1500
1500

0 . 6
3.0

20
-

A302B 61-CT
0.5T-CT

25
42

59
-

	

_
14
46

30
-

250
250

>80
_

	

3 .0
>2700

-

In the case of the X46 and X70 steels, the CT specimen is considered the smaller specimen .

" The applied J level for this example was selected such that 3 mm of crack extension woul d
occur in the smaller specimen. If the J-R curve from the smaller specimen is used, a
prediction of 3 mm of crack extension at this level of J would be made for the larger specime n
as well . The ratio shown is the actual crack extension at this level of J in the large r
specimen divided by the prediction, i .e . 3 mm.



TABLE 2

Range of Constraint Factor for Typical Experimental Geometrie s

Specimen Type

[Reference]

Constraint factor (h)

CTS;

Constraint factor (q)

3 O
Comments

,uniaxial tension 0 .33 1 .0 prior to neckina

, plane strain 2.3 7.0 = Cr;

CCT

	

[40 .41] 1 .5 - 2 4.5 - 6 range of ty p ical peak value

CT

	

[41 .42] 2 - 3 6 - 9 rance of typical peak value

DENT [39,40] 2.5 - 3 7.5 - 9 range of typical peak values
very high values acros s
the entire ligament> 2 . 0

Surface Crack [41-43] 2 - 2.5 6 - 7.5 reaches peak near surface,
decreases to less than 2.0
at middepth

rarge .wg l
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Table 3
Causes of Test Specimen Geometry Effects in Ductile Fracture

Cause Comment s

Two-Dimensional Effects -

	

I

Micromechanical Effect s

Loss of SS Y

Crack extension effect

May dominate in cleavage fracture .
Typically not significant in ductile fracture .

May dominate J-R curves from CT specimens at larg e
crack extension for moderate toughness steel . Use modi-
fied J.

Global Deformation Effect s

Shape of the remote plastic region May dominate in fully-plastic fracture .

Plastic flow in heterogeneous weld Weld zone comprises different proportion of the plasti c

Separations

volume for different specimen widths .

Separations effect the bending angle of the specimens .

Three-Dimensional Effect s

Tunnelling, curved crack front, Minimize by using thick sidegrooved specimens meeting
development of shear lips ASTM requirements .
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Figure 1. Comparison of J-R Curves for Several Proportional Compac t
Specimens of a A533B Base Plate and Line 80 Weld Meta l
Showing Usual Size Effect of Greater Tearing Modulus for
Bigger Specimens (0 .5 and 4 are the thicknesses in inches) .
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X70 Jac=1000 K2m

6y =500 MPa
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Figure 6. Empirical Correlation Between Fibrous Initiation Tough-
ness J, and the Average Critical Strain from a Notche d
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da

(Unit Thickness )

Figure 8. Interpretation of J in Terms of Energy Quantities to Creat e
Fracture Surface and to Create Remote Plastic Work an d
the Load Displacement, Crack Growth Curve .

Note: This schematic is for an idealized unit thickness slice of a specimen in plane strain .
In a three-dimensional specimen, B would also include the work consumed i n
developing shear lips.

A work to create fracture
surface in a smal l
'process zone abov e
and below the crac k
surface . constant work

J r
rate ~.

inüi_1 plasti c
wor k

'Plastic J quantitie s
are equal to eta factors
amt.- work quantities per
unit area of crack surface

'created

B extra work to propa gate
the crack outside of th e
process zone stri p.

increasing work rate 5
r

1--i-- Additiona l
plastic work
tu propagate
the crack

extending process
zone stri p
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INCREASING VOLUME OF PLASTIC FLOW FIELD,
WORK PER UNIT AREA, AND TEARING MODULUS -9
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Figure 9.

DENT Specimens

Proportional Test Specimens Showing How the Height of the Plastic
Flow Field Increases Proportionally with Ligament Size and
Showing Differences in the Shape of the Plastic Flow Field fo r
Various Specimen Types. Note that the local fracture strain i s
constant in all of these cases although the remote plasticity has a
significant effect on the global fracture criterion J.
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Figure 11. Impact and Slow Bend Fracture Energy for a Steel in Tw o
Finishing Conditions Showing Linear Increase in Wor k
Done per Unit Area with Ligament Length .
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Tearing Modulus=1 .6 Gy C'TOA

O

Figure 12.Schematic of Ductile Failure Process of Steel Exhibiting Sep-

O

CTOA= L

Gradient in th e
throu gh-thicknes s
stress which causes
the se p arations

arations Showing Individually Necking Laminates Ahead o f
the Crack. Note that the length of the region where
separations extend ahead of the crack is governed by th e
location of the stress reversal or hinge.
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PROGRESS IN GENERATING FRACTURE DATA BASE AS A FUNCTION O F
LOADING RATE AND TEMPERATURE USING SMALL-SCALE TEST S

by

Dr. Hervé Couque and Dr. Stephen J . Hudak, Jr.

Structural integrity assessment of nuclear pressure vessels requires small specimen fracture
testing to generate data over a wide range of material loading, and temperature conditions. Smal l
scale testing is employed since extensive testing is required including small radiation embrittle d
samples from nuclear surveillance capsules . However, current small scale technology does no t
provide the needed dynamic fracture toughness relevant to the crack arrest/reinitiation events tha t
may occur during pressurized thermal shock transients following emergency shutdown . This paper
addresses the generation of this much needed dynamic toughness data using a nove l
experimental-computational approach involving a coupled pressure bars (CPB) technique and a
viscoplastic dynamic fracture code . CPB data have been generated to testing temperatures never
before reached : 37 to 100°C - 60 to 123°C above the nil ductility transition temperature . Fracture
behavior of pressure vessel steel 'from lower shelf to upper shelf temperatures and previou s
toughness estimates for the 1 06 MPaÿm s " ' loading rate regime are assessed in light of the new CPB
data.

Southwest Research Institute, 6220 Culebra Road, San Antonio, Texas 78228 .
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INTRODUCTION

To prevent catastrophic failure of engineering structures, fracture properties have bee n
measured under dynamic loading conditions to consider the effect of inertia as well as rate
sensitivity of the material . These properties are relevant to the structural integrity assessment of
nuclear pressure vessels where small specimens are needed to obtain fracture toughness data ove r
a wide range of material, loading, and environmental (temperature) conditions . The most critica l
event to the' integrity of a nuclear pressure vessel is a loss of coolant accident which results in a n
emergency shutdown of the reactor system . The sudden ingress of emergency cooling water whic h
accompanies such a shutdown can cause the vessel to be thermally shocked while still unde r
pressure . During such a pressurized thermal shock (PTS) event, the combination of thermal an d
pressure stresses would likely cause surface cracks on the interior of the vessel to grow as the static
toughness (K1 ) is exceeded. The integrity of the vessel would then depend on the ability of th e
material to arrest the crack as it propagates through the vessel wall and encounters less-embrittled ,
tougher material . During this process, cracks can arrest and reinitiate under stress-wave loading .

Although relevant data have largely been generated using elastic-plastic fracture mechanics
technology which evolved over the past two decades, these data do not include the influence o f
dynamic effects . Evidence that such effects are important and need to be considered can be foun d
in recent wide-plate tests conducted under the Heavy Section Steel Technology (HSST) Progra m
[1]. These large-scale experiments were designed to provide crack arrest data in the transition an d
upper-shelf regimes. Dynamic measurements of crack growth and displacement boundary
conditions clearly showed that cracks actually initiate, propagate at high velocities, temporaril y
arrest, and reinitiate . This scenario, which often occurred more than once in a given experiment ,
is understandable if one considers dynamic effects . Specifically, crack arrest/reinitiation occurs by
reflected stress wave in the specimen. Similar effects can also be expected in actual pressure
vessels .

Recognition of the above events may have been the motivation for the generation of dynamic
initiation data at Westinghouse in 1970 as part of the HSST Program [2] . These data are shown i n
Figure 1 . Critical data could not be generated at elevated temperatures and higher strain rate s
because of the limitations of the technology to measure toughnesses of 200-400 MPa'\,ft-n in the
temperature range 23-80°C [1] . These values exceed the already high upper-shelf static toughness .
Until recently, experimental technology involving laboratory specimens has successfully
measured toughnesses up to 230 MPa'/m [3-5] . Beyond 230 MPa m, large specimen fracture test s
have been the only reliable experimental approach [1] . Another challenge related to nuclea r
pressure vessel steels is the identification of a reliable procedure for the dynamic testing of small
coupons from surveillance capsule programs . A need exists to develop techniques to characteriz e
high-toughness materials using small specimens, not only for economic reasons, but also fo r
situations where only a limited quantity of material is available . The present investigation
describes dynamic fracture data generated with a relatively new coupled pressure bars (CPB )
technique. It will be shown that the CPB technique is a reliable small specimen technology for the
dynamic fracture characterization of pressure vessel steel over the full temperature rang e
encompassing cleavage and fibrous fracture . Finally, the CPB data are compared to previou s
toughness estimates for the 10 6 MPaVi-ri s-' loading rate regime.
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EXPERIMENTAL ANALYTICAL PROCEDUR E

A nuclear pressure vessel steel, A533B plate steel (ORNL plate 13A) [6], was used in thi s
investigation. The composition and heat treatment of this steel are summarized in Table 1 . This
steel has a nil-ductility transition temperature of -23°C and a static yield stress at room temperature
of 445 MPa [6] . Tensile tests were conducted parallel to the plate rolling direction . The directio n
of crack propagation for the fracture specimens was in the LT orientation, i .e., transverse to the
rolling direction.

Dynamic fracture testing of the A533B steel at temperatures varying from 37 to 100°C wa s
conducted with the CPB technique . This technique has been successfully applied to material s
covering a wide range of toughnesses, 10-350 MPahm, and fracture modes [7,8,9] . For the
background on the design and development of the experimental apparatus, the reader is referred t o
Refs . 7 and 9. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the CPB experiment . The primary components
consist of two pressure bars to store energy, a notched round starter specimen to rapidly release th e
stored energy, and two prefatigued compact fracture specimens . These experiments were
conducted by preloading the pressure bars and starter specimen to a load between 311 to 623 k N
corresponding to an applied stress in the bars of between 273 to 546 MPa . The test specimens were
then inserted into slots in the bars and secured with wedges, as shown in Figure 2 . Fracture of the
starter specimen was subsequently initiated by introducing a sharp cut into the circumferentia l
notch of the starter specimen using a cutter wheel and high-speed air drill . Failure of the starte r
specimen initiates an unloading (compressive) pulse in the pressure bars which transmits a rapi d
axial displacement rate to the specimen arms. This pulse has a rise time of 60 to 120 p s
corresponding to the failure duration of the starter and, is followed by a relatively constan t
specimen displacement rate associated with the unloading of the two separated pressure bars. The
latter period lasts about 380 is for a bar length of lm . During this event, the unloading pulse
imposes a constant load-line displacement rate, {CODLL}

late time, to the specimens . Based on

one-dimensional stress wave analysis of the bar, { CÔD LL }
late time is approximated by :

{ CODLL} Iate time
2Coao/E

	

(1 )

where Co is the sound wave velocity of the bar, E is the Young's modulus of the bar, and a, is th e
prestress in the pressure bar. This constant displacement rate can be easily varied either by usin g
a bar material of different sound velocity or by applying a different prestress to the pressure bars .
Using Eq. 1, a load-line displacement rate of about 19 m is reached with steel bars (Co = 5200
m s-' and E = 2 x 105 MPa) prestressed to 390 MPa.

Prefatigued compact specimens of planar size W = 44 mm and crack length ao = 24 mm were
employed. Two thicknesses, B, were used, specifically, 15 mm for the tests performed at 37 and
50°C, and 20 mm for the tests performed at 75 and 100°C . The specimens were also side-groove d
to 25 percent of the thickness, B, resulting in net thicknesses, B N, of 11 .4 and 15 .0 mm,
respectively. This side-grooving served to maximize the through-thickness constraint for a give n
nominal specimen thickness . The test specimens were heated to the testing temperature with
electrical resistance heaters . Two specimens of the same thicknesses were tested simultaneousl y
with the CPB technique as shown in Figure 2 for the 20 mm thick specimens, i .e ., 75 and 100° C
specimens . The crack opening displacement history, CODX(t), was monitored at a distance X =
12.5 mm from the load line using an eddy current transducer, as shown in Figure 2 . In addition ,
one strain gage was mounted on each specimen above the prefatigued crack-tip location . The crac k
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initiation time was deduced from this strain gage record, e (t), by identifying the unloadin g
compressive wave resulting from the initiation of the prefatigued crack . Crack propagation
history, a(t), was monitored on one side of each compact specimen using a crack gage having fiv e
to ten lines, spaced 3 mm apart .

Finite-element simulations of the CPB specimens were conducted with a dynami c
viscoplastic fracture code VISCRCK [10] implemented with the elastic-viscoplastic constitutiv e
model formulated by Bodner-Partom [11] . Appropriate constants for the Bodner-Parto m
constitutive model were developed from A533B tensile data obtained at strain rates varying fro m
1 0 -3 to 3 x 1 03 s- ' over the temperature range -60 to 175°C and incorporated in the dynamic fractur e
code [12] . A mesh composed of 387 elements having linear dimensions of 2 mm was used .

RESULTS

Planar crack growth was obtained for each specimen, with deviations less than 1 mm over a
distance of 14 mm or greater . This is illustrated in Figure 3 with a specimen tested at 100"C .
Figure 4 compares the computed crack opening displacement history, COD X, with the
experimental data for the specimen tested at 100°C . Good agreement was obtained between th e
computed and experimental values up to initiation . Two fracture criteria for ductile materials, wer e
considered: the dynamic J' integral [13,14], and the T* integral [15] . The J' and T* integrals are
equivalent for monotonic loading up to crack initiation. The T* integral is an incrementa l
formulation that was proposed to handle the effects of viscoplasticity and unloading that occu r
during dynamic crack propagation . Both crack-tip integrals, J ' and T*, were calculated and foun d
to coincide during the process of crack initiation . Consequently, from the evaluation of th e
crack-tip integral, the equivalent elastic stress intensity factor K I is deduced by considering th e
small scale yielding relation under plane strain conditions :

K 1 J = /E J'I / (1- v )

	

(2)

where E and v are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively .

The influence of mesh size was investigated using two mesh sizes of linear dimension, 2 m m
and 3 mm, for analyses at 100°C . The measured toughness were found to converge up to initiation,
see Figure 5, indicating the relevance of the fracture parameter, J ' , to quantify dynamic fracture
initiation. This procedure was repeated for each specimen over the temperature range 37-100°C ,
and the results are summarized in Table 2 .

The validity of the results were evaluated based on an adaptation of Paris' static criterion t o
dynamic loading conditions [16] :

a0 b,B W Id/0yd

where a 0 , b, B, and ayd are the initial crack length, the remaining ligament, the thickness, and th e
dynamic yield stress, respectively, and a = 25, see Reference 17 and ASTM Standard Test Metho d
for J1 , A Measure of Fracture Toughness E813 . The relevance of using this criterion for dynami c
ductile fracture has been recently demonstrated by Moran et al. [18] . The strain rate correspondin g

(3)
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to the dynamic yield stress of Eq . 3 was taken to be the average strain rate reached at the plasti c
zone boundary, defined at 0.002 strain. This strain rate was estimated using Costin et al . [19] ,
approach and calculated to be 30 s- ' for A533B steel .

For data not satisfying Eq . 2, the overestimation of the toughness was deduced usin g the
procedure developed by Couque et al. [20], based on the data of Landes and Begley [17] for a stee l
of similar flow stress and static toughness to the A533B steel . Using dynamic yield stresses at a
strain rate of 30 s-' over the temperature range of interest (see Reference 12) the values of a, an d
eventual toughness corrections, were calculated and are reported in Table 2 . Also indicated in
Table 2 is a margin of error for the corrected toughnesses deduced from Landes and Begley's data .

The dynamic upper-shelf regime of the A533B steel used in the present study occurred a t
100°C. As shown in Figure 6, no cleavage was observed at this temperature, either at initiation o r
during propagation. Even with this fully fibrous fracture crack velocities up to 1000 m s ' were
reached as shown in Figure 7. The higher crack velocity reached during the early crac k
propagation event is related to the initiation event. The release of a large amount of strain energy
stored during the blunting process of the prefatigued crack, along with the rapid loadin g rate
imposed by the pressure bars, provides the highest dynamic loading conditions early in the crac k
growth process . Therefore, higher crack velocities are expected just after crack-initiation.
Crack-arrest occurred under a fibrous failure mode at about 15 mm from the prefatigued crack tip .

By continuing the analysis beyond the initiation time, it is theoretically possible to obtain ,
the dynamic fracture toughness of a rapidly propagating "fibrous" crack . This would require
iterative analyses to be performed until the experimental and analytical crack openin g
displacements (COD X ) are matched. However, before this can be done, several difficulties need to
be overcome to measure a crack-arrest toughness . First, the use of a finer crack gage techniqu e
needs to be developed to identify the precise time of arrest . Secondly, cracks need to be arreste d
before they become too deep since the large rotations and deformations associated with high
toughness materials result in ill-defined boundary conditions . This can be achieved by using
pressure bars of different lengths to obtain controlled crack arrest lengths . And last, but not least,
a fracture criterion for ductile crack growth which is independent of specimen geometry will need
to be developed. Two potential candidates are the crack-tip integrals previously mentioned, J' and
T* .

Figure 8 compares the dynamic fracture-initiation toughness obtained with the couple d
pressure bars with the quasi-static fracture toughness [21] . With increased loading rate, the
transition temperature is increased by about 25°C, while the upper-shelf fracture toughnes s
increases by at least 70 percent . This increase of the transition temperature and upper-shel f
toughness with loading rate seems to be typical of ductile steels exhibiting a strong strain-rat e
sensitivity [20] .

Dynamic fracture-initiation toughness and crack-arrest toughness obtained from the recen t
series of 1m x 9 .6 m wide-plate crack arrest experiments, conducted as part of the Heavy Sectio n
Steel Technc logy (HSST) Program [1] are compared in Figure 9 . The dynamic initiatio n
toughness can be seen to be similar to the crack-arrest toughness in the transition regime (37 to
50°C) . At temperatures above 50°C, the dynamic initiation toughness rises with the crack-arres t
toughness . The dynamic initiation toughness appears to provide an estimate of the crack-arres t
toughness, at least up to 75°C .
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Table 3 summarizes the failure modes involved in crack initiation, propagation, and arrest fo r
the specimens tested over the temperature range 37-100°C . These observations match those made
in the HSST Program [1], in that cleavage fracture was observed at temperatures lower than 92"C .
Additional dynamic initiation and crack-arrest experiments are needed at elevated temperatures t o
establish if this correspondence prevails over the upper-shelf regime . The expectation of a
relationship between Kid and KI, is based on the view that crack arrest occurs when a crack fails to
reinitiate, thus Kb should be related to the properties of a stationary crack being loaded
dynamically . This hypothesis need to be examined not only for arresting cracks preceded by a
rapid cleavage fracture, but also by a rapid fibrous fracture [22] .

DISCUSSION

The CPB technique has been demonstrated to promote rapid crack propagation successfull y
in small A533B specimens at temperatures never before reached with other experimenta l
techniques (37 to 100°C -- 60 to 123°C above the nil-ductility transition temperature) . Based on
an observed levelling of the upper-shelf dynamic initiation toughness of certain low-strength steel s
[19], we anticipate that the technique can be used to evaluate the dynamic fracture properties o f
A533B steel up to 320°C, the service temperature of nuclear pressure vessels .

The CPB technique presents other unique features with regard to the characterization of
dynamic fracture properties . The technique has the potential for extracting dynamic initiation ,
propagation, and arrest toughnesses from the analysis of a single specimen with a dynami c
viscoplastic fracture simulation code . The analysis will be optimum since the specimen size will
be minimized with regard to the criteria for valid plane-strain fracture toughness . These smal l
specimens enable finely discretized meshes to be used thereby facilitating more accurate finit e
element results . This technology provides a tool for further investigation of the correlatio n
between dynamic initiation toughness and crack-arrest toughness, as well as the relation betwee n
dynamic propagation toughness and crack velocity, particularly for fibrous fracture . Furthermore ,
since energy storage is independent of specimen size, the possible influence of specimen size o n
dynamic fracture toughness of high-toughness steels can also be examined systematically for the
first time.

Insights into the potential of the CPB experiment to study the influence of specimen size o n
the dynamic upper shelf toughness of A533B steel were provided from a final experiment . This
experiment involved two A533B specimens of large planar size, W = 89 mm, and of thickness, B
= 44 mm, and net thickness, BN = 33 mm. These specimens were tested at upper shelf temperature s
of 100 and 300°C and at a loading rate of about 2 x 1 06 MPaVr-n s-1 with a bar preload of 390 MPa .
The experimental set-up, shown in Figure 10, involves a new load transfer mechanism to
accommodate the large size of the compact fracture specimens . From this experiment, no dynami c
measurements were recorded but the static crack opening displacement, St , was measured from th e
sectioned specimen . Figure 11 shows the blunted prefatigued crack tip along with a growth of 2
mm. Using the formulation of the fracture toughness at initiation as a function of the critica l
crack-tip opening, S; derived in Reference 23 :

Kid = V 1 .89aydES:

	

(4)
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and a measured S, of 720 pm, a dynamic initiation toughness, K id , of 359 MPa'm was calculate d
for the s ecimen tested at 100°C. This toughness agrees well with the corrected toughness of 337
MPa*m measured from the dynamic simulation of the A533B specimen tested with a specimen o f
planar size, W = 44 mm. The specimen tested at 300°C exhibited no crack growth, but a blunted
crack, 500 pm in height was observed . Using Eq. 4 with 6yd = 460 MPa [12] and 6, = 5(X) pm, a
stress intensity, KI, of 300 MPa-41-n' was calculated. This indicates that the dynamic initiatio n
toughness at 300°C exceeds 300 MPa-4 -1--n and, therefore, is greater than the static initiatio n
toughness, KID, of 200 MPa4 -1- [21] . Increase of the bar prestress from 390 MPa to 546 MPa wil l
most likely promote growth in such a specimen at 300°C. These results are another indication tha t
the CPB technique can be used to evaluate the dynamic fracture properties of A533B steel up t o
320°C, the service temperature of nuclear pressure vessels . It is estimated that these specimens of
planar size, W = 89 mm, will be adequate for such characterization since according to Eq . 3 they
will provide valid toughness data up to 500 MPaÿm .

The extrapolation of the Westinghouse data, Figure 1, to higher loading rates appears to b e
in reasonable agreement with available lower-shelf crack arrest data [24] . In fact, this observation
may have influenced the positioning of the original trend lines, particularly for the limited hig h
temperature data. However, this interpretation did not recognize the strong temperature-loadin g
rate interactions which can occur, consequently extrapolated Kid values in the high-temperature ,
high loading rate regime are significantly underestimated . The later fact can be seen by adding the
present CPB data to the Westinghouse data as shown in Figure 12 . This rather complex behavior
can be better understood by also considering the accompanying schematics in Figure 12b and 12c .

The upturn in Kid at the higher loading rates is not an artifact of the CPB technique . This
strong strain rate dependence is also supported b y, the data of Kalthoff shown in Figure 13 which
were obtained with a very different technique -- impact loading combined with high spee d
photography and the shadow optic method of caustics [25] . Although these data are limited t o
room temperature, they clearly show the same trend as the elevated temperature CPB data in Figur e
12 .

Combining all of the above results provides a three-dimensional view of the interactive
dependence of fracture toughness on temperature and loading rate as shown in Figure 14 . This
view is also l consistent with the notion that crack arrest occurs when the crack fails to reinitiat e
when acted upon by reflected stress waves. Thus, it would appear that the present limited high
temperature Kid data, along with improper static, linear elastic interpretations of small-scale crac k
arrest data, may combine to result in overly conservative estimates of the materials' resistance to
crack growth at elevated temperature .

It is important to recognize that Figure 12 will also be influenced by another importan t
variable -- material aging due to irradiation embrittlement . The extent of this aging is tracke d
through the nuclear surveillance program which requires exposure of tensile, Charpy and fracture
toughness specimens to the irradiation which occurs in the critical beltline region of reactors. In
this regard, the CPB technology is significant in that it enables dynamic fracture/crack arres t
toughness data to be obtained for the first time using the small specimens which are available fro m
surveillance capsules. For example, based on the Eq. 3, and a room temperature dynamic yiel d
strength of 645 MPa for A533B steel [26] (with an irradiation fluence of 6 .5 x 10 '9 n cm-2) would
enable a valid toughness measurement of up to 300 MPa'm for a typically sized surveillance
specimen (W = 29 mm) .
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As continued a g i ng occurs and more vessels exhibit unacceptable levels of upper-shelf stati c
toughness, it will become increasingly advantageous to develop more precise, and les s
conservative, assessment procedures that take full advantage of emerging technology -- such as th e
CPB technique, as well as advances in computational fracture mechanics .

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The utility of a novel approach to generating dynamic initiation and propagation fractur e
toughness has been demonstrated using an integrated experimental/analytical approach . This
approach, termed the Coupled Pressure Bar (CPB) technique, uses stress wave loading to achiev e
loading rates for crack initiation of about 1 06 MPaÿm s .' . These high loading rates are applicable
to situations where cracks initiate, run, arrest, and are subsequently reinitiated by reflected stres s
waves -- a scenario which can occur in nuclear pressure vessels during a pressurized thermal shoc k
event. Results demonstrate that dynamic toughness data can be generated for the sizes an d
toughness levels of interest for small specimens of embrittled pressure vessel steels which ar e
found in nuclear surveillance capsules. Somewhat larger specimens sizes can also be used wit h
this technique to determine fracture toughness levels in the transition- and upper-shelf regimes o f
higher toughness unirradiated pressure vessel steels . Specific conclusions based on this study are
as follows :

1) The CPB technique provides a unique tool for determining dynamic fracture toughness o f
high-toughness materials over the full temperature range encompassing cleavage t o
fully-fibrous fracture . Additional advantages are as follows :

a) small specimen size
b) efficient energy storage external to the specimen
c) stress waves provide high loading rates (K > 10 5 MPa i s')
d) well-behaved boundary conditions facilitate analysi s
e) specimen displacement and/or energy input can be specified independent of specimen siz e
f) both dynamic initiation and propagation toughnesses can be measured with a singl e

specimen
g) crack arrest measurements are feasible (with minor modification of the existing system )

2) Since the CPB technique enables extremely high dynamic initiation and propagatio n
toughness levels to be achieved with small specimens, requirements for specimen size ar e
dictated by the validity criteria given, in Eq . 3, and not by the need to promote rapid, unstable
crack propagation by storage of a large amount of energy within the specimen .

3) Application of the CPB technique to A533B steel was used to demonstrate the loading rat e
sensitivity of A533B steel ; specifically, increasing the loading rate from 1 (quasi static) t o
2 x 105 MPa' s-' resulted in a 25°C increase in the transition temperature, while the
upper-shelf initiation toughness increased by 70%. These effects have important implication s
for dynamic reinitiation of cracks during hypothesized pressurized thermal shock events i n
nuclear pressure vessels .

4) The high-rate dynamic initiation toughness appears to provide an estimate of the crack arres t
toughness, thereby supporting the notion that crack arrest corresponds to failure of the crac k
to reinitiate under loading from reflected stress waves .
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5) Dynamic viscoplastic analysis is needed to extract dynamic fracture properties from hig h
toughness materials using small specimens . Such analyses are presently tractable for crac k
initiation under high rate loading . However, analyses of dynamic crack propagation and arres t
in viscoplastic materials are presently hampered by uncertainty regarding the proper crack
driving force .
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Westinghouse initiation data base '. Available lower shelf crack arrest data is als o
indicated' .
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Figure 2. Schematic of the couple pressure bars experiment used with A533B specimens.
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Figure 3 . A533B specimen tested at 100°C : a) fracture surface, b) crack profile .
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Figure 4 . Comparison of measured and calculated crack opening displacement record s
CODX(t) for the A533B tested at 100°C .
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Figure 5.

	

History of the crack driving force, K,(t), calculated with two mesh sizes of linea r
dimension 2mm and 3mm, for the A533B tested at 100°C .
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Figure 6.

	

Scanning electron fractograph adjacent to the prefatigued crack-tip of the A533 B

tested at 100'C . The crack velocities reached during the early stage of the rapid crac k

propagation event are also indicated.

0 5 0

Figure 7. Crack growth history of the A533B tested at 100°C .
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Figure 8. , Comparison of A533B static and dynamic fracture initiation toughness over th e
temperature range 37 to 100°C .
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Figure 9. Dynamic fracture initiation toughness ( K id) and crack-arrest toughness (K,,,) of A533 B
steel . The fracture toughness values prescribed by Section XI of the ASME boiler and
pressure vessel code are also indicated .
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Figure 10 .

	

Coupled pressure bars experimental set-up with fracture specimens of large plana r
size, W = 89 mm .

Figure 11 . Enlarged view of the prefatigued crack for the large A533B specimen size, W = 8 9
mm, tested at 100°C showing crack growth of 2 mm .
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Figure 12. Extension of Westinghouse initiation data base (A533B, HSST plate 02) ' to the 106-7
ksi-\(T-ri s -' loading rate regime using CPB data (A533B, HSST plate 13A) a t
transition and upper shelf temperatures and Kalthoff 3 toughness-loading rate
relationship for lower-shelf temperatures of a rate-sensitive steel . The
toughness-loading rate dependance for cleavage (Tl), mixed fracture (T2), an d
fibrous fracture (T3) are schematically represented : a) initiation toughness versu s
temperature, and b) initiation toughness versus dynamic loading rates .
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Figure 13 . Toughness lower bound of a steel X2NiCoMo 1895 (German Standards) reached at
a loading rate K of 3 x 106 MPaÿm s-1
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Dynamic crack initiation data (Kid) as a function of loading rate (Itt) an d
temperature .
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Table 1

Chemical Composition and Heat Treatment of A533B Steel Grade B Class 1 Steel Plate 13A 8

Chemistry in Weight Percent

C

	

Mn

	

P

	

S

	

Si

	

Ni

	

Mo

0.19

	

1 .28

	

0 .012

	

0 .013

	

0 .21

	

0.65

	

0.55

Heat Treatment

Normalized 7 .5 h at 893°C, water quenched ;
Austenitized 8 .5 h at 671 °C, water quenched ;
Tempered 4 h at 565°C, air cooled ;
Stress relieved 50 h at 621°C, furnaced cooled to 316°C .

Table 2

Dynamic Initi tlo^ Fracture Toughness Results

Testing
Temperature

[C°]

Fibrous
Mode'

[%]

Ki d
Uncorrected

[MPa'-]
ayd

[MPa] a
B N

[mm]

Ki d
Correcte d
[MPa']

KI
[106 MPa

~ms']

37 30 220 501 27 11 .5 220 2 . 2
37 30 180 501 40 1 .1 .5 180 2 . 0
50 85 250 491 21 11 .5 228±8 2 . 4
75 100 262 480 24 15 .0 262 2 . 1
100 100 398 476 10 15 .0 337±16 2.8

a) Percentage of initiation zone, defined as region within one calculated crack-tip-opening displacemen t
using procedure outlined in ReferenceZO and A533B dynamic tensile dat a

Table 3

Summary of the Failure Modes Involved in the CPB Specimens of A533B Stee l

Testing
Temperature

[°C)

Initiation Propagation Arres t

Fibrous
Mode
[%]

Failure Mode as a Functio n
of Crack Extension a-a .,

Fibrous
Mode
[%]

37
50
75
100

30
8 5
100
100

cleavage for a-a0 varying from 0.5 to 12 .5 mm
cleavage for a-a, varying from 0 .5 to 12 .0 mm
cleavage for a-a0 varying from 1 to 9 .5 mm
no cleavage observed (total growth 15 mm)

100
100
100
100
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1.

	

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we give two new results that allow to compute the energy

release rate G in a media with spatially varying elastic properties .

In this special case, it is shown that the classical G or J formulae ar e

not appropriate and that auxiliary terms should be added to the expressions t o

keep their independance with the contour of integration . The new integrals have

been implanted in the finite element computer code CASTEM 2000, and th e

efficiency of the additional terms is presented on some examples .

2.

	

CRACKED BODY WITH CONTINUOUSLY VARYING MATERIAL PARAMETER S

2 .1 . Theoretical expression forG

For a non homogeneous cracked body û, under general loading condition s

in the elastic range, the following analytical expression for the energy release

rate can be derived [1], where Ghom represents the energy' release rate when the

material is considered as homogeneous, and Gadd an additional contribution when

the material is non homogeneous .

G = Ghom + Gadd

with Ghom = fû Tr(aVUGtU)dc - f~wdivedû+ f~Tr(a) aVTedc - fû FVUedit

and Gadd f' Tr(a) Vi e T dû - 2 ~ Tr(VR e s e) dit

Notations :

E : total strain tensor ,

a : stress tensor ,

U : displacement vector ,

w : strain energy density ,

F : body force vector ,

T : temperatures (variation in comparison with the reference state) ,

e : mapping function (explained below),

(1 )
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a : thermal expansion coefficient ,

R : elastic constitutive tensor .

and

	

v : gradient operator .

Tr(c) =

	

C ii : operation Tr on a matrix C i i

The mapping function O is a normalized displacement field, oriented i n

the direction corresponding to a crack length increase .

For example, in a bidimensionnel configuration (figure 1), it is equa l

to (1, 0) irk all region A near the crack tip, varies continuously from (1, 0) t o

(0, 0) in a surrounding crown, and is equal to (0, 0) outside .

Figure 1 : Mapping function O for a bidimensionnel configuration

2 .2 . ADDlication: center-cracked	 plate	 with	 varying	 materia l

parameters

Let us consider the problem of a center-cracked plate, with no n

homogeneous elastic material parameters, and under plane-stress condition .

The plane is assumed to be subjected to two systems of loadings :

1) a uniform tensile stress a = 50 MPa ,

2) a linear thermal gradient, OT = 330°C, between the crack faces an d

the plate boundary (figure 2) .
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Î
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i

L=300m m

Figure 2 : Center-cracked plate with a non homogeneous materia l

Young's modulus E and thermal expansion coefficient a are assumed t o

vary linearly in the x-direction :

E(x, y) = E 1 +

	

(E2 - E 1 )

a(x, y ) =

	

+ L (a2 - a1 ) ,

the extreme values on left and right boundaries being fixed to :

E 1 = 1 .2 105 MPa

a1 = 6 .0 1 0 -6 0C-1

E2 = 3 .8 105 MPa

a2 = 25 .0 10
-6

°C' 1

The calculation was performed using CASTEM 2000 computer code, on on e

quarter of the plate modelled with 370 constant strain triangular element s

(figure 3) .

Figure 3 : Finite element model
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contours, around the crack tip (notation I' 1 on figure 1) were

defined to analyse the stability of the computed G-values (figure 4) .

Crack tip 0

Figure 4 : 5 contours limiting the region A for the 5 0-fields

Thermal and mechanical loading were independantly taken into account . I n

each case, the influence of the additional term Gadd in the ernergy release rat e

formula was studied . Results are depicted on figures 5 and 6, and we ma y

concluded that :

- the additional term Gadd guarantees the stability of the computed G

values with more and more extended O displacement fields ,

- the additional term Gadd is not negligible .

The second point is particularly true in the thermal loading case, wher e

the omission of the additional term can lead to an important error .
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Figure 6 : G as function

of the ()vector

	

of the a vector
mechanical loading

	

thermal loadin g
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3 .

	

CRACKED BODY WITH A BIMETALLIC INTERFAC E

3 .1 . Theoretical expression forG

Refering to the formulation of Delale and al . [2], the cracked body wit h

a bimetallic interface is divised into three parts, and the integration over th e

whole body i2 is the sum of the integrations over the three parts (figure 7) :

r dc = I dc + 1 1 m

	

dc + r dn

a =50m m

Figure 7 : Cracked body with a bimetallic interface

Volume integrations over ni and 02 correspond to the formula (1), sinc e

material parameters in the two media are assumed continuous .

For the integration over st, with e, tending to zero, it has bee n

demonstrated that this term corresponds to a line integral along the interface .

In a bidimensionnel case, with a straight interface along the y-axis, the Gtine

term is expressed by (2) :

G t i ne =

jyo

(wa - wb )®x dy +
jIo

[°b n ax Ib - Qa n
âx l a j ex 0

with

	

w : elastic energy density ,

U : displacement vector ,

n : normal to the discontinuity .

a and b subscripts design left and right side of the discontinuity .

(2)
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3 .2 . Application: crack perpendicular to a bimetallic interfac e

Erdogan and Lu ([3] and [41) give analytical solutions of the stres s

intensity factor, for cracks perpendicular to and on the interface of bonded

elastic layers . Results are given in diagrams for fixed material combinaison or

layer dimensions . More specifically, we analysed the case of a pressurized edge

crack, with a tip located near the interface (figure 8) .

Er v2

a /ip `

Or/
.44k

500 mm 500 mm

Figure 8 : Pressurized edge crack perpendi-
cular to a bimetallic interfac e

Due to the symetry condition, one half of the plate was modelled wit h

quadratic elements (figure 9) .

/►A

►~il~mnnnnn mm % I
88 CQ ;d

crack tip

	

Interfacial surface

Figure 9 : Mesh for the pressurized edge crac k
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Computer G value agrees very well with that readed in Erdogan' s

diagram :

Klo 1C-Ii values : - computed

	

2 .1 6

- Erdogan's diagram

	

2 .1 7

with K =

Furthermore, the stability of the G-values for 8-fields crossing th e

interface is verified .

G (KJ/MZ)

	

M .11MM

	

1e 7 7
MININIM

	

I . 7 1

13 ?2

o without additional term

2 2

s sq .

G G.\ + with additional term

4 .a

22S .
CONI Ot1 R

set

I N I H 2ss 2SO 3Ge iso .e9 .se s80 ss e

Figure 10 : G-values stability analysi s
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CRACKS PARALLEL TO OR LYING ALONG BIMATERIAL INTERFACES

For a crack parallel to or lying along bimaterial interfaces, n o

corrector term has to be added to the classical formula G hom , since a virtua l

crack advance does not lead to cross the discontinuity . This application i s

presented just as an example to verify the precision of the computed G-values i n

this special case .

Let us consider the problem of a pressurized crack lying along a

bimaterial interface, in an infinite plate (figure 11) .
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material 1

ffff p
f}ff f
	 Za	 material 2

Figure 11 : Pressurized crack lying along a bimaterial interfac e

England [5] gave the expression of the complex stress concentration

vector Q, for this case :

Q=Q~ +i Q 2 =p lia (1+i 2E )

with .

Ici

	

1

- +1

	

G
E =

	

ln	 (bimetallic constant intro -
211

	

1

	

k 2

	

duced by Williams , [6] )

G- + G

G shear modulus and k = 3 - 4m in plane strain condition .

Shih and Asaro [7] had identified the relation between the comple x

stress concentration vector Q and the energy release rate G :

rr

	

1 - v 1

	

1 - v2

LQi + Qz)

	

G

	

+

	

G2 J
G=

4 cosh2 ri E

A calculation was performed with the G-O method using always the

computer code CASTEM 2000 . Properties of the two materials was choosen strongl y

different (figure 12) .
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E l = 2 104 MPa

µ~ = 0 .4 5

E2 = 2 105 MPa

= 0 .1 5

p = 10 MPa

Figure 12 : Geometry and material parameters fo r
the pressurized interface crac k

Taking into account the symetry condition, one half of the plate wa s

modelled with quadratic elements (figure 13 and 14) .

	4

1

Figure 13 : Mesh for the
interface crack

Figure 14 : Zoom near the crack ti p
of the interface crack mes h

The calculated G-value is in good agreement with the analytical solutio n

(difference < 0 .5 %) :

analytical value : G = 0 .702 KJ/m2

calculated value : G = 0 .705 KJ/m2

and the stability of the computed G-values is well verified (figure 15) .
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CONCLUSION

The interest of the new formulations of the G-e method to take int o

account spatial variations of the elastic material properties, either continuou s

variations or brutal discontinuity, has been demonstrated on some examples .

In the case of a crack parallel to or lying along a bimateria l

interface, no corrector term has to be added, and the classical formulatio n

gives precise results .

But when the crack is not parallel to the interface, and the crack ti p

is exactly at the discontinuity of material, there is a special difficulty, no t

mentionned in the paper . In this particular case, the order of the elasti c

stresses singularity (rx' 1 with 0 < x < 1) leads to indefined terms in th e

expression of G . However the stress intensity factor remains defined, an d

analytical solutions are given in references (for example [4]) .
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF STRESS-DEFORMATION STATE OF THE STEAM
GENERATOR COLLECTOR (WWER-TYPE) UNDER PRESSURE LOADING DURIN G

FRACTURE MECHANICS CALCULATION S

M. Zaitsev, V. Lyssakov
Nuclear Safety Institute of Russian Academy of Science s

Description of Construction

The steam generator collector (WWER-type) is a thick cylindrical shell with a constant inne r

diameter of 850 mm and a height of 4970 mm. The wall thickness of the lower part of the shell i s

78 mm. The wall thickness of the perforated part is 163 mm . The wall thickness is slightly increasin g

from the lower part of the shell to the perforated part . A wall perforation presents a system of holes

to connect the steam generator heat exchanging tubes . The holes are disposed as in a chess-board-

like order with a step along the height equal to 38 mm and with an angle of 3 degrees . The

perforation zone starts from a height of 789 mm and finishes at a height of 2841 mm . Below the

height of 1239 mm one half of the shell is nonperforated on this figure elements of nonperforated

zone are shown within the thick line area. Above this height the nonperforated zone is smoothly

decreasing and after a height of 1839 mm the regular perforated zone is located . Such type o f

perforated zone structure was chosen due to the design of the steam generator since the spac e

between the wall of the lower part of the steam generator and the collector is rather small and ther e

is no possibility to install heat exchanging tube therefore the collector has no perforations . Thus a

nonperforated wedge in the perforated zone causes stress concentration . Inner pressure equal s

16 MPa .

Mathematical Modelling

Fracture mechanics calculations demand an exact definition of a stress-deformation state o f

a large scale construction. A finite element method for stress and structure analysis is widely use d

for such definition of the stress state. However, certain designs like the WWER steam generator
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collector are rather difficult to analyze . A large number of holes, a nonperforated wedge in

perforated zone and appearance of a penetrating fracture in the collector wall are three actual

concentrators of stresses . There is no versatile finite element model to describe this state. The firs t

cause of this fact is the large amount of holes and the large wall thickness . A well known rule fo r

finite element models creation gives the specific size of the element which is of hole radius . The

ratio of the whole volume of the collector and the volume of one element gives the number o f

elements in this finite element model . This number of about 100,000 . The above model actually

requires super computing. The numerical definition of stress in the collector structure with a

penetrating fracture to facilitate computation using PCS was based on a number of finite elemen t

models.

The first model defines the stresses in the collector, which is presented as a structur e

consisting of two materials. The second material possesses an average property of the perforate d

structure . Since the first model is a very rough approach, the stress of one section with two materials

was analyzed in detail with the help of the second finite element model .

The third finite element model is necessary to define the real stress in the hole region .

Following models describe the stress concentrations with the , presence of a crack and without it .

These calculations are needed to define the critical length of the crack.

Definition of 3-D Stress State

The finite element model consists of 1512 solid 8-node elements and 2204 nodes. During

calculations more crude models with lower number of elements were used . The cylindrical shell was

made of 18 elements in the direction of length of cylindrical shell . Since only the lower and middl e

parts were under consideration, the upper surface of the finite element model was loaded by negativ e

pressure of -16.2 MPa. The connection of the collector with the steam generator was modeled b y

fixing all the degrees of freedom in the lower part of the collector. The symmetry plane was created
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by the collector axis and the top point of the nonperforated wedge. The finite element model is

shown on Fig. 1 .

The stress intensity is shown on Fig . 2 and Fig . 3. The discrepancy between the stress in the

wedge region and the stress evaluated by the exact analytical solution of the thick tube shell (a

theoretical solution does not depend on the elastic Young modulus and defines stress on the external

surface of 42 MPa and on the internal surface as 51 MPa) is negligibly small . Some increase in stress

intensity was found in the region of boundary between perforated and nonperforated zones (Fig . 3) .

On the internal surface the stress is greater than it is on the external surface (which is described b y

the theoretical solution of a thick cylindrical tube) . Since the number of finite elements was limited

due to the computer capabilities, in order to validate this finite element model a plane finite elemen t

model with a big number of elements in the direction of wall thickness was used. The stress intensity

for this model caused by inner pressure is shown on the Fig . 4. The 14 elements on the left side in

each layer (from 0 to 45 degrees) are those of the nonperforated zones . The results of the stres s

calculations of this more detailed model show a negligible increase of stress in the joint of th e

perforated and nonperforated materials . Thus, common stress distribution does not depend on th e

nonconformity of the properties of this structure . It was found that the increase in stress on th e

external surface of more elastic perforated materials was caused by the bending character o f

deformation of this particular design structure . Therefore, one may conclude that stress distribution

of the thick cylindrical tube with uniform properties is not a distinct one with nonuniform properties .

The average stress of such structure may be approximated by an exact theoretical solution for the

thick cylindrical tube . This fact gives the possibility to investigate the stress concentration of th e

structure with a crack using a plane finite element model. A condition of the use of this finite

element model transformation is in the application to the plane of the finite element model o f

maximal tensile stress in thick tubes.
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There are also problems to define the real stress in the perforated zones of the collecto r

structure for this transformation from a defined average stress of the thick tube . While defining the

3-D stress distribution in the collector structure shell finite element models were used . This model

gave an intolerable distinction in the stress distribution comparing with the theoretical stress

distribution of thick cylindrical tube. A detailed consideration of this distinction and the results of

this 3-D stress calculation, using 3-D elements, has shown that the shell finite element models shoul d

not be used for a thick cylindrical tube . The numerical effects of the shell finite element model s

caused great increase of stress in the joint region of materials with different properties . Therefore

it was found that thick shells with contemporary increasing properties were impossible to calculat e

by the shell finite element model .

Real Stress Definition in the Regular Perforated Zone

Real stress definition in the regular perforated zone was made with the help of two finit e

element models (Figs . 5-6) . The reason of the use of two models is due to the influence of plane s

of their symmetry. The small angle between the planes of symmetry (the first model has an angle o f

3 degrees) and the algorithm of the elastic plane would give some numerical effects in stress

distribution . the results of the modelling with one and two holes (the angles between the planes ar e

3 and 6 degrees) give identical data for stress . The loading pressure equals to 32 MPa . The finite

element model was restricted by the four planes df symmetry, two of the above planes ar e

perpendicular to the collector axis and the two other planes had an angle of 3 degrees . The

maximum stress intensity in those models reaches 231 MPa . A similar solution for the uniform media

gives a value of,92 .7 MPa. The coefficient of concentration equals to the stress ratio multiplied by

the loaded area ratio and equals to 4 .1. Thus the real stress in the perforated zone is greater tha n

the average stress by the factor of 4.12. The intolerable numerical effect of finite element modelling
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of those stress calculations is caused by the influence of the elasticity of the boundary planes o f

symmetry. A large angle between the planes of symmetry is to be used.

Definition of a Stress Concentrator in a Structur e
with a Through Failure

The finite element model for calculations of the stress in a structure with a failure is show n

on Fig. 8 (stress intensity) .

The tensile stress on the boundary in the X-direction is greater than the tensile stress in th e

Y-direction. The stress intensity wedge region is shown on Fig. 7. One may conclude that the stress

in wedge region is regular in the model without failure and is intolerable and irregular in the mode l

with failure (Fig. 8). The stress concentration coefficient is equal to the ratio of the maximal stres s

in the model with failure and the maximal stress in the model without failure and reaches the valu e

of 3 .1. This fact is in agreement with the experimental data obtained on the photoelastic models.

manufactured in scales 1 :10 and 1 :17 .5 . A numerical effect in this modelling may be performed if th e

displacement of the boundaries is large enough .
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Fig. 1 Finite Element Model.
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Fig. 4 Plane Stress Distribution.
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Fig. 5 Stress Distribution of the Hole.
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LOW CYCLE FATIGUE OF PRESSURIZED PIPES WITH CIRCUMFERENTIAL FLAW S

UNDER CYCLIC BENDING MOMEN T

Waldemar Stoppler and Dietmar Stur m

Staatliche Materialprüfungsanstalt Universitat Stuttgart, Pfaffenwaldring 32, D-7000 Stuttgart 80, German y

Abstract
Pipes of 706 mm inner diameter, 47 mm wall thickness and about 5000 mm in length were provided

with circumferential surface cracks and loaded by internal pressure of 15 MPa whilst being simultaneousl y
subjected to an alternating external bending moment . Usually a load ratio R of -1 (Mmin/Mmax), in one case
R=0.1, was applied . The pipes were fabricated of two types of ferritic steel : one, grade 20 MnMoNi 5 5, with
a high upper shelf impact energy of about 200 J and one, MnMoNiV-special melt, with a low upper shel f
impact energy of about 60 J . Deformation and crack growth in the wall thickness and circumferential directi -
on were determined and compared with calculated values .

introduction

The test programme which is described in the following is intended to provide a further contributio n
to the proof of integrity of piping of dimensions up to those of the main cooling loop of a 1300 MWe pressuri -
zed water nuclear power plant (PWR) . It is the logical continuation of tests carried out in Phase I and II o f
the research project "Phenomenological Pressure Vessel and Pipe Burst Tests", in which the failure an d
fracture behaviour of pipes containing longitudinal or circumferential defects were investigated in detail an d
which already furnished important results for the proof of integrity /1, 2, 3/ . Figure 1 gives an overview o f
the main objectives investigated within the research programme .

Objective

In Phase III of this research project it is now intended to enlarge the knowledge about the failur e
behaviour of circumferentially cracked pipes loaded by a static internal pressure and simultaneously applie d
cyclic external bending moment . Figure 1 also represents the aims of investigation of this part of the project .
For the design, calculation and construction of primary cooling systems of light water reactors the KTA-rules
3201 .1 and .2 /4/ are applicable and demand also a fatigue analysis, which is limited to the determinatio n
of a maximum permissible number of load cycles based on linear-elastic or simplified elasto-plastic calcula -
ted stress amplitudes . Should upset conditions occur then loadings can arise which cause local plasti c
deformations in the components . In the case of earthquakes or water hammers etc . additionally low cycle
fatigue crack growth has to be considered .Therefore the projected tests focus on the determination of the
fatigue life of artifical cracked pipes subjected to high loads which cause an overall nominal equivalent strai n
range up to 20 mm/m. Furthermore the rules governing the transferability of properties obtained from smal l
specimens to components are to be determined . The calculational procedures required for this are to b e
so refined that an analytical description of component behaviour during cyclic loading, even in the plasti c
range, is possible .

The present paper describes the testing equipment neccessary for the performance of bending fati -
gue tests, the material employed, test results and results by means of FE-calculations .

Description of the 12 MNm bending device

In order to investigate crack growth during slow cyclic bending in the frequency range between 1 load
cycle per 3 hours (10-4 Hz) and 30 cycles per hour (0.01 Hz) the four point bending device shown in Figu-
re 2 was constructed and taken into operation . Both ends of the test pipe are provide with cylindrical bea -
rings which are mounted into slide blocks supported by the upper and lower plate of the machine frame .
Two servo-hydraulically controlled actuators, having a maximum stroke of 700 mm, generate a bendin g
moment of up to +12 MNm . The force to the pipe is applied by means of two load distributing saddles .
Because of the symmetry of both the system and loading at the pipe centre, a constant bending moment
results over a distance of +500 mm of the centreline .

Test pipes and test parameters

For the bending fatigue tests with the 12 MNm bending device pipes with an inner diameter of 706 m m
and a wall thickness of 47 .2 mm were used. To avoid geometrically influenced effects, both the inner and
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outer surface had been turned by means of a lathe . Therefore the pipes showed little standard deviatio n
in diameter (0 .525 mm) and wall thickness (0.72 mm). The pipes were fabricated of two types of ferriti c
steel . One was grade 20 MnMoNi 5 5 with a high upper shelf impact energy of 200 J . The pipes of this
material were seamless. To produce pipes with a low upper.shelf impact energy of 60 J with nearly the sam e
strength properties a special melt with a special heat treatment was used . The pipes of this material were
made of rolled plates with the rolling direction in circumferential direction . The two longidutinally weldin g
joints were positioned in the neutral axis during the fatigue bending tests . The pipes were weakened by
aritificial circumferential cracks by means of spark eroding (electric discharge machining) . Figure 3 shows
an example of the shape of the starter crack . Growth behaviour of cracks with various lengths, depths an d
under various loadings (described in the test parameters, Figure 4) was investigated . It should be mentio-
ned here, that in an other part of the programme, not covered in this paper, pipes with smaller dimension s
are loaded by, resonance excitation /5, 6/ . The test parameters for this part of the programme are als o
induded in Figure 4 .

Material properties
As seen in Figure 4 the pipes were made of a ferritic material with high upper shelf impact energ y

of200 J and also one of low upper shelf impact energy of 60 J both having similar strength and deformatio n
properties . The very ductile material was of grade 20 MnMoNi 5 5, a most common material in German
nuclear power plants. The most important properties of both materials such as chemical composition, me -
chanical properties and course of impact energy (Charpy-V) are shown in Figure 5 . The course of the crack
growth curves (mm per load cycle) depending on the range of stress intensity factor DK, determined wit h
CT-specimens according to ASTM E 647, lay slightly right of the reference curve of ASME Boiler and Pres -
sure Vessel Code Sect . XI for the high toughness material and otherwise slightly left, Figure 6 . The curves
were obtained from averaging results of tests carried out at temperatures of 20 °C and 90 °C. The influence
of the test temperature to the crack growth was not significant .

Test results
The calculated component bending moment - equivalent strain curve /7/ for the unweakend pipe ,

shown graphically in Figure 7, agree very well with the experimentally determined equivalent strain at th e
maximum bending moment . The equivalent strain due to internal pressure is not taken into consideration
in this plot. The equivalent strain is calculated from the principle strains using v . Mises equations. The rang e
of bending moment, resp . the range of equivalent strain was chosen with respect to the failure moment o f
the considered crack for a steadily increasing moment . The range of the strain 2ea in the unweakened cros s
section at the mostly stressed fibre serves as a basis for the assessment of the crack growth behaviour. The
strain range 2ea is determined from the bending moment-equivalent strain curve, Figure 7, and the range
of the bending moment applied in the fatigue test . The tests were performed at a temperature when th e
upper shelf impact energy level was reached, i . e . 20 °C for the high and 80 °C for the low thoughnes s
material . The results of 15 fatigue bending tests performed so far together with the test parameters such
as crack size and shape and level of loading are listed in Figure 8 and plotted as a function of the numbers
of load cycles to through cracking and equivalent strain range. Also plotted is a gcatterband (load cyde s
to incipient crack) determined of smooth fatigue specimens of various materials which is known from publis -
hed works /7, 8/. The test results for smooth fatigue specimens of the two here applied materials also li e
within this scatterband .

The tests in which the circumferential crack in the pipe had an initial depth of 4.7 mm (ait = 0.1) and
a length of 292 mm (42 degrees) gave through-crack cycle numbers which lie about one decade below th e
incipient crack growth curve for smooth fatigue test bars . There was also no significant difference between
the fatigue crack growth starting from a crack on the outer or inner surface (test BVZ 210) . On the other han d
for pipes with deeper notches, e . g . alt = 0.5, the numbers of cydes to through cracking lie up to three
decades lower than the incipient crack curve for smooth fatigue bars .

The numbers of load cycles for through cracking are influenced by the crack length . Comparing the
results of pipes with a crack length of 40 degrees, resp . 20 degrees there is a one decade shift of the fatigue
life curves . But for length more than about 40 degrees the fatigue life curve is not affected anymore (tes t
BVZ 290 and BVS 230, crack length : 120 degrees) .

The test results of BVZ 250, BVZ 270, BVS 200 and BVS 220 imply an influence of the materia l
toughness to the numbers of load cycles to through cracking . Temperature effects may neglegible in this
case. But it could be also an effect of the scatterband, which we have to face in this range of low cycle fatigu e
tests . Further investigations should prove this special point .

As shown in Figure 9 in some cases a canoe-shaped and in some cases a semi-elliptical-shape d
fracture surface were formed . The mechanism leading to the different shapes is not fully understood up t o
now.
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Comparison of calculation and measurement to the deformation behaviou r
The deformation behaviour was verified by means of calculation and experiment . The strain distributi -

on calculated was based on the finite-element programme ABAQUS and S8R-shell elements (thick-wal -
led) and LS3S-line-spring elements shown in Figure 10 in immediate vicinity to the notched pipe cross -
section. The distribution of the circumferential strain demonstrates that the measured circumferential strai n
could be met only with the calculation model which takes into account the reinforcing effect of the loa d
distribution saddle (extended course of the curve) . The calculation model which assumes a direct load input
without impeding the deformation provides values (dashed line) not showing such a good agreement with
the measured circumferential strain .

Furthermore, the calculations indicate that the longitudinal strain decisve for mode I of the crack i n
the relevant cross-section is largely independent of the hypothesis of the load input. The longitudinal strain
running exactly cosine shaped over the circumference according to the bending theory (Bernoulli) wa s
additionally included in figure 10 (see the dotted line) . All the curves agree well with the measured longitudi -
nal strains . In the area of tension where the pipe does not experience any reinforcing effect due to the loa d
distribution saddle, longitudinal strains only negligibly smaller than in the area of compression occur on th e
outer surface.

Calculation of the stress-intensity factor on the crack fron t
For the purpose of calculating the stress intensity factors in the notched area of pipe BVZ 210, th e

shell FEM model was used also with line-spring elements for modelling the crack. The line-spring-method
/9/ is based on the thought of a defined surface crack in a plate or shell to be idealised by a slit having equall y
distributed springs between the slit surfaces, Figure 11 . The slit length corresponds to the maximum lengt h
of the surface flaw. The remaining load capacity of the plate or the shell in the crack cross-section is repre -
sented by the rigidity of the spring . This enables normal forces N and moments M to be transferred eac h
as function of the local crack depth to wall thickness relation a/t per unit of flaw length. These local internal
forces and moments correlate with the relatively normal displacements s and the rotations 0 of the slit edges .

The course of the stress intensity factor K i along the crack front calculated for variously deep flaws
(a/t = 0 .1 ; 0 .5 and 0.9) and for a bending moment of 10 MNm is represented in Figure 12. The top of figu-
re 12 shows the course of the stress intensity factor K i for a pressurized pipe (15 MPa) only. For the sake
of comparison, the course of the stress intensity factors were also determined by ABAQUS-3D and SOL-
VIA-3D calculations for the same flaw configurations and loads . Despite the area around the end of the flaw
the individual curves show no considerable differences .

Comparison of calculated and experimentally determined crack growth

The cyclic crack growth of two experiments BVZ 240 and BVZ 250 was calculated by means of the
above descriped FE-methods taking the tension part of the loading into consideration (the compression par t
was neglected) . The elasto-plastic calculation was based on a true stress - true strain curve of the use d
material and the appropriate crack growth curve of figure 6 . But, the crack growth curve had had to be linea r
extrapolited because no experimentally determined data exceeding a range of stress intensity factor AK o f
2,000 N/mm312 were available . As shown in Figure 13 a satisfactory agreement was achieved between
calculated and experimentally determined crack growth for both tests.

Summary
Low cycle fatigue life curves were experimentally determined with pipes of the dimensions of mai n

cooling pipes of a 1300 MW Q-PWR (inner diameter : 706 mm, wall thickness : 47 .2 mm). The pipes were
provided with spark-eroded cracks with a length between 20 degrees and 120 degrees and a depth bet -
ween 4 .7 mm (a/t = 0.1) and 23.6 mm (a/t = 0.5) . The pipes were subjected to a statically internal pressure
of 15 MPa and superimposed an alternating bending moment with an amplitude between 3 MNm an d
12 MNm.To investigate the influence of material toughness the pipes were fabcricated of two types of ferriti c
steels : one, grade 20 MnMoNi 5 5, with a high upper shelf impact energy of about 200 J and MnMoNiV-
special melt, with a low upper shelf impact energy of about 60 J .

In order to verify the load capacity and to determine the stress intensity factors along the crack fron t
comparison calculations were carried out by means of FE-calculation with the aid of shell models wit h
line-spring elements . The rsults otained correspond well with the experimentally determined ones . Even
calculated cyclic crack growth curves agree satisfactorily with experimentally dtermined . But further investi-
gations have to be done to proof this statement.
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Upper Plate

Figure 2 : 12 MNm Four-Point Bending Device

Figure 3 : Example of Spark - eroded Starter Crack (Electric Discharge Machining )

Figure 4 : Test Parameters for Slow Cycle Fatigue Tests (Left) and Eigenfrequency Excitation (Right )
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Material 20 MnMoNi 5 5

Mechanical Properties

20°C 300°C

A 5

%

ZR.H R. E

MPa

A5 Z Rpo,2 R. E

MPa % MPa MPa

Cast

107 854

and

107 873

Mean

Value

from

L - Specimen 556 664 208 000 24 74 457 658 181 000 26 74

C - Specimen 547 658 207 000 24 70 455 657 184 000 25 67

L- and C- Specimen 552 662 207 000 24 72 456 658 182 000 25 70

Standard Deviatio n
ue from L-and

of Mean Val-
T- Specimen 18 23 2 000 1 2 20 19 6 000 1 4

Chem. Composition
% C Si Mn P S Cr Mo Ni Al Cu V Sn

VDTÛV -

Specification

'

	

Min . 0,17 0,15 1,20 - - - 0,40 0,50 0,010 - - -

Max. 0,23 0,30 1,50 0,012 0,008 0,20 0,55 0,80 0,040 0,12 0,02 0,01 1
401 f 2

	

07.83

Cast

	

107 854

107 873
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1,33
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0,022
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0,0 1
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0,002
R .H=Yield Point Rp o, rY. Strength 0 .2 % Offset R m=Tensile Strength E=Modulus of Elasticity A 5=Total Elongation Z=Reduction in area

Material MnMoNiV-Special Mel t
20°C 90°C

Mechanical Properties ReH Rm E A5 Z Rpo,x Rm E A 5 Z

MPa MPa % MPa MPa %

Cast

63 809

Mean

Value

from

L - Specimen 527 693 207 000 19 49 541 710 203 000 18 48

C - Specimen 531 698 207 500 20 56 515 689 204 000 20 55

L- and C-Specimen 529 696 207 000 19 52 529 701 203 000 19 51
Standard Deviation of Mean Val -
ue from L- and T- Specimen 27 32 1 700 1,4 4,4 43 46 3 000 1 4

Chem. Composition
C Si Mn P S Cr Mo Ni Al Cu V Sn%

Cast

	

63 809 0,17 0,37 1,35 0,023 0,020 0,26 0,41 1,17 0,049 0,15 0,11 0,006
R.H=Yeld Point Rpo rY Strength 02 % Offset Rm=Tensile Strength E=Modulus of Elasticity A 5=Total Elongation Z=Redudion in are a

Figure 5 : Material Properties
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Figure 8 : Test Results
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Inner Surface Notch 292 mm (47,3 Degrees) Length, 4,7 mm Dept h
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Figure 9 : Exposed Fracture Surfaces of Tested Pipe s
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Crack Resistance of Austenitic Pipes wit h
Circumferential Through-Wall Crack s

K. Forster, L. GrOter*, W. Setz, Siemens, 5060 Bergisch Gladbach, FRG

S. Bhandari, J.-P. Debaene, Novatome, 69398 Lyon, France

C. Faidy, Electricité de France, 69628 Villeurbanne, France

K.-H. Schwalbe, Forschungszentrum Geesthacht GmbH, 2054 Geesthacht, FRG

ABSTRACT

For monotonously increasing load the correct evaluation of the crack resistanc e
properties of a structure is essential for safety analyses . Considerable attention has
been given to the through-wall case, since this is generally believed to be th e
controlling case with regard to complete pipe failure . The maximum load condition s
for circumferential crack growth in pipes under displacement-controlled loading s
has been determined. The need for crack resistance curves, measured o n
circumferentially through-wall cracked straight pipes of austenitic stainless steel 316 L
under bending, is emphasized by the limitation in the data range on small
specimens and by the differences in the procedures . To answer open questions and
to improve calculational methods a joint fracture mechanics programme is being
performed by Electricité de France, Nova tome and Siemens-Interatom. The working
programme contains experimental and theoretical investigations on the applica-
bility of small-specimen data to real structures .

* Present address: Office of the German Reactor Safety Commission, 5300 Bonn, German y
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INTRODUCTIO N

Within a cooperative fracture mechanics programme between Electricite de Franc e
(EdF), Novatome and Interatom bending tests on circumferentially cracked straigh t
pipes of typical " Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor" (LMFBR) main piping dimension s
were performed' with the following objectives :

Derivation of the crack resistance curves (R-curves) based on the J-Integral and the
85 type Crack Tip Opening Displacement (CTOD) for original LMFBR geometries .
This objective involves the definition of the usable scope of the R-curves as well as
the structural and material effects . It is known from the Iiterature2 that the
lowest J R-curves have been obtained for piping structures .
Check of the transferability of laboratory specimen crack growth characteristics t o
circumferentially cracked pipes . Beside the general influence of geometry this
problem occurs if the small specimen fracture resistance properties which repress . i t
only a few mm' crack growth have to be extrapolated to real structures wher e
the crack growth can be by two orders of magnitude higher.
Check of the applicability of certain theoretical methods for the prediction of th e
crack instability in particular with the Engineering Treatment Model (ETM) . The
latter method has been established in a separate research programme by GKSS .

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION S

The bending experiments on straight L-T orientated pipes of austenitic stainless steel
316 L with a nominal pipe diameter D = 700 mm and a nominal wall thickness t = 11 m m
and circumferential through-wall cracks varying in size and location have been performe d
at room temperature (about 20°C) in air . Table 1 gives the actual geometries and materia l
conditions (BM = Base Material, HAZ = Heat Affected Zone, WM = Weld Material) . Note,
that in the case of pipes 3 and 4 the wall-thickness t is the thickness of the weldment itself .
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Table 1

Summary of the Pipes Tested at Room Temperature (RT )

Test

	

Symbol D t Initial crack

[mm] [mm]
angle
[°]

location

1 701 12.2 61 .6 BM

♦ 698 11 .5 124.2 HAZ

3

	

X 695 14 .3 120.9 WM

4

	

+ 698 13.4 175.4 WM

5 700 11 .6 120 BM

6

	

n 697 10.4 120.6 BM

Table 2 gives the actual material data of the six pipes tested so far (R e = yield strength ,
Rm = ultimate tensile strength, E = Young's modulus, n = strain hardening exponent afte r
eqn (5)) . The pipes of tests 1 to 5 have been fabricated from sheets of the
austenitic stainless steel 316 L SPH used for the Superphenix Reactor, wereas the pipe o f
test 6 has been fabricated from the German version of this steel, 316 L mod . These are
type 316 stainless steels with a carbon content lower than 0 .03 percent and a controlle d
nitrogen content between 0 .06 and 0 .08 percent .

Table 2

Material Data Used For Calculation s

Test Material Re Rm E n
[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [ ]

1 316 L SPH BM 297 613 192300 0.1 5

2 316 L SPH HAZ 410 638 192300 0.1 5

3 316 L SPH WM 379 639 192300 0.1 5

4 316 L SPH WM 379 639 192300 0.1 5

5 316 L SPH BM 297 613 192300 0.1 5

6 316 L mod BM 239 594 192300 0.15
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Additionally eight C(T)-specimens with a width of 50 mm and a thickness of 10 .5
mm (corresponding to the wall-thickness of the pipes) have been tested .

With no internal pressure in the pipe the pre-fatigued crack was opened by a
monotonically quasi-static increasing displacement controlled loading of the two
hydraulic actuators acting as a bending moment . The bending plane bisects the crack
symmetrically . The partial unloading technique was used to measure the compliance o f
the cracked pipe . rig. 1 shows the test set-up .

21 • 2600 mm

1

Hydraulic
actuator 1

2000 mm

3970 mm

Hydraulic
	 actuator2

Crosshead

Connecting pip e

Initial crack[

	

Test pipe

Support frame

Connecting pip e

Fig. 1 .

	

Test facility
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In general the following measurements were performed :

Prior to the test! The geometry of the pipe and the crac k
The mean values of the geometry are listed in Table 1 .

- During the test : Actuator forces and displacements ,
strains on the pipe surface, crack opening, crack
extension, crack length, ovalizatlon, begin of bucklin g

-

	

After the test : The geometry of the pipe and the crack; the wall thickness in th e
crack plane if the cracks were located in the base materia l

DERIVATION OF R-CURVES

As a result of the tests the realistic JR-curves and SR-curves have been evaluated.The
calculated JR-curves are shown in Fig . 2.1 (Ac - semi crack extension) together with
the JR-range of small specimens.

Fig. 2.1 JR-curves for the pipes including the buckling range, Legend in Table 1

As can be seen for 316 L SPH pipes with the initial cracks of 120° the J R-curve of the third
experiment (WM) is well below the curve of the fifth experiment (BM) . This toughness-
effect can be seen also as a result of small specimen tests 3. The J R-curve of the
second experiment (HAZ) lies between those of the third (WM) and the fifth (BM )
experiment but near those of the BM. The JR-curves rise monotonically up to a tota l
crack extension of 600 mm . The shapes of the curves are non-linear .
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J is calculated according to the basic formular

J= - ~ es-K
F

) der
o

(fir = load point displacement) . The results of the present tests correspond to the
application of

J =J el +J P I

Je' is the elastic and JP' is the plastic part of the J-integra l

A light microscope was used to measure the crack tip opening displacement 8 of th e
crack edges at the original crack tip on the photos taken during the pipe tests . 85 (Fig . 2 .2
and eqn (5)) is not subject to such strong limitations on the allowable ligament and
crack extension when compared to the parameters CTOA and COA' . Fig . 2.2 shows the
linear correlation of 8 and the crack extension which begins after a short initial non-linea r
part and ends after the initiation of buckling ; the small specimen range is also shown .

s'o

	

Ibo

	

'

	

Ito

	

260

	

'

	

260

	

'

	

360
Ac [mm ]

Fig . 2.2 SR-curves for the pipes including the buckling range, Legend in Table 1

( 2 )
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The fundamental idea is that - for a given thickness - the measured R-curves are materia l
constants. By the pipe tests the diversion of the forces around the crack leads to com-
pressive stresses transverse to the applied forces . This leads to ovalization of the pip e
shortly after starting the test. The diameter Dv (Fig . 3.1) is increased while the diameter
DH (Fig . 3 .1) is decreased; this type of behaviour is in contrast to that of an uncracked
pipe. This ovalization of the pipes is a geometrical effect which leads to a lowerin g
of the R-curves and of the maximum moment's . Interim calculations using correction
formulas afters have shown that a slight but small decrease of the JR-curve has to be
expected. Concerning effects of ovalization finite element studies5 have shown that due to
the acceptable correspondence between the finite element results and the results of th e
experiments the stress intensity calibration function Y is not affected .

The failure mechanism working finally is buckling on the backwall side of the pipe which is
under compression . A summary of the ovalization measurements is shown in Table 3. To
compare the buckling of the tested pipes the minimum of the decreasing pipe diameter DH
can be regarded as the initiation of buckling .

Table 3

Summary of the ovalization measurements

Test 2

	

Test 3

	

Test ,4

	

Test 5

4)

	

DH Dv 4)

	

DH Dv 4)

	

DH Dv 4)

	

DH
[°]

	

[mm] [mm] [°]

	

[mm] [mm] [°]

	

[mm] [mm] [°]

	

[mm]
Dv
[mm]

124.2 703 710 120.9 702 709 175.4 705 711 120 706 71 4
126 679 723 122 .5 686 718 175.5 698 718 120.2 697 727
128.6 678 726, 137.5 675 730 175 .9 694 722 120.7 693 734
131 .8 676 729' 148.7 670 731

	

177.9 688 728 121 .5 688 733
132.6 673 731

	

166.2 672 733 185.1 686 733 123 .6 681 736
138.1 670 734 180.7 674 738 198.7 687 734 129 .2 674 740
148 667 738 198.3 676 736

	

134.2 671 749
157.8 668 745

DH and Dv see Fig . 3 .1 ; V see Fig . 5

As a result Figs . 3.1 and 3 .2 show the usable parts of the J- respectively 8 - values of th e
measured R-curves . The question-marks characterise those ranges for which measure-
ments are not available .
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Ranges of J values excluding the buckling range, Je is the J-value at
the maximum applied moment M
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Ranges of the Delta values excluding the buckling rang e
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TRANSFERABILITY OF THE SPECIMEN CHARACTERISTIC S

To test the transferability of R-curves from small specimens to large structures ,
JR-curves of C(T)-specimens were determined by using standard test procedures afte r
DVM, EGF and ASTM' . Results of J calculations are affected by the calculation proce-
dure (see Fig .4.1 a) . In the present case the JR-curves of the pipes must be referred to th e
EGFcorr JR-curve, because in both cases the same formulas have been used .

C(T)-specimen
316 L SP H
BM
Test J 32 1
W=50 m m

J [ N.mm-t

Fig . 4.1a

	

Comparison of the JR -curves of three pipes with those of on e
C(T)-specimen of the same material, Legend in Table 1

As shown in Fig. 2.1 the J R-curves of the pipes are non-linear. This means that any
extrapolation from small specimens to large structures is impeded . Further more, it is
immediately clear that any extrapolation from small specimen data will be difficult due t o
the small crack extension of only a few mm in these specimens.
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In this context another point of interest is the effect of the material toughness on
the R-curve . From small specimen results it is well known, that the J R-curves of
weldments are lower than those of base material . This is also a result of JR-curves take n
from the pipe tests ; see Fig. 2.1, test 3 and 5 . On the other hand, as a result of some size
effect, in the crack initiation area the JR-curves of the tested pipes are generally
lower than those of the tested small specimens ; an example is shown in Fig .4.1 a . This
supposition is supported by the different reduction in wall-thickness t, shown in Fig .4.1 b .

.

C(T)-speclmen

O base materia l

q weldment

10

	

20

Oc [mm]

Fig. 4.1 b

	

Comparison of the reduction in wall-thickness of the pipe s
(Legend in Table 1) in tests 1, 5 end the C(T)- specimen s

During the same tests the crack tip opening displacement at the original pre-fatigue crac k
tip over a gauge span of 5 mm (a schematic drawing is shown in Fig . 2.2) was measured
by using two special clip gauges . In Fig . 4.2 the 85 , R-curves measured on eigh t
C(T)-specimens are shown together with the comparable SR-curve of pipe test 5 . The
small specimen data are available for crack extensions up to 5 .8 mm. The
C(T)-specimen data are at the upper bound of the pipe data, following the non-linea r
trend curve up to the maximum observed crack extension . The linear part of the
8R -curve measured on the pipe is within the range of possible extrapolations from th e
small specimen measurements .

8
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c [mm]

ss [mm ]

Ag. 4.2

	

Comparison of the 6R -curves of two pipes with those of eight
C(T) - specimens of the same materia l

APPLICABILITY OF THEORETICAL METHODS FOR PREDICTIO N

The necessity for making quick assessments for the severity of a crack-like flaw in a
structure led to the development of a number of failure assessment methods e which are
easy to apply, provided that the relevant input information are available . Two of these ar e
investigated for predicting the point of instability .

It has been observed experimentally that the applied moments M are well below the limi t
moments ML (based on OF = (Re + Rm) / 2, QF = flow stress) of the pipes . The plasticity in
the remaining ligament was investigated by Wilkowski et a1 . 9 who proposed an
empirical criterion called the "Screening Criterion", which shows relation between th e
ratio of maximum experimental moment Mmax (Mc if load controlled) to limit moment
ML and a dimensionsless plastic zone parameter incorporating the toughness of the
material . The results of the pipe tests, seem to support this criterion (see Fig .5, Jo =
initial value of J, QF = flow stress ) .
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Comparison of the "Screening Criterion" with the results of the pipe tests

The ETM is aimed at estimating the mechanical behaviour of a cracked structure b y
closed form solutions" . The ETM distinguishes between the load ranges F< F e and
F > Fe , where Fe is the yield load which is related to the attainment of net section yielding .
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In the load range F< Fe the CTOD is given for bending configurations by the plastic correc -
ted small-scale yielding solution :

S

	

t0.5(K eff +K )) 2
=	 (3 )

E . R e

with

K

	

= o•Y

	

(ir•c )

(S = displacement, c = semi crack length, K = stress intensity factor, Y = stress intensit y
calibration function) . In the net section yielding regime the applied load F > Fe, the area o f
interest for this paper, the CTOD is given by :

S = S ! F ` 1/n
e l F J

e

where Se designates the value of S at F = Fe and n is the strain hardening exponent of a
piece-wise power law representing the material's engineering stress-strain curve :

r o

	

1/n
E = E e i Re

As these formulations have already been successfully applied to laboratory specimens, i t
was intended to use ETM for predicting the behaviour of the pipes tested .

In the case of the pipes eqn (4) can be rewritten as follows :

S 5 = Se Ill 1 /n

e

(M = applied bending moment) . According to the rules of ETM the input value n (Table 2 )
is an average slope of the a-E values going through Re/Ee and touching the o-E at its uppe r
end as a tangent .
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M = F . I

Me = Re . t . D 2 ( cos 4 - 2 sin 2 )

8e from eqn (3) with u -
4

Mqt. . t D 2

(cr. = Crack Angle) .The tensile data are listed in Table 2 . Y was determined by using the

compliance measurements during the tests s .

For all six pipes the maximum (in the case of load control : critical) moment Mc and the
related crack extension acc were predicted using eqn 4 as the driving force expressio n
for the R-curve analysis . For a sensitivity study the critical values have been determined i n
a systematic manner (Table 4) by the tangency condition between the driving forc e
curves and the R-curves . Category 1 in Table 4 means, for example : The critical values
of pipe 3 (0 = 120°, WM) have been determined with the driving force expressions using
the tensile data for the weldment (Test 3) and the R-curve of test 3 itself . The driving force

expression and the R-curve are based on the same parameters . Category 2 means, for
example: The critical values of pipe 3 (0 = 120°, WM) have been determined with the
driving force expressions using the tensile data for the weldment and the R-curve of test 5

= 120°, BM) ; the material as an R-curve parameter changes against category 1 . I t
seems to be more difficult to get the correct prediction than in category 1 . Category 3
means : The critical values of pipe 4 (Is =180°, WM) have been determined with the drivin g
force expressions using the tensile data for the weldment (Test 4) and the R-curve of tes t
5 (l =120°, BM) ; against category 2 the level of confidence of the results decreases onc e
more.

Table 4

Categories for the Prediction of Instability

Category Load Configuration Geometry Initial Crack Material

1 same same same same

2 same same same differen t

3 same same different different

Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 show the results of the predicted critical values of semi crack length c
and bending moment M . It can be seen, that in category 2 and 3 the crack lengths ar e
underpredicted and the moments are overpredicted .
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Predicted critical crack extensions, Legend in Table 1
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Predicted value of the critical moment, Legend in Table 1
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CONCLUSIONS

- R-curves based on the J-integral and the Crack Tip Opening Displacement hav e
been established for circumferentially cracked thin-walled straight pipes . It has bee n
emphasized that the usable range of the R-curves is limited by the beginning of
buckling .

- The results of checking the transferability of laboratory specimen crack growth
characteristics to circumferentially cracked pipes demonstrated on the austeniti c
stainless steel 316 L SPH, that the fracture mechanics concept for a reliabl e
transfer of crack resistance data from small specimen geometries to large structures
is still to be qualified for high toughness materials .

- Two methods, the "Screening Criterion" and in particular the "Engineerin g
Treatment Model" ETM, have been checked for their usefulness in predictin g
the point of crack instability. The results presented in this paper show a n
overestimation of the maximum moment and in the most cases an under-
estimation of the corresponding crack extension Acc .
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COMPARISON OF FRACTURE TOUGHNESS VALUES FROM
LARGE-SCALE PIPE SYSTEM TESTS AND C(T) SPECIMEN S
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Columbus, Ohio 4320 1
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ABSTRACT

Within the International Piping Integrity Research Group (IPIRG) program, pipe system experiment s
involving dynamic loading with intentionally circumferentially cracked pipe were conducted . The
pipe system was fabricated from 406-mm (16-inch) diameter Schedule 100 pipe and the experiment s
were conducted at 15.5 MPa (2,250 psi) and 288 C (550 F) . The loads consisted of pressure, dead -
weight, thermal expansion, inertia, and dynamic anchor motion.

Significant instrumentation was used to allow the material fracture resistance to be calculated fro m
these large-scale experiments . A comparison of the toughness values from the stainless steel bas e
metal pipe experiment to standard quasi-static and dynamic C(T) specimen tests showed the pip e
toughness value was significantly lower than that obtained from C(T) specimens . It is hypothesized
that the cyclic loading from inertial stresses in this pipe system experiment caused local degradatio n
of the material toughness . Such effects are not considered in current LBB or pipe flaw evaluatio n
criteria .

INTRODUCTION

The first phase of the International Piping Integrity Research Group (IPIRG-1) program was a n
international group program managed by the U .S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) and
funded by a consortium of organizations from nine nations : Canada, France, Italy, Japan, Sweden ,
Switzerland, Taiwan, the United Kingdom, and the United States . The objective of the IPIRG- 1
program was to develop data needed to verify engineering methods for assessing the integrity o f
nuclear power plant piping that contains circumferential defects . The primary focus was experiments
that investigated the behavior of circumferentially flawed piping and piping systems subjected t o
loading typical of seismic events .

In nuclear piping system applications, the fracture resistance of a material is typically expressed in
terms of the J-integral fracture parameter versus crack extension, i .e, the J-resistance (J-R) curve.
Typically, J-R curves are developed using compact (tension), C(T), specimens with monotoni c
loading . In these tests, applied load, specimen displacement, and crack growth are measured an d
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used to generate the J-R curve . Another method of developing J-R curves is to measure crac k
growth, load, and displacement from a pipe fracture experiment. Again, using suitable analyses, a
pipe J-R curve can be developed .

In the ideal case, C(T) specimen and pipe J-R curves would be quite compatible . If this ideal state
always existed, then only specimen tests would be required to supply the data for piping fracture
analyses. Unfortunately, the ideal case does not always exist. The effect of constraint on toughness
is currently a high priority topic, even though it was recognized long ago that a bend-bar or C(T )
specimen would give a lower toughness than a center-cracked plate . Under monotonic loading ,
numerous programs,determined that bend or C(T) specimens yield lower bound results . However ,
other mechanisms, such as cyclic and/or dynamic loading, may influence the fracture toughness o f
a material . The following paper compares the standard C(T) specimen and dynamic pipe fractur e
experiment J-R curves from the IPIRG-1 stainless steel base metal pipe system experiment . It wil l
be shown that the C(T) specimen J-R curve is significantly higher than the pipe test J-R curve leadin g
to speculation that cyclic loading in this pipe system experiment has caused some degradation of th e
material toughness .

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS

The main experimental effort in the IPIRG-1 program consisted of both "separate effects "
experiments on simple small-diameter 152-mm (6-inch) pipe and combined inertial- and displacement -
controlled load experiments on a larger diameter 406-mm (16-inch) piping system tested at nominal
pressurized water reactor (PWR) conditions . The pipe system experiments were conducted t o
investigate the complex interaction of loading conditions and system dynamics on pipe fractur e
behavior . Results from these experiments provide an important data base that can be used for the
critical assessment of analytical procedures .

There were five cracked and one uncracked pipe system experiments conducted as part of IPIRG-1 .
The crack in each cracked pipe experiment was an internal circumferential surface crack with a crac k
size approximately 66 percent of the wall thickness in depth and approximately 50 percent of the pip e
circumference in length .

The pipe system used in the conduct of these experiments was fabricated as an expansion loop with
over 30 .5 m (100 feet) of straight pipe and five (5) long radius elbows, see Figure 1 . Special care
was taken in the design and construction of this pipe system to ensure that the boundary condition s
could be properly modeled in a finite element analysis. At the two fixed ends (Nodes 1 and 31 i n
Figure 1), the pipe was attached to 1500-pound class weld neck flanges which weré bolted to a larg e
steel frame that was buried in a large, heavily reinforced concrete mass . At the two hanger location s
(Nodes 6 and 26), the pipe was supported by spherical bearings which allowed the pipe to translat e
in the direction along the pipe axis and to freely rotate in all three rotational degrees-of-freedo m
while constraining the pipe in the vet Tical ark; ; ►urizonal directions perpendicular to the pipe axis .
At the actuator location, lateral displacements were prescribed . Because a spherical bearing was also
incorporated at the actuator location, the pipe was constrained vertically but was free to translate
along its axis and free to rotate in any direction . Finally, at the two vertical supports, the pip e
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Figure 1 Artist's conception of the IPIRG pipe syste m
test configuration

QL/1 .3-4/F 1

floated on a thin film of oil from hydrostatic bearings which supported the pipe in an essentiall y
frictionless manner .

The actuator displacement-time history for the stainless steel base metal experiment was an increasin g
amplitude sinusoid with an increasing ramp superimposed . The equation of motion for the actuato r
was:

U, = St +A[1 -e -bt ] sin(wt )

where

Ux

	

= actuator displacement
t

	

= time
S,A,b = equation constants
w

	

= 24.82 rad/sec (3 .95 Hz) .

(1 )
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The forcing function frequency used in this experiment, 3 .95 Hz, is 90 percent of the first natura l
frequency of the pipe system, 4 .41 Hz. As a result of this load history and test conditions (PWR) ,
the cracked section experienced a variety of stress components, i .e ., thermal expansion, dead weight ,
pressure induced membrane, and a mixture of displacement-controlled (seismic anchor motion) and
inertial bending stresses .

For each of the IPIRG-1 pipe system experiments, crack section moment data were measured usin g
a series of strain gages attached to the pipe loop on each side of the crack section . In addition,
rotation data were recorded using an LVDT-based device mounted across the crack, see Figure 2 .
Figure 3 is a plot of the moment-rotation response from the IPIRG-1 stainless steel base meta l
experiment .

Prior to conducting the cracked pipe experiments, quasi-static and dynamic tensile tests and quasi -
static and dynamic J-R curve tests were conducted using laboratory-scale-size test specimens for eac h
of the materials tested in a pipe system experiment . The monotonic tensile test results (quasi-static
and dynamic) for this stainless steel material are shown in Figure 4 . The monotonic J-R curves
(quasi-static and dynamic) for this material are shown in Figure 5 .

Figure 2 Photograph of LVDT-based rotation device
used on three stainless steel experiments

F1 .3-3/91-F3.52
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ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS

One aspect of the analysis of the IPIRG-1 stainless steel base metal surface-cracked pipe syste m
experiment involved comparing the envelope of the experimental moment-rotation response to th e
predicted moment-rotation response from the SC .TNP J-estimation scheme(O. SC .TNP is a finite
length surface crack J-estimation scheme developed at Battelle as part of the USNRC's Degrade d
Piping Program. The SC .TNP approach uses the EPRI/GE 360-degree surface-cracked pipe
solution(2) for pure tension to develop new h-functions for calculating the plastic component of J, J p ,
for a finite length surface crack subjected to pure bending loads .

The effect of internal pressure is addressed in the analysis in an approximate way by ignorin g
possible loading path effects on plastic deformation, and replacing the axial tension in the uncracked
ligament ahead of the crack by an additional applied moment . The equivalent moment, M el , from
the pressure-induced axial tensile stress is approximated as being equal to the difference of the Net -
Section-Collapse predicted moment under pure bending and the Net-Section-Collapse predicte d
moment under combined bending and tension due to the internal pressure .

The material property data needed for J-estimation scheme analyses are the yield and ultimat e
strengths, Ramberg-Osgood parameters for thc stress strain curve, and the J-R curve for the material .
Stainless steel is a difficult material to have a good fit of the tensile test data with a Ramberg-Osgood
curve. Figure 6 shows four different Ramberg-Osgood stress-strain curve fits used in the followin g
fracture analysis . Table 1 lists the Ramberg-Osgood coefficients for each of four fits to the measure d
stress-strain curve data .
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Table 1 Tensile properties of stainless steel base meta l
with four different fits of stress-strain data
to Ramberg-Osgood equation

Entire Curve
Low Strain

Region
Intermediate
Strain Region

High Strai n
Region

alpha (a) 3 .529 3.181 8.328 0.724

exponent (n) 4.715 5.534 3.551 6.264

Regressio n
Coefficient (R)

0.982 0.949 1 .001 0.996

Yield Strength 24.8 ksi

	

it

Ultimate Strength 66.2 ksi

Reference Strain 0.000936
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Figure 7 compares the envelope of the experimental moment-rotation curve for the stainless stee l
base metal pipe system experiment with the predicted moment-rotation response from the SC .TNP
J-estimation scheme using the four different fits of the quasi-static stress-strain curve to the Ramberg -
Osgood equation . In each case, the predicted moment-rotation response is based on quasi-static J-R
curve data from monotonically loaded C(T) specimens . The predicted maximum moments from th e
SC .TNP analysis for each of these cases are significantly higher than the maximum experimental
moment . Furthermore, except for the case where the predicted moment-rotation response is base d
on Ramberg-Osgood coefficients from a fit of the stress-strain data in the intermediate strain region ,
the predicted moment-rotation response is higher than the experimental data in the elastic region .
Because it is essential to compare well in the purely elastic region, only the intermediate strain regio n
coefficients will be considered from hereon .

Figure 8 compares the envelope of the experimental moment-rotation curve to the predicted response
using the intermediate strain range coefficients . The agreement between prediction and experimen t
is quite good up to a rotation value of approximately 0 .0045 radians . After that point, the analysi s
significantly overpredicts the experiment . One possible explanation for this deviation between the
experimental and predicted response is due to a difference in the J-R curves between the pipe
experiment and the C(T) specimen test . A logical assumption is that the crack initiated at the point
where the two curves began to deviate . If one examines the output file for the SC.TNP analysis ,
one finds that the J value at the point where the two curves deviate, 0 .0045 radians of rotation, i s
215 kJ/m 2 (1,230 in-lb/in2) . This is 29 percent of the average J i value from the quasi-static
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monotonically loaded C(T) specimen tests, 738 kJ/m 2 (4,215 in-lb/in2), and only 18 percent of the
average dynamic monotonic J i value of 1,215 kJ/m2 (6,933 in-lb/in2) . If one lowers the slope of the
J-R curve, i .e ., dJ/da, to account for the lower slope of the experimental moment-rotation response ,
and one assumes that J i is lower, one should be able to match the predicted and experimental curve s
past crack initiation . Through an iterative process, it was found that if the J-R curve used in the
SC.TNP analysis was modified so that the J i value was set at 738 kJ/m2 (1,230 in-lbs/in2) and the
dJ/da value was decreased by a factor of approximately 1 .7, then the agreement between th e
predicted and experimental response is exceptional, see Figure 9 . The modified J-R curve used i n
this analysis along with the J-R curve from the quasi-static, monotonic C(T) specimen test are show n
in Figure 10. Clearly, the pipe system J-R curve in Figure 10 suggests that some degradin g
mechanism has affected the pipe's fracture toughness .

One possible explanation for the experimental moment-rotation curve for the stainless steel bas e
metal experiment being low compared to the moment-rotation behavior using C(T) data is a lowerin g
of the material's fracture resistance due to cyclic loading effects . The SC.TNP predictions are
predictions of monotonic loading behavior using laboratory specimen data generated under monotoni c
loading conditions, whereas the loading for the experiments was cyclic in nature, see Figure 3. In
fact the effective stress ratio (R) for this experiment, considering the membrane stress contributio n
due to internal pressure, was -0 .34. This was the lowest stress ratio of all the IPIRG-1 pipe system
experiments .
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Further evidence supporting the possible reduction in the material's fracture resistance due to cycli c
loading can be seen in Figure 11 . Figure 11 shows the Dimensionless Plastic Zone Parameter
(DPZP) analysis developed at Battelle with a large amount of experimental data . The DPZP analysis
is a semi-empirical analysis where the ratio of the experimental stress to the Net-Section Collaps e
(NSC) analysis predicted stress is a function of the DPZP . The DPZP is the ratio of the plastic-zone
size, which is a function of the material's fracture toughness, to the remaining tensile ligament, i .e . ,
the distance between the crack and the neutral bending axis . (If the plastic zone encompasses th e
entire remaining tensile ligament, i .e., the DPZP equals 1 .0, then fully plastic conditions exist an d
the failure stress should approach the NSC stress .) For the stainless steel base metal pipe system
experiment, if the quasi-static C(T) specimen J ; value is used to calculate the DPZP, then the actua l
failure stress is significantly less than predicted, see Figure 11 . However, if the quasi-static C(T)
specimen J i value is reduced by a factor of 3 .0, 215 kJ/m2 versus 738 kJ/m2 (1,230 in-lb/in2 versus
4,215 in-lb/in2), then the stainless steel base metal experimental results are more consistent with the
rest of the experimental data, see Figure 11 . This further supports the contention that the stainles s
steel in this surface-cracked pipe experiment behaved as if it had a much lower toughness than i t
exhibited in the C(T) specimen tests .
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DISCUSSION

It has been shown that for at least one material evaluated in IPIRG-l, the J-R curve from the pip e
experiment appears to be significantly lower than the J-R curve from the corresponding C(T )
specimen test . In support of this finding, Landes and McCabe (3) showed that the effect of cycli c
loading was markedly dependent on the material . For the case of an HY-130 steel, there was no
discernible effect of cyclic loading on the J-R curve, see Figure 12 . On the other hand, for an A508
Class 2 steel, there was a strong effect of cyclic loading on the J-R curve, see Figure 13 . In
addition, as part of Subtask 1 .2 of the IPIRG-1 program@), it was shown that cyclic loading lowered
the crack-tip-opening angle (CTOA), which is related to the material's toughness, in a cyclicall y
loaded stainless steel through-wall crack pipe experiment . The reduction in CTOA was related to
the stress ratio (R) and the incremental plastic displacement between cycles, see Figure 14 .
Similarly, Landes and McCabe (3) reported that the smaller the increment of plastic strain between
cycles, the greater the effect of the cyclic loads on the J-R curve . These findings raise the questio n
of how well can quasi-static, monotonically loaded C(T) specimen data (which are probably the bes t
toughness information one would have available for use in an analysis) represent the fractur e
response of a material in a piping system subjected to complex dynamic, cyclic loading . Obviously ,
such effects are not considered in current Leak-Before-Break (LBB) or in-service flaw evaluatio n
criteria .
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Figure 13 J versus Aa for A508 Cl 2 steel loaded cyclically to develo p
the J-R curve (Ref . 3)
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ABSTRACT

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is completing a major task for the Department of

Energy (DOE) in the demonstration that the primary piping of the New Production Reactor-Heav y

Water Reactor (NPR-HWR), with its relatively moderate temperature and pressure, should not suffe r

an instantaneous Double-Ended-Guillotine-Break (DEGB) under design basis loadings an d

conditions . The growth of possible small pre-existing defects in the piping wall was estimated ove r

a plant life of 60 years . This worst case flaw was then evaluated using fracture mechanics methods .

It was established that this worst case flaw would increase in size by at least 14 times before pip e

instability during an earthquake would even begin to be possible .

The approach to showing the improbability of an instantaneous DEGB for HWR primar y

piping required a major facility (Pipe Impact Test Facility, PITF) to apply all possible design loads ,

including an equivalent major earthquake (called the SSE earthquake) . The facility was designed an d

built at ORNL in six months . The test article, a 20-ft (6.1 m) long 16-in . (406 mm) diameter SCH-40

pipe of stainless steel 316LN material was fabricated to exacting standards and inspections followin g

the nuclear industry standard practices . A flaw was machined and fatigued into the pipe at a TIG

butt weld (ER316L weld wire) as an initial condition . The flaw/crack was sized to be beyond th e

worst-case flaw that HWR piping could see in 60 years of service-if all leak detection systems an d

if all crack inspection systems failed to notice the flaw's existence .

Since October 1991, the first test article was subjected to considerable overloadings . The pipe

was impacted 104 times at levels equal and well beyond the SSE loadings . In addition, over 560,000

fatigue cycles and numerous purposeful static overloads were applied in order to extend the flaw to

establish the data necessary to confirm fracture mechanics theories, and, more importantly, to simpl y

demonstrate that instantaneous DEGB is highly improbable for the relatively moderate energy system .

KEY WORDS : fatigue crack growth, J-R curves, elastic-plastic fracture, nuclear piping, cracks ,

fracture mechanics. Type 316L stainless steel, 11G welding
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INTRODUCTION

DOE was in the process of designing a new generation of production reactors intended to

replace the aging production reactors at the Savannah River Site (SRS) in Aiken, South Carolina .

A heavy water reactor was one of the options being pursued during the Title 1 design phase . The

increases in understanding and the vast experience gained from existing production reactors an d

commercial nuclear power plants led to proposed improvements in several areas of the design for the

NPR-HWR.

One such area of improvement was to show that the tough austenitic piping of the NPR-

HWR at the relatively moderate temperatures and pressures could provide a design that was no t

susceptible to a DEGB .

The PITF at ORNL was designed to load pipes in bending . The maximum bending stress

being located at the center of the pipe. The pipe is loaded in four point bending . This loading

condition provides a constant bending stress across the 3 ft (914 nun) long center section of the pipe .

The flaw under test was at a weld in the exact center of the constant bending section of piping . Both

static and dynamic loadings were produced to bend the pipe . These bending loads tended to open

the flaw. Therefore, the PITF was used to show crack stability in tough austenitic piping .

INITIAL FLAW DESIGN

A fatigue crack growth analysis was part of the design process for the NPR-HWR primary

pressure piping. This analysis was completed using weld residual stress levels in order to predict crack

growth through the piping wall over 60-years of operation . A conservative approach to this analysis

was to assume an existing flaw at the piping inside wall surface . For this analysis, that initial flaw wa s

chosen to be 9% of the wall thickness and located at the inner surface . This value was chosen

because it represents a general lower bound on flaw detectability using non-destructive testing

methods at welded joints in 316 stainless steel material.

Using the crack growth rate methodology discussed in Ref. 1, the worst case 60 year flaws

were established. For the welded pipe, a 0.17 in . (4.45 mm) deep 360° circumferential crack at th e

pipe inside diameter is assumed to exist and was determined to be the worst case complex crack

condition where a 1 in. (25.4 mm) long thru-wall flaw intersects the 360° inside surfac e

circumferential flaw. The dynamic testing program was designed to prove the existence of larg e

failure margins for this initially flawed pipe .
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PIPE LOADING CONDITIONS

An analysis of the NPR-HWR primary piping was completed using the current design basis .

This loading condition is assumed to be present at a circumferential weld in the primary piping col d

leg. In order to represent the seismic bending load in the pipe, a combined bending moment was

established using the square root of the sum of the squares (SRSS) method . This moment is provided

in the test pipe by four point bending . The actual test pipe is pressurized to 250 psi (1 .72 MPa),

which is a conservative over test condition. The water temperature during impact testing wa s

approximately' 135° F(57° C) and represents the NPR-HWR cold leg temperature .

As discussed in Ref. 1, a value of 110 ft-kips (149 KN•m) was established to represent th e

safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) pipe bending moment . Based upon the geometry of the PITF, thi s

110 ft-kip (149 KN•m) bending moment is applied to the test pipe when the load cell reads a valu e

of 27.5 kips (122.3 KN). Therefore, a load cell value of 27.5 kips (122.3 KN) is considered 1 SS E

loading. The loading methodology and instrumentation locations for the pipe test are shown o n

Figure 1 . Figures 2 through 5 show details of the test facility. The location of stain gages and crack

propagation gages on the test pipe are shown on Figure 6. The bending moment can also be

measured by strain gage XE-100 on the back side of the pipe . A compression strain of 0.0455% a t

gage XE-100 represents 1 SSE loading.

TEST FACILITY DESIGN

The piping impact test facility is shown in Figs . 2-5. The test piece is a 16-in. (406 mm)

diameter schedule 40 stainless steel pipe . This pipe is approximately 20 ft (6.1 m) long and has a

circumferential weld at the center. The center weld was completed using a TIG weld joint design

that provided a lack of penetration 360 degrees around the pipe and 0 .17 in. (4.45 mm) deep at the

inside surface . This represents a worst case 60-year flaw at the pipe inside diameter. At the center

of the pipe weld, a 0 .03 in. (0.76 mm) wide by 1 in. (25.4 mm) long slot was machined by metal

disintegration from the outside pipe surface totally through the 0 .5 in. (12.7 mm) thick pipe wall .

This provided a worst case initial complex crack .

The test facility design is such that the pipe can be loaded in bending using a hydraulic ra m

and/or a 3100 lb (13 .79 KN) swing weight . After the initial thru-wall flaw was machined into th e

pipe, it was covered over at the pipe surface by a 0 .006 in. (132 mm) deep weld along the slot . The

pipe was then fatigued in bending until a crack was developed completely along the cover weld . This
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crack was then extended along the circumferential weld by fatigue using the hydraulic ram . At

various crack lengths the flaw was tested by a dynamic impact loading using the swing weight . This

dynamic load method has provided loads up to twice the seismic bending load calculated for the NPR -

HWR plant (2 times SSE) .

DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTATION

A high speed data system collects data during,the 0 .1 second dynamic event. The significant

features of this system are as follows :

- 32,000 Synchronous scans/sec

- 24 channels, nominally as below :

- 1 'Load cel l

- 1 Pressure cell

- 2 Crack extension gages

- 1 Crack opening gage

- 5 Displacement measuring device s

- 7 Accelerometers

- 7 Strain gages

-Pretriggers for exact t = 0

-Sophisticated display software

-Data management software with built-in QA features

- Backup each night to tape

-Some analytical features, e.g. integration & differentiation

TESTING HISTORY AND RESULTS

From October 1991 to August 1992, the test article was subjected to considerable

overloadings. The pipe was impacted 104 times at levels equal to and beyond the SSE loadings . In

addition, over 560,000 fatigue cycles and numerous static overloads were applied in order to exten d

the flaw and to establish the data necessary to confirm fracture mechanics theories . The pipe did not

part into two pieces until the crack was 94% around the circumference .

This paper will provide and review some of the data taken during 10 hammer drops and 5

static loadings. The outside diameter crack length in these tests varied from 4.1 in . (104 mm) to 7.6
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in. (193 mm). The fracture surface of the test pipe is shown on Figure 7 . This fracture surface

picture starts at 2 inches from the front pipe centerline and shows approximately 4 inches of the fina l

surface. The pipe wall dimensions and initial subsurface flaw are shown on Figure 7 . The location

of 4 strain gages are also shown on Figure 7 .

The flaw was located at the center of a T1G weld . Based on small specimen test data, th e

material characteristics of the weld are as provided in Table 1 .

Table 1. h g weld metal dat a

Test
Temperature

Yield
Strength

Ultimate
Strength

JI B
(L-C)

Tearing
Modulus

(L-C)

140° F 51 .15 ksi 74.95 ksi 4,163 in-lb/int 268

(60° C) (352 Mpa) (516 Mpa) (729 kJ/m2)

The first test data provided here was taken during static load test T7C2 . For this load test

the crack length was 4.1 in . (104 mm). Prior to this test the pipe had experienced the following load

history:

265,555 Fatigue Cycles

30 Hammer Drops

13 Static Overloads

The strain data at gage XE-112 for various pipe center loads is shown on Figure 9. The

maximum load during test T7C2 was 425 kips (189 KN) . The strain at gage XE-112 was elastic with

load during test T7C2. The crack tip was located approximately 1 .6 in. (40.6 mm) from gage XE-112

during test T7C2.

After T7C2 was completed, the pipe was fatigued for 36,600 cycles . This fatigue loading grew

the crack to a total length of 4.18 in . (106 mm). At this crack length, three hammer drops (T7HO-2)

were completed at a pipe center load of approximately 40 .5 kips (180 KN). No observable crack

growth occurred during these dynamic loadings . Next, the hammer was dropped from a higher point

and the pipe center load was increased to 46 .0 kips (205 KN). After the first higher impact load, the

crack was observed to grow to 4.6 in . (117 mm) . Over the next 6 impacts (T7H3-9) at this loading

condition, no additional crack growth was observed . After this series of dynamic loads, the pipe wa s
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fatigue loaded for 56,000 cycles . This fatigue loading grew the crack to an observed length of 7 .3 in .

(185 mm).

With the crack at a length of 7 .3 in. (185 mm), a series of static compliance loads were

completed . A significant amount of blunting was seen at the crack tip during these compliance tests ,

but no tearing was observed at the top crack tip until load T8C7 . During the blunting loadings, a

long plastic zone was established beyond the crack tip along the circumferential weld . This crack tip

and plastic zone are shown on Figure 8 . Tearing was observed when center loads of 50 kips (222

KN) and 55 kips (245 KN) were applied to the pipe . This tearing is shown on Figure 8 .

During load tests T8C1 through T8C11, the strain values for gage XE-112 departed fro m

linearity with pipe load. This load versus strain data is shown on Figure 9 . During these ever

increasing loadings, a hysteresis loop is observed in the gage XE-112 measurements .

For loading T8C7, a strain of 0 .02 was measured before gage XE-112 failed . During this

loading condition, it is estimated that the subsurface flaw was essentially along the fatigue line labele d

number 3 as shown on Figure 7 . This subsurface crack face extended approximately 2 inches (50.8

mm) beyond the observable surface crack at each end of the crack tip . Thus, a 7.3 in. (185 mm)

surface crack extended to an approximate length of 11 .3 in . (287 mm) length through the pipe wall .

Gage XE-113 did not function during the compliance tests . However, gage XE-114 did

function and strain versus load data is provided on Figure 10 . The data was nearly linear with load ,

however, plasticity at the gage location was evident . During the higher loadings minus strain value s

were measured at XE-114. Thus, gage XE-114 was clearly impacted by the plastic zone. Gage XE-

115 was beyond the plastic zone during this testing .

CONCLUSIONS

Testing of flaws in the weld metal confirms that crack growth under dynamic SSE load levels

is stable and demonstrates that the instantaneous DEGB is not probable for the moderate energ y

system of the NPR-HWR when loaded at a 1 SSE loading condition . This testing indicates crack

stability for a worst case 60-year flaw at the 1 SSE level . Tearing of a 7.6 in. (193 mm) crack did no t

occur until a load of 50 kips (222 KN) was achieved . This tearing was stable . Fatigue crack growth

was shown to provide significant subsurface crack extension . Additional testing is planned for flaw s

located in the weld heat affected zone (HAZ) . The HAZ has been shown to have lower JIc and

Tmat values than the weld metal or the base metal for this piping .
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Photo 8498-9 1

Fig . 2 . Pipe Impact Test Facility at ORNL .

Photo 8500-9 1

Fig . 3 . Pipe Impact Test Facility at ORNL .
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Photo 8496-9 1

Fig . 4 . Pipe Impact Test Facility at ORNL .

Photo 8494-9 1
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Fig . 5 . Pipe Test Specimen at ORNL .
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Fig. 8. Crack Extension and Plastic Zone Deformation During Compliance Loadin g
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MEETING SUMMARY

This section is comprised of informal summaries of the papers presented in each session of th e
Specialists' Meeting. These summaries were prepared by rapporteurs for each session and, consequently ,
reflect their assessment and interpretation of the presentations the day the papers were delivered .

SESSION I. CSNI PROJECT FALSIRE

H. Schulz and R . Bass - Chairmen

Descriptio n

The objective of the FALSIRE project was to evaluate present fracture prediction capabilitie s
through interpretative analysis of selected large scale fracture experiments .

Six experiments with different material properties were analyzed to examine various aspects of
crack growth under mainly pressurized-thermal-shock loading conditions . Besides the PTSE-2A/B test
which showed multiple crack events, the other tests showed only stable crack extension in a range of 1
to 6 percent of the initial crack depth . The initial crack depth in these experiments had an a/W ratio tha t
ranged between 0 .1 to 0 .54 .

Thirty-nine analyses were performed, giving this exercise a truly international picture . The
methods applied did include various engineering estimation schemes as well as extensive finite-elemen t
calculations .

Following a workshop in Boston two years ago, more extensive comparisons and detective work
to clarify discrepancies have been performed and presented .

Observations and Recommendations to FALSIRE

1.

	

The FALSIRE project has been extremely useful to bring the large scale experiments wit h
combined mechanical and thermal loading to the attention of a large international community .

2. The results of the analyses showed good capabilities to predict crack initiation, but for some
experiments the available information on measurements for crack initiation were not available i n
time or were insufficient .

3.

	

As a technique to predict crack extension, J R methodology was partially successful in some case s
(NKS experiments) but not in others (PTSE-2, spinning cylinder) .

4. Root causes which account for differences in the analysis results could be identified in man y
cases. Thus, the report can be used as a good reference document in the future . It is necessary
to go on in this effort, especially for clarification of remaining differences for PTSE2 and mor e
extensive comparison with newer data for the spinning cylinder tests .

5. As capabilities of the analyses methods improved (ability to account for multi-linear stressstrain
curves, full temperature dependence, inhomogeneous property models), it was obvious that forme r
material characterization was partly insufficient . Limited supplementary programs could improv e
the situation.

6.

	

Work presently going on to improve the understanding of "constraint" may give a large benefi t
for future analyses to improve crack growth predictions .
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7.

	

Phase II of FALSIRE will start by the end of 1992 with the selection of tests, and a call fo r
participation for the analyst will go out in the spring of 1993 . The intention is to select :
-

	

two or three specimens preferably showing two stages of crack growth .
comparing first the results of the structural analyses to clarify differences originated by
the modeling of the load and elastic-plastic material behavior.
comparing second results of the fracture mechanics analyses .

SESSION H . LARGE-SCALE EXPERIMENTS AND APPLICATION S

C. Pugh and E . Hackett - Chairme n

This session focused primarily on two technical areas : (1) evaluation and analyses of largescal e
PTS thermal shock tests with particular regard to flaw geometry effects and ; (2) use of fracture mechanic s
estimation schemes for defect assessments in reactor pressure vessels .

(1) The papers by Keinanen, Cheverton, and Keeney-Walker highlighted the effect of surface flaw s
and surface flaw characteristics (air, a/c, clad and unclad) on PTS thennal shock analyses .
Keeney-Walker concluded that generally deeper flaws are required for PTS crack initiation for the
3-D flaw as opposed to the 2-D flaw . Probabilistic failure assessments using OCA-P showed a
significant reduction in conditional failure probability of the RPV for the 3-D flaw case .
Cheverton concluded that LEFM worked well for analysis of the ORNL thennal shock tests, bu t
that the beneficial effect on fracture toughness for the short cracks in these experiments was no t
in evidence . Possible explanations for lack of the "short crack effect" included biaxial loading an d
the steep K gradients produced in these tests . Keinanen noted a strong effect of flaw aspect ratio
on the probability for crack arrest in the VTT PTS analyses, short cracks having a greate r
propensity to arrest than deep cracks .

Bnunovsky reported on plate and spinning disc tests for VVER pressure vessel steels . These
CSFR tests show that base metal with flaws smaller than 40 mm and weld metal with flaw s
smaller than 15 to 20 mm behave as though the flaws are not present . As with some other
experiments, Brumovsky reported that multiaxial stresses at failure were lower than for the
uniaxial case .

(2) The papers presented by Bloom and Dowling/Morland were concerned with using flaw estimatio n
schemes (calibration functions and R6, respectively) for RPV defect assessments . Bloom
presented the results of ABAQUS FEM J-integral solutions in terms of calibration constraints as
a function of a/W, a/c, r/t and Ramberg-Osgood strain hardening behavior. The primary
conclusion of this work is that use of FEM formulations for RPV defect assessments can b e
minimized in favor of calibration function approaches . The Dowling/Morland presentation
emphasized that, although conservative, the CEGB R6 methodology has also been shown to b e
reasonable for RPV defect assessments . Areas in which reduced conservatism now appear s
justified included allowance for stable ductile tearing and an improved definition of limit load fo r
ductile materials.
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SESSION III . ASSESSMENT OF FRACTURE MECHANICS ANALYSIS METHODS

G. Yagawa and J. Landes - Chairmen

This session dealt with the development of methods to predict fracture behavior in structural
components and the actual application of some of these methods . The consensus among presenters wa s
that traditional approaches to fracture characterization may not be adequate to predict fracture in complex
geometries. The first paper "Perspectives on Fracture: Correlation versus First Principles and Length
Scales" by Professor Shih, suggested a framework for fracture assessment contrasting a mechanisti c
approach versus a phenomonological approach labeled correlation approach . He pointed out that fracture
behavior was controlled by the exceptional behavior of atoms rather than the average behavior, causin g
many mechanistic models to predict incorrect fracture trends. The correlation approach attributed to Irwi n
did not in its present format describe effects of all factors involved in fracture. Mixing the two approaches
gave a common ground which could take the philosophies of both the mechanism approach to fracture
and correlation approach. This mixed approach is labeled the constraint correction approach. Fracture
behavior is governed by two crack-tip stress states, a deformation stress state, and a triaxial stress state .
These states are independent, requiring different parameters to describe their behavior, therefore, a single
parameter correlation approach should not be adequate to characterize fracture ; a two parameter approach
is needed. For this, J describes the deformation stress state and Q the triaxial stress state . These
parameters must be calibrated for a given geometry and crack aspect ratio ; a handbook of these solutions
is planned. To predict fracture behavior, a locus of J-Q points is needed, rather than a simple J fo r
fracture .

The second paper "Continuum and Micro-Mechanics Treatment of Constraint in Fracture "
presented by Professor Dodds continued the theme of the first paper. He stated that in order to transfer
the results of a laboratory test to the fracture prediction of a component structure, four factors affecting
constraint must be considered ; a/W, size, thickness, geometry . His method for dealing with constraint is
to take a reference constraint state, essentially an infinite body where Q = 0, and reference all othe r
constraint states to that . This is done by characterizing the principal stress and a size parameter for
fracture in the reference stress state; this gives fracture corresponding to a crack-tip field characterized b y
the global parameter Jo. To determine the condition for fracture in a component, it must have a crack-ti p
field equivalent to the Jo field in the infinite body. A component with a constraint less than the infinite
body would have a global applied J which is not Jo for this corresponding field ; for lower constraint, the
applied J is greater than Jo. Through numerical calibration, the applied J, which gives a crack-tip field
corresponding to the one at Jo in the infinite body, can be determined . This applied J then is the one that
can be used to determine fracture for the lower constraint . Dodds showed data of Sumpter which had a
large toughness variation due to differences of constraint . When analyzed by the equivalent Jo approach,
these data were consistent.

Dodds continued by showing for the first time J-Q calibrations for the three-dimensional par t
through surface crack . Q varies around the crack edge being low at the surface, 4) = 0, and rising to a
high value at about 4) = 17° . The addition of a biaxial stress component changes this distribution of Q .
Fracture prediction for the part-through crack could be done by choosing a two-dimensional fractur e
specimen that has an equivalent constraint, characterized by Q, to the part-through crack .

The third paper "Recommendations for the Application of Fracture Toughness Data for Structura l
Integrity Assessment" by Dr. Wallin discussed which data are appropriate to apply in fracture prediction
models . Since fracture toughness data in the transition have extensive scatter, it is not easy to determin e
the appropriate values to use for a safe assessment of fracture in a structural component . Dr. Wallin
characterized the scatter by a three-parameter Weibull equation . This distribution was representative o f
data scatter for a single specimen size . Size differences could be accounted for by a second equatio n
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based on a Weibull statistics which adjusted toughness means for size . Wallin showed that all fracture
toughness data in the transition for steel alloys would fall along a common curve when adjusted to a
common temperature, To , which is defined as the temperature where mean toughness is 100 MPav.
Based on his analysis, he suggested a size criterion given by

b = 1
K c

7c2
6ys .

where b is the specimen uncracked ligament, KJc the fracture toughness expressed as K, and 6ys the yield
stress of the material .

The fourth paper by B. R. Bass, et al "Constraint Effects in Heavy-Section Steels" presented b y
Dr. Shum describes two different analytical approaches to attempt to address shortcomings of conventiona l
one-parameter methods . These are applied to experimental data and some analytical studies . For example,
the J-Q models were applied to some actual component test results like the wide-plate tests . Dr. Shum
showed that planar constraint adjustment may not always be adequate ; thickness constraint adjustment may
also be needed . As concluded by the authors, many issues still seem to remain to be solved to establis h
the two-parameter methods in practical situations .

The fifth paper by Dr. Lidbury "Prediction of the First Spinning Cylinder Test Using Continuu m
Damage Mechanics" presents the FE analyses of the SC-I Test, where the Rousselier ductile damag e
theory is employed to better understand the transferability of test data from small specimens to structural
tests . The results show that the model can predict the observed enhancement of tearing toughness of th e
cylinder to that of small specimens with the appropriate crack-tip mesh size, i .e. mesh size >250 m. It
is considered that the present results show a positive step toward achieving the goal to establish damag e
mechanics as an efficient tool .

In summary, this session showed that traditional single parameter fracture correlation methods ar e
not adequate ; new models which account for constraint must be used . These models show promise o f
solving the classic problem of transferring laboratory data measured at high constraint to predict fracture
of a component structure at lower constraint . In addition to solving the problem of constraint, the scatte r
of fracture toughness data in the transition must be accounted for by statistical models .

SESSION IV. LARGE-SCALE PLATE EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSE S

D. Miannay and A. Hiser - Chairme n

Dr. L. Stumpfrock of MPA described a program to assess the transferability of crack arres t
toughness from small compact specimens to wide-plate specimens at high temperature for a steel thermall y
embrittled . The results show that multiple reinitiation and arrest occur. During unstable propagation the
dominant mode was cleavage. At arrest there is an abrupt change from cleavage to ductile tearing . A
fairly good agreement between the two types of specimens is observed . However, this general behavior
is in discrepancy with previous results of ORNL on wide-plate specimens. No reason can be given .

Dr. D. Lidbury of AEA Technology described a program to determine the stable tearing behavior
of cracks under different loading conditions by testing wide plate specimens of a carbon steel and by using
the failure assessment diagram approach . For the edge cracked plates, the assessment gives a good failure
prediction or is conservative . The very conservative evaluation in bending cannot currently be explained .
The results from combined fatigue and tearing loading in tension are consistent with linearly adding crack
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growth . For the surface cracked plate, initiation is best predicted from using a local limit lead . This
program is now planned for nuclear steels .

Mr. R. Fabi of ABB reviewed the knowledge gained by large scale testing to demonstrate
integrity. He highlighted the key issues to be addressed, initiation of small cracks in brittle material o f
large structures, the dynamic reinitiation of deep cracks in brittle or ductile materials and the stati c
reinitiation of deep cracks in ductile materials.

Professor K . Kussmaul of MPA described a program to investigate the application of small
specimen laboratory test data to large-scale tests, under dynamic loading conditions . Overall the results
demonstrated good comparability of the results for stable tearing ; additional analyses are under way fo r
comparison to component sections.

Mr. D. Wright of AEA Technology reviewed work in progress examining biaxial loading effect s
on the ductile tearing behavior of a ferritic steel . Overall the results indicate a benefit of biaxial loadin g
from the standpoint of higher stress of initiation (by 20 percent) and slightly higher maximum stress (b y
2 percent) . No comparisons of J levels at initiation or maximum load were presented, although the
speaker thought that the J levels were higher for the biaxial loading geometry . A comment was made
from the audience that the observed benefits of biaxial loading were applicable for ductile tearing and no t
necessarily for cleavage fracture .

Dr. H. Kordisch of IWM-Freiburg described a program to assess the transferability of data from
small specimens to a larger plate specimen, for the case of ductile crack initiation and growth in an RP V
steel . Results from this program indicate that good agreement in crack growth profiles can be foun d
between numerical simulations using small specimens and large plate experimental results if the constrain t
dependance of crack growth resistance is accounted for in the numerical simulations .

SESSION V. FRACTURE MODELING AND TRANSFERABILITY

K. Kussmaul and W. Pennell - Chairmen

The first paper (T. Theiss, ORNL) was entitled "Experimental and Analytical Investigations of th e
Fracture Toughness Enhancement Associated with Shallow Flaws ." The ORNL shallow flaw fracture
toughness testing program has as its objective a definition of the shift in the nil ductility transitio n
temperature produced by relaxation of crack-tip constraint for shallow flaws . Test results from thi s
program have the potential to influence RPV pressurizedthermal-shock (PTS) analysis, where shallo w
flaws are a primary source of predicted crack initiations . Three point SEN benching specimens of A533 B
material were used in the test program . The beam section for most of the tests was 100 mm deep and 10 0
mm wide. Crack defects were in the range of 10 mm to 14 mm, with 50 mm crack defects used in the
control specimens . Results from the lower transition region of the fracture toughness showed a toughnes s
increase of approximately 60 percent (KJcs/KJcd) for shallow flaws, when compared with the deep-fla w
data. As expected, deep flaw and shallow flaw data were coincident at lower-shelf temperatures . The
shallow-flaw fracture toughness test is shifted by approximately 35°C relative to the deep flaw data .
Follow-up work will investigate the effects of biaxial (out-of-plane) stress field and full-scale geometrie s
on shallow-flaw fracture toughness . Feedback from the audience questioned the use of RTNDT to
characterize shallow-flawfracture toughness extension for a reactor vessel when cladding was present . The
author explained that the ARTNDT impact of the shallow-flaw constraint relaxation was a convenient wa y
of summarizing the effect in a single number, cladding effects were however included in the application
models .

The second paper (Professor G . Yagawa, University of Tokyo) was entitled "Stable Crack Growt h
Behaviors in Welded CT Specimens - Finite Element Analyses and Simplified Assessment" . Investigations
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have been conducted on homogeneous A533B and composite A533B/weld material IT-CT specimens .
In the composite specimens the crack-tip was located both in the parent material HAZ and in the wel d
metal. The GE-EPRI method and the reference stress methods were used to estimate J from the CMOD- P
curves . These estimates were then compared with measured values . Mean values of coefficients were
used in the material power law hardening equation to represent the weld material behavior . The
coefficients for parent material were set at 1 .0. Coefficients in the range 0 to I were used for the wel d
material. A coefficient of 0.5 gave a close match to the measured J- 0 a curve for weld material. Neural
network technology is being applied to refine the selection of material coefficients . In an example,
training data for the neural network were taken from elastic-plastic cyclic stress-strain test hysteresis loops .
The neural network analysis permits the optimization of the stress-strain curve representation . The positive
impact of this optimization was evident in a comparison of interpretation of the test data for the composit e
specimens . It was apparent from the discussion of this paper that the use of neural networks for test dat a
interpretation was a novel concept for much of the audience .

The third paper (M. Brumovsky, CSFR) was entitled "Large-Scale Fracture Mechanics Testing -
Requirements and Possibilities ." Large-scale testing provides the means of optimizing and validating
pressure vessel fracture margin assessment technology . There are however a number of factors which
must be considered when planning a large-scale test in order to avoid producing non-prototypic results .
Size effects are often underestimated in tests . Plate thickness was given as an example. Surface
inhomogenities occupy a greater portion of the test specimen when the specimen is cut from a non -
prototypic plate thickness . Loss of residual stress effects can occur when test specimens are cut from larg e
plate or components . Examples were given of (a) cracks which initiated from unanticipated locations in
prototypic structures and (b) crack-arrest data which were influenced by environment, thickness and als o
the total energy stored within the structural system . Feedback from the audience was generally supportive
of the concerns and recommendations summarized by the author . The ongoing HSST program shallow
flaw fracture toughness tests on full-scale three-point bend SEN specimens cut from the wall of a reacto r
pressure vessel from a canceled nuclear plant were cited as an endorsement of the recommendations mad e
by the author .

The fourth paper (S . A. Swamy, Westinghouse) provided insight into thermal mixing phenomena
in case of a small LOCA . It is important to know that the safety injection into the cold leg results in a
stratified mass flow through the nozzle and downwards in a striplike manner. This causes localized high
stresses in a highly inhomogeneous stress field. The maximum loading occurs in the nozzle region . In
the beltline region the axial stress might become as high or even higher as the hoop stress .

A critical review (R . Dexter, Lehigh) of the causes of geometry effects in ductile tearing clarifie s
the importance of the geometry dependence of the shape and volume of the plastic zone in the ligament ,
ranging from local to remote plasticity . It is therefore imperative to examine the local fracture mode
before any fracture criteria may be adequately employed . On a micromechanical level, ductile fractur e
is controlled by a critical fracture strain . This parameter is not very sensitive to both high triaxiality and
surface-typé cracks . Therefore, constraint based approaches will not work for ductile fracture .

The understanding of PTS events requires investigation of highly dynamic events (H . Couque
SWRI) . The generation of respective fracture mechanics data is possible using a novel experimental-
computational approach involving a coupled pressure ,bar technique and a viscoplastic dynamic fractur e
code. Fracture data have been generated up to upper-shelf temperatures with loading rates of 10 6
MPa

The paper on nonhomogeneous media (F. Brochard, CEA/CEN) focuses on drastically changing
material properties, e .g., bimetallic joints and nonhomogeneous temperature distributions, where a
correction term is needed for the calculation of the energy release rate . This fact is important for PTS
events, where the temperature distribution is nonhomogeneous. An open question remains if the crack
tip lies on an, interface .
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SESSION VI. LARGE-SCALE PIPING EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSE S

G. Wilkowski and M. Kozluk - Chairmen

The first paper by W . Stoppler and D. Sturm (presented by L. Stumpfrock), presents the result s
of cyclic loading tests on pressurized, large diameter ferritic pipes containing circumferential flaws . The
testing program addressed a number of parameters, including: inside surface versus outside surface flaws ,
three flaw lengths were used 200 /400/1200, three flaw depths were used 10%/20%/50%, upper versus lowe r
shelf material, and rate of cyclic loading . A majority of the 15 test results reported were pressurized an d
tested under full reversal cyclic loading (R-ratio of -I) . The authors report that reasonable agreement with
test results were obtained by finite element analysis based growth rates . The results of the tests indicat e
that the fatigue growth rates increase with increasing flaw size and the number of cycles to failure are als o
influenced by the toughness of the material .

The second paper by Forster et . al. (presented by S. Bhandari), describes bending tests performe d
on through-wall circumferential cracks in thin-walled, large diameter austenitic pipes for liquid metal fas t
breeder reactor applications. In the 6 test results reported, the enclosed angle of the crack ranged from
60°-175° with three of the tests having the crack located in base metal and the remaining tests having the
crack located in either the weld center-line or in the HAZ . The JR-curves from the pipe tests were over -
predicted by C(T) . specimen tests of the same material . The bending moment for the tests was applied
as a quasi-static monotonically increasing load . Because of the larger size of the pipe specimens the J R-
curves obtained much greater amounts of crack extension than are available with C(T) specimens . The
lowest JR-curve from the pipe tests was for a specimen in which the machined crack was located in th e
center-line of the weld and grew by turning into the fusion line of the weld . Because of the relatively
large diameter-to-thickness ratio of the pipe specimens, all of the specimens exhibited buckling in the
compressive region of the speci nen but the buckling did not occur until after maximum load was reached .
The authors obtained good prediction of the maximum load using the Battelle plastic-zone screenin g
criteria (worst error being 9%). The engineering treatment model (ETM) used by the authors over -
predicted the maximum moment (worst error being 45%) and underestimated the amount of crac k
extension.

The third paper by Olson et . al ., presents the analysis methodology used for the piping system test s
performed as part of the first International Piping Integrity Research Program (IPIRG-1) . The results of
the tests for a long surface flaw in austenitic base metal are presented . The loading consisted of pressure ,
thermal expansion, inertia, and dynamic anchor motion. The piping system loading is an increasing
amplitude sinusoid with an increasing ramp superimposed . The paper concludes that this austenitic base
metal experiences a reduction in fracture toughness (J R and CTOA) because of cyclic loading. The paper
raises the question on the applicability of quasi-static, monotonically loaded C(T) specimen data for
analysis of piping systems . The paper also addresses the difficulty of using a Ramberg-Osgood material
characterization for austenitic steels, and the importance of using a suitable fit . The paper presents that
for these types of application the goodness of fit is best determined by examining the moment-rotatio n
curve for the cracked piping section .

The fourth paper by Poole et. al., presents an engineering demonstration of the large margins
available in the design procedures to grow cracks from their detectable size to a length corresponding to
fmal collapse of the pipe . Loading was applied to the piping segment to simulate seismic and impact
loadings, and it also included load-controlled cyclic loading. As with the earlier paper by K. Foster et.
al ., when a crack was put in the center-line of the weld it eventually grew to the fusion line during ductil e
tearing .

The papers presented in this session appear to indicate that JR-curves derived from C(T) specimens
may not be conservative when applied to actual piping systems containing circumferential cracks . It
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appears that: C(T) specimens over-predict the JR-curves for thin-walled pipes with circumferentia l
through-wall cracks, cyclic loading appears to reduce the apparent toughness of austenitic materials, and
confirms that crack growth rates are strongly dependent on the size of flaws . It appears that the cycli c
effects cause damage in the local region of the crack tip and this may change the constraint conditions at
the crack tip . Under cyclic loading, the crack extends in increments (of either stable tearing or crac k
jumps) which position the crack tip once again in a region of undamaged material . In spite of these
potential non-conservatisms it appears that initiation of flaws can be reasonably predicted and that nuclea r
grade piping is extremely tough and that the only apparent way to obtain double ended guillotine ruptures
is through repeated application of large bending loads to progressively tear the pipe into two pieces .
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